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16A.2.1 B 2.1 SAFETY LLMITS<

16A.2.1.1 REACIOR CORE: B 2.1.1 DNBR; B 2.1.2 PEAK LINEAR HEAT RATE

Reactor Core
B 2.1.1, B 2.1.2

B 2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.1 Besetor Core

BASES

BACKGROUND nis Bases addresses the following Reactor Core Safety Limits: r

!

2.1.1 DNE
2.1.2 Peak Linear Heat Rate ;

!

i

Safety Limits that protect the integnty of the reactor coolant pressure i

boundary, the fuel and fuel claddmg are required to be included in the |
i
]technical speci5 cations pursuant to 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref.1).

Specined Acceptable Fuel Design Limits (S AFDLs) are established to prevect !

overheating of the fuel c.3dding and possible cladding perforation with the '

release of fission products to the reactor coolant, (Ref. 3). Overheating of ''|
the fuel cladding is prevected by restricting fuel operation to within the

( nucleate boiling regime where the heat transfer coefficient is large and the i

cladding surface temperature is only slightly above the coolant saturation !

temperature, and maintaining the dynamically djusted peak linear heat rate |
of the fuel at or less than 21 kw/ft. which will not cause fuel centerline

'

melting in any fuel rod. Once estr.blished, the SAFDLs become the Safety
Limits used to protect the fuel and fuel cladding.

.

He upper boundary of the nucleate boiling agime is termed " departure from
'

nucleate boihng" (DNBL DNB occurs when the local heat flux addition.
(BRI per unit c! adding sud ce area per unit time) from the fuel rods to the i

renesor coolant causes nurhate boiling to be replaced by a steam film along '

regn of the cladding. At this point, there is a sharp redwtion of the heat
"

transfer coefficient which results in a large difference between the cladding
*

surface temperature and the coolant saturation temperature. Inside the steam
film, high cladding temperatures are reaches, and a cladding-water (Zircaloy- >

water) reaction may take place. This chemical reaction results in oxidatio.o ,

(continued)
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l

Reactor Core
B 2.1.1, B 2.1.2

BASES
,

BACKGROUND of the fuel claAGg to a mechanically weaker form. His utaker form may
(continued) lose its integrity, allowsg an uncontrolled release of activity to the reactor !

coolanL

Cateriins fuel melt occun when the local linear heat rate of the fuel is high
enough to cause the fuel centerline temperature to reach the melting point of
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting may cause the
pellet to stress the cladding to the point of failure, allowing an uncontrolled
release of particulate and gaseous activity to the coolant. A second
consideration of centerline melting involves redistribution of the fuel which
depends on the extent of the meltmg and the physical state of the fuel rod at
the time of the melting.

Because of the above factors. DNBR and Peak Linear Heat Rate have been
estabhshed as Safety Limits.

APPLICABLE He fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of nonnal operation
SAFE"lY ANALYSES (Condition 1 events) and Anticipated Operational Occunences (AOOs)

(Condition Il events), Ref. 3. The reactor core Safety Limits are established
,

to preclude violation of the followsg fuel design enteria (Ref. 2):

1. During normal operation and AOOs, there must be at least a 95 %
probability at a 95% confidence level that the bot fuel rod in the
core does not experience DNB. This is referred to hereafter as the
95/95 DNB criterion.

2. During normal operation and AOOs, the hot fuel pellet in the core
must not experience centerline fuel melting.

Limiting Safety System Settings (LSSSs) for the low DNER, high local
power density, high loganthmic power level, low pressurizer pressure and-

high linear power level tnps, and limiting conditions for opention on DNBR
;

(continued)
<
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Reactor Core
B 2.1.1, B 2.1.2

BASES
P

APPLICABLE and kw/ft margin are specified such that there is a high degree of confidence
SAFETY ANALYSES that the Safery limits are not exceeded dunng oc,rmal operation and

(contmued) anticipated operanonal oces.rrences. See Section 3.2 of the LCOs for the
LSSSs.

.

SAFETY LIMITS SL 21.1 - DSTR

CorTe!ations predict Departste from Nucleate Botling (DNB) and the location
of DNB for axially umform and non-uruform beat flux distributions. The
local DNB ratio (DNER), defined as the ratio of the predicted DNB beat flux
at a particular core location to the actual beat flux at that location, is
indicative of the margin to DNB. The minimum value of DNBR during
normal operation and design basis AOOs is limited to [1.24] CE-1 CHF
corTelation and is established as a Safety Limit. Additional factors such as
rod bow and spacer gnd size and placement will determine the LSSS valve-
required to ensure the Safety Limit is maintamed. We. ,

,

SL 2.1.2 - Peak Linear Heat Rate i

Maintaining peak linear beat rates to s 21 kw/ft ensures fuel centerlme melt
will not occur during normal operatirg conditions or design AOOs.

t

APPLICABILITY The limits on DNER and peak Imear beat rate are applicable in MODES 1
and 2 since the conditions which could lead to reaching these limits only |

occur when the reactor is producing THERMAL POWER. Applicability in
other MODES is mennmgless, since the reactor is not critical or generating
THERMAL POWER.

SAFETY LIMIT L2d Exceeding the DNBR or peak linear beat rate Safety Limits may cause
VIOLATION immediate fuel damage due to the Zirtaloy-water reaction or cen'erline fuel

melt. Therefore, any deviation outside these limis must be coirected as
quickJy as possible. Placing the umt in MODE 3 ensures the potential for
DNB and centerline fuel melt will not continue. Normally this will o: cur as
the result of an automatic rea: tor trip from the Reactor Protection System.

,

|

(continued)
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Reactor Core
B 2.1.1, B 2.1.2

,

BASES f

SAFETY LIMIT The I bout allotted to reach MODE 3 is adequate to conduct a rapid.
VIOLNI'lON controlled shutdown while minimmng the timi the reactor is operated after

(continued) exceeding a Safety Urnit.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Ucensing of Production and Utilization Facilities. Paa
50.36, Technical Specifications. '

i

2. ANSI N18.2-1973. Nuclear Safety Cnteria for the Design of
Stadocary Pressurtres Water Reactor Plants, American National
Standards Institute August 6,1973. ,

:
3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Criteria for Nuclear Power

Plants, Cnterion 10,

4. CESSAR DC Chapter 4, Reactor.
|

5. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15. Accident Analysis 1

{

l

1

i

I
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16 A.2.1.2 B 2.1.3 RCS PRESSLTE

RCS Pressure
B 2.1.3

B 2.1 SAFLTY llMITS

B 2.1.3 RCS Pressure

BASES

BACKGROUND %e function of this safety limit is to prevent the RCS from exceeding its
design pressure lunit by an amount greater than 10% Per Section III of the
ASME code, the limiting pressure for the RCS may not exceed 2500 psia
plus 250 psia for a total of 2750 psia.

Four pressunzer code safety valves, each set to hft at 2500 psia 11 % to
protect the RCS from overpressunzation.

ne applicable analysis covering the structural design of the RCS is based on
Secuon III of the ASME code. Relieving capacity rules and guidelines are
provided in the code under Section NE-7000, which pertains to the RCS.
Single failure of either of the pressutizer safety valves is not a criterion for
operat2on and is so noted in the ASME code by allowing the total relieving
capacity of all safety valves to be credited to overpressure protection.

The consequences of exceeding 2750 psis depends on the amount of
overpressure im;osed on the RCS.

APPLICABLE
There are no transient or accident analyses that assume the RCS is initia!!y

SAFETY ANALYSIS at its design pressure, or that it reaches its Pressure Safety Umit (110% of
design) dunng any Design Bases Event.

SAFETY LIMITS SL 21.3 - RCS Pressure

The RCS Pressure Safety Limit protects the reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPB)integnty. Violation of this safety limit could result in uncontrolled
RCPB leakage and release of fission products to the containment.

(contmued)
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RCS Pressure
B 2.1.3

|
BASES

,

APPLICABILITY Durmg operation in MODES I through 5, the Reactor Vessel head bolts are
fully tenstoned and pressures and temperatures are elevated. A slight
possibihty exists that under certain circumstances, a transient could occur that
would cause the RCS Pressure Safety Linut to be reached or exceeded,
nerefore, the LCO applies in these MODES.

During MODE 6 operation, the Reactor Vessel head bolt (s) are either not
fully tensioned, or the head is removed. In addition, the temperatures and ,

pressures are much lower than in the other MODES. Herefore, the
possibility of overpressunzation does not exist and the LCO does not apply.

;

5AFETY LIMIT 2.2.1
VIOLATIONS

With the RCS pressure greater than 2750 psig in MODES 1 or 2, the
pressure must be reduced to below this value. A pressure greater than 2750

( psig exceeds 110% of RCS design pressure and may challeoge system
integrity. Reducing RCS pressure is accomplished by terminatmg the cause
of the pressure increa.se, removing energy or mass from the RCS, or a
combination of the above actions.

The 15-minute Completion Time is based on the importance of reducing RCS
pressure to within limits and allows the operator sufficient time to perform
the actions required to reduce pressure without causing an additional plant
transicat.

2.2.2

With RCS pressure greater than 2750 psig in MODES 3, 4 or 5, the
prer.sure must be reduced below this value. Exceedtog the Safety Limit in
MODES 3,4, or 5 is potentia!!y more severe than exceeding the Safety Limit
in MODES 1 or 2 since the reactor vessel temperature may be lower.
Reducing RCS pressure is accomplished by removing mass or energy or both
from the system. In MODES 3,4, or 5, relatively small amounts of energy
are being added to the system and consequently only small amount of energy
or mass must be removed. The five-minute Completion Time to restore the

(continued)
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RCS Pressure
B 2.1.3

1

P

BASES

SAFETY LIMIT pressure to below 2750 psig is based on the importance of reducing RCS
VIOLATIONS pressure to withis limits and allows the operator sufficient time to perform

(continuaf) the actions requirt4 to reduce pressure

Reducing MODES is cot required since this would require reducing
te+4me which would compound the problem by adding thermal gradient
stresses to the existing pressure stress.

2.2.3. 2 2 4. 2 2 5 and 2.2.6

Whenever a Safety Limit violation occurs,10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2) requires
the NRC to be confied as required by 10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 3) and 10 CFR
50.73 (Ref. 4). Notification within one hour is required by 10 CFR .~0.72
due to the imtiation of a shutdown required by the Technical Specifications.
Within 30 days, a Licensee Event Report (LER) is required by 10 CFR 50.73
due to completion of the required shutdown. Reference 3 also req tires NRC
approval to resume plant operation. These Required Actions ensure the NRC
and appropriate plant personnel are notified in a timely manner.

,

REFERENCES 1, CESSAR-DC Chapter 5, Reactor Coolant System.

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, * Nuclear
Power Plant Components,' Article NB-7000. * Protection Against
Overpressure,* American Society of Mechamcal Engineering.

3. 10 CFR 50.36. Technical Specifications.

4. 10 CFR 50.72 Immediate Notification Requirements for Ope 4 sting
Nuclear Power Reactors.

5. 10 CFR 50.73 Licensee Event Report System.

Additional Refereopeg
,

6. 52 FR 3788 NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification improvements for Nuclear Power Plants. February 6 >

1

1987.
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16A.3 B 3.0 APPLICABILITY

16 A.3.1
LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION (LCOs) - APPLICABILITY

LCO Applicability
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMmNG CONDmOFS FOR OPERATION (LCOs)- APPLICABILITY

FAsEs

LCOs LCOs 3.0.1 through 3.0.9 establish the general requirements applicable to all
3.0.1 - 3.0.9 Specifications unless otherwise stated.

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 estabhshes the Applicabthty statement within each individual
Specification as the requirement for when (i.e., in which MODES or other
specified conditions) conformance to the LCO is required.

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 stablishes that upon discovery of a failure to meet a Limiting
Condition for Operation, the associated ACTIONS shall be met. Dea

Completion Times of the Required Actions are applicable from the point in
time an ACTIONS * Condition is entered. He Required Actions establish
those remedial measures that must be taken u,6 specified Completion
Times uten the requirements of an LCO are not met. His Specification
establishes that:

1. Completion of the Required Actions within the specified Completion
Times constitutes compliance w,th a specification, and

2. Completion of the Required Actions is not required when an LCO
is met within the specified Completion Time unless otherwise
specified.

~1_a are two basic types of Required Actions. He first type of Required
Action specifies a time hmit in which the LCO must be met, nis time limit
is the Completion Time to restore an inoperable system or component to'

OPERABLE status or for restoring paraceters within specified limits. If
these Required Actions are not completed w, thin the specified

Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to place the unit in a MODE

or condition in which the specification no longer applies. De second type
,

;
of Required Action specifies the remedial measures that pernut continued
operation of the umt which is not further restncted by the Completion Time.
In this case, conformance to the Required Actions provides an acceptable
level of safety for continued operation.

i

(contmued)
I
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.2 %e Completion Times of the Required Actions are also applicalile uten a
(continued) system or component is removed fmm service intentionally. He reasons for

intentionally relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not hmited to,
performance of Surveillance Requirementa, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational problems. It is not
intended that intentional entry into shutdown Required Actions (i.e., Actions
requiring a change in MODE) be made for operational convenience. This is
to limit routine voluntary removal of redundant equipment from service in
lieu of o:her alternatives that would not result in redimdant equipenent being
inoperable. Individual specifications may include a specified Completion
Time of a Surveillance Requirement when equipment is removed from
service, or bypassed for testing. In this case, the Completion Times of the '

Required Actions are applicable when this limit espires if the nuveillance has
not been completed.

When a MODE or other specified condition change is required to comply |

with Required Actions, the umt may have entered a MODE or other specified
condition in which a new specification becomes applicable. In this case, the

( Completion Times of any new Required Actions would apply from the point
in time that the new specification becomes applicable and the ACDONS'
Condition (s) are entered.

;

It is allowable to be in more than one ACTIONS' Condition of a given LCO (
.

at the same time. When in multiple ACTIONS * Conditions, the Required
Actions of each Condition entered must be completed within the specified
Completion Time.

2

LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the Required Actions that must be implemented when
an LCO is not met and: *

,

1. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is not met and
no other Condition apphes, or

t6 M wr
2.

He Condition is not specifically addressed by the associated )ACTIONS. (At>p cdd Mcsed va'd,$ , e n y,ge

(continued)
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LCO A9plicability
B 3.0 >

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented
when an LCO is not met and:

,

An associated Required Action and Completion Time isa.
!

not met and no other Condition applies; or
!

b. The condition of the unit is not specifically !

addressed by the associated ACTIJNSJ This means that '
no combination of CondTfions stated in the ACTIONS can-

,

/ be made that exactly corresponds to the actual
j condition of the unit. Sometimes, possible bg 4V

combinations of Conditions are such that entering A tcoi i

LCO 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases, the ACTIONS l

specifically state a Condition corresponding to such 3o3>-

'

combinations and also that LCO 3.0.3 be entered 2. :imediately.
,

~
_ - :

This Specification delineates the time limits for placing
the unit in a safe MODE or other specified condition when
operation cannot be maintained within the limits for safe
operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. It is not
intended to be used as an operational convenience that
permits routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or ~

components from service in lieu of other alternatives that .

'

would not result in redundant systems or components being ~

inoperable.

Upon entering LCO 3.0.3, I hour is allowed to prepare for
an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unit
operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the :

load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
lower MODES of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in,

>

a controlled and orderly manner that is well within the
specified maximum cooldown rate and within the capabilities
of the unit, assuming that only the minimum required
equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on
components of the Reactor Coolant System and the potential
for a plant upset that could challenge safety systems under
conditions to which this Specification applies. The use and
interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of ,

|

LCO 3.0.3 are consistent with the discussion of Section 1.3, !Completion Times.

!

(continued) i

(
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

,

P

BASES

LCO 3.0.3 This specification delineates the time limits for placing the unit in a a fe
(continued) MODE or other specified condition when operation cannot be maintained

within the limits for safe operation defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS.
It is not intended to be used as an operational coc.venience which peruuts
routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or components from service

,

'

in lieu of other a.lternatives that would not result in redundant systems or
components being inoperable.

One hour is allowed to prepare for an orderly shutdows before initiating a
change in plant operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with tie load dispatcher to
ensure the stability and availability of the electrical grid. The tim limita
specified to reach lower MODES of operation ,ermit the shutdown to,

proceed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well within the specified
maximum cooldown rate and within the capabilities of the facility assuming
only the cummum required equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal
stresses on components of the Reactor Coolant System and the potectial for
a plant upset that could challecge safety systems under conditions for which
this Specification applies. The use and interpretation of specified times to
complete the actions of LCO 3.0.3 shall be consistent with the discussion of
Section 1.3, Completion Times.

A unit shutdown required per LCO 3.0.3 may be termmated and LCO 3.0.3
etited if any of the following occurs

,

1. The LCO is now met.

2. A Condition exists for which the Required Actions have now been
i

performed.

3. ACTIONS exist which do not have expired Completion Times.
These Completion Times are applicable from the point in time that !
the Condition was initially entered and not from the time LCO 3.0.3
is exited. I

1

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.3 he time limits of Specificanon 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the unit to be in
(coctmued) MODE 5 when a shutdown is required during MODE 1 operation. If the

unit is in a lower MODE of operation when a shutdown is required, the time
limit for reaching the next lower MODE of operation applies. However, if
a lower MODE of operation is reached in less time than allowed, the total
allowable time to reach MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, is not reduced.
For example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours, the time allowed to reach
MODE 4 is the next !! hours, because the total time to reach MODE 4 is
not reduced froai the allowable hmit of 13 hours. Therefore, if remedia!
measures are complead that would peruut a return to MODE 1, a penalty is
not incurrai by having to reach a lower MODE of operstion in less than the
total time allowed.

In MODES 1,2,3 and 4, LCO 3.0.3 provides actions for Conditions not
covered in other Specifications. He requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not
apply in MODES S and 6 because the unit is already in the most restnetive
Condition that LCO 3.0.3 would require the unit to be placed in. The
requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in other specified conditions of the
Apphcabthry, unless in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4, because the ACTIONS of

s

individual specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to be taken.

He exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where requiring a
plant shutdown in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 would not provide appropriate
remedial measures for the associated condition of the unit. These exceptions
are addressed in the inividual specifications.-

'

's

ne requirement to be in MODE 4 in 13 hours is plant specific and depends
on the ability to cool the pressurizer and degas.

LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or other specified
cond2tions in the Applicability uten an LCO is not met. It precludes placing
the unit in a different MODE or other specified condition when the
requirements of an LCO in the MODE or other specified condition to be
entered are not met and continued noncomphance w1th these conditions would
result in a shutdown to comply with the Required Actions.

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.4 Compliance with Required Actions that penmt continued operation of the unit
(continued) for an unlimited period of time in the MODE or other specified condition

e

provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation. His is
without regard to the status of the unit before or efter a MODE change.
Derefore, in this case, entry into a MODE or other condition specified in
the Applicability may be made in accordance with the provisions of the
Requ: red Actions. He provisions of this Specification abould not be
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise good practe- in restoring
systems or components to OPERABLE status before unit startup.

,

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or other
specified conditions in the Apphcability which are required to comply with

,

;ACTIONS.
+

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 are stated in the individual specifications.
.

Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or to a specific Required Action '

of a specification.

(
When changing MODES or other specified conditions while in an ACTIONS'

Condition in compliance with LCO 3.0.4, or where an exception to LCO '
3.0.4 is stated, the ACTIONS derme the remedial measures that apply.

1

Surveillance requirements do not have to be performed on the associated '

inoperable equipment. Herefore, a MODE change in this situation does not
violate SR 3.0.1 or SR 3.0.4 for those Surveillance Requirements that do not
have to be performed due to the associated inoperable equipment. However,
Surveillance Requirements must be met to demonstrate OPERABILITY prior
to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE and restoring compliance
with the affected LCO.

LCO 3.0.5 LCO 3.0.5 establishes the allowance of restoring equipment to service when
it has been removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with
ACTIONS. His Specifica: ion provides an exception to LCO 3.0.2 to allow;

l

performance of testing to:
1

1. Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to
service,or

2. Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of other equipment.

(continued)

,
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LCO Applicability ;
B 3.0 !

BASES

LCO 3.0.5 It is necessary to allow such testing to be conducted to prove OPERABILITY
(contmuod) and return the equipment to sersce. Placing inoperable equipment in service

,

'
-

for this testing does not affect its Completion Time.
7

;

./"
CCO 3.0.6establisbes the allowance of delaying Rhired Actions for up toLCO 3.0.6

B bours to perform'n'5crveillartcclegtIIEments when systems are rendered
[

i

inoperable for the perfornianceYthe, Surveillance Requirements. This M
specification proIdes an exception to LdO10.23 allow performance of

%gSurveillance Requirements required to demonstrate OPERABILITY. I ''

'N. ,

LCO 3.0.7
' LCO 3.0.7 establishes which ACTIONS are applicable when support systems /

!

are inoperable, dependmg on whether or not they have an LCO specified4In
,

'

the Technical Specifications. The supported system is not required'io be
declared inoperable solely due to support system inoperabihty/Only the

,

support system LCO's ACTIONS are required to be entered,Mhe supported
systems * AGONS are only required to be entered utere' directed to do so

,

by the support syste:As'sACT10NS. This is a clarificafion of the definition DC
of OPERABILITY. This clanfication is necissary to establish the
relationship between the sOppqrt systems and't'he supported systems, to tJ eg t-

(preclude cascading to multiple suppprted sypem ACTIONS, and to eliminate-

the confusion associated with enteridgtoplfiple LCOs* ACTIONS. Examples bfof support systems with LCOs spoef$ed in the Technical Specifications
is

include service water, diesel gene,ritors, and'AC and DC distnbution.

When a support system as inop[erable and there is\
not au LCO for that support

system epecified in thefe'chnical Specifications, the ISepee shall evaluate
the impact of the ino rability or degradation of the support system function
on the OPERAB ' of the supported systems. This i\lecause thedinoperability o3 egradation of the support system function may orpay not;

affect the OPf!RABILITY of the supported system. OPERABILITtwf the
supporteddystem will deper.d on the intended function of the supp?arted
systern ind the level of support that the support system provides. Upo'th,
detetInination that the supported system is inoperable, the AGONS ofits \

MCO shall apply. N

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0 t

e

(BASES

LCO 3.0.5 An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment
(continued) being returned to service is reopening a containment !

,

isolation valve that has been closed to comply with Required
Actions and must be reopened to perfom the SRs.

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other
equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system out
of the tripped condition to prevent the trip function from
occurring during the perfomance of an SR on another channel
in the other trip system. A similar example of
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking
an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped

: condition to pemit the logic to function and indicate the
'

appropriate response during the perfomance of an SR on
another channel in the same trip system.

:
. _ - . -

.-
,

LC0 3.0.6 LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LC0 3.0.2 for support ;
;

i i
~

systems that have an LCO specified in the Technical
i Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because !

! LCD 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required i'

i Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LCO be -

} entered solely due to the incperability of the support
j system. This exception is justified because the actions .'

;
,

( that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe
condition are specified in the support system LCO's Required !
Actions. These Required Actions may include entering the ;
supported system's Conditions and Required Actions or may >'

specify other Required Actions.
,

'When a support system is inoperable and there is an LCO
i - specified for it in the TS, the supported system (s) are

required to be declared inoperable if detemined to be1

( inoperable as a result of the support system inoperability..

1 However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported
1 systems' Conditions and Required Actions unless directed to
i do so by the support system's Required Actions. The

' potential confusion and inconsistency of requirements,

celated to the entry into multiple support and supported
systets' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary*

to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the
; support system's Required Actions.

,

(continued)
; \ ,
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,
LCO 3.0.6 However, there are instances where a support system's |'

(continuid) Required Action may either direct a supported system to be
declared inoperable or direct entry into Conditions and
Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur ;
imediately or af ter some specified delay to perfom some,

other Required Action. Regardless of whether it is
imediate or af ter some delay, when a support system'sa

Required Action directs a supported system to be declared
inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required
Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions
and Required Act.ons shall be entered in accordance with
LC0 3.0.2. .

!

Specification S.E, ' Safety Function Determination Program
(SFDP)," ensures loss of safety function is detected and

(f; appropriate actions are taken. Upon failure to meet two or
more LCOs concurrently, an evaluation shall be made to

: determine if loss of safety function exists. Additionally, !

other limitations, remedial actions, or compensatory actions'

may be identified as a result of the support system
inoperability and corresponding exception to entering
supported system Conditions and Required Actions. The SFDP [

y ,

implements the requirements of LCO 3.0.6.
:

k. i

Cross train checks to identify a loss of safety function for !
,

those support systems that support multiple and redundant,

safety systems are required. The cross train check verifies '
i

that the supported systems of the redundant OPERABLE support
.

system are OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is
retained. If this evaluation determines that a loss of'

safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions and
i

Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss of safety '

function exists are required to be entered.
;
;

LCO 3.0.7 Special tests and operations are required at various times'
-

over the unit's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perfom maintenance activities, and to'

perform special evaluations. Because TS normally preclude
these tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs) *

allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended.' '

under controlled conditions. STEs are included in i

applicable sections of the Specifications. Unless otherwise
specified, all other TS requirements remain unchanged and in

(continued)

{
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LCO 3.0.7 effect as applicable. This will ensure that all appropriate(continued) requirements of the MODE or other specified condition not
directly associated with or required to be changed or
suspended to perfom the special test or operation will
remain in effect.

The Applicability of an STE LCO represents a condition not
necessarily in compliance with the nonAal requirements of
the TS. Compliance with STE LCOs is optional.

A special test may be perfomed under either the provisions
of the appropriate STE LCO or the other applicable TS
requi rements. If it is desired to perfom the special test
under the provisions of the STE LCO, the requirements of the<

STE LCO shall be followed.
in the STE LCO. This includes the SRs specified

<

Some of the STE LCOs require that one or more of the LCOs
for normal operation be met (i.e. meeting the STE LCO
requires meeting the specified nomal LCOs). The
Applicability, ACTIONS, and SRs of the specified normal
LCOs, ho ever, are not required to be met in order to meet
the STE LCD when it is in effect. This means that, upon
failure to meet a specified nomal LCO, the associated r

ACTIONS of the STE LCO apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the hLnomal LCO. Exceptions to the above do exist. There are
instances when the Applicability of the specified nomal LCO
must be met, where its ACTIONS must be taken, where certain
of its Surveillances must be perfomed, or where all of
these requirements must be met concurrently with the
requirements of the STE LCO.

Unless the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended or
>

changed by the special test, those SRs that are necessary to
meet the specified nomal LCOs must be met prior to
performing the special test. During the conduct of the
special test, those Surveillances need not be performed
unless specified by the ACTIONS or SRs of the STE LCO.

ACTIONS for STE LCOs provide appropriate remedial measures
upon failure to meet the STE LCO. Upon failure to meet
these ACTIONS, suspend the performance of the special test
and enter the ACTIONS for all LCOs that are then not met.
Entry into LCO 3.0.3 may possibly be required, but this
determination should not be made by considering only the
failure to meet the ACTIONS of the STE LCO.

CEOG STS B 3.0-9 Rev. O, 09/28/92
'
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LCO 3.0.8 Special Test Exception (STE) LCOs allow specified technical specification
requirements to be changed under controlled conditions. Compliance with y

a STE is not required at all tunes its applicability may be met, rather
compliance is invoked at the option of the beensee

Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO superseded by a STE, the
ACTIONS of the STE supersede those of the LCO. In such a case, the
ACTIONS of the STE shall be taken rather than those of the failed LCO.
The provisions of LCO 3.0.3 are not applicable to STEs. as a unit shutdow12
may not be the correct action to take from the plant conditions.

When a STE is not in effect, entry into a MODE or other specified condition
in its Applicability does not automatically invoke it.

_.

LCO 3.0.9 LCO 3.0.9 establishes the applicabihty of each Specification to Unit 1 and
Unit 2 operations (for multi-umt sites with common control rooms).

\

!

n

,

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.0-7

Amendment ! '
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( 16 A.3.2 SURVEILLA.NCE REQUIREMENTS
r

$

SR Applicabihty
B 3.0

!
B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS - APPLICABILITY

|

B ASES

SRs SRs 3.0.1 through 3.0.5 establish the general requirements applicable to all
3.0.1 - 3.0.5 Specifications.

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 estabhshes the requirement that Survetllance Requirements must be

met during the MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability of
the LCO, unless otherwise specified in the individual Surveillance
Requirements. His Specification ensures that Surveillances are performed
to venfy the OPERABILITY of systems and components, and that parameters
are within specified limits. Failure to meet a Surveillance Requirement
within the specifioi Frequency, to accordance with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a
failure to meet an LCO.

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the associated
Surveillance Requirements have been met. Hewever, nothing in tius
Specification is to be construed as implying that systems or components are

j OPEPABLE when:

1. Rey are known to be inoperable although still meeting the
Surveillance Requirements, or

2. The requirements of the Suncillance(s) are knows not to be met
between required Surveillance performances.

Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed when the unit is in
a MODE or other specified condition for which the atwie~i LCO is not
applicable, unless otherwise specified. He Surveillance Requirements
associated with a Special Test Exception are only applicable when the Special
Test Exception is invoked.

Survei!!ance Requirements, including Surveillance Requirements invoked by
Required Actions do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment
tecause the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply. Sun eillance
Requirements have to be met in accordance with SR 3.0.2 prior to returmng
equipment to OPERABLE status.

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.0-8
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SR 3.0.1 Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post m=*= ace testing is
(continued) required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This inchides meetmg applicable

Surveillance Requirements in accordance with SR 3.0.2 Post-maintcaance
testing may not be possible in the current MODE or other specified
conditions in the Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not
having been established. In these situations the equipment may be considered
OPERABLE provided testing has been satisfactorily completed to the extent
possible and the equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of
performing its function. This allows operation to proceed to a MODE or
other specified condition where other necessary post-maintenance tests can be
completed.

SR 3.0.2
SR 3.0.2 establisbes the requirements for meeting the specified Frequency for
Surveillance, Required Actions ca!!ing for the performance of a Surveillance
Requuement, and any Required Action with a Completion Time requiring the
periodic performance of an action on s *once per...* interval. SR 3.0.2
perrits a 25 % catension of the interval specified in the Frequency. This
facilitates surveillance scheduling and consideration of plant operattng
conditions that may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance, e.g.,
transient conditions or other ongoing surveillance or maintenance activities.

The 25 % extension does not significantly degrade the reliability preserved by
performing the Surveillance at its specified Frequency. This recognizes that
the most probable result of any particular Surveillance Requirement being
performed is the verification of conformance with the Surveillance
Requirements. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillance where the

25% extension of the interval specified in the Frequency does not apply.
These exceptions are stated in the individual Specifications. An example of
where SR 3.0.2 does not apply is a Surveillance with a Frequency of *In
accordance with 10CFR$0 Appendix J, and approved exemptions *. The
requirements of regulations take precedence over the Technical Specifications.
The Technical Specifications cannot, in and of themselves, extend a test
interval specified in the regulations.

(continued)
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SR 3.0.3
SR 3.0.3 estabhshes the fleaibility to defer declanng equipment inoperable
when Surveillances have not been completed within the specified Frequency.
An allowed 24 hout deferral applies from the point in time that it is
discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed in accordance with
SR 3.0.2, and not at the time that the specified Frequency was not met.

This deferral provides an adequate ttme to complete Surveillance that have
been missed. His allowance permits the completion of a Surveillance before
compliance with Required Actions or other remedial measures would be
required that may preclude completion of a Surveillance. The basis for this
allowance includes consideration for umt conditions, adequate planning,
availability of personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance, the
safety significance of the delay in complettog the required Surveillance, and
the recognition that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the venfication of conformance with the Surveillance
Requirements. This provision also provides a tirne limit for completion of
Surveillance Requiremects that become applicable as a consequence of
MODE changes imposed by Required Actions,

if a Surveillance is not completed within the 24 hour allow 2nce, the
equipment is considered inoperable and the Completion Times of the '

Required Actions begin immediately upon expiration of the 24 hour
allowance. If a Surveillance is failed within the 24 hour allowance, the
equipment is considered inoperable and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions begia immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.

Completion of the Surveillance Requirement in accordance with the 24 hour
allowance of this Specification, or within the Completion Time of the
AC. IONS restores compliance with the requirements of SR 3.0.1.T

SR 3.0.4
SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable Surveillances must be
met before entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the
Applicability. His Specification ensures that system and component
OPERABILITY requirements, or parameter hmits, are met before entry into
a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability in which the
OPERABILITY requirements apply. This provision applies to changes in
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability associated with
unit shutdown, as well as startup.

(continued)
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ne provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or other
specified condataons in the Applicability which are required to comply with
ACTIONS.

~

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 are stated in the individual Surveillance
Requirements. Exceptions to this Specification are allowed to establish the
conditions required to perform surveillance testing when the prerequisite
condition (s) specified in a surveillance test procedure require ectry into the
MODE or other specified condition for performance of the test. An
exception to SR 3.0.4 automatically allows 24 hours for completion of a
Survetilance Requirement from the time the prerequisite test conditions are

If 24 hours is not sufficient to cotnplete the Surveillance Requirement,met.

an appropriate time interval is stated with the exception to the specific
Surveillance requirement. Unless otherwise known to be inoperable,
equipment or systems are not considered inoperabic and ACTIONS
Conditions are not entered while complying with an exception to SR 3.0.4
He associated Required Actions become applicable only if the Suncillance
Requirement (s) is not met witlun the time allowed by the exception.

I
SR 3.0.5 SR 3.0.5 establishes the applicability of the Surveillance activities to Unit I

and Unit 2 operations (for multi-unit sites with common control rooms).

REFERENCES 1. NRC Generic Letter 89-14, re elimination of 3.25 restriction on
Surveillance Frequency.

2. * Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the Standard Technical Spoeifications (STS)
on the Applicability of Limiting Conditions for Operation and
Surveillance Requirements," NRC Generic letter 8749, June 4,
1987.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.0-11

Amendment I
16A.3 11 Detember 21, 1990
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16A.4 B 3.1 REACTIVITY COSTROL SYSTEMS
wii

16A.4.1 B 3.1.1 SilUrDOWN MARGIN!T q:I510'T !

'S%T <

Shutdown Margin Tiyy-
B 3.1.1 i

B 3.1 REACTIVTTY CONTROL SYSTEMS
'

-epPr-

B 3.1.1 Shutdown Margtn - T,yg-#310*F
x

B ASFS

BACKGROUND nis Bases addresses SHUTDOWN M ARGIN (SDM) requirements when the
.'

reactor is not generating THERM AL POWERynu . ,yg . d%

The reactivity control system must be redundant and capable of holding the

reactor core subentical when shutdown under cold conditions (General
Design Cntenon 26, Ref.1). Ma2ntenance of the SDM casures that

postulated reactivity events will nohg)e the-fueh hve, e c.c pu AAs deCod by + W SRF (.Rt.94 .
Two independent reactivity control systems are provided, soluble boron and

,

control element assemblies (CEAs). The CEAs are used to shut down the i

reactor from normal operation and during anticipat3d operational occurrences
(AOOs) and accidents. Durmg power operstion, SDM controlis venfied by !
operating the core within the Regulating CEA insertion limits of LCO 3.1.7

i with the Shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn, (LCO 3.1.6). This ensures that
''

the amount of reactivity required to shutdown the reactor to MODE 3
conditions is immediately available upon a reactor trip at any time in core
Lfe.

After a reactor shutdov.s or tnp. the CEAs should be fully inserted.
Adjustments to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) boron concentration are
then used to maintain the required SDM as RCS temperature decreases and >

as xcoon decays.
.

2 Abe e.4 * I ,,,g g
Maintenance
that 8KIhgf the required SDM in MODEq3 enf 4 is necessary to ensuresuch as = ~ ~ ~ h -j" CE."., ?m cync= piping

y fehm nr ~vhw Aim-wens-initiated 4; . c ;b;ndwu a& tion will
not result in unacuptable consequences. Re-6DM . m,c ro-i t

. uODE 2 c: " nat. The Im*uin'bwever_ bM m.

requirement is based on a main steam line break (MSLB) at end of core
,

(EOC) as described in the Applicable Safety Analysis section.
!

,

[ J. a.4 voc. W 4kd CC 4 E 4%dem s 1 -b n ube."i4 6,.a 1 (continued)
' c. a d|4,*a a s,

,_ )..CEA =JSu.og ,

3 , p.s A e v 6 a 4 cL. b==. d % ,
o T' !4 34. (,p of ao eve,eA.1s E C.Ps

I!s,th w sycts- p P og C=%a*c.s
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/alue. c 4 ,t w ,
APPLICABLE TMSDM .,_.= of LCO 3.1.1 af, based on a MSLB as described in i

SAFETY ANALYSES the' Accident Analysis. (Ref. 2). He increased steam flow resulting from a
pipe break in the main steam system causes an increased energy removal from
the aHected onm generator, and consequently the RCS. His results in a

"

reduction of the reactor coolant temperature. He resultant coolant shrinkage
cau es a reduction m pressure. In the presence of a negative moderator
temperature coefficient, this cooldown causes an increase in core reactivity.
Negative reactivity is added initially by the control rods and then by boron
injected by the SI pumps. As RCS temperature decreases, the seventy of a
MSLB decreases until the MODE 5 value is reached. In practice, this
calculation is not made, and the requirement is kept at the maximum value
for MODE 3 throughout MODES 3 and 4.

|
t

ne trost limitmg MSLB event w2th respect to defimog the shutdows margin
+

requirement is a gudlotme break of a main steam Ime imtiated at the eud of
core life at no load conditions comcident with a loss of off-site power. For
this case, no return to power is predicted by the safety analyses. h-

j y e-~ ce 9 Ed M : me,ev is -- -4

,

The most limiting MSLB, usth respect to return to power, is a guillotinei

'

break of a main steam line inside containment tmtiated at the end of core life !

at full power with off-site power available.
<

In addition to the limiting MSLB transient, the SDM SAFETY requirement
must also protect agamst:

1

(1) an uncontrolled CEA w3thdrawal from a subentical or low power i

j condition.
(2) CEA ejection,
(3) inadvertent boron dilution, and
(4) startup of an inactive Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP).

Each of these events is discussed below.

i-h-c:.sno e,yoacA h (continued)
; {

Coose.ye#-415 r'ad isi.h rs.lc.a r.cr or 4o fso se.c q4.Lle cwi'2 ' '+%
;

Ic34.. cW e Coo la Lic. C.orqc. scd j*

|
J

|

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.1-2
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APPLICABLE ne withdrawal of CEA's f m suberitical or low power conditions adds '

SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity to the reactor core, causing both the core power level and heat flux
(coctinued) to increase with cum.Ou increases in reactor coolant temperatures and

De withdrawal of CEAs also produces a time dependentpressure.

redistnbution of core power.
-

2 :i Ac;.< .A lfc d6
In Modeg3.aed 4, depending on the system initial conditions and reactivity
insertion rate, the uncontrolled CEA withdrawal transient is terminated by
either low DNBR tnp, a h2gh local power density trip or a high logarithmic
power level tnp. bum *see fBwer level, RCS pressure and the departures

from nucleate bolhng ratio (DNER) do not exceed allowIble hmits) $~

yJM tsi 3

The limiting boron dilution event occurs wten the plant is in MODE Sybenj gg Spu %,em., nn. r,aya
-

n i cr y y n ; ,,,, c,3c; ; 3 ,,,,_ , ; &
C. 4D4 r+u c ,st+4er44CD&+

id
} he startup of an inactne RCP will not result consequences more adverse4'

than those for the CEA withdrawal event amtzated frotn subentical conditions.

gc SDM satisfies the requirements of Cnterion 2 of the Interitt. Policy Statement
as described in Reference 3.

3

LCO
he accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is sufficient to avoid
unacceptable consequences to the fuel or RCS as a result of the events
addressed above. He zero power MSLB establishes this value. Shutdown
boron concentration requirements ar ume the highest worth CEA is stuck in
the fully withdrawn position to account for a postulated inoperable or
untnppable CEA pnor to reactor shutdows.

l*1}rn4
D

Re LCO has been modified by a Note which states the CEA of highest
reactivity worth does not have to be assumed withdrawn when all CEAs are
verified insena,d by two diverse position indicators. This mesas the worth

of the most reactive CEA does not have to be included in the calculation of
SDM thus eliminating unnecessary boration and dilution.

}

b. 4 m. .a adw a+-i A wt % (ma'iaued)

CE A b.yL (y sj . :h Lc_o(,u b eh) p -tk U
,

Tc.CA vi sca l 6 pc4ificM,h CW,c tt, O =,4 - he, M:^ t 4,c'" ("''l

hof h2cene. G M d. t du r_ % Ahe io s dved *M *"4 h d"' '~ ' I
e( A 56,A d. oo CE A qc.o p.,

SYSTEM E0+ B 3.1-3
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$ In this transient SDM is lost :,s the borori'concentriitior'i of the react 6r coolant'

is diluted by the addition of unborated makeup water.

i
,

For a hmiting inadvertent deboration event to occur, a charginE pornp must i"

he nummg, a prima y makeup pump must be running and the deminerahzed
t

!

water supply system must be aligned to supply water directly to the charging
pump suction. ;

I

s

Since at least three s multaneous equipment culfunctions would be required
!

.o prodace these conditions, the incident could only be the result of operator,

!j
action accompaaied by a single equipment nulfunction. Should this event
occur, the high neutron flux alarm on the stanup chartnets or the high reactor

|

r

! makeup water flow alarm wi!! alen the opentor at least 30 minutes rnor to
!

reaching enticality. He event can then be terTninated by either:a

4 '

!(1) turnmg off the charging puu.ps,
(2) tuming off the pnmary makeup pump, !
(3) isolute the reactor makeup water sepply,,

) (4) asolate the volume control tank, or
;

(5) actuate safety injection.

-

An inadvenent baron dilutiol is a moderate frequency incilent as defined in
,

Chapter 15 et CESSAbDC (Ref. 2). De core is initially subcritical with
at! but the highest wodh UEA inserted. A Chemical and Volume Control !

System (CVCS) malfunction occurs which causes unborated water to b- i
i '

pumped to the RCS via sine e charging pump.l
'

,

t

During the event coolant will be circulated through the RCS by the shutdown \
cooling system: !

complete mixing of boron within the RCS is assumed. A
cold (210'F) RCS volurne, of [4,400] ft3 is assumed. This RCS volume i

,

*

c;ludes the pressurizer, surge line, reactor vessel above the midplane of the !

hot legs, and portions of the hot and cold legs, volumes. A dilution rate of
I

(150] gallons per minute results in n [25] Ib/sec dilution flow rate.i At
Beginning of Core (BOC) conditions the initial boron concentration is [1012] ,

ppm with all CEAs inserted except for the worth of the highest worth CEA. !

The inverse boron wortl. assumed in this condition is [66] ppm /% Ak/k. {
,

- -
-

|
Usmg bepn:nny of core conservative parameters results .n a rmnimum

,

,

,

possible tirne mterval to dilute to enticahty of appioxinutely [3E] minutes.
'

| The high seactor snakeup water flow a:4rm will aler' the operator of the
Boron dilution can then be terminated by operator action.event.

i

!

?
i

,

!
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i
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LCO 3.1.1 b.1 requires that the calculated critical position be !

I

within the limits of Technical Specifications 3.1. 6 and 3.1. 7 whenthe reactor trip breakers are closed. This ensures that the most !! adverse subcritical CEA withdrawal event scanario iJ theinadvertent withdrawal of a regulating CEA bank, i.e. the reactor I

,

will not become critical due to the inadvertent withdrawal of a ishutdown CEA bank.
) '

; 1.CO 3.1.1 b.1 also ensures that, if the RTCBs are closed, a CEA 5
'

ejection event postulated to be initiated at these conditions wouldi ;tesult in less net positive reactivity insertion than for a case~

initiated from a critical position. If the RTCBs are open, LCO
!3.1.1 b.2 requires that the value of k,,, must remain less than 1.0 twhen the highest worth CEA is excluded from the calculation.'

This, ;latter, requirement ensures that the reactor would not reach
criticality for a CEA ejection event posculated to be initiatedunder these conditions. Together, therefore, LCO 3.1.1 b.1 and LCO j
3.1.1 b.2 ensure that a CEA ejection event postulated to be

j
;

initiated in MODE 2 suberitical or MODES 3, 4, or 5 would have less
adverse consequences than the event analyzed for a CEA ejection in3 :CDE 1 which has been shown to have acceptable censequences, ,
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,

Shutdowo Margin Ipgp% sap-0*.F --
B 3.1.1

BASES '

o7 sdwGL as S.
In MODES 3 and 4,d,ient negative reactivity is required to protectAPPLICABIIIIY
against the ren,cuvity addition events discussed. SDM in MODES I and 2 is

addressed in LCO 3.1.6, Shutdown CEA Insertion t nits, and LCO 3.1.7,
Regulating CEA Insertion limits.

) WWS '

avg .

SDM in MODE 6 is addressed in LCO 3.9.1, Boron Concentration.

ACTIONS /L1

Restoration of the SDM requires increasing the RCS baron concentration.
!

He required Completion Time to initiate boration a!!ows the operator time
to align the required valves and start the required pumps. Boration should
contmue until the SDM is restored.

,

; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1 1,!

REQUIREMENTS
ne SDM is venfied by performing a reactivity balance calculation.
Reactivity contnbutions due to boron concentration, CEA position, moderator
temperature, fuel depletion, xenon concentrations, and samanum
concentration are sumrwi and compared to the SDM re:guirement. Doppler
reactivity is excluded fmm the reactivity balance since the reactor is at zero
power in all applicable MODES and the effects of fuel temperature changes
are negligible.

He required frequency of 24 hours is based on the low probability of an
accident occurring, industry-accepted practice, and the steps required to
perform the surveillance. His allows the operator time to collect the data
required, including results from analysis of a RCS boron sample, and
;erform the reactivity balance calculation. His frequency has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.

7 5y lotA4|A1 es t- S
If CEA is inoper51e, but in * npped position (fully inserted) with the
reactor in MODE'3 ef d ' en the SDM requirement need not be increased.

by the worth of the' inoperable CEA.

|

(continued)
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Shutdown Margin - T,Qi>dt9'F-*

B 3.1.1

BASES

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. Geners! Design Critena for Nuclear
Power Plants, GDC 26, Reactinty Control System Redundancy and
Capabihty.

2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC Section 15.1.3

3. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11.1987 *CEN-355. C E

,

Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Voluc2e 1
(Cnteria Application) *
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16 A.4.2 B 3.1.2-SIIIRDOWN-MARGIN-rT.vc sd10?F'

8%LLTGD) -M39 F-
-6butdown Margm-T,yg4ZG E ..-- .-

B 3.1.2

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

435 LF-
B 3.1.2 -&buidown-Margw- 7 5-210'# h (fec

B ASFS

\ \%W
BACKGROUND This Bases addresses maintaining SDM requirements when T 5 0 * '

avt ' ' /'N L3Sor
Wi[Tg.g s 210tE reactivity transiccts resulting fmm a postulated' accident
involving-e cooldown am minimal. His is because of the redi$ed rate of
change in Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature whichfan occur and
the reduced va'lue of Moderator Temperature Coefficica((MTC) in this
temperature ranghy ,/

\ /
Re shutdown margin Muirement must protect agfinst:

N /
s /

1. an uncontrolled CEAyithdrawal from subcritical conditions
2. CEA Ejection X <

3. Inadvertent deboration N '

Startup of an inactive Reactoi, Coolant Pump (RCP)
,4

\,

t N
The CEA Ejection event in Mod 5 or 6can be considered incredible due
to the low RCS temperatur[s experienced'in these modes. He CEA
withdrawal event is terminded by action of reaktor protection system. De
inadvertent startup of ad inactive RCP has been'ihown in Chapter 15 of
CESSAR-DC 'o resull'in acceptable consequences. h,us. the limiting SDM
transient in tlu, coldstim is therefore, an inadvertent debpration of the RCS.

In this transieur$DM is lost as the boron concentration of'the reactor coolant
is diluted by'the addition of unborated makeup water.

/
For s fmiting inadvertent deboration event to occur, a charging pttmp must
be ru)nning, a primary makeup pump must be running and the demineralind

p'ater supply system must be aligned to supply water directly to the cha'rging
/ pump suction.

/
'

(continued)

I
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Shutdown Margtn - T,yg s; 210'F /

B 3.1.2-\
BASES

'N
BACKGRQUND Since at least three sunultaneous equipment malfunctions would be requireds

(coctmued)\ to produce these conditions the meident could caly be the result of operator
action accomparued by a so.g'.e equ pment malfunction. Should this event

\ occur, the high neutron flux alarm on the startup channels or the high reactor
makeup water flow alarm wt11 alert the operator at least 30 minutes pnor toy

N ruching enticahty. T3e event can then be terminard by either:

\(1) turntng off the charging pumps, e

Q) tuming off the pnmary cakeup pun:pt
f3) isolate the reactor raakeup water supply,
(4) ' isolate the volume control tank, or
(5) x actuate safety injection.

The reactivity control system must be redundant and capable of boldtog the

reac.or cort 'suberitical uten shutdown under cold conditions (General '

Design Cnterio'n_26 Ref.1). Maintenance of the SDM ensures that
postulated tractivity eveca will not damage the fuel.

..

( APPLICABLE An inadvertent boren Nilution is a moderate frequency incident as defined in

|

SAFETY ANALYSES Chapter 15 of CESSAR-DCVef. 2). The core is initially suberitical with
all but the highest worth CEANnserted. A Chemical and Volume Control
System (CVCS) malfenetion oc' urs which causes unborated water to bec
pumpal to the RCS via single charbog pump.

During the event coolant will be circulatAthrough the RCS by the shutdowti
coohng system: complete maatog of boron within the RCS is assumed. A
co6 (210*F) RCS volume, of [4,400) ft3 is assumed. This RCS volume
excludes the pressuriur, surge Itne, reactor vessel above the midplane of the

/ hot legs, and portions of the bot and cold legs, volumes. A dilution rate of
,' [180] gallons per nunute results in a [25] Ib/sec diltition flow rate. At,

Begmning of Core (BOC) conditions the initial boron concentration is [1012)/

/ ppm with all CEAs inserted creept for the worth of the highest worth CEA.
/ The inverse boron worth assumed in this condition is [66) ppm /W AL/k,

'

/ (contm6ed)
/ y

\,/
/

/

/
/
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Shutdows Margin - T,yg s; 210'F

B 3.1.2 ,/
-

B ASES

APPUCABLE Using beginzung of core conservative parsmeters results in a minimuIn
SAFETY ANALYSES possible time interval to ddute to enticahty of approximately [38]' minutes.

(contmued) ' he high reactor makeup water flow alarm wtll alert the operator of the
Boros, ddunon can then be termmated by operator action.event.

SDM satisfies the requirements of Cntenon 2 of the Interim Policy Statement
as desenbed in Reference 3.

!,

LCO The accident analysis (Ref. 2) has shown that the required SDM is sufficient
to avoid nerptable consequences to the fuel or RCS as a result of the
accidehts addressed above. ,/

;'
,

APPUCABILIn' The requtred SDM is sufficie$t to control accidents and anticipated
operational occurrences that,ar'c postulated to occur in MODE 5. SDM in
MODES I and 2 is addressed by LCO 3.1.6, Shutdown CEA Insemon
Limits, and LCO 3.1.7, Regulatmg CEA Insertion Limits.

SDM in MODES 3 and 4 is addressed in LCO 3.1.1, SDM - T,yg >
210 * F.

SDM in MODE 6 is addressed by LCO 3.9.1, Boron Concentration.

\

ACTIONS M \
s

Restoration of the SDM requires increNing the RCS boron concentration.

Tbe required Completion Time to imtiate'boration allows the operator
sufficien' time to align the required valves and start the changing or boric
acid pumps.

,

\
,

\

1 \ (continued)
,

/

'

j x
/

'N
\ t
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Shutdown Margtn - T*vg s 210'F f

B 3.1.2/
1 /

BASES '
<

._.

SURVEIL. LANCE SR 3 Ill -'

REQUIREMENTS /
The SDM is venfied by perfornug a reactivity ance calculation.
Reactmty chamges due to boron concentration, 97.A position, moderator
temperature, fuel depleuon, menon concentrations, and samarium
concentration are summed and compand to the SDM requirement. Doppler
reactmty is cactuded from the reactivity balance since the reactor is at zero
power in all applicable MODES and there will be no fuel temperature
changea.

The required frequency p[24 hours allows the operator time to collect the
data required, meluding results from analysis of a RCS boron aample, and
perform the reactivity balance calculation. This frequency has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.

,/ \
REFERENCES 1. /10 CFR 50, Appendtx A, General Design Cnteria for Nuclear

Power Plants, GDC 26, Reactivity Control System Redundancy and
Capability.

/ 2. Syste.m 50+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15
/

3. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley I"

(Director NRR/NRC) dated Decemtkil,1987 *CEN-355, C.E
Oqers Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume !

,

(Criteria Application).* \ ,

/ ,
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16A.4.3 B 3.1.3 REACTI\ TIT BALANCE

Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.3 Resetivitv Batanee

BASES

BACKGROUND His Bases addresses core reactivity balance when the reactor is c6tical or
operating at power.

When the reactor is critical or in normal power operations, a reactivity
balance caists. The positive reactivity of the fuel is balsoced by the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal feedback, and materials an the
core that absorb neutrons. Reactivity is measured by the critical boron curve,
which provides an indication of the soluble boron concentrauon requirement

j
in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) versus cycle burnup. Periodic ;
measurement of the RCS boron concentration for comparison with the
pralicted value provides a convenient method of ensuring that core reactivity
is within design expectations, and that the calculational models used to
generate the predictions are adequate,

In order to achieve the reouired fuel cycle energy output, the uramum i

( enrichment in the new fuel ioadteg provides excess positive reactivity beyond
that required to sustain steady-state operation at the beginning of cycle
(BOC). When the reactor is entical at RATED THERMAL POWER and s

average moderator temperature, the excess positive reactivity is compensated
by the burnable poison rods (if any), regulating Control Element Assemblies
(CEAs), whatever neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium) are present
in the fuel, and the RCS boron concentration.

When the core is producing THERMAL POWER, the fuel is being depleted
of positive reactivity. As the fuel depletes, the RCS boron concentration is

,

'

reduced to decrease negative reactivity and maintain constant "IRERMAL
,

POWER. The critical boron curve is based on operation in steady-state at'

RATED THERMAL POWER. Therefore deviations from the predicted
critical boron curve may indicate deficiencies in the design analysis, the
Aculational models, or in core conditions, and must he evaluated.

i

(continued)

|

1

'
,
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Rescuvity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES !
'

APPLICABLE he NRC regulauons and General Design Critena do not address the long
SAFETY ANALYSIS -term core reactmty balance directly. However, General Design Cntenon

26 (Ref.1) requires that the reactivity control system be capable of reliably
controlling rescuvity changes during normal operation. Regulation of tbc

4

RCS boron concmtration by the chertucal volume and control system
,

i
provides long-4crm control of rescuvity due to fuel depleuon.

t

Safety analyses are not perforun! in the Final Safety Analysis Report to
'

addres.s core reactivity dunng long term fuel depletion. Design calculations i
are performed for each fuel cycle that form the basis of determining the RCS

;

boron concen*.rauon requirements for control of the reactivity balance during
fuel depletion. This Specification is provided to ensure that core reactivity '

behaven as expected in the long term, and to ensure the NRC is notified if
significant reactmty anomalies develop dunng reactor operation.

He companson between measured and predicted core rextavity provides a i

benchmark for the calculational models used to predict core reactivity. If the
measured and predicted RCS boron concentrations for identical core

3

condiuons at BOC do not agree, then the design analysis may contatn enors,
t

or the calculational models used to predict saluble teron requirements may
not be adequate. If reasonable agreement between measured and predicted
core reacuvity at BOC exists, then the prediction cuy be normalized to the '

measured toren concentration. Dereafter, any significant deviations in the
;

measured teron concentration from the predicted entical boron curve that
i

develop durmg fuel depletion may be an indication that the calculational
model is not adequate for core burnups beyond BOC. or that an unexpected

,

change in core conditions has occurred.

He normalization of predicted RCS boron concentration to the measured
value is typically performed after reaching RATED THERMAL POWER

:
following startup, with the CEAa in their normal positions for power !4

operation. He normalization .s perfortral at BOC condinons so that core
!

seactivity can be contmually monitored and evaluated as core conditions
!change thereafter.

!
t

(contmued) i
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES

APPLICABLE When a reactivity balance caists, the core reactivity parameters sum to zero
SAFETY ANALYSIS reactivity, indacating the core has reached steady-state condstions for a given

TIERMAL POWER level and fuel burnup. Perturbations to core rescuvity
may be introduced by normal power level maneuvering, reactor shutdown and
startup, tenon and samanum transients, fuel depletion, changes in RCS
average temperature, CEA movements, and RCS boron concentration
changes. Herefore, evaluations of differences in measured and predicted
core reactivity must include consideration of these parameters to detennine
that core conditions dunng the boron concentration measurement are
consistent with those input to the calculational models for prediction.

De NRC specified that the core reactivity anomaly specification satisfies the
requirements of Selection Cntenon 2 of the NRC Intenm Policy Statement
on Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors (Ref.
2), and that this LCO shall be retained in the Technical Specifications.

LCOs When measured core reactivity is within 1% .ik/k of the predicted value at
steady-state thermal conditions, the core is considered to be operstmg withm

! acceptable design limits. Smce deviations from the limit are normally
detected by comparmg predicted and measured steady-state RCS critical boron
concentrations, the difference between measured and predicted values would
be approximately [130 ppm to 100 ppm] (depending on the inverse boron
worth) before the limit is reached. Rese values are well within the
uncertamty linuts for analysis of boron concentration samples. s.o that

.

spurious violations of the limit due to uncertainty in measunng the RCS
toron concentration are unlikely.

APPLICABILITY The limits on core reactivity must be maintained during MODE I and 2
because a reactivity balance must exist when the reactor is critical or
producing THERMAL POWER, and because the fuel is depleting during
power operation. As the fuel depletes, core cond# v are changing, and
conf : ation of the reactivity balance ensures the core is operating as

,

designed. This specification does not apply in MODES 3,4,5 or 6 because '

the reactor is shut down with a mmimum SDM, is not producing THERM AL
POWER, and the fuel is not being depleted.

(continued)
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Rescuvity Balance
B 3.1.3

B ASES

ACTIONS M

Should an anomaly develop towwm measured and predicted core reactivity,
an evalumnon of the core design and safety evaluation is performed. In
pracuce, smaller deviations in core reacuvity (less than 0.5 % AL/L) ast
generally cause for concern, and evaluation of both core conditions and the
core design are perfonned to deternune the cause of the deviation.

When a reacuvity deviation is noted, the evaluauon of core condations
typically mcludes the follow 2ng steps:

,

Core conditions compnsing the input to calculational nWels aren.

venfied to esist, ,

b. Shutdown capabahty from both the CEAS and the boron injection
.

sptem is determined to be adequate. f

A core power distnbution map is obtained to evaluate peakingc.

factors.

'
d. OPERABILITY of all CEAs is venfied.

,

An evaluation of the core design and safety analysis typically includes the
following steps:

Reactivity worth calculations of boron, the CEAs, secon, anda.

samanum are reviewed.

b. De underator ternperature coefficient calculation is reviewed and
venfied to be within the tounds of the safety analysis.

He fuel depletion calculations are reviewed to determine that thec.
*

calculated core burnup is appropnate.

d. He calculational models are reviewed to venfy that they are
adequate for represcnung the core conditions.

He fuel temperature coefficient calculation is reviewed and venfiede.
;

to be within the founds of the safety analysis.

(contmued)
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Reac6vity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES

ACTIONS Reactivity anomalies are generally investigated when they are small, so that
(contmued) the evaluauons are in progress before the 1% AkA reactivity limit for a

deviation is reached, and corrective measures may be defmed. He required
Completion Time of 72 houn is adequate to prepare final documentation of
tbc evaluation and to prepare whatever operstag restnctions or surveillances

that may be required to allow continued reactor operation, per Required
Action A.2.

62

Followuig evaluations of the core design and safety evaluation, the cause of

the reactivity asomaly may be explained. If the cause of the reactivity
anomaly is a uusmatch in core conditions at the time of RCS boron
concentration sampimg, then a recalculation of the RCS horon concentration

requirements may be performed to demonstrate that core reactivity is
behavmg as expected. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is an error in
the predictions, then the predictions may be recalculated to chminate the
error. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the calculatioral technique,
then the calculational models must be revised to provide more accurste
predictions. If any of these results are acceptable for contmued operation,'

then the entical boron curve may be renormalized, and power operation nay
continue. If operational restrictions or additional surveillance requirements
are necessary to ensure the reactor core is acceptable for continued operation,
then they must be defmed.

The required Completion Time of 72 hours is adequate to prepare whatever
operating restrictions or surveillances that may be required to allow continued
reactor operation.

ill

The unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
core reactivity cannot be restored to within the I % AkA limit by the methods
discussed in Required Actions A.! and A.2 and their associated Completion
Times. This is done by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 in six hours.
The allowed Completion Time is reasonable based on operating expenence
to reach the required MODE from RATED THERMAL POWER without
cha!!enging plant systems.

, ,

(contmued)
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Reactivity Balance
B 3.1.3

BASES

SURVEILI.ANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Core tractivity is venfied by penodic compannon of measured and predicted
RCS boron concentrations. The companson is made considering core
conditions that include CEA position, moderator temperature, fuel
temperature, fuel depletion, menon concentration, and sazcanum
concentration. The required frequency of 31 EFPD after entermg MODE 1
is acceptable based on engineenng judgment, the low probability of an
accident occurnog, the slow rate of core changes due to fuel depletion, and
todustry-accepted practice. This allows the operator to collect the data
required, including results from analysis of a RCS boron concentration
sample, and to perform the reactivity balance calculation. The surveillance
is performed pnor to entenng MODE I as an initial check on core conditions
and design calculations at BOC. The nonnalization of predicted core
reactivity to the measured value must take place within the first 60 EFPD
after each fuel loadmg. This allows sufficient time for core conditions to
reach steady-state, but prevents operation for a large fraction of the fuel eyele
without establishmg a benchmark for the design calculations.

!
'

RliFERENCES 1. Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50, Appendix
A, General Design Cntenon 26 Reactivity Control System
Redundancy and Capability.

2. 52 FR 3788 NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. February
3,1987.
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- 16A.4.4 B 3.1.4 MODERNIT)R TEMPERATURE COEFFICfENT ,

!

Moderator Temperature Coefficient [
,

'

B 3.1.4

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

k
B 3.1.4 Moderator Temriersture Coef'icient i

t
iB ASES
|

BACKGROUND Re reactor core and its intersction with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
are designed for stable power operation, even in the possible event of an

|
accident. In particular, the net reactivity feedback in the system must tend i
to compensate for textivity increases. ;

$

ne Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) relates a change in neutron I
multiplication to the change in reactor coolant temperature (a positive MTC

}q means that reactivity increases with increasing nederator temperature; ;
9

conversely, a negative MTC raeans that reactivity increases with decreasing |i moderator temperature). He reactor is designed to operate with a negative
MTC over the largest possible range of fuel cycle operation. Herefore, a ,

;
coolant temperature increase will cause a reactivity decrease, so that the

!
coolant temperature tends to re. turn toward its initial value. Reactivity ;"

increases that cause a coolant temperature increase will be self-limiting and ,

stable power operation will result. He same charactenstic is true when the !i MTC is positive and coolant temperature decreases power. !
:

MTC values are predicted at selected burnups during the safety evaluation
,

analysis and are confirmed to be acceptable by measurements. |

; ne actual value of the MTC in depcodent on characteristics such as fuel -

loading and reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. De core design '

may require additional distributed poisons (burnable poison assemblies) to jj yield an MTC within the range analyzed in the accident analysis. De End -

of Cycle (EOC) MTC is also limited by the requirements of the accident i
analysis. Fuel cycles designed to a:.hieve high burnups or with changes to !
other characteristics, are evaluated to ensure the MTC does not exceed the

!
EOC limit. i

,

4 )
I

t

APPLICABLE The System 80+ CESSAR Design Certification (CESSAR DC), (Ref.1), [SAFETY ANALYSIS contains analyses of accidents that result in both inced and decreased heat !
'

removal events. He MTC is one of the controlling parameters in many of
these accidents, herefore, both the most positive

(continued)
!
:
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Moderator Temperature Ccwfficient

B 3.1.4

BASES

APPLICABLE value and mast negative value of the MTC are important to safety, and both
SAFETY ANALYSIS values must be bounded. Values used in the CESSAR-DC safety analyses

(contmued) consider worst case conditions, such as high boron concentrations, to ensure
the accident results are boundmg.

Decreased heat removal events must be evaluated for results when the MTC
is positive. Such accidents include the rod withdrawal transient from either
zero or full THERMAL POWER, loss of condenser vacuum, loss of main
feedwater flow, and loss of forced reactor coolant flow,

increased heat removal events must be evaluated for results when the MTC
is negative. Such accidents include sudden feedwater flow increase, sudden
decrease in feafwater temperature, and steam line break events. For the EOC

steam line break event, even though the reactor has tripped, the large
moderator temperature reduction combined with the large negative MTC may
produce reactivity increases that are as much as the shutdowti reactivity.
When this occurs, reactor restart may result with all CEAs inserted except the

However, the safety analyses shows no return to powermost reactne one.

for a MSLB event. This transient is discussed in the Applicable Safety
( Analysis section for LCO 3.1.1, SDM --T, -SIO'' F.

7>N.k
LCO 3.1.4 provides limits on MTC to ensure the core operates within the
assumptions of the accident analysis. At the core design stage, the core is
analyzed to predict its MTC limits over the cycle life. Variations in the
MTC due to fuel depletion and boron concentration are expected to occur
slowly over a period of tens of effective full power days (EFPD). The limit
on positive MTC assures that core overheatmg accider ts will not violate the
accident analysis assumptions. The limit on negathe MTC avures that core

,

overcooling accidents will not violate the accidet analysis assumptions.

In Reference 3 the NRC specified that MTC rats Selection Criterion 2 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Red S rW that the LCO be retained in
Technical Specifications.

LCO LCO 3.1.4 requires the MTC to be withm specified limits to ensure the core
operates within the assumptions of the accident analysis.

,

(continued) !

!
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Moderstor Temperature Coefficient
B 3.1.4

RASES

APPLICABILITY ne hcuts on MTC must be mamtained in MODE I to assure that any
accident imtiated from THERMAL POWER operation will not violate the
design assumptions of the accident analysis. De hmits must also be
maintained in MODE 2 to ensure startup and suberitical accidents (such as
the uncontrolled CEA or group withdrawal) will not violate the assumptions
of the accident analysis. Applicability for other MODES is not required,
smce neither power distribution, reactivity, or burnup-related entens would
be exceeded.

ACTIONS A_1

MTC is a function of the fuel and fuel cycle design and cannot be contro!!ed
directly once their designs have been implemented in the core. If MTC
exceeds its limits, the resetor must be placed in MODE 3 with a sufficiently '

safe SDM. His climmates the potential for violation of the accident analysis
bounds. De required Completion Time of sia bours is reasonable, based on

operating expenence to reach MODE 3 from full power without challecging
plant systems.

f

SURVEILLANCE $B 3 1.4 I
REQUIREMENTS

ne Surveillance Requirements for measurement of the MTC at the beginning
and middle of each fuel cycle provide for confirmation of the limiting MTC
values. He MTC changes smoothly frota most positive (least negative) to

negative value durmg fuel cycle operation as the RCS boron, most

concentration is reduced to com;casate for fuel depletion. He requirement '

for measurement pnor to operation above 5% of RTP satisfies the
confirmatory check on most positive (least negative) MTC value. The
requirement for measurement within seven days after reaching 40 EFPD and .

2/3 core burt,up satisfies the confirmatory check of the most negative MTC
value. De measurement is performed at any THERMAL POWER so that
the projected EOC MTC m=y be evahtated before the reactor actually reaches
the EOC condition. MTC values may be extrapolated and compensated to
permit direct comparison to the spmified MTC hmits.

(continued)
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Moderator Temperature Coefficient
B 3.1.4

PASES

SUIWEILLANCE The SR is modified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 is not applicable.
REQUIREMENTS Although this survedlance is applicable in MODE 2, the reactor must be

(contmuod) entical before the surveillance can be completed. Therefore, entry into the
Appbcable MODE prior to accomplishing the surveillance is necessary.

REFERENCES 1. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Accident Analysis, Sections
15.1 and 15.2. ;

'

2. Core Operstmg Limits Report, to be developed.

3. *NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor Owners
Groups * Application of the Commission's Intenm Policy Statement
Catens to Standard Techmcal Specifications.* transtratted by
Thomas E. Murley (NRC) Ictier to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated
May 9,1988.

4. 32 FR 3788, NRC Intenm Policy Stateinent, on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February

( 6,1987.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A General Design Critena for Nuclear
Power Plants, GDC 11. Reactor Inherent Protection.

.

.
.

?

!
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16A.4.5 B 3.1.5 CONTROL ELE 5fENT ASSE5fBLY (CEA) ALIGNhiEST AND
INSERTION LI5flTS

I

CEA Abgnment and Insertson Linuts

B 3.1.5
LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTPvTIY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Centrol Element Assembly (CEA) Alimmant and Insenion Limits '

BASES

BACKGROUND his Bases addresses the Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) and
Surveillance Requirements for the followmg LCOs:

3.1.5 CEA Abgnment
3.1.6 Shutdown CEA Inseruon Umits
3.1.7 Regu! sting CEA Insertion Unuts

These LCOs sie required to ensure pmper SDM. maintain acceptable power
distnbution limits and limit the potential effects of CEA misalignments to
acceptable levels. Since the lim.ts protected by these LCOs share common
requiremects, their Bases are combined.

He Control Element Assemblics (CEAs) and Pan Strength CEAs are
arranged into groups that are radially symmetric. Therefore, movement of

( the CEAs does not introduce radial asymmetnes in the core power
distnbution. De Shutdown and Regulatmg CEAs provide the required
reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a reactor trip. ne
Regulating CEAs also provide reactivity (power level) control during normal
operation and transients. Their movement may be automatically controlled
by the Reactor Regulating System. The Part-Streogth CEAs are used to
control the axial power distnbution and for daily load follow.

He establishment of Linuting Safety System Settings (LSSS) and LCOs
requzre that the expected long and short term behavior of the radial pealmg
factors be determined. The long term behavior relates to the variation of the

steady state radial peakmg factors with core burnup and is affected by the
amount of CEA insertion assumed, the portion of a burnup cycle over which
such insertion is assumed and the expected power level variation througbout
the cycle. The short term behavior relates to transient perturbations to the
steady state radial peaks due to radial senoa redistribution. De magnitudes
of such perturbations depend upon the expected use of the CEAs during
anticipated power reductions and load maneuvering. Analyses are performed
based on the expected mode of operation of the Nuclear Steam Supply System
(NSSS) (base loaded. maneuvering, etc.). From these analyses CEA

(continued)
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CEA Alignment and Insertson limits
D 3.1.5

LCOs 3.1.5. 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

BACKGROUND insertions are determined and a consistent set of radial peakmg factors
(contmued) defined. The Long Term Steady State and Short Term insertion Limits are

deermined based upon the assumed mode of operation used in the analyses
and provide a means of preserving the assumptions on CEA insutions used.
He Long and Short Term Insertion Limits of LCO 3.1.7 are specified for the
plant which has been designed for pnmarily base loaded operstion but which
also has the ability to accommodate load maneuvenng.

Mecharucal or electncal failures may cause a CEA to become misaligned
from its group. CEA misalignment may cause a reduction in the total
available rod worth for reactor shutdoms: and increased power peaking due
to the a.rymmetnc reactivity distnbution. Herefore, CEA alignment is
related to the core design requirement for minimum SDM and operation
within design power peaking hmits. He applicable enteria for these design
requirements are 10 CFR 50, Appendia A, General Design Cnteria 10
(Reactor Design), 26 (Reactivity Limits)( Ref. 2), and 10 CFR Part 50.46
Acceptance Cnteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water
Nuclear Power Plants, (Ref.1).

I

Linuts on CEA alignment and safety rod position have been established, and
the CEA positions are monitored and controlled during pourt operation to
ensure that the power distnbution and peaking limits defined by the power
peabag and SDM linuts are preserved. LCOs 3.2.5 (ASf), 3.2.3 (T ), and

q
3.1.7 (Regulating CEA Insertion Litmts) provide limits on monitored process
vanables and normal operating controls that assure steady state and transient
operation is tnaintained within core operating limits. neae LCOs assume the
core is operated within the CEA alignment and position lumts of LCOs 3.1.6
and 3.1.7.

De consequences of operating the reactor in violation of the Regulating CEA
alignment limits is potential power peaking in excess of the d* sign limits.
He consequence of operation in violation of the Power Dependent Insertion
limit (Transient Insertion Limit) is a potential SDM below the required
minimum. Herefore, the imtial condition enteria for the accidents analysis
would be violated for operation outside the limits.

(contmued)
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CEA Alignment and Insertion Linuta

B 3.1.5
LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

APPLICABLE Operanon outside the CEA posi6on and alignment LCOs could result from
SAFETY ANALYSES misoperation of the CEAs. The Accident Analysis, (Ref. 3), defines CEA

minoperation as any event, with the exception of sequential group
withdrawals, which could result from a single malfunction in the reactmty
control system. For example, CEA misalignment may be caused by a
malfuncuon of the Control Element Dnve Mechanism (CEDM), CEDM
Contml System (CEDMCS), or by operator ermr. A stuck CEA may be
caused by mechanical jammmg of the CEA fingers or of the gnpper.
Inadvertent withdrawal of a single CEA may be caused by the opening of the
electrical circuit of the CEDM holdmg coil for a full strength or part strength
CEA. A dropped CEA subgroup could be caused by an electrical failure in
the CEA coil power programnwrs.

He effect of any ausoprated CEA oc the core power distnbution will be
assessed by the CEA calculators (CEACs), and an appmpnately augmented
power distnbution penalty factor will be supphed as input to the Core
Protection Calculators. As the reactor core responds to the reactivity changes
caused by the misoperated CEA and the ensutog reactor coolant and Doppler'

feedback effects, the CPCs will initiate a low Depanure from Nucleate
Boiling Ratio (DNBR) or high local power density trip signal if Specified
Acceptable Fuel Design Lmuts (SAFDLs) are approached.

Since the CEA drop incid:nts result in the most rapid approach to SAFDI2
caused by a CEA misoperation, the accident analysis analyzed a single full-
strength CEA drop, a full-strength CEA subgmup drop, a single pan-strength
CEA drop and a pan-strength CEA subgroup drop. He most rapid approach

!

to the DNBR SAFDL is caused by either a single-full strength CEA drop or
a part strength CEA drop. ,

j

In the case of the full-stnngth CEA drop and a part-strength CEA drop, a l
i

prompt decrease in core sverage power and a distortion in radial power are
initially produced, wtuch sten conservatively coupled, result in local power
and heat flux increases, and a decrease in DNBR. For plant operation within
the DNBR and local Power Density (LPD) LCOs, DNBR and LPD Inps can
normally be avoided on a dropped CEA.

(continued)
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iCEA Alignment and Insertion Limits |

B 3.1.5 (
LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

|!JASES
|!

P

APPLICABLE For a part-stragth CEA (PSCEA) subgroup drop and a full-strength CEA
SAFETY ANALYSES subgmup drop, a distortion in power distnbution, primarily axial, and a rapid

(continued) decrease in core power are initially produced. If the drop of full-stnaa.h I

CEA subgroup is idatified as not being a reactor power cutback by CEAC's !
then an appropriate power distdbution penalty factor is applied in the CPC's t

and a reactor trip on low DNBR may be generated. As the dropped part- (
strength CEA subgroup is detected, an appropnate power distnbution penalty !

factor is supplied to the CPCs and a reactor trip signal on low DNBR may I
be generated. t

The results of the CEA misoperation analysis show that during the most
,

linuting misoperation events no violations of the SAFDLs on DNBR, Peak
i

Linear Heat Rate or Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure occur. L

(
The CEA Alignment and Insertion Limits satisfy the requirements of f
Criterions 2 and 3 of the Intenm Policy Satement as described in Reference

!
4

I
!

f I
LCO The limits on CEA position and insertion, together with ASI and T assure i

q
the reactor will operate within the fuel design enteria. The required actions f
of these LCOs assure that deviations from the alignment limits will either be
corrected or THERM AL POWER will be adjusted so that excessive local heat |!
rates will not occur, and that the requirements on SDM and ejected rod worth |
are preserved. i

:

During MODES I and 2 SDM is assured by maintaining'the Shutdown CEAs
fully withdrawn and the Regulating CEAs above the Transient insertion Limit

!
of LCO 3.1.7, With an inoperable CEA the SDM may be verified by |performing a reactivity balance calculation. Remetivity changes due to boron

;

concentration CEA position, moderator temperature, fuel temperature, fuel i

depletion, menon concentration and samarium concentration are summed and
compared to the SDM requirement.

i
(Operation of the core is limited to one inoperable or stuck CEA, since the ;

CEA insertion lim.ts that maintain the SDM are defined for the highest worth i

stuck CEA. If more than one CEA is inoperable, the reactor must be shut j
down to find the cause of the problem and correct it.

i

;

(continued) !
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CEA Alignment and Insertaon Limits

B 3.1.5
LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

LCO ne limit for indmdual CEA misalignment is [seven) inches between the
(continued) highest and lowest CEAs in a subgroup. Maintaining CEA alignment within

this span ensures a radially sytumetne core power distnbution.

APPLICABILITY The CEA alignomt and insertion limit LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, and 3.1.7 are
applicable in MODES I and 2. He operating controls and monitored
process variables that control core power distribution within design limits in
MODES I and 2 are given in LCOs 3.2.1 (Linear Heat Rate), 3.2.2 (Planar
Radial Peaking Factors) and 3.2.3 (T ). The limiting values for theseq
vanables are specified in the respective LCO's. De power distnbutionJ

LCOs assume the raluiremmes of the CEA position and insertion limits are
satisfied.

In MODES 3, 4, 5 or 6, the CEA alignment and insertion LCOs do not
apply because the reactor is shutdowti sad excessive local Imear beat rates
cannot occur from CEA misalignment.

!

ACTIONS LCO 31.5 - CEA Alientrnt

A.I. A.2.1. and A 2.7

A CEA is inoperable if it will not move in esponse to signals from the
CEDMCS. A CEA may become inoperable yet remam trippable. In this
condition the CEA can still perfonn its required function of adding negative
reactivity should a reactor tnp be necessary. If a CEA is inoperable but
trippable, continued operation in MODES I and 2 may continue provided the
position of the inoperable CEA does not result in unacceptable peakmg
factors. He one hour Completion Time ensures an acceptable CEA
alignmmt is established before renon redistribution can generate t.nacceptable
peabeg factors.

B 1. B.2.1. B 2 2.1 and B.2.2 '

Xenon redistnbution in the core starts to occur as soon as a CEA becomes
misaligned. Reducing THERM AL POWER in accordance with Figure 3.1.5-
1 ensures acceptable power distributions are maintained. When a misaligned

(continued)
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CEA Alignmmt and Insertion Licuts
B 3.1.5

LCOs 3.1.5. 3.1.6. 3.1.7

BASES

ACHONS CEA occurs, it can usually be mved and is still trippable. For small
(continued) toisalignments (less than (19] inches) of the CEAs, there is:

1) a small effect on the time dependent long term power
distnbutions relative to those used in genersting LCOs and
1355 serpoints,

2) a small effect on the available SDM, and
3) a small effect on the ejected CEA worth used in the

accident analysis.

Therefore, a one hout time period is sufficient to:

1) identify causes of a misaligned CEA,
2) take appropriate cornetive action to realign the CEAs, and
3) mminuze the effects of xenon redir ribution.

With a large CEA misalignment (2: [19 inches]) however, this misalignment
would cause distortion of the core power distnbution. This distribution may,
in turn, have a significant effect on:

1) the available SDM,
2) the time dependent long term power distributions relative

to those used in generating LCOs and LSSS setpoints, and
3) the ejected CEA worth used in the accident analysis.

The one-hour Completion Time allowed is sufficient to identify causes of a
misaligned CEA, take appropriate corrective action to realign the CEAs, and
m nimire the effects of xenon redistribution.

In Condition B, puer operations may continue provided adequate
SHUTD0%W MARGLN exists and the CEAs can be properly aligned. This
may be accomplisbec by aligning the OPERABLE CEAs to the inoperable
CEA (sub-group). Maintaming the insertion and sequence limits of LCO
3.1.7 ensures adequate SHUTDOWN MARGLN and proper power
distribution are mamtained. 'Ibe two-hour Completion Time to align the
OPERABLE CEAs provides the operator sufficient time to properly align the
OPERABLE CEAs to the inoperable CEA (sub-group).

,

(continued)
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CEA Abgnment and lasertion linuts f
B 3.1.5 t

LCO= 3.1.5, 3.1.6. 3.1.7
a

BASES

ACTIONS Although a part-stragth CEA has less of an effect on core flux than a full
f

,

(cocanned) -stragth CEA, a misaligned part-strength CEA will stdl result in 1 mon *

redistnbution and effect core power distnbution. Requiring realignment .
within I bour minimizes these effects and casures an acceptable power

i distributaan is maintained.
|

'

4

Ed

When a Requurd Action cannot be completed within the required Completion ;
Time, a controlled shutdown should be commenced. Ibe allowed time of 6

[hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from v

full power conditions without challengtog plant systems.

j D.1 and D.2 i

i

!

In the case of:
|

1 1) more than o* .nopera'ule CEA [sub-rroupj or,
) ( 2) more than one CEA misaligned from any other CEA in their group p
;

'

by more th..n [19] inches or, t

3) one or nx>re CEAs inoperable as the result of excessive friction or i

mechanical ineferences or known to be untrippable, continued (
operation is not allowed. This is because either of these conditions i
may be indicative of a possible loss of mechanical functional !

capability of the CEAs and in the event of a stuck or untrippable
CEA, a loss of SDM.

~

If a CEA is inoperable as a result of excessive friction or marba' cal
r

interfermee or is untrippable, it is not available for reactivity insertion during j
a reactor trip. With an untrippable CEA, meet ng the insertion limits of ;.

LCO 3.1.7 does not ensure that adequate SDM exists. In this condition, an |1 additional allowance must be made for the worth of the affected CEA when {calculating the available SDM.
:.

I

Y

(continued) {*
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CEA Alignmmt and Inserton Limits
B 3.1.5

LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

ACHONS This is necessary since the OPERABLE CEAs must still meet the single
(contmuod) failure enteria. If dditional negative reactivity is required to provide the

necessary SDM. it must be provided by increasing the RCS boron
concentration. One bour allows sufficient time to perform the calculation and
enke any required boron adjustment to the RCS.

The six hour Completion Time to reach MODE 3 is reasonable, based on
operstmg expenence, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions without
challenging plant rystems.

LCO 3.16 - Shutd wn CEA insertion Limits2

U
'

Accident analysis assumes that the Shutdown CEAs are fully withdrawn any
time the reactor is entical. This ensures that 1) the minimum SDM is
trAntained and. 2) the potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are limited
to acceptable limits. CEAs are considered fully utthdrawn at {I45 inches
wd] since this position places them outside the active region of the core. The
required Completion Time of one bout to fully withdraw the Shutdown CEA
allows the operator adequate time to adjust the CEA in an orderly manner
and is consistent with the Required Completion Time for Actioc A.I in LCO
3.1.5, CEA Alignment.

Ila

With the SDM reduced by the insertson of a Shutdown CEA, the operator can
no longer rely on the Regulatmg CEAs being above the Transient Insertion
Limit to ensure adequate SDM exists. In this case a reactivity balance is
required to venfy the SDM. If additional negative reactivity is required to
provide the necessary SDM. it must be provided by increasinE the RCS lx>ron
concentration. One bour allows sufficient time to perform the calculation and
make any required baron djustments to the RCS.

(contmued)
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CEA Alignment and lasertson Limits

B 3.1.5
LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7 '

B ASES

AcnONS ]L2
(continued)

When the Required Action of A.! cannot be completed within the required
Completion Time, a controlled abutdown must be comwed The six-bour
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach
MODE 3 from full power conditions without challenging plant systems.

LCO 31.7 - Rerufatine CEA Insertion Limits

A.1 and A.2

If the CEAs are inserted between the Locg Term Steady State Insertion
Limits and the Transient Insertion Limits for intervals greater than 4 hours
per 24 hour period and the Sbon Term Steady State Insertion Limits are
exceeded, peahng factors can develop which are ofimmediate concern.

Add:tionally, since the CEAs can be in this condition without misalignment,
penalty factors are not inserted in the CPCs to compensate for the(
developing peaking factors. Verifying the Short Term Steady State Insertion
Umits are not exceeded ensures that the peahng factors which do develop are
mthin those allcwed for coctmued operation. Fifteen minutes provides
adequate time for the operator to verify if the Short Term Steady State
Insertion Limits are exceeded.

Experience has shown that rapid power increases in areas of the core in
.

which the flux has been depressed may result in fuel damage as the linear
beat rate in those areas rapidly increases. Restricting the rate of THERMAL
POWER increases to :s; 5 % RTP per hour fo!!owing CEA insertion beyond
the Long Term Steady State Insertion Limits ensures the power transients
experienced by the fuel will not result in fuel failure.

u
i

With the Regulating CEAs inserted between the Long Term Steady State
Inseruon Limit and the Transiect Insertion Umit and approaching the five
EFPD or 14 EFPD limits the core is approaching the acceptable limits placed
on operation with flux patterns outside those assumed in the long term

,

burnup assumptions. In this case the CEAs must be returned to within the

(contmued)
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CEA Abgncret and Insertson Umsts
B 3.1.5

LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

ACTIONS R.1
(continued)

long Term Steady State Inseruon Limits or the core must be placed in a
con & tion in which the abnormal fuel burnup can not continue. Two hours
is a reasonable ttme to return the CEAs to within the long Term Steady State
Insertion Limits.

C. I and C,2

With COLSS out-of-service, operation beyond the Short Term Steady State
Insertion Limits can result in peahng factors that could approach the DNB
or LPD tnp setpoints. Eliminatmg this condition within two hours hmits the
magnitude of the peaking factors to acceptable levels. Restoring the CEAs
to withm the limit or reducing THERMAL POWER to an allowable level
casures acceptable peaking factors are c2aintained.

D1

1

Dunng power operations SHUTDOWN M ARGIN requirements are met by
matntauung the shutdown CEAs fully withdrawn and muntauung the
regulating CEAs above the Transient Insertion Limit (also called the Power
Dependent Insertion Limit).

Satisfying these conditions ensures that initial operating conditions are no
more severe than the initial conditions assumed in the accident analysis and
that the minimum required SHUTDOWN M ARGIN exists. This includes an

allowance for the most reactive CEA which is assumed to be withdraws from
the core. With the regulating CEAs inserted beyond the Transient lasertion
Umit adequate SHIJTDOWN MARGIN may not exist. In this case a

,

rescuvity calculation must be performed to determine the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN. If additional negauve reactivity is required to provide the
necessary SHUTDOWN MARGIN, it must be provided by increasing the
RCS boron concentration. One hour allows sufficient time to perform the
calculation and make any required boron adjustments to the RCS.

(contmued)
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CEA Abgnment and Inseruon budts
B 3.1.5

LCOs 3.1.5, 3. l.6, 3.1.7

BASES

ACDONS D 21 and D.2.2
(contmued)

Operation beyond the Transient Irsertson ilmits ruults in a loss of
SHUTDOWN MARGIN and excer.sive peahng factors. While boron
addition to the RCS can ensure adaluate SHUTDOWN MARGIN, the CEAs

must te retumed to roove the Trusient insertion Limits to eliminate the
peaking problem. This can be accomplished by either restormg the CEAs to
withm the insertion limits (Roquired Action D.2.1) or reducing "mERM AL
POWER to less than or equal to that allowed for the actual CEA insertion
(Required Action D.2.2). Two hours provides a reasonable time to
accomplish this while limiting the peabag factors to acceptable levels.

E1

Performing SR 3.1.7.1, CEA Position, within one bour and every four hours
thereafter ensures improper CEA align nents are identified before
unacceptable flux distnbutions occur.

( U

When a Requiraf Action cannot be completed within the required Completion
Time, a controlled shutdow11 must be commenced. The allowed time of 6
hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from
full power condations without challeeging plant systems. In MODE 3 the
reactor is not critical and excessive power peahng cannot occur.

SURVEILLANCE LCO 3.1.5 - CEA OxnbilifY F.Dd Alirnman,{
REQUIREMESTS

SR 3.1.5.1

Verification that individual CEA positions are within [seven) inches of all
other CEAs in the group at a 12 hour frequency allows the operator to detect
a CEA beginning to deviate from its expected position.

(continued)
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!CEA A! gument and Imertion Limits
B 3.1.5

LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.5 2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Operability of at last two CEA position indicstor channels is required to
determme CEA positions and thereby ensure compliance with the CEA
alignment and insertion limits. ne CEA * full in* and * full out* limits
provide an additional independent means for determming the C2A positions
when the CEAs are at eithe- their fully inserted or fully withdrawn positions.
The 12-hour frequency is adequate when the CEA Motion inhibit and
Deviation Circuits are OPERABLE. This frequency has been shown to be
acceptable through operating expenence,

SR 315.3 and 315 4

Eaercising individual CEAs every 92 days venfies that all CEAs contmue to '

be OPERABLE even if they are not regularly moved. The 92-day frequency

is consittent with the recommendations of NUREG-1366 (Ref. 5).

SR 3.1.5.5
i

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each Reed Switcn
Position Transmitter channel ensures the channel is OPERABLE and capable
ofindicating CEA position over the entire strength of the CEA travel. Since
this test must be performed when the reactor is shutdows, a refueling
frequency is appropriate and has been shown to be acceptable through
operating experience.

SR 3.1.5.6

Venfication of CEA drop times determines that the maximum CEA drop time
permitted is consistent with the assumed drop time used in the safety
analysis. Measuring drop times pnor to reactor criri:ality after reactor vesul

head removal assurts the reactcr internals and Control Rod Drive Mechanism
,

wn!! not toterfere with CEA motion or drop time. Performing the tests at a
refueling trequency assures no degradation in these systems has occurred that
would adversely affect CEA motion or drop time.

(continued)
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CEA Alignment and Insertson Ilmita

B 3.1.5
LCOs 3.1.5. 3.1.6, 3.1.7

B ASES

SURVEILLANCE LCO 3.1.6 - Sbutdown CEA Inwrtion Limits
REQUIREMENTS

(contmued) SR 3.16.1

Venfication that each Sht"down CEA is fully withdraum asst.mes they are
available to pmvide reactor shutdown after enticality. Pe-forming the
surveillance prior to withdrawtng the Regulating CEAs dunng an approach
to enticality assumes the Shutdown CEAs are withdrawn shonly ~ efore theyo
may be required for shutdown and also allows the operator time to halt the
appmach to enticality abould a Shutdown CEA not be fully withdrsum.

Venfication that individual Shutdown CEA positions are fully withdrawn at
a 12 hour frequency allows the operator to detect a CEA begmning to deviate
from its expected position.

LCO 31.7 - Recutatmc CEA Insertion Limits '

SR 3,1.7.1
i

With the PDIL alarm OPERABLE. venfication of each Regulating CEA
group position every 12 hours is sufficient to detect CEA positions that may
approach the limits, and to provide the operator with time to undertake the
required actions should the sequence or msertion limits be found to have
exceeded.

SR 3.1,7.2

Venfication of the accumulated time of insertion between the long Term
Steady State Insenion lanuts and the Transient Insertion Limits assures the
cumulative time licuts are not exceedA. He 24 hour frequency ensures the
operator identifies a time herut that is being approached before it is reached.

SR 3.1.7.3

Demonstrating the PDIL Alarm OPERABLE venfies that the PDIL Alarm
is functional. He 31-day frequency has been shown to be acceptable through
operstmg experience.

(continued)
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CEA Alignment and Inwrtion Limits >

B 3.1.5
LCOs 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.1.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE LCO 3.1.8 - Part Streerth CEA___
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Insertion Limits

SR 3.1.8.1

Venfication of each part strength CEA group position every 12 bours is
sufficient to detect PSCEA positions that may approach the insertion limits,
and provide the operator sufficient time to undertake the required actions
should the limits be exceeded

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50 Part 50.46, Acceptance Cnteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Ught Water Nuclear Power Reactors.

t2. 10 CFR 50, Appendia A, General Design Cnteria for Nuclear
Power Plants, Critenon 10, Reactor Design, Cnterion 26, Rextivity
Linuts. i

3. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Accidect Analysis.

4. J. K. Gr.sper (CEOG) leuer CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Criteria Application),*

5. Draft NUREG-1366, " Improvements to Technical Specifications.*

i

f

,
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16A.4.6 B 3.1.8 SPECIAL TEST EXCD'TIONS !
I
i

special Test Exceptions ~ I
B 3.1.8 i

LCOs 3.1.8, 3.1.9 !

B 3.1 REACITVTlY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.8 Special Test Exceptions

B A SFS !

fBACKGROUND 'nds Bases addresses the Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) and !

Surveillance Requirements for the following LCOs: j
i3.1.8 Special Test Exception - Shutdown Margin

.

!
3.1.9 Special Test Exception . Moderator Temperature Coefficient, Group *

.. Height, CEA Inserticn Limits, Power Distribution Limits and
Center CEA Misalignment

6

,

These LCOs are required to limit the core power distribution and reactivity
during PHYSICS TESTS Since the limits protr_cted by these LCOs share.

common requirements. their BASES are combined.
_

t

t
g

Section XI (Test Control) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Quality Assurance
[Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Processing Plants). (Ref.1),

( requires that a test program be established to ensure that structures, systems, !

j

and components will perform satisfactorily in service. All functions
;

n===ry to ensure that specified design conditions are not violated during
!

normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences must be tested.
|

*

Testing is required as an integral part of the design, fabrication, construction,
!

and operation of the power plant, as specified in 10 CFR 50. Appendix A,
|

,

General Design Criterion I (Quality Standards and Records), (Ref. 2). j
Requirements for notification of the NRC for the purpose of conducting tests ;

and experiments are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Changes, Tests, and j'

Experiments), (Ref. 3).
I,

,

Key objectives of a test program are to provide assurance that the facility has !
] been adequately designed, to validate the analytical models used in design and ji

analysis, to verify assumptions used for predicting plant response, to provide
3

assurance that installation of equipment in the facility has been accomplished j
in accordance with design, and to venfy that operating and emergency

|
procedures are adequate (Ref. S). Testing prior to initial criticality, after !

cach refueling shutdown, and during startup, low power operation, power [
ascension, and at power operation is required to accomplish these objectives.

[-

(contmued) |
I

i.
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Special Teu Execptions
B 3.1.8

LCOn 3.1.B. 3.1.9

BASES

BACKGROUND
he requirements for PHYSICS TESTS for snidal and reload fuel cycles

(conunued)
assure the operatmg charactensdes of the core a.re consistent uth the design
predictions and tha: the core can be operated as designed (Ref. 6).

Physics Tests procedures are written and approved in accordance with
established formats. The procedures include all information necessary to
permit a detaded execudon of tesung required to ensure design intent is met.
PHYS:CS TESTS are performed in accordance with these procedures and test

results are approved pnor to connnued power escalation and long-term power
operation.

It is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for Physics Tests because fuel
damage entena are not execeded. Even of an accident occurs during Physics
Test with one or more LCOs suspended, fuel damage enten are preserved
because the hmits on power distnbution and shutdown capability are
maintatned during Physics Tests.

4 APPLICABLE Physics Tests include measurement of core parameters or exercise of control
SAFETY ANALYSIS components that affect process vanables. Among the process vanables ,

tavolved are Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor. Total lategrated Radial
Peabag Factor, Azimuthal Power Tilt and Atial Shape Indet, which
represent initial condi6cn input (power peahng) to the accident analysis.
Also involved are the movable control components (Shutdown and Regulating
CEAs), which affect power peahng and are required for shutdows of the
reactor.

The CESSAR-DC (Ref. 7), Chapter 14 defines requirements or ini2 ' . sting
of the facihty. including Physics Tests. Requirements for reload fuel cycle
Physics Tests are defined in ANSI /ANS 19.6.1 1985 (Ref. 6). Physics Tests

!for reload fue: cycles are given in Table 1 of ANSI /ANS-19.6.1-1985. '

Measurement of cntical baron concentration, CEA group worths, reac6vity
coefficients, flux symmetry, and core power distnbution are taken. Although
these Physics Tests are generally accomplished within the linuts of all LCOs,
conditions may occur when one or more LCOs must be suspended to make
completion of Physics Tens possible or practical.

(continued) j

i
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Special Test Eaceptions
B 3.1.8

LCOs 3.1.8, 3.1.9

BASES

APPLICABLE nis is acceptable as long as the fuel design enteria are not violated. When
SAFETY ANALYSIS one or more of the limita specified in

(contmuod) 1%
LCO 3.1.1 Shutdown Margin -Tg=;t'2i6T-
LCO 3.1.4 Moderator Tem;erature bfficient
LCO 3.1.5 CEA Alignment
LCO 3.1.6 Shutdown CEA Insertion Limits
LCO 3.1.7 Regulatmg CEA Insertion Limits

are suspended for Physics Tests, the fuel design criteria are preserved as long
as Linear Heat Rate remim within its limit. Herefore. LCO 3.1.9 places
limits on allowable THERMAL POWER during Physics Tests and require

;

linear Heat Rate and DNB parameter be maintained within limits.

He individual LCOs governing CEA group beight, msertion, and alignment,
Aaial Shape Indea. Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor Total Integrated
Radial Peaking Factor and Azienuthal Power Tilt preserve the Imear beat rate
limits. Additionally, the LCOs goveming RCS flow, T , and pressunzere

I pressure contnbute to maintaining departure from nucleate boiling parameter
limits. He initial condition criteria for accidents sensitive to core power
distnbution are preserved by the linear beat rate and DNB parameter limits.
He criteria for less of Coolant Accident (LOCA) are specified in 10 CFR
50 (Acceptance Cnteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light
Water Nuclear Power Reactors), (Ref.1). He criteria for the loss of forced
reactor coolant flow accident are specified in the CESSAR-DC (Section
15.3.2.1), (Ref. 8). Operation within the linear heat rate limit preserves the
LOCA critena; operation within the DNB parameter limits preserves the loss
of flow criteria.

During PHYSICS TESTS one or more of the LCOs that normally preserve
the local heat rate and DNB parameters limits may be suspended. However,
the results of the accident analysis are not adversely impacted if venfication
oflinear heat rate and DNB parameters within their limits is venfied while
the LCOs are suspended. Herefore, surveillance requirements are placed as
necessary to ensure imear beat raw and DNB parameters remain within limits

,

dunng PHYSICS TESTS. Performance of these surveillance allows
PHYSICS TESTS to be conducted without decreasing the margin of safety.

(continued)
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Special Test Except ces
B 3.1.8

LCOs 3.1.8. 3.1.9

BASES
,

APPLICABI.E PHYSICS TESTS meet the entenon for inclusion in technical speci6 cations
SAFETY ANALYSES since the components and process vanable LCOs suspended during PHYSICS

(continued) TESTS meet entenon 1,2 and 3 of the Intenm Policy Statement as descnbed
in Reference 8.

LCO LCO 3.1.8 provides that a mimmum amount of CEA worth is immediately
available for reactivity control when CE.'. worth measurement tests are
performoi This special test exception is required to pernut the penodic
venfication of the actual s ersus predicted core reactivity condition occurnng
as a result of fuel burnup or fuel cycling operauons.

LCO 3.1.9 permits individual CEAs to be positioned outside of their normal
group heights and insertion hmats dunng the perfonnance of such PHYSICS
TESTS as those required to:

1) measure CEA worth,
2) determine the reactor stability index and damping factor under xenon

I oscillation conditions.
3) determme power distnbutions for non-normal CEA configuratiocs,
4) measure rod shadowing factors, and
5) measure moderator temperature and power coefficients.

Additionally, it permits the center CEA to be misaligned dunng PHYSICS
TESTS required to determme the isothermal tem,erature coefficient,
moderator temperature coefficient and power coefficient.

(continued)
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Special Test Eaceptions
B 3.1.8

LCOs 3.1.8, 3.1.9

BASES

APPLICABILITY
LCO 3.1.8 is applicable in MODES 2 and 3. Although CEA worth testing
is conducted in MODE 2, during the performance of these tests sufficient
negative reactivity is inserted to result in temporary entry into MODE 3. '

Because the intent is to immediately return to MODE 2 to continue CEA
worth measurements, the special test exemption allows limited operation in
MODE 3 without having to borate to tocet the SDM requirements of LCO
3.1.1.

i
LCO 3.1.9 is applicable in MODES I and 2 because the reactor must be
critied at various THERMAL POWER levels to perform the PHYSICS
TESTS described in the LCO section. Limiting the test power plateau to less

,

than ES% of Rated Hermal Power (RTP) ensures linear beat rates are
7

maintained mthin acceptable limits. ;
'

?

ACTIONS
LCO 3.1.8 - Srmal Test Excretion - Shutdown Marrin ;

il
i >

With any full strength CEA not fully inserted and less than the minimum
required reactivity equivalent available for inp insertion, or with a!! CEAs
inserted and the reactor subentical by the reactivity equivalent of the highest
worth CEA, restoration of the mmemum SDM requirements must be
accomplished by increasing the RCS boron concentration. He required
Completion Time to imtiate boration allows the operator sufficient time to
align the valves and start the boric acid pumps and is consistent with the
Completion Time of LCO 3.1.1.

|

(continued)
1
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Special Test Exceptions
B 3.1.8

LCOs 3.1.8, 3.1.9

BASES
_

ACTIONS
LCO 319 - Srecial Test Exceotion - Mcderster Temnerature Coefficiert. I

(conunued)
Oroue Heirbt. CEA Insertion Limits. Power Distnbution Limits. and Center
CEA Misalienment

,

A.1 and B.1 t

If THERMAL POWER exceeds the test power plateau or the linear heat rate
requirements of LCO 3.2.1 arr eaceeded. THERMAL POWER must be
reduced to restore the additional thermal margin provided by the reduced
THERMAL POWER. He 15 minute completion ume ensures prompt action
is taken to reduce THERMAL POWER to within acceptable limits.

U

If Required Action A.] or B.1 cannot be completed within the required
Completion Time. the reactor must be placed in MODE 3. His increases
thermal margin and is consistent with the Required Actions of the Power
Distnbution LCOs. The required Completion Time of six hours is adequate
to perform a controlled shutdown and is consistent with the Power,

Distnbution LCO Completion Tienes.

SURVEILLANCE
LCO 31.8 - Snecial Test Exceotion - Shutdown Marcin

REQUIREMENTS
SR 3.1.61

Verification of the position of each partially or fully withdrawm full-strength
is numary to ensure the minimum negative reactivity requirements for
insertion on a (np are preserved. A two-hour frequency has been proven to
be acceptable through operating expenence.

SR 3.1.B.2

Prior demonstration that each CEA to be withdraum from the core durin;;
PHYSICS TESTS is capable of full insertion when tripped from at least 50 %
withdrawn provides assurance that the CEA will insert on a trip signal. The
seven day requirement ensure the CEAs are operible and cas been proven to
be acceptable through operating experience.

(continued)
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Special Test Exceptaons
B 3.1.8

LCOs 3.1.8, 3.1.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE LCO 3.1.9 - Snecial Test Excertions - Moderstor Temnerature Coefficient.
REQUIREMENTS Group Heicht. CEA Insertion Limits. Power Distribution Limits. and Center

(coctinued) CEA Misalirmrxnt

SR 3.1.9.1

Monitonng linear heat rate and DNBR casures the linear heat rate and DNBR
limits are not exceeded. Refer to B 3.2.1, Linear Heat Rate and B 3.2.4,
DNBR, for a discussion of the Bases for these parameters. Continuous
mocutoring is accomplished by the COLSS which generates margin limits
based on 1mear beat rate and DNBR and udi generate a COLSS margin alarm
should a limit be exceeded. This surveillance is not applicable at < 20%
RTP because adequate lmear beat rate and DNBR margins exist up to this
power level

SR 3.1.9.2 -

Venfying THERMAL POWER is equal to or less than that allowed by a test
; power plateau as specified in the PHYSICS TEST. procedure, ensures

adequate linear heat rate and DNBR margins are maintained while LCOs are

suspended. The I bous fmuency is sufficient based upon slow rate of power
change and increased operational controls in place during PHYSICS TESTS.
Monitonng linear heat rate ensures the limits are not exceeded. Refer to B
3.2.1, Linear Heat Rate and B 3.2.4, DNBR, for a discussion of the Bases
for these parameters. This surveillance is not applicable at < 20% of RTP
because adequate linear beat rate margin exists at this power level, and
be ause the incore monitonng system is not available below 20% RTP.

The SR is rnodified by a Note which states that the SR is only applicable in
MODE I a 20% RTP. This is because the Fixed Incore Detector
Monitoring System is not available below 20% RTP.

(continued)
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. Special Test Eaceptions
B 3.1.8

LCOs 3.1.8, 3.1.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.10.2

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) Verifymg DIERMAL POWER is equal to or less than that allowed by a test ,

Ipower plateau as specified in the PHYSICS TEST procedure, ensures
adequate linear heat rate and DNB parameter margins are mamtained while ,

LCOs are suspended. The one hour frequency is sufficient based upon slow !

rate of power change and increased operational controls in place during
PHYSKS TESTS i

!

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI (Test Control), Quality
Assurance Cnteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Processing
Plants.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Cnterion 1, Quality
Standards and Records.

3. 10 CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and Experiments.
[

4 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Cnteria for Emergency Core Cooltog
Systems for Light Water Reactors.

5. Reguistory Guide 1.68, Revision 2. Initial Test Programs for Water- |
i

Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, August,1978.

6. AN,SI/ANS-19.6.1-1985, Reload Stanup Physics Tests for
Pressurized Water Reactors Amencan National Standards Institute,
December 13, 1985.

7. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 14. Testing Requirements and
'

Chapter 15 Accident Analyses.

8. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E

,

Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1'

(Criteria Application).*
,
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B 3.1.10 Special Test Exception-CEDMS Testing

Background
;

; CEDMS testing is performed before startup to verify the operability
5

1

of the control element drives. Since this test requires the j
withdrawal of CEAs, the shutdown margin is reduced. In order that
the test may be performed, this special test exception is providedd

since the requirements of LCO 3.1.1 would be too restrictive to,
~

allow performance of the test.

I Applicable
Safety Analysis

.

In Ref. 1, the conditions of the CEDMS testing were analyzed. It
-

; was found that sufficient subcriticality is maintained in case of
a CEA ejection accident. This is from the fact that prior to
testing K(n-1) must be less than 0.99. The margin will preclude
inadvertent criticality.-

;
e

?

j LCO

j Suspension of the shutdown margin requirement of LCO 3.1.1 may be
; suspended for pre-startup testing of the CEDMS if four conditions
j ;

are met. First, only one CEA may be withdrawn at a time. Second,
no CEA may be withdrawn more than seven inches. Third, with RTCBs '

open, K(n-1) must be less than 0.99 before the start of testing. !
*

; Fourth, all other operations which involve a reactivity increase
must be suspended during testing. !a

l ;

Applicability [
J

!

LCO 3.1.10 is applicable during MODES 4 and 5 since these are the
!modes during which CEDMS testing is performed. i

:

j Actions
i

i
A.1 1

%

i
j If any of the four requirements are not met then testing must be f
i suspended and the shutdown margin must be restored to the limit of I
j LCO 3.1.1. This action is necessary for the prevention of an !
; inadvertent criticality ;

?.

Surveillance
] Requirements

t

j SR 3.1.10.1 f

{ q
Determination of the shutdown margin ensures that CEDMS testing is j,

being performed under conditons that would prevent an inadvertent"

criticality. The frequency of 24 hours is based upon operating,
,

i experience and the fact that other administrative controls exist to '

prevent unauthorized reactivity increases.
,

)
.

2
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B 3.1.10 (continued)
4

Reference [
i

,
1. Safety Evaluation by the Office of NRR, Docket no. STN 50-530, i

' January 26, 1988. [
i.

)

# 1
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B 3.1.11 Boron Dilution Alarms !

'
Background

There are two startup channel high neutron flux alarms in the f
System 80+ design. These alarms exist for the purpose of e'.srting -

the operator to an inadvertent boron dilution and subsequently the
prevention of an inadvertent criticality. i

Applicable
Safety Analysis '

In Ref. 1 it is mentioned that the use of two high neutron flux
alarms provide proper redundancy for the detection of a boron
dilution event. A single alarm failure will still leave the
operator will adequate high neutron flux detection capability.

LCO

The LCO requires that both startup channel high neutron flux alarms
.

'shall be operable.
.

Applicability

LCO 3.1.11 is applicable during MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6. Since the
reactor is critical in MODE 1 and also is critical (or approaching ;#

critical) in MODE 2, this LCO does not apply in MODES 1 and 2. i

Actions *

A.1 and A.2

With one startup channel high neutron flux alarm inoper' le, action *

must be immediately taken to restore the inoperable channel to
,

operable status. Also the RCS boron concentration must be !

determined when entering MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6 or at the time the
alarm is determined inoperable. This second action is to be

:

performed immediately and once per the frequency given in the LCO '

tables 3.1.11-1 through 3.1.11-5. These actions ensure that an ,

alternate means is available for the detection of an inadvertent
boron dilution event.

B.1, B.2, and B.3

With both startup channel high neutron flux alarms inoperable, i

action must be immediately taken to restore a single channel to
,

operable status. Also the RCS boron concentration must be
determined when entering MODE 3- 4, 5, or 6 or at the time the !,

alarm is determined inoperable. This second action is to be
performed immediately and once per the frequency given in the LCO
tables 3.1.11-1 through 3.1.11-5. Immediate suspension of all r
operations involving core alterations or positive reactivity i

changes is also required. These actions will help prevent the loss ;

of shutdown margin and return to criticality should an inadvertent
:
i
i

b,
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B 3.1.11 (continued) |
'

boron dilution event occur.
i

i
Surveillance' :

Requirements !
!

SR 3.1.11.1 |1-

|
A channel check shall be performed on each startup channel once per ;

12 hours to ensure proper operation. The frequency is based upon |
operating experience and other administrative controls. ;

4 t
/

! SR 3.1.11.2 )

i ,

A channel calibration shall be performed on each startup channel ,!
.

every 31 days of cumulative operation durir.g shutdown. The |,

frequency is based upon operating experience. i
; i

'
i Reference

:

| 1. PVNGS Technical Specification Bases, 3/4.1.2.7.. {
! -
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16A.5 B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LLMITS

i

-

Power Distnbuuon Limits
B 3.2.1

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3. 3.2.4, 3.2.5

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B ASES

BACKGROUND This Bases adde the limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) and
Surveillance Requirements for the following LCOs:

3.2.1 Linear Heat Rate

3.2.2 Planar Radial Peahng Factor (F,y) ,

3.2.3 Anmuthal Power Tilt (T )a
3.2.4 Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR)
3.2.5 Axial Shape Index (ASI)

These LCOs are required to linut the core power distribution to the initial
values assun>ed in the accident analysts. Since the limits protected by these
LCOs share common requirements, their Bases are combined.

Operation within the limits imposed by these LCOs limits potential fuel

.

cladding failures that could breach the primary ftssion product barrier and

k
release fission products to the reactor coolant in the event of a Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA), loss of flow, ejected Control Element Assembly
(CEA) or other accident requiring termination by a Reactor Protection System
(RPS) trip function. These LCOs limit the amount of damage to the fuel
cladding during an accident by assurmg the plant is operating within
acceptable conditions at the onset of a transient. '

Methods of controlling the power distnbution include:

1. the use of full-strength (or part-strength) CEAs to alter the axial
power distnbuuon

2. decreasing CEA insertion by boration, thereby improving the radial
power distnbunon; and

3. correcting off-optimem conditions which cause margin degradations
(e g., CEA drop or misoperation).

(continued)
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Power Dishbution Limits
B 3.2.1,

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 :

BASES
,

4

i
BACKGROUND The core power disenbution is contmlied so that, in conjunction with other

(continued) core operstmg parameters (CEA insertion and alignment limits), the power
distribution does not result in violation of the LCOs. LCOs and Limiting
Safety System Scepomts (LSSS) are based on the accident analysis (Ref. 3), !
so that Speci6ed Acceptable Fuel Design Limits are not exceeded as a result i

of Anticipated Operational Ckeurrences (AOOs) and the limits of acceptable !
consequences are not exceeded for other postulated accidenta. |

!

Power distribution is a product of multiple parameters, various combinadons !
of which may produce acceptable power distributions. Operation within the
design limits of power distnbution is accomplished by generatag operating,

limits on linear heat rate and Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB). ,
1

i

The power density at any point in the core must be limited to maintain the !
fuc.i design entena (Refs.1, 2). This is accomplished by maintaining the

;
power distnbution and coolant conditions so that the peak linear heat rate and ;
DNB parameters are within operating ihnits supported by the accident i
analysis (Ref. 3) with due regard for the correlations between measured !

[ quantities, the powe. distribution, and uncertamtics in the determmation of
f

<

^

power distnbutic.n.- '

!

Fuel cladding failure during a LOCA is limited by restricting the maximum
linear heat generation ate so that the peak cladding temperature does not I

exceed 2200*F, (Ref.1). High peak cladding temperatures are assumed to |
cause severe ef= Ming failure by oxidation due to a Zircatoy-water reaction. !

!
DNB occurs when the local heat flux addition (BTU per unit claMing surface I

area per unit time) from the fuel rods to the reactor coolant causes nucleate

boiling to be replaced by a steam film alocg regions of the cladding. ' Ibis
,

condition results in a decrease in the heat transfer rate from the cladding to j
the coolant. This results in a large difference between the cladding surface

,

temperature and the coolant naturation temperature. Inside the steam film, I

high cladding temperatures are reached, and a Zircaloy-water rrection may i
take place. The chemical reaction may cause failure by oxidation of the

,
claddirig, allowing an uncontrolled release of the radioactive fission products j
to the reactor coolant. i,

i

(contmued)

i
i

J
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Power Distnbution Limits
B 3.2.1 !

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4. 3.2.S
|

,

BASES r

r

!BACKGROUND Proximity to the DNB condition is expressed by the DNBR, def;ned as the
[

,

"

(continued) ratio of the eta.%nr surface heat flux required to cause DNB to the actual '

cladding surface heat flux. De mmimum DNBR value during both norma!
|

'

operation and anticipated operational occurrtsces (AOOs) is limited to the '

value given by the CE-1 Correlation (Ref. 4) and is acceptei as an
appropriate margin to DNB for opernung conditions.

, ,

i .

Either of the two core power dtstribution monitoring systems, the Core*

Operating Umit Supervisory System (COLSS) or the Core Protection
i

Calculators (CPCs), monitor the core power distribution and are capable of
venfying that the linear heat rate and the ,

{

DNBR do not exceed their limits. He COI.SS performs this function by
,

continuously monitoring the core power distribution and calculating core ;

power operating limits corresponding to the allowable peak linear heat rate '

and DNBR. A DNBR pecalty factor is included in the COI.SS and CPC
|

DNBR calculation to accommodate the effects of rod bow. De amount of ;

<
rod bow in each assembly is dependent upon the average burnup experienced (

k by that assembly. Fuel assemblies that incur higher average burnup will
|experience a greater magnitude of rod bow. Conversely, lower burn up :

assemblies will experience less rod bow. In design calculations, the penalty f

for each batch required to compensate for rod bow is determined from a i
batch's maximum everage assembly burnup applied to the batch's maximum
integrated planar-radial power peak. A single net penalty for COLSS and !

CPC is then determmed from the penalties anociated with each batch,
j

accounting for the offsetting margins due to the lower radial power peaks in
'

the higher burnup batches. j

4

The COLSS will indicate continuously to the operator how far the core is f
from the operstmg limits anc' provide an audible alarm should an operating

{limit be excW Such a condition signifies a reduction in the capability of
1

the plant to withstand an anticipated transient, but does not onmnly imply ;
an immediate violation of fuel design limits. If the margin to fuel design

i
limits continues to decrease, the RPS ensures that the specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not exceeded (for AOOs) by initiating a reactor trip.

,

j

(continued)
,

,
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Power Distnbution IJmits
B 3.2.1

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5

BASES
,

6
4

BACKGROUND COLSS continually generates an assessment of the margin to linear heat rate
(continued) and DNBR opwaung limita. De data required for these --ts include i

measured in< ore neutron flux data, CEA positions, and coolant inlet !

t+ twe, prissure, and flow. !

In addition to the monitoring performed by COLSS, the RPS (via the CPCs) .

continually infers the core power distribution and thermal margin by
processmg reactor coolant data, signals from excore neutron flux detectors,
and input from redundant reed switch assemblies to indicate CEA position.
In this case, the CPCs assume a mimmum core power of[20%) rated thermal
power (RTP). He [20% RTP] threshold is -~ary because the power
range excore neutron flux detecting systec2 is inaccurate below this power
level. If power distribution or other parameters are perturbed as a result of
an AOO, the high local power density or low DNBR trips in the RPS will
initiate a reactor trip prior to exceeding fuel design limits.

j
He limits on ASI, F,yand T , represent limits within which the linear heatq
rate and DNBR algonthms are valid. These limits are obtained directly i

( from the core analysis.
,

6

i

APPLICAPLE Re fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of operation (Condition
SAFETY ANALYSIS !) and AOOs (Condition 2), (Ref. 3). De Power Distnbution and CEA

lasertion and Alignment LCOs preclude core power distributions from i
,

occumng that would violate the following fuel design criteria: !

1. During a large break LOCA, peak cladding temperature must not *

exceed a limit of 2200*F,10 CFR 50.46, (Ref.1)..

2. During a loss of flow accident, there must be at least a 95 %
probabihty at a 95% confidence level that the hot fuel rod in the i

core does not experience a DNB condition; General Design Criterion
10 (Ref. 2). His is referred to hereafter as the 95/95 criterion. |

.

(continued) .
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Power Distribution Umits
B 3.2.1 r

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 I

BASES !
i

APPUCABLE ne Linear Heat Rate, Axial Shape Inder and RCS Condition LCOs ensure
TSAFETY ANALYSES these criteria are met as long as the core is operated within the AS1, F ;

T , and T limits specified in the LCO. ne latter are process variabfe,s [
x

(continued) F r q
that characterize the threedmensional power distribution of the reactor core. |
Operation within the limits for these variables ensures their actual value is
within the range used in the accident analysis.

i

Fuel cladding damage does not occur from conditions outside these LCOs ;

during normal operation. However, fuel cladding damsge could result should
^

an accident occur from initial conditions outside the limits of these LCOs. ,

) Changes in the power distribution can cause increased power peahng and ;

contspondingly increased local linear heat rates.

ASI, Linear Heat Rate, Planar Radia! Peaking Factors, Azimutha! Power Tilt f
and Axial Shape Index satisfy criterion 2 of the Interim Policy Statement as ;

; described in Reference 5. i

t

| ( LCO The power distribution LCO limits are based on correlations between power }
peahng and the measured variables used as inputs to the linear heat rate and !

'

]
DNBR operating limits.

The limitation on linear heat rate ensures that in the event of a LOCA, the f.

peak temperature of the fuci c' adding will not exceed 2200'F. 4

1

The limitation on DNBR ac a function of ASI represents a conservative'

i '

envelope of operating conditics consir.ent with the analysis assumptions
I which have been analytically demonstrated adequate to mamtain an scocpable i

m.mmum DNBR for all AOOs. Of these, the loss of flow transient is the !
most limiting. Operation of the core with a DNBR at, or above, this limit I"

| provides assurance that an acceptable minimum DNBR will be maintained in j
t the event of a loss of flow transient. j

!

l Limiting the values of the PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (F , )C

d used in the COLSS and CPCs to values equal to or greater than the measured
'

PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTORS (Fmgy) provides assurance that
the limits calculated by the COLSS and CPCs remain valid. L

I

!

(contmued) ]

1
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Power Distribuuon ilmits
B 3.2.1 i

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 |
|

BASES !

!
LCO 'Ibe limitations on T are provided to msure that design operanns margms [q

(continued) are ma6'a6 ~t A T grinter than 0.10 is not expected, Should it occur, the i

Actions usure operbon is restricted to only those conditions required to [
idetify the cause of the tilt. It is necessary to explicitly account for power (
asymmaries because the radial peaking factors used in the core power

7

distribution calculations are based on an unti power distnbution.
,

The limitation on ASI msures that the actual ASI value is ma2ntamed within i#

the range of values used in the accident analysis. The ASI limits ensure that |
wi:h Te at its maximum upper limit. DNBR will not drop below the DNBR {
Safeiy Limit for AOOs. '

~N !
!

ACTIONS LCO 311 - Linear Heat Rate fI

+

A.1 and A.2 {
1

{
Operation at or below the COLSS calculated power limit based on kwlft ;

assures that the linear heat rate limit is not exceeded. If the COLSS i

calculated core power limit based on kw/ft exceeds the operating limit. |
initiating corrective action within 15 minutes ensures prompt action is taken {
to reduce it below the limit. One hour is a reasonable time to accomplish
this.

[
B.1 and B.2

!
'

If COLSS is not available, the OPERABLE local power density channels are I
monitored to ensure the linear heat rate limit is not exceeded. Operation f

"

within this limit ensures that in the event of a LOCA the peak temperature j
of the fuel clad will not exceed 2200*F. If the linear heat rate limit is j

excaadad, initiating corrective action within 15 minutes msures prompt action
is taken to reduce it below the limit. Two hours is a reasonable time to
restore it to within limits when COLSS is not in use. If, during this time, ..

conditions develop that would approach core safety limits, a reactor trip will
be generated by the CPCs.

!cominued ,
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Power Distribution Ilmits
B 3.2.1

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5

BASES

ACTIONS Q
(continued)

If linear best rate cannot be returned to within its limit, core power must be
reduced. Reduction to less than 20% RTP ensures the core is operating
funber from thermal limits and places the core in a conservative condition
based on the trip setpoints generated by the CPCs which assume a minimum

core power of 20% RTP. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operating
experience, to reach 20% RTP without challenging plant systems.

LCO 3.2.2 - PInnar Radist Pealdne Factors (F,y)

A. I . I . A. I .2 and A.2

If the measund F5 exceed the values in the COLSS and CPCs, non-xy
conservative operating limits and trip setpoints may be calculated. In this .

case, action must be taken to ensure the COLSS operatmg limits and.PC1 rip -

setpoints remain valid with respect to the accident analysis. The operator can
do this by accomplishing the Required Actions. Six hours provides adequate

[ time to change these values while limiting the time the plant is operated in
'

this condition.
f

.

Al

If A.I.! and a.l.2, or A.2 cannot be accomplished, core power must be
,

reduced. Reduction to less than 20% RTP ensures the core is operating.
.

funher from thermal limits and places the core in a conservative condition
based on the trip setpoints generated by the CPCs which assume a minimum

core power of 20% RTP Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operating
expericace, to reach 20% RTP without challeeging plant systems.

LCO 3.2.3 - Azimuthal Power Tdt - Tq

(continued)
,

)
!

]

,

i
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Power Distnbution limits i

B 3.2.1 i
LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 i

BASES :
I

l

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 )
'

(continued)'

t

if the measured T is greater than the T allowance used in the CPCs, non- !q q#

conservative trip setpoints may be calculated. If the T is restored, the
!q

reactor may return to normal operation. Two hours as sufficient time to '

allow the operator to reposition CEAs and significant radial renan
,

redistnbution will not occur within this time. If the T cannot I.. :estoredg
within two hours, the T allowance in the CPCs must be adjusted to equal

{q
to or greater than the measured value to ensure the design safety margins are !*

maintained.
!

B.1. B.2.2.1. B 2.2.2 and B.2.2.3
!

With T > 0.10 T rnust be returned to within limits to ensure acceptableq
flux g factors are snaintained. Operation may proceed for up to two

!hours while attempts are inade to restore T to within its limit.
|

,

q

If T cannot be returned to within limits, it may still be desirable to retain !
,

( the ability to operate the reactor. In the case of a tilt generated by a CEA
o

!
misalignment it allows recovery of the CEA while continuing to operate. ;
Except as a result of CEA misalignment, a T of greater than 0.10 is notg t

expected, However, if it abould occur, continued operation of the reactor
,

-

may be n-aary to discover the cause of the tilt. If this occurs, operation
,

;
is restricted to only those conditions required to identify the cause of the tilt. i'

It is ne=ary to explicitly account for power asymmetries because the radial
!! power panhng factors used in the core power distribution calculations are (

.

3 - based on an untiefed power distnbution. i
,

g
.

If the T limits are not restored the reactor will continue to operate with an
|

-.

q
axial power distribution mi==.reh Continued operation in this configuration ;

,

may induce an axial aeoon oscillation, which will result in increased linear ;

heat generation rates uten the menon redistributes. If T can not be restored
iq

to within its liscit wittun two hours, reactor power must be reduced. !

Reducing THERMAL POWER to < [50% RTP] within four hours provides ;';
,

conservative protection from increased peaking due to potential menon !
redistribution. Required Action B is modified by two Notes utich requires ;

(continued) {

i
!
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Power Distnbution L.inuts i

'

B 3.2.1
!.COs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3. 3.2.4, 3.2.5

BASES
t

ACTIONS B 1. B 2.2.1. B.2.2 2 and B 2.2.3
(continued)

all subsequent actions be performed once Requirtd Action B is entered. This
ensures conecove action is taken before unrestricted power operation
resumes

The linear power level - high trip setpoints are reduced to s;[55 % RTP] to
ensure the assumpoon of the acr.ident analysis are maintained.

THERMAL POWER is restricted to [50% of RT7] until T is restored toq
within its limit. This Action prevents the operator from increasing
THERMAL POWER above the conservative limit uten a significant T hasq
caisted, but allows the unit to continue operation for diagnostic purposes.

Ibe Complecon Time of Required Action B 2.2.3 is modified by a Note
governing subsequent power increases. After a THERMAL POWER increase
following restoration of T to within its limit, operation may proceedq
provided T is determmed to remam within its hmit at the increasedo
THERMALPOWT.R level.

The provision to allow discontinuation of the surveillance after verifying Tq
is acceptable allows exit from the Action after T has been returned to anq
acceptable value.

C.l

if T cannot be restored within its limit, core power must be reduced.q
Reduction to less than 20% RTP ensures the core is operating further from
thermal limits and places the core sn a conservative condition based on the
inp secpoints generated by the CPCs which assume a minimum core power
of 20% RTP. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operating experience,
to reach 20% RTP without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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Power Distnbution limits
B 3.2.1 ;

- LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 I

o

BASES2

; ACTIONS LCO 3 2 4 - DNBR
(continued)

1

A. I. B 1. A.2 and B.2
f,

2 !
Operating the mre at or above the mrmmum required value of DNBR ;

provides assurance that an acceptable minimum DNBR wel be maintained in '

1 the event of a loss of flow transicot. If the core power exceeds the core
|

.

power limit based on DNBR, fuel design limits may not be snaintained
!

following a loss of flow and prompt action must be taken to restore DNBR i|

to above the mini 7 cum allowable value. Fifteen minutes is a reasonable time ;
) to allow the operator to initiate controlled actions to restore DNBR. With I

COISS in service, the actions to restore DNBR should be completed within [
e

] one hour to limit the time the plant is operated outside the initial conditions |

) assumed in the analyses. With COLSS out of service, two hours is allowed !
4 because of added conservatisms in the CPCs. !
|

Cl '

!

l
y j If DNBR cannot be restored within the allowed times, core power must be ('

reduced. Reduction to less than 20% RTP ensures the core is operating"

further from thermal limits and places the core in a conservative o edition ji
based on the trip seapoints generated by the CPCs which assume a minimum

core power of 20% RTP. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operating !
experience, to reach 20% RTP without chalienging plant systems. r

t

LCO 3.2.5 - Axial Shane index,
t - [

M \

The ASIlimits preserve the LOCA and loss of flow accident criteria assumed
,

in the accident analysis.
1,"

5 I

j Two limits for ASI are provided, one with COLSS OPERABLE, the other !
;

with COLSS out of sersice. The COLSS limit is less restrictive because of
4 the greater accuracy of the incore neutron detector system. If ASI exceeds ;

its limit, two hours is allowed to restore ASI to within the limit. This gives !
,

i
(continued) 1

!

!s.
a !
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Power Distnbunon Linuts
,

B 3.2.1
LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 !

,

BASES

ACI'lONS A1
(continued)

'the operstor tune to reposition the regulating or part-strength CEAs to reduce
the uial power imbalance. The magnitude of any potential xcoon oscillation
is reduced if the condition is not allowed to persist for more than two hours. ,

IL.1

If the ASI is not restored to wnhin its limits, the reactor will continue to i
operate with an axial power distribution mismatch. Continued opersuon in
this configuration induces an axial xenon oscilianon, and results in increased
linear heat generation rates when the renon redistributes. Reducing *

THERMAL POWER to less than 20% of RTP reduces the manmum linear
heat rate to a value that will most laely not exceed the fuel design limits
should an event occur. Six hours is a reasonable time, based on operattng
experience, to reach 20% RTP without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE LCO 3 2.1 - Linear Heat Fate -

|~
REQU3tEMENTS

SR 311.1
1

Continuous monitoring of Imear heat rate is provided by the COLSS which
calculates core power and core power operating limits based es linear heat
rste and continuously displays these limits to the operator. A COLSS margin
alarm is annunciated in the event THERMAL POWER exceeds the core
power operaung limit based on linear heat rate.

The SR is modified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 does not apply because
surveiftaner cannot te accomphsbed prior to increasing THERMAL POWER
above 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a cunimum THERMAL POWER
of 20% RTP.

-

(contmued) i

!
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Power Distribution I.imits !

B 3.2.1 (LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2. 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 -

3 BASES
I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.2
REQUIREMEhTS I

(coats: sued) With the COLSS out of service, the operator must monitor linear beat este '

with the local power density chanels. A two-hour frequency is adequate to
;

allow the operator to identify trends that would result in conditions that ;

| would approach to the linear heat rate limits.
.

? ,

*

#,

The SR is modified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 does not apply tecause
.

i

surveillance cannot be accomplished prior to increasing THERM AL POWER '

above 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER
] of 20% RTP.

SR 3.2.1.32

hj
Verification that the COLSS margin alarm actuates at a power level equal to

3 or less than the core power operating limit based on kw/ft ensures the
i

.

operator will be alerted should operating conditions approach the kw/ft

(
operating hmit. A 31-day frequency is typical of the frequency of functional

i
tests, and has been shows to be acceptable through operating experience.,

;
'

4

I

~,

i
The SR is inodified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 does not apply because
surveillance cannot be accomplished prior to increasing THERMAL POWER i;
above 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER1

-

of 20% RTP. !J

b

'

LCO 3.2.2 - Planar Radial Pr=1rier Factors i
:

!

SR 3.2.2.1 '

1

The periodic surveillance requirements for determnung the calculated Planar
Radial Peaking Factor provides assurance that the Planar Radial Peaking

4

Factor used in the COLSS and CPCs remain valid throughout the fuel cycle. j
,

Determming the measured Planar Radial Peaking Factors after each fuel.

loading prior to exceeding 70% RTP provides additional assurance that the }
v

,' core was properly loaded.

(continued)
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Power Distnbution Limits
B 3.2.1

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE Performance of the surveillance every 31 EFPD casures namtable changes
REQUIREMENTS in the Planar Radial Pehg Factor are promptly detected.

(continued)
The SR is r:ndified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 does not apply because
surveillance cannot be accomplished pnor to increasing THERMAL POWER

above 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a memum TEERMAL POWER
of 20% R17.

LCO 3 2.3 - Arirauthal Power Tilt
(

SR 3 2.3.1

f

Continuous monitoring of T by the incore neutron detectors is provided byq
the COLSS. A COLSS alarm is annunciated in the event the measured Tq
exceeds the value used in the CPCs.

SR 3.2.3.1

l

( With the COLSS out of service, the operator must calculate the T A 12- i

bour frequency allows the operator to identify developing tilts, alSo, ugh tilt I

mucing events should be detectable in their out right.

SR 3,2.3.3
|

Verification that the COLSS Azimuthal Tilt alarm actuates at a val 6e less |

than the value ue:1 in the CPCs ensures the operator will be alerted should
T approach its operating limit. A 31-day frequency is typical of theq
freq acocy of functional tests.

SR 3 2 3.4

Independent confirmation of the validity of the COLSS calculated T ensures
the COLSS will accurately identify T s. A 31-day frequency is onq
engineenngjudgment and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

(continued)
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CESSAR nairtm,o 4

,

Power Distabution Linuts !
B 3.2.1

LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2. 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5 |
,

BASES

SURVF'1 LANCE LCO 3 2 4 - DNBR
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.2.4.1

Ccatinuous monitortog of DNBR is prmided by the COLSS utich calculates
core power and core power opersteg limits based on DNBR and
conunuously displays these limits to the operator. A COLSS margin alarm
is annunciated in the event s'HERMAL POWER cacceds the core power
operstmg limit based on DNBR.

The SR is modified by a Note utich states SR 3.0.4 does x>t apply because
surveillance cannot be accomplished prior to increasmg 71IERM AL POWTR >

aWve 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER
of 20% RTP.

SR 3.2.4.2

With ,he COLSS out of senice, the operstor must cenitor DNBR wth the
OPERABIJ DNBR channels of the CPCa. A twt >-but frequency is

,

adequate to a!!ow the operator *o idefy trends in conditions that would
i

result in an approach to die DNBR hmit.

The SR is modified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 does not apply because
surveillance cannot be accomplished prior to increasing THERMAL FOWIR

above 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a minimum THERMAL POWER
of 20% RTP.

SR 3.2.4.3
i

Verification that the COLSS margin alarrr. act ates at a power level equal to
or less than the core power operating limit 'oased on DNBR ensures the
operator will be alerted should operating conditions approach the DNBR
operating limit. A 31 day frtquency has been typical of the frequency of

,

i functional tests.

(contmued)f

i
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1CESSAR nnincum

Power Die nbution Limits
)

B 3.2.1 i

LCOs 3.2.1. 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 3.2.5

EASES4

SURVEILLANCE The SR is modified by a Note which states SR 3.0.4 does not apply because
.

REQUIREMENTS surveillance cannot be accomplished prior to increasing THERMAL POWER
i(continued) above 20% RTP because COLSS assumes a mimmum 711ERMAL POWER

of 20% RTP.

LCO 3.2.5 - Axial Shane Indet

SR 3.2.5.1

ASI can be monitored by both the incore (COLSS) and excore (CPC) neutron
detector systems. COLSS provides the operator with an alarm should an ASI
limit be approached.

Venfication of ASI every 12 hours ensures the operator is aware of changes
in ASI as they develop. A 12-hour frequency for surveillance is acceptable
because the nahanisms wluch affect ASI, such as xenon redistnbution or
CEA drive mechanism malfunctions, cause slow ASI changes and will le
discovered before the linuts are esceeded.

(

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Critena for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors.

2. 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix A, General Design Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants.

3. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Accident Analysis and
Chapter 6, Engineered Safety Features.

4. C-El Cone!ation for DNBR.

5. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-73S to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355 C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications-Volume 1
(Cnteria Application).*

1
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16A.6 B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION i

: !
I 16A.6.1 B 3.3.1 RPS INSTRUMENTATION: PRESSURIZER, CONTAINMENT' !

FTEAM GENERA ~IVR, REACTOR COOLANT FLOW, LOSS OF LOAD ' '

RPS Process Inst. . PZR, Containment,
7

SGs, RC Flow, loss of Load
1 '

B 3.3.1

'

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

. LCO 3.3.1 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instruments: son:
4

Prruurirer. Containment. Steam Generator. Reactor Coolant Flow.
Loss Of lead :

,

BASES
|
1

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against violating .the core fues *

. design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary during
I Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOOs), and to assin the Engineered !

Safety Features (ESF) Systems in mitigating accidents.-

Four measurement channels with electrical and physical separution are *

provided for each parameter used in the direct generation of trip signals, with
!

,

the exception of the control element assembly (CEA) position indication used
in the Core Protection Calculators (CPCs). When any two channels oflike !

tastrumentation receive a trip signal, a reactor trip is generated. He reactor
trip circuit breakers open, power to the CEAs is interrupted, and the CEAs i

.;

j / fall into the core.\ ;

A 2/3 trip logic is all that is required to provide adequate plant protection, i

'. since a failure of one channel still ensures a reactor trip would be generated ;

by the two remam ng OPERABLE channels. When performing maintenance,
testing, or removing a failed channel from service, RPS logic for the affected '

,

j parameter (s) is changed from 2/4 to 2/3 by trip channel bypassing the
,

affected trips. All RPS trips can be trip channel bypassed, providing each is ;

j bypassed in one RPS channel at a time. I
1 i
a q

De trip signalis generated by the Bistable logic preners which compare
|

the input signals to either fixed or vanable setpoints. Rese Bistable outputs ;
t

for each parameter (e.g. Pressurizer Pressure, Steam Generator level etc.) are
q

sent to local Coincidence logic where the two-out-of four logics are, ;

j Mod |
!

De trip channel bypasses and operating bypasses are manipulated by separate I
Interface and Test processors. i

!

(continued) f
i

|

i
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CESSAR nainemo.

,

RPS Prt cess Inst. - PZR. Contamment,
SGs, RC Flow, less of lead

B 3.3.1

BASES
i

BACKGROUND The trip channel bypass prevents a histabte trip from contributing to the
(coctinued) initianon of protective action. The tnp chsenel b) Tass information is

provided to four channels of local Coincidence logics to chante their logie
into 2/3 by Interface and Test processors. The LCLs only allow one channel
bypass at a time.

In addition to the trip channel bypasses, there are also operating bypasses on
selected RPS tnps. These bypasses are enabled manually, in all four RPS

*

channels, when plant conditions do not warrant the specific trip protection.
All operating bypasses are automaucally removed when enabling bypass f

conditions are no longer satisfied.

Since a sine e failure neither causes nor prevents the protection systeml

actuation, and protection channels are isolated from control and monitoring
channels via fiber optics cabling, this amngement meets the requirements of
IEEE 279 (Reference 2.).

( APPilCABLE ~Be required channels of RPS Instrumentation provide plant protection danng
SAFETY ANALYSIS AOOs and assist the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems in the

,

mitigation of certain accidents. >

Pressurirer Precure - High

The *Pressurirn Pressure - High* trip, in conjunction with the pressurizer
safety valves and the main steam safety valves, provides protection agains:
overpressurization of the RCS during the following events:

1. less of Electrical Load (AOO)

2. less of Condenser Vacuum (ADO)

3. CEA Withdrawal From Low Power Conditions (limiting RCS
pressure case)(AOO)

p

4. Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction (CVCS) (AOO)

5. Main Feedwater System Pipe Break (Accident)

(continued)
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CESSAR !nntiml.

RPS Process Inst. . PZR. Contamme:nt.
SGs, RC Flow, less of load

B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE hnw_rire, Preuvre -lew
SAFETY ANALYSES

(coctmued) De Pressunzer Preuure - lew inp is provided to trip the reactor and to
aasist the Enginected Safety Features System in the event of less of Coolant
Accidents.

Containment Preswee - Hirh

he Contamment Pressure - High tnp is provided to generate a reactor trip
to prevent exceeding the contamment design pressure of [49] psig dunng a
design basis LOCA or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) accident.

Steam Generator Preswre - low

The Steam Generator Pressure - Lew trip provides protection against an
excessive rate of heat extraction from the steam generators and resulting
rapid, imcontrolled cooldows of the RCS. This trip is needed to shutdown
the reactor and assist the ESF System in the event of a Main Steam Line
Break, or Main Feedwater Line Break Between the Steam Generator and the
Check Valve accidents.

Steam Generator Ixvel - low

ne Steam Generstor level - Iow trip casures that a reactor inp signal is
generated for the following evects to help prevent exceeding the design
pressure of the Reactor Coolant System due to the bss of the beat sink:

1. 141: of Normal Feedwater Event (AOO).

2. Teedwater System Pipe Break (Accident)

Steam Generator level - Hirh

De Stearn Generator Level - High trip is provided to protect the turbine
from excessive moisture carryover in the case of a steam generator overfill
event, such as Excess Mam feedwater (AOO) and Steam Generator Tule
rupture transients.

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.3-3
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RPS Process Inst. - PZ.R, Contamment,
SGs, RC Flow, less of Load

B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE ErstsiSpdant Flow - Low
SAFETY ANALYSES

(contmuod) ne Reactor Coolant Flow -law tnp prmides protectaan against a P.caetor
Coolant Pump Sheared Shsft Event and certain steam line break events with
a concurrent loss of AC power. De DNBR hmit is capected to be eaceeded
during this event; however, the trip ensures the consequences are acceptable.

he above trips meet Criterion 3 for inclusion as a technical specification as
they are part of a system on the prunary snrem path for reactivity control.

LCO ne LCO on RPS instrumentation channels ensures that each of the following
requirecxats is met:

1. A reactor tnp wdl be initiated when necessary.

2. The required protection system instrumentation coincidence logie is
maintained (minimum 2/3 logic).

I

3. Sufficient redundancy is mamtained to permit a channel to be out of
service for testing or maintenance.

De Allowable Value specified ensure that violation of the core and RCS
Safety Limits does not occur during normal operation and AOOs, and assist
the ESF Actuation System in mitigating the consequences of accidents.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip function in the
LCO. Each allowable value is specified such that the analytical limit
mnm~i in the safety analysis is conservative including all applicable setpoint
uncertainties.

Prnrunzer Presmre - Hirh

his trip is set below the lift setting of the pressuruer code safety vahes and
its operation avoids the undesirable operation of these valves during normal
plant operation. This setpoint ensures the reactor trip will take place, thereby
limiting further heat input to the RCS (and consequent pressure rise). ne '

Pressunzer code safety valves hft to prevent overpressurization of the RCS.

(contmued)
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RPS Process Inst. - PZR, Contamment, !

SGs, RC Flow, Loss of Load i

B 3.3.1 !,'
:

BASES i
1a

LCO EIrvarirer Prtssure - W
(continued) |

This trip is set icw enough to preymt a reactor trip during normal plant j
operr,tica and pressurizer pressure transients. However, the setpoint is high !
mough that with a Loss of Coolant Accidet, the reactor trip will occur soon :
enough to allow the ESF systems to perform as expected in the analyses and

g

nutigate the consequences of the accident. The setpoint may be manually |
decreased to a mmtmum value as pressurizer pressure is reduced during
controlled plant shutdowns, provided the margin between the pressurizer

[
pressure and the setpoint is maintained at the specified value. This allows for t

!
"

controlled depressunzation of the RCS while still maintaining an active trip !
setpoint until the time is reached when the trip is no longer needed to protect

*

i
the plant. The setpoint increases automatically as pressunzer pressure
increases until the trip setpomt is reached.

i |
The Pressunzer Pressure - Low trip setpoint may be manually (decrease to ['
floor value, to allow for a controlled cooldows and depressunzation of the j
RCS without causing a reactor trip, or a Safety injection Actuation. The

[
margin between the actual pressurizer pressure and the trip setpoint must be j;-

maintained at the specified value to ensure a reactor trip will occur if i

.,

] required during RCS cooldown and depressunzation. !

,

; Containment Pressure - Hirh
j

This trip is set high enough to allow for small pressure increases in !

a contammet expected during normal operation (i.e., plant bestup), and not {4
indicative of an off-normal condition. It is set low enough to initiate a t

reactor trip when an off cormal condition is indicated. This allows the ESF I
-

systems to perform as expected in the Accident Analyses by mitigating the f
T

'

consequences of the analyzed accident.t. i

b2 .

(continued)
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RPS Process Inst. - PZR Contamment,
SGs. RC Flow, less of load

B 3.3.1

BASES

|LCO Steam Generator Pres.sure .19w
(contmued)

Thu seepoint is sufficiently below the full load opnter value for steam
prtssure so as not to mterfere with normal plant opersuon, but still high
enough to provide the required pmtection in the event of excessive steam

demt.nd. Since excessive steam demand causes the RCS to cool down
resultmg in positive reactivity uldition to the core, a reactor trip is required
to offset that effect.

The serpoint may be manually decreased as steam generator pressure is
reduced durmg controlled plant cooldown, provided the margin between
steam generator pressure and the setpoint is maintained at the specified value.
This allous for controlled depressurization of the secondary system while still
mamruia;ag an acuve reactor trip setpoint and Main Steam Isolation Signal
(MSIS) serpoint untti the titre is reached when the setpomts are no longer
needed to protect the plant. The setpoint increases automatically as steam
generator pressure increases until the specified trip setpoint is reached.

( Steam Generator bvel - Iew

This setpoint is programmed such that as reactor power decreases the level
setpoint is decreased from the normal full power value down to a minimum r

preset low power value.

This trip ensures that a reactor trip signal is generated to help prevent
exceedteg the design pressure of the RCS due to the loss of heat sink.

Steam Generator Level - Rich

This setpoint is high enough to allow for normal plant operation and
transiects without causing a reactor trip. It is set low enough to ensure a
reactor trip occurs before the water level reaches the steam dryers.

Tripping the reactor on high steam generator water level (in conjunct on
with a turbine tnp on a reactor tnp) prevents moisture carryover to the
turbine.

(continued)

,
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RPS Process Inst. - PZR, Con'ammmt,

I
SGs, RC Flow, loss of load j

B 3.3.1 >

.

i BASES t

LCO Reactor Coolant Flow - low '

(continued) '
tne trip is set low mough to allow for the slight variations in reactor coo! ant
,

flow during normal plant operadons. However, it eesum that a mctor trip '

signal is generated in the event of a Reactor Coolant Pump Sheared Shaft in ;

order to yield acceptable consequences. Tripping the reactor ensures that the'

resultant power-to-flow ratio provides adequate core cooling under the i
; expected pressure conditions for the event.

ne Reactor Coolant Flow -low trip setpoint may be adjusted ; ' ., r Sc- |
>

Arip when rgpwer reaches the specified value. His allows for the de-
energization asenes Reactor Coolant (RCPj)6g. for plant _ P, g ,

cooldows), w e maintaining the ability to keep shutdown CEA banks Io*P
withdrawn from the core if desired. . 3.4.3., 3.4.4, 3.4.5, 3.4.6, and j

,

3.4.7 (RC loops and Circulation ensure adequate RCS flowrate is j
*e ed.,

sosec r E
,

EQ Co- sc SC Yu.c:m-Luw *us RC. Fue a- Law ,
. oaj.

( APPLICABII.ITY sthese trips are applicable in MODES 1 and 2 be,cause the reactor can be
d ,

;'

critical in these modes. He trips are designed to take the reactor suberitical
r

which assists (as described above) in mitigating the consequences of the j
,

particular accidents and AOOs listed.
.

"

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the main concern is h a return to power.hyfit.he reactor is protected ed.;; " rMe[High log Power trip, and
I

[l

( Mew therefore, thgps do not need to be,OPERABI.E. |.+s u,C,os % .c a. . e ( ,~.4 ~ ., en a b .ha, EG Pa - L .,o Ti.e -Ne PC#L.oe- Lu K !
-

g
ACTIONS If a protection channel of a given process vsriable becomes inoperable, the !

goal shall be to return the inoperable channel to service as soon as practical, !
but no later than prior to returntog to MODB 2 following entry into MODE !
5. His approach to bypass / trip in four channel protection systems is

4

'

consistent with the applicable criteria of IEEE Standard 279.
j

NOTE 9s

ne Unit Review Group (URG) shall determine the desirability of
1 maintaining any channel in bypass pursuant to Administrative Controls. *

i

'

)

f~
'

(continued) ;
d
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INSERT E |,

| !
j The analyses of increased heat removal and CEA withdrawal events |
| would show unacceptably low values of DNBR if they were to be !

initiated with less than one RCP operating in each steam generator
loop.I

I

'
i

,

'
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i
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CESSAR 88W"cuton
|

RPS Process Inst. - PIR, Contamment,
SGs, RC Flow, Loss of Load !

B 3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS M
Noctinued),

RPS coinct&nce logic is normally 2/4 If the number of channels
OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of Channels (i.e., only 3 out
of 4 svadable), startup or power operation is s!!cwed to cont:nue as long as
the inoperable channel is placed in bypass r4 trip w2diin I bour. The
provision of 4 i= dependent and redundant trip channels allows one channel
to be byparsed (removed from service) during operations, placicg the RPS in
2/3 coincidence logic. It is preferable to place an inoperable channel in
bypass rather than trip, since no single additional failure can epuriously tnp
the reactor.

If the channel fails (or is placed)in the inpped condition,just one spurious
signal fmm any of the other three channels will cause the reactor to tnp.
Although this is acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, it is not
good operatmg practice. The time allotted to bypass or trip the channel
allows the operator to take all appropnate actions for the failed channel and
still ensures that the risk involved in opersting with the failed channel is

f acceptable.

M

Some of the RPS instrumentation channels feed other RPS instrumentation
channels and Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
instrumentation channels. If one of the RPS riannels fails, the associated
RPS and ESFAS channels should also be bypassed within I bour, for the j

same reasons, if it is deterunned that they are inoperable.
'

M

An inoperable channel must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entry
into MODE 2 followteg the next entry into MODE 5. This is in keeping
with the general ptulosophy of not operating the plant in an off-normal
condition indefinitely. He time aHowed should be adequate to repair the
inoperable channel. If the channel cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
by the end of the next entry into MODE 5, the problem must be taken care
of before startup and power operation can commence.

(continued)
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RPS Process Inst. - PZR, Contamment,
SGs, RC Flow, Loss of load

>

B 3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS BJ
(continued)

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimm
Channels Operable requirement, one inoperable channel must be placed in
bypass, and the other channel must be placed in trip within the required
Completion Time. With one channel of protective instrumentation bypassed,
the RPS is in 2/3 logic, but with another channel failed, the RPS may be
opersting with a 2/2 legic (this assumed the channel failed in the non-
conservative direction away from the tnp setpoint). His is outside the
assumptions made in the analyses and must be corrected. To correct the
problem, the second channel is placed in trip. This places the RPS in a 1/2
logic. If any of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the
reactor will trip.

D.]

Some of the RPS mstrumentation channels feed other RPS instrumentation
channels and Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)

j instrumentation channels. If a second RPS channel fails, the associated RPS
,

and ESFAS channels should a!so be placed in trip or bypass within the same
Completion Time as B.1, if it is determined that they are inoperable.

Operation in MODES I and 2 may continue until the next CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST. Operation in MODES I and 2 cannot continue
beyond that time.

Cd

If action A or B cannot be completed within the required completion time,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the action statements do not
apply. The six bours is adequate to shutdown the plant in a controlled
manner, while keeping the risk of operating in this condit on at an acceptable
level.

(continued)

1
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RPS Process Inst. PZR. Containmant, 6

SGs, RC Flow,1ma of Load :

B 3.3.1 i

BASES !

i
!SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.3.1.1 '

REQUIREMENTS i

/
Performing a CHANNEL CHECK once per 12 hours ensures that any j,

channel which drib beyond the normal expected instrummt drift, as3
i

compared to other identical channels, is detected within a reasonable amount'

of time. s
I
s

i

}
ne Data Processing System (DPS) continuously performs a cross channel

{comparison and will institute an alarm to warn operators that a channel has i
drifted out+f-tolerance or is not working properly,

f,

De season the CHANNEL CHECK is performed instead of a more thorough
.

test, is that it imposes much less of a burden on operations than any of the (
other instrument channel tests. If the other instrument tests are performed at i
their appropriate frequencies, this test is very reliable.,

j;
.

6

SR 3.3.1.2 I
i

(' A CHANNEL FUNCI'IONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure I
the entire channel will perform its intended function when needed. It is not

;

i
nece==ary to perform this test mort often because operating experience has

i
shown that the instrumentation stays quite reliable within that time inme. ;

T,

Major portions of the Reactor Protection System are monitored and/or tested i
|by the automatic test network. Rose portions of the system which are not j

amemahic to automatic testiDg because they involve actuation of
i

electronwhanical devices, or involve devices winich are not within the PPS f
cabinets, can be tested manually. He automatic test network is capable of [
performing tests during reactor operation. De automatic testing does not

{degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its intended function.
, +

t
Detail description of the RPS automatic test features are desenbed in

tCESSAR-DC Chapter 7.2.
', !

:
>. ?

(continued) |
|
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RPS Process Inst. - PZR, Nrmiannt,
SGs, RC Flow.1. ass of Load

B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a CHANNEL CAUBRATION every refueling ensures that
the channels an reading accurttely and w2 thin specified tolerances. *

Operatmg capenecce has shout that this test interval is satisfactory.

SR 3.31.4

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every refueling casures that
the operating bypasses are operating accurately and within the specified
tolerances. Operstmg experience has shows this test intenal to be
satisfactory.

SR 3.3.1.5

Verifymg the logic for the operateg bypasses to be OPERABLE wathin the
specified time interval, ecsures that the bypasses and their permissive
setpoints funcuon as designed pnor to enterug a MODE where they are
required. Operating experience has shown the specified intenal to be
satisfactory.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR.DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
* Accident Analysis'.

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations *, Apnl 5,1972.

3- C%55M-b t , Sechen M.B ' SLQoe
bsk 2epod
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16A.6.2 - B 3.3.2 DEPARTURE FROM NUCLEATE BOlUNG RATIO (DNBR) AND i

N DENSITY (LPD) REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM.(RP5b !
LO C a t M ax: K

3
'

DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

i

f
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTAT10N

B 3.3.2 Departure From_N_u.gleete Boiline Ratio (DNBR) and local Power Density (LPD)
;Reactor Prteetion System (RPS) Trins
,

l*

BASES
!

BACKGROUND DNBR and LPD are not directly sen.eed parameters (such as pressurizer
pressure) but are a calculated composite of several inputs. The calculations j

are perfonned redundantly for each of the four RPS channels by separate core ;
protection calculators (CPCs). "A ne CPC channel outputs for the DNBR Low !
and LPD High trips are provided to four Bistable processors in the form of !

.;

contact on or off to provide the designed 2/4 logic. i
:

Each CPC receives severs! inputs and performs a number of calculations. To
calculate the ratio oflimiting to actual hot channel conditions in the core, the |
DNBR calculation considers.

,
.

1. Delta T power from coolant temperature and flow
; ,

i*

;
-

2. Average neutron flut power j
j

,

3. Atial power distribution ;

i'
4 Radial peakmg factors from CEA position measurement f

.

5. Pressurizer pressure-

i ,

t

6. Core inlet temper 3ture
:

!'

7. Coolant mass flow rate from reactor coolant pump speed
', ;

>

l i
Low DNBR trip occurs when the calculated value reaches the DNBR Trip

|: Setpoint. "Ihis DNBR calculation accounts for time delays and inaccuracies ij to prevent actual DNBR in the limiting channel from violating the minimum !
DNBR during all anticipated operating occurrences (AOOs).

(continued)-

'
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DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

BASES

BACKGROUND To calcula:e the current value of compemated peak power density, the LPD
(contznued) ca}culation considers:

1. Delta T power from coolant tem;erature and flow

2. Average neutron flua power
r

3. Axial power distribution

4. Radial peaking factors from CEA position measurement

High LPD trip occurs when the calculated value reaches the LPD Trip
Setpoint. This setpoint prevents peak power densities from reachmg levels
that could produce fuel centerline melting by maintairdng LPD at or below
the Allowable Value.

A 2/3 t4ip logie is all that is required to provide adequate plant protection,
since a failure of one channel still ensures a reactor trip would be generated
by the two remainmg OPERABLE channels. When performing maintenance,

<

1 testing, or removing a failed channel from service, RPS logic for the tnps is
changed from 2/4 to 2/3 by tnp channel bypassing the affected trip. All RPS
trips can be trip channel bypassed, providing each is bypassed in one RPS

i
channel at a time. '

In addition to the trip channel bypass, there is also the % RTP operstmg
bypass for the DNBR and LPD trips. This bypass is enabled, manu' ally in
all four RPS channels, when plant conditions do not warrant the trip
protection. The operating bypass is automatically removed uten enabling
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

Since a single failure neither causes nor prevents the protection system '

acenstion, and protection channels are isolated from control channels through
fiber optic cables, this arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE 279
(Reference 2.).

(continued)

,
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DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

'
BASES

APPLICABLE ne DNBR and LPD trips provide plant prouction during certain anticipated
SAFETY ANALYSIS operating occumts (AOOs), and assists the Engineered Safety Features

(ESF) systems tn the mitigation of certam accidents.

DNBR - Low

he *DNBR - Low * trip provides protection against core damage due to the
occurrence oflocally saturated conditions in the limitmg (bot) channel during
the following evcots:

1. Decrease in Feedwater Temperature

2. Increase in Feedwater Flow

3. Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam line rupture) Without '

Turbine Trip

4. Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam line rupture) Wi:h a

( Concurrent Single Failure of an Active Component
,

5. Steam Line Break with/without Concurrent IAss of Offsite AC i

Power
,

6. Ioss of Normal AC Power !

7. Partial loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

8. Total Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow -

9. Single Reactor Coolant Pump Shaft Seimre i

10. Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From low Power

11. Uncontrol:ed CEA Withdrawal at Power

12. CEA Misoperation: Full-Strength Subgroup CEA Drop

(conttoued)

1

|

|
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DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE 13. CEA Misoperations: Full length or Part Strength CEA drop without
SAFETY ANALYSES RPCB. '

(contmued)
14. Steam Generator Tube Rupture

15. Inadvenent depressunzation of RCS

16. Uncontrolled boron dilution

17. Asymmetric Steam Generator Trip (ASGT)

18. Out-of-Sequence insertion or withdrawal of CEA group.

LPD - Hich

The *LPD - High* trip provides protection against fuel centerline melting due
to the occurrence of excessive local flux density peaks during the followug
events:

! 1. Decrease in Feedwater Temperature
.

2. Increase in Feedwater Flow

3. Increased Main Steam Flow (not due to steam line rupture) Without
Turbine Tnp

4. Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal From Low Power
;

5. Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal at Power

6. CEA Misoperation; Single Full length or Part Strength CEA Drop i

7. CEA Misoperation: Fu!!-strength and part-strength CEA subgroup
drop.

8. CEA Misoperation: Out-of-sequence opention.

(continued) )
i
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DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

BASES

APPUCABLE For the events hsted above (except CEA Misoperation) DNBR - Low will
SAFETY ANALYSES trip the reactor first since DNB would occur before fuel centerline melting

(continued) would occur.

LCO The Allowable Value specified ensure that violation of the Safety limits for
the reactor core and RCS is prevented during normal operations and AOOs,
and assist the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Actuation System in the
mitigation of certam accidents.

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip function in the
LCO. Each allowable value is specified such that the analytical limit

' assumed in the safety analysis is conservative including all applicable setpoint
uncertaicties.

APPLICABILITY ne low DNBR and high LPD trips provide automatic protection functions
when the reactor is critical. Because the reactor can be critical in either
MODES 1 or 2, the LCO ensures that an RPS trip will occur when required,

( to prevent exceeding the SAFDLs during the AOOs listed, and help mitigste
the consequences of the accidena listed.

He DNBR and LPD trips may be bypassed below the specified THERMAL !

POWER level because the trips are not needed below this power level to
protect the core. He bypass shall be automatically removed if the permissive
conditions are not met.

3 05Ec F4
The DNBR and LPD trips may also be bypassed during special testing. His
is necessary in order to achieve the appropriate THERMAL POWTR level
and obtain necessary data for plant operation. He special tests contain

a

power restramts which make bypassing these trips for this purpose
acceptable.

(continued)

|
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! INSERT F !

!j- The function whici. automatically removes the CPC trip bypass at !the specified T1!ERMAL POWER level must be OPERABLE in Mories 3, 4, i
and 5, also, if the reactor trip breakers are closed. This trip
tunction would provide a-trip at two orders of :aagnitude lower
power than the high log power trip when less than four RCPs were
operating, thus preventing unacceptably low values of DNBR due to ;

'
1 the combination of low flow and high power for increased heati '

removal and CEA withdrawal events.
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'
DNBR & LPD

B 3.3.2.

fBASES
|

ACTIONS If a DNBR or LPD protection channel becomes inoperable, the goal shall be !
to return the inoperable channel to service as soon as practical, but no later

;
than prior to returmng to MODE 2 following entr3 into MODE 5. His '

approach to bypass /tnp in four channel protection systems is conststent with !
the applicable enteria of IEEE standard 279. i

ne Unit Review Group (URG) shall determine the desirability of
m*a'=;aing any channel in bypass pursuant to Admimstrative Controls. j

-i

M i

RPS coincidence logic ir normally 2/4. If the number of channels
OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of rhnnels (i.e., only 3 out
of 4 available), startup or power operation is allowed to continue as long as

, the inoperable channel is placed in bypass or trip within I hour. He
! provision of 4 independent and redundant trip channels allows one channel !
| to be bypassed (removed from service) during operations, placing the PJS in

2/3 coincidence logic. It is preferable to place an inoperable channel in
!

bypass rather than trip, since no single additional failure can either spuriously i
( trip the reactor, or prevent it from tripping.

'
,

If the channel fails (or is placed) in the tripped condition, just one spurious
signal from any of the other three channels will cause the reactor to trip.
Although this is acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, it is not

|

good operating practice. He time allotted to bypass or trip the channel ;

!
allows the operator to take all appropriate actions for the failed channel and i
still ensures that the risk involved in operating with the failed channel as

;i a:ceptable.
3 |

-

M
a

An inoperable channel must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entry |
into MODE 2 following the next entry into MODE 5. His is in keeping,

i

with the general philosophy of not operating the plant in an off-normal
.

!
' modition indefinitely. De tiene allowed should be adequate to repair the

inoperable ehannel. If the channel cannot be retumed to OPERABLE statusi ,

+

by the end of the next entry into MODE 5, the problem must be taken care - !
of before startup and power operation can commence. j,

(continued) ;

!,i

*
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DNER & LPD '.
!

B 3.3.2
|i'

BASES }
!

ACTIONS El
<

(contmued)

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum [
rhannAn Operable requiremeet, one inoperable channel must be placed in

[
bypass, and the other channel must be placed in trip within the requirid
Completion Time. With one channel of protective instrumentation bypassed,

,

the RPS is in 2/3 logic, but with another channel failed, the RPS may be t
operaung with a 2/2 logic (this assumes the channel failed in the non-
conservative direction away from the trip setpoint). This is outside the !
==mptions made in the analyses and must be corrected To corroet the

l ;
problem, the second channel is placed in trip. This places the RPS in a 1/2 y
logic. If any of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the |reactor will trip.

C.1
,

||
If action A or B cannot be completed within the required completion time,,

_;
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the action statements do not '

apply. The six bours is adequate to shutdown the plant in a controlled j
( manner, while keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an acceptable

level. ;!

',

!

| !

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

t
Performing a CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures that any 'hannel ic,

'

which is not reading the same (with allowed tolerances) as the other identical
!

channels, is detected within a reasonable amount of time.
j

i| The Data Processicg System (DPS) continuously performs a cross channel !

comparison and will imtiate an alarm to no operstors that a channel has !
drifted out-of-tolerance or is not work ag properly.

The reason the CHANNEL CHECK is performed instead of a more thorough f
test, is that it imposes much less of a burden on operations than any of the '

other instrument channel tests. If the other instrument tests are performed at
their appropriate frequencies, this test is very reliable.

!
(continued) i

!
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DNBR & LPD !:

B 3.3.2 !4

#

BASES ,'
6

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.312 t,

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) The RCS flow rate indacated by each CPC is venfied to be less than or equal ;

to the actual RCS total flow rate every 12 hours with THERMAL POWER
2 70% RTP. His check (and if nermry, the adjustment of the CPC !

,

addressable flow constant coefficients) cesures that the DNBR calculation is [
conservatively adjusted with respect to actual flow indications [as determined I

by the Core Operaung Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)). The interval is !
acceptable based upon engineeringjudgment and operating sxpenence. I

t

j!
, SR 3.3.2.3

A daily calibration including a heat balance (calorimetric),is performed when f
THERMAL POWER 2 20% RTP. He Linear Power I.evel signals and the

|
CPC addressable constant multipliers are adjusted to make the CPC Delta T

!Power and Nuclear Power calculations agree with the calonmetne calculation :
if the absolute difference is 2 2%. Dese checks (and if neremry, the !

4

| adjustment of the Linear Power Level signals and the CPC addressable
| constant coefficients) are adequate to ensure that the accuracy of these CPC

{
['1 -

calculations (and the resultant DNBR and LPD values) is maintained within ;
the analyzed error margins with respect to reference indications, ne interval

i
is acceptable based upon ecgineering judgment and operating experience. 7

He excore neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
j CALIBRAT10NS because of their inaccessibility, and the difficulty of
J ;

simulating a meamngful neutron flux signal. Also, operating experience has '

shown them to be very reliable.,

i
3

J SR 3.3.2.4 I
.

*

ne RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified to be less than or equal f
to the actual RCS total flow rate every 31 days with THERMAL POWER h
70% RTP. His check (and if necessary, the adjustment of the CPC

,

'

addressable flow constant coefficients) ensures that the DNBR setpoint is !
conservatively adjusted with respect to actual flow indications as determined !;

i
by a manual calorimetric calculation (the most accurate means of determining ;

RCS flowrite). The interval is acceptable based upon engineenng judgment !I
and operating experience. i

!
.

(contmued) f
i
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DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

BASES
,

k

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 3.2.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the entire channel will perform its intended function when needed. It is not
necessary to perform this test more often because opersting experience has
shown that the ins:rumentation quite reliable within this time frame.

Major portions of the Reactor Protection System are monitored and/or tested
by the automatic test network. Those portions of the system which are not
amenable to automatic testing because they involve actuation of
electromechanical devices, or involve devices which are not within the PPS
cabinets, can be tested manually. The automatic test network is capable of
performing tests during reactor operation. The automatic testing does not
degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its intended function.

Detail description of the RPS automatic test features are described in
CESSAR-DC Chapter 7.2.

SR 3.3.2.6 i

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST including the injection of simulated
process signals as close to the detectors as possible is performed every 18
months to ensure that the entire RPS trip channel, including the signal paths
between the detectors and the RPS instrumentation, are able to perform their
intended function. He test requires the reactor to be shutdown. M ore
frequent performance of this test is not necessary because operating
experience has shows the equipment to be re, liable within this time frame.

SR 3.3.2.7

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months ensures that
the operating bypasses are operating accurstely and within the specified '

tolerances. Operating experience has shown this test in'erval to be
; satisfactory.

(continued) {

i
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DNBR & LPD
B 3.3.2

BASES

SURVElll.ANCE S R 3.3 1 8
REQUIREMESTS

(contmued) Venfying the logic for the operating bypasses to be OPERABLE within the
+

specified time interval, ensures that the bypasses and their permissive
setpomts function as designed prior to catenng a MODE where they are
required. Operanng experience has shown the specified interval to be
satisfactory.

r

SR 3.3.2.9

ne vertical stack of three ex-core detectors in each channel is far enough
from the core that the individual detectors are exposed to flux from all
heights in the core. He CPCs adjust for this flux overlap by using the
predetermined shape annealing matnx elements.

After refueling, it is necessary to reestablish the shape annealing matrix
clements for the ex-core detectors based on more accurate incore detector
readings. This is nunury because refueling could possibly produce a
sigmficant change in the annealed shape of the flux fields that the ex-core

( detectors are readteg.

The reactor umst be operating in the power range to have the excore linear

power dawtars be reading accurately. Also, power should be at a fairly,

,

significant value with somestat steady state plant conditions to perform an '

accurate shape annealing calculation. For the above reasons, the surveillance

frequency allows for the operator to make the determhurion of at what power
r

level to make the adjustments, up to the specified limit. Operating '

experience has shown this interval to be acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15 i

* Accident Analysis *

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, * Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Generating Stations *, Apnl 5,1972.

-

,
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16A.6.3 B 3.3.3 VARIABLE OVERPOWER

Vanable Overpower
B 3.3.3

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3 Variable Ovemower -

P ASES

BACKGROUND tment power level is measured on the ex-core detector safety channels, and
pr=wd through amplification and bistable processors to prmide reactor
power indication and a vanable overpower trip for the reactor protection
system (RPS). 'ne signals are processed redunt'=ntly for each of the four
RPS channels by separate vanable overpower channels.

Variable Overpower tnp provides core protection against rapid reactivity
excursions with the appropnate conservatism assumed in the transient and
accident analysis. During normal operation, the trip setpoint follows the
linear power level and maintained above the linear power level by STEP.
The increase rate of the tr;p setpoint is limited by the RATE. Dunng power
excursion event if the Imear power level increases greater than PATE and
Exceeds the variable inp setpoint or is greater than CEILING, then trip
signal is generated.

A 2/3 tnp logic is all that is required to provide adequate plant protection,
since a failure of one channel still casures a reactor tnp would be generated
by the two rernsining OPERABLE channels. When performing maintenance,
testing, or recoving a failed channel from service, RPS logic for the Vanable
Cherpower- High trip is changed from 2/4 to 2/3 by trip channel bypassing.
A!! RPS trips can be tnp channel byp= cua, prmiding each is bypassed in one
RPS chnnel at a time.

Since a single failure neither causes nor prevents the protection system
ent= tion, and protection channels are isolated from control channels through
fiber optic cables, this arrangemect meets the requirements of IEEE 279
(Reference 2.).

(conticued)
,

,

!
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Vanable Overpower
B 3.3.3

BASES

APPLICABLE he poroons of the RPS instrumentation that develop sistals and trips for
SAFETY ANALYSES variable overpower provide plant protecuon dunng cenain AOOs, and assist

the Engsneered Safety Features (ESF) in the mitigation of certun accidents.

The Variable Overpower tnp provides protection against core damage during
the following events:

1. Steam Line Break

2. Uncontrolled CEA withdrawal from Iew Power

3. Uncontrolled CEA withdrawal at Power
.

4. CEA Ejection

i

Tne Variable Overpower tnp meets Cnterion 3 for inclusion as a technical
specification as it is part of a system on the pnmary success path for
reactivity control.

(
LCOs The LCO on the vanable overpower tnp ensues that the violation of the

'

Safety Limits for the reactor core and RCS is prevented during normal !

operations and AOOs ard assists the engineered safety features system during
the CEA ejection accident.

The allowable values setpoints for ceiling and rate are selected large enough
to prevent spunous trips dunng performance design base transitots on reactor
power cutback. The setpoint is low enough for the system to maintain a
margin to unacceptable fuel cladding damage should a CEA withdraw 21
event, or god ejection accident occur.

)
Only the allowable values setpoints are specified for each TS trip function
in the LCO. Each allomsble value is specified such that the analytical limit
assumed in the safety analysis is conservative including all applicable setpoint
uncertamties.

(continued)
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Variable Overpower - |

B 3.3.3 r

i.
BASES

,

!

APPLICABILITY he Variable Overpower trip is applicable in MODES I and 2 because the '

reactor can be critical in these modes. He trip is designed to take the I

reactor suberitical which assists (as desenbed above) in mitigating the' >

consequences of the particular accidents and AOOs listed. i

In MODES 3,4, and 5, the main concern is for a return to power event. |
The reactor is protected during this event by the High Log Power trip,'and ,

therefore, the above trip does not need to be OPERABLE. .

>

ACTIONS If a protection channel of a given process variable becomes inoperable, the h
goal shall be to return the inoperable channel to service as soon as practical, ;

but no later than prior to returning to MODE 2 following entry into MODE
;5. His approach to bypass /tnp in four channel protection systems is t

consistent with the applicable criteria ofIEEE standard 279. !
:

he Unit Review Group (URG) shall determine the desirability of
==4aWaiag any channel in bypass pursuant to Administrative Controls. '

'

{ &l t
'

>

RPS coincidence logic is normally 2/4. If the number of channels
OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of Channels (i.e., only 3 out ;

of 4 available), startup or power operation is allowed to continue as long as j
the inoperable channel is placed in bypass or trip within I hour, he

,

provision of 4 i@Arrt and redundant trip channels allows one channel j
to be bypassed (removed from service) during operations, placing the RPS in i
2/3 coincidence logic. It is preferable to place an inoperable channel in '

bypass rather than trip, since no single additional failure can either spuriously
trip the reactor, or prevent it from tripping.

i

If the channel fails (or is placed) in the tripped condition,just one spurious
3

signal from'any of the other three channels will cause the reactor to trip. |

Although this is acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, it is not }
good operating practice. He time allotted to bypass or trip the channel
allows the operator to take all appropriate actions for the failed channel and

,

still ensures that the risk involved in operating with the failed channel is
;'

acceptable.
;
-

,

I

(continued)
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Vanable Overpower
B 3.3.3 :

BASES

ACTIONS M I

(continued)
!

A possible source of a failed Variable Overpower trip channelis the failure '.j
of the associated ex-core detector channel. De ex-core dewrnrs also provide t

input to the Core Protection Calculators (CPCs) whicA develop the departure I

from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) and local power density (LPD)
parameters and trips. De average power level provides input to the Steam
Generator level-Low trip channels to calculate trip setpoints depending on
plant power. De failure of a average power level channel may therefore [

,

affect its associated CPC channel, along with the DNBR and LPD trips, and !
Steam Generator level - Iow Trip. Thus, if one Variable Overpower trip

[channel is inoperable, it must be placed in bypass or trip, and the Steam i
Generator level - Low trip must be placed in bypass or trip. He associated ;
DNBR . .< LPD trip channels must be invesQated and must also be 6 aced "

'

in bypu e tnp if they are affected by the loss of the Variable Overpower
|tnp channel. * '

!M

k i

An inoperable channel must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entry [
,

'

into MODE 2 following the next entry into MODE 5. His is in keeping j
with the general philosophy of not operating the plant in an off-normal ;

condition indefinitely. The time allowed should be adequate to repair the
{: inoperable channel. If the channel carmot be returned to OPERABLE status ;

by the end of the next entry into MO)lE 5, the problem must be taken care" ,

of before startup and power operation a commeere- i

r

El
,

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum
'

c'hannels Operable requirement, one inoperable channel must be placed in ;
,

bypass, and the other channel must be placed in trip within the required !
4

l Completion Time. With one channel of protective instrumentation bypassed. |'

the RPS is in 2/3 logic, but with another channel failed, the RPS may be i
operating with a 1/2 logic (this assumes the channel failed in the non-
conservative direction away from the trip serpoint). His is outside the

j assumptions made in the analyses and must be corrected. To correct the
i

,

I(continued)

,
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Variable Overpower
i

B 3.3.3 ;

!
BASES I

)ACTIONS problem, the second channel is placed in trip. This places the RPS in a -
<

1

(conunued) 1/2 logic. If any of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, |
the reactor will trip. *

,

Operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue until the next CHANNEL
j FUNCHONAL TEST. Operat on in MODES I and 2 cannot continue i

beyond that time. I
I

El
;
4

As explained ateve for action Al, the loss of a Variable Overpower trip f
; channel can cause the loss of the associated CPC channel and Steam

Generator Level-low trip. For this reason, if a second Variable Overpower ;!
- High trip channel is inopersble, it must be placed in bypass or trip, and the
associated Steam Generator level - Low trip must be placed in bypass or

,

;

trip. The associated DNBR and LPD trip channels must be investigated and "

must also be placed in bypass or trip if they are affected by the loss of the
,

Variable Overpower trip channel.

U'

[
If action A or B cannot be completed within the required completion time,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the action statements do not ,

apply. The six hours is adequate to shutdown the plant in a controlled i
manner, while keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an acceptable '

level '

!,
-

!

; SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1
,

REQUIREMENTS (

. Performing a CHANNEL CHECK once per 12 hours ensures that any f'
channel which drifts beyond the normal expected instrument drift, as

|
wwd to other identical channels, is detected within a reasonable amount !

of time.
4 i

(continued) {
i
J !
j
'1

1
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Vanable Overpnwer
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE he Data Proccasing System (DPS) contmuously performs a cross channel i

REQUIREMENTS comparison and wtll imtiate an alarm to wstn operators that a channel has
(continued) dnfted out-of tolerance or is not working properly.

He reason the CHANNEL CHECK is perfonned instead of a core thorough '

test, is that it imposes much less of a burden on operations than any of the i
other instrument channel tests. If the other instrument .4ts are performed at
their appropriate frequencies, this test is very reliable.

SR 3.3.3.7

A daily calibration is performed when THERMAL POWER 215 % RTP,
and the Linear Power level signals and the CPC addressable constant
multipliers are adjusted to make the CPC Delta T Power and Nuclear Power
calculations agree with the calortmetric calculation if the absolute difference
is 220 hese checks (and if necessary, the adjustment of the Linear ~
Power level signals and the CPC addressable constant coefficients) are ' ' '
adequate to ensure that the accuracy of these CPC calculations (and the
resultant DNBR and LPD tnp setpoints) is maintained within the analyzed

( .,not margins with respect to reference todications.

SR 3.3 3.2 (continued)

ne excore neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS because of their inaccessibility, and the difficulty of
simulating a meamngful neutron flux signal. Also, operating experience has
shown them to be very reliable.

SR 3.3.3.3

He three ex-core detectors in each channel are far enough from the core that
they are exposed to flux from all heights in the core, although it is desired
that they only read their particular level. The CPCs adjust for this flux
overlap by using the predetermined shape annealing matrix clements in CPC
software.

(contmued)

i
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE For matrix elements to be cr.Anmgful, the individual ex-core subchannel
REQUIREMENTS gains must be adj'asted every 31 days (with THERMAL POWER 2 15 %

(continued) RTP), using incore deuctors to determine actual core axial power shape.

Operating expericoce has shown the specified intenal to te adequate to
ensure accurate instrummt readings and input.

SR 3.3.3 4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the ectire channel wi!! perform its intended function uten needed. It is not
necessary to perform this test enore often because operating experience has
shown that the instrumentation stays quite reliable within that time frame.

Major portions of the Reactor Protection system are monitored and/or tested
by the automatic test network. Those portons of the system which are not
amenable to automatic testag because they involve actuation of
electromechanical devices, or mvolve devices which are not within the PPS
cabinets, can be tested manually. The automatic test network is capable of <

performing tests during reactor operation. The automatic testing does not
degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its intended function.

Detail description of the RPS automatic test features are described in
CESSAR-DC Chapter 7.2.

SR 3.3.3 5

Performance of a CH ANNEL CALIBRATION every 92 days ensures that the
channels are reading accurately and within specified tolerances. Operating
experience has shown this test iratenal to be satisfactory.

(continued)
.

,

'
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Vanable Overpower
B 3.3.3

BASES

SURNEILLANCE ISR 3 3.3.61
REQUIREMENTS

(contmuod) Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every refueling ensures that
the channels are reading accurately and within specified tolerances. This
CHANNEL CALIBRATION may require entry into containment for
equipment check and adjustment. Since that cannot be done during the 92
day CHANNEL CALIBRATION (unless the reactor is shutdown), this test
is performed every refueling. Operating experience has shows that this test
interval is s.atisfactory.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR DC, chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
* Accident Analysis *

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, "Cntena for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Generstmg Statmns'. Apnl 5,1972.

!

,
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16A.6.4 B 3.3.4 LOG POWER LEVEL - IIIGli

leg Power Level - High
B 3.3.4

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4 Lor Power Ixvel - Hich

B A SFS

BACKGROUND Iogarithmic power levelis measured by the ex-core detector safety channels,
and processed through amplification and bistable processors to provide a Img
Power level - High tnp for the reactor protection system (RPS). The signals
are processed redundantly for each of the four RPS channels by separate
loganthmic power level tnp channels.

A 2/3 tnp logic is all that is required to provide adequate plant protection,
since a failure of one channel still ensures a reactor trip would be generated
by the two remaining OPERABLE channels. When performing maintenance,
testing, or removing a failed channel from service, RPS logic for the Log
Power Level - High trip is charged from 2/4 to 2/3 by trip channel
bypassing. All RPS trips can be trip channel bypassed, providtng each is
bypassed in one RPS channel at a time.

>

In addition to the trip channel bypass, there is also the 10-3% RTP operating,

(
bypass for the leg Power Level - High trip. This bypass is enabled,
snanually in all four RPS channels, when plant conditions do not wanant the
trip protection. He operating bypass is automatically removed when
enabling bypass conditions are no longer satisfied.

Since a single failure neither causes nor prevents the protection sys.em
actuation, and no protection channels are isolated from control channels
through fiber cables, this arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE 279.

APPLICABLE ne Log Power Level High trip protects the integrity of the fuel cladding
SAFETY ANALYSIS and helps protect the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary in the

event of a unplarmed enticality from a shutdown condition (caused by a
Control Element Assembly (CEA) withdrawal event), and alerts the operator
(via alarm) to a boron dilution event.

(continued)
,
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leg Power Level - High I

i B 3.3.4

BASES

i

LCOs ne LCO on the leg Power hvel - High trip casures that violation of the
Safety limits for the reactor core and RCS is prevented during a continuous

;-

CEA withdrawn] from low power levels event. Also, it ensures that the logd i

power level channeta are available to detect and alert the operator to a boron
dilution event.

,

ne allowable value serpoint is high enough to provide an operating envelope- ;

that prevents unnecessary leg Power hve! - High reactor trips during
}>

normal plant operanons. De serpoint is low enoagh for the system to
) maintain a margin to unacceptable fuel cladding damage should a CEA '

4

withdrawal event.

Only the A!!owable Values are specified for each RPS trip function in the '

LCO. Each allowable value is specified such that the analytical limit :
assumed in the safety analysis is conservative including all applicable setpoint }*

uncertainties. '
,

>,

APPLICAEIllTY ne Log Power hvel + High trip is applicable in MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5
[ with the Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) closed and power available

.

-
,

to the CEA drive system. It is required for protection against CEA !
'

withdrawal events originating below 10'3% RTP. For events originating
}

above this power level, other RPS trips provide adequate protection.

In MODES 3,4, and 5 with the RTCBs opea, the CEAs are not capable of |
,

;
withdrawal and the leg Power hvel - High trip does not have to be !3 OPERABLE. However, two Log Power Level channels must be !

OPERABLE to ensure proper indication of neutron population, and to,

"
i

indicate a boron dilution event.
,

!

'
iACTIONS If a protection channel of a given process variable becomes inoperable, the i

goal shall be to return the inoperable channel to senice as soon as practical,
;

but no later than prior to returning to MODE 4 following entry into MODE
1

5. His approach to bypass / trip in four channel protection systems is i

consistent with the applicable enteria ofIEEE standards 279.

(continued) |
,
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Log Power Level . High {

B 3.3.4 |'
\BASES
J
I

ACTIONS ne Unit Review Group (URG) shall determine the desirability of 'f
,

! (contmued) mamtaining any channel in bypass pursuant to Administrative Controls. i
!

M
i

. i

RPS coincidece logic is normally 2/4. If the number of channels !
OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of Channels (i.e., only 3 out i
of 4 available) with the RTCBs closed, operation is allowed to continue as

{long as the inoperable channel is placed in bypass or trip within I bour. The '

provision of 4 independent and redundant trip channels allows one channel
!

to be byp==W (removed from service) during operations, placing the RPS in
;

2/3 coincidence logic. It is preferable to place an inoperable channel in
{

bypass rather than trip, since no single additional failure can either spuriously !
trip the reactor, or prevent it from tnpping. I

1

If the channel fails (or is placed) in the tripped condition, just one spurious
signal from any of the other three channels will cause the reactor to trip. '

Ahhough this is acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, it is not
good operating practice. He time allotted to bypass or trip the channel

[[ allows the operator to take a!! appropriate actions for the failed channel and *

\ still aosures that the risk involved in operating with the failed channel is
|

acceptable. ;

L
| M r

"

;

An inoperable channel must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entry
into MODE 4 following the next entry into MODE 5. His is in keeping

7
,

!

!
with the general philosophy of not operating the plant in an off-normal f
condition indefinitely. The time allowed should be adequate to repair the ;i
inoperable channel. If the channel cannot be returned to OPERABLE status t

by the end of the next entry into MODE 5, the problem must be taken care !,

! of before startup and power operation can commence. I

ia

(continued) !
F

'
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Log Power Level - High
B 3.3.4

BASES

ACTIONS IL1
(continued)

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum
aannels Operable ratuirement in MODE 2 one inopersb!c channel must be
placed in bypass, and the other channel must be placed in trip within the
required Complenon Time. With one channel of protective instrumentation
bypassed, the RPS is in 2/3 logic, but with another channel failed, the RPS
may be operating with a 2/2 logic (this assumes the channel failed in the non-
conservative direction away from the trip setpoint). His is outside the
assumptions made in the analyses and must be corrected. To correct the
problem, the second channel is placed in trip. His places the RPS in a 1/2
logic. If any of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the
reactor wdl trip.

Operation in MODE 2 may continue until the neat CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST. Operation in MODE 2 cannot continue beyond that
time.

Cl

! If action A or B cannot be completed within the required completion time,
the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the action statements do not
apply. The six hours is adequate to shutdown the plant in a controlled
mener, while keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an acceptable
level.

D.1

If the number of channels OPERABLE is one less than the Minimum
Channels Operable requirement of the table while operating in MODES 3,4,
or 5 with the RTCBs cloned, one channel must be placed in bypass, and the
other placed in trip u, thin I hour, for the same reasons as B.I. The reasons
for the a!!otted time to perform the Required Actions are the same as B.I.

(continued)
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!BASES' ,
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!
ACTIONS El ;

'

(continued)
-!

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTCBs closed, if the number of channels -'

OPERABLE becomes one less than the Mimmum channels OPERABLE
i
:

requiremcet of the table, in addition to the Required Actions of D.1, one

channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours. The reason
the plant is not allowed to operate until the next CHANNEL FUNCHONAL

,

TEST is because the log Power Level - High trip is the only trip which will
+

)

}p:otect the plant against an uncontrolled CEA withdrawal event from
MODES 3, 4, or 5. The allowed time is adequate to restore one channel to

- i

OPERABLE status while keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an |

!
acceptable level. 1

t

El !
'
.

If the Required Achons of condition D. are not met within the required
Completion Time, the RTCBs must be open to preclude the possibility of a i
Continuous CEA withdrawal event. The I hour Completion Time is adequate !

to take the Required Action utile keeping the risk of operating in this-

condition at an aczeptable level.
,

,

El
>

If the number of channels OPERABLE is one less than the Minimum
.

Channels Operable requirement of the table in MODES 3, 4, or 5 with thei

RTCBs open, all operations involving positive rectivity additions must be
suspended unm~0ately. . This is because there is only one channel left for

i

,

reactor power indication, and single failure criteria cannot be maintained. !

i The risk of allowing positive reactivity additions with only one channel of f,
indication OPERABLE is unacceptable, so the additions must be suspended. '

(continued)
!
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B 3.3.4 f
BASES

T

iSURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

iPerforming a CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures that any channel
!

which drifts beyond the normal expected instrumant drift, as compand to |
other identical channels, is dereciad within a r=mnable amount of time.

!..

The Data Procasing System (DPS) continuously performs a cross rAnnne!
{

,

comparison and will initiate an alarm to ustn operators that a channel has
!

drifted out4f-tolerance or is not working properly. !

!
De reason the CHANNEL CHECK is performed instead of a more thorough

[
test, is that it imposes much less of a burden on operations than any of the ;

other instrument channel tests. If the other instrumant tests are performed at '

their appropriate frequencies, this test is very reliable. i

i

SR 3.3.4.2 and 3.3.4.3 t
;

|*

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days, and prior i
to each startup if not performed within the last 7 days, to ensure the entire Ii
channel will perform its intended function when needed. It is not necessary, '

to perform this test more otten because operating experience has shom that
the instrumentation stays reliable within that time frame. i

!

Major portions of the Reactor Protection System are monitored and/or tested [
by the automatic test network. Rose portions of the system which are not

{amenable to automatic testing' because they involve actuation of
[

electron-hanicals devices, or involve devices which are not within the PPS j
cabinets, can be tested manually. The automatic test network is capable of ;'

performing tats during reactor operation. The automatic testing does not
degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its inteeded function. '

1
,

I
^

Detail description of the RPS automatic test features are described in
*

CESSAR-DC Chapter 7.2.
.

,

I

(continued) i
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leg Power I.evel - High
B 3.3.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.4
REQUIREMENTS

(contmued) Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months ensures that
the channeh are reading a::curately and within specified tolerances.
Operatmg experience has shown this test interval to be satisfactory.

The excore neutron detectors are excluded from the CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS because of their m-ibility, and the difficulty of
simulating a mesmagful neutron flux signal. Operating expenecce has shown
them to be reliable.

SR 3.3.4.5

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months ensures that
the operating bypass is operating accurately and within the specified
tolerances Operatmg experience has shows this test interval to be
satisfactory.

SR 3.3.4.6
i

\ Verifying the logic for the operatmg bypass to be OPERABLE within the
specified time interval, ensures that the bypass and its permissive setpoint
function as designed prior to entering a MODE where they an required.
Operstmg experience has shown the specified interval to be satisfactory.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC. Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
* Accident Analysis *.

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations', April 5,1972.
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16A.6.5 B 3.3.5 CORE PROTECTION CALCUIATORS (CPCs)
,

!

i

CPCs
B 3.3.5

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5 Core Protection Calculators (CPCs)

BASES

BACKGROUND ne CPCs perform the calculations required to derive the departure from I

nucleate boiling rstio (DNBR) and local power density (UD) parameters,
and their associated reactor protective system (RPS) trips. Four separate
CFCs perform the calculations independently for each of the four RPS
channels. He CPCs provide outputs to drive display indications (DNBR
margin, LPD margin, and calibrated neutron flux power levels) and provide
low DNBR and high LPD pretrip and trip signals. He CPC channel outputs
for the DNBR Low and LPD High trips are provided to four Bistable
processors in the form of contact on or off to provide the designed 2/4 logic.

Each CPC receives the following inputs:

1. Hot leg and cold leg temperatures

2. Pressuruer pressure

3. Reactor coolant pump speeds

4. Ex-core neutron flux levels

5. Target control element assembly (CEA) positions

6. Control Element Assembly Calculator (CEAC) penalty factors

Each CPC is programmed with * addressable constants *. nese are various
alignment values, correction factors, etc. that are required for the DNBR and
LPD computations. hey can be accessed for display, or for the purpose of
changing them as necessary during on-line pmcessing.

He CPCs use this constant and variable information to perform a number of
calculations. Rese include the calculation of CEA group and subgroup
deviations (and the assignment of conservative * penalty factors"); correction
and calculation of sverage axial power distnbution (based on ex<cre flux

(continued)
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CPCs
B 3.3.5 .
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t

BASES I

BACKGROUND levels and CEA positions); calculation of coolant flow (based on pump speed); f
(continued) and calculation of calibrated average power level (based on ex core flus

levels and delta-T power). ,

I

ne DNBR calculation considers prunary pressure, inlet temperature, coolant !

flow, average powtt, ax.ial power distnbution, radial peabog factors, and
CEA deviation penalty factors from the CEACS, to calculate the state of the i

limiting (bot) coolant channel in the core. A DNBR Law trip occurs when [
the calculated value reaches the mmimum DNBR trip serpoint.

The LPD calculation considers nial power distribution, average power, and
radial peabng factors (based upon target CEA position) and CEAC penalty
factors to calculate the current value of compensated peak power density. A ,

LPD High trip occurs when the calculated value reaches the trip serpaint. |
t

The 4 CPC channels provide input to the 4 DNER Low and 4 LPD High |
RPS trip channels. ney effectively act as the sensor (using many inputs) for [

these trips. A 2/3 trip logic is all that is required to provide adequate plant [
protection, since a failure of one channel still ensures a reactor trip would be ,

( generated by the two remammg OPERABLE channels. When performing |
maintenance, testing, or removing a failed CPC channel from service. RPS i
logic for the DNBR and LPD trips is changed from 2/4 to 2/3 by trip !

channel bypassing. All RPS trips can be trip channel bypassed, providing
each is bypassed in one RPS channel at a time. !

!

In addition to the trip channel bypass, there is also the operating byp' ass for ;

the CPC channels. His bypass is enabled manually in all four CPC channels ,

when RTP is belo@( power. He bypass effectively removes the DNBR |
'

I and LPD trips froin the RPS logic circuitry. The operating bypass is
h e spm,. . . _mor~ t automatically removed whm RTP is above h(.e

MTom,_had -

-

Since a single failure neither causes nor prevents the protection system j

actuation, and protection channels are isolated from control channels through ;

fiber optic cables, this arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE 279 }
L

(Reference 2.).
I

(centinued) |
!

!
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CPCs
B 3.3.5

BASES

APPUCABLE The CPCs perform the calculations required to derive the departure from
SAFETY ANALYSIS nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) and local power density (LPD) parameters,

and their ==M r-4 res:sor protective system (RPS) trips. The DNBR and
1.PD trips provide plant protection during the Anticipated Operational
Occurrences (AOOs) stated in the bases for LCO 3.2.2, and assist the
Engineered Safety Features (ESP) systems in the mitigation of the accidents
listed in that bases.

LCOs The LCO on the CPCs ensures that the following requirements are met:

1

1. A reactor trip will be initiated when necessary |

I
,

2. The mimmum (2/3) coincidence logic required for RPS
i

instrumentanon is maintained.

3. Sufficient redundancy caists to permit the removal of one CPC
channet from service for testing or miin*=nce, while still meeting
the 2/3 logic requirement.

i

APPLICABILITY Because the CPCs provide the inputs to the DNBR low and LPD High trips,
they are required to be OPERABLE in the same MODES, and for the same
reasons, as those trips.

In MODbI,' 4, and'5, tho' main codern,is'for a recir6 spiowe vent.'f

Yreactor is[CPCs do nopoced toye'OPEpLE.,Logfow ,$p.ted'durijn a$s evelt by the4fi
/fbereforpe

ACTIONS If a protection channel of a given process variable becomes inoperable, the
goal shall be to return the inoperable channel to service as soon as practical,
but no later than pnor to returning to MODE 2 following entry into MODE
5. This approach to bypass / trip in four channel protection systems is
consistent with the applicable criteria ofIEEE rua>dards 279.

The Unit Review Group (URG) shall determine the desirability of
==in' Wag any channel in bypass pursuant to Administrative Controls.

(continued)
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CPCs i

B 3.3.5 ;

BASES

ACTIONS M
(conunued)

RPS coincidence logic is normally 2/4. If the number of CPC channels
OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of nannels (i.e., only 3 out
of 4 svailable), startup or power operation is silowed to continue as long as
the DNBR and LPD channels associated with the inoperable CPC are placed
in bypass or trip within I hour. The provision of 4 independent and
redundant DNBR and LPD tnp channels allows one channel to be bypassed
(removed from service) during operations, placing the RPS in 2/3 coincidence
logic. It is preferable to place an inoperable channel in bypass rather than
trip, since no single additional failure can either spuriously tnp the reactor,
or prevent it from snpping.

If the channel fails (or is placed) in tnp just one spurious signal from any
of the other three channels will cause the reactor to trip. Although this is
acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, it is not good operating
practice. De ume allotted to bypass or trip the channel allows the operator
to take all appropnate actions for the failed channel and still ensures that the
risk involved in operating with the failed channel is acceptable.

M

An inoperable channel must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entry
into MODE 2 following the next entry into MODE 5. His is in keeping
with the general philosophy of not operating the plant in an off-normal
condition indefinitely. The time allowed should be adequate to repair the
inoperable channel. If the channel cannot be returned to OPERABLE status
by the end of the next entry into MODE 5, the problem must be taken care
of before startup and power operation can commence.

Ill

With the number of CPC channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum
aannels Operable requirement, the DNBR and LPD channels associated with
one inoperable CPC must be placed in bypass, and the DNBR and LPD
channels associated with the other inoperable CPC must be placed in trip
within the required Completion Time. With one channel of protective
instrumentation bypassed, the RPS is in 2/3 logic, but with another channel

(contmued)
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CPCs ,

B 3.3.5 !
BASES

!
!

ACTIONS failed, the RPS may be operating with a 2/2 logic (this assumes the rhannel
((continued) failed in the non-conservative direction away from the trip setpoint). His !

is outside the assunqrtions made in the analyses and must be corrected To *

correct the problem. the accond channel is placed in trip. His places the
|

,

RPS in a 1/2 logic. If any of the other OPERABLE channele remives a trip !

signal, the reactor will trip. '

,-

Operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue until the next CHANNEL '

FUNCTIONAL TEST. Operation in MODES I and 2 cannot continue
beyond that time. ,

*

Cl
1

.

if a non-bypassed CPC has more than 3 au:o restarts within a 12 hour
,

interval, it may not be completely reliable. Herefore, a CIIANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on the CPC to ensure it is

i

functioning properly. The 24 hours is adequate to perform the test while still {
,

;

keeping the risk of operating in this condition to acceptable levels.
1

D.d
t

'
.

t

if action A, B, or C cannot be completed within the required completion
;

time, the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the actica statements do

not apply. Le six hours is adequate to shutdows the plant in a controlled
,

'
L

manner, while keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an acceptable
level.

]
4 SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.1

REQUIREMENTS
!

Perfortning a CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures that any CPC that
is not reading the same (within allowed tolerances) as the other OPERABLE

.

,

CPCs, is detected within a reasonable length of time. It also serves as a '

check on the sensors feeding each CPC.

De Data Processing System (DPS) continuously performs a cross channel
fI

comparison and will initiate an alarm to warn operators that a channel has
drifted out of-tolerance or is not working properly. {;

,

(continued)
<
. i

e
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CPCs |

B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE The CHANNEL CHECK imposes much less of a burden on operations than
REQUIREMENTS other more thorough tests and operating experience has shown that it is

(continued) adequate as long as the other instrument tests are performed at their specified
frequencies.

SR 3.3.5.2

The CPC auto restart count is checked every 12 hours to monitor the CPC
for normal operation. If 3 or more auto restarts of a non-bypassed CPC
occurs within a 12 hour period, the CPC may not be completely reliable.
Therefore, the Required Action of Cond2 tion C. must be performed.

SR 3.3.5.3

If a CPC cabinet High Temperature alarm is received, it is possible for the
CPC to be affected and not be completely reliable. Herefore, a CHANNEL
FUNCnONAL TEST must be performed within 12 houn. ne interval is
based on operating expenence and is adequate to ensure CPC operability.

; SR 3.3.5.4

The RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified to be less than or equal
to the actual RCS total flow rate every 12 bours with THERMAL POWER
2 70% RTP. His check (and if necessary, the adjustment of the CPC
addressable flow cocstant coefficients) ensures that the DNBR setpoint is
conservauvely adjusted with respect to actual flow indications [as determined
by the Core Operating Limits Supervisory System (COLSS)).

SR 3.3.5,5

A daily calibration (heat balance) is performed when THERMAL POWER
is 2 15 %. The Lmear Power Level signal and the CPC addressable constant
multipliers are adjusted to make the CPC Delta T Power and Nuclear Power !

calculations agree with the calorimetne calculation if the absolute difference
is 2 2 %. Dese checks (and if necessary, the adjustment of the Linear
Power Level signal and the CPC addressable constant coefficients) are
adequate to ensure that the accuracy of these CPC calculations is maintained
within the analyzed error margms.

(continued)
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B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILIANCE he eacore neutron detectors are eacluded from the daily calibrations because
REQUIREMENTS of their iwm6bility, and the difficulty of simulating a meantngful neutron

(continued) flua signal. Operating experience has shown them to be very reliable.
,

SR 3.3.5 6

He RCS flow rate indicated by each CPC is verified to be less than or equal
to the actual RCS to(al flow rate every 31 days. His check (and if
neceuary, the adjustment of the CPC addressable flow constant coefficients)
casures that the DNBR serpoint is conservatively adjusted with respect to
actual flow indications as determined by a calorimetric calculation (the most
accurate r, rani of desermmmg RCS flowrate). Operating caperience has
shown the specified interval to be adequate.

i

SR 3.3 5 7

A CHANNEL FUNCHONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the entire channel will perform its intended function uten needed. It is not
nerenary to perform this test more often because operating experience has
shown that the instrumentation stays quite reliable within that time frame.

Major portions of the Reactor Protection System are monitored and/or tested
by the automatic test network. Rose portions of the system which are not
amenable to automatic testing because they involve actuation of
electromechanical devices, or involve devices which are not within the PPS

cabinets, can be tested manually. He automatic test network is cap'able of
performing tests during reactor operation. He automatic testing does not
degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its intended function.

Detail description of the SPR automatic test features are described in
CESSAR-DC Chapter 7.2.

SR 3.3.5.8

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every refueling ensures that
the operating bypasses are operatu:g accurately and within the specified
tolersaces. Operating expenence has shown this test intena! to be
satisfactory.

(continued)
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B 3.3.5 !

,

BASES
,i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.5.9

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCIONAL TEST including the injection of simulated

process signals as close to the sensors as possible is performed every eighteen
months to ensure that the entire RPS trip channel, includmg the signal paths
between the detectors and the RPS instrumentation, are able to perform their
intended function. The test requires the reactor to be shutdown. More
frequent performance of this test is not nenug because operating ,

experience has shown Se equipment to be reliable within this time frame.

SR 3.3.5.10

Venfying the logic for the operating bypasses to be OPERABLE within the
specified time interval, ensures that the bypasses and their pcrmissive
setpoints function as designed pnor to entenng a MODE where they are
required. Operstmg expenence has shows the specified interval to be
satisfactory.

$A 3 3.5.I1
*

i
\

The three ex< ore detectors in each channel are far enough from the core to

be exposed to flux from all heights in the core, although it is desired that
they only read their particular level. The CPCs adjust for this flux overlap
by using the predetermmed shape annealing matrix elements in the CPC

'

softusre.

After refueling, it is necessary to reestablish the shape annealing matrix
elements for the ex-core detectors based on more accurate incore detector
readings. "Ilis is necessary because refueling could possibly produce a
significant change in the of the flux fields that the ex-core detectors are ,

'

sending.

Incore detectors are inaccurate at low power levels. THERMAL POWER
should be significant, but less than 70% to perform an accurate axial shape
calculation used to denve the shape annealing matnx elements. |

I(contmued)
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B 3.3.5

BASES

SURVEILLANCE By restricting power to s; 70% until shape annealing matrix elements are
REQUIREMENTS verified, excessive local power peaks within the fuel are avoided. Operating

(coot:nued) experience has shown this interval to be acceptable.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, chapters 7 *Instn-tation and Controls *, and 15
* Accident Analysis'

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, *Cnteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Generating Stations", Aprd 5,1972.

2 fA4b-
be smc DC '5 c c-h o s FLB bbd%'^
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!
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16A.6.6 B 3.3.6 CONTROL FiniENT ASSEMBLY CAIEULATORS (CEACs)

CEACs
B 3.3.6

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6 Control Element Assembly Caleufstors (CEACs)

BASES

BACKGROUND & CEACs perform the calculations required to determine the position of ;

Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) within their subgroups for the reactor
protection system (RPS). Two independent CEACs compare the position of

{each CEA to its subgmup position. If a deviation is detected by either
CEAC, an annunciator sounds, and appropriate * penalty factors * are j

;
tran=niued to all Core Protection Calculators (CPCs). These pcealty factors '

conservatively adjust the effective operating margins to the low Dcparture
from Nuclease Boiling Ratio (DNBR) and high Local Power Density (LPD)
trips. Each CEAC also drives a display of individual CEA positions in bar

;
chart format and current values of the penalty factors on channel B and C
Operator's Module.

I

,

!

Each CEA has two separate reed switch assemblies that measure CEA
!

position independendy for each CEAC.
!(
i
iAPPLICABLE The effect of any misoperated CEA on the core power distribution will be
iSAFETY ANALYSIS ==w by the CEACs, and an appropriately sugmented power distribution :

penalty factor will be supplied as input to the CPCs. As the reactor core
fresponds to the reactivity changes caused by tLe misoperated CEA, and the
:

msuing reactor coolant and doppler feedback effects, the CPCs will initiate
{a DNBR - Im, or LPD - High trip signal, if specified acceptable fuel design

limits (SAFDLs) are approached. ;
'

I
brefore, although the CEACs do not provide a direct reactor trip function,

j
their input to the CPCs is taken credit for in the CEA misoperation analysis. '

i
i

(continued) ;

!
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CEACs ;

B 3.3.6 i
,

BASES
4-

LCOs Ibe LCO ensures that the CEACs are available for input to the CPCs and
that the following requurmats are met: ;

1. Acceptable power distribution limits are maintained
[
t

2. ne potential effects of CEA misalignments are limited to acceptable *

levels.
.

3. Sufficient redundancy exists to remove a channel from service for
{

,

maintenance or testing, i

l
i

APPLICABILITY Tbc CEACs provide input to the CPCs, which are required to be !-

OPERABLE in MODES I and 2 for the reasons stated in the bases for LCO
3.3.5. Derefore, the CEACs are required to be OPERABLE in the same I
MODES as the CPCs. I

>

ACTIONS M

With one CEAC inoperable, the accond CEAC still provides a comprehensive
set of comparison cwh on individual CEAs within subgroups, as we!! as }
outputs to all CPCs, CEA deviation alarms, and position indications for

j dispisy. Verification that each CEA is within [7] inches of other CEAs in i

.

its group within 4 hours provides a check on the proper position of all CEAs,
and operation of the remmenmg CEAC. The 4 hours is adequate based upon

{
-

'

engmeenngjudgment and operating experience.
i,

y
i
P

If a CEAC becomes inoperable, the goal shall be to return the channel to
service as soon as practical, but no later than 7 days. Engineeringjudgment
and operating experience indicate that the allowed time is sufficient to correct
any such deficiency.

:
!-

i

(continued)
Is
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CEACs '

B 3.3.6 i,

!BASES
'

k
ACITONS NOT11

|[(contmued) All of the Requared Actions for condition B. are taken as if both CEACs are
anoperable.

>

f
f

B.d
;

)
If required action A is not met or both CEACs are inoperable, meeting the !
DNBR margin requirements of LCO 3.2.4 casures that power level and axial (shape index (ASf) are within a conservative region of operation based on

Lactual core conditions,
j!

.

In addition to the above actions, the Reactor Power Cutback (RPCB) system I
must be disabled. This ensures that CEA position will not be affected by !

RPCB operation. The CPC's cannot recognize an RPCB without the CEAC
[in operation. 5

El !

i,
r

( %en both CEACs are inoperable, or required action A is not met, the * full
I
1

out' CEA reed switches provide acceptable indication of CEA position. '
;

Therefore, the CEAs will remain fully withdrawn, cacept as required for
!

specified testing or axial shape control. This venfication casures that
!

imanired perturbations in local fuel burnup are prevented.
[
!

El I
-

'
,

t
Whee both CEACs are snoperable, or required action A is not met, the

|
*RSPT/CEAC Inoperable * addressable constant in each of the CPCs is set to ;
indicate that both CEACs are inoperable. This provides a conservative !

penalty factor to ensure that a conservative effective margin is maintained by |
the CPCs in the computation of DNBR and LPD trips. i

Bd '

:

With both CEACs inoperable, the Control Element Drive Mechanism Control

System (CEDMCS) is placed and maintained in ' standby * to prevent
inadvertent motion (and possible misalignment) of the CEAs.

(continued) ,

i
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CEACs j

B 3.3.6 i

i
BASES t

'

i
ACITONS RJ '

(continued)

With both CEACs inoperable, a comprehensive set of companaon checks on
{individual CEAs within groups must be made within 4 hours. Verification i

;
that each CEA is within [7] inches of other CEAs in its group provides a ;
check that no CEA has deviated from its proper position within the group. '

' +

C.d f
i

If a non-bypassed CEAC has more than 3 auto restarts, within a 1* hour2
; period, it may not be conpletely reliable. Therefore, a CHANNEL

;
FUNCIlONAL TEST must be performed on the CEAC to ensure it is '

fnWAg properly. The 24 hours is adequate to perform the test while still '

keeping the risk of operatang in this condition at an acceptable level. I

L
D.1 t

i
|

j
If action B or C cannot be completed within the required completion time,

'

the reactor must be brought to a MODE where the action statements do not
;

( apply. The six hours is adequate to shutdown the plant in a controlled,

:-

manner, while keeping the risk of operating in this condition at an acceptable
level.

!

I.
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3,6.1

"

REQUIREMENTS
.

Verifying the position of each CEA to be within [ ] inches of all other CEAs !

in its group every 4 hours whenever any CEAC is inoperable, ensures that;

it no individual CEA is out of alignment. !

SR 3.3.6.2
I

Performing a CIIANNEL CHECK every 12 hours ensures that an inoperable
'

CEAC is detected within a reasonable length of time. It also serves as a |
-

check on the sensors feeding each CEAC. '

',

(continued) {
|

|
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CEACs E

B 3.3.6 !
t

a BASES I

,

\SURVEILLANCE De Data Processmg System (DPS) continuously performs a cross channel i
; REQUIREMENTS comparison and will initiate s.o alarm to msru operators that a channel has |

(continued) drifted outef-tolerance or is not working properly. i
,

De CHANNEL CHECK imposes much less of a burden on operations than |
!.

2

other more thorough tests, and operating experience has shown that it is ;
adequate as long as the other tests are performed at their specified .|fnquecies.

|( !
I

SR 3.3.6J
: j

'

De CEAC auto restart count is checked every 12 hours interval to monitor
!

s

4

the CEACs for normal operation. If 3 or more auto restarts of a CEAC |"

occurs within a 12 hout period, the CEAC may not be completely reliable. I
Derefore, the Required Action of Condition C. must be performed.

,

'
,

SR 3.3.6.4

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
( the cutire channel will perform its intended function when needed. It is not

mry to perforrn this test more often beanse operating experience has
!

shown that the instrumentation stays reliable within that time frame.
|

Major portions of the Reactor Protection System are monitored and/or tested
,

! by the automatic test network. Dose portions of the system which are not!
--bla to automatic rearing because they involve actuation of

i els hanical devices, or involve devices which are not within the PPS#

caixacts, can he tested manually. He automatic test netwott is capable of
performing tests during reactor operation. De automatic testing does not,

:
i degrade the ability of the RPS to perform its intended function. !t

i ;

, Detail description of the RPS automatic test features are described in
CESSAR-DC Chspter 7.2. ,

a

3
(continued) I

i ,

e
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B 3.3.6

i

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.5 |
REQUIREMENTS j

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every refueling to msure the ;

mtire chi will perform its intaded function Mun n=4ad and any i

adjne-ts to the circuitry are made as appropnate. It is not -ury to e

perform this test more ofte because operatmg erperience has sims that the ,

instrumentation stays reliable within that time frame. !

SR 3.3.6.6
!

A CHANNEL FUNCIlONAL TEST including the injection of simulated ;

process signals as close to the sensors as possible is performed every j
refuelicg to ensure that the entire CEAC channA, including the signal paths }
between the CEA RSPTs and the CPCs, are able to perform their intended !
function. More frequent performance of this test is not necessary because i

'

operstag experience has shown the equipment to be reliable within this time ,

frame. j

I
f !

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, chapters 7 "Instrumantation and Controls *, and 15 j
* Accident Analysis .

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, * Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Gmeraung Stations *, Apnl 5,1972. |

!

!
?
!

!
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16A 6.7 B 3.3.7 REACIOR PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (RPS) LOGIC I

.

RPS Logic ',
B 3.3.7

,

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.7 Reactor Protective System (RPS) Irrie

B ASES I
.,

J BACKGROUND Reactor Protective System (RPS) initiates a reactor trip to protect against
violating the core fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS) ;

pressure boundary limits dunng Anticipated Operational Occurrences '

(AOOs), and assists the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems in '

mitigating the consequences of accidents.,

iFour measurement channels with electrical and physical separation are
provided for each parameter used in the direct generation of trip signals, with

,

the exception of the control element assembly (CEA) position indication used'

t

in the Control Element Assembly Calculators (CEACs). When any two :

channele of like mstrumentation receive a trip signal, a reactor trip is |generated. '

-

ne Reactor Protection System (RPS) employs a logic scheme that provides
( a reactor trip when the bistables of any 2 of the 4 channels sensing the same,

input parameter trip. nis is called a 2 out of four (2/4) trip logic.

It is possible to change the 2/4 logic to 2/3 logic in one channel at a time for
-

any given input parameter by trip channel bypassing selected portions of the
,

RPS logic.

The Reactor Protection System Logic can be subdivided into subsections:
Local C+ih logic and initiation logic.

,

I

ne Local CWh logic deternunca if a coincidence exists in the
tripping oflike bistable logics (those monitoring the same parameter) in two

j
or more channels. He actual bistables logics and upstream instrumentation
are addressed in LCOs 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3., 3.3.4, 3.3.5, and 3.3.6. If a

l

coincidence occurs in two or more channels, the laitiation legic is
deenergized, resulting in a reactor trip. '

,

(continued)
4
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RPS logic
B 3.3.7

BASES

BACKGROUND There are four CdMM Iegic %nnal . companng the outputs of allr

(continued) iour channels of bistables, takm two, three and four at a tirne. A
Coinc3dence logic is formed by interrotating the bistable logic outputs in all
four channels such that like bistables must be tripped in nore than two
channels to deenerpze a Coincidence Logic &mnnel Deenerginng more
than two or selective tuo coincidence legie &=nneta will deenergize
associated laitiation Logic nannels, which open associated Reactor Trip
Circuit Breakers (RTCBs).

He initiation logic consists of an OR circuit. Le outputs from the
*earaA local Coincidence Logic for each parameters are provided to or
circuit. The initiation circuit contains a time delay for noise filtering. De
Initierion Imgic generates two outputa, each initiating under voltsge relay and
shunt trip relays respectively.

Here are four Initiation logic mannels, each responsible for opening one
RTCB (referred to as channels of RTCBs in Specification 3.3.5), if the
associated coincidence logics deenergize.

i

Since a single failure neither causes nor prevents the protection system\
actuation, and no protection channels feed control channels, this arrangement
meets the requirements of IEEE 279 (Reference 2.).

APPLICABLE ne RPS logic provides for automatic trip initiation to maintain the core, and
SAFETY ANALYSIS RCS Pressure, Safety Limits during AOOs and assist the ESF systeths in the

mitigation of accidents. All transients and accidents that call for a reactor
trip assume the RPS logic is functioning as designed.

LCO %e LCO on the RPS logic channels ensures that each of the following
requirements are met:

1. A reactor tnp will be initiated uten necessary

2. He required protection system coincidence logic is maintained
(minimum 2/3 logic, normal 2/4 logic).

(continued)
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RPS logic
!

B 3.3.7 !
:

f!
BASES

!
LCO 3. Suflicient redundancy is maintained to permit a channel to be out of

!
,

(continued) service for testing or "m~*. '

:

! APPLICABILITY The RPS Imgic n=nnels are required to be operable in any MODE stem the ;

CEAs are capable of being withdrawn off the bottom of the core (i.e. RTCBs
closed and power available to the CEDMs). This ensures the reactor can be
tripped when necessary, but allows for maintenance and testing when the

;
reactor trip is not needed.,

,

i 5

ACTIONS Normal RPS logic is 2/4. In case of trip channel bypass of any input
parameter in accordance with Specification 3.3.1, 3.3.2, or 3.3.3, the Iscal '

Coincidence logics are rendered into 2/3 logic appropriately. ;

Failures of individual bistable logics are addressed in LCOs 3.3.I, 3.3.2,
j 3.3.3, and 3.3.4 This specification addresses failures of the local
! Coincidence logic not addressed in the above, such as the failure of Matrix

relay power supplies. This approach to bypass / trip in a four channel
( protection system is consistent with the applicable criteria of IEEE standard

;
3

279.
.

*

)

T U'

!
'

: For the definition and disgram of a trip leg, see the bases for LCO 3.3.8
(Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers).

| In MODES I and 2 if one or both Local Coincidence topic channels'
affecting the same trip leg are inoperable, the outputs from inoperable LCLs

|
; are not available for Initiation logic channels. This result in the same effect '

an inoperable Initiation Logic channels requiring the same actions.

|- If one or both local Coincidence legic &=nnels (or Initiation Logic *

nannels) affecting the same trip leg are inoperable, operation may continue
~

provided the affected RTCBs are opened within I bour. Opening the RTCBs .
elinunar>= the need for the initiation circuit. Allowing both outputs from,

4

(continued),

|.

L i
1 |

.

!

*
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RPS Logic !
B 3.3.7

,

BASES i
'

I

ACTIONS coincih logics or initiation circuits (or Wih Logienanael) on the )
. (continued) amme trip leg to be Inoperable permits repair or repler==t of failed power i
1 supply or associated wirmg in a-h with the provisions of Action A.I. I
i !
$ The allotted completion time is adequate to open the affected [RTCBs] while ;'

maintaining risk of keepag them closed at an acceptable level.
>

I

If the RTCBs are not opened within I hour, the reactor must be brought to
a coty ion where the LCO does not apply. The 6 hours is reasonable to -

shutdown the reactor without initiating a transient requiring a reactor trip
while ==ia'aiaiag risk at an acceptable level.

,
e

'
,

, ,

With only oneInitiation Logicnannat (or Local Coincidence Logic channel) !
Inoperable, it is pernussible to close the RTCB(s) in the affected trip leg for [
up to one hour while performing CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS on the

{
RTCBs in the other trip leg. Without this provision, it would be impossible

|
to open RTCBs during testing on the other trip leg without causing a reactor !

(' trip.i

;,

s
This is not permitted if both Initiation Logic nanaels (or both local |

, Coincidence Logic Sannels or combination of local Coincidence Logic !!
nannete and Initiation circuits resulting in both RTCBs in the same trip leg ;

'

anoperable) are Inoperable on the same trip leg because an automatic reactor i
trip would be disabled. I

;
.,

;

The allotted time is adequate to perform the required RTCB testing, while j
maintaining risk of having the breakers closed at an acceptable levei. j

R

Bl
,

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, if one or both Initiation Logic Channels (one or both
Local coincidence Imgic Sannels) affecting the same trip leg are inoperable,

,

the affected RTCBs must be opened within I bour. Openseg the RTCBs j
ch mmates the need for outputs from Local Coincidence logic channels or the

!i '
sI t

(continued) !,
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RPS logic
B 3.3.7

BASES

ACTIONS initiation circuit. The 1 hour gives the operator time to open the RTCBs

(continued) while maintaintog the risk of not having the OPERABLE mitistion logic at
an acceptable level.

Bl.1

ne inoperable channels must be restorwi to OPERABLE status within 48
hours. De time allotted should be adequate to repair the failed channels.

R12

If the inoperable channels cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 48
hours the RTCBs must be opened, his brings the plant to a condition where
the LCO does not apply.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3 7.1

I.
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the entire channel will perform its intended function. Operating experience
has demanstrated that the digital circuits remnim reliable within this time

iframe, it is not desirable to perform this test more often since there is
'

always the possibility of receiving a spurious RPS trip during the test.

SR 3.3.7.2

Verifying the logic for trip channel bypasses OPERABLE within 92 days
prior to each reactor startup, ensures that the bypasses function as designed
prior to entering a MODE where they are required. Operating experience has
shown this interval to be satisfactory.

The inability to trip channel bypass could adversely affect RPS reliability,
since without this capability the RPS may be placed in 1/3 logic during
channel testing or maintenance. This increases the likelihood of an
inadvertent RPS actuation.

(continued)
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B 3.3.7

BASES

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls", and 15
* Accident Analysis'.

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971 Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations'. April 5,1972.

,

,

P
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16A.6.8 B 3.3.8 REACIT)R TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS (RTCBs)

RTCBs
B 3.3.8

L

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8 Reactor Trw Circuit Breakers (RTCBs)
,

BASES

BACKGROUND ne Reactor Trip Switchgear consists of 4 RTCBs which are operated as four
,

channels. Power input to the reactor trip switchgear comes from two full-
capacity motor generator (MG) sets (operated in parsile!), such that the loss
of either MG set does not deenergize the U)ntrol Element Drive Mechanisms
(CEDMs). There are two separate CEDM powtr supply busses. Both Power
supply Bus No. I and No. 2 are tied together through Synchromzer. Power
is supplied from the MG sets to CEDM power bus via two redundant paths
(trip legs). His ensures that a fault, or opening of a breaker in one trip leg
(i.e., for testing purposes) will not interrupt power to the CEDM buses.

i

Each of the two trip legs consists of two RTCBs in series. Each RTCB is !

assigned to one Manual Reactor Trip Push button and one RPS Initiation
Logic Circuit.

|

(
nus each Trip circuit breaker is operated by either a Manual Reactor Trip
pushburton, or a Reactor Protection System (RPS) actuated initiation relays j
(automatic reactor trip). '

Initiation logic circuits in RPS actuates two initiation relay outputs. One
relay output deenergize the underyc,ltage trip circuit, the other energizing the
shunt trip circuit. His configuration gives redundancy and diversity.

j

During an automatic reactor trip, all initiation relays are deenergized, thereby
opectng all four breakers, and allowing the CEAs to fall into the core.

When Manual Reactor Trip is initiated via the pushbuttons in the Control
Room, the RPS trip path logic and the initiation relays are bypassed, and the
signal is sent directly to the RTCBs.

(contmued)

1
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RTCBs !
B 3.3.8 i

BASES
1

BACKGROUND Each Manual Reactor Trip pushbutton operates a single breaker. Therefore, .

(continued) at least two pushburtons must be depressed to cause a reactor trip. To ensure
i

a reactor trip can be manually actuated with a single random failure in one :
breaker or its trip circuit, both sets of pushbuttons are required to be !
operable.

i
*

Each channel of RTCBs starts at the contacts which are actuated by the !
initiation relay, and the contacts ubich are actuated by the Manual Reactor

i
Trip, for each breaker. Upstream of the initiation relay w+n= tad contacts, the
circuitry is considered to be RPS logic and fa!!s under the requirements of

j
LCO 3.3.7. Upstream of the Manual Reactor Trip contacts, the circuitry is
considered to be Manual Reactor Trip circustry and falls under the |

;
igawts of LCO 3.3.9. '

Without reliable. reactor trip ciretut breakers and associated support circuitry, i

a reactor trip cannot occur when either initiated autornatically, or manually. '

Therefore this LCO addresses the reactor trip circuit breakers and meets the
requirements of GDC-21 and GDC-23. ,

|

APPLICABLE All of the transient and accident analyses which call for a reactor trip, assume
|
t

SAFETY ANALYSES that the RTCBs operate and interrupt power to the CEDMs.
|

i
1

lLCOs The LCO requires four RTCB channels (consisting of I breaker per channel) i
to be OPERABLE . His ensures that power is interrupted to CEDMs to fall

i

into the core when any selective two out of four coincidence exists in trip j
signals.

!

|
i

APPLICABILITY he RTCBs are required to be OPERABLE in any MODE when the CEAs
are capable of being withdrawn off the bottom of the core (i.e., RTCBs I

closed and power available to the CEDMs). This ensures the reactor can be

tripped when necessary, but allows for mainteamce and testing when the
|reactor trip is not needed.
1

(continued) {
,

I
i

!
;
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fRTCBs
B 3.3.8

i
BASES

i

ACDONS M
t

!
In MODES I and 2, if one channel becomes anoperable, operation may *

continue providing the affected breaker in that channel are opened within the .

I bour. This action is conservative since opening either RTCB on the other
trip leg will cause a reactar trip.

The allotted Completion Time is adequate to open the effected RTCBs, utile I

mamesining the risk of having them closed at an acceptable level.
t

kM
,I4

If the breakers in the inoperable channel cannot be opened, the reactor must '
1 be shutdown. The 6 hours is adequate to perform a controlled shutdown

;

while -;atening the risk of operating in this condition at an acceptable '

level. Once in MODE 3, the actions of condition B shall apply.

I
,

(
"

j
' In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the probability of most accidents or transients

i

' occumng, (and their associated consequences) is significantly reduced. I

Therefore, there is no need to move to a different mode if one channel of
RTCB is inoperable. Openmg the RTCBs will not cause a transient,

,

'

Engmeerugjudgement has determined that 48 hours is adequate to return the
,

channel to OPERABLE status, while maintaining the risk of having the
channel inoperable at an se9 table level.

|
!El '

'

i
. In MODES 3, 4, and 5, if the inoperable channels of RTCBs' cannot be
; restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hours, the affected RTCBs must be

opened within I bour. This action is conservative since opening either RTCB
!on the other trip leg will interrupt power to the CEDMs.
t

;

!,

ne allotted Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs, while I

i
maintaining the risk of having them closed at an acceptable level.

|
-|~

(continued) !

,

*

L
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RTCBs
B 3.3.8

,

BASES

SURVm1 ANCE SR 3 3.8.1
REQUIREMENTS

Since the RTCB channels are not subject to dnft, only a CHANNEL
FUNCHONAL TEST applies. Perfonmng the CHANhTL FUNCTIONAL
TEST every 92 days demonstrates proper operation of the RTCBs.

SR 3.3.8.2 i

Each RTCB is acn u~i by an undervoltage coil and a shunt trip coil. The
system is designed so that either dewgizing the undervoltage coil or
er.ergizing the shunt tnp coil will cause the circuit breaker to open. When
a Reactor trip is required either automatically or by using tLe Manual Push-
buttons in the Control Room, the undervoltage coil is de-energized and the
shunt trip coil is energized.

In case of manual Pushburton, there is a rotary switch to select undervoltage
cod or shunt trip coil, or both to allow testing of each coil individually.

k
Therefore, once per refueling, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is

,

performed which tests all four sets of undervoltage coils, and all four sets of,

shunt tnp coils, individually. This test ensures that every undervoltage coil,
and every shunt trip coil is capable of performing its intended function, and
that no single active failure of any RTCB component will prevent a reactor
trip.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls", and 15
*

* Accident Analysis *.

2. GDC-21 Protection System Reliability and Testability.

3. GDC-23, Protection System Failure Modes.

,

t

,
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16A.6.9 B 3.3.9 MANUAL REACTOR TRIP
!

!
I

Manual Reactor Trip !

B 3.3.9 i

!
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTAllON i

i !

f
B 3.3.9 Manual Resetor Triti

!

BASES

BACKGROUND Manual Reactor Trip capability is prtwided to permit the operator to
,

manually trip the reactor when nece=ary. '

Two independent acts of two adjacent pushbuttons are provided at separate ;

locations. Each pushbutton operates one of the four RTCBs. Depressing ;
both pushbuttons in either set will cause an intemtption of power to the ;

Control Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDMs) allowing the Control Element !
Assemblics (CEAs) to fall into the core.

|i
ne 2 acts of 2 criterion was selected so that no single failure in any I

pushbutton circuit can either cause or prevent a reactor trip.
f

Manual Reactor Trip pushbuttons are also provided at the reactor trip {( switchgear (locally) in case the Control Room pushbuttons become |
,

inoperable, or the Control Room becomes namhmbitable. I

t

Manual Reactor Trip capability is a backup to the automatic reactor trips |
-

generated by the RPS. Without this capability, the operator would have to !
wait until an automatic trip setpoint was reached, selectively de-energize !

pour supplies, or dispatch an operator to locally open the trip' circuit j
breakers, before a reactor trip could occur. Any one of these actions could

;
take an -- y amount of time. I-

i
:,

The Manual Pushbuttons are presided with a rotary switch to select the i-

armation of either undervoltsge coil or Shunt trip coil or both to allow
tearing of each coil. Durug normal operation the switch should be set at

,

both position to ensure both coils actuate.

I
(continued) ,

!

!
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Manual Reactor Trip f

B 3.3.9
|
6

BASES |
t

APPLICABLE There are no accidst analysis which take credit for the manual Reactor Trip. !

SAFETY ANALYSIS However, it is part of the RPS circuitry. It is to be used by the operator to !
3

shutdown the reactor whenever any parameter is rapidly treadmg toward its
'

,

trip secpoint. Waiting and relying on the automatic system to trip the reactor i

is not viewed as a good operating practice.

i

'

LCO The manual reactor trip system consists of 2 sets of 2 manual reactar trip
pn=W"m 'xated in the Contsul Room. Depressing either set (2 buttons) ;

;
twill initiate a reactor trip. The *2 sets of 2" (pushbuttons) strategy was'

selected to maintain the ragle failure criteria and to ensure that the !
inadvertent depressing of one button would not cause an nawary reactor I

trip (since the operator is required to depress both pushbuttons in a given set j

in order to cause a reactar trip). [
'
,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the CEAs are at least partially withdrawn. Since this4

requires power to be available to the CEDMs, there is no qualifying ;
,

q ( statement placed on the APPLICABIllTY about the operability of the manual
reactor trip circuitry or power availability to the CEDMs. i

.

In MODES 3,4. and 5, it is common to have the reactor trip circuit breakers
open and/or power unavailable to the CEDMs. Since the CEAs are incapable |
of withdrawal in either condition, there is no need to have the manual reactor j'.

trip circuitry OPERABLE. Therefore, there is a qualifying statement placed
on the applicability in those modes requiring the manual reactor trip circuitry |

be OPERABLE when the reactor trip circuit breakers are closed and power j
6is available to the CEDMs. This ensures that the reactor remamt tripable

when weary, but allows for maintenance or testing when a reactor trip is

i not new

In MODE 6 the CEDMs are disconnected from their power supply and are [2

i not able to withdraw the CEAs. Therefore, manual reactor trip capability is ;

nr wa ry. ;

(continued)

i
[
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Manual Reactor Trip.

B 3.3.9 i

!
i

BASES

!'
ACHONS M '

In MODES I and 2, if one channel becomes inoperable, the RTCBs I
;

==W 'ad with the inoperable channel must be opened within I bour. His
action is conservative since depressing the manual reactor trip pushbutton
==~iarad with either set of breakers in the other trip leg will cause a reactor

i

trip. With this configuration, a single channel failure will not prevent a
,

"
,reactor trip. '

he a!!otted Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs while
- i

4

{
==ia'=iaing the nsk of having them closed at an acceptable level.

{4

M
,

If the breakers =ewi rad v.ith the inoperable channel cannot be opened, the I

reactor must be shutdown. He 6 hours is adequate to perform a controlled
shutJown while main'aining the risk of operaticg in this condition at an;

acceptable level. Once in MODE 3, the actions of condition B shall apply. I

5
, I
d

5

i

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the probability of most accidents or transients
; occumng, (and their associated consequences) is significantly reduced.
! Herefore, there is no need to move to a different mode if one channel is.

moperable. Openmg the RTCBs will not cause a transient.
.

De 48 hours is haud on Engineeringjudgment and is adequate to return the !
channel to OPERABLE status, while maintaining the risk of having the

.

channel snoperable at an acceptable level. I

!
L2 I

;

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, if the inoperable channel cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours, the affected RTCBs must be opened -

within I bour. This action is conservative since depressing the manual !
<

reactor trip pushbutton associated with either set of breakers in the other trip |leg will interrupt power to the CEDMs.

!
(contmued)

a :
.

!
,

1
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Manual Reactor Trip
B 3.3.9

BASES

ACHONS h allotted Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs, while
(continued) maintaining the nsk of having them closed at an acceptrble level.

SURVFIT1.ANCE SR 3.3.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

h Manual Reactor Trip circuitry is not subject to drift, therefore only a
CHAhWEL FUNCTIONAL TEST applies. Performing the CIANNEL
FUNCHONAL TEST prior to the reactor startup is adequate to ensure the
ehannel is OPERABI.E.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR.DC Chapter 15 * Accident Analysis".
.

(

.

I

>
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16A.6.10 B 3.3.10 ENGINNERED SAFEIT FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEMS (ESFAS)
INSTRUMENTATION

ESFAS Instrumenta6on
B 3.3.10

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.10 Eerinxred Safety Features Actuation Systems (ESFAS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The ESFAS mstrummtation channels specified automatically actuate the
Engineered Safety Featurca (ESF) system components which protect the
public and plant personnel against the accidental release of fission products
in the event of an accident.

The ESFAS contains devices and circuitry which generate the following
signals when monitored variables reach levels that are indicative of conditions
requiring protective action:

1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS)

2. Contammmt Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS)

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS)
i
'

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS)

5. Ioss of Voltage Signal (LOVS)

6. Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS)

Each of the above ESFAS actuation systems is subdivided into two separate
subsystems:

1. Process Measurement Channels

2. ESFAS logic

Process Measurement channels for all ESFAS functions are addressed in this
specification.

(contmued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation i,

B 3.3.10
t
'

BASES

BACKGROUND ESFAS Logie, consisting of Imcal Comeidence legie, laitiation Imgic, and h
(continued) Actuation Logic, is addressed in LCO 3.3.11. Manual actuation of ESFAS

,

is addnasal in 1403.3.12.
,

;,

A process measurement channel as defined in this spa:ification consists of all i

equipment from the sensor through the Bistable legic Processors. ESFAS {process wat channels provide the signal conditioning for the
measured plant parameters used for comparison with setpoints established by f

transient or accident analysis. If a measured parameter exceeds its serpoint, '

the output from a Bistable legic processor is forwarded to the ESFAS logic !
for further evaluation. '

t

Four measurement channels with electrical and physical separation are !
provided for each parameter used to generate ESF actuation signals. When |

:

J any two channels of like instrumentation receive a process measurement {
exceeding its serpoint, an ESF actuation signal is generated by the ESFAS I

actuation logic. !

[

[ All the protection channel is isolatui from control channels through fiber }
,

optic cables. His arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE 279 1971. |
1 I
i Four undervoltage relsys [(induction disc relsys with inverse time !

characteristics)) are provided on each 4.16 kV Class IE bus for detecting a |
<

[ loss of bus voltage. Relays are combined in a 2/4 logic to generate a LOVS. t

his assures a reliable power supply for each train associated with an ESF i

function. '
.

i4

!
i

APPLICABLE ne required channels of ESFAS instrumentation provide plant protection in j
SAFETY ANALYSIS the event.of any of the analyzed accidents. t;

31h5 1

1

SIAS ensures acceptable consequences during Large Break Imss of Coolant '

1 Accidents (LOCAs), Small Break LOCAs, CEA Ejection Accidents, Steam
Generator Tube Ruptures. Excess Steam Demand Events, and Main Steam<

Line Breaks (MSLBs).

(continued) |

|
"

|

|

|
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.10

BASES

APPLICABLE To provide the regured protection, either a High enarmin=t Pressure or
SAFLTI ANALYSES a low Pressunzer Pressure signal will initiate SIAS.

(continued)
CSAS

CSAS erutm containment spray, prevennng contamment over-pressurization
during I.arge Break LOCAs, Small Break LOCAs, and MSLBs or Feedwater
Line Breaks (FWLBs) inside contammmt.

CSAS is initiated by Hi Hi contamment pres- -

CIAS

CIAS ensures acceptable consequences during large and Small Break
LOCAs, and MSLBs or FWLBs either inside or outside contamment.

CIAS is initiated by low pressunzer pressure or high contamment pressure.

4

MSIS casures acceptable consequences during excess steam demand events,
MSLB's or F%U's (between the steam generator and the main feedwater
check valve), either inside or outside contamment.

MSIS isolates both steam generators if either generator indicates a low,

,

pressure condition or a high level condition, or if a high contamment*

pressure condition exists. This prevents an ex,eessive rate of beat extraction
and subsequent cooldon of the RCS during these events. And it also
provides turbine protection in case of excessive moisture carry over.

. *

LOVS

LOVS casures acceptable consequences during a LOCA, MSLB, MFLB, or,

any other event with a coincident loss of preferred power supply.

(continued)
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ESFAS Instrumentation
B 3.3.10

BASES

APPLICABLE LOVS detects undervoltage on the 4.16 KV class IE busses to which the
SAFETY ANALYSES diesel generator is -'ad it initiates an automatic transfer to a backup

(contmued) and an automatic diesel generator start. Each diesel generator, when
connected to its 4.16 KV bus, supplies adequate power to satisfy the !
~6imu a demands of the analyzed accidenta.

EFAS

EFAS consists of twc geners'.or specific signals (EFAS I and EFAS 2).
EFAS I initiates emergemy feed to steam generator I and EFAS 2 iaitiates
emergency feed to steam generator 2.

EFAS maintains a steam generator heat sink during a loss of MFW event, a
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) event, a MSLB or FWLB cvent
either inside or outside contmment, or any event where normal AC power
or the MFW system is unavailable,

Low steam generator water level initiates emergency feed to the affected
f
\ steam generator. If the affected steam generator recovers the level high

enough, then the level high signal termi"atn the emergency feedwater flow
to the affected steam generator.

LCO The LCO ensures each of the following requirements is met:

1. An ESF function is initiated when nenury -

.

2. Tbc required protection system instrumentation coincidence logic is ,

maintained.

f3. Sufficient redundancy is maintained to permit a channel to be out of 2

service for testing or maintenance.

Allowable values specified ensure that violation of the Safety limits for the
reactor core and RCS is prevented during normal operation and AOOs, and
the consequences of accidents sie acceptable.

P

(contiaued) |

|

,

|
|

i

|
|
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LCO Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip function in the
(continued) allow 3ble value is specified such that the analytical limit assumad in the

safety analysis is conservative including all applicable setpoint uncertataties.

Containmeet Pressure - Rich

his trip is set high enough to allow for small pressure increases in
contmenment expected during normal operation (i.e., plant bestup), and not
indicative of an off-6.stmal condition. He setting is low enough to initiate
the ESF functions when an off-normal condition is La&*'~4 nis allows the
ESF systems to perform as expected in the Accident Analyses to mitigate the
consequences of tb analyzed accidents.

'

Containment Pressure - Hirh - Rich

C,nis trip is set high enough to allow for thecea'*ia~at Cooling systems to
attempt to mitigate the consequences of an accident %efore resorting to
spraying borated water onto containment equipment. He setting is low
enough to initiate CSAS to spray dow1: the contamment preventtog

{ contammmt pressure from exceeding design.
.

Pressurirrr Pressure - Iow

his trip is set low enough to prevent a+ating the ESF functions (SIAS &
CIAS) during normal plant operation and pressurizer pressure transient.s. De

;

setting is high enough that with the specified accidents the ESF systems will ;
actuate to perform as expected, mitigating the consequences of the accidents. '

he low Pressurtzer Pressure trip setpoint, which provides a SIAS, CIAS,
.

and RPS trip, may be manually decreased to a floor value, to allow for a !
controlled cooldown and depressurization of the RCS without causing a [
reactor trip, CIAS or SIAS. He margin between actual pressurizer pressure i
and the trip serpoint must be maintained less than or equal to the specified I

value to casure a Reactor Trip, CIAS and SIAS will occur if required during
RCS cooldown and depressurization.

!

t

(continued) |
!

:
!

;

!

I.
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LCO From this reduced setting, the trip setpoint will increase automatically as i;
(continued) pressuruer pressure increases, tracking actual RCS pressure until the trip ;

seapoint is reached !

When the trip seapoint has been lowered below the bypass permissive I

setpoint, the low Pressuruer Pressure reactor trip, CIAS and SIAS actuation
may be manually bypassed in preparation for shutdown cooling. When RCS

_

'

pressure rises above the bypass permissive, the bypass is removed his is ;

consistent with PPS operating bypass pnilosophy of removing bypasses stea !

the enabling conditions are no longer satisfied.
,

!

The bypass permissive setpoint was chosen such that events originating from
,

below this setpoint do not require the ESF function to mitigate the event.

Steam Generator Pressure - Iow
i

!

The setpoint is below the full load operating value for steam pressure so as
,

not to interfere with normal plant operation. However, the setting is high ,

[ enough to provide the required protection for a excessive steam demand
,'

event. An excessive steam demand event causes the RCS to cool dows
resulting in a positive reactivity addition to the core.

,

1

MSIS limits this cooldown by isolating both steam generators if the pressure !
in either drops below the trip setpoint. A RPS trip on Iew Stem Generator )
Pressure is initiated simultaneously.

.

The Low Steam Generator Pressure trip setpoint may be manually decreased f
as steam generator pressure is reduced. This prevents an RPS trip or MSIS
actuation during controlled plant cooldows. He margin between actual [
pressuruer pressure and the trip seapoint must be maintained less than or

.

equal to the specified value to ensure a reactor trip and MSIS will occur i
wece required.

|

- Unlike Low Pressurizer Pressure, there is neither a floor, nor a bypass on the '

Iow Steam Generator Pressure function. 1

(continued) !
r
i

I

i
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LCO 4.16kV Emeremev Bus Undervoltane
(continued)

In combination with the inverse time characteristic, the trip settings are low
,

;
enough to prevent spurious trips r=naai by the offsite power source. !

Conversely, the settings are high enough to allow for detection of a loss of

voltage on the 4.16kv Bus to initiate an automatic transfer to the backup
preferred power source and an automatic diesel start. ;

->

|
..

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2 and 3 there is sufficient energy in the prunary and secondary
i systems to warrant ESF system responses to:

1
d ;

1. Close the Main Steam Isolation valves (MSIVs) to preclude a
,,

positive reactivity addition.
1

2. Actuate Emergency Feedwater to preclude the loss of the steam
generators as a heat sink (in the event the normal feedwater system

j
is not available). --

} (
,

3. Actuate ESF systems to prevent or limit the release of fissiona

product radioactivity to the environment by not exceeding the
,'

contammmt design pressure, and to mitigate the effects of the
4

accident.
,

t4. Actuate ESF systems to ensure sufficient borated inventory to permit '

i
adequate core cooling and reactivity control during a design basis1

LOCA or MSLB accident.
L'

All the following ESF functions are requirai to be operable in these
,

MODES:
.

r
4

a
I. Safety injection Actuation - SIAS 5

.)
.

2. Contammmt Sprzy Actuation - CSAS [
!

5 3. Containment Isolation - CIAS I

(continued) !

,

!
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.

,

APPLICABILITY 4. Main Steam Line Isolation - MSIS '

(continued)
5. Emergmcy Feednter - EFAS

6. loss of Voltage Signal - LOVS ' ;

8

For MODE 4 there is sufficient energy and potential in the pnmary and
secondary systems to warrant 1) the automatic actuation of all components to i
mitigate the consequences of a large break LOCA or Main Steam Line Break

j

(MSLB) and 2) prevent or limit the release of fission product radioactivity to
!

4

the envuonmmt. ESF functinns which apply to Mode 4 operation follow: i,

1. Safesy injection Actuation - SIAS *

i
;

2. h8ain Steam Lme Isolation - MSIS *

i
3. * Nta;a-t Isolation - CIAS

!.

4 N'da-t Spray Actuation - CSAS !
" '

(
In MODES 5, and 6 these functions an not required (except CIAS, CSAS) :
because adequate time is available to evaluate plant conditions and respond |

"

by manually operaung the ESF components if required. In most cases, the
|

equipmmt =='ad by these ESFAS functions need not be operable. j.

!

!ACTIONS "ne Unit Review Group (URG) shall determine the desirability of
'
i

maintaining any channel in bypass pursuant to Administrative Controls.
e

iIf the process variable for one ESF channel becomes inoperable, the operators
,

; (
are required to return the inoperable channel to service as soon as practical j;
The channel must be OPERABLE prior to returmng to MODE 4 following

|
entry into MODE 5. "Ris approach to bypass / trip in four channel protection

|
,

, systems is consistent with the applicable criteria of IEEE standard 279.
|
;4

(continued) !
; i
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i
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iACTIONS M
[! (continua!) '

ESFAS coincih logic is normally 2/4 If the number of channels
OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of nannels (i.e.,*only 3 out ',

of 4 available), startup or power operation is allowed to continue as long as
,

i

the inoperable channA is placed in bypass or trip within 1 hour. The3

provision of 4 indepedent and redundant trip channels allows one rhannel
to be bypassed (removed from service) during operations, placing the ESFAS
in 2/3 coincidence logic. It is preferable to place an iroperable channel in
bypass rather than trip, since no single additional failure can neither cause

;
nor prevent an ESFAS actuation. '

;

If the channel fails (or is placed) in trip, just one spurious signal from any
of the other three channels will cause the ESFAS actuation. Although this :

is acceptable from an accident analysis standpoint, at is not good operating I

practice. The time allotted to bypass or trip the channel allows the operator
to take all appropriate actions for the failed channel which maintaining the
risk of operstmg with the failed channel at an acceptable level.

,

(' u '

L

Some of the ESFAS instrumentation channels feed other ESFAS |
instrumentation channels and Reactor Protective System (RPS) (
instrumentation channels. If one of the ESFAS channels fails, the associated '

ESFAS and RPS channels should also be bypassed within I hour, for the :

same reasons, if it is determined that they are inoperable. !

i M i
i;

An inoperable channel must be returned to OPERABLE status prior to entry i
into an applicable MODE following the next entry into MODE 5. This is in ;

keeping with the general philosophy of not operating the plant in an off-
normal condition indefinitely. The time allowed should be adequate to repair
the inoperable channel. If the channel cannot be returned to OPERABLE

,
>

status by the end of the next entry into MODE 5, the problem must be taken t
,

care of before stanup and power operation can commence. !
;

(continued) j,
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ACTIONS U
(continued) ;

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than the Minimum !
!Gannels Operable reqmrement, one inoperable channel must be placed in

bypass, and the other channel must be placed in trip within the required !

Completion Time. With one channel of ESFAS instrumentation bypassed, ,

the ESFAS is in 2/3 logic, but with another rAnnnel failed, the ESFAS may !

be operating with a 2/2 logic (this assumes the channel failed in the non-
J conservative direction away from the trip setpoint). "Ihis is outside the 3
#

assumptions made in the analyses and must be corrected To correct the {
problem, the second channel is placed in trip. This places the ESFAS in a '

1/2 logie. If any of the other OPERABLE rhannels rece ves a trip signal, I
ithe ESFAS function will be initintut.

i

M !
i
i

Some of the ESFAS instrumentation channels feed other ESFAS |

.trumentation channels and Reactor Protective System (RPS) i-

( astrumentation channels. If a second ESFAS channel fails, the associated |
'

'SFAS and RPS rhannels should also be placed in trip or bypass within the |
same Cot =pletion Time as B.1, if it is deterrmned that they are inoperable. ;

.

Operation in MODES 1 and 2 may continue until the next CHANNEL !

FUNC110NAL TEST. Operation in MODES 1 and 2 cannot continue ;

beyond that time, because performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST ,

on an OPERABLE channel, will either result in an ESFAS actuation, or an . ;<

nnnereptable 1/1 ESFAS logic. |
3 'ij

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 !

REQUIREMENTS f
Performing a CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that any ;

channel which drifts beyond the normal expected instrument drift, as :
- compared to other identical channels, is detected within a reasonable amount i

of time. {

(continued)
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i

SURVFITI ANCE The Data Processmg System (DPS) continuously performs a cross channel
REQUIREMENTS comparison and will initiate an alarm to warn operators that a channel has

s

(continued) drifted outef4olerance or is not worbng properly.
,

The reason the CHANNEL CHECK is performed instead of a more thorough
test, is that it imposes nr.ach less of a burden on opeMons than any of the
other instrument channel tests. If the other instrument tests are performed at -

their appropriate frequencies, this test is reliable.

SR 3.3.10.2 .

A CHANNEL FUNCIlONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the entire channel will perform its intended function when needed. It is not
necessary to perform this test more often because operatmg experience has
r.hown that the instrumentation stays reliable within that time frame.

Major portions of the ESFAS are monitored and/or tested by the automatic
test network. Those portions of the system which are not amenable to

[ automatic testing tecause they involve actuation of electronwhs nical devices,
-

or involve devices which are not within the PPS cabinets, can be tested
,

manually. The automatie test network is capable of performing tests during
reactor operation. The automatic testing does not degrade the ability of the
ESFAS to perform its intended function.

Detail description of the ESFAS automatic test features are desenbed in
CESSAR-DC Chapter 7.3.

SR 3.3.10.3

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months casures that
the channels are reading ace.trately and within specified tolerances.

,

Operateg esperience has r.hown this test interval to be satisfactory.

; SR 3.3.10.4

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months ensures that
the operating bypasses are operating accurately and within the specified
tolerances. Operating expenence has shown this test interval to be
satisfactory.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.5
REQUIREMENTS

(contmued) Verifying the logic for the operattng bypasses to be OPERABLE within 92
days prior to each reactor startup, casures that the bypasses and their
permissive setpoints function as designed pnor to entenng a MODE where
they are required. Operstmg expericoce has shown the specified interval to
be satisfactory.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 ' Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
* Accident Analysis".

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations *, Apnl 5,1972.

t

s

!
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16A.6.11 B 3.3.11 ENGINNERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEMS (ESFAS)
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i

ESFAS Logic !
B 3.3.11 I

i
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION !

t

IB 3.3.11 F2rincered Safay Featum Actuation System (ESFAS)1eric
i
!,

'

!,

BASES I
d

P

t BACKGROUND The (ESFAS) signals -++ the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Systems
,

to protect the public from the accidental release of fission products.
- ['

>

; The ESFAS contains devices and circuitry which geoerste the following (
signals when toonitored variables reach levels that are indicative of conditions ~

requiring protective action. !

r
Safety Injection Actuation (SIAS)
Contamment Spray Actuation (CSAS)

*

Contamment Isolation Actuation (CIAS)
Main Steam Isolation (MSIS)
loss of Power (LOVS)

| Emergency Feedwater Actuation (EFAS I and 2)

( Each of the above ESFAS systems is subdivided into four separate
| subsystems: ;

Process Measurement Channels |
Iecal Coincidence logic !
Initiation logic

(
Actuation legic

|
1

Process Measurement Channels for all ESFAS functions are addressed in
*

'

Specification 3.3.10. |
!

Manual actuation of ESFAS is addressed in Specification 3.3.12. f
,I-

; This specification addresses ESFAS logic Coincidence, initiation, and [
Actuation logic.

}
i
I ESFAS and Reactor Protection System (RPS) Local Coincidence and i

Initiation legic are housed in the Plant Protection System (PPS) cabinet. |
; ESFAS logic is very similar to RPS logic of Specification 3.3.7.

]!<

(continued) }
?
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!
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\BASES

|i
BACKGROUND ESFAS Actuation legic is housed in the Emergmcy Safety Featuru . |

(continued) Component Control System (ESF.CCS). Dere are four trains for safety |
Injection requiring two intact trains to meet the safety analysis. Except

|Safety Injection, all other Emergency Safecy Featura are two trains thus
i

requtrmg two trains of me+nanon signal. But in case of CSAS and EFAS, the '
5

actuation signals are arranged in four channels such that train A assigned to
train A valves train B assigned to train A pumps, etc. Bus elimmarmg any

,

:spurious signals or failure of actuation logic channels shall not initiate the '

safety feature train. Both trains (four trains) are normally actuated on an
automatic ESFAS initiation. Either trsin controls sufficient equipment to j
protect the public.

i

ne following provides a bnef description of ESFAS logic, as it applies to*

this Specification. |

I

ESFAS Local Coincidence and Initiadon Logic employ a scheme similar to {
the RPS, in which the four independent input channels provide an ESFAS '

actuation, when the bistable logic channels of more than two of the four
channels sensing the same input parameter generate a trip. His is called a

( 2 out of 4 (2/4) trip logic. The individual parat.vaters monitored for each }

,

,

ESFAS function are addressed in Specification 3.3.10. |
I,

t
To assure that no single failure in the RPS will either cause an inadvertent

i
3

i trip, or improperly prevent a trip from occurnng, a minimum of 2/3 trip !logic is required.
,''

a

When performing maintenance, testing, or removing a failed channel from
,

j
siervice, logic for the affected parameter (s) is changed from 2/4 to 2/3 by trip j
channel bypassmg the affected trips. All ESFAS trips can be trip channel
bypassed, providing each is bypassed is one channel at a time.

j

In addition to trip channel bypasses, there is also an operating bypass, shared
7 with the RPS, on low pressurizer pressure.

|

(continued)
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ESFAS logic
,

B 3.3.11 .

!

BASES

:

BACKGROUND Local Coincidence logic determines if a WA~> exists in the tripping of
(continued) like bistable comparators (those monitoring the same parameter) in two or I

more channels. Each ESFAS function will either have its own local !

CM% logic or share Local Coincidence logic with other ESFAS {
functions using the same inputs.

|,

(Here are four Local Coincidence legic rhar.nels per ESFAS Function, ;
comparing the outputs of all four channels of bistables, taken all combinatica ,

of more than two channels Deenergizing one or more I.ocal Coincic'ence !

Iegic Channels will deenergize the associated Initiation legic Chanac.:.
i

There are four Initiation logic channels for each ESFAS function. Fl.ach
laitiation Logic Channels receiving inputs from governing local Coicadence

-
Logic channels. He manual actuation signals (described in LCO 3.3.12) are ,

OR gated here with signals generated by local coincidence Log;c channels.
,

'

he initiation legic channels send outputs into two or four channels of
!

Actuation logic channels (ESF-CCS) depending on the number of actuation
i

logic channels specified in the Table 3.3.11-1. j
/

\ -

Each of the two channels (or four dannels) of Actuation logic for each
;

ESFAS function consists of a selective 2/4 logic, actuating component control
logic for subgroup outputs for the ESF equipment.

His logic is implemented by interconnecting the four ESFAS outputs into |
two parallel trip legs with two initiation outputs in each trip leg. Tripping i

either output in both trip legs will actuate the ESFAS train. He actuation !
signals from Actuation Logic Channels a+=tes the component controllogics
in the ESF-CCS which actually govern the valves and pumps. |

t

!

Since a single failure neither causes nor prevents the protection system i

actuation, and protection channels are isolated from control channels through '

fiber optic cables, this arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE 279. :
1

(continued) 3
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s

APPUCABLE The ESFAS logic provides for automatic ESF initiation. All transients and
SAFETY ANALYSIS accidents that call for ESF actuation assume the ESFAS logic is fun tioning

as designed.

The bases for the individual ESFAS functions are stated in specification B
3.3.10.

LCO
De LCO on the ESFAS logic channels ensures that all of the following
requirements are met:

1

1. He required protection system coincidence logic is maintained
(minimum 2/3 logic, normal 2/4 logie).

'
2. Sufficient redundancy is maintained to permit a channel to be out of

service for testing or mainw ace.

.

APPUCA3ILITY
( The ESFAS Local Coincidence legic c'hannels must be OPERABLE '

whenever automatic actuation of the ESFAS function is required.

The initiation and actuation logic channels must be OPERABLE when either

a manual or automatic actuation is required. Manual actuation is effected by
opening contacts in the initiation logic channels. Each of the four manual
pushbuttons actuates one initiation logic rhannel. Herefore, initiation logic
and downstream actuation logic must be OPERABLE.

His ensures the ESFAS function can be actuated when required, but allows
for maintenance or testing when an ESFAS actuation is not required.

ACTIONS Normal ESFAS logic is 2/4 In case of trip channel bypass any input
parameter in accordance with Specification 3.3.10, the logic of lecal
Coincidence logic Channels are rendered into 2/3.

His approach to bypass / trip in a four channel protection system is consistent
with the applicable criteria of IEEE Standards 279-1971.

(contmued)
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ACTIONS Failures ofindividual Bistable 1.ogicchannels are .ddressed in LC -> 3.3.10.
(condnued) This speci5 cation addresses failures of the Local Coincidence, Initiation and

Actuation Logie not addreued in the above.

Al

With one local Coincideme Lope Channels eacept for SIAS and MSIS
channels inoperable, the channels must be restored to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours.

This allows the operator time to take appropriate actions while ensurmg any
risk involved in operstmg w2th a failed channel is acceptable.

A.7.1 and A 2J

If action A.1 cannot be completed within the regmred Compledon Time, the
reactor must be brought to a MODE where the action statement does not
apply. The 12 hours to be in MODE 4 is adequate to perform a controlled
shutdown of the plant while maintaining the risk of operating in this(-
condition at an acceptable level.

E_1

With one 1.ocal Coincidence Logic channels for SIAS or MSIS inoperable,

the ehannels must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 hoursifor the
same reasons as A.I.

!

C.l
'

With one Initiation lope channel inoperable, the channel must be restored
to OPERABLE status within 48 hours.

This provides the operator time to take appropriate actions while ensurmg
that any ri<1 involved to operstmg with a failed channel is acceptable.

(continued)
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;

ACTIONS D.l
(continued) !,

With two initiation logic channels in the same trip leg inoperable, it is !
n-aary to open contacts in that trip leg in trains of the affected ESFAS

{function (s). His must be done in a timely manner to assure the ESF
function can be matai if required his is done by opemag at least one of i

the two initiat ng relay contacts in the affected trip leg. If these contactsi

have failed open, such as during the failure of a Power Supply, the action is
satisfied. -

t
,

ne 1 hour allowed to open at least one contact in the affected trip leg of ;

ESFAS Actuation Imgic trains, is adequate to perform the action, while !

maintaining the risk of having the contacts closed at an acceptable level. |

i
k

I
ne inoperable channels must be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 !
hours. He allowed time is adequate to take appropriate actions while
ensuring that any risk involved in opersting with the failed channel (s) is ,

acceptable.

E.! and E.2
!

'

If the Required Action of Condition B, C, or D, cannot be completed within j
; the required Completion Time, the reactor must be brought to a MODE '
'

where tha action statement does not apply. !
!
'

The 36 hours to be in MODE 5 is adequate to perform a controlled shutdown
and cooldown of the plant while maintaining the risk of operating in this i

condition, at an acceptable level. ?

(continued)
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ESFAS logic
B 3.3.11

BASES

ACTIONS F 1 and F.2
(continued)

NOTE
Each actuanon logic chneel is responsible for initiating one train of the ESF
funcnon(s). Surveillance testing may temporarily render an individual train
snoperable. His is acceptable providing the other train is OPEPJSLE. I
bour is adequate to complete required testing, while ensuring any risk
involved is acceptable.

F 1 and F 2

With one train of ESFAS inoperable, a single failure in the other train could
render the entire function inoperable. For this reason, the reactor must be
safely brought to a MODE where adequate time exists to manually actuate
any ESF components which may be required.

ne 12 hours to be in MODE 4 is adequate to perform a controlled shutdown,

{ of the plant while maintaining the risk of king in this condition, at an
acceptable level.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 3.11.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCIlONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the entire channel will perform its intended function. Operating experience
has deumstrated that the instrumentation remains reliable within this time
frame.

Major portions of the ESFAS are tnonitored and/or tested by the automatic
test network. Those portions of the system which are not amenable to
automatic testing because they involve actuation of electromechanical devices,
or involve devices which are not within the PPS cabinets, can be tested
manually. He automatic test network is capable of performing tests during
reactor operation. He automatic testing does not degrade the ability of the
ESFAS to perform its intended function.

(continued)
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ESFAS Logic
B 3.3.11

BASES

SURVFH LANCE Detail descrq"% of the ESFAS automatic test features are des:ribed in
"

REQUIREMENTS CESSAR-DC Ltapter 7.3.
(continued)

SR 3.3.11.2

Subgroup outputs are responsible for actuating the speciSc ESF equipment
when they are deenergized by the selective 2/4 actuation logic. Channel
Functional Testing (SR 3.2.11.1) tests the ESFAS through the initiation
signals from Initiation Logic in the Actuation Imgic, but does not test
individual subgmup outputs.

His surveillance requires t e testing of all subgroup outputs fmm selectiveh

2/4 actuation logic which can be tested during power operation every 182
days. Rose outputs which cannot be tested during plant operation must be
tested dunng MODE 5.

Engincenng judgment has determined te:t interval to be adequate to ensure
operability of these relays.

( SR 3.3.11.3

he logic for Tnp Channel Bypasses must be verified operable within 92
days pnor to each reactor startup. The inability to Trip Channel Bypass
could adversely affect ESFAS reliability, since without this capability the
ESFAS may be placed in 1/3 logie during channel testing or mamtenance.
His increases the likelihood of an inadvertent ESFAS as.:ation.

Failure of a Trip Channel Bypasa contact to open upon bypass removal will
defeat the Iecal Coincidence logic maintaining 2/3 logic rather than 2/4
logic in the affected parameter. Depending upon the specific failure, it might
then be possible to tnp channel bypass another channel in the same
parameter, placing the ESFAS in 2/2 logic, which is uwreptable.

REFERENCES ' I. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls", and 15
* Accident Analysis".

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971 Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations", Apnl S,1972.

;
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16A.6.12 B 3.3.12 ENGINEERED SAFEFY FEATURES ACIUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS)
L%TRUMENTATION - MANUAL ACTUATION

ESFAS Instrumentation - Manual Actuation
B 3.3.12

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.12 Enrinected Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation
- Manus] Actu_stig2

B ASES

BACKGROUND Manual ESFAS initiation capabihty is provided to permit the operator to
manually actuate an Engmeered Safety Features (ESP) system uten
numuy

Two sets of two pushbuttons (located in the Control Room) for each ESF
function are provided, and each set actuates both trams.

In this specification, each set of adjacent pu:,hbuttons is designated as a single
channel.

The manual ESFAS capabilities are a backup to the automatic ESF actuations
generated by the ESFAS. Without this capability, the operator would have,

1 to wait until either an automatic initiation trip setpoint was reached, or the
equipment required was selectively energind before an ESF response could
occur. Either of those actions could take a considerable amount of time.

i."PLIC A S.E There is no accident analysis which specifically takes credit for manual
SAFETY ANALYSIS ESFAS actuation. However, it is part of the ESFAS circuitry, is housed in

the Plant Protective System (PPS) cabinet, and is used by the operator to
==* an associated ESF function whenever any parameter is rapidly
trending toward its trip setpoint. For these reasons it is included in the
Technical Specifications.

LCO The LCO casures the proper amount of reliability and redundancy is
snaintained in the manual ESFAS actuation circuit.y to ensure the operator
has manual ESFAS irutiation capability.

The *2 sets of 2* pushbutton strategy was selected to maintain the smgle
fai!ure critena (IEEE Std 279-1971), and to ensure that inadvertent
depressing of one button would not cause an unnecessary ESFAS initiation.

(continued)
l
i
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ESFAS Instrumentation - Manual Actuation (

B 3.3.12
,

BASES '

k

APPLICABIIII'Y CSAS !,

!

In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, there is sufficimt energy in the primary and !
secondary systems to warrant the actuation of Contammnnt Spray to mitigate'

the consequences of a large Break LOCA, Main Steam line Break, or Main
Feedwater Une Break inside containment. 'Iberefore, the specined channels

,

;

of manual actuation must be OPERABLE in these MODES.
i

EFAS
i[ t

in MODES 1,2 and 3 Emergency Feedwater is required for those events f
;

where normal feodwater is not avatlable, to preclude loss of steam generators :
as a heat sink. In MODE 4, EFAS may not be required because shutdows
cooling can be used to remove decay heat. !

SIAS. CIAS. CSAS and MSIS !

t
in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 there is sufficient energy in the primary and j
secondary systems to warrant the actuation of SIAS, CIAS, and CSAS to

(_ mingate the consequences of a Imge Break Loss Of Coolant Accident
{

6

(LBOCA), or high energy line break (steam or feedwater) inside or outside
contamment. Therefore, the speci6ed channels of manual actuation must be

1

OPERABLE in these MODES.
;

,

ACTIONS M I

t,

i
If the number of channels OPERABLE is one less than the Total Number of I

rTannels of the table, the inoperable channel must be restored to
!

OPERABLE status within 48 hours, or the plant must be brought to a MODE
j where the LCO does not apply.

{
I

The time allowed to restore the channel to OPERABLE status is based upon
|

engineering judgment. It is adequate to perform the Required Action, while ;4

keeping the risk of operating with the inoperable channel at an acceptable'
level, since there is one channel left to manually actuate the ESF function.

,

(continued)
a

n
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ESFAS Instrumentation - Manual Actuation ,

*

B 3.3.12

14ASES

ACTIONS A.2.1 and A.2 2 I

(continued)

"Ibe time allowed to bring the plant to MODE 4 is based upon cegmeenng
judgment and is adequate to shutdown the plant in a controlled manner, while
mainemining the risk of opersung with the inoperable channel at an acceptable
level.

.

SURVEILLANCE 5R 3_3.121
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCDONAL TEST is performed every 18 months to ensure
the channels ml1 perform their intended function when needed. Since the
channels are not subject to instrument dnft and there are no meters for
indication. no other tests need to be performed. The mterval is based upon
engineering judgment and operating emperience, and is adoquate to ensure
chsanel OPERABW'.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
! * Accident Analysis *.

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971 Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations *, Apnl 5,1972.

!
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16A.6.13
B 3.3.13 REMOTE SHIJIDOWN MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (RSMf) i

,

-i
RSMI

B 3.3.13
\

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.13 Remote Shutdown Monitorine Instru-tation (RSMI)
.

{
B ASES r

BACKGROUND ne specified remote shutdown monitoring instmmentation provides the
necessary information at the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP) to allow the
operator to monitor the status of the plant while bringing it to MODE 4 or

,

!MODE 5, in the event that the Control Room becomes uninhabitable.
!

la the unlikely events that the control room is uninhabitable sufficient k
;

instrumentation and controls are provided (per 10CFR50 Appendix A, !
Criteria 11 (Ref. 3) to achieve prompt hot standby of the reactor, maintain . I

the unit in a safe condition during hot shutdown, and achieve cold shutdows
using the RSP and other local centrol stations. ,'

Before the evacuation of the control room, the reactor should be tripped and
the control capability for equipments listed'in the Table 3.3.13-1 sha!! be

(
transferred to RSP disabling the control room station. Dus removing any '

faulty signals interfering from control room.
7

At least one measurement channel (per specified parameter), similar to the
four measurement channels provided for control room operation and i

protection, provides information at the RSP. He measurement channels are '

provided with electrical and phyrical separation for each parameter displayed.
>

!
.t

APPLICABLE nere are no transient or accident analyses which take credit for operations
SAFETY ANALYSIS @wi from the Remote Shutdows Panel.

^i
,

ne required RSP and associated instrumentation is consistent with Genera!
!Design Cnterion 19 of 10CFR50.
!

!LCO Re LCO on RSP instrumentation msures that adequate information is !
avail *W- m a!!ow the operator to monitor and control the status of the plant !
(outsid xetrol Room) while bringing it to MODE 4 or MODE 5.

t

!

(continued)

,
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RSMI
B 3.3.13 ;

BASES

APPLICABILITY The specified instrumentation is the mmimum requtred to allow the operator
to ramitor the status of the plant utile bringing it to MODE 4 or MODE 5
from MODES 1,2, or 3. Therefore, it must be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3.

ACTIONS Al

If the number of channels OPERABLE becomes less than the Minimum
Channels Operable requiremerit of table 3.2.13-1, the inoperable channel (s)
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or the plant must be
brought to a MODE where the LCO does not apply.

He allowed time to restore the instrument channel to OPERABLE status is
based upon engineering judgment, and is adequate to perform the Required
Acuon while keeptng the risk of being without the channel at an acceptable
level. Considered in the assignment of this allowed t:me is the fact that other
instrumentation channels (not directly reading the parameter that the failed
channel had been reading) can give approximate indication or trends of the

[ parameter that the failed channel had been reading.

El

The 12 hours to be in MODE 4 if action A.1 cannot be met, is adequate to
shutdown the plant from MODE 1, while maintaining the risk of operating
with the failed channel at an acceptable level.

SURVE1L6'CE SR 3.3.13.1
REQUIREMENTS

Performing a CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that any
channel which drifts beyond the normal expected tnstrument dnft, as
compared to other identical channels, is detected within a reasonable amount
of time.

(continued)
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RSMI
B 3.3.13

BASES

SURVEILLANCE The reason the CHANNEL CHECK is performd instead of a more thorough
REQUIREMENTS test, is that it imposes much less of a burden on operations than any of the

(coutmuod) other instrument channel tests. If the other instrument tests are performed at
their appropnaie frequencies, this test is reliable. '

SR 3.3.13.2

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months ensures that
the rAnnnels are reading accurately and within specified tolerances.
Operatmg experience has shown this test interval to be satisfactory.

,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
* Accident Analysis *

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations *, April 5,1972.

3. General Design Criterion 19 of 10CFR50.
I

1

|

!

|
!

|
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16A.6.14 B 3.3.14 ACCIDENT MONTIORING INSTRUMENTATION (AMI)

AMI
B 3.3.14

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.14 Accidect Monitoner Instmmtation (Ah{D

BASFS

BACKGROUND The Accident Monitoring Instrumentation provides the n-ary information
to assist the operator in monitoring post-accident conditions within the RCS,

,

the steam generating system, and the containment.

He Regulatory Guide 1.97 classified the accident monitoring instn. mentation
into five categories (type A, B. C. D, E) based on the purpose of each
monitored variables (eg. to permit the operator to take manual actions - type
A, indications whether safety functions are being accomplishedftype B,
etc.) and the variables are classified into category 1, 2, 3 according to their
importance (1 for Key parameters. 2 for Status of safety systems. 3 for status
of support systems). De category I variables are required to be monitored
in two channels.

(. The seismicaDy qualified Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS)
channel P is dedicated to continuour.ly monitor and display the category 1
parameters. The DIAS channel N and Data Processing System (DPS) also
monitor all the category 1,2, and 3 parsmeters as a backup for channel P.

Two measurement channels provide the nenury information in the Control
Room for adequate accident monitoring. The channels provide wide-range
information which meet electncal and physical separation requirements for
each parameter displayed. This design is consis'at with the requirements of
IEEE 2791971. The channels are provided with equipment qualified to
operate in the environments specified for design basis events in the CESSAR-
DC. These channels comply with the requirements of NUREG 0578 and
.wumdations of Regulatory Guide 1.97.

(continued)
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AMI i

B 3.3.14 -

BASES

i
APPIJCABLE All transients and accidents evaluated assume monitoring and surveillance

iSAFETY ANALYSIS capabdities exist for specific parameters to assess the event in progress, and I

the Reactor Pmtective System (RPS) and Engmeered Safety Features (ESP)
systems responses to the event. The required - Accident Monitoring i

Instmmentation supplies parameter information that is reliable and adequate
to pmvide the operator with this capability during normal and post. accident
conditions.

;

LCO ne LCO ensures that adequate and reliable information is available to allow
the operator to monitor the progress of any event and the performance of {4

systems required to mitigate the effects of the event.

De channel requirements listed in Table 3.3.14-f provide the mmemum
required instrumentation (category 1 per Reg. Guide 1.97) necessary for
adequate and reliable post accident plant monitoring, nese requirements are
consistent with the ramrmudations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, and are
derived from the Combustion Engine ring CEN 152 Emergency Operating
Instmetion (EOI) Guidelines.,

i

; APPLICABILITY The specified instrumentation is the minimum required to allow the operator;
to monitor the post accident status of the plant and ESF systems while
bringing it to MODE 4 or MODE 5 from MODES 1,2, or 3. Herefore it
must be OPERABLE in MODES 1,2, and 3( rwd u r Fc'' fii d
n/Toya WS N lo

a

j ACTIONS Al
)

If the number of channels OPERABLE becomes less than the Total Number
of annaels requirement, but greater than or equal to the Minimum Channels
Operable requirement of the table, the inoperable channel (s) must be restored

to OPERAB12 status within 7 days, or the plant must be brought to a
MODE where the LCO does not apply.

He allowed time to restore the proper redundancy of Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation is adequate, while maintaining the risit of having only the

1
Minimum Channels Operab!c requirement met, at an acceptable level. '

(continued)

i
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AMa -

B 3.3.14 +

BASES f,

t
iACTIONS M

(continued) '

If the Minimum channels Operable nquiremmt of the table cannot be met,
;

the affected channel (s) must be netond to OPERABLE status within 48 i
hours, or the plant must be brought to a MODE where the LCO does not i

apply, he rememmg instrumentation, while not giving exact readings of the .|
parameter which was being monitored by the failed channel, still gives [indication of the trad of the parameter. Berefore, immadiate pL:' '

-

shutdown is not warranted. However, if the Minimum channels Operable j
requirement cannot be restored within 48 hours, the risk of operating in this
condition would require the plant to be shut down.

.

E

ne time allowed to restore the Minimum channels Operable nquirement is
,

adequate, while maintaining the risk of not having the Minimum Channels
|

Operable requirement met, at an accep zole level,
y
|M ,

<

he 12 hours alloued to bring the plant to MODE,4 if the Required Actions
,

[ are not met, is adequate to allow for a controlled plant shutdown from !
:

'

MODE 1, while ==;a'*iniag the risk of operating without the Minimum
channels Requirement met, at an acceptable levet )

i

1
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.1a

REQUIREMENTS
T

Performing a CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that any i
cAnnnel which drifts beyond the normal expected instrument drift, as '

'

compand to other identical channels, is detected within a reasonable amount
of time.

4

he reason the CHANNEL CHECK is performed instead of a more thorough
test, is that it imposes much less of a burden on operations than any of the I

other instrummt channel tests. If the other instrument tests are performed at
!their appropriate frequencies, this test is reliable. '

(continued) i

|
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AMI
B 3.3.14

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.14.2
REQUIREMEhTS

(continued) Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months ensures that
the channels are reading accurately and within specified tolerances.
Operating experience has shown this test interval to be satisfactory.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Chapters 7 * Instrumentation and Controls *, and 15
" Accident Analysis *.

2. IEEE Standard 279-1971, Criteria for Protection Systems for <

Nuclear Power Generating Stations", Apn15,1972.

3. General Design Criterion 19 of 10CFR50.

4 CEN 152 Rev.3 * Combustion Engineering Emergency Operating
Instruction Guidelines",

c3 ('f_ 5 S ML- DC__ :!: e ' < ~ \ $. 8 ' 9 %&l %
.,,
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16 A.7 B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

16A.7.1 B 3.4.1 RCS PRESSURE, TEMPERA ~IURE AST) FLOW DNBR LIMITS

RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow DNBR limits
B 3.4.1

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM |

B 3.4.1 RCS Pressure. Termeriture and Flow DNBR Limita

BASES

BACKGROUND nis bases addresses requirements for mWateaing Reactor Coolant System
'RCS) pressure, loop temperature, and loop flow rate within limits assumed
in the safety analysis so that the acceptance criteria for the Departure from
Nucleate Boiling Ratao (DNBR) will be met in the event of transients.

The accident analyses of normal operating conditions and Anticipated
Operat2onal Occurrences (AOOs) assume untial conditions within the normal
steady state envelope. He hmits placed on DNB related parameters assure
that these parameters will not be less conservative than was assumed in the
analyses and thereby provide assurance that the m:mmum DNBR will meet
required criteria for each of the transients analyzed.

He LCO for the minimum and maximum RCS pressure as measured at the
pressuriter are consistent with operation withm the nominal operatmg

( envelope and are bounded by those used as the initial pressures in the
analyses.

.

De LCO for minimum and maximum RCS cold leg temperature are
consistent with operation at the indicated power level and are bounded by
those used as the initial temperatures in the analyses.

De LCO for minimum and maximum RCS flow are bounded by those used
as the initial flow rates in the analyses. He RCS flow rate is not expected
to vary during plant operation with all pumps running.

APPLICABLE ne requirements of LCO 3.4.1 represent the initial conditions for DNB
SAFETY ANALYSES limited transients analyzed in the plant safety analysis (Ref.1). The safety

analysis has shown that transients initiated from the limits of LCO 3.4.1 will
meet the DNBR ritena. These transients include loss of coolant flow events
and dropped or stuck control rod events. A key assumption for the analysis
of these events is that the core power distribution is within the limits of LCO
3.1.7 regulating rod insertion limits LCO 3.2.)(, azimuthal power tilt, and
LCO 3.2.5, axial shape inden. J

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow DNBR Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

APPLICABLE LCO 3.4.1, pressure, temperature, and flow DNB limits, satisfica the
SAFETY ANALYSES requirements of Selection Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy State: neat

(continued) (Ref. 2), because they limit the vanation of RCS pressure, temperature and
flow, which are inatial condition inputs to the plant safety analysis.

LCOs LCO 3.4.1 provides limits on the nonitored process variables pressuruct
pressure, RCS cold leg temperature, and RCS total flow rate to ensure that
the core operates within the limits assumed for the plant safety analysis.
Operatmg within these limits will result in meetmg DhTR cnteria in the
event of a DNB linuted transient.

APPLICABILITY In MODE I and 2, the limits on RCS pressure, RCS cold Icg temperature,
and RCS flow rate must be mamtained in order to assure that DNBR enteria
will be met in the event of an unplanned loss of coolant flow or other DNBR
limiting transient. In all other MODES, DNBR is not a concern because the
power level as low, providmg other applicable LCOs are met.

i

ACTIONS /L1

Pressurizer pressure is a controllable and measurable parameter. With this
parameter not within the LCO limits, action must be taken to restore the
parameter. He two-hour completion time is based on plant operating experi-
ence that shows the parameter can be restored in this time period. RCS flow
rate is not a controllable parameter and is not expected to vary during steady
state operation. If the flow rate is not within the LCO limit, then power
must be reduced, as required in ACTION B.1, to restore DNB nurgin and
eliminate the potential for violation of the accident analysis teunds. He
two-hour completion time for restoration of the parameter provides sufficient
time to determine if the violstion of an LCO limit is due to iratrucent error.

(continued)

SYSTEM B0+ B 3.4 2
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RCS Pressure. Temperature and Flow DNBR Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

ACTIONS Q1
(continued)

If Required Action A.1 is not met within the associated completion time, the
plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. This is
done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours. He six hours
is a reasonable time that permits the plant power to be reduced at an orderly
rate in conjunction with even control of steam generstor ticat removal. In
MODE 3, the reduced power condition reduces the potential for violation of
the accident analysis bounds.

El

RCS cold leg temperature is a controllable and measurable parameter. With
this parameter not within the LCO linuts, action must be taken to restore the
parameter. He two-hour comp!ction time is based on plant operating
experience that shows that the parameter can be restored in this time period.

D1
('

If Required Action C.1 is not met within the associated completion time, the
plant is placed in a mode where the LCO does not apply. This is done by
placing the plant in MODE 3 within six hours. The six-hour completion
time is a reasonable time that permits power reduction at an orderly rate in
conjunction with even control of steam generator beat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1

REQUIREMENTS
The 12-hour surveillance of pressurizer pressure is sufficient to ensure that
the pressure can be restored to a normal operation, steady-state condition
following load changes and other expected transient operations. He 12-hour
interval has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly
assess degradation and verify operation within safety analysis assumptions.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow DNBR Limits
B 3.4.1

B ASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) The 12-bour surveillance of RCS cold leg temperature is sufficient to ensure

that the RCS coolant temperature can be restoral to a normal operation,
steady-state condition following load changes and other expected transient ;

operations. He 12-hour interval has been shown by operating practice to bc |

sufficimt to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within safety
analysis assumptions.

,

I

3R 3.4.1.3

The 12-hour surveillance of RCS total flow rate is performed using the
installed flow instrurnmtation. This surveillance venfies RCS flow w1 thin
the bounds of the analyses. De 12-hour interval has been shown by
operating expenence to be sufficient to assess degrsdation and venfy
generation within safety analysis assumptions,

nis survettlance is modified by a note which only requires performance of i
this SR in MODE 1. He note is necessary to allow measurement of RCS

i flow at normal operating conditions at power.

SR 3,41.4

Measurement of RCS total flow rate by performance of a [precisior,
calorimetric heat balance or pump iP method] once every 18 months allows
the installed RCS flow instrumentation to be calibrated and verifies that the
actual RCS flow is within the bounds of the analyses.

The intent of the survei!!ance bequency of 18 months is to reflect the
importance of reverifying flow after a refueling outage where the core has
been altered which may have caused an alteration of flow resistance.

He surveillance is modified by a note which states that SR 3.0.4 is not
applicable. De note is necessary to allow measurement of the flow rate at
normal operating conditions at power in MODE 1.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure. Temperature and Flow DNBR Limits
B 3.4.1

BASES

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15 Accident Analysis.

2. 52 FR 3788, NRC Intenm Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987,

i
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16A.7.2 B 3.4.2 RCS MIN 13fUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality i

B 3.4.2

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.2 RCS Minimum Temriersture for Criticality

BASES

BACKGROUND Establishing the value for the nummum terrperature for reactor criticality is
based upon considerations for: 1) operation within the caisting instrumen-
tation ranges and accuracies, and 2) operation within the bounds of the
existing accident analysca, ne reactor protection system receives inputs
from the narrow range hot leg temperature detectors which have a range of
[520*F to 620*F], and the integrated control system controls sverage i

temperature (T,yg)he eact r c itusing inputs of the same,F]. Dooretically there is no
range. Nominal temperature

T*vg r mahng t r r 2 cal is [543
specafic minimum temperature design constramt for mahng the reactor
critical. Here do not appear to be any fundamental material or equipment
kitations which would prevent adoption of a lower mmimum. However,
selecuon ofinstrument ranges and analysis inputs was done in anticipation of
[543*F] being the minimum temperature at which criticality would occur.
Safety and operating analyses for lower temperatures have not been made.

Plants have not been licensed for low temperature criticality and licensingI

regulations permitting criticality below the normal power operating range
have not been developed for commercial power reactors.

APPLICABLE nere are no accident analyses which dictate the minimum temperature for
SAFE 1Y ANALYSES criticality, but safety analyses assumed initial temperatures no lower than

[543*F].

His speci5 cation preserves limits used in the safety analysis and therefore
satisfies the requirements of Selection Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
9atement (Ref.1).

LCOs ne purpose of the LCO is to prevent enticality outside the normal operating
regime [543*F - 565*F]. While it is theoretically possible to operate the
reactor at critical conditions at lower temperatures, specific design features
have been included and analyses have been performed on the basis that it is

neither necessary nor desirable to do so. Consequently, this LCO prevents
operation in an unanalyzed regime.

(continued)
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RCS Minimum Temperature for Cnticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

LCOs ne LCO is only applicable below [550'F] and provides a reasonable
(continued) distance to the limit of [543*F]. His allows adequate time to trend its

approach and take corrective actions prior to exceedmg the limit.

APPLICABILITY he reactor has been designed and analyzed to be entical in MODES I and
2 only, and in accordance with this specification, criticality is not permined
in any other MODE. Herefore, tlus LCO is applicable in MODE I and
MODE 2 when K,ff 21.0. Coupled with the applicability defmition for
criticality is a temperature limit. Monitoring i
of[550*F]. He no-load temperature of[557,s required at and below a T,yg .F]is maintained by the steam
dump control system.

ACTIONS 6.d

with T below $43*F, restoration is required within 15 minutes. Theavg
Completion Time of 15 minutes restnets the penod for operation outside the
analyzed limits. He Completion Time is reasonable for the operator to

( accomplish the specified actions.

N
!

If the Required Action is not met within the required Completion Time, the
plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. This is
done by placing the plant in MODE 3 in 30 minutes. He allowed time
reflects the urgency of mamtainmg the plant within the analyzed range.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 4.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

T,,, is required to be venfied above [543*F) within 15 minutes prior to
achieving criticahty and every 30 minutes thereafter when the MODE
requirements apply. He IS-mmute time period allows the operator to adjust
temperatures or delay enticality so the LCO will not be violated. The 30-
minute time is frequent enough to prevent inadvertent violation of the LCO.

(continued)
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CESSAR nutricu,,

RCS Minimurn Tempersture for Cnticality
B 3.4.2

BASES

SURVEILLANCE While survedlance is required whenever the reactor is critical and temperature
REQUIREMENTS is at or below [550*F), in practice the surveillance is most appropriate during

(continued) the period when the reactor is brought entical. Because the operator would
likely verify average RCS temperature more often than required by this
surveillance, it is less restrictive than normal opersung practice.

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788, NRC Intenm Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987.

!
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16A.7.3 B 3.4.3 RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (PT) LIMITS

RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limita
B 3.4.3

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLAhT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.3 RCS Pressure and Temnerature (Pm Limits

BASES '

BACKGROUND Pressure and Temperature (P/T) limit curves for heatup, cooldows, and
Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic testing (ISLH), and data for the maximum
allowable rate of change of reactor coolant temperature are in the Pressure
and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR). He heatup curve provides both
heatup limits and criticality limits.

He PT limit cunes define an acceptable region for normal operation. ne
usual use of the curves is operational guidance during heatup and cooldown
maneuvering where loop temperature and pressure indications are monitored
and compared to the curves to determme that operation is within the
allowable region. He lim:t for the allowable rate <f-change of temperature
is similarly monitored by predicting the temperature change over a fixed time
penod and comparing it to the limit.

i ne purpose of this LCO is to establish operating limits that provide a wide
margin to non< ductile (brittle) failure of major piping and pressure vessel
components of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB). Of the
major componer,ts within the RCPB, the reactor vessel, outlet nozzles, and
head are the components most subject to bnttle failure and therefore are the
components for which the technical specification limits are most pertinent. '

The origin of the P/T limits is found in Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1).
Appendix G requires that limits be established and the limits shall be based
on specific fracture toughness requirements for RCPB materials such that an

adequate margin to bnttle failure will be provided during operational occur-
10 CFR 50 Appendix G mandates the use of ASME III. Appendixrences.

G (Ref.2).

He concern addressed by 10 CFR 50 Appendix G is that undetected flaws
could exist in the RCPB components which, if subjected to unusual pressure
and/or thermal strerses, could result in non-ductile failure. Certain RCS P/T

combinations can create stress concentrations at flaw locations. If the stress
concentrations are of sufficient magmtude, flaw growth can result in failure
before the ultimate strength of the material is attained. Flaw growth is

(contmued)
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RCS Prrasure and Temperature (Pfr) Ilmits !,

B 3.4.3 .

!

BASES

.

BACKGROUND reststed by the matenal toughness and toughnese can cause fisw growth to be |
(continued) arrested Toughness is a property that vades with temperature and is lower ,

at room temperature than operstmg temperature Furthermore, the material i

toughness is affected by neutron fluence which causes the steel ductility to
decrease. De effecs of fluence is cumulative and ductility steadily decreases
with exposure time. Only the vessel beltline region is in a high fluence esta. |
Toughness is also depedent on the chemistry of the base metal, weld metal, j
and heat affected zone metal and their impunties. !

|
IOne indicator used to indicate the temperature effect on ductility is the Nil-3

Ductility Temperature NDT (formerly called the Nil-Ductility Transition '

Temperature, NDTT). De NDT for the steel alloy used in vessel fabrication
has been established by testieg. He NDT is a temperature below which non-
ductile (brittle) fracture failure may occur. Ductile failure may occur above |

the NDT. The exact temperature value cannot be determined very precisely. |'

Consequently a refermce temperature (RTNDT) has been established by ;

experimental means. The neutron embdttlement effect on the matenal.

* ,

toughness is reflected by increasing the RTNDT as exposure to neutron {
j fluence increases In effect, the temperature at wiuch bdttle failure can occur |

increases. Regulatory Guide 1.99 (Ref. 3) provides guidance for evalesting i
'

the effect of neutron fluence. To assist in evaluating the amount of RTNDT !
shift to be applied, surveillance specimens, made up of samples of reactor |
vessel matenal, a.c periodically withdrawn and analyzed.

['
As the RTNDT ncreases with vessel exposure to fluence and the materiali '

toughness decreases, the P/T limit curves are correspondingly adjusted, thus
giving limits that provide pressure boundary protection over the design life i

of the veue!. He effect of the RTNDT shift is to cause the pressu- [
4

to decrease at a given temperature. ;

I

; his speci5 cation provides two types oflimits: f

Reactor coolant P/T curves that define allowable operating regions.-

7

)| - Limits on the allowable rate +f-change of temperature of the reactor
t

4 coolant which provide limits on the thermal gradients through the j
'

walls of the vessel and thus limits tensile stresses in the vessel wall. !

ja

(continued) [
t
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RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

BACKGROUND In use, the Pfr curves are primarily for prevention of non-ductile failure.
(contmuod) whereas the rate %f-change of te serature limits assist in prevention of both

ductile and nonductile fath,re.

He three curves (bestup, cooldown, and ISLH) are composite curves
established by superimposing limits derived from stress analyses for those
portions of the reactor vessel and head that are most restnetive. At any
specific pressure, temperature, and temperature rate-of change, one location
within the geometry of the reactor vessel or head will dictate the most
restrictive limit. Across the entire pressure and temperature span of the hmit
curves, different locations are most restrictive and thus the curves are i

composites of the most restrictive regions.

The bestup curves represent a different set of restrictive elements than the
cooldown curves because the thermal gradients through the vessel wall are
reversed. De thermal gradient reversal tends to alter the location of the
tensile stress from outer to inner walls. He ISLH curve values use different
calculation safety factors (per ASME Appendix G) from the heatup and
cooldown curves.

ne ISLH curves also extend to the higher pressure (~2500 psig) to bound
the test range. De curves have been developed for heatup, ISLH testing,
and cooldown in conjunction with stress analyses to allow a large number of
opersting cycles and also provide a conservative margin to non-ductile
failure. The heatup hmit curve also contains a limit defining the minimum
PT for criticality (note also that LCO 3.4.2 specifies a more restrictive
minimum temperature for enticality than these limits which are based on 10

:
CFR 50, Appendix G).

His specification requires a post event evaluation if the limits are violated.
He evaluation may take different forms depending on the severity of the
violation and can include: comparisons to esisting pre-analyzed transients
already contained in the stress analysis, new stress analysis, component '

inspection, or other. One method that may be used is the guidance given by
ASME XI Appendix E (Ref. 4). Appendix E is simplified and permits a
quick review, but it is limited in application (only the vessel beltline).
Although the P/T limits have been created primanly for monitoring the vessel
and head, a severe violation may indicate a need to also review the condition
of other RCS components.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/F) limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

APPLICABLE The limits am not derived from design basis accidents prucoted in the Coat o(
SAFETY ANALYSES .I5XR, but an presenbed as guidance used during normal operation to avoid

'T encountering pressure, tempersture, and temperature rateef<hange
conditions which might cause undetected flaws to propagste, resulting in non-
ductile failure of the RCPB.

Cvm(d 2 s w'" 7 r.'.n 6,- } '

blu ' linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) methodology, following the
guidance given by 10 CFR 50 Appendia G, ASME III Appendix G, and
Regulatory Guide 1.99, is used to determine the stresses and materisl
toughness at locations within the RCPB. Although any region within the
pressure boundary is subject to non-ductile failun, the regions that provide
the nnst restrictive limits an the vessel closure head, the outlet nonjes, and
the vessel beltline. With increasing neutron fluence, the vessel beltline
becomes the nnst restnctive region.

A number of analytical steps compnse the overall analyses that establish the
limits. The folicwing summanzes the basic elements:

1. Define the temrerature rro61e for hearut) and emidown. The
reactor coolant temperature rate-of change is defimed so that normal
plant operation can readily proceed without constramt. Cooldown
and ISLH rates-of<hange have been similarly defined. These rates-
of-change become LCO limits as well as the basis for beat transfer
calculations.

2. Perform heat transfer calculatierts to determme the thermal gradient
through the walls. The analyses account for variance of flow rate
and consequent changes in the rate of heat transfer between the

<

reactor coolant and the walls during different stages of heatup and
emidown when the number of operating reactor coolant pumps
change.

3. Establish the insterisl tourhness as a function of PI DT, ASMEN
Section III, Appendta G provides the basis for RTNDT and
Regulatory Guide 1.99 provides the basis for adjusting RTNDT*8
e function of neutron fluence and mate:ials constituents and
impurities.

(continued)
:
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steam line break and other increased heat removal events require a
SIAS on low pressurizer pressure to ensure suberiticality via !
boration for events postulated to be initiated at relatively high
RCS temperatures. The pressurizer temperature will not drop j
suificiently to cause a SIAS for these events if the combination of ;

. pressurizer pressure and temperature is not maintained above the i
limit specified by the region of unallowed operation in Figures |
3.4.3-1A and B. :
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RCS Pressure and Te:nperature (P/I') Ilmits ;

B 3.4.3
i

'

BASES
|
,

APPLICABLE The actual shift in RTNDT of the beltline region matenal uR1 be ;

SAFETY ANALYSES established periodically during operation by removing and evaluating -

(continued) the reactor vessel material inadiation surveillance -;-- === '

installed near the inside wsil of the reactor vessel in the core area. ;

Since the neutron spectra at the at the irradiation aamples and vessel '

'inside radius are an==tially identical, the measured transition shift
for a sample can be applied to the adjacent section of the reactor

,

vessel. The limit curves must be recalculated when the RTNDT
determmed from the survallance capsule is different from the

j calculated RTNDT f r the equivalent capsule radiation exposure.
1

4. Perforrn e LEFM annivsis to establish the riressure and temriersture
jigits. Stress analyses an performed and the criteria for setting the i

limits as that the combined temperature and pressure stresses cannot
excocd the material toughness for the specific tempersture under [
eramn ation. Analytical stress concentration at each location under ;,

i !examination is driven by postulating specific flew sizes. Stress
intensity factors for pressure and temperature are calculated sad are, '

compared to a reference stress intensity factor. Safery factors are |

( applied to the pressure stress intensity factor.
, ,

5. Measuremerit Adiustment - The curves are adjusted for differences |
, in elevation between the instrumentation tap Lcation and the !
] location of interest (beltline, etc.) and an adjusted for the system |

pressure losses for the number of reactor coolant pumps that are :
.

operated at differect stages of beansp or cooldown. !
,

!
Instrument errors are estimatad and the curves include adjustments ;

; to pressure and temperature. ,

\
N Reference 6, the NRC specified that the RCS P/T limits specification met

,

Mon Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref. 5) and the )
LCO should be retained in Technical Specifications. !

4
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RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Umits
B 3.4.3

BASES
i

LCOs he two elements of the LCO are:
i

1. He limit curves for a) bestup, b) cooldown, and c) ISLH, and ;

t

2. Umits on the rate of-change of temperature. ;

The ratemf-change of temperature limits control the thermal gradient through !

the walls and is used as input for calculating the heatup, cooldown and ISUI
limit curves. Rus, the LCO for the rate <f-change of temperature restricts

|
stresses caused by thermal gradients and also ensures the validity of the P/T i
limit curves.

Violation of the limits places the reactor vessel outside of the bounds of the

stress analysis and can increase stresses in reactor coolant system components.
ne consequences to the reactor vessel and other RCS components depends
on several factors including the severity of the departure from the allow 2ble
operating pressure temperature regime or the severity of the rate of change
of temperature, ne consequences also depend on the length of time that the

(,
limits were violated (longer violations allow the temperature gradient in the I

thick walls of the vessel to become more pronounced), and the consequences
also depend on the existence, size and orientation of flaws in the vessel
material. Although vessel failure is not an expected outcome of a violation,
the possibility for failure caists.

APPLICABILITY ne NRC staff believes the concern for non-ductile (brittle) failure caists at
all times. De RCS P/T limits specification provides a definition of
acceptable operation for prevention of non-ductile failure that is in accordance
with 10 CFR 50 Appendix 0 (Ref.1). Although the P/T limits were

,

developed to provide guidance for operation during heatup, cooldown
(MODES 3, 4, and 5) and ISLH testag, their applicability is to be at all
times in keeping with the concern for non-ductile failure. At all times is
defined to be any condition with fuel in the reactor vessel.

However, during MODES 1 and 2, other LCOs provide limits for operation
that can be more restrictive than the P/T limits. These other LCOs include
LCO 3.4.2, RCS minimum temperature for criticality, and LCO 3.4.1, RCS t

pressure temperature and DNB limits. SL 2.1, safety limits for pressure and
,

(continued)
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RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/I') Limits
B 3.4.3 !

t

iBASES i

i

APPLICABILITY temperature and mmmum pressure also provide operational restrictions. In
|

(continued) MODE 6, with the ren tor vessel head desensioned or removed, the capability ,

for violating the P/r curves does not exist, however the potential for F

violating the temperature rateof-change limit remarm- !

|

Furthermore, in MODES I and 2, operation is above the tempe ature range !d

of concern for non-ductile failure. As such, stress analyses have been ;

developed in accordance with normal mancarvering profiles such as power i
ascension. +

,

ACTIONS The actions desig=r,d by this specification are based on the premise that a !
3

violation of the limits occurred during normal plant maneuvering. Severe i

violations ca.zsed by abnormal transients, which may be accompanied by
equipment failures, may also require additional actions based on emergency i
operating procedures, i

!

A.1 and A.2
.

l

(
With operation not within the limits of the LCO, restoration within the limits ;

-

is required because the RCPB must be placed into a condition that has been
|verified by stress analysis. The required action is in the proper direction to ;3

reduce RCPB stress. ;
'

i

The completion time of 30 minutes reflects the urgency of restoring the |
parameter (s) to within the analyzed range. Most violations will not be severe

!
and the activity can be accomplished in this time in a contro!!ed manner.,

,

However, if the activity cannot be accomplished, then the subsequent '

Required Actions B.1 and B.2 require further pressure and ten perature ,

reduction. ?

sI %
In addition to restoratioc: m evaluation to determine if RCS operation may I^

procond is required.gThe pur}Jn of the evaluation is to determine if RCPB '

_

integrity remains acce44ble and n.ust be accomplished piior to continuing '

! . operation. A variety of methods may be used for the evaluation including a '

comparison to pre-analyzed transients accounted for in the stress analysis,
,

new ana'yses, or inspection of the components. ASME Appendix E may be
: used to support the evaluation, however, its use is restricted to evaluation '

,

'
i i

b% W r. At r.o o A 2 c.l b w A h I- ae (c ntinued) f
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RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits r

B 3.4.3 i

BASES

!
ACTIONS of the vessel beltline. If the evaluation cannot be accomplished in 72 hours, f(continued) or if the results of the evaluation are indeterrmnate or unfavorable, then the |

next appropriate action is to proceed to further reduce pressure and tempers- {ture as given in Required Actions B.1 and B.2. I

!
' I

'Ibe 72-hout cornpletion time is a reasonable time to accomplish the n=acary i
.; activities. For a mild violation, the evaluation should be possible within this f

time. As part of the evaluation it may be desirable to determine what an
appropriate rate of cooldown might be or if a soak period is desirable. More |
severe violations snay require special, event specific stress analyses and/or.

#

; inspections which are appropriately carried out while the RCS is in a reduced I

pressure and temperature condition as specified by Requtred Actions B.1 and !
B.2. I

The Note which applies to Conditions A and B requires that all required ;

actions rnst be completed whenever either or both conditions are entered.
|

The purpose of the note is to give additional emphasis to the need to restore '

operation to the a!!owable condition'and to perform an evaluation of the
feffects of any excursion outside of the allowable limits. Restoration alone is
}

( insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may have a .:uned and may
{have affected the RCPB integrity.,
F

f
B.1 and B.2 I

i

If the Required Action is not met within the associate'd Completion Time, the
plant must be placed in a lower operating MODE. Reducing the MODE is :
considered a prudent action because: a) the RCS remained in an unamptable !
region for an extended period of increawl stress, or b) a sufficiently severe
event caused entry into an na=mttable region. Either possibility indicates ;

'

a need for more careful examination of the event, which is best accomplished |'

while the RCS is in a low pressure and temperature state. With the plant at |
reduced pressure conditions, the possibility of propagation of undetected

!
flaws is reduced. ~

The six-bour time for achieving MODE 3 is a reasonable time to reach :
MODE 3 from full power without challenging plant systems. |

(continued)
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IRCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Ilmits

B 3.4.3

!
BASES

i

ACTIONS h 36-hour completion time for achieving MODE 5 is reason- able based !
(continued) on operating expenence to reach the requzred MODF from full power without

,

challeging plant systems, & time permits an orderly cooldown and aa '

I
monk period, if = dad, or a alower average rate of cooldown (-5'F/hr).' A |i
soak period may be desirable if the temperature rate of change limit has been'
violated. & pressure limit of 500 psig conesponds to the low Temperature
Overpressunzation limit (LTOP).

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.1

REQUIREMENTS I
Verification that operation is within limits is required when RCS temperature '.

*

and pressure conditions are undergoing planned changes. The time period of ,

30 minutes is based on industry-accepted practice. Since temperature rate-of- [
change limits are specified in hourly increments, a half hour time period '

permits ==>u-t and correction for minor deviations within a reasonable
i time. Surveillance for heatup and cooldown, and ISLH may be discontinued i
j when defmitions given in the plant procedures for defining the end of these I

condicons are satisfied.

(
.

!'

s The surveillance is modified by a note which states that the suneillance is ;

only required during heatup, cooldown, and ILSH testing. There are no '

i
surveillance requirements during entical operation because LCO 3.4.2 RCS '

minimum temperature for criticality, contains a more restrictive LCO. '

) !
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appcodix G, * Fracture Toughness Requirements.*

i

2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and i
Pressure Vessel Code Section HI, Appendix G, * Protection Against i

,

Non-Ductile Failure."
4 .

3. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2. * Radiation Embrittlement,

of Reactor Vessel Materials,' May,1988.,

| 4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and f
Pressure Vessel Code Section XI Appendix E, * Evaluation of '

Unanticipated Operating Events." ;

:
r

(continued) j
,.
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RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) limits
B 3.4.3

BASES

REFERENCES 5. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
(continued) Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,

February 6,1987.

6. Letter from T. E. Murley (USNRC) to J. K. Gasper (C-E Owners'
Group) transmitting 'NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply
System Vendor Owners Group's Application of the Commission's
Interim Policy Statement Criteria to Standard Technical
Specincations,* dated May 9,1988.

1 C Eassa(2.- D t , Seeb m 19.s " p, A ,

Q& Qequ+
"

,

I
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16A.7.4 B 3.4.4 RCS LOOPS - MODES 1 AND 2 -

,

!
RCS Loops - MODES I and 2 ,

B 3.4.4
,

i

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.4 RCS Ims - MODES I and 2 I
!
;
.

BASRS
f
i

BACKGROUND The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) uses tuo reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) t
per steam generator loop and two steam generator loops. The pump flow rate i
has been sized to provide core heat removal with appropriate margin to '

departure from nucleak boiling (DNB) during power operation and for
;

anticipated transients originating from power operation. His specification i
requires two RCS loops with both RCPs in each loop. He intent of the '

specification is to require core heat removal with forced flow during power
operation. Specifying two loops provides the minimum ne-eury paths (two {

;

steam generators) for heat removal. .!
'

.

d. APPLICABLE Safety analyses contam vanous assumptions for the design bases accident
.

SAFETY ANALYSES initial conditions including: RCS pressure, RCS temperature, reactor power {
,

level, core parameters, and safety system setpoints. He important aspect for :

( this LCO is the reactor coolant forced flow rate which is represented by the
number of RCS loops in service.

f !
! Both transient and steady state analyses have been performed to establish the i

effect of flow on DNB. De transient accident analysis for the plant has been
,

performed assummg four RCPs are in operation. He majority of the plant !

safety analysis is based on initial conditions at high core power or zero
,

power. De accident analyses which involve RCP mix >peration are the four f

pump coastdown, single pump locked rotor, and single pump broken shaft i
,

events.
.

|
*

Steady state DNB analysis has bero performed for the four pump
.

combination. For four pump operation, the steady state DNB analysis, which
generates the DNBR limit assumes a maximum power level of [113%}
Rr*5?D THERMAL POWER (RTP). His is the design overpower
condition for four pump operation.

i

!

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODES I and 2 '

B 3.4.4 i<

C

BASES
!

APPLICABLE ne number of loops and the associated RCS flow as represented by the
SAFETY ANALYSES number of pumps in operation satisfies the requirements of Selection Criterion i

| (continued) 2 of the Interim Policy Sta:ement (Ref.1), because the flow is an initia!
condition for trsasient and steady state analyses.

.

.

I !

1 LCOs
i

4 ne purpose of this LCO is to require adequate forced flow for core heat i
semovat Flow is represented by having both RCS loops with both RCPs in '

each loop in operanon for stmoval of beat by the two steam generator loops.
To meet safety analysis acceptance enteria for DNB, four pumps are required

; at rated power.
,

I

Operation in these MODES implies that important components are !
OPERABLE, and an OPERABLE toop consists of RCPs providing forced I

flow for heat transport and steam generators which are OPERABLE in
accordance with the steam generator tube surveillance program. Steam !
generator, and hence RCS loop, OPERABILITY with regard to SG water !

] level is ensured by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) in MODES I and
2. A reactor trip places the plant in MODE 3 if any SG level is :s -I

{ [44.2%]WR as sensed by the RPS. De minimum water level to declare the '

SG OPERABLE is [44.2 %]WR.

*
Operation in other MODES is covered by LCOs 3.4.5 (MODE 3), 3.4.6 'j
(MODE 4), 3.4.7 and 3.4.8 (MODE 5), and 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 (MODE 6 -

iRefueling).

] i

j i
APPLICABILITY he LCO is 4plicable in MODES I and 2 because forced flow for core heata *

removal with acceptable margin to DNB must be maintained within the
Ma~+ criteria of the safety analysis. To ensure the safety analysis

-

assumptions remain valid, the speci5 cation only permits operatior .n MODES,

I and 2 with both RCS loops and all four RCPs in operation. In MODES;
~

3,4, 5, and 6. DNB is not limiting when the reactor is shutdown, hence the ,

;
LCO is not applicable. t

,

;'

i
~

!

:'

I

i
,

';
4
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RCS Imps - MODES 1 and 2
B 3.4.4

BASES

ACTIONS M

If the required number of loops is not in operation, the Required Action is
to reduce power and bring the plant to MODE 3. The action lowers power
level and thus reduces the core heat removal needs and minimim the
possibility of violating DNB limits. It should be noted that the reactor will
trip and place the plant in MODE 3 as soon as the reactor protection system
senses less than four RCPs operating.

The sin hours allowed is a reasonable time based on operating experience to
reach MODE 3 from full power without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 4.4.1

REQUIREMENTS
This survedlance requires venfication of the required number of loops in
operation and reactor coolant circulation every 12 hours to ensure that forced
flow is providing beat removal. The 22-hour interval has been shown by
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify
operation within safety analysis assumptions. The verification may be('
performed by checking RCPs in operation and RCS flow ar.d temperature
indications.

SR 3.4.4.2

This SR provides the means necessary to determme steam generator
OPERABILIIT in an operational MODE. The requirement to demonstrate
steam generator tube integrity in accordance with the Steam Generator
Inspection Program emphasizes the importance of steam generator tube
integrity. Even though this surveillance can not be performed at normal
operating conditions, its inclusion in this specification provides a method of
determmmg steam generator OPERABILITY during normal operating
conditions.

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical Spaification
improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987.
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16A.7.5 B 3.4.5 RCS LOOPS - MODE 3

RCS Loops - MODE 3
B 3.4.5

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.5 RCS Imm - MODE 3

BASES

BACKGROUND ne pnmary function of the reactor coolant system loops in MODE 3 is
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the steam generators, to
the secondary plant fluid. De secondary function of the reactor coolant is
to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 3, reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are used to provide forced
circulation heat removal dunng heatup and cooldown. He MODE 3 decay
heat removal requirements are low enough that a single RCS loop with one
RCP stanmg is sufficient to remove core decay heat. However, two RCS
loops are required to be OPERABLE to satisfy single failure criteria. Only
one RCP need be OPERABLE to declare the associatui RCS loop
OPERABLE.

Reactor coolant natural circulation is not normally used, however, the natural

[ circulation flow rate is suf5cient for core cooling. However, natural
-

circulation does not provide a rapid response in the RCS to changes in
conditions. Baron reduction in natural circulation is prohibited because
miring to obtain a homogeneous concentration in all portions of the RCS
cannot be assured

APPLICABLE Only the inadvertent deboration and r.artup of a RCP events safety analyses
SAFETY ANALYSES are performed with initial conditions in MODE 3. Operation of one RCP

was credited on the analysis of the inadvertent deboration event. For the
inadvertent startup of an RCP, not more than two RCPs were assumed to be
in operation. (If two RCPs were running, they were assumed to be in the
same loop.)

Failure to provide beat remova! may result in challenges to a fission product
barrier. He RCS loops are part of the primary success path which functions
or actuates to prevent or cutigate a design basis accident or transient that
either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a
fission product barrier. As such this LCO satisfies the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref.1).

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 3 (
B 3.4.5 *

BASES

$
LCOs The purpose of this LCO is to require two RCS loops to be available for heat

!
removal thus providing redundancy. The LCO requires the two loops to be

;
OPERABLE with the intet of requmng both samm gmerators to be capable ;
(2 [25 %]WR water level) of transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a

|
controlled rate. Forced reactor coolant flow is the required way to transport i
heat, although natural circulation flow provides adequate removal. A
mimmum of one gimmng RCP meets the LCO imiuuwt for one loop in- '

operation. -

!

He LCO note permits a limited period of operation without RCPs. This [
means that natural circulation has been estah'ished. When in naturs' '

circulation, boron reduction is prohibited because an even coocentration
distribution throughout the RCS cannot be assured. Core outlet temperature ;

is to be maintained at least 10*F below the saturation temperature so that no
vapor bubble may form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow 3

r; obstruction.
!

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes neenary to stop all RCPs or
{t

shutdown cooling (SDC) pump forced circulation (e.g., change operation
( from one SDC train to the other, perform surveillance or startup testing,

t'

perform the transition to and from SDC system cooling, or to avoid operation }
below the RCP minimum NPSH limit). The time period is acceptable !
b-me natural circulation is adequate for heat removal, or the reactor

|
coolant temperature can be ==lar M subcooled and boron stratification ;

,

affecting reactivity control is not expected.

f

Operation in this MODE implies that components are OPERABLE, and an i

OPERABLE loop consists of a RCP providing forced flow for heat transport
and a steam generator which is OPERABLE in accordrsee with the steam
generator tube surveillance program and has the minimum water level for SG !

OPERABILITY.

1APPLICABILITY In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power and one RCP is adequate
-

for transport. Two loops are required for redundancy for heat removal
|

Operation in other MODES is covered by LCO 3.4.4 (MODES I and 2), |4

3.4.6 (MODE 4),3.4.7 and 3.4.8 (MODE 5), and 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 (MODE |

- 6 - Refueling). j
i

(continued) {
i
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RCS Imps - MODE 3
B 3.4.5 i

t

BASES
L

ACTIONS M
,

If one required RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for heat removal maya

,

have becur lost.

He sequired action is ratorttion of the RCS loop to OPERABLE status
;

within a completion time of 72 hours. His time allowance is based on
,

engineering judgment considering that a single loop has a heat transfer j
capability much greater than needed to remove the decay heat produced in the ~

reactor core.
4 ,

1

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit must be placed in !
MODE 4. In MODE 4 the plant may be placed on the shutdown cooling

,

System. De allowed Completion Time of 12 hours is reasonable based on
|

operating expericace to reach the required MODE from the existing plant
,

condition without challenging plant systems. j

C.1 and C.2
;

4 ,

If no loop as in operation, except as provided in Note 1 in the LCO section, I
all operations involving a reduct;on of RCS baron concentration must be

i
imma6tely ="W his is necessary because boron dilution requires |

; forced circulation for proper homogenization. Action to restore one RCS i
>

loop to operation shall be immediately initiated and continued until one RCS
*

loop is rutored to operation.
;

!

l SURVI'ITI ANCE SR 3.4.5.1
!- REQUIREMENTS ;

nis surveillance requires verification of the required RCS loop in operation |,

and reactor coolant circulation every 12 hours to ensure forced flow is |
; providing heat semoval. Verification includes flow rate and temperature |

ctoring. He 12hir interval has been shown by operating practice to [
me

be st . leient to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within safety
analysis assumptions.

. (continued)

I
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RCS Loops - MODE 3
B 3.4.5

,

!BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4 5.2
REQUIREMENTS 25

(continued) This surveillance requires verification of uster level in each steam generr. tor
2 [444tj %WR every 12 hours. An adequate SG water level is
order to have a beat sink for removal of the core de;ay heat from, requtrod inthe reactor
coolant. The 12-bour interval has been shout by operating practice to be
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within the
safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.5.3

Verification that the required number of reactor coolant pumps are
OPERABLE casures that additional reactor coolant loops can be placed in
operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment
and power availabili*y to the required RCPs. The Frequency of seven days
is an accepted industry practice and has been shown to be acceptable by
operating experience.

I REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788, * Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors *, United States nuclear
Regulatory Commission, February 6,1987
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16A.7.6 B 3.4.'7 RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

e\

RCS toops MODE 4
B 3.4.6

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLAV. T SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.6 RCS fenes - MODE 4

BASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the Rescer Coolant System (RCS)
loops is the removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the v.eam

generator (s) or shutdown cooling 25 heat exchangers. He secondary
function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carner for soluble neutron
poison, boric acid.

In MODE 4, either reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) or SDC divisions can be
used for coolant circulation. He in19nt of this LCO is to provide forced
flow from at least one RCP or oneI60 division for decay heat removal and
transport, ne flow provided by one RCP or4D division is adequate for
heat removal. "the other intent of this LCO its@Trequire that two paths be
available to provide redundancy for heat removal.

This LCO permits limited periods without forced circulation. When RCPs
I

are stopped, the steam generator heat removal provides a natural circulation
flow rate that is sufficient for decay heat removal

Sc5
When the SDC pumps are stopped, no alternate heat removal path exists. '

unless the RCS sad steam generators have been placed in servicQ forced
or natural circulation. He response of the RCS without the $6Gsystem i

depends on the core decay beat load and the length of time that the-SDC SC3
pumps are stopped. As decay heat diminishes, the y fects on RCS
temperature and pressure diminish. Without cooling by - higher heat
loads will cause the reactor coolant temperature and pressure to increase at
a rate proportional to the decay heat load. Because pressure can increase, the
applicable system pressure limits (pressure and temperature limits,or low
temperature overpressurization limit) must be observed and forced 66 Slow

or heat removal via the steam generstors must be reestablished prior to
reaching the pressure limit.

(continued) I

,
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RCS Loops - MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

SC.S
BACKGROUND Entry into a condition with no SDC-divisioz in operation should only be

(continued) considered fcr limited circumstances which include: 1) a heat removal
path (s) via the RCS and steam generator (s) is in operation, or 2) pressure and
tempera:ure increases are easily maintained within the allowable pressure and
subcooling limits.

APPLICABLE De only safety analyses performed with mitial conditions in MODE 4 are
SAFETY ANALYSES the inadvertent deboration and inadvertent startup of RCP events. No forced

coolant circulation was credited for the inadvertent deboration event. For the
inadvertent startup of an RCP, not more than two 1 cps were assrmed to be
in operation. (If two RCPs were n.nnmg, they were assumed to be in the
same loop.)

:

Failure to provide beat remop,l.may result in challenges to a fission product
barrier. He RCS loops orSIT& divisions ne a part of the primary success
path which functions or actuates to ptrvent or mitigate a design basis accident

;

or transient that either assumes the failure of, or presents a cha!!enge to, the
integrity of a fission product harner. As such, the LCO satisfies the

( requirements of Criterion 3 of the NRC intenm Policy Statement (Ref.1).

LCOs he purpose of,this LCO is to require the availability of a minimum of two
RCS loops /3 divisions for heat removal thus providing redundancy. He
LCO allows the two loops / divisions that are required to be OPERABLE to
be comprised of any combination of RCS loops orI>Dedivisions.

$ C.5 ;

he LCO note permits a limited period of operation without RCPs. His
means that natural circulation has been established using the steam generators.
With the RCS in natural circulation, boron reduction is prohibited because
an even concentration distribution throughout the RCS cannot be assured. ,

Core outlet temperature is to be maintained at least 10*F below saturation '

temperature so that no vapor bubble may form and possibly cause a natural
circulation flow obstruction.

SCS
ne LCO Note also permits the 3DC divisions to be stopped. ne
circumstances for stopping both 3 divisions are to be limited to: 1)
situations where pressure and pressur and temperature increases can be
maintained well within the allowable pressure (PT and LTOP) and 10*F

,

(contmuod)
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RCS Imps - MODE 4
B 3.4.6

BASES

LCOs subcooling limits, or 2) an alternate heat removal path (s) through the steam
(continued) generator (s) is in operation. The LCO Note prohibits boron dilution when

scs SDCforced flow is stopped because an even concentration distribution cannotM be assured.

The second LCO Note requires thatert e following+** conditiorylbe
J satis ied

.T ; fore an RCP may be started with any RCS cold leg temperature
> s (3

s o,

j X secondary water temperature in each SG must be < [100*F1 aboveg each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

"i'e S' O Satisfying 2- _ conditio ill preclude e E:s ;m 2< a.r*Ndh 4Hhe-RC4 whe the RCP is started.CU # <.s P/3 CJ . (Lag 1LO 5.9. $1)m

yj in MODES 3,4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stogalj RCP or3DC '

OV pump forced circulation (i.e. change operation from one$DC' division to the
other, perfoy surveillance or startup testing, perform the transition to and
from SDd or to avoid operation below the RCP minimum NPSH limit).
The time period is acceptable because natural circulation is adequate for heat
removal or the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled, and
boron stratification affecting reactivity control is not expected.

Operation in this MODE implies that components are OPERABLE, and an.
OPERABLE RCS loop consists of an RCP providing forced flow for heat
transport and a steam generator which is OPERABLE in accordance with the
steam generator tube surveillance program and has the minimum water level
for SG OPERABILITY. Similarly, for the . division, the SDC" pump (s)
are capable of providing forced flow for heat exchange. &

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO applies because it is possible to remove core decay
heat with either the RCS loops and steam generators or the EDC hs'ew

Scd. ,

Operation in other MODES is covered by LCOs 3.4.4 (MODES I and 2),
3.4.5 (MODE 3), 3.4.7 and 314-end4M (M ODE 5), M 2 %(MODE
6 - Refueling). 30 3.T, b u1 3 9 5

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 4 -t

B 3.4.6

*

BASES

|1

ACTIONS M i

,

iIf only one required RCS loop is OPERABLE, redundancy for best removal
!is lost. The required action is to initiate activities to restore a second

loop / division to OPERABLE status and the action must be taken withie-45- w Meh j

-minutes: Eves though one loop / division is OPERABLE and in operation, the
'

t

icompletion time emphasizes the importance of maintaining the availability of
two paths for beat removal, fe

i
!B.I and B.2

Sc.S !

If only one required SDC. division is operable, redundancy for heat removal _

is lost. The required action is to restore a second loop / division to |

OPERABLE status within one hour. Even through one division is |
OPERABLE and in operation, the completion time emphasizes the importance :

of maintaining the availabihty of two paths for heat removal. If a second !

loop / division cannot be restored to an OPERABLE status within one hour, ;

the plant must be placed in MODE 5 within the next 24 hours. Placing the :

( plant in MODE 5 is a conservative action with regard to decay heat removal. |
iWith only one) division OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat

4

3, r |
]

removal is lost and, in the event of a loss of the remamtog SDC division, it *

would be better to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (s 200'F)"rather than ~!

MODE 4 (20CP- 300*F). The completion time of 25 hours is reasonable j
=

based on ops $ tin [iiperience to reach MODE 5 from MODE 4, with only |
one SDC division operatmg, without challenging plant systems.

,
;

-

!
I

a '
C.1 and C.2

Sc.S .

If no RCS loops or.sDC~ divisions are in operation, the action requires [

imnwdzate suspension of any operation for boron reduction and requires ;

action to immediately start restoration of one operating loop / division. The |

action for restoration does not apply to the condition for no loops in *

operation when the exemption Note in the LCO is in force. De immediate
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining operation for decay |i

heat removal. He action to restore must be continued until one i
: !

loop / division is restored to operation.
|

(continued)_
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RCS I. oops - MODE 4 |
B 3.4.6 i

BASES
,

fSURVEILLANCE SR 3.4,6.1

REQUIREMENTS
This surveillance requires verification of water level in the required steam
generator (s) 2 25 % every 12 hours. An adequate SG water level is required '

in order to have a heat sink for removal of the core decay heat from the
reactor coolant. The 12-hour interval has been shown by operating practice
to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within !

safety analysis assumptions.
,

SR 3.4.6.2

nis surveillance requires verification of the required loop / division in
*operation every 12 hours to ensure forced flow is providing heat removal., ;

Verincation of RCS or3I)J operation includes flow rate and temperature
.

monitoring. De 12-hou!mierval has been shows by operating practice to
*

,

be sufficient to regularly mm degradation and verify operation within safety ,

analysis assumptions. '

I
r

| SR 3.4 6.3
I|(

; Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE ensures that :

additional pumps can be placed in operation, if needed to maintain decay heat !,,

j removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by
| verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to the required

pumps. He Frequency of seven days is accepted industry practice and has
been shows to be acceptable by operstmg experience.

4

i
REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788, " Interim Policy Statemect on Technical Specification ;

iImprovements for Nuclear Power Reactors,* USNRC,2/6/87.

!
*

2. Generic letter E8-17, %ss of Decay Heat Removal," USNRC.
., 10/17/E8.

.

;
'

1

,

'
3 C ESSM -bC. , Sedmn %g " g(% m

Rd hPcd * !

,

!

!
.
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16A.7.7 ' B 3.4.7 RCS IAOPS - MODE 5 (LOOPS FILLED) . ;

RCS Loops - MODE 5 (loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

Y

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 4

/ o

B 3.4.7 RCS Loops - MODE 5 Ilooes Filled.i
.

BASF3

,

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) loops filled, the primary
function of the RCS loops is the renoval of decay heat and transfer of this
heat to the steam generator (s) or shutdown cooling M beat exchangers.
While the principle means for decay beat removal is via SDC, the steam
generators are specified as a backup means for redundancy. Even through the |
steam generators cannot produce steam in this MODE, they are capable of
being a heat sink due to their large contained volume of secondary siter. As
long as the steam generator water is at a lower temperature than the reactor
coolant, heat transfer will occur. He rate of heat transfer is directly
proportional to the temperature difference. He secondary function of the
reactor coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid.

In MODE 5 with RCS loops filled, the O divisions are the principle
means for heat removal. He number of divisions in operation can vary to

e

;

{ suit the operational nepis. He intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow !

from at least oneTDe-division or RCS loopj _ decay heat removal and
trsnsport. He flow provided by one RCP or division is adequate for '

decay best removal, ne other intent of this LCO is to require that two paths
;

; be available to provide redundancy for beat removal.
,

he LCO provides for redundant f decay beat removal capability. He I

first path can be an RCS loop or a4 '' division which must be OPERABLE
and in operation. He second path can be another OPERABLE RCS loop or '

SDC division, or maintaining an nuequate uster level in each steam
generator.

Sc S
His LCO permits limited periods without forced circulation. When the GDG-
pumps are stopped, no alternate beat removal path exists unless the RCS and i

steam generators have been placed in servicje orced or natural circulation. ;
he response of the RCS without the4 depends on the core decay
beat load and the length of time that thddivisions are stopped. As
decay heat diminishes the effects on RCS temperature and pressure diminish.
Without cooling by SDC, higher heat loads will cause the reactor coolant

,

temperature and pressure to increase at a rate proportional to the decay heat

(continued) .
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!

RCS loops - MODE 5 (loops Filled)
{

B 3.43
|

BASES
j

i
BACKGROUND load. Bane pressure can increase, applicable system pressure limits

(continued) (pressure and temperature limits gr Ipw temperature overpressuruation limit) {
must be observed and forced 56CI-flow must be reesta>114ed prior to '

rekne the pressure limit. Entry into a condition with noWC' divisions in i
operation should only be considered for limited circumstances witich include:

|'

1) heat removal path (s) via the RCS and steam generatods) is in operation. |
or 2) pressure and temperature increases are easily maintained within the I

allowable pressure and subcooling limits. '

APPLICABLE ne only safety analyses performed with initial conditions in MODE S are
SAFETY ANALYSES the inadvertent deboration and inadvettent startup of an RCP events. No ;

forced coolant circulation was credited in the inadvertent boration event. For i
the inadvertent startup of an RCP, reot more than two RCPs were assumed to

'

be in operation. (If two RCPs were running, they were assumed to be in the
same loop.)

i

Failure to provide heat rergo{a(may challenge the integrity of a fission }
product barrier. He 4DC:Systemor RCS loops are a part of a primary !

( success path which functions or actuates to prevent or mitigate a design basis [
accident or transient thr.t either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge !
to, the integrity of a fission product barrier. As such, the LCO satisfies the [
requirements of Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Staterrent (Ref.1).

{
: !

t,

LCOs ne purpose of this LCO is to require the availability of a mimmum of two !
paths for br.at removal thus providing redundancy. He LCO allows the two !

paths that are required to be OPERABLE to be comprised of combinations !
oLSDC' divisions and/or the RCS loops and associned steam gmerators. !
Sc6

Scs ,

ne LCO Note I permits all SDC' pumps and RCPs to be stopped. He '

,

circumstances for stopping both SDC' divisions are to be limited to: 1) i

; situation where pressure and temp *eraDre increases can be maintained well !

within the allowable pressure (PT and LTOP) and [10*F] subcooling limits. '

or 2) an alternate heat removal path (s) through the steam generator (s) is in [
a operation. The LCO Note prohibits boron dilution when.SD9 forced flow

is stopped because an even concentration distnbution cardo{'$e assured.
i

(continued)
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RCS loops - MODE 5 (Ioops Filled) >

B 3.4.7 |

IBASES

LCOs Core outlet tew .L is to be maintained at least [10*F] below saturation I

(continued) temperature so that no vapor bubble would form and possibly cause a natural
circulation flow obstruction. In this MODE, the steam generators can be
used as a backup for pheat removal. To ensure their availability, the
RCS loop flow path is loie maintained with subcooled liquid to ensure their !

,

availability. I
t

b I
In MODES 3,4, and 5, it is somerunes n-cq1pptop all RCP or 4DC- i
forced circulation (i.e., change operation from onc3IRf division to the other, j
perform surveillance or startup testmg. perform the transition to and from the

g<.,5,SDe or to avoid operation below the RCP minimum NPSH limit). The time |:,

period is acceptable because natural circulation is acceptable for beat removal {
or the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled, and boron

|
stratification affecting reactivity control is not expected. t

!

The second LCO Note requires that4ithee+f the fo!!owing-swercondition/be {
satisfied before an RCP may be started with any RCS cold leg temperature '

8
;

( g I semndary water temperature in each SG must be < [100*F] above '
,

each of the RCS mid leg tem;mstures. ',

'

-N g : dere condition /will precludee4argeyre,ssurosurge k
j viobtbe CC.s P/r *g !. i Satisfying dis m. 1

{/ (h LC.c 3 A . t @-inahe-ReS when the RCP is started.
% .

,

! Operation in this MODE implies that components are OPERABLE, and an
/ OPERABLE RCS loop consists of a steam generator that can perform as a f

| heat sink (i.e., has an adequate water level), and is OPERABLE in
i

/ accordance with the steam generator tube surveillance program. RCPs are {
y

| OPERABM if they are capabigging powered and are able to provide |
/ flow if required. The OC b-_ is OPERABLE when it is capable of 1
/ providing forced flow for beat exchange. !,

;d

}
(continued) j
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CESSARn! Lum

i

RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops filled, this LCO applies because it is possible to
renove decay heat with the-SDC-System, but the steam generators may be
used as an attemate heat sink. SCS

Operation in other MODES is covered by LCOs 3.4.4 (MODES I and 2),
3.4.5 (MODE 3), 3.4.6 (MODE 4), 3.4.8 (MODE 5 - Ieops Partially
Filled), and 3.9.4 and 3.9.5 (MODE 6 - Refueling).

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

If only one required sneans of decay heat removal is OPERABLE,
redundancy for heat removal is lost. De Required Action is to initiate
activities to restore a second loopgision to OPERABLE status and the
action must be taken within-ibutes,iAn alternative to restoring a second

loop / division would be to initiate actions to restore the water level inAg
required steam generators and the action must be taken within-15ennutes: I

'

Either Required Action A.1 or A.2 will restore redundant decay heat removal
paths. Even though one loop / division is OPERABLE and in operation, the

[ completion time emphastus the importance of maintaining the availability of
two paths for heat removat

B.1 and B.2

If both required loops / divisions are inoperable or not in operation, the action
requires immediate suspension of any operation for boron reduction and
requires action to immediately start restoration of one OPERABLE
loop / division. The action for restoration does not apply to the condition for
no loops in operation when the exemption Note in the LCO is in force. The
immediate completion time reflects the importance of maintaining operation
for decay beat removal. He action to restore must be continued until one
loop / division is restored.

(continued)
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Filled)
B 3.4.7

BASES
1

SURVFTT .I .ANCE SR 3.4.7.1

To ensure that the steam generators are available as a backup to the --

system, steam generator water level is verified every 12 hoursg % cote-
4___ .u _._ _w--- .. ten the LCO requirement is being met by use of
the steam generators. If both SDC tramtare OPERABLE, the surveillance
is not needed. He 12-hour interval G S%own by operating practice to
be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within safety
an. lysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.7.2

nis surveillance requires verification of the required number of '

loops / division in operation every 12 hours to ensure forced flow is providing !
beat removat Venfication of operation includes flow rate and temperature >

monitoring. He 12-hour interval has been shows by operating practice to '

be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and venfy operation within safety

{analysisamptior3ferification that the required number of pumps arel

!,
$g 3g3 OPERABLE ensures that additional pumps can be placed in ope. ration, if
--

,
needed, to maintain decay beat removal and reactor coolant circulation. '

% sr.nkc.e ' Venfication is performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power
available to the required pumps. He Frequency of seven days is accepted

D'# industry Nec and has been shows to be acceptable by operating
experience. 3 !

"

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3758, ' Interim Policy Statement on Tcchnical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,* USNRC,2/6/87.

.

2. Generic letter 88-17, * Loss of Decay Heat Removal,' USNRC,
10/17/88.

.

3- OCSSAb DC. , Sedo n WO " SbMoe
M h p c t-+ *

.:

i
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
B 3.4.8

BASES

APPLICABLE The only safety analyses performed u,th initial conditions in MODE 5 with
S AFETY ANALYSES loops not filled are the inadvertent dehpration and inadvertent startup of an

RCP events. For this analysis one.Sb6aivision was credited as operating.
The flow provided by one.SDC division is adequate for beat removal and for
boron maing. M

Failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to a fission product
barrier. The SDNysIemas part of the pnmary success path which functions
or actuates to prevent or mitigate a design basis accident or transient that
either assumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a
fission product barrier. As such, this LCO satisfies the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref.1).

LCO The purpose of this LCO is to require the availability of a minimum of two
' f, _SDC1 divisions for heat removal thus providing redundancy. An OPERABLEe,-

division is one that has the capability of transferring heat from the reactor
coolant at a controlled rate. Heat removal cannot occur via the-SDGiystem 5-Q:

/ unless forced flow is used. A minimum of one runnmg SDCpump meets thei
LCO requirement for one division in operation. SC5

LCO Note 1 allows an exception to the I.CO to permit suneillance testing.

SCS
The LCO Note 2 permits the-SDepumps to be stopped for up to 15 minutes.
It is seldom necessary to stop both pumps, however, it may be neury to
stop both pumps for a short period when switching from one division to the
other. The circumstances for stopping bothSDC pumps are to be limited to
a short period of time and when pressure addiemperature increases can be
maintained within the allowable pressure (LTOP or PT) and subcooling
limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat removal and
coolant circulation by the4DG-system-

:5C,5.

Operation in other MODES is covered by LCOs 3.4.4 (MODES I and 2),
3.4.5 (MODE 3), 3.4.6 (MODE 4), 3.4.7, (MODE 5 - Loops Filled), end-
3.9.4 and 3.9.5 (MODE 6 - Refueling
'P.ed ted RCS hdm -b) and 3.10.4 (mtbE5 5 h( -h hvd

'

(continued)
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RCS Ioops - MODE 5 (Teops Not Filled) i
B 3.4.8 I

i

j BASES t

:AcnONS A1 i
SCS L

i
If only one requiredJDC-division is OPERABG, redundancy for heat j
removalis lost. The action is to initiate activities to restore a second division i

to OPERABLE status and the action must be taken wlMMu'tS%ven I

though one loop is OPERABLE and in operation, the completion time ;
emphae= the importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for ;
heat removal.,

a. I

B.1 and B.2
*

"$C S
j

If both required SIXhlivisions are inoperable or the required division is not '

;
in operation, the action requires immediate suspension of any operation for
boron reduction and requires action to immediately start restoration of one

j
;

division to OPERABLE status. He action for restoration does not apply to
i

the condition of divisions not in operation when the exemption NOTE in the ;
LCO is in force. He immediate complenon time reflects the importance of i

3 maintaining operation for decay heat removal. He action to restore must be
f coctinued until one division is restored.

;

: ( i
i

. .

! SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1 t

4 REQUIREMENTS
;!

i
his surveillance requires venfication of the required division in operation fevery 12 hours to ensure forced flow is providing heat removal. Verification

!

,

i
Sd 7poperation is performed by flow rate and temperature toonitoring.

['

The 12-hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient ;
to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within safety analyw'

;
assumptions.

;.

SR 3.4.8.2

, Verification that the requsred number of pumps are OPERABLE ensures that !
additional pumps can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay

i
heat removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by j
verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to the required ;
pumps. He frequency of seven days is accepted industry practice and has i
been shown to be acceptable by operating experience. ;

I
r

(continued) }
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RCS Loops - MODE 5 (Loops Not Filled)
B 3.4.8

BASES

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788 " Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors * USNRC,2/6/E7.

2. Generic Lecer 88-17, * loss of Decay Heat Removal," USNRC,
10/17/88.

3. (b y 42 l>C. j bub bb 'bb*
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16A.7.9 B 3.4.9 PRESSURIZER

|
;

Pressuruer +

B 3.4.9 !

.

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) }

B 3.4.9 Pressurizer

k
B ASES ?

i
)BACKGROUND De ==rimum uster levellimit has been established to msure that a liquid-
{

to. vapor interface exists to permit Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure
.

control, using the sprays and heaters, during normal operation and proper
pressure re ponse for anticipated design basis transients. The water level
limit serves two purposes:

-

Pressure control during normal operation maintains subcooled reactor coolant
j

in the loops and thus, in the preferred state for heat transport, and
q ;
4 .

By restricting the level to a rmrimum, expected transient reactor coolant
!; volume increases (pressunzer insurge) will not cause excessive level changes i'

utich could result in degraded ability for pressure control.
;4

9

(
The maximum level limit permits pressure control equipment to function as i
designed. He limit preserves the steam space during normal operation, thus,

,

; both sprays and beaters can operate to main:ain the design operating pressure. j;
ne level limit also prevents filling the pressurizer (water solid) for' ;
anticipated design basis transients, thva assuring that pressure relief devices

j
(code safety valves) can control pressure by steam relier rather than utter

:
relief. If the level limits were exceeded prior to a transient that creates a '

large p-iua insurge volume l=fing to water relief, the maximum RCS
|

pressure toight exceed the design safety limit of 2750 psia or damage may :i occur to the pressurizer code safety valves. i,

.i

i

ne reqmrement to have two groups of pressunzer heaters assures that RCS || pressure can be maintained. The pressuruer beaters maintain RCS pressure
!

to maintain the reactor coolant subcooled. Inability to control RCS pressure j
during natural circulation flow could result in a loss of single phase flow and ;

, a decreased capability to remove core decay heat. '

s

(continued)
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Pressuruer
B 3 4.9

1
,

BASES i
'

,

APPLICABLE In MODES 1,2, and 3, the LCO requirement for a steam bubble is reflected;

I

SAFETY ANALYSES implicitly in the accident analyses. No safety analyses are performed in
lower MODES with the exception of the inadvertent deboration and,

;

inadvertent startup of an RCP events. All analyses performed from a critical
<

t'

reactor condition assume the existence of a steam bubble and santrated
conditions in the pressuruer In mahng this assumption, the analyses neglect ;

,

the small fraction of non<ondensible gases normally present. The steam
bubble limits the volume of non-condensible gases.

I
;

Safety analyses presented in the CESSAR-DC do not take credit fori
pressurtzer heater operation, however, an implicit initial condition assumption

,

'

of the safety analyses is that the pressurtzer is operstmg in the range of [1905
to 2375 psia), ;

i

y
! t

i ne manmum level limit is of prime interest for the Feedwater line break
;

event with loss of offsite power (FLBLOP). Conservative safety analyses '
i

|
assumptions for this event indicate that it produces the largest increase in >

pressurizer level. Thus, this event has been selected to establish the
j ( pressurtzer water levellimit. Assummg proper response action by emergency !

,

systems, the level limit prevents water relief through the pressurtzer safety
, valves. Since prevention of water relief is a goal for abnormal transient |j

operation rather than a safety limit, the value for pressurtzer level is nominali 4

and is not adjusted for instrument error.
|

! The requirement for emergency power supplies is based on NUREG-0737
(Ref. 2). He intent is to allow maintaining the reactor coolant in a |

subcooled condition with natural circulation at hot, high pressure conditions |
} for an undefined, but extended, time period after a loss of offsite power.~

i
While loss of offsite power is an initial condition or coincident event assumed

!*

in many accident analyses, maintaining hot, high pressure conditions over an '

;

}
extended time period is not evaluated as part ofJSA1Laccident analyses.

CESSAR.-DC
De maumum pressurizer water level limit satisfies the requirements of
Selection Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Pol;cy Statement (Ref.1) because
it prevents exceeding the initial reactor e.solant mass which is an input

-

assumption of the safety analysis. He maximum water level also permits the
pressurizer code safety valves to relieve steam for anticipated pressure
increase transients, preserving their function for mitigation. Hus, Selection

;
Criterion 3 is also indirectly applicable.

(continued)
a
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Pressuruer
B 3.4.9

BASES

APPLICABLE Although the heatera are not specifically used in accident analysis, the need
SAFETY ANALYSES to maintain subcooling in the long term during loss of offsite power, as

(contmued) indicated by the NRC in NUREG4737 (Ref. 2), is the reason for providing
an LCO. He heaters do not meet any of the Selection Critens of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement (Ref.1). However, in Reference 3, the NRC
m*iar*ia~i that the pressuruer met Selection Cnterion 3 of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement (Ref.1) and that the LCO (including pressuruer heaters) be
retained in Technical Specifications.

LCOs ne purpose of the LCO is to ensure pressuruer OPERABILITY for pressure
control for normal power operation and for anticipated design basis events as
previously desenbed. He intent of the LCO is to ensure that a stum bubble
exists in the pressuruer to minimize the consequences of potential
overpressure transients. He presence of a steam bubble is consistent with
analytical assumptions.

The minimum heater capacity required is sufficient to mamtain the RCS near
normal operating pressure when accounting for heat losses throuEh the,

( pressurizer insulation. By maintaking the pressure rcar the operating
conditions, r wide margin to subcooling can be obtained in the loops. The
exact design value of [200 kW) is derival from the use of [4] heaters rated
at [50 kW) each. He needed amount to maintain pressure is dependent on
the losses. Tests indicate that pressunred heat losses do not usually impose

a need for [200 kW).

ne need for RCS pressure control is most pertinent when core heat can
cause the greatest effect on reactor coolant system temperature resulting in the
greateo effect on pressurizer level and RCS pressure control. Rus,
applicability has been designated for MODES 1,2, and 3. In MODES 1,2,
and 3, the need to maintain the availability of pressunzer heaters and their
emergency power supplies is most pertinent. In the event of a loss of offsite
power, the initial conditions of these MODES gives the greatest demand for
maintaining the RCS in a hot pressurized condition with loop subcooling for
an extended period. For MODES 4,5, or 6, it is not necessary to control
pressure (by beaters) to ensure loop subcooling for beat transfer when the
decay heat removal system is inservice and therefore the LCO is not
applicable.

(continued)
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Prearunzer
4 3.4.9 (

BASES |
i

-t
ACIlONS A.1 and A.2

With pressuruer water level outside the limit, action must be taken to restore
the plant to operation within the bounds of the safety analysis. His is done

i

,

by placing the plant in MODE 3 with the reactor trip breakers open within i

Gg sit hours, Wylacing the plant in MODE 4 within an additional six hours. I

His takes the plant out of the applicable MODES and restores the plant to
!

operation within the bounds of the safety analysis. !

Six hours is a irmble time based on operateg experience to reach MODE
g

3 from full power without challenging plant systems and operators. Funber :
pressure and temperature reduction to MODE 4 with RCS temperature s [
[275'F] places the plant into a MODE where the LCO is not applicable. He

!12-hour time to reach the non-applicable MODE is reasonable based on
operating experience.

I

D.l t

!'

!
If the emergency power supplies to the beaters are not capable of providing

j

{ (200 kW] or the pressuruer heaters sre not available, restoration is required
in 72 hours. De bas for 72 hours is engineeringjudgment that a demand

,

4

caused by loss of cJsite power wtll not occur in this period. Pressure ;

control may be maintained during this time using normal station-powered ;
heaters.

a

C.1 and C.2 '

If the power supplies and/or the heaters cannot be restored, power reduction
to MODE 3 rnd then to MODE 4 places the plant in a condition where the i

LCO is not applicable. %e time periods are reasonable based on operating,

experience; MODE 3 can be achieved in six bours and MODE 4 can be
)achieved in 12 hours from full power without challenging plant systems.
;

(continued) !
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CESSAR Uninemon

Pressunzer
B 3.4.9

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

nis surveillance requues pressunzer water level to be verified within the
maumum limits on a penodic basis. he surveillance is performed by
observing indicated level. He 12-hour interval has been abown by operating
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and venfy operation
within safety analysis assumptions.

M 3 A C . 7.t

He survedlance is satisfied when the power supplies are demonstrated to be
capable of producing the minimum power and the associated pressurizer
beaters are venfied to be at their design rating. (His may be done by testing
the power supply output and by performicg an electncal check on heater
element continuiry and resistance.) ne frequency of 92 days is based on
industry-accepted practice.

~ _w

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788 NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specific-
ation Improsements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987.

( 2. NUREG-0737, * Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements.*
November,1960.

i 3. Letter from T. E. Murley (USNRC) to J. K. Gasper (C-E Ommers'
; Group) transmitting *NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply

System Vendor Owners Group's Application of the Commission's.

'

Interim Policy Statement Cnteria to Standard Technical
i specifications,* dated May 9,1988.
1
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16 A.7.10 H 3.4.10 PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVES

Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.10 Presmri7er Safetv Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the four spring loaded pressurizer safety valves is to provide
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) overpressure protection, Operating in i

conjunction with the reactor protection system, four valves are used to assure t

that the safety limit of 2750 psia i not exceeded for analyzed transients
during operation in MODES I and 2. Four safety valves are used for
MODE 3 and portions of MODE 4. For the remainder of MODE 4 and for
MODE 5, overpressure protection is provided by operating procedures and
LCO 3.4h low Temperature Overpressurization Protection (LTOP)
System. For these conditions, ASME requirements are satisfied with one
safety valve.

('
requirements set forth in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section
De pressurizer safety valves are designed in accordance with the

Ul.(Ref. 1). The required lift pressure is 2500 psia i 1 %. The safety
valves d.scharge steam from the pressurizer to the Incontainment Refueling
Water Storage Tank located in the containment.

APPLICABLE All accident analyses in CESSAR-DC which require safety valve actuation
SAFETY ANALYSES assume operation of all pressurizer safety valves to limit increasing reactor

coolant pressure. The overpressure protection analysis is also based on
operation of all safety valves and assumes that the valves open at the high
range of the setting (2500 psia system design pressure plus 1%). R ese
valves must accommodate pressurizer insurges which could occur during
various beatup events such as rod withdrawal, ejected rod, loss of main
feedwater, loss of load or main feedwater line break accident. He loss of
load event with delayed reactor trip establishes the rninimum safety valve
capacity. The single failure of a safety valve to open is neither assumed in
the accident analysis not required to be addressed by the ASME code.
Compliance with this specification is required to assure that the accident
analysis and design basis calculations remain valid. The pressurizer safety
valves are components that are part of the primary success path and which
function or actuate to tmtigate a design basis accident or transient that either

(continued)
!,

(
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Pressuriier Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES

APPLICABLE r;sumes the failure of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a fission
SAFETY ANALYSES product barrier. As such, the pressurizer safety valves satisfy the requirements

(continued) ef Selection Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref. 2).

LCOs
ne four pressurizer safety valves are set to open at the RCS design pressure
(2500 psia) and within the ASME specified tolerance to avoid exceeding the
maximum RCS design pressure Safety Limit, to maintain accident analysis
assumptions, and to comply with ASM E Code requirements. The upper and
lower pressure tolerance limits are based on the 1 % tolerance requirements
(Ref.1) for lifting pressures above 1000 psig. He limit protected by this
specification is the reactor coolant pressure boundary Safety Limit of 110%
of design pressure. Inoperability of one or rnore valves could result in
exceeding the Safety Limit were a transient to occur. The consequences of
exceeding the ASME pressure limit could include damage to one or more
RCS components, increased lukage, or additional stress analysis being
required prior to resumption of reactor operation.

.

The note suspending LCO 3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 permits testing and
examination of the safety valves at high pressure and temperature near their
normal operating range but only after the valves have had a preliminary cold
setting. He cold setting gives good assurance that the valves are as close as

possible to the operating setting. He note permits a pragmatic approach to
ensure that the valves are OPERABLE near their design condition. Only one
valve will be removed from service at a time for testing. He 72-hour
exerrption is based on 18-hours outage time for each of the four valves. The

IB-hour period is derived from operating experience that hot testing can be
performed in this time frame.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, and portions of MODE 4 above the t TOP
~~7- -

I hS9 *h 4cN-
temperature, OPERABILITY of four valves is required because the combineds

pacity is required to keep reactor coolant pressure below 110% of its
design value during certain accidents. MODE 3 and portions of MODE 4

? M hO*h MY' [ are conservatively included although the listed accidents may not require allQ %Q safety valves for protection. The LCO is not applicable in MODE 4 below
g ,3. 4 g ,j , and MODE S because LTOP *< He?Is provided.f

%*F/ wor (g Overpressure protection is not recuired in MODE 6 with the reactor vessel
head detensioned.7

!
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Pressurizer Safety Valves
B 3.4.10

BASES

ACTIONS AJ.

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration must take place in
15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 minutes reflects the importance of
maintaining the RCS overpressure protection system. An inoperable safety
valve coincident with an RCS overpressure event could challenge the integrity
of the RCS pressure boundary. "N~~

s

s Po,u., % ?k*1 It
''or

gf g)[g q%B 1 und.B.2 a4 3 3 *
ou me i9,Jec_.-

If the Required Action cannot be met withi the required Completion Time,
the plant must be placed in a MODE in hich the requirement does not

rd apply. This is done by p!png thr- lf ant in at least MODE 3 in six hours andD in MODE 4 belo 317*F1 ~n 12 hours? The six hours allowed to reach
MODE 3 is a reasona e ume based on operating experience to reach MODE
3 from full power without challenging plant systems. Similarly, the 12. hours

( 5 'I F allowed is a reasonable time based on operptgexyerience to reach MODEq
a 4 withoui cuaiienging piant systems. seio, 3i7 e),9verpressure protection

is provided by LTOP. The change from i 1, 2, or 3 to MODE 4
reduces the RCS energy (core power and pressure), lowers the potential for
large pressurizer insurges, and thereby removes the need for overpressure
protection by four pressurirrr safety valves.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1
REQUIREMENTS

Surveillance Requirements are specified in the Inservice Testing Program.
Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref.1) provides the activities and the
Frequency necessary to satisfy the Surveillance Requirements. No additional
requirements are specified.

REFERENCES 1. ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, * Nuclear
Vessels,' Section XI * Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear
Power Plant Components *

2. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February

'

6,1987.

.r

s
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16A.7.11 B .T.4.11 LOW TEMPERATURE OVERPRESSURIZATION PROTE(.T. ION {

(L'IVP) SYSTEM f
LTOP System

B 3.4.11 :

;

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) j
.

1

B 3.4.11 1.ow Temnerature Oveiisnedzation Protection R TOP) System j

BASES
!
'

BACKGROUND ne purpose of the I.ow Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTW)
System LCO is to limit reactor coolant pressure at low temperatures to levels
whi:h will not compromise Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB)
integrity (Ref.1). Ac reactor vessel is the limiting componeet for ,

demonstrating that protection is provided. He reactor vessel material is less
tough at reduced temperatures than at normal operstmg temperature. As
reactor vessel neutron irradiation accumulates, the vessel material becomes
less resistant to stress at low temperatures (Ref. 2). Stresses are therefore
maintained low 19A increased only as temperature increases.

Overpressure protection given by the LCO is provided4>y-ensunng4hatamly-
one-safety injecconiST) pump-impble;-and by placing the SCS relief |
valves in service or depressurizing the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

{ through an open vent. He open RCS vent or the SCS relief valves are the
- overpressure protection devices which provide backup to the operator in

terminating increasing pressure events. -nc ;pp.wh M to p.mt the- i

--vessel alsonquiresMvating-all4utena4Ipunp4iecause the RCS v cts- 3

---are-not-fully-capable-of- preventing 4verpressurization-if-this-system-was- ;
-inadvertently-actuased- |

=- ,

!APPLICABLE Analyses have been performed in response to NRC requests to demoastrate
SAFETY ANALYSES that the reactor vessel is adequately protected against overpressunzation

during shutdown. Transients potentially capable of overpressurizing the
Reactor Coolant System have been identified and evaluated. Postulated
transients include - ^e-* */ Ej-"-- - 42; opemag safety-

injection tank discharge valves; energizing the pressurizer besters; failing the -

makeup control valve open; temporary loss of decay heat removal; reactor
coolant thermal expansion caused by reactor coolant pump (RCP) start
causing heat transfer from hot steam generators; and, addition of nitrogen to
the pressunzer.

;

(continued) |

i
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

BASES

APPUCABLE ne LTOP system was designed to protect the RCS from overpressurization
SAFETY ANALYSES resultag from any of the followng conditions:

(continued)
1. He starting of an idle RCP with the secondary water temperature

of the steam gmerator s; [100*F] above the RCS cold leg
tempersture.

qtj&c ST mf65. w , ,-5

2. ne starting of z:S and its injection into the RCS.g

During the two design bases events, no operator action is assumed to take
place v-til ten minutes have passed

In Reference 3, the NRC specified that the LTOP features met Selection
Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref. 4) and that the LCO
be retained in Technical Specifications.

LCOs The LCO requires 4has+nly-one4I pump 4 -OPERABLE ~and-that the SCS
Relief Valve be OPERABLE with a setpoint at the overpressure limit, with

!
the block valve open to ensure a clear flow path, or the RCS be depressuru.ed
via an open vent.

APPLICABILITY his LCO is applicable in MODE 4 with the temperature of any RCS cold
leg < [317'F], in MODE 5, and in MODE 6 with the reactor vessel head
on. He LCO is not applicable for operating conditions above the [317'F],

temperature because th; pressurizer safety valves are able to provide
overpressure protection. With the vessel head off,.there is no need for

overpressure protection. De applicability is modified by a note which states
that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. His Note is necessary tb a!!aw entry into,

the applicable MODE 3 without meeting the requirements of the LCO. It
would not be prudent to place the plant in a condition to meet this LCO until
the plant was cooled down and RCS pressure w3s reduced.

(contmued)
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

BASES

iACHONS Al i

tiialiMLpgCPERABLE, MustW

unmediately to rader all but one p- A~ le. Inadvertent' operation of
'

more than one SI p.un TOP System
resulting in RCS overp,p could9 resent a challegene completion time of YnsrUnsely*, ressure

reflectgAe'amportance of preventing RCS overpressure in this plant *'

condition.
/

i

S
,

With one SCS relief valve inoperable, overpressure relieving capability is
'

reduced and restoration of the SCS relief valve in seven days is required. '

The other SCS Relief Valve remains OPERABLE or the RCS must be ,

depressurued through an open vent. Either of these paths provide adequate
overpressure protection. However, redundancy has been lost. The seven-day
completion time. reflects the need to restore redundancy and also takes into i

consideration thejother overpressure protection paths available in this
condition. F "~w(
g g,| [ m 4,da '4, and 24 kome complckn he. A ;

tAob 5 and (o (ee- NRC. GL 90-cQ j !
.

- - ;

If the Required Actions cannot be met within the associated completion times, f
the plant must be placed in a condition where an overpressure event cannot

~

His is done by depressu-izing the RCS through the open Rapid !occur.

Depressurization Valves. These valves provide an open2ng large enough to i
prevent pressurization of the RCS beyond LTOP limits v4th injection from

'

one SI pump and one charging pump. He Completion Time of eight hours {
, is reasonable based on the amount of time required to place the plant in this '

1 condition and the probability of an accident requiring the LTOP System j
during this relatively short period of time-

!

(continued) I
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

BASES

ACTIONS % " C.|
(continued)

In the unhkely event that both SCS relief valves are inopersble and one or
more rapid depressurization valves is closed, action must be taken to restore

it or establish an alternate path, ne completion time of *immediately*
reflects the need to restore vent path capability since inadvertent or
uncontmiled operadon of an 51 or charging pumps could cause
overprenurization.

SURVEILLAh*CE NSR 3.4.11.1
REQUIREMEhTS /

Verification that only one SI pump is OPERABLE ensures that icadebt
operation of maltiple SI purnps w211 not create an RCS overpressiire condition
to challenge the LTOPQstem. Verification within'15 minutes prior to
decreasing RCS cold leg temperatures belowf317 F) ensures that the LCO
requirements are satisfied prior to'entdg the applicable mode. Hereafter,
the survei!!ance is required ~hi'12-hour'integals. The 12-hour interval has
been shownJym;ierating practice to be scfficient to regularly assess

( degradati6n and venfy operation within safety analysis assumptions.

R 3.4.11.,'t I

ne RCS vent must be verified open for relief protection. For vent valves i

that are not locked open, the required Frequency is every 12 hours. For vent
valves that are lockcd open, the required frequency is every 31 days. Dese
frequencies have been shown by operating practices to be sufficient to
regularly assess degradation and verify operation within the safety analysis
assum;nons.

His surveillance is modifix! by a Note which requires performance of tids
SR only when complying with Required Action C.I. His vent path is only
used when in Required Action C.1, and therefore, need te performed only
when in Required Action C.I.

(continued)
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LTOP System
B 3.4.11

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.411.1 'L
REQUIREMENTS

'

(continued) Verincation that the block valve is open ensures an open flow path to each
required SCS Relief Valve. Surveillance is required at 12-hour intervals.
The 12-hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient
to regularly assess degradation and verify operation within safety analysis
assumptions.

SR 3.4.11) )

Surveillance Requirement 3.4.11.4 is the performance of a SETPOINT
CALIBRATION every 18 months. The SETPOINT CALIBRATION for the
LTOP setpoint ensures that the SCS Relief Valves will be actuated at the
appropriate RCS pressure by verifying the accuracy of the valve lift pressure
The calibration can only be performed during a shutdown. The Frequency
of 18 months is based on a typical refueling cycle and industry-accepted
practice.

i
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G. " Fracture Toughness

Requirements.*

2. Generic letter 88-11, *NRC Position on Radiation
Embrittlement of Reactor Vessel Materials and its Impact

'

on Plant Operation.'

3. Letter from T. E. Murley (USNRC) to L K. Gasper (C-E O*mers'
Group) transmitting "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply
System Vendor Owners Group's Application of the Commission's
Interim Policy Statement criteria to Standard Technical
Specifications,' dated May 9,1988.

4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specific-
ation Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February 6,1987. '
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16A.7.12 B 3.4.12 RCS OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE ;

__

RCS Operational i e=k =ge j

B 3.4.12 t
;
,

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) ,

B 3.4.12 RCS Operational LEAKAGE

!

!
BASES

|

BACKGROUND Ilmits on leakage from the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) are !

required to limit system operation in the presence of excessive leakage. j
1inhge should be limited to amounts which do not compromise safety. '

*inese leakage limits ensure appropriate action can be taken before the
integrity of the RCPB is impaired. j

.

#

This LCO specifies the types and amounts ofleakage stich are acceptable
during continued plant operation. His LCO is required to limit degradation ;

of the RCPB. The safety significance of leaks from the RCPB can vary |

' - widely depending on the source of the leak as well as the leakage rate and [
e duration. Herefore, the detection and monitoring of reactor coolant leakage ,,

into the contamment area is neeu=ry Separating the identified sources of ,

leakage from unidentified sources'is necessary to provide prompt and ,

quantitative information to the operators to perspit them to take immediate( ,

corrective action should a leak occur that is detrimental to the safety of the ;

,,

!public.

A limited amount of leakage is expected from auxiliary systems within the
contamment. If leakage occurs from these paths, it should be detected, ,

located, and isolated from the contamment atmosphere if possible, so as not;
'

to mask any potentially serious RCPB leak. His LCO protects the RCPB
against continuing degradation and helps assure that ser ous leaks or Loss ofi

Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) will not develop. De consequences of violating r
!

this LCO include the possibility of further degradation of the RCPB which
may lead to a LOCA.

!

|

APPLICABLE Primary-Secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose releases resulting from
iSAFETY ANALYSES accidents or transients involving secondary steam release to the atmosphere

such as a steam line break. The leak permits contamination of the secondary ;

fluid in the steam generator. He assumption of one (1) gpm Primary-to- ;

Secondary LEAKAGE was used as an initial condition for all non-LOCA !

events in Chapter 15 of Reference 1.
>
'

(continued)
t
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RCS Operational Lemkage
B 3.4.12 |

BASES
,

APPLICABLE Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE is a process variable that is an initial .

SAFETY ANALYSES condition of a design basia accident or transient analyses that either assumes |
(continued) the failure of, or pr-te a challenge to, the integrity of a fission product ;

banier. As such, it marisfies the requirements of Criterion 2 of the NRC
,

,

Interim Policy Statemmt (Ref. 2).'

-

LCOs a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE j

|
No Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE is allowed because it would bc ;

indicative of material deterioration. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE
3

is defined as leakage through a non-isolable fault in an RCS j

component body, pipe, or vessel wall (excluding RCP shaft seals, :
#

packing, and steam generator tube leakage). Leakage of this type is
unacceptable as the leak itself could cause further deterioration. !
resulting in higher leakage. Violation of this LCO could result in |
continued degradation of the RCPB.

.

,

1 ( b. Unidentified LEAKAGE -

; >

One gpm of unidentified LEAKAGE is allowed as a reasonable *

mimmum detectable amount that the cogninment air monitoring and i

contamment sump (r$$nT[orYrI|f~equipmeni' can detect within a
*

i reasonable time period. Unidentined LEAKAGE is defined as
reactor coolant leakage which is not idatified. Violation of this
LCO could result in continued degradation of the RCPB, if the
leakage is from the pressure boundary.

c. Identified LEAKAGE

Identified LEAKAGE is defined as leakage into closed systems :
A o the RCS that is captured and recovered. Up to 10 gpm ;enn_=_P t

j of identified LEAKAGE is considered allowable because leakage is [
from known sources which do not interfere with detection of :

| unidentified LEAKAGE and is well within the capability of the
imakeup system.

'
t

(continued)

i
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i
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RCS Operational i mkage |

|i
B 3.4.12

BASES
|
iLCOs identified LEAKAGE includes leakage to the contamment from
!

(continued) sources that are specifically known and located, but does not include - '

pipe or vessel leakage or controlled RCP seal leakoff (which is a
{normal function and is not considered leakage). Violation of this
!

LCO could result in continued degradation of a component or i
system. !

d. Primarv4o-Secondarv LEAKAGE
i

Total Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE of one (1) gpm to all steam
generators produces acceptable offsite doses in the accident analysis.
Violation of this LCO could void the offsite dose calculations.

,

Primary 4o. Secondary LEAKAGE is to be included in the total I
allowable limit for Identified LEAKAGE. !

:
IPrimary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE ;e.

Throurb One Steam Generator j
>

,

The 720 gallons per day (gpd) limit on one steam generator is based
( on allocating the total one (1) gpm allowed Primary-to-Secondary

.

LEAKAGE equally between the two steam generators. !

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2. 3, and 4, the potential for RCPB leakage is greatest when i

the RCS is pressurized.

In MODES 5 sad 6 LEAKAGE limits are not provided because the reactor \i
coolant pressure is far lower resulting in lower stresses and a reduced

>

potential for leabge.

S
Other related LCOs include LCO 3.4.13. RCS Pressure Isolation Valve

. I ak age, which specifies leakage limits f ar certain val <cs thn isolate the high4

pressure RCS from other low pressure systems and Surveillance 3.4.13.1
measures leakage through each PlV individually. Since there are two PIVs !

in series in each PIV line, leakage measured through one PlV may not result [
in any RCS LEAKAGE if the other is leak tight. If both series valves leak :
resulting in a loss of mass from the RCS, the loss is to be included in the !

-

(continued) e
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RCS Operational Leakage
B 3.4.12

BASES

i
APPLICABILITY allowable Identified LEAKAGE. LCO 3.4.14, RCS I rabge Detection 1

(continued) Instrumentation, specifies the requirements for the monitoring equipment used [
to detect leakage into the contamment. t

f
e

ACTIONS Al '

I
With Identified LEAKAGE, Unidentified LEAKAGE, or Primary-to- |
Secondary LEAKAGE in excess of the LCO limits, the leakage should be

!
reduced within four hours. This completion time allows four hours to verify '

leakage rates and either identify Unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce leakage ;
to within limits, before the unit must proceed towards shutdown conditions. t

This action is necessary to prevent further deterioration of the RCPB. !

B.1 and B.2
|

If any Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE exists or ifIdentified. Unidentified, or |
Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE cannot be reduced to within limits within <

four hours, the unit must be brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce -
the severity of the leakage and its potential consequences. The reactor must

|
x

be placed in MODE 3 within six hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. This i

action reduces the leakage and also reduces the factors which tend to degrade [
the pressure boundary. The completion time of six hours is reasonable based |
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power without
challenging plant systems. Similarly, the completion time of 36 hours to
reach MODE 5 is reasonable based on operating experience to reach the ,

requaed MODE without challenging plant systems. In MODE 5, the
pressure stresses acting on the RCPB are much lower and further .

deterioration is less likely.
.!

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.17.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying that RCS LEAKAGE is within the LCO limits assures that the
integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure Boundary Leakage would at i

first appear as Unidentified Leakage and can only be positively identified by ,

mspection. Unidentified LEAKAGE and Identified Inkage are demonstrated
;

to be within limits by performance of a RCS water inventory balance. i

Primary-to-Secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by performance of an j

(continued)
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RCS Operational Leakage
B 3.4.12

BASES

SURVEILLANCE RCS water inventory balance in conjunction with effluent monitoring within ;
REQUIREMENTS the secondary Feodwater and Steam Systems. He RCS water inventory

(conunued) balance must be performed with the unit at steady state and near operating
pressure. Herefore, when entering MODES 3 or 4, the requirements of SR o

3.0.4 are not applicable for performing an RCS inventory balance.

An early warnmg of Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE or Unidentified
LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems utich monitor the
contamment atmosphere radioactivity or contamment sump.

He frequency permits a reasonable interval for trending of leakage while
recognizing the relative importance of early leak detection in the prevention
of accidents. Steady state operation is required to perform a proper inventory
balance; cs]culations d.inng maneuvering are not useful and the surveillance

is not required unless steady state is established. For purposes of leakage
determination by mventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS
pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank level,
constant makeup and letdown and reactor coolant pump seal injection and

( return flows. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE would be detected more quickly
,

by the leakage detection systems referenced in LCO 3.4.14, RCS Leakage '

Detection Instrumentation.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15, " Accident Analysis.*

2. 52 FR 3788, ' Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors *, United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. February 6,1987.
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16 A.7.13 B 3.4.13 RCS PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVE (PIV) LEAKAGE r

RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.13

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.13 RCS Preswre Isolation Valve (PIV)12aksce

RASES

BACKGROUND This specification applies to the four series check valves (two per line) that
isolate the high pressure Reactor Coolant Systeny ) from low pressure
portions of the slutdown Asoling QC) Syste tside the containment.
Two valves in series are required to provide redun cy ofisolation, and the
concept of the LCO is to provide two barriers. A high pressure rated, motor
operated gate valve is upstream of the two check valves. He selection of
valves is based on information presented in Reference I which requires
testing of two in-series check valves used for isolation of high pressure to
low pressure systems when leakage of one valve could go undetected for a
substantial length of time.

PIV leabge limits apply to leakage rates for individua! valves. De total
identified leakage rate of 10 gpm given by LCO 3.4.13 also applies, but only
when a loss of RCS mass through the two series valves is indicated by an
inventory balance (Ref. SR 3.4.13.1). Since there are two PIVs in series in
each PIV line, leakage measured through one PIV may not result in any RCS
LEAKAGE if the other is leak tight.

Although the spwification provides limits in the form of allowable leakage

rates, the important purpose of the specificationjs tgprevent overpressure
failure of the low pressure portions of the SDG+ystens:aused by high RCS
y assure. He leakage limits arejv toms that the boundary (check valves)
between the RCS and the GDG4y is degraded or becoming degraded.
Failure of the check valves could lead to overpressure of the Kyiping or
components. Failure consequences could be a less of Coofant' Accident
(LOCA) outside of contamment, with the possibility of being unable to
recirculate from the contamment after the initial Incontainment Refueling
Water Storage Tank (IRWST) injection.

He basis for this LCO is the Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400 (Ref. 2),
which identified potential intersystem LOCA as a significant contributor to
plant risk. A subsequent study (Ref. 3) evaluated variou PIV configurations
to determine the probability of intersystem LOCA. This study determined
that periodic leak testing of PlVs can reduce the probability of a LOCA.

(continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.13

B ASES

APPLICABLE Pressure isolanon vetve leakage is not considered in any design basis accident
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses. His specification provides for monitoring the condition of the

reactor coolant pressure boundary to detect degradation which could lead to

accidents. Herefore. Selection Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement (Ref. 4) is satisfied.

LCOs The allowable leakage for valves is based on [0.5 gpm] per inch of(nominal)
valve diameter up to a maximum of five gpm. Since all valves are [10-incb]
diameter nominal, the limit is [five gpm]. Violation of this LCO could result
in contmued degradation of a pressure isolation valve, may cause failure of
the boundary between the high pressure RCS and low pressure systems, and
result in loss of reactor coolant outside" containment.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4, this LCO applies because the potential for PIV
leakage is greatest when the RCS is pressurtzed- In MODES 5 and 6,
leakage limits are not provided because the reactor coolant pressure is far
lower resulting in a reduced potential for leakage and a lower potential for

s

LOCA outside the contWnment.

ACTIONS A,1

With leakage in excess of the allowable limits, four hours are provided to
reduce leakage. He period permits operation to continue under stable
conditions while leakage is assessed and corrective actions are being taken.
Rese include actions to verify leakage and actions .to rescat leaking valves.
ne four-hour time a!!ows these actions to be taken and restricts the time of
operation with a single isolation valve.

(continued)
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RCS PIV Leakage
B 3.4.13

:

BASES
,

,

ACHONS All and A12
(continued) '

,

If restoration is not possible, the flow path must be isolated by at least one [valve (two are preferm!). *

!

Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 are modified by a note to specify that the ;

valves used for isolation must meet the same leakage requirements as the -
PIVs, must be in a high pressure section of piping, and must be rated for the
pressure. The initial isolation (A.1.1) with one valve must be performed
within four hours. His four-hour period is based on similar rationale to that

:of A.1. His action is inherently accomplished if only one of the two
!

original valves is leaking because the other PIV provides the required isola- I

tion. Required Action A.2.2 specifies that the double isolation barrier of two
;

valves be restored by closing some other valve qualified for isolation or j
restonog the leaking PIV. The 72-hour time is based on engineering j
judgment and is consistent with the outage time allowed for a single division !
of Safety injection.

!
B,I and B.2

'

i ;

If leakage cannot be reduced or the system isolated, then the plant must be
placed in a mode in which the requirement does not apply. His is done by i
placing the plant in MODE 3 within six hours and MODE 5 within 36 hours. ;

- His action may reduce the leakage and also reduces the potential for a
c

LOCA outside the containment. He allowed completion times are reasonable

to achieve the required MODES from full power without challenging plant
systems.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3A13.1
!REQUIREMENTS
.

Performance of leaksge testing on each RCS PIV is required to verify that
;

leakage is below the specified limits and to detect leaking valves. The ;

leakage limit of[0.5 gpm] per inch of nominal valve diameter [5 gpm] total !
for each of these valves)is to be applied to each valve. I e=hge meet < ment f

requires a stable plant pressure condition. Testing is performed every 18
months utich is a typical refueling cycle. His Surveillance Requirement i

; was specified by the NRC in Reference 1 and is in accordance with ASME
'-

XI (Item 3) (Ref. 5). !

(continued) {
'
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RCS PIV i=kage i
4

B 3.4.13
f

B ASES
I
'

tSURVEILLANCE
In addition, testing must be performed after the valves have bem opmed by

|REQUIREMENTS flow or exercised to msure tight Wing. Testing must be performed within
(continued)

24 hours after the valves have bem Wad The 24 hours is hamad on
ecgmeering judgmmt that the test is pmetical in this time period. j

SR 3.0.4 is exempted for entry into MODES 3 and 4 to permit leak testing
at high differmtial pressures with stable conditions not possible in the lower ;

MODES. i

,

iREFERENCES 1.
4

NRC Order for Modification of License Concerning Primary'

Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves (all plants) dated 4/20/81.
Includes Technical Evaluation Report * Primary Coolant System

-

Pressure Isolation Valves,* prepared by the FranRn Research
|

,

Center.
*

; i

s

2. USNRC, * Reactor Safety Study - An A=emaat of Accident Risks
i

in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants *, Appendix V, WASH-

(
1400 (NUREG-75/014), Oct.1975. ,

3.
}

USNRC, 'The Probability of Intersystem LOCA: Impact Due to
Leak Testing and Operational Changes *, NUREG-0677 May 1980. '

,

4. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
!
.

Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, '

February 6,1987.* '
.
t

a S. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Subsection i,

!WV, * Inservice Testing of Valves in Nuclear Power Plants.* -

.,

!

! .

i !

I
t,

i

1
,

t
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16A.7.14 B 3.4.14 RCS LEAKAGE DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION

RCS leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.14 RCS trakare Detection Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND NRC General Design Criteria require that means be provided for detecting
and, to the extent practical, identifying the location of the source of reactor
coolant leakage.

A limited amount of leakage is expected from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS)and from auxiliary systems within the containment. Some leakage will
occur from valve packmg, pump seals, vessel / closure head seals, and safety
and relief valves. If leakage occurs via these paths, it is detected, collected
to 12e extent practical, and isolated from the containment atmosphere so as
not to mask any potentially serious leak should it occur. Rese leakages are
Identified LEAKAGE and may be piped to tanks or sumps so flow rate can
be :stablished and ax,nitored dunng plant operation.

;' Unco!!c-ted leakage to the containment atmosphere from other sources
increases the humidity of the containment. The moisture condensed from tbc

atmosphere by air coolers together with any associated liquid leakage to the
containment is Unidentified LEAKAGE and is collected in tanks or sumps
and is monitored during plant operation. A small amount of Unidentified
LEAKAGE may be impractical to eliminate, but it should be reduced to a
small flow rate, to permit the LEAKAGE detection systems to positively and
rapidly detect a small increase in flow rate. Thus a small Unidentified
LEAKAGE rate that is of concern will not be masked by a larger acceptable
Identified LEAKAGE rate.

1.cakage detection systems should detect significant reactor coolant pressure'
boundary (RCPB) degradation as soon after occurrence as practical to
minimize the potential for a gross pressure boundary failure. Some cracks
might develop and penetrate the RCPB wall, exhibit very slow growth, and
afford ample time for a safe and orderly plant shutdowm.

& \eJc.\ t%krm&/ccm%w4 Swfk
y\14 different pnneipte .. =gonitors used provide diversity and operate on two

g etec

u - - - - - ~ turand atmospheric activity monitoring.
He atmospberic activity monitoring instrumentation de'.ects gaseous and
particulate radioactivity.

(continued)
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RCS leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

BACKGROUND Industry practice has shown that water flow rate changes of from [0.5 to 1.0
(continued) gpm] can readily be detected in contatament sumps by monitoring changes

in, sump water level, in flow rate, or in the operating frequency of pumps.;

30,/ ''s~ umps and tanks used to collect Urddentified LEAKAGE and air cooler
;

condensate are instrumented to alann. His sensitivity provides an acceptable#

performance for detecting increases in Unidentified LEAKAGE. '

Reactor coolant activity released to the containment can oe detected by
radiation monitonng instrumentation. Instrument sensitivities of [10~9 micro '

Ci/cc) radice:tivity for air particulate monitoring and of [104 micro Ci/cc]
radioactivity for gaseous monitonng are practical for these leakage detection
systems.

In addition to the instrumentation cited by the LCO, other leakage detection
means may be used. Humidity changes or pressure and temperature changes
may provide indications of leakage.

( APPLICABLE He safety significance ofleaks from the RCPB can vary widely depending
SAFETY ANALYSES on the source of the leak as well as the leakage rate and duration. Therefore,

the detection and monitoring of reactor coolant leak:Ee into the containment
area is necessary. Separating the identified sources of leakage from
unidentified sources is necessary to provide prompt and quantitative
information to the operators to permit them to take immediate corrective
action t,bould a leak occur that is detnmental to the safety of the public.

RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Selection Criterion 1 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref.1). As such, these variables are retained
in the RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation LCO.

|

|LCOs One rnethod of protectmn agamst RCPB leakage failure is the abihty of l
mstrumentation to rapidly detect extremely small leaks. This LCO requires
that instrumentation of two Joerse pnnciples be OPERABLE to provide a
Idgb degree of confidence that extremely small leaks are detected in time to
allow actions to place the plant in a safe condition when leakage indicates
possible RCPB degradation.

I

,

1

(continued)
,

!
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RCS leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

LCOs The LCO is satisfied whep monitors of diverse measurement menu are
(continued \ available. Thus the%nthinment sump monitor in combination with either a

particulate or a gasmus activity monitor provides an acceptable minimum.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4, leakage detection systems are required to be
OPERABLE to support LCO 3.4.12 RCS Operational LEAKAGE.
Therefore, the LCO is not applicable in MODES 5 and 6.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
.

HK/
With the containment sump monitor inoperable, no form of grab samplen
could provide the equivalent information. However, the atmospheric activity

monitors provide indications of d:anges in leakage. Restorstion is regujef
to regain the function of the sump monitor. As an alternate to the surhp

4
monitor and in conjunction with atmosphene monitors the penodic
surveillance. SR 3.4.12.1, for RCS inventory balance is to be performed at

( an increased frequency of 24 hours to provide periodic information that is
adequate to detect leakage. He 31. day completion time for restoration
recognizes that multiple forms ofleakage detection are available.

B. I . I . B. I .2 and B.2

With both types of containment iatmost ,ere radioactivity monitoring
mstrumentation (gasmus and particulate activity monitor) inoperable, a water
inventory balance in accordance with SR 3.4.12.1 must be performed or grab
samples shall be taken and analyzed to provide periodic information.
Pmvided the inventory balance is performed or samples are obtained and
analyzed every 24 hours, the plant may continue operation for up to 31 days.
He 24-hour interval provides periodic information that is adequate to detect
leakage. The 31-day completion time for restoration recognizes that multiple
forms of leak detection are available.

(continued)
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RCS I nhge Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C 2
(continued)

If the Required Action cannot be met within the stquired Completion Time,
the plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. This
is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within six hours and in
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed completion times are reasonable to
achieve the required MODES from full power without challenging plant
systems.

_D_1

With all required monitors inoperable, no automatic means of monitoring
leakage are available and immediate plant shutdown in accordance with LCO
3.0.3 is required.

(continued)
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RCS leakage Detection Instrumentation
B 3.4.14

EASES

SURVEILRNCE SR 3.4.14.1

REQUIREMENTS
Surveillance Requirement 3.4.14.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL
CHECK of the containment atmosphere (gaseous and particulate) activity
monitor. He CHANNEL CHECK gives reasonable confidence that the
channel is operating pmperly. The Frequency of 12 hours has bwn shown
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and
verify operation within safety analysis assumptions.

SR 3.4.14.2

Surveillance Requirement 1.4.14.2 is a performance of a CHAhWEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST for the containment atmosphere (gaseous and

,

particulate) activity monitor. His test ensures that the monitor can perform
its function in the desired manner. He CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
verifies the alarm setpoint and relative accuracy of the instrument Strings.
The Frequency of 31 days is based on industry-accepted practice.

l
'

SR 3.4.14.3 autSR 3.4.14.4 c,a d SR 3 't 14.5-

Surveillance Requirements 3.4.14.3 and 3.4.14.4 are the performance of
. CHAgNLCALIBRATIONS of the containment atmosphere activity monitor

HM Lod sA andgotsinment sump monitor every 18 months. He CHANNEL
CAL.1BRATION verifies the accuracy of the instrument string. He
calibration includes the calibration of instruments located inside containment.
De frequency of 18 months is based on a typical refueling cycle and
industry-accepted practice.

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788 NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Impmvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. February 6.1987.
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I6A.7.15 B 3.4.15 RCS SPECIFIC ACTIVITY I
i

!

RCS Specific Activity i

B 3.4.15 .

i
B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) i

B 3.4.15 RCS Snecific Activity !
!

\
BASES '

| BACKGROUND ne Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 100 (Ref. I) specifies the
maxtmum dose to the whole body and thyroid an individual at the site '

boundary can receive for two hours during an accident. He limits on,

specific activity ensure that the dose is held to a small fraction of the 10 CFR [
100 timits during analyzed traz.sients and accidents.

i

The Design Basis events that have the greatest sensitivity to RCS specific ;
activity are the steam line break, letdown line break feeduster line break and

steam generator tube rupture. The purpose of the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) specific activity I.CO is to limit the concentration of radionuclides in<

i

the reactor coolant and the nsultant offsite dose consequences of these j
, events. i

i

f
The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE EQUIVALENT

( I-131 and gross specific activities. He a!!owable levels are intended to limit
the two-hour dose at the SITE BOUND ARY to be within acceptable values. .

The limiting values for specific activities in the LCO represent standardized !
limits based upon a parametric evaluation by the NRC of offsite radioactivity,

dose consequences for typical site locations. These evaluations showed that
,

the potential offsite dose levels for a SGTR accident were an appropriately j|
small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 guideline dose limits, assuming a broad i
rsage of site applicable atmospheric dispenion factors in a parsmetric |
evaluation. Dese standard limits on specific activity were also used in

.

establishing standardization in shielding and unit personnel radiation t

protection practices.

t

APPLICABLE ne LCO limitation on the specific activity of the reactor coolant ensures that
SAFETY ANALYSES the resulting two-hour dose at the SITE BOUNDARY will not exceed SRP

|
dose guidelines (Ref.1) following the accidents analyzed in Chapter 15 of ;

; CESSAR-DC. In the safety analyses, the specific activity of the reactor !

coolant is assumed to be at the LCO limit and an existing reactor coolant- i

steam generator rube leakage rate of one (1) gpm is assumed. In addition for

some events a pre-caisting (PIS) and event generated iodine spike is assumed.

:

(continued) |
,
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RCS Specific Activity i
.

B 3.4.15 |

BASES '

;

,

APPLICABLE For accidents with a PIS, the RCS activity was assumed to be at the limit f
SAFETY ANALYSES given in Action B.1 (60 Cilgm). Operation with iodine specific activity

{ (continued) levels greater than the LCO limit is permissible, providM that the activity i

j levels do not exceed 60 pCi/gm and do not exist for more than 48 hours. [

j# When specific activity exr=-de the LCO limits due to iodine spiking but is !

limited to 60 pCi/gm. plant operation is considered acceptable based upon the ;

low probabdity of an accident occumng during the established 48-hour time
i limit, togeder with the fact that iodine spiking is considered in the safety 34

analysis. '

} '

; ne reactor coolant specific activity is a process variable that is an initial
1 condition of a design basis accident that either assumes the failure of, or
j presents a challenge to, the integnty of a fission product barrier. As such,
) it satisfies the requirements of Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy

Statement (Ref. 2).
.

{
!-

I,
LCOs The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 microcurie per gram DOSE

( EQUIVALENT I-131 and the total specific activity in the reactor coolant is !
"

limited to the number of microcuries per gram equal to 100 divided by 8 ;y

(sverage disintegration energy of the sum of the average beta and gamma j
energies of the coolant nuclides). The limit on DOSE EQUlVALEh7 I-131

; ensures the two-hour dose to an individual at the site boundary during design ;
', - basis accidents will be limited to SRP acceptance criteria. The limit on

100/8 ensures the two-hour whole body dose to an individual at the site [
,

; boundary during design basis accidents will also be limited to SRP acceptance
esteha.

4

Violation of the LCO may result in reactor coolant radioactivity levels that
,

j could lead to established dose limits being violated.

tj (continued) ;
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RCS Specific Activity
,

B 3.4.15

B ASES

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 and total specific activity are n-=ry to contain the
potential canequenca of accidents to within the acceptable SIT 11
BOUNDARY done valw. For operation in MODES 4, 5, and 6 the
probability of a steam, feedwater or letdown line break is small due to the
low primary and secondary pressures and the release of radioactivity in the
event of a SGTR is prevented since the naturation pressure of the reactor
coolant is below the lift pressure settings of the main steam safety valves.

*

In all applicable MODES, with the LCO limits exceeded, an isotopic analysis
for iodine concentration is appropriate to monitor the activity level while
actions are being taken to reduce the specific activity level.

,

" ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
]

| With the gross activity in excess of the allowed limit, an analysis is to be
performed within four hours to determine DOSE EQUIVALENTI-131, ne
Cornpletion Time of four hours is reasonable based on the typical time to
obtain, transport, and analyze a sample. If the gross activity is not reduced

( in this period, the plant must be placed in MODE 4. With activity levels of
this magnitude present, the calculated radiological dose at the SITE
BOUNDARY could exceed acceptable values. He change to MODE 4
operation lowers the saturation pressure for the reactor coolant below the
setpoints of the main steam safety valves. His action prevents venting of the
steam generator to the environment in the event of a SGTR. He completion
time of twelve hours is reasonable based on operating experience to reach
MODE 4 from full power without cha!!enging plant systems.

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LCO limit of 1.0
pCi/gm. frequent samples at intervals not to exceed four hours are to be
taken to demonstrate that the lizmt 60 Cilgm is not exceeded. He
Completion Time of four hours is reasonable based on the typical time to
obtain, transport, and analyze a sample. Sampling is to continue to provide
a trend. If the limit violation resulted from nominal iodine spiking, then the
DOSE EQUIVAII.NT I-131 should be restored to nominal within 48 hours.

(continued)
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RCS Specinc Activity
B 3.4.15

BASES '

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
t

(continued)

If the DOSE EQUIVAIENT I-131 exceeds the 60 pCi/gm limit or is > 1.0
pCi/gm for a continuous time interval of 48 hours, an abnormal condition is
indicated and the reactor must be placed in MODE 4 within 12 hours. ne
Compledon Time of 12 nours is based on engmeering judgment and is

,

considered a reasonable time to get to MODE 4 from full power without
challenging plant systems.

(

SURVFHTANCE SR 3.415.1
REQUIREMENTS '

The surveillance is performed at least once per 72 hours to monitor the '

gamma isotopic analysis of the reactor coolant. It basically is a quantitative
measurement of radionuclides with half lives > 4 minutes, excluding

;
radioiodines. This meast.rement considers the sum of the degassed gamma
activity and the total of the identified gaseous activities in the sample taken. '

,

His surveillance provides an indication of any increase in the specific
activity of the reactnr coolant. Monitoring of the results of this surveillance

|

,

[ all.,ws for proper remedial actions to be taken prior to rwhmg the LCO '

limits under normrJ operating conditions. This surveillance is applicable in i
MODES 1,2, and 3. He frequency of 72 hours has been shows to be
acceptable through operating experience. !,

l*

SR 3.4.15.2
i

nis surveillance is performed to ensure io r.2e levels remain within limits
following power changes. The 14<1sy Frequency is adequate to trend t

changes in the activity level considering that gross activity is monitored every i
i 72 hours. De Frequency between two and six hours following a power i

change 215 % RTP within a one-hour period is erts.blished because iodine,

| spikes occur at this time. Samples at any other time would not provide as
,

1 iaccurate results.

(continued) |
1
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RCS Specific Activity
B 3.4.15 !

i e

BASES r
*

,

SURVEILLANCE $R 3 4.15.3 I

REQUUIREMESTS :
t,

(continued) A radiochemical analysis for $ determmation is required to be performed I

every six nonths with the plant operating in MODE 1 with equilibrium ;
conditions. These requirements for E deter =mation directly relate to the '

LCO and are required to verify unit operation within the specified LCO
limits. The radiochemical analysis for $ is a measurement of the average

,

energies per disintegration ofisotopes with halflives > 4 minutes, excluding
iodines. "Ibe Frequency of six months is based on the fact that $ does not

; change rapidly during operation. This Frequency has been shown to be
acceptable through operstmg experience.

SR 3.0.4 does not apply so that sampling can be performed in MODE 1.*

The sample must be taken after a minimwn of two Effective Full Power Days
,

*

and 20 days of power operation have lapsed since the reactor wss last i

suberitical for 2 48 hours. This ensures that the activity is at equilibrium !
so the analysis for E is representative and is not skewed by a crud burst or j
other event.

i j4

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100, " Determination of Exclusion Area. Im Population
Zone, and Population Center Distance,' USNRC,1973.

t2. 52 FR 3788. NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
|

Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. UShTC, ',
February 6,1987. t
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16A.7.16 B 3.4.16 RCS LOOPS -TEST EXCEPTIONS |
,

RCS 1. oops - Test Exceptions
1

B 3.4.16 !
>

l

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS (RCS) j

B 3.4.16 RCS Ims - Test Exceptions ;

i
t

BASES i
|

BACKGROUND his special test exception permits reactor criticality at reduced RCS
1

temperatures and under reduced flow conditions durms PHYSICS TESTS
while at low THERMAL POWER levels.

;

.!

APPLICABLE Here are no transient or a:cidet analyses stich specify the allowed i

SAFETY ANALYSES boundaries of this LCO. However, operating experience has demonstrated
this exception to be safe under the present applicability.

|
LCO 7be LCO is provided to allow for the performance cf PHYSICS TESTS in

MODE 2. Without the LCO, plant operations would be held bound to the
normal operating LCOs for reactor coolant loops and circulation (MODES I
and 2), a minimum temperature for criticalities, and minimum pressure,

( temperature air flow limits. Hence, the appropriate physics tests could not f

be performed.
'

i

In MODE 2 utere the associated PHYSICS TESTS must be performed, !
operation is allowed under no reduced conditions provided the reactor trip

'

setpoints of the OPERABLE power level channels an set at s [S%) RTP. ;

his ensures if some problem caused the plant to enter MODE I and start !
ancreasing plant power, the Reactor Protection System would automatically j
shut it down before power became too high, and thereby prevent violation of i

fuel design limits. De LCO alsa requins that both RCS loops and at least i
one RCP in each loop be in operation to provide forced coolant circulation.
It alen requires that the pressure / temperature relationship be maintained. |i

APPLICABILITY nis LCO ensures that the plant will not be operated in MODE I without !~

forced circulation. It only allows testing under these conditions while in
MODE 2. Herefore, no safety or fuel design limits will be violated as a r

result of the associated tests.

(continued) (
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RCS I. oops - Test Excetions i

B 3.4.16 i

BASES !

i

ACTIONS Al

If THERMAL POWER increases to > 5 % RTP, the reactor must be tripped '

imwiately, his ensures the plant is not placed in an unanalyzed condition, ,

and prevents exr-Eg the specified acceptable fuel design limits.

B 1. B.2 and B 3
,

i
If the RCS temperature and/or pressure is outside the P/T limits, the reactor '

must be tripped immediately. He pressure and temperature must be restored
with the P/Tlimits. An engineering evaluation must be performed to ensure

;
structural integrity of the RCS prior to achieving criticality. t

f
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 4.16.1
REQUIREMEN'IS

:
THERMAL POWER must be verified to be within hmits once per hour. He

!
hourly Frequency has been shows by operating practice to be sufficient to

!o
regularly accece degradation and verify operation within the LCO limits. !

( i
SR 3,4.16.2

,

Within 12 hours of initiating PHYSICS TESTS, a CHANNEL |

FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on each logarithmic power level |'

and linear power level neutron flux monitoring channel. He intenal is )
adequate to ensure that the appropriate equipment is OPERABLE to aid in !,'

monitoring and protection of the plant during these tests. ;!
i

SR 3.4.16 3 '

Both RCS loops and at Icast ooe RCP in each loop must be verified to be in I

operation. He hourly frequency has been shows by operating practice to be I

sufficient. '

!

SR 3 416 4 i
i

+

The RCS temperature and pressure must be verified to be with the P/T limits. ;

ne hourly frequency has been shown by opereting practice to be sufficient.
{

(continued)

i

I
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RCS Loops - Test Exceptions
B 3.4.16

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.16.5
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The RCS temperanzre must be verified to be 2 [300'F). The bouriy
%y has been shown by operstag practice to be sufficient.

REFERENCES 1. None.

/

\

.

.

.;
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CESSAR nuhio.

16A.8 B 3.5 SAFLTY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS)
i

16A.8.1 B 3.5.1 SAFE 1Y INJECTION TAh%S

Safety injection Tanks

B 3.5.1

B 3.5 SAFETY INJECHON SYSTEM (SIS)

B 3.S.1 Saferv Iniection Tanks

B ASES

BACKGROUND He functions of the four Safety Injection Tanks (STTs) are to supply water
;

to remove heat from the core during the blowdown phase of a less of ;
Coolant Accident (LOCA), and to provide a water invectory to aid in !

refilling the core and reactor vessel downcomer during the recovery phase
that follows. He SITS are passive components since no operator or control

r
actions are reqmred for them to perform their function. Internal tank

|
pressure and gravity are sufficient to discharge the tank contents to the !

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) if RCS pressure decreases below SIT pressure. |
!

.Each SIT discharges its water volume duectly to the reactor vesse!
!

'

*
. downcomer via a direct vessel injection nozzle, also utilized by the Safety !

Injection Systern. Each SIT is isolated from the RCS by a motor operated
isolation valve and two check valves in series; The motor operated isolation

. valves are normally open with power removed from the valve motor to

{% prevent inadvertent closure prior to, or during an accident. Additionally, j
i

they are interlocked with the pressurizer pressure measurement channels to '

~

ensure the valves will automatically open as RCS pressure is increased above
SIT pressure, and to prevent inadvertent closure prior to an accident. The
valves also receive a safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) to open. Rese

j
.i

features ensure the valves meet the requirements of IEEE Std 279-1971 (Ref. I

1) for ' operating bypa"# and that the SITS will be available for injection
without reliance on operator action. !

;

!

he SIT gas / water volumes, gas pressure, and outlet pipe size are selected to I

allow three of the four SITS to partia!!y recover the core before significant
clad melting or nrconium-water reaction can occur following a LOCA. He

{

,

need to ensure that three SITS are adequate for this function is consistent with !
,

LOCA analysis assumption that the entire contents of one SIT will be lost via

-

the break during the blowdown phase of a LOCA. j
'
h

I

(continued) ;

I
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Safety injection Tazis !

B 3.5.1

-
BASES i

;

BACKGROUND his LCO helps to assure that the following acceptance criteria established !
(continued) by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 2) for Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)

!wi!!be met following a LOCA:
,

Mntamm fuel element cladding tempersture of s 2200*F.o

Maumum claMMg oxidation of s 0.17 times the total cladding I
o

thickness before oxidation.
i

Maumum hydrogen generation from a zirconium-water reaction of
!

o ,

s 0.01 times the hypothetical amot.nt that would be generated if all !
of the metal in the cladding cylinders surroundtog the fuel,
excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum volume, were to
react. '

?

De core is maintained in a coolable geometry. Io
j

f

Since the SITS discharge during the blowdown phase of a LOCA, they do not !contribute to the long term requirements of 10 CFR 50.46.
|

|
r

?, --

*
t; APPLICABLE

ne SITS are credited for in both the large and small break LOCA analysis {l
SAFETY ANALYSES at full power. (Ref. 31 In performing the LOCA calculations, conservative '

) assumptions are made concerning the availability of safety injection flow. In (
,

the early stages of a LOCA with a loss of off-site power, the SITS provide :

the sole source of makeup water to the RCS. This is because the safety |injection pumps cannot deliver flow until the emergency diesel generators
.

;
start, come to rated speed, and go through their timed loading sequence. In (,

cold leg breaks, the entire contents of one SIT is assumed to be lost through! L
the break during blowdown, even through the SITS discharge their contents
directly to vessel downcomer via the direct vessel injection nozzle.

j
,

'

!;

j The limiting large break LOCA is a Double Ended Guillotine Cold leg break j
at the discharge of the reactor coolant pump. During this. event the SITS

!
-

discharge to the RCS as soon as RCS pressure decreases below SIT pressure. i
As a conservative estimate in the calculation of the reflood portion of the !

j l

(continued) !
,

i
!
t
;
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Safety lajection Tanks
B 3.5.1

BASES

APPIlCABLE accidet, no cndit is taken for safety injection pump flow until the SITS
SAFETY ANALYSES empty. His results in a rmmmum effective delay of over [60] seconds

(continued) during utich the SITS umst provide the core cooling function. The actual
delay time does act exceed 40 acconds No operator sction is assumed
during the blauemn stage of a large break LOCA

ne worst case small break LOCA assumes a time delay of 140 seconds
before pumped flow reches the core. He SITS and an SI pump both play
a part in termmating the nse in clad temperature. As break size decreases the

role of the SITS decreases until they are not required and the SI pumps
become solely responsible for terminating the temperature increase.

Since the SITS are passive components, active single failures are not
applicable to their operanon. The SIT isolation valves, however, are not
single failure proof; therefore, whenever the valves are open, power shall be
removed from their operators. These precautions ensure that the SITS are
available during an accident (Refs. 4,5). With power supplied to the valves
a single active failure could result in a valve closure, which would render one
SIT unavailable for injection. If a second SIT is lost through a DVI break ,

7 only two SITS would reach the core. Since the orJy active failure stich
(~~ could affect the SITS would be the closure of a motor operated outlet valve,

the requirement to remove pwer from these eliminates this failure mode.
.1

He minimum volume requirement for the SITS ecstres that three SITS can

provide adequate inventory to reflood the core and dowscomer following a
LOCA. Le downcomer then remains flooded until the Safety Injection
Pumps start to deliver flow.

He mmmum volume limit is based upon maintaining an adequate gas
volume to ensure proper injection and the ability of the SITS to fully e

discharge, and to limit the maximum amount of boron inventory in the SITS. |'

A mM-mm of { ] carrow range level corresponding to (1600] cubic feet
and a maximum of [ ] narrow range level corresponding to [1927] cubic
feet of borated water are used in the safety analysis as the voluene in the
SITS To allow for instrument accuracy, ! ] narrow range corresponding
to [1625] cubic feet and [ ] narrow rsege corresponding to [1902] cubic
feet, are specified. He analysis is based upon the cubic feet requirements,
the % figures are provided for operator use stace the level indication
provided in the control room is in %, not cubic feet.

i

(continued)
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Safesy Injection Tanks I
B 3.5.1 |

>

BASES

APPLICABLE ne mrmmum pressure requirement casures that the contained gas volume
SAFETY ANALYSES will gcoerate discharge flow rates during injection which are ma=>=sent with '}

(continued) thcne assumed in the safety analysis. i

!
He maximum pressure limit ensures excessive amounts of gas will not be

.

'

injected Sto the RCS after the SITS have emptied. i

.

\
A m-mmum pressure of[570] psig and a maximum pressure of[632] psig are j
used in the analysis. To allow for instrument accuracy, [575] psig minimum ;

and '527] psig maximum are speci6ed. !
!

ne maximum allowable baron concentration in the SITS is based upon boron
precipation limits in the core following a LOCA. Establishing a ==iamm j
limit for boron is necessary since the time at which boron precipadon would {
occur in the core following a LOCA is a function of break locanon, break !

size, the amount of boron injected into the core and the point of ECCS j
injection. Post-LOCA emergency pmcedures directtng the operator to ;
establish simultaneous hot / cold leg injection are based upon the worst case j
minimum boron precipation time. Maintaining the manmum SIT boron
concentration within the upper limit ensures the SITS do not invalidate this,

i
calculation. An excessive boron concentration in any of the borated water j*
eources used for injecnon during a LOCA could result in borun precipation !
carlier than predicted.

!

!

ne minimum boron requirements are based on Beginning OfIlfe reactivity
values and are selected to ensure the reactor will remain suberitical ddring the |
reflood stage of a large break LOCA. During a large break LOCA all
Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) are assumed not to insert into the core r

and the initial reactor suutdown is accomplished by void formation during [
blowdown. Sufficient boron concentration must be maintained in the SITS

[

to prevent a return to enticality during reflood. Although this requirement ;

' is similar to the basis for the minimum boron concentration of the j
In-Contammen: Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) the minimum SIT i
concentration is lower than the IRWST since the SITS need not account for I

dilution by the RCS. k
i
!

The SITS satisfy the ryuirements of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
i

Statement as desenbcd in Reference 6. '
,

i
(continued) |

|
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Safety Injection Tanks

B 3.5.1

BASES I

.

LCO The LCO establishes the mmimum conditions required to ensure the SITS are
available to accomplish their core cooling safety function following a lhCA.
Four SITS are recpared OPERABLE to msure 100 % of the contrats of three

,

of the SITS will reach the core during a LOCA. This is mame=t with the
===ption that the contents of one tank spill through the break for a DVI
line break. If less than three tanks are injected ddg the blowdown phase
of a LOCA the ECCS acceptance criteria of 10 C4 50.46 (Ref. 2) may not '

be satisfied For a SIT to be considered OPERABLE, the isolation valve must
be fu'ly open with power removed and the limits established for contained
volume, boron concentration and nitrogen cover pressure must be met.

hES 3*4t
APPUCABIUTY In MODES 1 and 2, and MOD &3 with RCS pressure 2 [900] psia the SIT

OPERABILITY requirements are based on full power operation. Although
.

cooling requirements decrease as power decreases the STTs are still required
[to provide core cooling as long as elevated RCS pressures and temperatures :

exist. I

This LCO is only applicable at pressures 2 [900] psia. Below [900] psia.
r

" <

( the rate of RCS blowdown is such that the S1 Pumps can provide adequate !

injection to ensure that peak clad temperature remains below the 10 CFR
!*

50.46 (Ref. 2) limit of 2200'F. i

In MODE 3 s [900} psia and in MODES 4, S and 6 the SIT motor-
operated isolation valves are closed to isolate the SITS from the RCS. This,

allows RCS cooldown and depressurustion without discharging the SITS into
the RCS or requiring depressurization of the SITS.

ACTIONS M
.

With the boron concentration of one SIT not within limits, the baron I

concentration must be returned to within the limits within 72 hours. In this* .

condition, ability to maintain suberiticality or minimum boron precipitation
time may be reduced. However, since the volume of the SIT is still available,

i

<

_ for injection and the boron requiremects are based on the average boron
corv r tration of the total volume of three SITS, the consequences are less j
severe than those with a SIT not svailable for injection. The 72-hour '

(continued)
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Safety injection Tanks

B 3.5.1 i

\
BASES

iACITONS Al(continued)

Completion %ne to return the boron concetration to within limits is I

consimat with the requirenxets imposed on other Engineered Safety Features
|systems in similar MODES.
i

.

El
!

4

With one SIT inoperable, for a reason other than boron concentration, the i

SIT must be returned to OPERABLE status within one hour. In this ;
condition the requ: red contents of three SITS cannot be assumed to reach the f !
core during a LOCA. Due to the severity of the consequences should a
LOCA occur in these conditions, the one hour Completion Time to open the

.

valve, remove power to the valve, or restore the proper uster volume or ;
'

nitrogen cover-pressure ensures prompt action is taken to return the
|inoperable SIT to OPERABLE status. He Completion Time mmimtm the
t

time exposure of the plant to a LOCA in these conditions. I*

i

C1
/

k" he plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the f
5

,

'

SIT cannot be retumed to OPERABLE status within the associated '

Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in
i

six hours and by reducing pressurizer pressure to < [900] psia within 12
bours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating,

'

experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power without *

challecging plant systems. '

'

M i

i
With more than one SIT inoperable, the plant is in a condition outside the '

accident analysis. Derefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.,

1 SURVEILIANCE SR 3.5.1.1
fREQUIREMENTS

Verification of proper valve position, as indicated in the Control Room, i

ensures the SITS are available for injection and ensures timely discovery if ,

(continued) !

,
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Safecy Injection Tarls
B 3.5.1

B ASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.51.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

a valve should be less than fully open. If an imladon valve is not fully op:n
the rate ofinjection to the RCS can be reduced. Although a notor-operated
valve position should not change with power removed, a closed valve could

result in not aretag accident analysis assumptions. A 12-bour frequency
ensures a mispositioned isolation valve will be quickly identified while
limiting the time the plant would be operated in a degraded condition.

SR 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3

This surveillance ensures that the nitrogen cover-presst.re and the borated
water volume contained in the SITS are sufficient to ensure adequate injection
duriag a LOCA. Due to the static design of the SITS, a 12 hour frequency
allows the operator to identify changes before the limits are reached and has
been shown to be acceptable through operstmg expenence.

SR 3.51.4

ltis surveillanc- ensures SIT boron con:entration is within the required(-
to identify changes which could occur from mechanisms such as stratification
limits. Due to the static design of the SITS, a 31-day frequency is adequate

or in-leakage. Sampling within six bours after a 1% volume increase will
identify if in-leakage from the RCS has caused a reduction in boron
concentration below the required limit.

SR 3.5.1.5

This surveillance ensures that an active failure could not result in the closure
of a SIT motor-operated isolation valve coincident with a LOCA. If this
were to occur only two SITS would be available for injection assuaung one
SIT coctets are lost. Innallation and recnval of the breakers is conducted
under administrative control. Since this surveillance is a venfication that the
breaker is reenved and is relatively easy, the 31. day frequency was chosen
to provide additional assurances that the breakers are removed.

_

(continued)
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Safety injection Tanks
B 3.5.1

B ASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 5.1.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR is tedified by a Note which allows power to be supplied to the
mator. operated isolation valves when RCS prer,sure is < (900] psia, thus
allowing operational flexibility by avoiding unnecessary delays to manipulate
the breakers during plant stanups or shutdowna. Even with power supplied
to the valves, inadvertent closure is preve-ted by the RCS pressure interlock
associated with the valves. Were closure to occur, in spite of the interlock,
the SIAS signal provided to the valve would open a closed valve should a
LOCA occur.

REFERENCES 1. IEEE Std. 279-1971, Criteria For Protection Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stadons.

2.
10 CFR 50.46 Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for 1ight Water Nuclear Power Plants.

4

3. CESSAR-DC Section 6.3, * Safety Injection System.*

4 4 Branch Technical Position BTP ICSB - 4, attached to SRP
~

Requirements on Motor @ted Valves in the ECCS Accumulator
Lines,

5. Branch Technical Posidon BTP ICSB - 18, attached to SPJ
Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Manually-Controlled
Electrically. Operated Valves.

6.
J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-335 C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Cnteria Applicadon).*

7. Draft NUREG-1366, *1mprovements to Technical Specification
Requirements.*

(continued)
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Safety Injection Tanks
B 3.5.1

BASES

REFERENCES Additional References

(continued)
8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling

System.

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 36 -Inspection of Emergency Core
Cooling System.

10. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 37 - Testing of Emergency Core
Coating System.

11. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K - ECCS Evaluation Models.

12. GL 85-16. High Boron Concentrations, August 23, 1985.

13. RG 1.79, Preoperational Testing of Emergency Cooling Systems for
Pressurued Water Reactors, Rev. 01, September,1975.

14. SRP 6.3, Emergency Core Cooling Systems, April,1984

*
15. NRC memorandum R. L. Bayer to V. Stello, Jr., ncommended

Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components, December 1,
1975.

e
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16A.8.2 B 3.5.2 SIS - OPERATING

iSIS - Operatmg
B 3.5.2

I

B 3.5 SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) [

B 3.5.2 SIS - Operatine

|

BASES

BACKGROUND ne funcemn of the SIS is to supply water to remove decay best from the !

core, both short and long term, in the event that normal cooling systems I

(steam generators or shutdown cooling) cannot provide this function and to
supply borated water to the reactor core followmg increased heat removal !

events, such as large steam line breaks, and to provide inventory for a S/G
tube rupture event.

i
'

Four rednMant 100% capacity safety injection (SI) pumps are provided. In
MODES 1,2 and 3, all divisions are required. His ensures that 100% of *

ithe core cooling requirements can be provided even in the event of a single
IDVI line break with a failure of DG to statt.

An independent suction header supplies water from the inconramment

(, Refueling Water Storage Tank to each of the safety injection pumps. Each
SI pump discharges directly to the reactor vessel downcomer via the Direct ,

m,

VesselInjection nozzle. He SI pump flow directs sufficient flow to the core
,

to meet the analysis assumptions following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
in one of the RCS cold legs.

,

During low t+..aus conditions in the RCS, limitations are placed on the
maximum number of SI Pumps which may be OPERABII. Refer to the j

Bases for LCO 3.4.11. I.ow Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) ',

System, for the basis of these requirements. !
!

LCO 3.5.2 helps to ensure that the following acceptance criteria established
by 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref.1) for SIS will be met following a LOCA:

o Maximum Fuel element cladding temperature of G 2200*F |

o Maximum cladding oxidation of ':s 0.17 times the total cladding j
thickness before oxidation. ;,.

(continued)
. ;
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SIS - Operstmg ;

B 3.5.2 l

BASES !
!

BACKGROUND o Manmum hydrogen gueration from a nrconium-water rimetion of
(continued) .4 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that would be generated if all

of the metal in the cladding cylinders surroundmg the fuel,
excluding the cladding surrounduzg the plenum volume,.were to
Etact-.

Re core is maintained in a coolable geometry.o

Adequate long term core cooling capability is maintained. io

ne LCO also limits the potential for a post-trip return to power following
,

a emmime break event and a CEA ejection accident.

During a large break LOCA RCS pressure will decrease to less than 200 psia '!
in less than 20 seconds. He safety injection systems are actuated upon
receipt of a SIAS. The actuation of safeguard loads is accomplished in a

,

programmed time sequence. If offsite power is available the safeguard loads !

start imma4intely in the programmed sequence, if offsite power is not j
available the Engineered Safety Features buses shed normally operatmg loads

( and are <=" to the emergency diesel generators. Safeguards loads are
u then actuated in the programmed time sequence. He time delay associated f

with diesel starting, sequenced loading and pump startmg determine the time
.

required before pumped flow is available to the core following a LOCA. i

"

APPLICABLE Re SI system is assumed to be OPERABLE in the large break LOCA analysis !
'

SAFETY ANALYSES at full power, CESSAR-DC 6.3 (Ref. 2). This analysis establishes a
m" imum required runout flow for the SI pumps. De SI Pumps are credited
in the small break LOCA analysis. This analysis establishes the flow and
discharge head requirements at the design point for the SI Pump. He main

!

steam line break event also establishes the flow-bend requirement and in ;
addition =hFeh~ the minimum requtred response time for actuation of the !

pumps. ne Steam Generator Tube Rupture (STGR) CEA ejection and' ,

inadvertent opening of an atmospheric dump valve analyses also credit the SI i

Pumps, but do not limit the design.

(continued) .
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SIS - opersung |

B 3.S.2 ;

BASES
v

APPIJCABLE Be large break LOCA event with a loss of offsite power and a single failure
.

"

SAFETY ANALYSES (disabling two SIS divisions) establishes the OPERABIIJTY i@ ts for
(continued) the SIS. During the blowdown stage of a IDCA, the RCS 4.- izes as ;'

prunary ~Jaar is ejected through the bruk into the contaiamant, De
nuclear reaction is termiantui either by moderator voiding during large breaks
or CEA insertion for small breaks Following depressurtzation, ecnergency
cooling water is injected into the direct vessel injection nozzles, flows dow1:
the downcomer, fills the lower plenum, and refloods the core.

i

On smaller breaks, RCS pressure will stabdize at a value dependent upon
!

break size, beat load and injection flow. He smaller the break, the higher '

this equilibrium pressure In all LOCA analyses injection flow is not
credited until RCS pressure drops below the shutoff bead of the SI Pumps.

The LCO ensures an SIS division will deliver sufficient water to match decay f
heat boil off rates soon enough to minimize core uncovery for a large LOCA.

.

It also ensures that the 51 Pump will deliver sufficient water during a small
LOCA, and provide sufficient boron to maintain the core suberitical

,

| following a SLB.
1

( Iy he SIS divisions satisfy the requirements of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as described in Reference 3.

t

i

LCO In MODES 1, 2 and 3 four independent (and redundant) SIS division are
required to ensure sufficient SIS flow is available to mitigate the ,

consequences of a LOCA assummg a single failure coincident with a LOOP. !

Additionally, the SIS divisions may be called upon to mitigate the {
consequences of other transients and accidents. i

.

In MODES 1, 2. and 3, an SIS division consists of a SI putop, the piping, j'

snstruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of
,

taking suction from the IRWST on a SIAS. !

!

(continued) [
!
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SIS - Or ing [
l'3.5.2j. g

'

BASES
!
'

tLCO During an event reqmnng SIS actuation, a flowpath is provided to ensure an j
(continued) abundant supply of water from the IRWST to the RCS via the SI pumps and j

thear respective supply lines to each of the four direct vemaet injection3

;
nozzles. In the long term, flowpaths may be switched to supply part ofits

{flow to the RCS hot legs via the hot leg injection nozzles on two of the ;
divisiona.

e

I

ne flowpath for each divisix .tst maintain its designed independence to I

ensure that no single failure can disable more than two SIS divisions. :
,

:
1

(APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2, and 3 the SIS OPERABILITY :iquurments for the limiting |
DBA, large LOCA, are based on full power operstion. Although reduced 1

power would not require the same level of performance, the accident analysis
, does not provide for reduced cooling requirements in the lower MODES. ;-

!

He SI Pump performance is based on the small break LOCA stich !
establishes the pump performance curve and has less dependence on power. [
MODE 2 and MODE 3 requirements are bounded by the MODE I analysis. |
He steam line break event must also be considered in developing the pump
performance curve.

[w.
I

MODE 4 SIS functional requirements are described in LCO 3.S.3. '

,

In MODES 5 and 6, plant conditions are such that an event requiring SIS
injection is extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are I
addressed by LCO 3.4.7 Reactor Coolant Loops and Circulation loops
Filled, and LCO 3.4.8, Loops Not Filled. MODE 6 core cooling j

,
,

!

requirements are addressed by LCO 3.9.4, Shutdown Celing and Coolant
{Circulation. High Water Level, and LCO 3.9.5, Shutdows Cooling and

Coolant Circulation, low Water level. j
4

'

i
<

(continued) f
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SIS - Operanng
B 3.S.2

h

BASES

ACITONS M

With one or more components inoperable such that 100% of the equivalcat !
flow of an SIS division is not fully OPERABLE the inoperable components 1

must be returned to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this condition,
the remaming OPERABLE SIS componets are adequate to perform the SIS
function. However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single fatture

.

in the remammg OPERABLE components could result in reduced SIS !

capability. The 72-hour Completion Time is based on NRC
,

.w -A" ions (Ref. 4) based on a risk evaluation, and is a reasonable
time for many repairs

An SIS flowpath is inoperable if it is not capable of delivering the design
flow to the RCS. He individual components are inoperable if they not
capable of performing their design function, or supporting systems are not '

available (except as allowed by their respective LCOs).

t

he LCO requires the OPERABILITY of a number of independent ;
subsystems. An event accompanied by a loss of offsite power and the failure

( of an emergency diesel generator can disable two SIS divisions until power
is restored. It is assumed that flow from the third SI pump is discharged ',

m

through the break. Analysis has shown that flow from one SI pump is
sufficient to keep the core covered for a DVI line break which is the limiting
SBLOCA. Hence, continued operation for 72 hours is justified. In
Condition B, the plant is assured of having more equipment available,than in
Condition A, and the same Completion Time for these two Conditions is ,

'

justified.
,

B.1 and B.2 '

he plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO'does not apply if the
inoperable components cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the

associated Completion Time. d is is done bylacing the plant in at east
MODE 3 in six hours M@bhhhalf f fl @07

,

i

within 12 hours. He allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operstmg experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power
without challenging plant systems. ,

(continued)
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SIS - operatag
B 3.5.2 i

iBASES

SURVFTY J ANCE SR 3.511
REQUIREMENTS

Veri 5 cation of pmper valve position ensures the flowpath from the SIS
pumps to the RCS is u-M Misalignment of these valves could render
the =&aA SIS division inoperable. Secunng these valves in position by
removal of power ensurts they caw change position as the result of an
active failure or be inadvertently misaligned. These valves are of the type
described in Reference 5 that can disable the function of the asociated SIS
divisions, invalidating the accide.at analysis. A 12-hour frequency ensures a ,

mispositioned valve will be quickly identified while limiting the time the
plant would be operated in a degraded condition.

SR 3.5.2.2

Verifying the corred alignment for manual, power operated, and automatici

valves in the SIS flowpaths provides assurance that the proper flowpaths will
exist for SIS pump. This SR does not apply to valves which are locked, ;

scaled or otherwise secured in position since these were verified so be in the
correct position prior to locking, scaling or secunng. A valve which receives

(- an actuation signal is allowed to be in a non-accident position provided the
valve will automatically reposition within the proper stroke time. This*-

Required Action does not require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather,d

it involves veri 5 cation that those valves capable of potentially being.

craspositioned, are in the correct position. The 31-day frequency is
appropriate because the valves are operated under proceduraf control, an
improper valve position would only affect a single train, and the probability
of an event requiring SIS actuation during this time peri-f is low. 'llis
frequency has been show11 to be acceptable through operating, experience.

SR 3.5.2.3
.

With the exception of systems'in operation, the SIS pumps are normally in
a standby, non-operating mode. As such, flowpath piping has the potcotial
to develop voids and pockets of entrained gases. Maintaining the piping
from the SIS pumps to 1e RCS full of water ensures that the system will

"

perform properly, injecting its full capacity mto the RCS upon demand. This
will also prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of non-
condensible gas (e.g., air, nitrogen, or hydrogen) into the reactor vessel

(continued) .
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' SIS - Operstmg
B 3.5.2

,

B ASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.2.3

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) following an SIAS or dunng shutdown cooling. %e 31 day fnquency is

ba~t on the low probability of an event requmng SIS actuation during this i

time, the gradual nature of gas -Mon in the SIS piping, and the !

procedural controls governing system operation.
,

|
'

SR 3.5.2.4j

i
'

Flow and differential head are normal tests of centrifugal pump performance
required by Section XI of the ASME Code. Such inservice inspections i

confirm component OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient
failures by indicating abnormal performance. A quarterly frequency for such
tests is a Code requirement.

SR 3.5.2.5 and SR 3.5.2.6

nese SRs demonstrate each automatic SIS valve =*='n to its required

(' position on an actn=1 or simulated Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS)
and that each SIS Pump starts on receipt of an actual or simulated SIAS. He !

IB-month frequency was developed considering it is prudent that these
surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. his is due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the SRs and the potential for unplanned
plant transients if the SRs are performed with the reactor at power. Although
the actuation logic is tested as part of the ESFAS functional test every 92
days, and equipment performance is monitored as part of the Inservice
Testing Program. Operating experience has shown that these components
virtually always pass the SR what performed on the 18-month frequency
which is conststent with the refueling cycle. ;

SR 3.5.2.7

Periodic inspections of the SIS suction inlet and the IRWST Holdup Volume
Tank casures that it is unrestricted and it stays in proper operating condition.
A frequency of 18 months is sufficient to detect abnormal degradation and is
consistent with refueling cycle.

(continued)
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SIS - Operaung I

B 3.5.2

BASES

i
REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Criteria for Emertency Core Cooling

5Systems for light Water Nuclear Powr Plants. t

;

1 !
2. CESSAR-DC Section 6.3, * Safety Injection System.* ,

I
r

3. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley |
; (Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-335, C-E

{Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
1

(Criteria Application).*
j!

4 NRC Memorand,tm R. L. Bayer to V. Stello, Jr., Re-ded I
Interim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components, December 1 !
1975. /

!
5. IE Information Notice No. 8741, RHR Valve Misalignment Causes |

Degradation of ECCS in PWRs,1snaag 6,1987. E

i

Additional References

i[' 6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling [\,. System. '

4

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 36 -Inspection of Emergency Core
iCooling System. '

i

8. 10 CFR 50, Appedix A, GDC 37 - Testing of Emergency Core I
Cooling System.

j!
9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K - ECCS Evaluation Models.

t

|
10. GL 85-16, High Boron Concentrations, August 23,1985. !

(

11. GL ES-22, Potential for Loss of Post-LOCA Recirculation
Capability Due to Insulation Debris Blockage. I

!

12. RG 1.1, Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core Cooling ;
and Containment Heat Removal Pumps, Rev. O, November,1980. ;

i

(continued) {
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SIS - Operstmg
B 3.5.2

PASES

REFERENCES 13. BTP M17.B 6-1, pH for Emergeon Coolant Water for PWRs.
(continued)

14. NUREG-OS69, Coorn mmt Emergency Sump Performance, October
1985.

15. RG 1.79, Preoperatiocal Testing of Emergency Core Cooling
Systems for Pressurized Water Reactors, Rev. 01, September 1980.

16. RG 1.82. Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and rhtnin=t
Spray Systems, Rev. 01 November 1985.

17. SRP 6.3, Emergmey Core Cooling Systems April 1984

I

%~

.

|
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16 A.8.3 B 3.5.3 SIS - S11UTDOWN

SIS - Shutdown
B 3.5.3

B 3.5 SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS)

B 3.5.3 SIS - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND The Background section for Bases B 3.5.2 is applicable to this Bases with the
following madifications:

In MODE 4 an SIS division is defined as one SI subsystem. In this MODE
the decay heat gmeration and RCS blowdown rates are such that a single SI
pump is capable of providmg the core cooling function in the evcat of a I.oss
of Coolart Accident (LOCA). Also in MODE 4, a zero power steam line
break will have negligible consequences with respect to a reasvity transient.

APPLICABLE The Applicable Safety Analysis section of Bases 3.5.2 is applicable to this
SAFETY ANALYSES Bases.

[ LCO
D In Mode 4 with RCS cold leg temperature > 317'F two operable 51 divisions

msures at least one pump is capable of adequate flow to the CORE in the
event of a LOCA at a DVIline. With RCS cold leg temperature s [317'F],
a maximum of one SI pump is allowed to be OPERABLE in accordance with
LCO 3.4.11, low Temperature Overpressure Protection System.

APPLICABILITY In Mode 4, with RCS temperature >317'F a loss of coolant resultag from
a DVIline break requires two separate SI divisions be operable to ensure that

if a LOCA disables one division an altemate SIS division is available. The
r%st of having two OPERABLE SI division are acceptable without
single failure consideration on the basis of the stable textivity condition and
the limited core cooling requirements.

In MODES 5 and 6. P ant conditions are auch that an event requiring ECCSl

injection is extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCO 3.47/, RCS Loops -MODE 5. Loops Filled and LCO
3.4.'t RCS MODE 5, Loops Not Filled. MODE 6 cott cooling

8

(continued)

>
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SIS - Shuidcm3
B 3.5.3 !
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APPLICABIIJTY i+wts are addreened by LCO 3.9.4, Shutdows Coohng and Coolant
(continued) Ctreulation, High Water Level, and If0 3.9.5, Shutdown Cooling and

Coolant Ctreulation, low Water Level.
!

!

ACTIONS M i
i
!

With only one 51 Pump OPERABLE, the unit is not prepared to respond to ;

a LOCA. n one hour Completion Time to restore at least two SIS division !
to OPERABLE status ensures prompt accon is taken to provide the required ;
cooling capacity or to initiate actions to place the unit in MODE 5 where two

i
SIS divisions are not required. '

F_1'
i

ne plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if
rwo . SIS Pumps cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the.

associated Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in MODE 5 ;.' in 24 houn. He 24-hour Completion Time limits the time the plant is
|

subject to this event and is a reasonable time, based on the stable reactivity ij conditions of the reactor and the limited core cooling requirements, to reach !
conditions where this LCO is no longer applicable.

a

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 5.3.1
,

REQUIREMEhTS

ne applicat,le surveillance descriptions from Bases LCO 3.5.2 apply. j
t

iREFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.46, Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling !
Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants. !

'
<

2. CESSAR-DC Section 6.3, * Safety injection System.* |

!

3. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December !!,1987 *CE 4-335, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1 i

(Criteria Application).* ;

(continued)
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SIS - Shutdown !

B 3.5.3 |
I

BASES '

REFERENCES 4. NRC Memorandum R. L. Rayer to V. Stello, Jr., Reco-m,=ded
3

(mntinued) Intecim Revisions to LCOs for ECCS Components December 1, )

1975. |

:
!

5. IE laformation Notice No. 8741 RHR Valve Misalignment c== (
Degadation of ECCS in PWRs, January 6,1987.

|

Additional References

' 6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling [
System.

|
7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 36 -Inspection of Emergency Core {Cooling System.

.,

i

8. 10 CFR 50, Appe: dix A. GDC 37 - Testing of Emergency Core
Cooling System _

f

< 9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K - ECCS Evaluation Models..,.

g

10. GL E516. High Boron Concentrations. August 23,1985. !

!

11. GL 85-22, Potential for Loss of Post-LOCA Recirculation
Capability Due to insulation Debris Blockage. '{

.. i

12. RG 1.1, Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency Core Cooling
}

and Contamment Heat Removal Pumps, Rev. O. November,1950. ;

j 13. BTP MIT.B 6-1, pH for Emergency Coolant Water for PWRs. i
'- ,

,14. NUREG4869, Contam mmt Emergency Sump Performance, October ;,

*

1985.
f

'
.{

.

i! 15. RG 1.79, Preoperational Testing of Emergency Core Cooling |
| Systems for Pressurized Water Reactors Rev. 01, September 1980.
"
4

,

(continued) |
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SIS - Shutdows
B 3.5.3

EASES

REFERENCES 16. RG 1.E2, Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and Contam-t
(continued) Spray Systec.s. Rev. 01, November 1985.

17. SRP 6.3, Emergency Core Cooling Systems April 19,84.
.

4

i
4
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16A.8.4 B 3.5.4 IN-COSTAINMENT REFUELING STORAGE WATER TANK (IRWST)

!

In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank ,

B 3.5.4

B 3.5 SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM (SIS) |

B 3.5.4 In. cone inment Refueline Storare Water Tank (IRWST)
,

,

BASFS

BACKGROUND ne incetamment Refueling Water Storsge Tank (IRWST) supports the SIS *

by providing a source of borated water for Engmeering Safety Feature (ESF)*

'
Pump operation.

He IRWST supplies four divisions of SIS. Each SIS division is supplied by ;
a separate, suction line. He IRWST also supplies 2 divisions of contamment ,

spray and 2 shutdown cooling pumps. Use of a single IRWST to supply four ,

divisions of SIS and two divisions of contamment spray is acceptable since ;

the IRWST is a passive component and passive failures are not assumed in f'

the injection phase of an accident. ;

The Safety injection (SI), Shutdown Cooling (SC) Pumps and Contamment .

Spray (CS) pumps are provided with recirculation lines which ensure each
'

[ pumo can maintain minimum flow requirements when operating at shutoff
W bead conditions. '"hese lines discharge back to the IRWST. i

Ris LCO ensures that the IRWST contains sufficient borated water to
support the SIS during the injection phase, ensures the reactor remains
subentical following a LOCA, and ensuress that the assumptions used in the !

safety analysis for containment met free volume are =*;- ia~i Insufficient |4

water inventory in the IRWST could result in insufficient cooling capacity of ,

the SIS. Improper boron concentrations could result in loss of SHUTDOWN
MARGIN or excessive boric acid precipitation in the core following a
LOCA.

,

1

Storage capacity of the IRWST is based on operational and safety guards i

''

requirements. The location of the SIS suction piping in IRWST will result

i i2 some portion of the stored volume being unavailable for injection. The ,

minimum LCO volume is havd upon SIS. He ma.timum LCO volume is j,

based on contamment free volume requirements. The IRWST temperature |

requirements are based on an inadvertent contamment spray actuation. |

|
(continued) i,
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In-Contement Refueling Water Storage Tank
B 3.5.4

BASES

APPilCABLE The IRWST supplies the contamment spray system covered in LCO 3. 6 at d
SAFETY ANALYSES

the SIS divisions, covered in IrOs 3.5.{and 3.5 5,#with the abundant' supply
(CONTINUED) of cooling water to meet GDC 35, Ref. 3.

During accident conditions the IRWST provides a source of borsted wster to
the S1 and CS pumps As such, it provides contsmmmt cooling and
depressurization, core cooling and replacement inventory, RCS
depressurization using feed and bleed methods, and is a source of negative
reactivity for reactor shutdown. The design basis transients and applicable
safety analysis concerning each of these systems are discussed in the
Applicable Safety Analysis section of Specifications 3.5.2 SIS Divisions -
Operating,3.5.3 SIS Divisions - Shutdown, and 3.6.6 Containment Spray
System.

This LCO establishes the mimmum requirements for contained volume, boron
concentration and tempersture of the IRWST inventory. His ensures an
adequate supply of cool, borated water is available to: cool and depressurize
the containmeot in the event of a LOCA or steam / feed line break, cool and
cover the core in the event of a LOCA, ensure the reactor remaim suberiticali

following a LOCA or steam line break, and depressurize the RCS using feed
and bleed methods.

He Safety Analyses assumes a minimum volume in the IRWST of [495,000
i

gallons]. De Safety Analysis also assumes a manmum volume of[545,800]
gallons to allow for adequate contamment free volume. In adt.ition the
IRWST Holdup Volume Tank is assumed dry. To allow for instrument -

accuracy a mimmum volume of [505,000 gallons] and a maximum volume
of[535,000 gallons)is specified.

The limit established for minirnum boron concentration is based upon
susunng that with a minimum IRWST level following a LOCA, the reactor
wdl remain suberit; cal in the cold condition following mixing of the IRWST
and RCS wave, volumes. Small break /LOCAs assumes all control rods
mserted except the most reactive assembly stich is withdraws from the core.
Large break LOCAs assume all CEAs remain withdraum from the core. De

e

most limiting case occurs at beginning oflife.
~

(continued)
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In-Contammet Refueling Water Storage Tank |

B 3.5.4 '

BASES

I

APPLICABLE ne manmum boron limit in the IRWST is based on boron precipitation in
!

i
SAFETY ANALYSES the core following a IhCA. With the reactor vessel at saturated conditions, [

a

(continued) the core dissipates heat by pool nucleate boiling. Because of this boiling !

pbmommon in the core, the boric acid concestration will increene in this'

region. If allowed to proceed in this manner a point will be reached where
boron precipitation will occur in the core. Post-LOCA emergency procedures '

direct the operator to establish simultaneous hot / cold leg injection to prevent
this condition by establishing a forced flow path through the core regardless
of break location. Rese pines are based upon the mimmum time at

;

!

which precipitation could occur assummg msnmum boron concentrations
I

exist in the borated water sources used for injection following a LOCA.
Boron concentrations in the IRWST in eacess of the hmit could result in
precipitation earlier than assumed in the analysis.

The limits on IRWST temperature are determmed by an inadvertent I
3

contamment spray actuation. Relatively cold containment spray water will
reduce the contamment atmosphere temperature and thus the air and steam

[
partial pressures. Since the air pressure in the shield building isn't !

(. immediately affected, this would put a negative pressure across the I

contamment vessel. He design pressure is -2.0 psig.
J

'

He final contamment pressure after an inadvertent contamment spray
i

actu tion is sensitive to the initial contamment atmosphere temperature and
the IRWST water ter9perature. Figure 3.5.4-I shows the mmtmum allowed

IRWST water temperature for a given contamment atmosphere temperature. (For example, if the contammat atmosphere temperature is 90*F, the
|minimum allowed IRWST water temperature is 47'F. The msnmum
,temperature of the IRWST is 110'F. '

i

!

!
De IRWST meets Criterion 3 for inclusion as a technical specification as it !

,

is on the primary success path for core heat removal and contamment
i

*

| depressurization/ cooling as described in the above referenced specifications.

!LCO ne IRWST ensures an adequate supply of borsted water is available to: cool !

and depressurize the contamment in the event of a DBA, cool and cover the
core in the event of a LOCA, ensure the reactor remains suberitical following

ia DBA.
i

(continued)
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In-Con m.nmmt Refueling Water Storage Tanke
*

B 3.S.4
!4

BASES '

;

LCO To be considered OPERABLE the limits established for wster volume, boron
(conticued) concentration and temperature must be met.

.

APPIJCABILITY In MODES I, 2, 3 and 4 the IRWST OPERABILITY requirements are
dictated by the SIS and Contarnmmt Spray OPERABIIJTY requirements. -

Since both the ECCS and Containmmt Spray Systems must be OPERABLE
>

in MODES I,2. 3 and 4, the IRWST must be OPERABLE to support their '

operation.

,
.

In MODES S and 6 plant conditions are such that an event requiring SIS)

injection is extremely low. Core cooling requirements in MODE 5 are
addressed by LCOs 3.4.7, Reactor Coolant Loops and Circulation - Ioops i
Filled; and 3.4.5, Reactor Coolant Loops and Circulation Loops Not Filled.

;
MODE 6 core cooling requirements are addressed by LCOs 3.9.4. Shutdown

!

,

'

Cooling and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level; and 3.9.S. - Shutdows
Cooling and Coolant Circulation -Iow Water 1.evel.

( ACTIONS 11
,

With IRWST borated water volume not within limits, volume must be
returned to within limits within one bour. In this condition neither the SIS
or Containmmt Spray Systems can perform their design functions. Under ,

' ;

these conditions prompt action must be taken to restore the tank to
OPERABLE status or to place the plant in a MODE in which these systems

;

are not required. He one-hour time limit to restore the IRWST to j
OPERABLE is based on this condition simultaneously affecting multiple ;trains. -

!
?

M,

;

With IRWST boron concentration or borated water temperature not within j
limits, temperature must ba returned to within limits within eight hours. In
this condition neither the SIS or CS systems can perform their design !
functions. Under these conditions prompt action must be taken to restore the

tank to OPERABLE or to place the plant in a MODE in which these systems !

,

] are not required. De eight-hour limit to restore the IRWST temperature to i

,

(continued)
,

,
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in<:onta r-t Refueling Water Storage Tank

B 3.5.4 |
BASES

ACHONS M
i(continued)

within limits was developed considering the time required to change boron
{

concentration or temperature and that the contacts of the tank are still
!available for injection.
|i

C 1 and C.2
J
!

He plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the f
IRWST cannot be returned to OPERABLE status within the associated *

Completion Ttme, nis is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in
six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. De allowed Comp!: tion Times are ;

3

1
reasonable, haud on operating experience to reach the required MODES

:from full power operation without challecging plant systems.'

,

i
a i

r

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.1
5

REQUIREMENTS
4 The IRWST borated water temperature must be maintained within the limits !i

assumed in the accident analysis. De 24 hour frequency is short enough to '

identify a temperature change that would approach either temperature limit !
q

I

and has been shown to be acceptable through operstmg expenence, i;i
.

SR 3.5.4.2
i
i

ne IRWST water volume must be maintained above the required mimmum !
"

s
level. If the level is too low it would not provide a sufficient inidal supply ;

for injection or enough to support continued ESF pump operation on !
rectreulation. Since the IRWST volume is normally stable and provided with j
a low level alarm a seven-day frequency is appropriate and has been shows ;
to be acceptable through operating experience.

t

!

(continued) !
4

t

i

,

e
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In<.ontammmt Refueling Water Storage Tank
B 3.5.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.4.3

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) The IRWST water volume and the IRWST Holdup Volume Tank must be at

or below the stated limits to ensure that the contam-t free volume assumed
in the safety analysis exists. Since neither tank is used in any operational
mode and both are provided with alarms, a seven day frequcacy is

,

appropriate and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

SR 3.5.4.4

"Ite boron concentration of the IRWST must be maintained within the
required band. Maintaining the concentration within this band ensures the
reactor remaiu subcritical following a LOCA and that the resulting sump pH
is maintained in a acceptable range such that boron precipitation in the core
will not occur earlier than predicted and the effect of chloride and caustic
stress corrosion on mechanical systems and componects wi!! be minimized.
Since the IRWST volume is normally stable a seven4y sampling frequency,

( is appropriate and has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience.

REFERENCES 1. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-335, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Criteria Application).*

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 35 - Emergency Core Cooling
System.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 36 -Inspection of Emergency Core
Cooling System.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendtx A GDC 37 - Testing of Emergency Core
Cooling System.
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TSP ,

8 3.5.5 |

| \
B 3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS) i

;

8 3.5.5 Trisodium Phosphate (TSP)

BASES f
1

BACKGROUND
- Trisodium phosphate (TSP) dodecahydrate is placed on-the- m-h QLp\Jo\%Tokfloormr-in-thommp.of the containment building to assure ,

that iodine, which may be dissolved in the recirculated !
reactor cooling water following a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA), remains in solution. ISP also helps inhibit stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) of austenitic stainless steel

|components in containment during the recirculation phase >

following an accident.

Fuel that is damaged during a LOCA will release iodine in -{
several chemical forms to the reactor coolr.nt and to the '

containment atmosphere. A portion of the iodine in the
containment atmosphere is washed to the sump by containment

;

sprays. The emergency core cooling water is borated for :

reactivity control This borated water causes the sump '

solution to be acidic. In a low pH (acidic) solution, ;

i dissolved iodine will be converted to a volatile form. The
volatile iodine will evolve out of solution into the

'

containment atmosphere, significantly increasing the levels
of airborne iodine. The increased levels of airborne iodine ,

in containment contribute to the radiological releases and (increase the consequences from the accident due to
,

containment atmosphere leakage. !

After a LOCA, the components of the core cooling and
containment spray systems will be exposed to

:high temperature borated water. Prolonged exposure to the
'

core cooling water combined with stresses imposed on the
components can cause SCC. The SCC is a function of stress,
oxygen and chloride concentrations, pH, temperature, and
alloy composition of the components. High temperatures and
low pH, which would be present after a LOCA, tend to promote
SCC. This can lead to the failure of necessary safety
systems or components.

Adjusting the pH of the recirculation solution to levels
above 7.0 prevents a significant fraction of the dissolved -

iodine from converting to a volatile form. The higher pH ;

thus decreases the level of airborne iodine in containment |

and reduces the radiological consequences from containment
atmosphere leakage following a LOCA. Maintaining the

!
(continued)

.
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TSP [B 3.5.5 i

!
BASES !,

I
4

'

iBACKGROUND solution pH above 7.0 also reduces occurrence SCC of
(continued) austenitic stainless steel components in containment. |2

Reducing SCC reduces the probability of failure of !
4

components.

-
t

. i

j Granular TSP dodecahydrate is employed as a passive form of
!

pH control for post LOCA containment spray and core cooling A |water. Baskets of TSP are placed-on-the41oongMQpuwd %h ,'

--s=p *the containment building to dissolve 4 rom-released}?'~"e !
'

reactor coolant water and containment sprays after a LOCA. * * " * * *
! Recirculation of the water for core cooling and containment M "f " !

<

!sprays then provides mixing to achieve a uniform solution Tt.a m
The dodecahydrate form of TSP is used because of the 'jpH.,

!

| high humidity in the containment building during normal ;

operation. Since the TSP is hydrated, it is less likely to
,

absorb large amounts of water from the humid atmosphere and i*

jwill undergo less physical and chemical change than the
anhydrous form of TSP. j

: '

| \

i
'

f
i :APPLICABLE The LOCA radiological consequences analysis takes credit for' ,

i SAFETY ANALYSIS iodine retention in the sump solution based on the
recirculation water pH being 2: 7.0. The radionuclide

t

releases from the containment atmosphere and the !,

.| consequences of a LOCA would be increased if the pH of the |

recirculation water is not adjusted to 7.0 or above. |* -

2 r

!a

i

LC0 The TSP is required to adjust the pH of the recirculation
water > 7.0 after a LOCA. A pH > 7.0 is necessary to

,

!prevent significant amounts of iodine released frotr fuel
}

i

failures and dissolved in the recirculation water from! |converting to a volatile form and evolving into the
!containment atmosphere. Higher levels of airborne iodine in
!

i containment may increase the release of radbnuclides and
the consequences of the accident. A pH > 7.s is also

inecessary to prevent SCC of austenitic stainless steel,

!components in containment. SCC increases the probability of
| failure of components. i

i
,

iThe required amount of TSP is based upon the extreme cases
!

of water volume and pH possible in the containment sump
after a large break LOCA. The minimum required volume is j

i

the volume of TSP that will achieve a sump solution pH of ,

|

\
i (continued) j

'
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TSP |
B 3.5.5 |

i
t r

BASES
f

LCO 2 7 0 when taking into consideration the maximum possible ;

(continued) sump water volume and the minimum possible pH. The amount i
of ISP needed in the containment building is based on the ;
mass of TSP required to achieve the desired pH. However, a |required volume is specified, rather than mass, since it is

inot feasible to weigh the entire amount of TSP in
containment. The minimum required volume is based on the

i

,

manufactured density of TSP dodecahydrate. Since TSP can j
have a tendency to agglomerate from high humidity in the !
containment building, the density may increase and the

ivolume decrease during normal plant operation. Due to
|

possible agglomeration and increase in density, estimating i

the minimum volume of TSP in containment is conservative
with respect to achieving a minimum required pH.

,

!

i

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the RCS is at elevated temperature and |pressure, providing an energy potential for a LOCA. The I
potential for a LOCA results in a need for the ability to L
control the pH of the recirculated coolant.

|
(

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, the potential for a LOCA is reduced or i
,

nonexistent, and TSP is not required.
!

5
iACTIONS A.1 ^

If it is discovered that the TSP in the containment building
i

,

sump is not within limits, Action must be taken to restore
;the TSP to within limits. During plant operation the ;

containment sump is not accessible and corrections may not jbe possible.
!
,

!

The Completion Time of 72 hours is allowed for restoring the !
TSP within limits, where possible, because 72 hours is the

{same time allowed for restoration of other ECCS components.
:

!

8.1 and B.2 I
i

If the TSP cannot be restored within limits within the l

Completion Time of Action A.1, the plant must be brought to
a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply. The specified
Completion Times for reaching MODES 3 and 4 are those used

I
'

(continued)
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BASES
,

|

! ACTIONS B.1 and 8.2 (continued) '

throughout the Technical Specifications; they were chosen to
;

'

allow reaching the specified conditions from full power in :
an orderly manner without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.1
;"

REQUIREMENTS - / ''' '~-
.#

P'eriodic determination of the volume of TSP in containment )
-

g$d . must be performed due to the possibility of leaking valves 5
D :

\ and components in the containment building that couldguy'
!g'ec "/ f, gc?

ge,v 1

g j dissolution of t ie TSP during nopaMperation/A~ frequency
"

"of18 month's 'is require'd to determine visually that a 4

!
minimum of [ ] cubic feet is contained in the TSP baskets.^

iThis requirement ensures that there is an adequate volume of
TSP to adjust the pH of the post LOCA sump solution to a
value 2 7.0.,

f

- The periodic v.wification is required every 18 months, since
A access to the TSP baskets is only feasible during cutages, !and normal fuel cycles are scheduled for 18 months.

Operating experience has shown this Surveillance frequency ,'
acceptable due to the margin in the volume of TSP placed in1 the containment building.

!

SR 3.5.5.2
!
,

Testing must be performed to ensure the solubility and
ibuffering ability of the TSP after exporure to the
:containment environment. A representative sample of

[ ] grams of TSP from one of the baskets in containment is j

!submerged in 1.0 1 0.05 gallons of water at a baron !

concentration of [ ] ppm and at the standard temperature of
, 25 1 5'C. Without agitation, the solution pH should be
! raised to 2 7 within 4 hours. The representative sample

!;

|
weight is based on the minimum required TSP weight of
[ ] kilograms, which at manufactured density corresponds to

|the minimum volume of [ ] cubic ft, and maximum possible
!post LOCA sump volume of [ ] gallons, normalized to buffer

a 1.0 gallon sample. The boron concentration of the test
;

i
water is representative of the maximum possible boron ii

concentration corresponding to the maximum possible
post LOCA sump volume. Agitation of the test solution is

:c.,
(continued)

!
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6.5.2.6.3 Plant Shutdown (Startup)

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) is used in conjunction with the E

Main Steam and Emergency feedwater Systems to reduce the Reactor
Coolant System temperature in post shutdown periods from normal
operating temperature to refueling temperature. In the event
that one or both of the shutdown cooling pumps is unable to
perform its function and the CS pumps are not required to be
aligned for containment spray operation, one or both of the
containment spray pumps may be aligned for shutdown cooling.

1This is accomplished by repositioning valves SI-104, SI-105,
SI-110, SI-111, SI-430, SI-431, SI-687, and SI-695; see Figures
6.3.2-1A and 6.3.2-1B.

6.5.3 DESIGN EVALUATION
E

The CSS uses a nozzle that provides a drop size distribution
which has been established by testing and found suitable for the
fission product removal function. The CSS provides a nozzle

'

pressure differential of 40 psid which fixes the drop size
distribution. The mean drop size produced at this differential
pressure is 530 microns.

(
The CSS is designed to provide coverage for 90% of the (
containment net free volume. The remaining 10% of the
containment net free volume is assumed to be unsprayed. The
transfer rate from the unsprayed region to the sprayed region is
two volumes of unsprayed region per hour.

The borated containment spray solution contains no additive for
pH control during the initial stage of a LOCA. The effectiveness
of the CSS in removing elemental iodine from the containment
atmosphere during a LOCA is discussed in Section 15.6.5, and the
calculated spray removal constant for iodine is given in Table .

15A-9 of Appendix 15A.

For post-accident iodine control and to minimize corrosion of the
istainless steel in the containment, the pH of the water in the ,

IRWST and thus of the recirculated containment spray solution, is |

maintained at a minimum of 7.0. Disodium phosphate stored in
baskets in the IRWST holdup volume becomes immersed in water
during p LOCA ,inlessa nj.__th eJe s tQt ingJol uJio n_ove rf l ows into J eIRWST # The sta steel basters, which are aEEac7ied to the

' prim'ary shield wall of the holdup volume, have a solid top and -to r

bottom with mesh sides to permit submergence of the disodium);, Ed
gp 3 6'g'gphosphate. The elevation of the baskets is above the normal,

operating water level in the holdup volume and below the IRWST) N"
spillway. Access is provided to the baskets for inspection andf b

\ sampling. _. (
I

{ ;

Y ~./'
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BASES 1

|

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.5.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS ;

'

prohibited, since an adequate standard for the agitation
intensity cannot be specified. The test time of 4 hours is

i
necessary to allow time for the dissolved TSP to naturally |diffuse through the sample solution. In the post LOCA

tcontainment sump, rapid mixing would occur, significantly ;

decreasing the actual amount of time before the required pH i

is achieved. This would ensure compliance with the Standard '

Review Plan requirement of a pH 2: 7.0 by the onset of
recirculation after a LOCA. ',

1

!
i

!REFERENCES 1. Standard Review Plan Section 6.1.1.
)

2. Standard Review Plan Section 6.5.2. 1

|
i

!

!g(
:

i

!
i

.!

!

.

!

!

l

!
|

!

|
!

!

!

|

:

V ,

\ '

i

I
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16A.9 B 3.6 COhTAINTENT SYSIT.MS
*

f

16A.9.1 B 3.6.1 CONTAIh3ENT '

I
r n-e., - t
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
:

B 3.6.1 Containmmi

BASES
t

BACKGROUND ne contamment vessel, including all its penetrations, is a low leakage steel
shell stich is designed to withstand the postulated I,oss of Coolant Accident

(LOCA) or a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) and stile limiting the
Wa'~' release of radioactive material to within the requirements of 10
CFR 100 (Ref.1). Additionally, the contamment and shield building provide
shielding from the fission products which may be present in the contamment
ste osphere following accident conditions.

The contamment vessel is a 200-ft. diameter spherical steel shell with a wall ''

thickness of approximately one and three-qur.ner inches. His contammect
! i

shell is supported by, but not anchored to, a spherical depression in an !

intermediate floor of the shield building. The shield building is a reinforced
concrete cylindrical building with a hemi-spherical dome stich totally'

encloses the conramment
, (
! The internal structure is a group of reinforced concrete structures that enclose

the reactor vessel and primary system. He intemal structure provides
,,

'
<

biological shielding for the contamment interior. The internal structure
concrete base rests inside the lower portion of the contamment vessel sphere. '

t

ne pnmary shield wall encloses the reactor vessel and provides protection i

for the sessel from internal missiles. He primary shield us11 provides
biological shielding and is designed to withstand the temperatures and
pressures following LOCA. In addition, the primary shield wall provides

j strucneal support for the stactor vessel. The primary shield wall is a j
;

mmemum of siX feet thick.
'

i

1 I
He secondary shield wall (crane wa!!) provides supports for the polar crane i

and protects the steel contamment vessel from internal missiles. In addition
,

to providing biological shielding for the coolant loop and equipment, the
crane wall also provides structural support for pipe supports / restraints and

i

,
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B 3.6.1

BASES

;
BACKGROUND platforms at various levels. De crane wall is a right cylinder with an4

(continued) inside diameter of 130 feet and a height of 118 feet from its base. De crane '

wall is a mmumim of four feet thick. I

i
t

Contammmt piping poetration assemblies provide for the passage of process,
service, sampling and instrumentation pipe lines into the contamment vessel |

while caintaining contamment integrity, ne shield building provides '

biological shielding and controlled release of the annulus atmosphere under
accident conditions, and environmental missile protection for the conta mmer.t
vessel and Nuclear Steam Supply System. ;

!

APPLICABLE ne contammet OPERABLE LCO was derived from the regmrements .

SAFETY ANALYSES
^

related to the control of offsite radiation doses resulting from major;
:

accidents. His LCO is intended to ensure that o.Tsite dose limits are not .

esceeded, by verifying that the actual contamment leak rate does not exceed !
the value assumed in the plant safety analysis.

,

,
(

ne Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) which result in a release of radioactive
material within contunment are a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a Main

! Steam Line Break (MSLB), a Main Feedwater Line Break (MFLB), and a
Control Element Assembly (CEA) ejection accident (Ref. 2). In the analysis ;

of each of these accidents, it is assumed that the contamment and co m inment i

shield building are OPERAB' E at event initiation such that the m writy of
the release of fission products to the environment is controlled by the rate of ;

contamment leakage. In addition, for the above accident it is assumed that
i

the contamment low purge is operating.

OmI
ne contamment has been limited to an allowable leakage rate of [0,34} i

percent of the containment volume per day (Ref. 3). His leakage rate, used
in the evaluation of offsite doses resulting from accidents, is defined in 10;

CFR 50, Appendix J (Ref. 4) as Ix the matimum allousble contairament,

leakage rate at the calculated ma.timum peak containment pressure (Pa)
'

i following a DBA. He calculated maximum peak contamment pressure
i [48.3] psig was obtained from a [0 %] power QLB DBA. De containment*

internal design pressure is {4941 psig ne allowable leakage rate
represented by La forms the basis for the acceptance criteria imposed on all
containment leak rate testing. Satisfactory leak test results are a requirement'

for the establishment of contamment OPERABILITY.

(continued)
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BASES
,

j
r
!

APPUCABLE Re acceptance criteria applied to accidatal relcanes of radioactive material
i

SAFETY ANALYSES to the mvtronment are given in terms of total radiation dose received by a !
member of the general public who remams at the exclusion area boundary for' .

two hours following onset of the Fd H fission product release. He !
limits established in Refermee I are a whole body dose of 25 Rem or a 300 l

Rem dose to the thyroid from iodine exposure, or both., '
4

,

P

Contatement OPERABLE satisfies the requirements of Selection Criteria 3
of the NRC Interim Policy Statement as documented in Reference 5.

i
\LC9 ne mutamment OPERABLE LCO requires the existence of a leak tight
,

,

containment structure- *

d

.

f

. He provisions of this LCO are implemented by assurmg:1

t

1. O='=inm-at leakage rate are within limits.
,

!

( 2. Structural integrity of the conra, ment is maintained.
,

De measures implemented to meet the above requirements provide assurance
,

1

: hat the containment will perform its designed safety function to mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could result in offsite exposures comparable

,

;j to the Reference 2 limits. i

,

l
1

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive i

material to cont =mment. In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and i|
consequences of these events are reduced because of the Reactor Coolant '

System (RCS) pressure and temperature limitations of these MODES. In

1
MODE 6. fuel handling evolutions are conducted. De requirements for

|
contamment during MODE 6 refueling operstions are addressed in LCO

[3.9.3, couramment Penetrations.
t

!'
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Containment '

B 3.6.1 ;

BASES

ACIlONS /L.1

>
! In the event contamment is moperable, contamment must be restored to i;

OPERABLE status within one hour. The one hour Completion Time' :

provides a period of time to correct the problem commenmarate with the !

importance of maintaining contamment during MODES 1,2,3, and 4. His !

time period also ensures that the probability of an accident (requiring ,

contamment OPERABILITY) occurnng during periods where contsinment is
!

inoperable is mmimal.
[4

s-

B.1 and B.2
,

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the 140 does not apply if !;
contamment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated i
Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in !!

six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. He allowed Completion Times are i
i reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required MODES from i
'

full power without challenging plant systems. t

i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1.1
REQUIREMENTS I

'

' i
Maintaining cocramment OPERABLE requires compliance with the visual

{!

examinations and leak test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. This SR ;
reflects the leak rate testing requirements with regard to overall contamment

}
q leakage (Type A leak tests), and equipment hatch leakage (Type B leak tests)

and Contam=ent Isolation Valve, except [24-inch] purge valve (Type C leak
tests). These periodic testing requirements verify that the contamment leak

. rate does not exceed the leak rate assumed in the accident analysis. Personnel ;
| lock door sent leakage testing is addressed in LCO 3.6.2. He survei!!ance

|-

frequency is required by Appendix J, as such, SR 3.0.2 (utich allows !
surveillance frequency extensions) does not apply.

i

r
'

!REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, *Determmation of Exclusion Area, Low Population !
Zone, and Population Center Distance.* t

2.
~

Symem 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15. Accident Analysis. .

1 .[
!

(continued)
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BASES

REFERENCES 3. System 80+ CESSAR DC Section 6.2 Contamment Systems.
(continued)

4. 10 CFR 50 Appendix J. *Pnmary Reactor Contamment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors.*

5. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Criteria Application).*

Additional References

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K. *ECCS Evaluation Models.'

7 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 50, 'Contamment Design Basis.* f

S. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 52, * Capability for Contamment
I ed'Ee Rate Testing."

/
\ 9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 53, * Provisions for Containment

Inspection and Testag.*

10. BTP CSB 6-3 * Determination of Bypass Inkage Paths in Dual
ennemin-t.'

t
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Contamment Personnel Locks
B 3.6.2 I

4
,

B 3.6 COhTAINMENT SYSTEMS
I

'
B 1.6.2 Containment Penonnel Locks

V

I;
BASES

BACKGROUND Two Contamment Personnel laks form part of the contamment pressure ;

boundary and provide a means for personnel access during all MODES of
oper:6on.

Each personnel lock is nominally a right circular cylinder (ten] feet in'

diameter with a door at both ends. The doors are interlocked to prevent j

simultaneous opemng. During periods when contamment operability is not
required, the door interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors !

to remain open for extended periods whm frequent contamment entry is* ,

neremry. Each personnel lock door has been designed and tested to certify ;

its ability to withstand a pressure in excess of the maximum expected
pressure following a DBA in contamment. As such, closure of a single door

''
,

assures the contamment is OPERABLE. Each of the doors contains double
I gasket seals and local leakage rate testing capability to provide pressure

.

integrity. To effect a leak tight seal, the personnel lock design uses pressure i

seated doors (e.g., an increase in containment internal pressure results in i

increased sealing force on each door). ;

Each personnel lock is provided with limit switches on both doors that
'

provide control room indication of door position. Additionally, control room ,

indication is provided to alert the operator whenever a/ personnel lock door
>

#

interlock mechanism is defeated. I

'

t

j The Contamment Personnel Locks form part of the contamment pressure j
boundary. As such, air lock integrity and air-tightness is essential to limit j

;

offsite doses from a Design Basis Accident (DBA). Not maintaining ,
personnel lock integrity or air-tightness may -esult in offsite doses in excess ;

of those described in the plant accident analysis. *

|

(continued)
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Coor=mmt Personnel Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

APPLICABLE The N' 6-t Personnel I.ock LCO is derived from the requirements
e

SAFETY ANALYSES related to the control of off-site radiation doses from major accidents by
verifying that the actual contemment leak rate does not exceed the value
assumed in the accident analysis,

ne DBAs which result in a relene of radinactive material within
contammt are a LOCA, a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), a Main FW
Line Break (MFLB), and a CEA ejection accident (Ref. 2). In the analysis
of each of these accidents, it is assumed that contamment is OPERABLE at
event initiation, such that release of fission products to the environment is
controlled by the rate of contamment leakage. In addition, for the above [
accidents it is assumed that the contamment low purge is operating. The ; qg
contamment has been limited to an allowable leakage rate ofl&BTpercent (
of contamment volume per day (Ref. 3). His leakage rate is defined in 10 ' "

CFR 50, Appendix J as Ix the manmum allowable containment leakage
rate at the calculated maximum peak contamment pressure (Pa) following a
DBA. This allowable leakage rate forms the basis for the acceptance criteria
imposed on the surveillance requirements associated with the personnel lock.

(-
The acceptance criteria applied to DB A releases of radioactive materia! to the

environment are given in terms of total radiation dose received by a member
of the general public who remains at the exclusion area boundary for two'

hwrs following onset of the postulated fission product release. The limit
established in Reference I are a whole body dose of 25 Rem or a 300 Rem
dose to the thyroid from iodine exposure, or both.

Application of single failure criteria to the personnel locks is not required
because the personnel locks fulfill their design safety function in a passive
manner and are not subject to active failures. Herefore, closure of a single
door in each personnel lock is sufficient to ensure OPERABILITY following
postulated events. Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the
personnellock is not being used for normal entry and exit from coneamment.

He Contammt Personnel Locks satisfy the requirements of Selection
Criteria 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement as documented in Reference
4

(continued)
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Contamment Personnel Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

LCO Each Contammmt Personnel lock fonns part of the contamment pressure
boundary As part of contamment, the personnel lock safety function is
related to contml of offsite radiation caposures resulting from a DBA. Thus,
each personnel lock's structural integrity and leak tightness are essential to
the succe=ful mitigation of such an event.

Each personnel lock is reqmrod to be OPERABLE. For a personnel lock to
be considered OPERABLE, the interlock mechanism must be OPERABLE,
the personnel lock must be in compliance with the Type .B personnel lock
leakage test and both doors must be OPERABLE. He interlock allows only
one personnel lock door of a personnel lock to be opened at one time. This
provision ensures that s gross breach of contamment does not ex.ist when
corramment is requind to be OPERABLE. h<losure-of+ sing 164ooe4n-
4n4ir-lockmilinnintain<ontatement-integrity,-smee%ch door is designed '

to withstand the peak contamment pressure calculated to occur following a
DBA.

This LCO assures that the Contamment Personnel locks will perform their
desiggsafety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents which

( d could result in offsite exposures comparable to the Reference 2 limits.
,

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive
material to comenmment. In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the picssure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Therefore, the Contamment Personnellocks
ase not required in MODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive material from
contamment. In MODE 6. fuel handling evolutions are conducted. The
requirements for the Contamment Air lacks during MODE 6 refueling

operations are addrt:ssed in LCO 3.9.3,d QI.5 meAem car dhs,Contamment Penetrations.
% thbE S S s (. w-N reds c.=

the_ r eq u... w .4 -w %%-u A c Lca s a,c i44 <enet ,~ tro m.5
ACTIONS A. I. A 2.1. A.2.2.1. and A 2 2.2

With one personnel lock door inoperable, or with one personnel lock door
and interlock mechanism inoperable in one or more Containment Personnel
locks, the OPERABLE door in each affected Containment Personnel lock
must be closed and snaintained closed. This assures a leak tight contairuvat
barrier is maintained by the use of an OPERABLE personnellock door. This

(continued)
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Contammmt Penonnel Locks E

B 3.6.2 !

BASES
1,-

ACTIONS A 1. A.2.1. A.211. and A.212
(continued)

action nmst be completed within one hour. His specified time period is
consistet with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1 which requires containmmt to
be restored to OPERABM status in one hour. {

k

,

In addition, the inopersble door or inoperable interlock whaa6 in each ~

affected personnel lock must be restored to OPERABM status or the affected
personnel lock penetration must be isolated by the use of an OPERABM
personnellock door. One of these two Required Actions must be completed ;

within the 24 hour Completion Time. He associated Completion Time is
considered reasonable for restoring the personnel lock door to OPERABLE
status considering the OPERABM door of the affected personnel lock isa

: being maintained closed and the time required to restore the personnel lock i

,

door to OPERABM status. !,

t

Required Action A.2.2.2 verifies that a personnel lock with an inoperable
!

;
.

door or an inoperable door and interlock mechanism has been isolated by use '

( of a locked and closed OPERABM personnel lock door. This ensures that
-

an acceptable contamment leakage boundary is maintained, ne periodic !j
interval of 31 days is based on engineeringjudgment considering the size of

i
the personnel lock penetration and the low probability of a locked personnel
tock door being mispositioned. j

! .

>

Ine Required Actions for Condition A are modified by a note which allows
1

entry and cait to perform repairs on the affected personnel lock component. '

If ALARA conditior.4 permit, entry and exit should be via an OPERABM
Personnel lock.

~
B.I. B.2 and B3

f
t

With s personnel lock door interlo-k mechanism inoperable in one or ne I

j, personnel locks, the Required Ac 'was and associated Completion Ti.isca
{
,

consistent with Condition A are app cable.t

(i -

!

The Required Actions for Condition B are modified by a note which allows
->entry and exit through the persconel lock when a dedicated individual is i

stationed at the personnel lock to ensure only one door is opened at any time. !

, ,

(continued) ;
,
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Containment Personnel lacks
,

B 3.6.2 f

BASES

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

With one or more personnel lock (s) anoperable for reasons other than
described in Conditions A or B, one door in the D.tamment Personnel Lock
must be verified to be closed, his action must be completed within the one

-

bour Completion Time. This specified time period is conststmt with the
ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1, C-'=ia t, which requires that containment be
restored to OPERABLE status in one hour.

Additionally, the affected personnel lock (s) must be restored to OPERABLE
status within the 24 hour Completion Time, ne specified time period is
considered the time required for restoring an inopersble personnel lock to
OPERABLE status and the relative importance of ==ia'*iniag containment.

De Required A:tions for Condition C are modified by a note which requires
the containment to be declared inoperable should both doors in a personnel
lock fail the personnel lock door seal leak test SR 3.6.2.1. While
contamment integnty tnsy be maintained in this condition (i.e., overmli

( contamment leakage rates within limits), the time required to evaluate this is
considered too long to allow continued operation. Herefore, containment is
declared inoperable in accordance with LCO 3.6.1.

De Required Actions for Condition C are further modified by a note which
allows entry and exit to perform repairs on the affected personnel lock
component. If ALARA conditions permit, entry and exit should be.via an
OPERABLE personnel lock.

D.1 and D.2

ne plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
snopersble r~' ta-: Penonnel lock cannot be restored within the
associated Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 in six bours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours, ne allowed Cornpletion
Times are reasonable be. sed on operating experience to reach the required
MODES from full pawer without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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Contammmt Personnel lects
B 3.6.2

BASES

SURVFTT JANCE SR 3.6.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining Cmf=ia-t Perwnnel locks OPERABLE regmres compliance
with the leak rate test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appmdtx J as modified
by approved exemptions. His SR reflects the leak rate testing reqmrements
with regard to personnel lock leakage (Type B teak tests). ne periodic
testing requirements verify that the personriel lock leakage contribution does

not result in sn overall contamment leak rate in excess of leak rate assumed
in the safety analysis. He surveillance frequency is required by Appendix
J as modified by approved exemptions. Rus, SR 3.0.2 (which allows
surveillance frequency extensions) does not apply.

;

his SR is modified by a note to indicate an inoperable personnel lock door
does not invalidate the previous successful performance of an overall
personnel lock leakage test. His is considered reasonable since either
personnel lock door is capable of providing a fission product barrier in the
event of a DBA. ,

SR 3 6.2.2
k

ne personnel leck door interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous !

opening of both doors in a single personnel lock. Since both the inner and
!

outer doors of an personnel lock are designed to withstand the ma,umum
expected post-accident contamment pressure [48.3 psig), closure of either
door will maintain full contamment integrity. Rus, the door interlock *

feature ensures that containment integrity is maintained while the personnel
lock is being used for personnel transit in and out of the contamment.

!

Periodic testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock will function
as designed, and that simultaneous inner and outer door opening will not
inadvertently occur. Due to the purely crMenical nature of this interlock,
and given that the interlock mechanism is only challenged wten cours mment
is entered, this test is performed prior to entering containment but is not
required more frequently than 184 days.

,

I

|REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11 ' Determination of Exclusion Area, low Population !
Zone and Population Center Distance."

;

2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15. Accident Analysis.
L

(continued)
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Cone.munt Personnel luks
B 3.6.2

BASES

REFERENCES 3. System 80+ CESSAR-DC Sedon 6.2. Contammmt Systems.
(continued)

4. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director, NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Omers Gmup Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Criteria Application).*

Additinoal References

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J ' Primary Reactor C~taia-nt I rmbge
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors.*

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K, *ECCS Evaluation Models.*

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 50, 'Contunment Design Basis.*

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 52, * Capability for Contai= ment
I.eakage Rate Testing.*

( 9. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A GDC 53, * Provisions for Contamment
Inspection and Testing.*

10. BTP CSB 6-3, * Determination of Bypass i e=hge Paths in Dual
Containment.*

L
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16 A.9.3 B 3.6.3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

Containment isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

B 3.6 CONTAINM ENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.3 Containment isolation Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND The containment structure serves to contain radioactive material which may
be released from the reactor core following a Design Basis Accident (DBA),
such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements
of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). In order to minimize containment leakage (and as
a result, offsite radiation exposure) fluid penetrations not serving accident
consequence limiting systems are provjdgt,h two isolation barriers which
are closed on a Containment Isolation Signal,' Tgo barriers in series are3
provided for each penetration so that no single crb$lIiTe failure or malfunction

of an active component can result in a loss of isolation (and possible loss of
containment integrity) or leakage that exceeds limits assumed in the accident
analysis. One of these barriers may be a closed system inside containment[ (in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterion

'

57). These barriers (typically Containment Isolation Vah 4 make up the
fontainment jk>lation fystem.

AJ.%h Containment isolation occurs upon receipt of a high containment pressure or
Safety injection Actuation /ignal (SIAS). The 4.ontairmweMetkm-4gnal- ( CIAS
closes automatic Containment Isolation Valves in fluid penetrations not
required for operation of engineered safeguards systems in order to prevent
leakage of radioactive material. Other penetrations are isolated by the use of
valves in the closed position or blind flanges. As a result, the Containment
Isolation Valves (and blind flanges) help ensure that the containment

|

atmosphere will be isolated in the event of a release of radioactive material
to containment atmosphere from the RCS following a DBA OPERABILITY
of the Containment Isolation Valves (and blind flanges) ( Jures containment |

integrity is maintrined during accident conditions.

hontainment Purge Venti:ation System is part of the Containment /
CoolinMentilatix Sy: tem. The purge systemmas-desigEed for
intermittent operationbidingmeanr6Tremoving stirborne radioactivity
caused by minopeactorTroTa'n't syst'eiiiIcakagefrior to personnel entry into

putaindThe Containment Ventilation Purge $pstem<onsists of two

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

s
BACKGROUND hubsystems: a high purge and exhaust system and a low purge and e aust (

(continued) syltem. ~ne high purge system contains a [30,000 cfm] supply f, and a
[30,0bo cfm] exhaust fan while the low purge system contains a [n50 cfm] '

s

supply fan and a [1250 cfm] exhaust fan. The high and low p0rge supply
and exhaust'Unes are each supplied with inside and outside' Containment
isolation valves.y ,/

/,s /

The high purge system is designed to purge the containment atmosphere to
the plant stack while intmducing filtered makeup fr9er'i the outside to provide
adequate ventilation for personnel comfort when the plant is shut down
during refueling operations'and maintenance./It has two 100% capacity |
supply fans and two 100% capicity exhaust fans with filters and heating coil j
to temper the supply air and a filt'c( train for the exhaust. ;

'\ /
'lhe low purge system is designed tnontinuously purge the containment
during power operation to allow operatoraccess. It has two 100% capacity

,,

'

supply fans and two 100% capacity exhauh(fans with filters, heating coil, [coohng coil to temper the suppfy air and a fiher train for the exhaust. (\

/ \
The Containment Coolingind Ventilation System spot an Engineered Safety |

component in analyzin)g the consequences of design ba(s accidents. Feature and no credit ds been taken for the operatkof any subsystem or

Each Continmen/ \
,

!
t Purge Ventilation System supply and exlhtust penetration ,

through thee' containment vessel is equipped with two nc lly closed jj
isolation yshes, each connected to separate control trains. A fa ure in one I
train w;iil not prevent the remaining isolation valve from prov'ing the )
requjr'ed isolation capability. The isolation valves and conta~ ment
penetrations are the only portions of the Containment Purge Venti h ion |

stem that are engineered safety features.

Redundant /ontainment[ solation [alves are designed, constructed, and tested
in accordance with ASME Section lit, Class 2.. The valves are leak-tested
periodically to venfy acceptability of seat leakage. Velve*su+ designed-ttr

4 ail 4maldn4he e mi <4 !" t ef-powers,r4.suf4nstrumen: ^ ^ !!4oue-

.

Q+ntain men 44hrrgewlatumiverrece, wenta h m mm Atu+resgodto--
elow-howeverr4he-firgtr-Wrfume-Purec-Sy*temmril7:ot-be-operaturmg

(pow.pesatim,-

(continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

BACKGROUND ~1heu>ntainment purge exhaust filter train is designed to meet t e_iraeetir
(continued) RegulatoryD3rh52 Jhuetworkfrom4heconWmment penetration to the

filter gain-will bNeeakage design
- ,~_
w

The c5ntamment_gurge exhaust system is isolated on high radia ion #ridgir
relative humidity signis'' Relative 4um
upstream of the containment p%u,i,dity_.w-eentro ed and monitoredst fiiter Ira'

N

Okhlgtr purg valves, or a failure of the low purge valvesjoAose,
following an accident which,.rt(eases contamination-4o11ie containment
atmosphere would cause a s~ ilicantiherca%n the offsite radiation dose. ;
This couhLseeul exe mg the dose limits of Refeichce-1-

De OPERABILITY requirements for Containment Isolation Valves help
ensure that containment leak tightness is maintained during and after an
accident by minimizing potential leakage paths to the environment.

j

Therefore, the OPERABILITY requirements provide assurance that
containment leak rates assumed in the accident analysis will not be exceeded.

APPLICABLE ne Containment Isolation Valve LCO was derived from the requirements
SAFETY ANALYSIS related to the control of offsite radiation doses resulting from major

,

accidents. As delineated in 10 CFR 100, the determination of exclusion '

areas and low population zones surrounding a proposed site must consider a
fission product release from the core with offsite release based upon the
expected demonstrable leak rate from the containment. His LCO is intended

to ensure the offsite dose limits are not exceeded (actual containment leak rate
does not exceed the value assumed in the safety analysis). As part of the
containment boundary, Containment Isolation Valve and Containment Purge
Valve OPERABILITY is essential to containment integrity. Therefore, the
safety analysis of any event requiring isolation of containment is applicable
to this LCO.

The DBAs which result in a release of radioactive material within
containment are a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a Main Steam Line
Break (MSLB), a Main Feedwater Line Break (M FLB), or a Control Element
Assembly (CEA) ejection accident. In the analysis for each of these
accidents, it is assumed that Containment isolation Valves are either closed !,

or function to close within the required isolation time following event '

(continued) J
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.0.3

BASES

APPLICABLE initiation. This ensures that potential leakage paths to the environment
SAFETY ANALYSES through Containment Isolation Valves (and Containment Purge Valves) is

(continued) minimind.

The acceptance entena applied to accidental releases of radioa:tive matedal
to the environment are given in terms of total radiation dose received by a
member of the general public who remains at the exclusion area boundary for
two hours following the onset of a postulated fission product release. He
limits established in Reference 1 are a whole body dose of 25 Rem or a 300
Rem dose to the thyroid from iodine exposure, or both.

The accident analysis assumes that within {30 seconds) a CIAS, isolation of
the containment is complete and leakage terminated, except for the design

'

leak rate,12. Tne containment isolation total response time of|30 seconds)
includes signal delay, diesel generator startup (for loss of of fsite power), and ,

Containment Isolation Valve stroke times.
,

,

ne single failure critena required to be imposed in the conduct of plant
safety analysis was considered in the design of the Containment Puree
Valves. Two valves in series on each purge line provide assurance that both
the supply and exhaust lines could be isolated even if a single failure 1

occurred. The inboard and outboard isolation valves on each line are
provided with diverse power sources. This arrangement was designed to
pre:!ude common mode failures from disabling both valves on a purge line.
The high purge valves may be unable to close in the environment following
a LOCA. Therefore, each of the high purge va'ves is required to remain
closed during MODES 1,2,3 and 4. In this case, the single failure criteria
remains applicable to the containment purge valve arrangement; however, the
concern is now the spurious opening of a purge valve due to failure in the
control circuit associated with each valve. Again, the purge system valve
design precludes a single failure from compromising containment integrity as
long as the system is operated in accordance with the subject LCO. ;

(continued)
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Containment isolation Valves [
B 3.6.3

1

BASES

APPLICABLE The low purge valves are capable of closing under accident conditions.
SAFETY ANALYSES Therefore, they are allowed to be open for limited periods during power

(continued) operation.

The Containment Isolat.on Valves and Containment Purge Valves satisfy the
requirements of Selection Criteria 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement as
documented in Reference 4.

LCO Containment Isolation Valves form part of the containment boundary. De
Containment Isolation Valve safety function is related to control of offsite
radiation exposures resulting from a DBA. This LCO addresses Containment
Isolation Valve structural integrity, stroke time and Containment Purge Valve
leakage. De other Containment Isolation Valve leakage rates are addressed
by LCO 3.6.1, Contr.inment, under Type C testing.

f The Containment Isolation Valves are considered OPERABLE when their
isolation times are within linuts and they isolate on an isolation actuation !

signal. He Containment Purge Valves have different OPERABILITY
requirements. The [24-inch] purge valves must be maintained :losed and all
purge valves with resilient seals must meet special leak rate requirements.

;

The valves covered by this LCO are listed with their associated stroke times

in the System 80+ CESSAR Design Certification (Ref. 2). This listing also '

indicates those valves may be opened / closed on an intermittent basis under
administrative controls.

This LCO provides assurance that the Containment Isolation Valves and
'

Purge Valves will perform their designed safety function to mitigate the
consequences of accidents that could result in offsite exposure comparable to
the Reference 3 limits.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive
material to containment. liowever, in MODES 5 and 6 the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Therefore, the Containment Isolation Valves
are not required to be OPERABLE and the Purge Valves are not required to
be sealed closed in MODE 5. In MODE 6, fuel handling evolutions are

1

(continued)
(
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

APPLICABILITY conducted. He requirements for Containment Isolation Valves and
(continued) Containment Purge Valves during MODE 6 refueling operations are

addressed in LCO 3.9.3, Containment Penetrations.

ACTIONS A. L A.2.1. A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2

With one or more of the Containment Isolation Valves inoperable, except for
purge valve leakage, at least one isolation valve must be venfied to be
OPERABLE in each affected open penetration. This action may be satisfied
by examining logs or other information to determine if the valve is out of
service for maintenance or other reastms. It does not mean to perform the
SRs needed to demonstrate OPERADlLITY of the valve. This Required
Action is to be completed within one hour in order to provide assurance that
a contamment penetration is not open causing a loss of Containment integrity.
The one-hour Completion Time is consistent with LCO 3.6.1, Containment,
and is considered a reasonable length of time need to complete the Required
Action.

.. {

In the event one or more Containment Isolation Valves are inoperable, except
for purge valve leakage, either the inoperable valve must be restored to i

OPERABLE status or the affected penetration must be isolated. The method ;

of isolation must include the use of at least one isolation barrier which can
not be adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers which
meet this criteria are a closed and deactivated automatic Containment
isolation Valve, a closed manual valve, a blind flange, or a check valve
inside containment with flow through the valve secured. One of these two
Required Actions must be completed within the four hour Completion Time.

four-hour Completion Time is reasonable considering the time required
mlate the penetration and the relative importance of maintaining

ruainment integrity during MODES 1,2.,3 and 4.4

'

For affected penetrations which cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the four hour Completion Time and have been isolated in accordance
with Required Action A.2.2.1, the affsted penetrations must be verified to
be isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure that containment
penetrations required to be isolated fallowing an accident, which are no
longer capable of being automatically isolated, will be in the isolation

(continued)
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Containment isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES i

ACTIONS A. I . A.2.1. A.2.2.1. and A.2.2.2
(continued)

position should an event occur. The Completion Time for this verification
is once per 31 days for valves outside containment and prior to entering
MODE 4 from MODE 5, but not more often than 92 days for valves inside
containment. De Completion Time of 31 days for the valves outside >

containment is appropriate considering the valves are operated under >

administrative control and the low probability of their misalignment, the
specified time period of prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5, but not
more often than 92 cays for valves inside containment is reasonable !

considering the relative inaccessibility of the valves.

The Required Actions of Condition A are modified by a note allowing
Containment isolation Valves. except [24-inch] purge valves, to be opened
intermittently under administrative control. These administrative controls
consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the controls of the valve, who is

{' in continuous communication with the control room. In this way, the
penetration can be rapidly isolated when a valid Containment Isolation Signalx

is indicated. Due to the size of the containment purge line penetration and
the fact that those penetrations exhaust directly from the containment
atmosphere to the environment, these valves may not be opened under
administrative control.

Required Action A.! is further modified by a Note stating that Action A.1
is not applicable to those penetrations with only one Containment Isolation
Valve. Since the note to Condition A excludes penetrations with only one
isolation valve and a closed system, the note to A.1 refers to penetrations
with a sir.gle isolation valve on a system which is open inside containment.
For these systems, if the sinde i. elation valve is inoperable, the intent is to t

go directly to Action A.2. The four-hour Completion Time is reasonable for
this situation because such systerns typically have very small penetrations

,

(e.g., sampling or instrumentation lines).

(continued)
i
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Contamment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

ACTIONS B.I . B.2.1 and B.2.2
(continued)

With one or more Containment Isolation Valve (s) inoperable, the inoperable
valve (s) must be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration
must be isolated. He method of isolation must include the use of at least
one isolation barrier which can not be adversely affected by a single active
failure. Isolation barriers which meet this criteria are a closed and i

deactivated automatic valve, a closed manual valve, or a blind flange. A
,

check valve may not le used to isolate the affected penetration, since GDC
57 does not consider the check valve an acceptable automatic isolation valve.
One of these Required Actions must be completed within the four hour
Completion Time. He specified time period is reasonable considering the !

relative stability of the closal system (hence, reliability) to act as a *

- penetration isolation boundary. In the event the affected penetration is
isolated in accordance with Required Action B.2.1, the affected penetration
must be venfied to be isolated on a penodic basis. This is necessary to
ensure containment integrity is maintained and that containment penetrations ;

required to be isolated following an accident are isolated. Verification that |
'

each affected penetration is isolated once per 31 days is reasonable
,

considering the importance of these valves and the low probability of their |

misalignment. '

Condition B is modified by a note indicating this condition is only applicable
to those penetrations with only one containment Isolation Valve and a closed .

'
system inside containment. His note is necessary since this condition is
written to specifically address those penetrations isolated in accordance with
10 CFR 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria (GDC) No. 57. GDC 57
allows lines that enter ACTIONS containment and which are not part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary nor connected directly to containment,

atmosphere, to be isolated by means of one Containment Isolation Valve.

C. I. C.2.1 and C.2.2
are

in the event one or more Containment Purge ValvesX not within the purge,

valve leakage limits, purge valve leakage must be restored to within limits or
the affected penetration must be isolated. He method of isolation must be
by the use of at least one isolation barrier which cannot be adversely affected
by a single active failure. Isolation barrier which meet this criteria are a

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS C. I . C.2.1 and C.2.2
(continued)

closed and deactivated automatic valve, closed manual valve, or blind flange.
One of these Required Actions must be complete 4 within the 24-hour
Completion Time. He specified time period is reasonable considering the
Containment Purge Valves remain closed such that a gross breach of
containment integrity does not exist. For Containment Purge Valves which
are isolated in accontance with Required Action C.2.1, SR 3.6.3.7 must be
performed at least once per 92 days. This ensures that degradation of the
resilient seals is setected and confirms that the leakage rate of the
Containment Purge Valves does not increase during the time the penetration
is isolated. The normal frequency of SR 3.6.3.7 is 184 days and is based on

an NRC initia.ise contained in Generic Issue (GI B-20) * Containment
leakage Due to Seal Deterioration * (Ref. 5). Since somewhat more reliance

is being placed cm a single valve in this condition, it is prudent to perform
the SR nore often. Therefore, once per 92 days was chosen.

i

p.1 and D.2

,

The plant rnust be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
inoperable Containment isolation Vaive cannot be restored or isolated, or
Containment Purge Valve leakage can not be restored to within limits or
isolated in the assxiated Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant
in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed +

'

Completion Tinus are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the
required MODES from full power without challenging plant systems. !

-
-

h

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.31
REQUIREMENTS

Each [24-inch) Containment Purge Valve is required to be verified sealed
closed at 31-day intervals. This surveillance ensures that a gross breach of

t

containment is not caused by an inadvertent or spurious opening of a
Containment Purge Valve. Detailed analysis of the purge valves failed to
conclusively demonstrate their ability to close during a LOCA in time to
prevent offsite dose limits from exceeding 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref.1).
Therefore, theie valves are required to be serJed closed position during
MODES 1,2,3 and 4. A Containment Purge Valve that is closed must have

-

i

,

(continued)
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,

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.31
REQUIREM ENTS i

(continued) motive power to the valve operator removed. This can be accomplished by
deenergir.ing the source of electric power or removing the air supply to the
valve operator. The surveillance interval is a result of an NRC initiative ;

'

(Generic Item B.24) related to Containment Purge Valve use during plant
operations (Ref. 6).

1

SR 3.6.3.2

This SR ensures the (six-inch] purge valves are closed as required, or, if ,

open, open for an allowable reason. This SR has been modified by a note
indicating that these valves may be opened for pressure control, ALARA, and
air quality considerations for perwinnel entry, and for surveillance tests that t

require the valve to be open. The {six-inch] purge valves are capable of
closing under accident conditions. Therefore, these valves are a!! owed to be ,

open for limited penods of time. The 31-day surveillance interval is
consistent with other Containment Isolation Valve requirements discussed
under SR 3.6.3.3.

SR 3.6.3.3

This SR verifies that all Containment [olation manual valves and blind
flanges which are hicated outside containment and required to be closed

'
during accident conditions are closed. The SR helps to ensure that post-

'
accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside of the containment
boundary is within design limits. The 31-day frequency is appropriate since |
these valves are operated under procedural control and the probability of an
event requiring containment isolation during this time period is low. This '

frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

ISeveral notes have been added to this SR. The first note applies to valves
and blind flanges located in high radiation areas, and allows these valves to
be verified closed by use of administrative controls. Allowing verification
by administrative controls is considered acceptable, since access to these areas !

is typically restricted dunng MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 for ALARA reasons. |

Ther: fore, the probabihty of misalignment of these valves once they have
been verified to be in the proper position, is small. A second note has been

(continued)

,
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Contamment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3 3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) added w hich allows valves to be opened under administrativ : controls. These
administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the
controls of the vaive, who is in continuous communication vith the control

In this way the penetration can be rapidly isolated when a validroom.
} Q%mtainmentJmlation-Eignalis indicated. A third note has been includext to

clarify that valves which are open under administrative controls are not
'

required to meet the SR during the time the valves are open.

SR 3.6.3.4

This SR verifies that all containment isolation manual valves and blind
flanges which are located inside containment and required to be closed during *

accident conditions are closed. He SR helps to ensure that post-accident
leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside of the containment boundary is
within design limits. For valves inside containment, the surveillance interval
of prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 but not more often than once

'

per 92 days is reasonable considering the relative inaccessibility of these
valves.

A note has been added to this SR which allows valves to be opened
intermittently under administrative controls. The administrative controls
consist of stationing a dedicated operator at the controls of the valve, who is
in continuous conuounication with the control room. In this way the
penetration can be rapidly isolated when a valid containment Isolation Signal
is indicated. An additional note has been included to clarify that valves
which are open under administrative controls are not required to meet the SR
during the time the valves are open. '

SR 3.6.3.5,

Demonstrating the isolation time of each power-operated and automatic
Containment Isolation Valve is within limits is required to demonstrate
OPERABILITY. The isolation time test ensures the valve will isolate in a
time period less than or equal to that assumed in the safety analysis. The
isolation time and frequency of this SR are in accordance with the Inservice
inspection and Testing Program.

(ccmtinued)

(
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B 3.6.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.3J ;

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) Automatic Containment Isolation Valves actuate on a Containment Isolation

Signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment following
a DBA. This SR casures each automatic Containment Isolation Valve will ;
actuate to its isolation position on a Containment Isolation Signal. He 18-
month frequency was developed considering it is prudent that this SR only
be performed during a plant outage. This is due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the SR and the potential for unplanned plant transients if
the SR is performed with the reactor at power. Although the actuation logic, ,

is tested as part of the ESFAS functional test every 92 days, the subgroup
relays that actuate the system cannot be tested during normal plant operation.
Operating experien:e has shown that the components virtually always pass the
SR when performed on the IS-month frequency which is consistent with the
refueling cycle.,

SR 3.6.3.7

For Containment Purge Valves with resilient seals, additional leak rate testing
beyond the test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J is required to ensure
OPERABILITY. Operating experience has demonstrated that this type of '

seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter time period than do other seal
types. The IS4-day frequency is the result of an NRC Staff initiative
contained in Generic issue (GI B-20) * Containment Leakage Due to Seal
Deterioration" (Ref. 5). NUREG 1366 (Ref. 7) documents a recent
reevaluation of the SR frequency that concluded the 1844ay frequency is
adequate. Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after
opening the valve. Ninety-two days was chosen recognizing that cycling the

.

valve could introduce additional seal degradation (as opposed to a valve that
'

; has not been opened). Thus, decreasing the interval (from 184 days) is a
prudent measure after a valve has been opened.

A note has been added to this SR requiring the results to be evaluated against
the acceptance criteria of SP, 3.6.1.1. This ensures that excessive
Ontainment Purge Valve leakage will not cause the overall allowable
coi ainment leak rate to be exceeded and the containment rendered8

inoper able.,

(continued) ;
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Containment Isolatian Valves ,

B 3.6.3

BASES '

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11 " Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population
Zone, and Population Center Distance.*

,

2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Section 6.2, Containment Systems.

3. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.

4. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director, NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1967 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1

.

(Criteria Application).*

5. Generic Issue (G1 B-20), * Containment Izakage Due to Seal
Detenoration.*

.

6. NRC Generic Item B-24, * Purge Valve Reliability."

7. NUREG 1366, " Improvements to Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirements.*

Additional References
<

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, ' Primary Reactor Containment Leakage
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors,*

9. 10 CFR 50, Append;x A, GDC 50, " Containment Design Basis.*

10. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 52, * Capability for Containment
leakage Rate Testing.* >

11. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 53, * Provisions for Containment
Inspection and Testing.*

12. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 54, * Piping Systems Penetrating
Containment."

13. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 56, * Primary Containment
isolation.* i

(continued) i
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Containment Isolation Valves
B 3.6.3

ilASES

REFERENCES 14. 10 CFR 59, Appendix A, GDC 57, ' Closed System Isolation ;

(continued) Valves.*

15. BTP CSB 6-3, " Determination of Bypass Leakage Paths in Dual
Containment."
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Contamment Pressure [
B 3.6.4 !

!
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS i

I
B 3.6.4 Containment Pressure

i
!

!BASES
}

Bf.CKGROUND ne contamment structure serves to contain radioactive matenal which may [
be released from the reactor core following a Design Basis Accidet (DBA), i
such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained within the requirement |
of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1). He contamment pressure is limited during normal j
operation to preserve the initial conditions assumo s the accident analyses j
for a loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB). :
These limits also prevent :he containment pnasure from exceeding the !
contammant design negative pressure differential with respect to the outside i
atmosphere in order to withst.nd an inadv rtent actuation of the Cartmht i

Spray System. !
4

!
Conts ement pressure is a process variable which is monitored and controlled '

during MODES 1 through 4. The containment pressure limits are derived |
[ from the input conditions used in the contamment functional analyses and the !
\ '

contairmat structure external pressure analysis. Should operation occur
!

outsite these limits coincident with a DBA, a loss of containment integrity {
may result. Loss of contamment integrity could cause site boundary dows, ;
due to a DBA, to exceed <alues given in Reference 3. I

t
i
.

APPLICABLE he limits for containment pressure ensure that operaCon is maintained within f
SAFETY ANALYSES the design and accident analysis bases for containment. The accident analyses !

and evaluations considered both LOCAs and MSLBs for determmmg the !
manemim peak contamment pressure (Pa) of[48.3] psig. A double-ended

,

rupture of a main steam line at [0%] THERMAL POWER concurrent with j
a loss of one containment spray division results in the highest calculated j
internal contamment pressure, [48.3] psig. His is below the interr al design '

pressure of DMt] psig. The MSLB event bounds the LOCA event from the |
contamment peak pressure standpoint. ;

| 5"$ !
'

ne initial pressure conditioa used in t' o a. t it analy-is was 15.1 psia f
(0.4 psig). This resulted in a t axin' ~

> essure from a MSLB of |[48.3] -ig. He LCO limit of [0.4] pg msures that in the event of m
{

acc, dent. .oe taximum accident design precure for containment of DH9 psig i

G3 i

(continued) ]
t
e
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C~'aiamme Pressure
B 3.6.4

BASES

APPLICABLE is not exceeded. De contammmt was also designed for an internal pressure
SAFETY ANALYSES equal to [-2.0] psid in order to withstand the resultant pressure drop from an

(mntinued) accidental u*= tion of the Contamment Spray System. -TE: '.-4:.:.1 p.-: __- e-
-

-use44n4hia-enalysismus-{4:4}tsig The muimum calculated differential
pressure which would occur as a result of an inadvertent actuation of the
C~tain-t Spray System is [1.83] psid, ne LCO of[-0.4] psig ensures

;
that operation within design limits of [-2.0 psid is maintained.

.;4 d t. $ w h a n M m m J [-oA3r
Contamment pressure satisfies the requirements of Select.on Criterion 2 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement as documented in Reference 4

ILCO During a DBA, with an initial containment pressure less than or equal to the
upper LCO limit, the resultant peak containment accident pressure is ;

maintained below the contamment design pressure. The LCO lower pressure
,

limit ensures the contamment does not ex.ced the design negative differential |
pressure As a u -dt, containment integrity is ensured i

I
'

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 a DB A could cause a release of radioac ivt
material to contamment. In MODES 5 and 6 the probability and consequence
of a DBA are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these
MODES. nerefore, m>intaining these contamment pressure limits is ne
required in MODES 5 or 6 to protect contamment integrity.

ACTIONS AJ

With contamment pressure not within the limits of the LCO, contamment
pressure must be restored within one hour. He Required 3 crion is necessary
to return operation to within the bounds of the containment analysis. He
specified time period is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6.1,
contamment, which requires the e='*;a-t be restored to OPERABLE
status within one hour.

(continued)
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Contamnvnt Prusure
B 3,6.4

BASES

ACDONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if
contammmt pressure cannot be restored in the required time period. This is
done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5
in 36 houra, he allowed Completion Times are reasonable hami on
operating experimee to reach the required MODES from full power without t

challenging the plant systems.

SURVEIll.ANCE SR 3.6Al
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying conta mment pressure is within limits ensures that operation remains
within the limits sssured in the contamment analysis. He 12-bour Frequency
of this SR was drveloped considering operating expenence related to,

* '
contamment pressure variations and pressure instrument drift during the
applicable MODES, and the low probabilig of a DBA occurring between
surveillance.. Furthermore, the 12-hour frequency is considered adequate in
view of oier indications in the control room to alert the operator of an
abnormal contamment pressure condition.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, * Determination of Exclusion Area, Low Population
Zone, and Population Center Distance.*

2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Section 6.2. Contamment Systems.

3. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15. Accident Analysis.

4. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director, NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 'CEN-355 C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Criteria Application).*

Additior::1 References
,

5. 10 CFR 50 Appendix J. ' Primary Recor Containment Leakage
Testing for Water Cooled Power Reactors.*

(continued)
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B 3.6.4

BASES

REFERENCES 6. 10 CFR 50, Appcoda A GDC $0, *Conenmment Design Basis.*

(continued)
7. 10 CFR 50, Appendit A. GDC 52, " Capability for Contunment

Leakage Rate Testing."

8. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A. GDC 53, "Pr> visions for Con *-t
Inspection and Testing.*

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 56, * Primary Containment
Isolation.'

I

e

.

.

f

(

,

I

|

,
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16 A.9.5 B 3.6.5 CONTALNMENT AIk TEMPERATURE

Contammmt Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.5 Containment Air Temocrature

BASES

BACKGROUND The contamment structure serves to contain radioactive material which may
be released from the reactor core following a Design Basis Accident (DBA),
such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained within the requirements
of 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1), ihe contamment average air temperature is to be
maintained within a lower and upper limit during normal operation to
preserve the initial conditions assumed in the accident analyses for a Loss Of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) or Main Steam Line Break (MSLB). Contamment
air temperature is a process variable which is monitored and controlled during
MODES 1 through 4. Temperature measurements from specified locations
are combined to determine an average air temperature.

The contamment sverage air temperature limits are derived fmm the input
conditions used in the contamment functional analyses and the contamment
structure external pressure analyses. Should operation occur outside this limit

( concunent with a DBA, a loss of containment integrity or a violation of NRC
LOCA[[Mrji)may result. I ass of containment integrity could
cause site boundary doses, due to a design basis MSLB, to exceed values
given in Reference 3.

APPLICABLE The limit for contamment average air temperature ensures that operation is

SAFETY ANALYSIS maintained within the DBA analysis assumptions for containment. He
accident analyses and evaluations considered both LOCAs and MSLBs for
determuung the maximum peak contamment pressures and temperatures. He
worst case MSLB generates larger mass and energy releases than the worst
case LOCA. Dus, the MSLB event bounds the LOCA event from the
contamment peak pressure and tempe ature standpoint. De initial pre-
accident temperature inside contamment was assumed to be [110*F](Ref. 3).

De initial containment average air temperature condition of[110*F] resu ed
in a maximum vapor temperature in containment of [405.7'F]. De
containment average emperature limit of [110*F] ensures that in the event
of an accident, the maximum design temperature for cot.tainment of[290*F]

(continued)
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rbt=ia-t Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

:

BASES

'

APPIJCABLE is not exceeded he consequence of ex=%g this design temperature may
SAFETY ANALYSES be the potential for degradation of the cor.:nnmmt structure under accident

(continued) loads.

Contunment evenge air temperature satisfies the requiremmts of Selection
Criterion of the NRC Interim Policy Statemmt as documented in Reference
4.

LCO During a DBA, with an initial contamment average temperature less than or
equal to the LCO temperature limit, the resultant peak accident pressure and
temperature is maintained below the containment design limits. As a result,
the abibry of contunment to perform its function is assured

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive
material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature
limitations of these MODES. Herefore, maintaining conronment air

( temperature limit is not required in MODES 5 or 6.
,

')
ACTIONS Al

With containment aver:Ee air temperature not within the limit of the LCO,
confunment average air temperature must be restored within the eight hour
Completion Time. He Required Action taust be taken to return operation
to within the bounds of the containment analysis. He eight-hour Com: o . ion
Time is acceptable considering the sensitivity of the analysis to variations in
this parameter and provides sufficient time to correct minor problems or to
prepare the plant for an orderly shutdown.

.

(continued)

,
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Contammmt Air Temperature |
B 3.6.5 '

?BASES

;

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 ;
'

(continued) -

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the -
contair. ment average air temperature cannot be restored to OPERABLE status

in the associated Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at !

least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowable
Completion Tinn are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the {
required MODES from full power without challenging the plant systems.

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.5.1
REQUIREMENTS *

Verifying the contammmt average air temperature is within the LCO limit
4 1

ensures that contamment operation remains within the limits assumed for the !

contammmt analysis. In order to determine the average temperature, an,
,

t

anthmetic sverage is calculated using measurements taken at several locations

which are selected to be representative of the overall contairment atmosphere.
,

The 24 hour frequency of this surveillance is based on engineering judgment. !

\
4

.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, " Determination o%ixclusion Area, Low Population '

Zone, and Population Center Distance.'
'

; 2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC.' Section 6.2, Contamment Systems.

System 80h CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.
f

3.

4. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
,

(Director, NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E |l Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
'

(Criteria Application).*
1

Additional References4

i *

1

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 38, * Containment Heat Removal.*4

6. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 39, " Inspection of Containment |
Heat Reanval System.* 6

4

;.

(continued) ,

i
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Contain-t Air Temperature
B 3.6.5

BASES

REFERENCES 7. 10 CFR 50, Appcodt1 A, GDC 40, * Testing of Containmt Heat
(continued) P-n! System.'

8. 10 CFR 50, Appcodtx A, GDC 50, 'Coctarn-t Design Basis.*

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 53, ' Provisions for Contunment
Testing and Inspection.'

i

I
f

.

-.

*
,

.
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16A.9.6 B 3.6.6 CONTAINhtENT SPRAY SYSTEM

Cm' ;a-t Spray System
B 3.6.6

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.6 Containm et Screv System (Credit talen for iodine removd by the Contamment Spray System)

e

BASES

IMCKGROUND The C=' a-t Spray System is designed to furnish contamment
atmosphere cooling to limit post-accident building ternperature and pressure
to less than the design values ([49 psig and [290*F], Ref.1). Additionally,
it reduces the release of radioDe) live materid from the cont >mmect in the
event of a primary or secondary break (the limiting events are a less Of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) and a Main Steam Ijne Break (MSLB)) in two
ways:

1. Reduction of containment pressure to nearly atmospheric pressure
thereby rWucicg the potentid leskage rate from conramnmit; and

4

2. The boric acid solution mmime the fission product iodine in the
building atmosphere by the removal ofiodine through the absorption

, ofiodine by the spray droplets.
(

In the event of a LOCA or MSLB, the Contamment Spray System sprays
boric acid solution into the containment atmosphere to reduce the post.
accident energy and to remove fission product iodine. There are two
redundant Contamment Spray divisions. Each division consists of one pump. '

one Containment Spray Heat Exchanger, one Cm' 6 ment Spray header and
associated piping, valves, instrumentation and controls. The pumps and
remotely operated valves may be operated from the cor. trol room.

!

A two out of four contamment pressure high-high signal from the Engineered
Safety Feature. Actuauon System generates a Cm'=6-t Spray Actuation
Signal (CSAS) which iruustes coornmment spray operation. Upon receipt of
a CSAS, the Contam-t Spray Header isolation vdve opens and the
contamment spray pump starts in each of the two redundant divisions. The
pumps take suct2on imtially from the In-Contamment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (IRWST) and discharge through the containment sprsy heat
exchangers and the spray header isolation valves and to their respective spray
nozzle headers, then inta the containment atmosphere.

(continued)
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Contamment Spray System
'

B 3.6.6

BASES

BACKGROUND ne Contamment Spray System is capable of removing sufficient decay heat ,

i
(continued) from the contaiement atmosphere following a DBA accidet to maintain

contamment pressure and temperature within design limits. ;

ne Contamment Spray System protects the integrity of the contamment by I
limiting the temperarue and pressure that could be expected following a ,

DBA. Protection of adequate contamment lenktightness prevents leakage of {
radioactive material from contamment. less of adequate containment

tleaktightness could cause site boundary doses, due to a design bases LOCA,
to exceed values given in Reference 3.

!

APPLICABLE ne accident analysis considers the worst case single active failure in the I

SAFETY ANALYSIS power supply which results in mmunum contamment cooling. He analysis ,

'
and evaluation show that under Gis acenario, the highest peak contamment
pressure is [48.3] psig (erperienced during a MSLB), actual temperature of

'

the contamment structure however, remtined below the marimum design
temperature of [290]*F. (See Bases B 3.6.4 - Containment Pressure, sad B |

[ 3.6.5 - Contamment Air Temperature, for a detailed discussion.) ne j'

limiting event is a MSLB initiated at 0% RTP. De analysis also assumes i
'

that one Centamment Spray division is operstmg and an initial (pre-accident) [4

condition of [Il0*F] and [0.40] psig for contamment tempesture and !
'

pressure respectively.

ne effect of an inadvertent contamment Spray actuation was also analyzed. !
'

ne saadvertent contamment Spray actuation results in a maximum negative
contammeat pressure of [-1.83] psig. He design contamment pressure is [- |
2.0] psig, bence the inadvertent actuation of the contamment Spray system
wil! not exceed contamment design limits. Additional discussion is provided
in Basce 3.6.4, Contamment Pressure

Contamment Spray System satisfies the requirements of Selection Criterion
3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement as documented in Reference 4.

(continued)
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Coe'amment Spray System
B 3.6.6

.

t

BASES I
_

;

LCO During a DBA, one division of Contamment Spray is regmred to neintain
contamment peak pressure and temperatun below design limits. To ensure
these regarements are amt, two Contammant Spray divisions must be
OPERABLE dunnt normal operations. This ensures muumum cooling ;

roquaements are men if a DB A then occurs concurrmtly with a loss of offsite
power.

AP.'LICABILITY Irr MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive '

material to contamment and an increase in Contamment pressure and
temperature requiring the operation of the Contamment Spray divisions. The j'

probability and consequences of such an event in MODES 5 and 6 are <

reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES.
He Contamment Spray System is not required to be OPERABLE in MODES
5 and 6 to protect the integrity of contamment.

ACTIONS Al
.

-(
;

With one Conta mment Spray division inoperable, the inoperable Containment i

Spray division must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In i

this condition, the remammg OPERABLE cooling division is adequate to
perform the Contamment Cooling and Iodine removal function. However, i

the overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE
'

divisions could result in no Contamment cooling and no iodine removal
capability, ne 72-hour Completion Time is based on the iodine removal j

function and is consistent with other Engineered Safety Feature 5 stems *
Completion Times for lois of one redundant divisica.

. ;

B.1 and B.2

He plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply in
the event the Contamment Spray division is not restored to OPERABLE |

status within the associated Completion Time. This is accomplished by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within six hours, and in MODE 5

3 within 84 hours. Le six hours allotted to reach MODE 3 is a reasonable ,

time based on operating experience to shutdown the plant without challenging

(continued)

i
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Containmmt Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

ACI1ONS B.1 and B.2
(mntinued)

plant systems. The extended interval to reach MODE 5 is reasonable when
considering the drrving force for a releue of radioactive material from the
RCS is reduced in MODE 3.

U

With two Cermi-t Spray divisions inoperable, the plant is in a condition
outside the accident analye . Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entereds

tmmediately.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6 6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for mr.nual, power-operated, and automatic
,

valves in the Conrainment Spray flowpath provides assurance that the proper
flowpaths will exist for Containment Spray operation. This SR does not

( apply to valves which are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
aince they were verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing,
or securing. This SR also does not apply to valves which .annot be
inadvenently misaligned, such as check valves. A valve which receives an
actuation signalis allowed to be in a non-accident position provided the valve
will automadcally reposition within the proper stroke time. This SR does not
require any valve testing or manipulation. Rather, it involves verification
that those valves outside containment and capable of being mispositioned, are
in the correct position. The 31-day frequency is appropriate because the
valves are operated under procedural control. An improper lineup would
only affect a single division, and the probability of an event requiring
C eramment Spray actuation during this time period is low. This frequency
has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.6.6.2

Demonstrattog each Containment Sprsy Pump flow versus head mee ; & sign
requirements ensures that spray pump performance has not degraded during
the cycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests of centrifugal pump
performance required by Section XI of the ASME Code.

(continued)
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Conta.nment Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.6.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continurd) Such mservice mspections conftrm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and h incipient failures by indicating abnormal
performance. He frequency shall be in accordance with the Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program.

SR 3.6.6.3 and SR 3.6,6.4

These SRs demonstrate each automatic Ntain-t Spray Valve actuates to
its required position on an actual or simulated Safety Injection Actuation
Signal, and that each Containment Spray Pump starts on receipt of an actual
or simulated Safety Injection Actuation Signal. The 18-month frequency was
developed considering it is prudent that these surveillances only be performed
during a plant outage. His is due to the plant conditions needed to perform
the SR and the potential for unplanned plant transients if the SR is performed
with the reactor at power. Although the actuation logie is tested as part of
the ESFAS functional tests every 92 days, and equipment performance is I

[ monitored as part of the Inservice Testing Program, the system actuation
cannot be tested during normal plant operation. Operating experience has
shows these components virtually always pass the SR when performed on the
18-month frequecey which is consistent with the refueling cycle.

SR 3 6 6.j!

With the Contamment Spray inlet valves closed and the spray header drained
of any solution, low pressure air, or smoke can be blows through test
connections. Performance of this SR demonstrates that each spray nozzle is
unobstructed provides assurance that spray coverage of the contamment
during an accident is not degraded. Due to the passive nature of the design
of the nozzle, a ten-year test interval is considered adequate to detect ,

degradation in performance and is consistent with the recommendations of
NUREG-1366 (Ref. 5).

-
.

*
(contmued)

,
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cmenin-t Spray System
B 3.6.6

BASES

REFERENCES 1. System 80+ CESSAR-DC Section 6.2. Contammmt Systems.

2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.

3. 10 CFR 100.11, 'Determmation of Exclusion Area, lau Population
Zooe, and Population Center Distance.'

4. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Dinetor, NRRfNRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN.355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
(Criteria Application).*

5. NUREG-1365, *1mprovements to Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirements.'

Additional References

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 38, * Containment Heat Removal."

( 7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 39, * Inspection of Containment
Heat Removal Sysum.*

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendtx A. GDC 40, " Testing of Conrainment Heat
Removal System.*

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere
Cleanup.*

10. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 42, * Inspection of Contunment
Atmosphere Cleanup Systems.*

11. 10 C/R 50, Appendix A, GDC 43, * Testing of Containment
Atmosphere Cleanup Systems."

12. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 44, * Cooling Water.*
,

13. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 50, ' Containment Design Basis."

SYSTEM 80+ B3.6-40
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1 9 .9.7 B 3.6.7 HYDROGEN ANALYZERS

Hydrogen Analyzers f
B 3.6.7

i
B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS '

.

!B 3.6.7 Hydroren Analvrers
I
i

!
B ASES

t
>

BACKGROUND Hydmgen Analyzers are required to monitor the hydrogen concentration in !
the contamn=>t following a primary er escondary break, such as a Loss of

Coolant Accident (LOCA) or Main steam I.ine Breal (MSLB) in
contamment. Hydrogen may accumulate within contamment following a
primary break as a result of a metal-steam reaction involving the nrconium
fuel cladding and the reactor coolant, radiolpic decomposition of the post- '

accident emergency cooling solutions, cormsion of metals by solutions used
,

for emergency cooling and containment sp:3y, and hydrogen in the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) at the time of a primary break. During a secondary '

break such as MSLB, hydrogen production will only result from the
|corrosion of metals and paints in containment dw' =am- nw L- S

Eontamment Spray System (CS).-

( Re Hydrogen Analyzers are post-accident Type A Category 1 instruments.
,

As such they are used to determine when to initiate hydrogen recombination
i

operation following a primary or secondary break in contamment.

Two independent Hydrogen Analyzers have been providN and each is '

powered from a separate vital AC power source. Each of the analyzers can !

monitor either of the supply lines from contamment. Within 30 minutes after +

a LOCA, both hydmgen analyzers are manually activated to monitor
hydrogen levels and to alert the operators in the control room if hydrogen
concentration exceeds 3.5 %. ne analyzers when actuated will continuously i

monitor hydrogen concentration levels between [0 and 10 %). Both analyzers |
have the capabdity to interface with two amas that have been selected to

,

provide a represcetative sample of the contamment atmosphere following an
accident. ;
The Hydrogen Analyzers measure the hydrogen concentration in contatnment [
so that required operator actions (e.g., actuate the Hydrogen Recombiners in !

accordance with emergency procedures) may be taken to prevent the hydrogen
"

concentration from exceeding the flammability limit of 4.0 vlo. This
,

eliminates the potential for a bmach of contamment due to a hydrogen-oxygen :
reaction.

(continued) .
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7 >

BASES

APPLICABLE To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in conta mment following iSAFETY ANALYSIS a LOCA, hydrogen generation (as a function of time following the initiation L

of the accident) is calculated. Conservative assumptions iw....---.ded in
Reference I are used to mammm the amount of hydrogen calculated.
Assummg conta:nment isolation, the concentration of hydrogen that would >

result as a function of time is calculated with and without credit taken for r

mitigating systems.

"Re calculations confirm that when mitigatmg systems are actuated, in i

accordance with the emergency procedures, the peak hydrogen concentration
in contamment is less than 4.0 v/o. !

Hydrogen may accumulate within eretniam nt following a LOCA (or CEA
yejection) as a result of:

1. A metal-steam reaction betweca the zirconium fuel rod cladding and
;

the reactor coolant.

2. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor Coolant System,

( (RCS) and the conta.nment sump.

3. Hydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA. i.e., hydrogen
dissolved in the reactor coolant, and hydrogen gas in the pressurizer

,

vapor space. '

i

4. Corrosion of metals exposed to Contamment Spray and Safety
Injection System solutions.

:
t

in Reference 2, the NRC specified that the Hydrogen Analyzers meet
Selection Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref. 5), and that !
the LCO be retained in Technical Specifications.

;

LCO Two Hydrogen Analyzers must be OPERABLE with power from two
independent safety-related power supplies. This assures operation of at least 5
one Hydrogen Analyzer in the event of a worst case single active failure.

;

Operation of at least one Hydrogen Analyzer will provide the operator with ;
information to etable action to be taken to prevent the coetainment post :

LOCA hydrogen concentration from exceeding the flammability limit. |

(continued)
|
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7

BASES

APPLICABIIJTY In MODES I and 2 two Hydrogen Analyzers provide the operator with the
capabdity to measure hydrogen concentration in contahrzent assuming a
worst case single active fsilure and alkrw. if requtred, action to be taken to
control the hydrogen concentration within contammmt below itt. f.a amability
limit of 4.0 v/o following a LOCA (Ref. 3). His ensures confnnmmt ,

integrity and prevents damage to safecy-related equipment and instrumentation
located within contunmmt.

In MODES 3 and 4, both the hydrogen prouaction rate and the total
hydrogen produced after a LOCA would be signi6cantly less than that
calculated for the DBA LOCA. Hus, if the hydrogen analysis were to be
performed starting with a LOCA in MODE 3 or 4, the time to reech a bulk
concentration of 4.0 v/o would be extended beyond the conservatively
calculated for MODES I and 2. He extended time would allow contenment
atmosphere sampling by other means to determme the hydrogen buildup, if
the event the Hydrogen Analyzers are not available. Herefore, Hydrogen
Analyzers are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3 and 4.

l In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a LOCA or MSLB
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations. The Hydrogen ,

Analyzers are not required in these MODES to protect the integrity of
contatnrnent.

ACTIONS M

With one Hydrogen Analyzer inoperable, the inoperable analyzer must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. The 30 day Completion Time
is based on the low probability of the occurrence of a primary o secondary
break that would generate hydrogen in amounts capable of exceeding the
flammability limit, and the length of time after the event that operator action
would be required to prevent exceeding this limit, and the availability of the
Hydrogen Recombiners, the Hydrogen Purge System, and the Post-Accident
Sampling System.

Required Action A.1 is modified by a note which indicates the provisions of
LCO 3.0.4 are not applicable. As a result, a MODE change is allowed when
one Hydrogen Analyzer is inoperable. His allowance is provided because
the probability of the occurrence of a primary or secondary break that would

(continued);
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Hydrogen Analyzer
B 3.6.7

BASES

AGONS Al
(continued)

generate hydrogen in amounts capable of exceeding the flammability limit is
low, the probability of the failure of the OPERABLE analyzer is low, and
the length of time after a yhd pnmary or aeoondary bruk before
operator action would be reqmrod to prevent exceehg the flammahility
limit.

El

With two Hydrogen Analyzers inoperable, at least one analyzer must be
restored to OPERABLE status within seven days. He seven day Completion
Time is based on the low probability of the occurrence of a primary or
secondary break that would generate hydrogen in amounts capable of
exceeding the flammability limit, and the length of time after the event that
o;erator action would be required to prevent exceeding this limit, ard the
availability of the Hydrogen Recombiners, and the Post-Accident sampling
System.

,

1 Cl,

ne plant must be placed in a MODE in utich the LCO does not apply if an
inoperable Hydrogen Analyzer cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in
the associated Completion ACTIONS Time. His is done by placing the
plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours. He allowable Completion Times are
reasonable based on operstmg expericace to reach the required MODES from
full power without challenging the plant systems.

.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

A CHANNEL FUNCTIGNAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure
the entire channel will perform its intended function.

He 92 day frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience and is consistent with the recommendations of NUREG-1366 (Ref.
4).

(continued)
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Hydrogen Analyzers !

B 3.6.7 j

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.7.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the Hydrogen Analyzers
,

.

using sample gases ensures the OPERABILITY of the analyzers is '

maintamed. A typical CHANNEL CALIBRATION includes a mmimum of
.

two data points to verify accuracy of the analyzers over the range of interest. - '

The sample gases used for performing the surveillances are nominally v/o
i

hydrogen 2 [0.98] and s [1.02](balance nitrogen), and nominally four v/o '

hydrogen 2 [3.92} and s [4.08] (balance nitrogen). The lower hydrogen
flammability limit is assumed as 4.0 v/o nydrogen in air or steam-air
atmospheres. Therefore, calibration with these sample gases helps ensure
accurate information regarding contamment hydrogen concentrations up to
and including the flamm-bihty limit is available to operators following a

4

LOCA. The 18 month frequency has been shown to be acceptable through
[

operating experience and is consistent with the recommendations of NUREG- '

1366 (Ref. 4).

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.7, ' Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations
!(

,

in contamment Following a less-of- Coolant Accident, Revision 2. '

November 1978.
,

2. *NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor Owners
Groups' Application of the Commission's Interim Policy Statement |; Criteria to Standard Technical Specifications,' transmitted by i

|
Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated
May 9,1988.

*
,

.

3. System 80+ CESSAR-DC. Section 6.2, (%ntaia-t Systems..

, 4. NUREG-1366, * Improvements to Technical Specification
j Surveillance Requirements.*

,

.

5. 52 FR 3788, NR': Interim Policy Statement, on Technical
3

Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February j
3 6, 1987.

|

(continued) ,
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Hydrogen Analyzers
B 3.6.7

BASES

REFERENCES Additiond References
(continued)

6. 10 CFR 50, Appenda A. GDC 41, "Canta;amt Atmosphere
Cleanup."

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 42, * Inspection of Contammmt
Atoghere Cleanup Systems.*

8. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 43. ' Testing of Cw in=t
Atmosphere Cleanup Systems.*

1

(
.

i,

1

!
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16A.9.8 5 3.6.8 CO.NYT SHIMD BUIll) LNG

t

Contammeet Shield Building

M%cStr B 3.6.8
|

,

,

B 3.6 COyAINMENT SYSTEMS j((en in ;

B3.6.8 e --t Shield Buildine

!
e

i BASES
If% h 5 fi
!

. BACKGROUND The contamment-Adeld building is a reinforced concrete q, composed4

of a right cylinder with a hemispherical dome. De MI=Me#phield gg |

[b4 _ $ %uilding houses the steel contammant vessel and safety related equipment.Tlil-+,=-t'phield%uilding is designed to provide biological aideldinej
j

as well as external missile protection for the steel contammant1ils!! and
:; safety related equipment. Between the steel contammant vessel andYe)hield j

$ Jiuilding inner wall is an annular space which collects any containment
i

leakage which may occur following an in-contatement break such as a Loss
|

,

Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). This space also allows for periodic inspection !

of the outer surface of the steel containment vessel. i
.

1

Following a LOCA, the Annulus VentilatigJny, stem (gVS)pstablishes a
negative pressure in the annulus between thocontammant stdeldpuilding and !'

Ithe J teel cont =mment vessel. Filters in the system then control the release of '

( , radioactive contammants to the environment. MESt-Shield'tluilding .!
,

'

OPERABILITY is required to ensure retention of primary coraainment. '
'

r

leakage and proper operation of the AVS. i

feu.%
,

'

' The de' sign basis for conta== ant dield kiding OPERABILITY is a largeAPPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSIS break LOCA. Maintaining $hieldluilding integrity ensures that the release

,

of radioactive matenals from the primary contamment atmosphere is restricted j
to those leakage paths and associated leakage rates aemmad in the accident

|
analysia. This restriction. in conjunction with the operation of the AVS will

{limit the site boundary radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR 100 ;

(Ref. 3) during an accident. I

!

0.44 NDr 4 ]LCO e- : :- --t-#deld building OPERABILITY must be maintained to ensure i

-

proper operation of the AVS and to limit radioactive leakage from the !
containment to those paths and leakage rates assumed in the accident analysis. l

!

(continued) !
a
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!
i !
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Contain-t Shield Building j
B 3.6.5 :

,

BASES-

kkr
Maintaining of courain==at kielhgg OPERABIIIIT prevets leakageAPPIJCABILITY

matenal may enter theDgA 4' shield % ding. Radioactiveof radioective material from t
annetpeld ' ' ding fro a the primary

t

cantammant following an in-tainmmt Therefore, tentainmmt ..% Je,r- i'

shield building OPERABIIJTY is required durmg the same operaung )
conditions which require prunary contammmt OPERABILITY.,

|,
t a.M 4 / !

Pnmary contammet OPERABII.lTY and antamment shield building ^

| OPERABILITY are required in MODES 1. 2,3 and 4 when a MsIin Steam
or Feed Line Break, LOCA or CEA ejection could release radioactive !
material to the primary contamment atmosphere. In MODES 5 and 6 the r

probability and consequences of these events are low due to the reactor j
coolant system temperature and pressure limitations in these MODES.
Herefore, neither htamment OPERABII.lTY sr = ara;-nt shield

t
fuilding OPERABIIJTY is required in MODES 5 or 6.'tI" #

,

!
| !

g ACTIONS AJ. c

!

tcuche 1 a !l. In the event corammantheid guilding OPERABIIJTY is not saintained,
,

~

kedt contamm-nt $xield building OPERABILITY must be restored within 24 !
a

hours. He 24 hour completion time is based on engineeringjudgment. i

B.1 and B.2 i

i

The plant mg"amm! aced in a MODE in which the requirement does notbey
apply when cont eE shield building OPERABILITY cannot be restored .)

,

in the required time period. His is done by placing the plant in at least
!

MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. He allowed completion i

time are reasonable based on operattog experience to reach the required i

modes from full power without challenging safety systems.

.

(continued) ;
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Contain-t Shield Building i

B 3.6.8 !
!
,

BASES !
.

i
.

SURVFR LANCE SR. 3.6.8.1 |

REQUIREMENTS 7~' !
Maintainmgphieldhding OPERABILITY requms maintaining - door i

,

in the access opening cloext except when,them.opentag hJwIingg)'k
-

|.

for normal 4:enaient cetry and exit ["o$ n :t '-^ x f: : r -- ' . -- e !-

@The 'sisfhE11ance frequency f~3'1'dsFt's Q~oniginiIerlig ~ iL
"ju@dgment, and has bean shown to be acceptable through operstmg experience.'

gek,

.

SR 3.6.8.2 i

Ot%:hbc h
Maintaining the Containment-Shield Building operable requires periodic j

,

inspection of the enclosure to detect any degradation. The surveillance |
J

frequency for this is the same as SR 3.6.1.1 and is done in conjunction wi:h I

it. {
c

!

REFERENCES 1. System 60+ CESSAR-DC, Section 3.8. Design of Category 1 i

Systems. ,,

f
f
>

i
- 2. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Section 6.2, contamment Systems. I
d !

'

3. 10 CFR 100.11, *Determmation of Exclusion Area, im Population
Zone and Population Center Distance.* i

1 j

i

: !
,

I !
. .

1 j
,

!

E i
!<

; t

i

,

,,

,

!

t
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16A.9.9 B 3.6.9 ANNULUS VENTILATION SYSTEM ,

!
Annulus Ventilation System i

B 3.6.9 i

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.9 Annulus Ventilation System
|
i

BASFS fi
.

BACKGROUND The Annulus Ventilation System (AVS) serves the space between the prunary !
contamment and the secondary contmment. The system does not perform !
any normal ventilation function. However, it does provide additional !

assurance against the release of radioactivity to the environment; therefore,
it is designed as an engineered safety feature and should be capable of
operating and performing its function during startup, power operation, hot *

mandby and hot shutdown.

Two independent ventilation divisions are provided. Each division consists
of a fan, a filter train, associated ductwork, dampers, and controls as
amury to accomplish the design function. Each filter train consists of a
moisture eliminator,-electncal heater prefilter, and absolute filter, a carbons

filter, and a post filter.
[ p

h division also includes two annuh.s ventilation diisiHbWon~discH?bne~uF

.

Eac
__ y i

- _ .
_

*

i
the upper portion of the annulus and the other in the lowef Herefore,
there are two duitiin the upper annulus and two iruhe'[ower, one for each I

division. [ !
./ )ceRese distribution ducts contain grilles for annulus air intake and exhaust. 4 j

'
p

The grilles of the upper djstribution ducts draw air in from the annulus. His ;
air passes through thecoisture clicanator and the filter train before reaching

|
the suction o,f the ventilation fan. ne fan directs air eitherto the unit vent ;

or both the t nit vent and the lower annulus distribution duct. The grilles of '

( thploN distribution ring expel air into_ the annulua. N-A(~~

ne system will discharge sufficient air from the annulus to the unit vent to
,

create a negative pressure of approximately [-0.5 in.} water gauge with |~

respect to the outside atmosphere after a LOCA.

Two full capacity ventilation fans are provided with each one redundant of !

the other. He fans are supplied with power from the Class IE Emergency
,

Diesel Generators on LOOP. i

(continued)

i
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SUPPLEMENT INFORMATION
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

u
~

Annulus Ventilation System

The Annulus Ventilation System (AVS) serves the space between the primary containment
and the secondary containment. The system does not perform any normal ventilation
function. However, it does provide additional assurance age 9 the release of
radioactivity to the environment; therefore, it is designed as 1.a engineering safety feature

- and should be capable of operating and performing its function during startup, power
T operation, hot standby and hot shutdown. The AVS has no effect on reactor criticality
0, and is designed for public and statioa personnel radiation protection only.

System Function

The Annulus Ventilation System is designed to produce and maintain a negative pressure
Q' within the total annulus space and provides mixing of any in-leakage from the containment

.))
1 in order to preclude the unacceptable release of radioisotopes following a LOCA by
-

providing fission product removal capability by decay and filtration.
,

System Configuration and Description
b

.)'' Two redundant ventilation divisions with independent active components are provided as
shown in Figure lli D-1. Each civision consists of a fan, a filter train, associated ductwork,
dampers, and controls as necessary to accomplish the design function. Each filter traine

J consists of a moisture eliminator, an electrical heater, a prefilter, an absolute filter, a
9 charcoal filter, and an absolute after filter.

i p' 7,vm-wf'"h-m
,

fx
Jg ' The two annulus ventilation divisions share one duct in the upper portion of the annulus )% Q and one duct in the lower portion of the annulus. Therefore, there is one common duct in((

the upper annulus and one common duct in the lower annulus for both systems. Thesej'g( istribution ducts contain grilles for annulus air intake and exhaust. The grilles of the
,

,; '

,; , upper duct draw air in from above the primary containment. This air passes through the
mois'ture eliminator and the filter train before reaching the suction of the ventilation fan. )|[ ,/ The fan directs air either to the unit vent or both the unit vent and the lower annulus ( i

[< v distribution duct. The grilles of the lower distribution ring expel air into the annuluc.c'
- s n

~_. ._

,

The system will discharge sufficient air from the annulus to the unit vent to creafe's
necative pressure of approximately -1 mm (-0.5 in) water gauge with respect to the
outside atmosphere after a LOCA. The annulus ventilation distribution ducts permit the

i
mixing of in-leakage in as large a volume as possible.

The design basis operation sequence is as follows:

The Annulus Ventilation System is activated by the Containment Spray.

Actuation Signal.

The fans exhaust air to the unit vent until annulus pressure is at negativee

pressure control point.

412sup2.wp(93011/cm Supp 111 D-6
1 >;

_ _ _ _ _ . _
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

BASES

BACKGROUND The noisture elimmmint consists of a merb ical demister which is designed
(contmuod) to recove entrained moisture droplets from the influent. An electne heater

is provided to decrease the effluent relanve humidity.
c.re yam m wiscrb

7.u:h~c,arbon filtetis sized.m secommodate the fission products released to
the annulus follouing any of the postulated accidents. Failure of the carbon
filter to perform the intended function will be detected by a unit vent
radiation monitor, which mon 2 tors the activity level of the systers efflent. .

W cw u n k. %s a re net e rra h d -G, a c c h .& u k} c n
ree d ( ~ -w < u a m - - c u ca e m s 4mM. d .a 12 de a cc 6_

APPLICABLE The purpose c.f d:is system is to produte and maintain a negative pressure
SAFETY ANALYSES zone in the annuius. This mitigates the consequences of airborne products

of radianon that might otherwiw become an environmenta! hazard during and
following an accident.

Ibe annulus ventilation system is designed and sized to meet the following
entena:

! Produce and mamtam a negative pressure within the total annulus
, A.

space in order to preclude the unacceptable release of radioisotopes
following an accident.

B. Provide fission product removal capability by decay and filtration.

C. Provide for the tnixmg of any in-leakage into the annulus space.

D. The design anne'us in-leaksge rate through the reactor shield wall
and from the exa-ior atmosphere is [1000 SCFM at 0.5 in.) water
differential prest.w r

The s,.am is designed to function during a seismic event; its location
protects it frotn tornado / wind and missiles.

.

The system has no contamment penetrations.

Tbc system is 100% redundant which precludes single system failure.

(continued)
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Annulus Ventilation Syswm
B 3.6.9

B ASES

APPLICABLE The system has complete electrical separation betwem the twn divisions. Each
SAFET( ANALYSES division is powered by its respective Class IE Emergency Diesel Generator.

(continued)

De Annulus ventilation System is an engineered safety feature system.

The AVS satisfies the requirements of Selection Criteria 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement as documented in Reference 4

LCOs
Two independent sad redundant divisions of the Annulus Ventilation System

och c coymA are required to be operable to cost re that at least one is available assuming
a single failure disablicg the other division.

|

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2,3 sad 4, a DBA could lead to fimon product release to
coctenmt which leaks to the shield building. The large break LOCA, on
which this system's design is based, is a full power event. Less severe
LOCAs and leaks still require the system to be OPERABLE throughout these

( MODES.

The probability and severity of a LOCA decreaus as core power and RCS
pressure decrease. With the reactor shutdown the protability of r: lease of
radioactivity resulting from such an accident is low.

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of a DBA are very low
due to the pressure and temperature limitations in these MODES. Under
these cooditions, the Annulus Ventilation system is not required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS AJ

With one division of the Annulus Ventilation System boperable, the
inoperable division must be returned to OPERABLE status within seven days.
The seven-day Completion Time is based on the low probability of a LOCA
during this time period and the leaktightness of the containment (and is
adequate to rnake most repairs). i

(continued)
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i

Annulus Ventilation System |
B 3.6.9

|

B ASES |
1

AC. IONS IL1 ;T
(contmuod)

'

With both divtsions of AVS inoperable, action should be takce to restore one
division to full OPERABII statua. The 24 hour Completion Time is based I

on engmeering judgment, considering that any increase in releases bm- |
of rystem unavailability is low. !

C.1 and C 2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
inopersble AVS cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated
Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in i

six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Tunes are !
reasonable based on operating expencoce to reach the recuired MODES from j
full power without challecging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.9.1
]

: REQUIREMENT 3
A standby mode starts on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems
should be checked periodically to ensure they start and function properly. As
the environment and normal operat ng conditions on this system are noti

severe, testing each division once a month provides an adequate check on this
system. Monthly heater operation drys out any moisture which may have
accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the ambient air.

-
i

SR 3 6 9.2

Testing the performance of the HEPA filter,-charcoalderber-efficiencyv
minimum system Dow rate. and the physical properties of the activated
carbon vill be performed consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.52
requirements.

The 18-month frequency was developed considering it is prudent that these
surveillances only be performed during a plant outsge. This is due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for unplanned
plant transiects if the SR is performed with the reactor at power. Although
the actuation logic is tested as part of the ESFAS functional tests every 92

(continued)
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Annulus Ventt!stion System
B 3.6.9

BASES

SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.6.9.2

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) days, the system actuation cannot be testad (uring normal plant operation.

Operating experiencx haa shown these components virtually always pass the
SR when performed on the 18-r:nnth frequency.

SR 3.6.9.3.

This surveillance ensures that each nVS division responds properly. The 1B-
nnnth frequency was developed considering it is prudent that these
surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. This is due to the
plant condit2ons needed to perform the SR and the potential for unplanned
plant transients af the SR is performed with the reactor at power. Although
the actuation logic is tested as part of the ESFAS functional tests every 92
days, the system actuation cannot be tested during normal plant operation.
Operating experience has shown these components virtually always pass the
SR when performed on the 18-month frequency which is consistent with the
refuehog cycle.

SR 3.6.9 4 w
[ RJ m. cge- , mnimw

To limit leakage to the environs the annulus is kept at abght negative ;
pressure This Mlow emotgb to accot.nt for wind effects arocad the |
contamment ,buildu:g (Ref.10). |

Me, rD %tc_Me d c on cl M m ..SR 3 6 9.5

i

To reduce the humidity of air entering the fiher rau., prop-r functioning of j
the beaters must be demonstrated periodically by 4 ssuring the power drawn |
by the heaters. It is impiactical to test the system under conditions of high
humidity, such as might be present from a leak spraying into the air,
therefore the beaters are tested dry. A frequency of 18 months is specified
in RG 1.52.

(continued)
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

BASES

REFERENCES 1. System 80+ CESSAR-DC, Section 6.2.3, Annulus Vcotilation
System.

2. System SO+ CESSAR-DC, Section 15.6.5, Ims of Coolant
Accidents.

3. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Dinctor NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume I

!(Cnteria Appbcation).*

Additional References
|
I4. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 41, * containment Atmosphere
|Cleanup. *
;

i5. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 42, ' Inspection of contamment
Atmosphere Cleanup Systems."

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendtx A, GDC 42, * Testing of containment
Atmospbere Cleanup Systems.*

7.
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 61, * Fuel Storage and Handling and
Radioactivi'y Control.*

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 64, ' Monitoring of Radioactivity
Releases.' )

9. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02). * Design. Testing and
Maintenance Cnteria for Post Accident Engineered Safety Feature
Atumspheric Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
Light. Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.*

10. ANSI /ASME N509-1980, * Nuclear Power Plant Air Cleaning Units
and Components.* (NOTE: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2. July 1981
approved the use of the 1980 version, rather than the 1976 version
in Reference 5).

(continued)
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Annulus Ventilation System
B 3.6.9

BASES

REI ERENCES 11. ANSUAShE N5101980, " Testing of Nuclear Air Ceaning
(continued) Systems.* (NOTE: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2. July 1981 approved the use

of the 1980 version, rather than the 1975 version in Refermee 8).

12. NRC Gmeric Lecer 83-13, 'Canfication of Surveillance
Regiurements for HEPA Filters and Charcoal Adsorter Units in
Standard Technical Specifications on ESF Cleanup Systems", March
2, 1983.

13. NUREG4800, ' Standard Review Plan *, Section 15.6.5, Rev. 2.
Appendix B, *Radiologiul Consequences of a Design Basis loss of
Coolant Accident: Irmbge from Engineered Safety Feature
Coc:ponents Outside Contamment,' Rev.1.

14. BTP CSB 6-3, " Determination of Bypass Leakage Paths in Dual
enu;e mt. ~

15 'd E SS A d -P C. %3. m 73 }ag ec,e ), .

'

i
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I,
16A.10 B 3.7 PLAhT SYSTEMS

16A.10.1 B 3.7.1 MAIN STEAM SAFEIT VAISES

MSSVs
B 3.7.1

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safeev Valves

BASES

BACKGROUND ne Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) mainly provide over-pressure
protection for the secondary system. In doing so, the MSSVs also provide
protection against overpressurtnng the reactor coolant pressure boundary by
providing a heat sink for removal of energy from the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) if the preferred beat sink, provided by the Condenser and Circulating
Water system, is not available.

.

Five Main Steam Safety Valves, (ten per steam generator) are locad on each
Main SteamIine, outside Contamment, upstream of the Main Steam Isolation
Valves, as described in CESSAR-DC Section 5.2.2 (Ref.1). The MSSVs'
rated capacity passes the full steam flow at 102% RATED THERMAL
POWER (RTP)(100 + 2% for instrument error) with the valves full open.
This meets the requirements of the ASME Code (Ref. 2) as described in the

[ Over. pressure Protection Report, CESSAR-DC Appendix 5.A (Ref. 3). The
MSSV design includes staggered serpoints, as shown in Table 3.7.1-2, so that
only the number of valves needed will actuate. Staggered setpoints reduce
the potential for valve chartering because of insufficient steam pressure to
fully open a!! valves following a turbine-reactor trip.

The valve lift settings given in Table 3.7.1-2 meet the requirements of
Section III of the ASME Code (Ref. 2). The total relieving capacity for all
twenty MSSVs at 110% of system design pressure (adjusted for a 50 psi
pressure drop to valves inlet) is 19 E6 lbm/hr plus accumulation. This
capacity is less than the total rated capacity because the MSSVs operate at an
inlet pressure below rated conditions ensuring that steam generator pressure
does not exceed 110% of design. At these same secondary pressure
conditions, the total steam flow at 102% ofQ.817 MwMTP plus 17 Mw1
pump beat input) ish7.46 E6 lbm'br] The ratio of this total steam flow to
the total capacity is 109.95.

He low pressure setpoint MSSV,1200 psia, corresponds to a zero power
loop average temperature 6,y )(secondary fluid saturation temperature) of
566'F. The RCS T,y, must be above this temperature to open MSSVs.

|

(continued)
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MSSVs |
B 3.7.1

i
BASES

|
APP 12 CABLE ne desip basis for the MSSVs comes. from the ASME Code and limits |,

SAFETY ANALYSES accendary eystem pressure to s 110% of design pnseure uten passing j
100 % of design steam flow. His design basis is more than sufficient to cope
with any anticipated operating occurrence (AOO) or accidet considered in

j

|
the Design Basis Accident and Transient Ar.alysia. For most analyzed events, i

RCS pressure remams below the serpoint of the pressuruer safety valves
(PSVs), or, at most, cause orJy a short opening of the PSVs.

He events that challenge the MSSVs* relieving capacity, and thus RCS
pressure, are those characterized as Decreased Heat Removal events, and are

i

presented in Section 15.2 of the CESSAR-DC (Ref. 4). Of these, the full !
power loss of condenser vacuum (LOCV) event is the limiting AOO. A
LOCV isolates the turbine and condenser, and term. nates normal feedwater
flow to the steam Generators. Before delivery of Emergency Feedwater'

(EFW) to the steam Generators, RCS pressure reaches s [2,630] psia. This
peak pressure is less than 110% of the design pressure of 2,500 psia, but
high enough to actuate the PSVs. He mmmum relieving rate during the
LOCV event is 2.5 E6 lbm/bour which is less than the rated capacity of three
of the MSSVs.

,

i

ne limiting accident for peak RCS pressure is the full power feedwater line
break, inside Containment, with the failure of the backflow check valve in

the feedwater line from the affected Steam Generator. Water from the
affected steam generator is assumed to be lost through the break with rninimal

{
additional heat transfer from the RCS. With heat removal limited to the i

maffected Steam Generator, the reduced heat transfer causes an increase in
RCS tem;erature and the resulting RCS fluid expansion causes an increase in
pressure, ne RCS pressure increases to s 2,730 psia, with the PSVs
pro-iding relief capacity. The maaimum relieving rate of the MSSVs during
the feedwater line break event is s 2.5 E6 lbadhour which is less than the
rated capacity of two of the MSS''s.4

Using conservative analysis assumptions, a sma!! range of feedwater line
break sizes, less than a full doubleeded guillotine break, produces an RCS:

pressure of 2,765 psig for a period of 20 seconds; exceeding i10% (2,750
psia) of design pressure. This is considered acceptable as RCS pressure is
still well below 120% of design pressure where deformation might happen.
He probabihty of this event is also very low, in the n.nge of 4 E4/ year.

(contmued)
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

,

BASES
,

APPLICABLE ne MSSVs are ====~4 to have two actiye and one passive failure modes !
SAFETY ANALYSES ne active failure modes are spurious opemag and failure to reclose once

i

(continued) opened. ne passive failure mode is failure to open upon demand.

He MSSVs satisfies the requiremets of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
;

Statemmt as described in Reference S. '
,

f

|

LCO Three MSSVs per Steam Generator are requiral by the accident analysis to* ;
provide overpressure protection for design basis transients occumng at 102%
of RTP. It is not we=ry to assume a passive failure in the abort tenn

,

'

following an event. He LCO requires all MSSVs to be OPERABI.E in I

compliance with the ASME Code, even though this is not a requrement of
|

,

'

the design basis na:ident analysis. This is because operation with less than |

the full number of MSSVs requires limitations on allowsble THERMAL !,
,
"

POWER (to meet ASME Code requirements) and adjustment to the Reactor
|

Protective System Trip Setpoints. These limitations are addressed in Table ;

3.7.1 1 and ras A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2.
( |
,

!''

He operability of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open within the :

setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generater over-pressure and to re-seat when

pressure has been reduced. He operability of the MSSVs is determined by
,

'

periodic surveillance testing in accordance with the Inservice Inspection and
'

Testing Progrsm.

De lift settmgs specified in Table 3.7.1-2 correspond to ambient conditions
; of the valve at nominal operating temperature and pressure. ;
,

| |

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform their designed
iaafety function to mitigste the consequences of accidents that could assult in '

a challenge to the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

| !
APPLICABIIIIT In MODE 1, the accident analysis requires a minimum of three MSSVs per j

Steam Generator which is limiting and bounds all lower MODES. In
! MODES 2 and 3 both the ASME Code and the accident analysis only require

!
'

one MSSV per Steam Generator to provide overpressure protection.

(continued) ,

:
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MSSVs
B 3.7.1

B ASES

APPLICABIUTY In MODES 4 and 5 there is no credible transicot requmng the MSSVs.
(continued)

la MODE 6, the Steam Generators an not used for heat removal and cannot
be overpressurned.

ACTIONS M i

All MSSVs are required to be OPERABLE for sach Steam Generator to meet
ASME Code requirements at RTP. Three MSSVs for each Steam Generator
have sufficient capacity to provide overpressure protection for design basis
transients occurring at 102% of RTP. This Action may te satisfied by
examtmng logs or other information to determme if the MSSVs are out-of
service for maintenance or other reasons. It does not mean to perform the
SRs needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the MSSVs. De four hour
Completion Time is the same as that for restoring a MSSV to OPERABL E
status, and is reasonable considering that only two MSSVs are required by
the accident analysis.,

k
A.2.1

.

With one or more MSSVs inoperable, one alternative is to restore the
rrquired inoperable equipment per Table 3.7.1-1. He four hour Completion
Time to restore a MSSV to OPERABLE status is reasonable considering that
only three MSSVs are required by the accident analysis. i

a

A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2

An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s) to OPERABLE status is
to reduce power so that the available MSSV relieving capacity meets Code

|
requirements for the power level. Operation may contmue provided the

|
allowable THERMAL POWER is equal to the product of: 1) the ratio of the
number of MSSVs available per Steam Generator to the total number of '

,

MSSVs per Steam Generator, and: 2) the ratio of the total steam flow to
|

available relieving capacity multiplied by 100%.
i

A!!owable THERM AL POWER = (I ) x 109.9

(continued) l

|
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MSSVs !
,

,

B 3.7.1 1
.

BASES :

i
t

ACTIONS The ceshng on the variable overpower trip is also reduced to an annunt over !
; i

(continued) the allowable THERMAL POWER equal to the Band given for this trip in
Table 3.7.1-1.

.

SP = Allowable THERMAL POWER + 9.8 i

: i
where: SP redwed reactor trip setpoint in percent RTP. This

i
i=

is a ratio of the available relieving capacity over ;
the total steam flow at rated power.

i i10 total number of MSSVs per Steam Generator.
.

=

N number of inoperable MSSVs on the Steam=
"

;
Generstor with the greatest number ofinoperable

i
valves. '

i

109.9 ratio of MSSV relieving capacity at 1105 Steam=

}
(.

Generator design pressure to calculated steam flow'

rate at 100% RTP + 2% instrument uncertainty i]
i

expressed as a percentage (see text above). |

9.8 Band between the muimum THERMAL POWER i
=

and the variable overpower trip setpoint ceiling i4

- (Table 3.7.1 1). I

i-
3

Limit the manmum steady state power level to some value slightly below this
iacepoint to avoid an inadvertent overpower trip. )

<

The four-hour Completion Time for RA A.2.2.1 is consistent with A.1 and
A.2.1. An additional four hours is allowed to reduce the actpoints in-

recognition of the difficulty of resetting all channels of this trip function
within a period of four hours. The Completion Time of eight hours is based

i;

-
on operating unit experience in resetting all channels of a protective function |

j
. and on the improbability of the occurrence of a transient which cocid result

in Steam Generator overpressure. Completion of RA A.1 assures that the
mrmmum number of MSSVs required per the accident analysis are
OPERAELE.

(continued)
-
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MSSVs
,

B 3.7.1 i

BASES

ACITONS B.1 and B.2 . '

(continued)
ne plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requaement does not |

apply if the MSSVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the ==~W
|Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in
;

six hours and in MODE 4 in 12 hours. The allowed Completion Times are |

reasonable based on operating experience to nach the required MODES from
full power operation without challenging plant systems.

|

SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.7.1 1
i

REQUIREMENTS I

His SR demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs. Section XI,
|

,

Article 3500 of the ASME Code (Ref. 6) Requires that safety and relief valve '

tests be performed as required by ASME/ ANSI OM 1-1987 (Ref. 7). Section
7.3.2.1 of this standard requires the following tests for MSSVs:

1. Visual examination,
!2. Seat tightness determination.,

( 3. Set pressure determination,
4. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria, and
5. Verification of the balancing device integrity device on balanced

valves.

The sunAmrd requires testing all valves every five years, with a minimum of
20% of the valves tested every 24 months. Surveillance requirements are
specified in the Inservice Testing Program which encompasses Section XI of
the ASME Code. ASME Code provides the activities and frequencies
necessary to satisfy the requirements.

SR 3.7.1.1 is modified by a Note which allows an exemption to SR 3.0.4.
The MSSVs may be either bench tested, or tested in-situ at hot conditions j
using an assist device to simulate lift pressure. The SR 3.0.4 exemption
applies to those plants which have provisions for testing the MSSVs at hot
conditions. If the MSSVs are not tested at hot conditions, the lift setting
pressure shall be corrected to ambient conditions of the valve at operating
temperature and pressure.

(continued)
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B 3.7.1

BASES

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 5.2, 'Overprasure Protection."

2. ASME Boiler and Pressun Vessel Code, Section III, Article NC-
7000, *Overprasure Prouction* Class 2 cPts. 1

3. CESSAR-DC Chapter 5. Appendix SA, ' Overpressure Prouction
Report.*

4. CESSAR-DC Section 15.2, * Accident Analysis - Decreased Heat '

Removal Events.*

5. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Mt.rley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Owers Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Criteria Application).*

te. ASME Boiler and Prusure Vessel Code Section XI Article IWV-
3500, ' Inservice Tests - Category C Valves."

$ 7. ANSI /ASME OM-1-1987, * Requirements for Inservice Performance
Testing of Nuclear Power Plant Pressure Relief Devices.

Asiditional References

8. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A, GDC 15 - Reactor Coolant System
Design.

9. NUREG 0500, ' Standard Review Plan *, Section 10.3 * Main Steam *

System.*
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16A.10.2 B 3.7.2 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVES

MSIVs
B 3.7.2 I

i
B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS '

'

i
B 3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves

;

BASES

BACKGROUND The Main Steam isolation Valves (MSIVs) isolate steam flow from the i
secondary side of the Steam Generators following a high energy line break.

|
MSIV closure terminates flow from the unaffected (intact) Steam Generator. !

!

One MSIV is located in each Main Steam Line outside, but close to,
{

Contamment. The MSIVs are downstream from the MSSVs, ADVs and 1

Emergency Feedwater Pump turbine's steam supplies to prevent their being j,

isolated from the Steam Generators by MSIV closure. Two of the MSIVs j
(one per Steam Generator) have bypass valves that allow the warming of the

|'

downstream main steam piping. Closing the MSIVs isolates each Steam '

Generator from the other, and isolates the turbine, steam bypass system, and ,'*

other auxiliary steam supplies from the Steam Generators. !
l I

De MSIVs and MSIV Bypass Valves close on a Main Steam isolation Signal !
(MSIS) generated by either low steam generator pressure or high Containment j

i pressure The MSIVs and bypass valves fail close on loss of control or j
activation power. He MSIS also actuate the Main Feedwater Isolation ;
Valves to close. The MSIVs and bypass valver may also be closed manually. !

.

>'

A description of the MSIVs and bypass valves is found in Section 10.3 of the |
CESSAR-DC (Ref.1). ;

APPLICABLE The design brsis of the MSIVs is established by the Contammant analysis for
*

a

'

SAFETY ANALYSES the large steam line break inside Containment (Ref. 2). It is also influenced
,

by the accident analysis of the steam line break events presented.in Chapter j*

15.1 of the CESSAR-DC (Ref. 3). The design precludes the blowdown of
more than one Steam Generator, assuming a single active component failure, !

i.e., the failure of one MSIV to close on demand.

(continued)

!
i

!
<
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MSIVs
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B 3.7.2

BASES
.

APPLICABLE The litmting case for the Contammect analysis is the hot zero power steam
SAFETY ANALYSES line break inside Contamment with a loss of offsite power following turbine

(continued) trip and failure of the MSIV on the affected Steam Generator to close. At
zero power the Steam Generator inventory and temperature are at their
maximum, maximizing the analyzed mass and energy release to the
Conumment. Failure of the MSIV to close contnbutes the additional mass
and energy in the steam headers downstream of the other MSIV to the total
releases via backflow. With the most reactive rod cluster control assembly
assumed stuck in the fully withdraws pocition, there is an increased
pot.sibility that the core will become critical and return to power. He core
is ultimately shut down by the borated water injection delivered by the
Emergency Core Cooling System. Other failures considered are the failure of
a Main Feednter Isolation Valve to close, and failure of an emergency
diesel generator to start.
s

ne accident analysis compares several differect steam line break events

(.-
against different acceptance criteria. He large steam line break outside
Containment upstream of the MSIV is limiting for offsite dose, although a
break in this short section of main steam beader has : .ery low probability.
The large steam line break inside Containment at hot zero power is the
limiti:.g case for a post-trip return to power. He analysis includes scecarios
with offsite power available and with a loss of offsite power following
turbine trip. With offsite power available, the reactor coolant pumps
continue to circulate coolant through the Steam Generators, maaimizing the

| RCS cooldown. With a loss of offsite power, the response of mitigating
systems, such as the safety injection (SI) pumps is delayed. Significant smgb
failures considered include: failure of an MSIV to close, failure of an

~ emergency diesel generator, and failure of a SI pump.

He MSIVs serve only a safety function and remain open dunng power
operation. Rese valves operate under the followieg situations:

1. High energy hne break inside Containment. For this scenario,
steam is discharged into Containment from both Steam Generators.
Mass and energy release from a break results in pressure and
temperature mereases in Containment. Closure of the MSIVs
isolates the break and limits the blowdown to a single Steam
Generator.

(conttr.ued)
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i
BASES '

APPLICABLE 2. A break outside of Contamment and upstream from the MSIVs is
SAFETY ANALYSES not a Containment presrurization concern. The uncontrolled i

(continued) blowdows of more than one Steam Generator must be prevented to
lismt the potential for uncontrolled RCS cooldows and positive
reactivity addiuon. Closure of the MSIVs isolates the break and
limits the blowdown to a single Steam Generator.

3. A break dowwzam of the MSIVs will be isolated by the closure of
the MSIVs. Events such as increased steam flow through the
Turbine or the Steam Bypass valves will also terminate on closing
the MSIVs.

4 Following a Steam Generator tube rupture, closure of the MSIVs
isolates the affected Steam Generator from the intact Steam
Generator. In addition to miaimMag radiological releases, this I
enables the operator to establish a pressure difference between the

|
ruptured and intact Steam Generators, a necessary step toward
termmating the flow through the rupture.,

\

5. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such as a feedwater '

line break.

The MSIVs satisfy the requirements of Criterion 3 of the Intenm Policy
Statement as desenbed in Reference 4 '

1

LCO This LCO requires that the MSIV in each of the steam lines be OPERABLE.

The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when their isolation times are within
limits, and they close on an isolation actuation signal.

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform their design safety
function to mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in
offsite exposures comparable to the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5) limits.

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE whenever there is significant mass and
energy an the RCS and Steam Generators. In MODES 1,2, and 3 there is
sigtuficant mass and energy m the RCS and Steam Generators, therefore, the
MSIVs must be OPERABLE or clowd. When the MSIVs are closed they are
already performing their safety function. This casures that in the event of a
high coergy line break, a single failure can not result in the blowdown of
more than one Steam Generator.

In MODE 4 the MSIVs are nonr. ally shut, and the Steam Generator energy !

is low.

In MODES 5 and 6, the Steam Generators do not contain much energy
because their temperature is below the boiling point of water. Therefore, the
MSIVs are not required for isolation of potential high energy secondary
system pipe breaks in these MODES.

( ACTIONS M t

With one MSIV inoperable, time is allowed to restore the component to
OPERABLE status. Some repairs can be made to the MSIV with the plant
hot. He eight hour Completion Time is reasonable considering the
probability of an accident occurnng durmg the time period which would
require closure of the MSIVs.

The eight hour Completion Time is greater than that normally allowed for

C~taia-st isolation valves because the MS!Vs are GDC-S7 (Ref. 6) valves
that isolate a closed system penetrating C~t=in-t. These valves differ
from other Containment isolation valves in that the closed system provides
additional support for the Contamment isolation function.

B.I and B.2

,

If the MSIV cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within eight hours, the
MSIV must be closed within the next six hours. Sia hours is a reasonable
time to complete the actions required to close the MSIV. which includes
performing a controlled plant shutdown to MODE 2. The Completion Time
is based on plant operstmg expenence related to the time required to reach
MODE 2 with the MSIVs closed without challeeging plant systems.

(contmued)
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ACTIONS M
(continued)

If the MSIV Bypass Valve cannot be restored to operable status, then it must
be placed in its required post-MSIS position. By closing the valve, it ensures
proper isolation of the Main Steam system will occur in the event of an
MSIS. Changing node from MODE 1 to 2 is not required since the valve
is normally closed during power operation.

C.1 and C.2

he plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not
apply if the MSIVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status or closed in the
associated Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 4 in 12 houm. De allowed Completion
Times are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required
MODES from full power operation without challenging plant systems.

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1
REQUIREMENTS

He MSIV closure time is assumed in the accident and Containment analyses.
This SR is normally performed upon retuming the plant to operation
fo!!owing a refueling outage. De MSIVs are not testable at power. Even
a part-stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve closure with the plant
generatmg power. As the MSIVs cannot be tested at power, they are exempt
from the ASME Section XI (Ref. 7) requirements during operation in
MODES 1 and 2.

ne MSIVs cannot be fully stroked as part of the SIAS CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST dunng normal operation. His SR ensures that it is
fully tested at least once per refueling cycle. He actuation logic is tested as
part of the SIAS functional test every 92 days. The subgroup relays that
actuate the system cannot be tested during normal plant operation. He
surveillance interval of 18 raonths is based on the refueling cycle and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.2.1 is modified by a Note which allows exemption to SR 3.0.4.
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.0.4 is not applicable to this SR for entry into MODE 3 for the purposes

(continued) of testing the MSIVs. This allows delaying testing to MODE 3 in order to
have conditions consistent with those under which the valves will be
operated.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 10.3, ' Main Steam System."

2. CESSAR-DC Section 6.2, ' Containment Ar.alysis.*

3. CESSAR-DC Section 15.1.5, * Steam Line Break Analysis.*

4. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Standan! Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Criteria Application).*

( 5. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria.

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 57 - Closed System Isolation
Valves.

7. American Society for Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section XI, Inservice inspection. Article IWV-3400
* Inservice Tests - Category A and B Valves."

Additional Referenecs

8. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 38 - Containment Heat Removal.

9. NRC Information Notice 88 51, * Failures of Main Steam Isolation
Valves," July 21, 1988.

10. NUREG4800, ' Standard Review Plan *, Section 0.3 * Main Steam
Supply System,' Rev. 3 April 1984.

I 1. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.148, * Functional Specification for Active
Valve Assemblies in Systems Important to Safety in Nuclear Power
Plants.*
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16A.10.3 B 3.7.3 MAIN FEEDWATER ISOLATION VALVES
'|
|

MF Vs I
B 3.7.3 !

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves j

.

BASES

.

BACKGROUND Tne Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs) isolate main feedwater flow {
to the secondary side of the Steam Generators following a high energy line '

break. Closure of the MFIVs ter-aar~ flow to both steam Genemtors,
terminating the event for feedwater line breaks occurring upstream of the

, MFIVs. He c~gw- of events occurnog in the main steam lines or in
t

the main feedwater lines downstream of the MFIVs will be mitigated by their
closure. Closure of the MFIVs effectively termmatas the addition of ,

feednier to an affected Steam Generator, limiting the mass and energy ;

release to Contamment for inside Contamment steam or feedwater line
|ibreaks, and reducing the cooldown effects for steam line breaks.

,

ne MFIVs isolate the non-safety related portions from the safety related
portion of the system. In the event of a secondary side pipe rupture inside |

,

( Contatnment, the valves limit the quantity of high energy fluid that enters :

'

. Containment through the break and provides a pressure boundary for the
.'

controlled addition of Emergency Feedwater (EFW) to the intact Steam |*

Generator.

Two MFIVs are located in series on each main feedwater douscomer line f
and each main feedwater economizer line (4 per steam generator), outside. [
but close to c~' = i a-t. De valves in series offer redundant isolation of ;
main feedwater to each Steam Generator. The MFIVs are located upstream ;

of the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) injection point so that EFW may be r
supplied to vi unaffected Steam Generator following MFIV closure. He
large length of piping from the MFIVs to the Steam Generators, must be
accounted for in calculating mass and energy releases, and must be refilled
prior to EFW reachmg the Steam Generator following either a steam or i

feedwater line break.

De MFIVs close on receipt of a Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS)
genented by either low steam generator pressure or high Containment
pressure The MSIS also actuates the mam steam isolation valves to close.
The MFIVs may also be actuated manually.

(continued)
4
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.

BACKGROUND A description of the MFIVs is found in Section 10.4.7 of the CESSAR-DC
(contmued) (Ref.1). The MFIVs and a check valve inside Conramment are required to

isolate the feedwater line penetrating Cenh , and to ensure thet

consequences of events do not exceed the capacity of the Contamment beat
removal systems.

APPLICABLE ~Ite design basis of the MFIVs is established by the Conenmment analysis for
SAFETY ANALYSES the large steam line break inside Contamment. It is also influenced by the

accident analysis for the large feedwater line break, although the limiting
i

RCS pressure occurs before MFIV closure. Closure of the MFIVs may also '

be relied on to terminate an excess feed event upon the generation of a MSIS
on high steam generator level.

Failure of a MFIV to close contnbutes additional mass and energy to the
Steam Generators in the case of a steam line break inside Containment. |

However, in order for the Main Feedwater (MFW) system to continue '

( supplying feedwater, offsite power must be available, in such a case, the
accident analysis assumes both trains of Contamment spray / cooling are'

,

available (the MFIV being the assumed single failure) and are sufficient to |
mitigate the Contamment pressure transient.

'

Although not credited in the accident analysis of such an event, several other
backups are available to termmate MFW flow should a MFIV fail to close on j
receipt of an MSIS.1.oss of offsite power stops any motor driven pumps, :

such as the condensate and MFW pumps. Even with power available, the I

MFW pumps would probably trip on low suction pressure or high vibrations j
due to the reduction in backpressure and the feedwater flashing to steam. 1

The loss of condenser vacuum, upon closing the MSIVs, trips the MFW
pumps, or condenser inventory nms dry after about 10 minutes. A turbine
trip actuates the MFW control valves to throttle or close, although they may
not be designed to close against accident differential pressures

The MFIVs may also be actuated during a LOCA by MSIS on high
Contamment pressure. The MFIVs show little effect on the LOCA
Containment analysis.

The MFIVs satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as desenbed in Reference 2.

(continued)
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LCO Following a feedwater or main steam ime break, this LCO ensures that the

MFIVs will isolate MFW flow to the Steam Generators. He MFIVs an
considered OPERABLE when their isolation times are within limits, and they
close on an isolation actuation stFnal. ;

Failure to meet the LCO requirements can result in additional mass and
energy being released to Contatnment following a steam or feed line break
inside Contamment. If MSIS on high steam generator level is relied on to
termmte an excess feedwater flow event, failure to meet the LCO may result
in the introduction of water mto the matn steam lines.

|

nis LCO provides assursace that the M FIVs will perform their design safety
function to mitigate the consequences of accidents which, could result in
challenging the integnty of Contamment, the reactor. coolant pressure
boundary or the secondary pipmg.

k.
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, and 3 the MFIVs are required to be OPERABLE to limit

the amount of fluid available to be added to the Containment in the case of

.
a secondary system pipe break mside Contamment.

.

In MODES 4,5, and 6 main feedwater is not required and the MFIVs are
normally closed.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

With one MFIV inoperable, the Required Action is to restore the valve to
OPERABLE status or to close or isolate the valve. De plant must be placed
in MODES 2 or 3 with the MFIV closed if the valve is not restored to
OPERABLE status. He 72 hout Completion Time to restore or close the
valve is acceptable due to the low probabihty of events requiring the MFIVs
and the availability of redundant valves to isolate main feedwater flow.

(contmued)
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ACTIONS L.I and B 2
(contmued)

with both the MFIV's in the same flow path inoperable in one or more flow
paths, the Required Action is to restore at least one valve in the affected flow
paths to OPERABLE status or to close or isolate at leasc one valve. He
plant must be placed in MODE 3 with the MFIV closed if at least one valve
is not restored to OPERABLE status.

He MFIVs are GDC-57 (Ref. 3) valves that isolate a closed systert that
penetrates Contunment. nese valves differ from other Contamment
isolation valves in that the closed system provides additional support for the
Conrnnment isolation function. He eight hour Completion Time to restore
or close at least one valve is comparable to that for MSIVs. His is

,

acceptable due to the low probability of the events requiring the MFIVs and ;
the availability of backups by non-safety grade features to terminate main
feedwater flow.

f C,1 and C 2

\

The plant must be placed in a MODE in wtich the requirement does not

i,
apply if the MFIVs cannot be restered to OPERABLE status or closed in the
associated Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 in sat hours and in MODE 4 in 12 hours. He allowed Completion ;

Times are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required '

MODES from full power operation without challenging plant systems. ,

t

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

The MFIV closure time is assumed in the accident and Contamment analyses.
This SR is normally performed upon returning the plant to operation
following a refueling outage. As the MFIVs cannot be tested at power, they
s.re exempt from the ASME Section XI (Ref. 4) requirements dunng
operation in MODES I and 2.

(contmued)

>
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SURVEILLANCE The MFIVs cannot be fully stroked as part of the SIAS CHANNEL
REQUIREMENTS FUNCHONAL TEST during normal operation. This SR ensures that the !

(contmued) MFIVs are fully tested at least once per refueling cycle. He actuation logic
is tested as part of the SIAS functional test every 92 days. He subgroup

; relays that actuate the system cannot be testing during normal plant operation.
The surveillance interval of 18 months is based on the refueling cycle and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating esperience.a

SR 3.7.2.1 is modified by a Note which allows esemption to SR 3.0.4. SR
;

3.0.4 is not applicable to this SR for entry into MODE 3 for the purposes of
testing the MFIVs. His allows delaying testing to MODE 3 in order to have
conditions consistent with those under which the valves will be operated.

!

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 10.4.7, Condensate and Feedwater System. ;

2. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E

j ( Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Critena Application).*

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendia A. GDC 57 - Closed System Isolation
Valves.

I

4. American Society for Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure
;

Vessel Code, Section XI. Inservice Inspection, Article IWV-3400 :

* Inservice Tests - Category A and B Valves.*

I'

Additional References |
|

5. CESSAR-DC Section 6.2.1.4, Mass and Energy Release Analysis<

for Postulated Secondary System Pipe Ruptures inside Containment.

6. CESSAR-DC Section 15.2.5, Feedwater Line Breaks.
1

J 7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 38 - Contamment Heat Removal.

(continued) |
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REFERENCES 8. Brsach Technical Position ASB 3-1, " Protection Against Postulated
(contmued) Piping Futures in Fluid Systems Outside Contamment," attached to

NUREG4800, " Standard Review Plan *, Section 3.6.1,

9. Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1 ' Postulated Break and i nage
| locations in Fluid System P. ping Outside Contamment.* attached to 1

i NUREG4800, " Standard Redew Plan *, Section 3.6.2.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 Emercenev Feedwster Svstem

BASFS

BACKGROUND The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) system provides an independent safety
related means of supplying feedwater to the steam generstors for removal of
decay heat and prevention of reactor core uncovery dursng emergency phases
of plant operation. The EFW system is a dedicated safety system which has
no operating functions for normal plant operation. It does this by supplying
water from the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST). covered by
LCO 3.7.5, to the steam generator secondary side via a connection to the
main feedwater piping inside containment. Steam is released to the
atmosphere from the steam generators via the main steam safety valves or
atmospheric dump valves.

W
Automatic EFW System actuation on low steam stor level _is /d *-

( accomplished by the Emergency Feedwater Actuation %@FAS6r the CPe ~,

i

N"# Q Alternate Protection System (APS). 7he EFAS will actuate feedwater to Lfdy'

either or both steam generators with low levels, and will terminate EFW to fe b s
( AciruhA b l a steam generator having a significantly high stam generator level. khbp

D
'

De EFW System is configured into two separate mechanical trains. Each
j train is aligned to feed its respective steam generator. Each train consists of ESFAh

one Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST), one 100% capacity ,

motor-driven pump subtrain, one 100 % capacity steam-driven pump subtrain, |
valves, one cavitating venturi, and specified instrumentation. Each pump r

subtrain takes suction from its respective EFWST and has its respective
|

<fwhuge header. Each subtrain discharge header contains a pumps discharge
check valve, flow regulatmg valve, steam generator isolation valve and steam
generator isolation check valve. The motor-dnven subtrain and steam-driven '

subtrain arejoined together inside containment to feed their respective steam
generator through a common EFW header which connects to the steam
generator downcomer feedwater ime. Each common EFW header contains
a cavitating venturi to restnct the maximum EFW flow rate to each steam
generator. De esvitating venturi restricts the magnitude of the two pump

,

flow as well as the insgmtude of individual pump runout flow to the steam
|

generator.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND -A<rc= ==cotions prowdedh r: --h4FWST-so4has4ther "" --
(cantinued) --supplytithenrainef4iFW,-Pump discharge crossover piping is provided to

enhance system versatility durms lonF-term emergency modes, such that a
single pump can feed both steam generators. Two nort. sally locked closed, j

local manually operated isolation valves are provided for subtratn separation.

One-hundred percent capacity is sufficient to remove decay heat and cool the
plant to shutdown cooling entry conditions at the design cooldown rate,
75'F/hr. Fifty percent capseny is sufficient to remove decay heat but is
insufficient to meintain the design cooldown rate. The diverse motive power
of the two trains toeets the diversity requirement of BTP ASB 10-1 (Ref. 4).

He EFW System is one of the systems required to meet GDC 34 (Ref. 2.a)
and GDC 44 (Ref. 2.b) regarding the capability to remove decay heat and
transfer it to an ultimate beat sink, in this case the atmosphere.

4

An OPERABLE EFW System is required if the steam generators are tc be

(' considered CT6RABLE.

The EFW System is discussed in Section 10.4.9 of the CESSAR-DC (Ref.

1).

APPLICABLE The EFW System is designed to supply enough water to the steam

SAFET( ANALYSES generator (s) to remove decay best with steam generator presmre at the
serpoint of the Main Steate Safety Valves (MSSVs). Subsequently, the EFW
System supplies sufficient water to cool the plant to shutdown cooling entry
conditions with steam being released through the ADVs.

The EFW System design must be such that it can perform its function
following . feedwater line break between the MFIV and contonment,
disabling EFW supply to one steam generator, with a loss of offdte power
following turbine trip, and a smgle active failure of the steam-turbine driven
EFW Pump. In such a case, one steam generator is lost for heat removal but
the other steam generator still can provide the required beat removal
capability. The EFW System design meetr the single failure critenon of BTP
ASB 10-1 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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APPLICABLE Note that a pipe break in the EFW System can lead to a Loss of Feedwater
SAFETY ANALYSES event in addition te disabling EFW to one steam generator. Ibe EFW System

(continued) must still meet single failure entena, see BTP ICSB-13 (Ref. 8). See also
SRP 3.6.1 (Ref. 9) for pipe breats outside contamment.

The EFW System meets Critenon 3 for inclusion as a technical specification<

because it is on the primary success path for RCS heat removal for all events
in which the steam generators transfer hat from the RCS. Even for a large
LOCA reflux cooling (by condensing steam) in the steam generator tubes is
porsible.

LCOs The LCO ensures the availability of at least one steam generator to remove
residual heat for all events ve==_ ied by a loss of offsite power and single *
failure. This is accomplished by two redundant and diverse emergency

*

feedwater pumps for each steam generator. -

!

APPLICABILITY Because the EFW System is the safety grade means of removing core heat,
it must be OPERAELE whenever the steam generators are required for RCS
best removal in MODES 1 through 4.

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generstors are not normally used for decay
heat removal and the EFW System is not reouired.

ACTIONS M
.

With one of the reQmred EFW pumps inoperable, action must be taken to
restore the pump to OPERABLE status. The 72 hour Completion Time is
simi'ar to that for ECCS systems for which it has been shows to be a suitable

limit on risk.

B.il.

Men a Required Action cannot be completed within the required Completion
Time, a controlled shutdown should be commenced. Six hours is a
reasonable time, based on operating expenence, to reach MODE 3 from full

power conditions without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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ACTIONS His action also commences with two EFW pumps incrable, to bring the
(continued) plant to a mode in which alternative means of decay heat removal are

available via the Main or Startup Feedwater system.

T1urty is a reasonable time, based on operstmg experience, to reach
MODE 5 fr2m full power conditions without challenging plant systems. His
pinces the plant in a MODE in which the LCO is not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic
valves in the EFW flowpath provides assurance that the proper flowpaths
exist for EFW operation. His SR does not apply to valves which are
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since they were verified to
be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or securtng. His SR also
does not apply to valves which cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as[ check valves, ne 31-day frequency is based on engineering judgement'

considenng the importance of these valves and the low probability of their
misalignment.

SR 3.7.4.2

his SR demonstrates that the EFW pumps develop sufficient discharge
pressure to deliver the required flow at die full open pressure of the MSSVs.
Because it is undesirable to introduce cold EFW into the Steam Generators
while they are operating, this testing is performed on recirculation flow.
Periodically comparing the reference differential pressure developed at this
reduced flow detects trends that might be indicative ofincipient failures. De
ASME Section XI (Ref. 3) inservice testing (only required at three month
intervals) satisfies this requirement when performed, per Specification
6.8.1.j, Inservice Inspection and Testing program. A 31 day frequency on
a STAGGERED TEST BASIS results in testing each pump once per three
months as required by the ASME code.

SR 3.7.4.2 is modified 'y a Note to allows an exception to SR 3.0.4.
Provisions of SR 3.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE 3 for
purposes of testing the turbine driven EFW pumps due to insufficient amount
of steam in MODES 4,5, and 6 :o perform a valid test.

(contmuod)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3,7.4.3

REQUIREMENTS
(cor inued) His SR ensures that EFW can be delivered to the approp'riate Steam

Generator in the event of any accident or transient that generstes an EFAS by
demonstrating that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its
correct position on an actual or simulated actuation signal. Although the
actuation logic is tested as part of the SIAS functional test every 92 days, the
subgroup relays that actuate the system cannot be tested during normal plant
operation. The surveillance interval of 18 months is based on the refueling
cycle, and has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

SR 3.7.4.4

This SR ensures that the EFW pumps will start in the event of any accident
or transient that generates an EFAS by demonstrating that each EFW pump
starts automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal. Although the a

actuation logic is tested as part of the SIAS functional test every 92 days, the

f subgroup relays that actuate the system cannot be tested during normal plant
operation. The surveillance interval of 18 months is based on the refueling
cycle, and has been shown to be acceptable through operating experience.

,

SR 3.7.4.4 is modified by a Note to suspend the provisions of SR 3.0.4 for
entry into MODE 3 for purposes of testing the turbine driven EFW pungs
due to insufficient amaunt of steam in MODES 4, 5, and 6 to perform a
valid test.

SR 3.7.4.5
;

J

His SR ensures that the EFW system is properly aligned by demonstrating
the flowpath to each Steam Generator prior to entering MODE 2 operation,
after > 30 days in MODE 5 or 6. Operability of EFW flow paths must be
demonstrated before sufficient core beat is generated requiring operation of
the EFW system during a subsequent shutdown. The frequency is based on
the probability of improper valve lineups occurring during an extended *

outage. This SR ensures that the flow path from the EFWST to the Steam
Generators is proper 1y aligned by requiring a venfication of flow capacity of
at least 500 gpm at 1270 psia. In addition, this SR allows for flexibility by
peruutting testing at other flow rates and pressures that demonstrate
equivalent flow.

(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. dSSAR-DC Section 10.4.9, Emergency Feedwater System.

2. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C.E
Ownes Group Restructumi Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Cnteria Application).* '

3. American Society for Mechanical Engineers, Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. Section XI, Inservice Inspection Anicle IWV 3400
* Inservice Tests - Category A and B Valves.'

Additional References

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 34 - Residual Heat Removal.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 44 - Cooling Water.

I6. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, * Design Requirements for the
i Residual Heat Removal System,* attached to SRP Section 5.4.7.

7. Branch Technical Position ASB 10-1, * Design Guidelines for
Auxiliary Feedwater System Pump Drive and Power Supply
Diversity for Pressunzed Water Reactor Plants,* attached to SRP
Section ! 1.9.

B. NRC Generic Letter $843, * Resolution of Generic Safety issue 93,
' Steam Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps ** February 17,1985.

9. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan *,(SRP) Section 10.4.9 Rev.
2, * Auxiliary Feedwater System (PWR).*

10. BTP ICSB 13. ' Design Criteria for Auxiliary Feedwater Systems.*
Appendix A to SRP Section 10.3 * Main Steam Supply System,*
Rev. 3, Apnl 1984. I

11. NUREG4800 * Standard Review Plan *, Section 3.6.1 * Plant
Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid
Systems Outside Containment.*

(contmuod)
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BASES

REFERENCES Additional References (contimod)
(continued) i

12. RG 1.139 * Guidance for Residual Heat Removal *, May 1978.

13. ANS-51.10-1979 ' Auxiliary Feedwater System for Pressurizer Water
Reactors.*

14. ANS-58.11-1983 *Coridown Cntena for Light Water Reactors.*

15. NUREG 0737 *Clanfication cf TMI Action Plan,"
October 31, 1980. ,'

.

(

- o
..

.
-

,

*
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16A.10.5 B 3.7.5 EMERGENCY FEEDWATER STORAGE TANK |
!
i

EFWST :

B 3.7.5
-

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.5 Emetrency Feedwater Storare Tank '

|

B ASFS
,

i

BACKGROUND ne Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFW.~,I) provides a safety grade
source of water for removing decay and sensible heat from the Reactor !

Coolant System (RCS) during emerg:ncy phases of the plant. The EFWST ;

provides a passive flow of water by gravity to the emergency feedwater >

(EFW) pumps The EFW pumps supply this water to the steam generators '

to remove heat from the RCS. The steam produced is released to the i

atmosphere by the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) or the atmospheric )
dump valves (ADVs). [

!
'

When the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) are open, the preferred means -

of heat removal is to discharge steam to the condener by the non-safety j*

(,
grade path of the steam bypass valves. This has the advantage of conserving ?

condensate utile miniminng releases to the environa.

i
There are two EFWSTs, each trak with one motor driven and one steam i
driven feedpump is assigned for each steam generator. !

A normal locked closed, local manually opersted isolation valve is provided-

for each EFWST to provide separation. A line connected to a non safety !
source of m~ta-r> is also provided with local manual isolation so that it !

can be manually aligned for gravity feed to either of the EFWSTs. should the j
EFWSTs reach low level before Shutdown Cooling System entry conditions :
are reached. '

i.
Each tank contains 100% of the total required water supply.

A description of the EFWST is found in CESSAR-DC Section 10.4.9 (Ref. ;

1). Because the EFWST is a pnncipal component in removing residual heat ;,

from the RCS, it is designed to withstand earthquakes and other natural |
phenomena, as well as aussiles which might be generated by natural i4

'

phenomena. :

}

The water volume of each EFWST [350,000 gallons) is determined by the ;

quantity required to achieve safe cold shutdown considering:
4

(contmued) !

t
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EFWST i

B 3.7.5 |

1 BASES (

- |

BACKGROUND 1. A main fendline break without isolation of EFW flow to the affected !
|(continued) steam generator for 30 minutes. -

2. Refill of the intact steam generator 4 |
3. Eight Imts of operation at hot standby conditions !"

4. Subsequent cooldown of RCS within six hours to conditions which I

i permit operation of the shutdown cooling system [
5. Continuous operation of one reactor coolant pump. j

'
!

At the end of this cooldown, the EFWST level must be sufficient to ensure !

j adequate NPSH for the operating EFW pumps. ,

i
!

He EFWST is one of the systems required to meet GDC 34 (Ref. 2.a) and i

GDC 44 (Ref. 2.b) regarding the capability to remove decay heat and transfer !
it to an ultimate heat sink. |j

!

I.

a APPIJCABLE ne EFWST provides cooling water to remove decay heat and cooldown the i

i [ SAFETY ANALYSES plant following ell events in the accident analysis, CESSAR.DC Chapters 6 |
' and 15. For anticipated operating occurrences and accidents which do not i

affect the operability of the steam generators, the analysis assumption is !

generally 30 minutes at MODE 3, steaming through the MSSVs, followed by
a cooldown to shutdown cooling entry conditions at the design cooldows

d rate. ;
i

ne CESSAR-DC Chapters 6 and 15 accident analysis does not form the
e

j
basis for the EFWST volume as the events analyzed require less condensate i

; !than the design basis. He limiting event for the condenuta volume is the
|; large feedwater line break with a loss of offsite power. Single failures that

also affect this event include 1) the failure of the diesel generator powering;

the motor driven EFW Pump to the unaffected steam generator (requiring ;-

additional steam to drive the remaining EFW Pump's turbine), and 2) the !4

failure of the steam dnven EFW Pump. Rese are not usually the limiting |,

failures in terms of consequences for these events. |
1

!

The EFWST meets Criterion 3 for inclusion as a technical specification i

because it is in the primary success path for RCS heat retnoval for all events
.

'

in which the steam generators are available for heat removal from the RCS.4

(continued)

i
4 .
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EFWST
B 3.7.5 - !

BASES ,,

'

LCOs To satisfy accident analysis usumptions, the EFWST must contain sufficient

cooling water to remove decay heat for 30 minutes following a reactor trip
from 102% RATED THERMAL POWER and then cooldown the RCS to
shutdown cooling entry conditions, assummg a loss of offsite power and the
most adverse single failure. In doing this it must retain sufficient water to

!
ensure adequate NPSH for the EFW pumps during the cooldown, as usti as '

to account for any losses from the steem driven EFW Pump's turbine, or
before isolating EFW to a broken line.

The level specified ([IATER}) equates to a usable volume of [350,000]
gallons, which is based on holding the plant in MODE 3 for eight hours
followed by a cooldows to Shutdown Cooling entry conditions at 75'F/ hour.

,

7 bis bases is established by BTP RSB 5-1 (Ref. 3) and eaceeds the volume
; requimd by the accident analysis.

,

APPLICABILITY The required condensate volume must be available whenever the steam
{I generators provide the heat sink for the RCS. Once a cooldown commences,

the conden==ta volume may be reduced by using it for the cooldown.3

Proceeding with the cooldown ensures that the plant can reach shutdown
I

cooling entry conditions on the available condensate inventory. A lesser
condensate volume in the EFWST is required in MODES 2,3 and 4 than in
MODE 1 since the mars of fluid in the steam generators is greater at are
power than at full power.

Towts are placed -duringyOD14 as this is the
.

,' transitionjiODMbe Coohnglystem o2erata. ,

i ~%
In MODES 5 ara 6 the steam generators are not required for cooldoun, and ;'

the inventory in the EFWST is not required. j

|
(continued) {i

.
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ACTIONS M
' |'

1

)
With the EFWST(s) unable to supply the required volume of cooling water '

to the EFW pumps, it must be restored to OPERABLE status. Four hours
allows time to restore the required volume from the backup supply. Four
hours is a reasonable time to limit the risk from accidents and AOOs

,

requiring the plant to cool down. With the level slightly below that required,
there is still sufficient inventory to conduct a cooldown, although a cooldown

; should start immediately, should the condenser become unavailable as a heat
; sink.

i
A.2.1 and A.2.2

[t
As an alternative to shutting down the unit, verification that the other

-

EFWST is operable may be done before 4 hours expires. In such a case, the
EFWST must still be returned to OPERABLE status within 72 hours.

L
i B,1 and B2 "
'

( \
%

When a Required Action cannot be completed within the Completion Time,
a controlled shutdown should be comu Six hours is a reasonable time,
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions

t
without challenging plant systems.

!

Continuing the plant shutdown begun in Required Action B.1,12 hours is a
<

reasonable time, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 4 from full
power conditions without challenging plant systems.

I !

SURVEILIANCE SR 3.7.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

:
Checkmg the EFWST level ven6es that the EFWST contains the required ;

volume of cooling water. Checking once per 12 hours is adequate because
{

,

the operator should be aware of plant evolutions which can affect the EFWST
{inventory between checks.
I

"

l
!

(continued) (
l
1
t

I
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| EFWST
I B 3.7.5

BASES

|

SURVEhNCE SR 3.7.5.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Chechng the other EFWST supply volume verifica it contains the required
i volume of cooling water. Chechng once per 12 hours is adequate because
I the operator should be aware of plant evolutions which can affect the

inventory between checks.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 10.4.9. Emergency feedwater System.
,

I

|

2. Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 50 (10 CFR 50),
Appendix A. General Design Cntena:

a. GDC 34 - Residual Heat Removal. I

b. GDC 44 - Cooling Water. |

3. Regulatory Guide 1.139, ' Guidance for Residual Heat Removal *,

( May 1978.

- 4. ANS-58.11-1983 *Cooldown Cntena for Light Water Reactors *.
I

5. Branch Techmcal Posinon RSB 5-1. * Design Requirements for the |
Residual Heat Removal System". j

|
1

|
|
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16A.10.6 B 3.7.6 SECONDARY SPECIFIC ACTIVITY L

'

,

Secondary Specific Activity
B 3.7.6

|
B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.6 Secondary Specific Activity
f
1

' >

BASFS

.'
BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from Steam Generator tube out-

leakage from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under steady-state
conditions, the activity is primanly lodines with relatively short half lives,

,

and thus is indicative of current conditions. puring transients, Xenon
{

isotopes may be signincant. Isotopes, other than these halogens and noble '

gases, from activated corrosion products may appear. ,

A limit on Secondary Activity during power operation minimizes releases to
the environs h-mse of normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences, !
and accidents.

%kXL
-

'

>

Re LCO timit is lower than the; activity value which might be expected from >

a 0.5 epm tube leak, LCO 3:Lii, of primary coolant at the limit of 1.0,

q ( '3Ab pCi/ gram, LCOM. For example, such a leak could increase Secondary *

Activity by about 0.015 pCi/ gram (for a steam generator at zero power with
|

a mass of approximately 292,000 lbm) per 24 hours of leakage. Hisis ;

offset by secondary blowdown, RCS purification, and radioactive decay of'

the isotopes. Most of the lodine isotopes have short halflives, i.e., less than
20 hours. I.131 with a halflife of 8.04 days concatrates faster than it

i decays, but does not reach equilibrium because of blowdown and other ',

losses.

t

With the specified activity limit, the resultant two-hour thyroid dose to a
'

person at the exclusion area boundary would be about 13 Rem)hould the
MSSVs open for the two hours following a trip from Il power. His
example is based on:

,.

, 28,600 lbm released at an aversge concentration of 0.1 Ci/ gram.-

Decontamination Factor (DF) of 10
-

- Dose Conversion factor of 1.48 E6 Rem /Ci, i
- Atmospheric dispersion factor: x/Q =l%,00 E-3 sac / cubic meter,
- Breathing rate of 3.47 E-4 cubic meter /sec for a person at the j

exclusion area boundary.

;

(continued) i
'

a
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Secondary Specific Activity !
B 3.7.6 .i

!
HASES

-

|
BACKGROUND From these examples, it can be seen that operating the plant at the allowable !

(continued) limits results in a 2-bour exclusion area boundary (EAB) exposure of a small ;

fraction of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref.1) limits. i

i

!

APPLICABLE ne accident analysis of the MSLB failure (Ref. 2) assumes the initial
;

SAFETY ANALYSES secondary coolant specific activity to have a radioactive isotope concentration i

of 0.1 pCilg DOSE EQUIVALENT 1131. His assumption is used in the {
analysis for determmmg the radiological consequences of the postulated
accident. He accident analysis, based on this and other assumptions, shows
that the radiological consequences of a MSLB do not exceed a small fraction

of the plant Exclusion Area boundary limits of 10 CFR 100 for utole body I
and thyroid dose rates.

[t
With the loss of offsite power, the remammg Steam Generator is available for

W

|
core decay heat dissipation by venting steam to the atrnosphere through the !-

main steam safety valves (MSSVs) and Steam Generator atmospheric dump

k' valves (ADVs). He Auxiliary Feedwater System supplies the necessary '

makeup to the Steam Generator. Venting continues until the reactor coolant
[

temperature and pressure has decreased sufficiently for the Shutdown Cooling !

System to complete the cooldows.
J
!

In the evaluation of the radiological conwquences of this accident, the '

activity released from the Steam Generator connected to the failed steam line
|

is assumed to be released directly to the environment. He unaffected Steam
[

Generator is assumed to discharge steam and any entrained activity through
''the MSSVs and ADVs during the event. Since no credit is taken in the

analysis for activity plate-out or retention, the resultant radiological |

consequences represent a conservative estimate of the potential integrated ;-

dose due to the postulated steam line failure. *

. *|*

Secondary Activity satisfies the requirements of Caterion 3 of the Interim I*

Policy Statement as desenbed in Reference 3. . * -

..

!

(continued) |

I
,

|

l
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Secondary Specific Activity
B 3,7.6

BASES

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific activity limit in
the secondary coolant system o . 0.1 pCi/g DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
is required to contain the radiological consequences of a DBA to a small
fraction of 10 CFR 100.

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant ensures that when
secondary specific activity limits are eaceeded, appropriate actions are taken
in a timely manner to place the unit in an operational MODE that would
minimize the radiological consequences of a DBA.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2,3 and 4 the limits on secondary activity apply utenever
using the Steam Generators for RCS heat removal. His is the time of
potential secondary steam releases to atmosphere, carrying with the steam a
portion of the activity in the Steam Generators.

In MODES 5 and 6, the Steam Generators are not being used for beat

( removal. Both the RCS and Steam Generators are depressurized, and primary
to secondary leakage is minimal. Herefore, monitoring of secondary activity
is not required. 1

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 exceeding the allowable value is an indication
of a problem in the RCS, as well as contributing to increased post-accident
doses. He plant should be shut down in an orderly manner to minimize the
increased DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 in the RCS, potentially increasing the i

secondary activity even further. An orderly shutdown also minimizes |
potential releases to the environs. He plant must be placed in a MODE in I

which the requirement does not apply if Secondary Activity cannot be
restored to within linuts m the associated Completion Time. His is done by
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in sin hours and in MODE 5 in 36
hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating
experience to reach the required MODES from full power operation without
challenging plant systems. |

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures that the Secondary Activity is within the limits of the
accident analysis. A Gamma Isotopic analysis of the secondary coolant,
which determines DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131, confums the validity of the
accident analysis assumptions as to the source terms in post-accident releases.
It also serves to identify and trend any unusual isotopic concentrations which
might indicate changes in ructor coolant activity or leakage. The 31 day
frequency allows the level of DOSE EQUIVALENT I 131 to be monitored,
.ncreasing trends to be detected, and appropriate action to be taken to
maintain levels below the LCO linst.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100. * Site Dose Criteria *

2. CESSAR-DC Section 15.1, Main Steam Line Break Accident
.

Analysis Radioactivity Release Methodology.

I
3. J. K. G2sper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley

(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355 C-E
Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Cnteria Application).*

t

Additional References

4. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, Section 15.1.5, Steam System
Piping Failures inside and Outside of Containment.

*

5. * 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 60 - Control of Releases of
Radioactive Matenals to the Envirortment.

s

6. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15 Radioactivity Release Methodology.

,

!

.
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16A.10.7 B 3.7.7 COMPONENT COOLING WATER

!

!CCW
B 3.7.7

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS L

?,

.

B 3.7.7 Commnent Cmline Water.

|
)
i

BASFS
,

BACKGROUND he Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) is a closed loop cooling |
water system which cools components and heat exchangers!a;..;2 is & ;

- @ "* M +' Ard!!1g, Fr:!, Pd M, =f N"" - " ??H;s. He CCWS is. ,

capable of removing sufficient heat using various combinations of pumps and
4

M' heat exchangers to:
,

!
! (1) Ensure a safe reactor shutdown coincident with loss of offsite power

,
(2) Perform a normal shutdown cooling of the reactor within 24 hours

,

t

(3) Perform a safety grade shutdown cooling of the reactor within 36
,

hours
i

(4) Perfonn Post LOCA cooling ,

(5) Perform normal power operation cooling. i

y De CCWS consists of two separate, independent, redundu,t, dosed loop, !

,

f,h safety related divisions. Either division of the OJWS is capable ofL '

;48 supporting 100% of the cooling fusctions requirer. for a safe reactor
* p- h shutdown.

ke}
~. f . Each division of the CCWS includes two heat exchangers, a surge tank, two8

p$ krf component cooling water pumps, a chemical addition tank, a component I

cooling water radiation monitor, two sump pumps, a component cooling. #
lj <;hudore " water heat exchanger Wi!d!:; sump pump, piping, valves, controls, and h

'

3$,y instrumentation. No cross connections between the two divisions exist.-Eneir LL,{
+

.v w= =- 2 cr =. ==..: =a r c. ==s: =::;.; :c.c,i..

L C+oling :s ;hc wa fuci yuvi i,- mimngs) antf me non-essenual loop t .;,-
i; i 9:2 ca :. EL','. If these headers fail to isolate, the idle component a rs *J

cooling water pump in the respective loop will automatically start on a low. NiFe pump differentiaisignal. This assures that there is no flow degradation to the g5 f%Qd {& J safety related components. The 7": Sy rched hm lo.J. and the RCP g4

g g hs; :o Js isolate on a psurge tan evel. =, 7

3[f"
3 $(continued)

,
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BACKGROUND Makeup wster to the CCWS is normally supplied by the Demineralired Water
(continued) System. He backup makeup water source is from the Station Service Water

System (SSWS).

He CCWS serves as an intermediate coolmg water system between the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the SSWS. A radiation monitor is
provided at the outlet of the component cooling water beat-en% to
detect any, leakage into the CCWS that may contain radioactivity. P'*PS

roMome.4 eve

Additional information on the design and operation of the system, along with
a list of components served, can be found m CESSAR DC Section 9.2.2
(Reference 1).

APPLICABLE The CCWS, in conjunctio /with the Station Service Water System (SSWS)
SAFW,A.N. ALJSES and the Eltimate liest sInkr. is capable of removing sufficient heat to egyuu%g4 4 a safe reactor shutdown, coincident with a loss site powe qngect( Qom3

( fhrd emba$ers De CCWS, in conjunction with the SSWS, is capable of maintaining nte%N outlet temperature of theff4WG heat exchanger within the limits of 65* and mM
/

to n e w + cc.c.. 3 A,120*F during a design basis accident with loss of offsite power.

A single failure of any component in the CCWS will not impair the ability
of the CCWS to meet its functional requiremen.
N# 9.1o F s

ne CCWS'alsolunctions to cool tne plant fromisbutdown cooling entry

( C' conditions (Teold < S0'F)toMODE5(Tcold <M.O duringmormal and gN j post-accident operations. The time required to cooHrom350*F to)0Q'F is
geh a function of the number of CCWS and Sinutdown Cooling SyDivisionssq operatings.One diviuon with one pump and heat exchanger is sufficient to
8 remoEdecay heat during subsequent operations with T <20Q'F.

G
ne CCWS satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as descrited in Reference 2.'

_ n _V__ ~r 'v^~."''''

% 0.C.WS, w too s eh w rA A SC-5 andSSWSjosmued) |ts desyd % Ae_ teacAu Cook 4 b 3So W 14tCF |
c oe

M p - N e- c h..J doe toch ke43 ESchge_r5 c e d O.L. '
'

Co qc+ +~f C * M ^5 * O * " hC'^ C t'''4*"*
Y' e'r' rencA *' S k ddc"

'

g codeh +v \t{o *F; wh%m 'ZA %ews cd +
k Ocst cod.$ - h ce.suA=r tc<Au J M> 3So *F M9 4 ke:.^

SYSY BS D" B'3.7 ^3 h"" ~

] bo k dm > , erf SC S, cc w g ud MWS .
\v, - %_p-

_ f g _,, 7 ] g g g g {
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,

BASES !
'

. I

j LCO The CCWS divisions are completely independent of each other to the degree
that each has separate controls, power supplies, and the operation of one does !

,

3

not depmd on the other. In the event of a DBA. one division of CCWS is
required to provide the minimum heat removal capability assumed in the
safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies cooling water. To ensure+

this requirement is met, two divisions of CCWS must be OPERABLE. At
Icast one division will operate assuming the worst single active failure occurs3

coincident with the loss of off-site power. '

|

A division is considered OPERABLE when:

%1. it has an OPERABLE pump and associated surge tank, and

>
2. the associated piping, valves, heat exchanger and instrumentation on

the essential flowpath are OPERABLE. !
.

; The isolation of CCW to other components or systems may render those (
( components or systems inoperable, but does not affect the OPERABILITY !

;

of the CCW System. j
!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2. 3. and 4 the CCW system is a normally-operating system,
which must be available to perform its post-accident safety fanetions,

{primarily RCS heat removal by cooling the Shutdown Cooling Heat
Exchanger. ;

;,

.

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW System !
are determined by the systems its supports.

-{}
I

ACTIONS A.1 and A.1 |
| i
, . With one CCWS division inoperable, a review of the systems and '

components provided in Reference 1 must ensure that all Safety Related
systems or components which are supported by the OPERABLE CCWS (
division are also OPERABLE. This is a cross division check to confirm that i
redundant systems or components are not rendered inoperable due to the loss
of a single CCW division.

|

(continued)

1
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B 3.7.7 '

BASES
. j

ACTIONS The Completion Time of four hours is intended to allow the operator time to
(continued) evaluate and restore any discovered inoperabilities. Also, in this Required

{
Action, the Completion Time only begins upon discovery that both 1) an
inoperable CCWS division exists, rad 2) a required system or component on !

the other CCWS division is inoperable.

ne Completion Time is based on engineenng judgment taking into
.

consideration the probability of an event requiring the function of an
inoperable system occurnng while in this condition.

,

t

With one CCWS division inoperable, the inoperable CCWS division must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this condition, the #

4

remamms OPERABLE CCWS division is adequate to perfonn the heat'
,

removal function. However, the overall reliability is reduced because a
single failure in the OPERABLE division could result in reduced best

-

removal capability. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the heat
)

removal function and is consistent with the engineered safety features !

systems' Completion Time for loss of one redundant train.
.

B.1 and B.2
,. >

ne plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not
apply if the CCWS division cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the
associated Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least

,

MODE 3 in 6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. He allowed Completion
Times are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the rnquired
MODES from full power operation without challenging plant systems.;

!
C.I. C.2 and C3

With both divisions inoperable, action must be taken to restore at least one
i

division to OPERABLE status. In this case there is no heat sink for the
Shutdown Cooling System and the plant should be pinced in a condition '

where decay heat can be removed by the Steam Generators. De time
,

allowed (12 hours) is reasonable based on operating experience, to place the
plant in MODE 4 from full power conditions without challenging plant '

systems.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS With both divisions inoperable, flexibility is left to the operator (and
,

(contmued) abnormal operating procedures) to manage the situation. This allows |
remaining in MODE 4 with an altemate means of heat removal. If an

I

adequate complement of CCW components is available the plant should be ;

placed in MODE 5. I

Ris Action allows total loss of function without entry into LCO 3.0.3
because entry into MODE 5, as required by LCO 3.0.3 may not be possible |

with two CCW division inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.711
REQUIREMENTS-

Vesifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic
valves in the CCW flowpath provides assurance that the proper flowpaths
exist for CCW operation. Als SR does not apply to valves which are
locked, scaled, or otherwise secured in position, since they were venfied to
be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. his SR also,

( does not apply to valves which cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as
check valves. We 31-day / frequency is based on engineering judgement ,

considering the importance of these valves and the low probability of their
misalignment.

SR 3.7.7.2
,

his SR demonstrates proper automatic operation of the CCW valves. He
CCWS is a normally-operating system. He 18-month frequency was '

developed considenng it was prudent that many surveillanen only be
performed during a plant outage. His was due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the SR and the potential for unnecessary plant transients
if the SR is performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown these components virtually always pass the SR when performed in the
18-month frequency. Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint. NRC Genene Letter 53-27 (Ref. 3)
affirmed these conclusions.

(continued)
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|

BASES
&

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.3

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) His SR demonstrates proper automatic operation of the CCW pumps. The

CCW System is a normally operating system. The 18-month frequency was
<

developed considering it was prudent that many surveillances only be
,

performed during a plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions '

needed to perform the SR and the potential for naa-my plant transients
if the SR is performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has
shown these components virtually always pass the SR when performed on the

:

18-month frequency. Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be !

acceptable from a reliability standpoint. NRC Generic letter 83-27 (Ref. 3) i

affirmed these conclusions. ;

i

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.2, Component Cooling Water System. f

.

L K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG 87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley !
2.

(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355 C-E !k Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications - |
, Volume 1 (Criteria Application).* ;

3. NRC Generic 1.etter No. 83-27, " Surveillance Intervals in Standard
'

Technical Specifications.*

|
4. CESSAR-DC Section 6.2. Centainment Analysis.

I

5. CESSAR-DC Section 5.4. Residual Heat Removal.

6. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 34 Residual Heat Removal.

7. 10 CFR 50. Appendit A. GDC 38 Containment Heat Removal.

t
8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 44 - Cooling Water. !

9. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 45 - Inspection of Cooling Water
Systems.

!
;

10. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 46 - Testing of Cooling Water
Systems.

(continued)
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BASES

REFERENCES 11. ANSI /ANS 59.I-1979, -Safety Related Cooling Water Systems in
(continued) Nuclear Power Plants *

;

i

(
t

)

i

1

|
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16 A.10.8 B 3.7.8 STATION SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

SSWS
B 3.7.8

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.8 Station Service Water Systtm
.

BASES

BACKGROUND he Station Service Water System (SSWS) provides a heat sink for the
removal of proce:.s and operating heat from safety related components during
a transient or DBA through the CCWS. During normal opention, and a

$3M normal shutdown. tae 1Wraiso provides this function for various safety
-

related and non-safety related components through the CCWS.
t

The SSWS consists of two separate, redundant, open loop, safety related
divisions. Each division cools one of two divisions of the CCWS, which in
turn cools 100% of the safety-related loads. De SSWS operates at a lower

;
pressure than the CCWS to prevent contamination of the CCWS with raw
water.

( Each division of the SSWS consists of two purnps two strainers, two sump
pumps, and associated piping, valves, controls and instrumentation. -Eash-

|
-&SWS-divisics A , we |eceted4a+4eparate4SW6 uccp s'r% net

station service water pumps circulate cooling w3ter to the component cooling
water heat exchanger and back to the ultimate heat sink. Provisions are made

1

to ensure a continuous flow of cooling water under normal and accident '

conditions.

% +J S
Additional information about the design and operation of the h%T along
with a list of the components served, can be found in CESSAR-DC Section
9.2.1 (Ref.1).

APPLICABL.E The SSWS, in conjunction with the Compor,ent Cooling Water System
8(CCWS) and 3 timate)Icat pdtk, is capable of removing sufficient beat toSAFETY ANALYSES

.

ensureTsafe reactor s' utdown coincident with a loss of offsite power.h

He SSWS is capable of maintaining the CCWS supply temperature of 120*F
or less following the design basis accident under the most adverse historical

meteorological conditions consident with the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.27.

t

(continued)
i

;

i

|
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BASES

APPLICABLE A single failure of any compocent an the SSWS will not impair the ability of
SAFETY ANALYSES the SSWS to meet its functional requirements.

\
(continued)

ne SSWS, in conjunction with the CCWS and SCS. is designed to cool the
h,mt- tooQ-4ke renche reactor coolant from 350*F to 140*F through the shutdown cooling heat

tre,ck.d b 3 So F hw3k exchansers and the e mP=ent c ling water heat exchangers. ne reactor
coolant system can be cooled to 140*F within 24 hours after reactor

MC Y* * * Sf ^ " ^
shutdown b utilizing both divisions of the SCS, CCWS, and SSWS.

M toobg -tk re.acde r -

%Qg g gtp gi The SSWS, in conjunction with the CCWS, is designed to provide a
maximum component cooling water temperature of 105'F or less during

normal c,k.lkd usder code m
ne SSWS through the CCWS is designed to provide cooling wates to the[
RCPs, letdown heat exchanger,avoieer sample ev essa.= ==_' ?":-
and othepoon-saf r auxiliary cooheg leads.(g y >

f
ne SSWS satisfies the requirements of Critenon 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as described in Reference 2.

LCO Two SSWS divisions provide the required redundancy to ensure the system
functions to remove post-accident heat loads, assuming the worst single active
failure occurs coincident with the loss of off-site power.

A division is considered OPERABLE when:

1

1. it has an OPERABLE pump, and

W rP']
2. the associated piping / valves, instrumentation, heat exchanger >

strainer, and SSW/Ttructure ventilation fans on the safety related
flowpath are OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1. 2, 3, and 4 the SSWS system is a normally<perating system,
which must be available to perform its post-accident safety functions,
pnmanly RCS heat removal by coolmg the CCWS Heat Exchanger.

(contmued)
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BASES
,

"

APPLICABILITY In MODES S and 6, the OPERABILTIT requirements of the SSWS are

(continued) detertnined by the systems it supports. Since no specifications for SSWS is
provided for MODES S and 6, the definition of OPERABILITY'apphes to
the systems supported by SSWS (i.e., LCO 3.0.7 does not apply to SSWS in ,

MODES S and 6).
t

i

ACIlONS M '

With one SSWS division inoperable, a review must ensure that the CCWS
division supported by the OPERABLE SSWS division is also OPERABLE.
This is a cross division check to confirm that redundant systems or
components are not rendered inoperable due to the loss of a single SSWS
division.

The Completion Time of four hours is intended to allow the operator time to !

evaluate and restore any discovered inoperabilities. Also, in this Required
Action, the Completion Time only begins upon dicovery that both 1) an'

inoperable SSWS division esists, and 2) the CCWS division supported by the
other SSWS division is inoperabla. - -. .

The Completion Time is based on engineering judgment taking into
consideration the probability of an event requiring the function of an ,

inoperable system occumng while in this condition. 7

In addition, the inoperable SSWS division must be restored to OPERABLE ;

status within 72 hours. In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE SSWS !

division is adequate to perform the best removal function. However, the >

overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE !

division could result in reduced heat removal capability. The 72 hour
Completion Time is based on the best function and is consistent with the ,

engineered safety feature systems' Completion Time for loss of one redundant |
'

division.

(contmuod)
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ACIlONS B 1 and B.2
(continued)

>

The plant must be placed to a MODE in which the requirement does not
apply if the SSWS division cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the
associated Completion Time. Thus as done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 in 6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable based on operating experience to stach the required
MODES from full power operation without challengu:g plant systems.

C.1 and C.2

With both divisions inoperable, action must be taken to restore at least one

division to OPERABLE status. In this case there is no heat sink for the
Shutdown Cooling System and the plant should be placed in a condition
where decay heat can be removed by the steam Generators. The time
allowed (12 hours) is reasonable based on operating crperience, to place the
plant in MODE 4 from full power conditions without challenging plant
systems.,

. \

With both divisions inoperable flexibility is left to the operator (and
abnormal operating procedures) to mar. age the situation. This allows
remauung in MODE 4 with an alternate means of heat removal. When an
adequate complement of SWS compooents is available the plant should be;

placed in MODE 5.

This a!!ows total loss of function without entry into ! CO 3.0.3 because entry
into MODE 5, as required by LCO 3.0.3, may not be possible with two
SSWS divisions inoperable.,

I
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.1
REQUIREMENTS ,

Verifying the correct alignment for manual and motor operated, valves in the
SSWS flowpath provides assurance that the proper flowpaths crist for SSWS
operation. This SR does not apply to valves which are locked, scaled, or '

otherwise secured in position, smcc they were venfied to be in the correct
position pnor to locking, scalmg, or securteg. This SR also does not apply
to valves which cannot be inadsenently misaligned, such as check valves.

(contmued) f
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SURVEIL. LANCE A 31-day frequency is based on engineenngjudgement considering the
REQUIREMENTS importance of these valves and the low probability of their misalignment.

(conttcued)
SR 3.7.R.2

This SR demonstrates proper automatic operation of the SSWS pumps. The
SSWS is a normally-opersting system. The 18-month frequency was

i

developed considenng it was prudent that many surveillances only be i

performed dunng a plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the SR and the potential for un-""y plant transients
if the SR is performed with the reactor at power. Operating expenence has
shown these components virtually always pass the SR when performed on the
18-month frequency. Therefore, the frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliabihty standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.1. Station Service Water System. '

;

"( 2. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355 C-E
Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Cntena Application).*

i

Additional References
>

3. CESSAR-DC Section 6.2. Containment Analysis.

4. CESSAR-DC Section 5.4.7, Residual Heat Removal.

5. 10 CFR $0. Appendix A. GDC 34 Residuni Heat Removal.

6. 10 CFR 50. Appendia A. GDC 38 - Containment Heat Removal.

7. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 44 - Cooling Water.

8. 10 CFR 50. Appendtx A. GDC 45 - Inspection of Cooling Water
Systems.

(continued)
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REFERENCES 9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 46 - Testing of Cooling Water
(continued) Systems.

10. ANSI /ANS 59.1-1979, " Safety Related Cooling Water Systems in
Nuclear Pcnuer Plants.'

'
,

i
1

|

|
|

!
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16A.10.9 B 3.7.9 ULTIMATE IIEAT SINK
i

e

UHS ;

d 3.7.9
iB 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS '

B 3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink
.

,

l

l

BASES

BACKGROUND ne Ultimate Heat sink (UHS) provides a heat sink for process and operating
,

heat from safecyclated components during a transient or accident, as well
!

as during normal operation. This is done utilizing the Station Service Water
!

System (SSWS) and the Component Cooling Water (CCWS) System. !'
3

The Ultimate Heat Sink consists of the [ cooling water pond) associated
piping, valves, and instrumentation. Additional information on the design I

and operation of the system along with a list of components served can be
found in CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.S (Ref.1).

If the UHS does not meet its design limits { water temperature, water levelb !

the UHS may not have sufficient capacity to bring the plant to a safe
<

( controlled shutdown during a DBA from full power, but may be able to '
,

support plant operation at a reduced power level.,

a

,

f

APPLICABLE The UHS removes heat from the reactor core following all accidents and
a

:
SAFETY ANALYSES Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOOs) in which the plant is cooled j

down and placed on shutdowin cooling. For those plants using it as the
{

,

po_rm_al heat sink for condenser cooling via gCirculating Water System.
plant operation at tuli power is iu --- --- acat load. Its maximum post-

a
~

| accident heat load occurs following a design basis Loss Of Coolant Accident i

|

1

(LOCA), whm recirculation of the IRWST through the Cc.ntainment Coohng.
Systen} is required to remove the core decay heat. - g

.

The operating limits are based on a conservative heat transfer analyses for the !
worse case LOCA. Refer to CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.S (Ref.1) for details j

' , of the assumptions used in the analysis. These assumptions include: worst
!expected meteorological conditions, conservative uncertainties when
1

calculating decay heat, and the worst case single active failure. The UHS is,

designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Ref. 2) which requires
a 3May supply of cooling water in the UHS.

(continued)
i
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APPLICABLE ne Ultimate Heat Sink satisfies the requisements of Criterion 3 of the
SAFETY ANALYSES Interim Policy Statement as demnbod in Reference 3.

(continued)

LCO
The UHS is considered OPERABLE if it contains a sufficient volume of
water at or below the maumum temperature wluch would allow the SSWS
to operste for at least 30 days following the design basis LOCA without the
loss of NPSH and without exceeding the manr um design temperature of the
equipment served by the SSWS. To ::ect this condition the UHS temperature
should not exceed 95'F and the level should not fall below [ site specific]
during normal plant operation.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 the UHS is normally+perating sud must be
prepared to perform its post-accident safety functions, primanly RCS beat
removal.

( In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the UHS are
determined by the systems it supports.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not
apply if the UHS cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in th; associated
Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MCDE 3 ic
6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasocable based on opersting experience to reach the required MODES from
full power operation without challenging plant systecas.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR ensures -dequate long term ;30 days) cooling can be maintained.
The level specified ensures enough net positive suction head (NPSH)
available for operating the SSWS Pumps. The 24-hout frequency is adequate

|
to verify level and for noticing trends.

(continued)
,
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BASES
.

SURVEII. LANCE SR 3.7.9.2
REQUIREMENTS CCgf ,

(continued) 7his SR venfies the SSWS can cool thrCC/ ' Spm to at least its maximum
design tempersture with the swtimum accident or normal design heat loads '

for 30 days following a DBA. The 24-bour frequency is adequr2e to verify
temperature and for noticing trends.

,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.5, Ultimate Heat Sink.

|

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Rev. 01), Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear
Power Plants.*

e

3. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Criteria Application).*

(' Additional Peferences

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 5 - Shanog of Structures. Systems
and Components.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 44 - Cooling Water.

6. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan *, Section 9.2.5, Rev. 2
* Ultimate Heat Sink," with attached Brzach Technical Position ASB
9-2 * Residual Heat Energy for Light-Water Reactors for leng-Term
Cooling.'
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16A.10.10 B 3.7.10 FUEL STORAGE POOL - WATER LEVEL

FS Pool - Watu 12 vel !
B 3.7.10 '

;

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS '

B 3.7.10 Fuel Storsre Pool - Water level f

. .
BASES

BACKGROUND ne =M="- water level in the Fuel Storage Pool meets the assumptions of !
Iodine decontamination factors following a fuel handling accident. The
specified water level shields and minimizes the general area dose when the '

storage racks are at their maximum capacity. The water also provides |
shielding during the movement of spent fuel. If normal cooling is lost, the
water provides about a 12 hour heat sink before boiling occurs

. -
A general description of the Fuel Storage Pool design is found in CESSAR- !
DC Section 9.1.2 (Ref.1). The assumptions of the fuel handling accident. , , .

, #' ;

are found in CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.4 (Ref. 2).
', . .-

o
.

.

APPLICABLE The minimum water level in the Fuel Storage Pool meets the assumptions of
( SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel handling accident described in RG 1.25 (Ref. 3). The resultant two- |

,

bour thyroid dose to a person at the exclusion area boundary (EAB) is a i

small fruction of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 4) limits.

The acsumption of RG 1.25, preserved by this specification, is that there is !
23 feet of water between the top of the damaged fuel bundle and the fuel pool i
surface for a fuel handling accident. With 23 feet, the assumptions of RG !'

l.25 can be used directly. In practice, this LCO preserves this assumption
for the bulk of the fuel in the storage racks. However, in the case of a single
bundle dropped and lying horizontally on top of the spent fuel racks there !

may be less than 23 feet above the top of the fuel bundle and the surface; by |.

the width of the bundle. To offset this small non-conservatism, the analysis [
essumes that all 236 fuel rods fast; ahhough analysis (Ref. 5) shows that on!v !

the first four rows,60 fuel rods, fail from a hypothetical maximum drop. A% |p<._%-A g d. g~ b ek 4 . b k 6 y%i, '
3

%IYubtorage Poo1 ster level satisfies the NuIrEnhYs*S Cr erion 3
~ ' f

,

of the Interim Policy Statement as described in Reference 6.

(continued)
<

1

,

r
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FS Pool - Water level !

B 3.7.10 .

t
tBASES '

f

LCO 1

ne specified water level preserves the assumptions of the Fuel Handling i,
Accident analysis. (Ref. 2). As such, it is the minimum required for fael

!movement within the Fuel Storage Pool.
)
i
i1 APPLICABILITY nis LCO applies whenever irradiated fuel is in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool j

because the potential for a release of fission products exists.
,

ACTIONS M

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, steps should be i
taken to preclude the accident from occumng. With the Fuel Storage Pool - !

,
'

level less than required, the movement of spent fuel is brought to a halt in . ' ' ' ,
,

a safe position. His effectively precludes a spent fuel handling accident
from occumng. The completion time is based on the operators capabihty,to

*,
!

immediately move the fuel to a safe position when the problem becomes
[

8

( known. Plant procedures control the movement ofloads over the spent fuel
, in such a case.

A.2.1 and A.2.2
a

i
Action to restore the water level should commence within a short period of ;
time and be camed through to completion.

RA A.1, A.2.1 and A.2.2 are modified by a Note which allows an exemption !
to LCO 3.0.3. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable as events in the Fuel Storage !
Pool are not affected by either MODE level or unit operations.

, '

tBASES '
,

-
:

SURVFTLI ANCE SR 3.7.10.1
i

REQUIREMENTS !

This SR venfies sufficient water is available in the event of a fuel handling i

accident. He water level in the Fuel Storage Pool must be checked 1

4 periodically. Because the ability to change water level is administratively |1 contro!!ed by plant procedures, a frequency of once-per-week is adequate. 1

i

(continued) !

.

|

4
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FS Pool - Water 1.evel
B 3.7.10

BASES

.

SURVEILLANCE During refueling operations , the level in the fuel pool is in equilibrium with
REQUIREMENTS the refueling canal, and the level in the refueling canal is checked daily under

(continued) SR 3.9.6.1.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.1.2 Spent Fuel Storage.

2. CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.4, Fuel Handling Accident.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Rev. 00), * Assumptions Used for
Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel
Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for
Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors.*

4. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria.

5.
i J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley

(Director hWRC) dated December 11,1967 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Criteria Application).*

Additiocal References

6. CESSAR.DC Section 9.1.3, Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
System.

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 61 - Fuel Storage and Handling and
Radioactivity Control.

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 64 - Monitoring of Radioactivity
Releases.

9. Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Rev.01), " Spent Fuel Storage Facility
Design Basis.*

10. ANSI /ANS 2.19-1981, * Guidelines for Establishing Site Related
Parameters for Site Selection and Design of an Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation (Water Pool Type).*
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16A.10.11 B 3.7.11 ATMOSPHERIC D13fP VALVES i,

Atmospheric Dump Valves
B 3.7.I1 ;

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.11 Atmombene Dumo Valves
!

\,

BASES

I
|BACKGROUND He Atmospheric Dump Vahes (ADVs) provide a safety grade method for ;:

cooling the plant to Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) entry conditions should j
the preferred heat sink via the Steam Bypass System to the condenser not be

I

available. His is done in conjunction with the Emergency Feedwater System !=

providicg cooling water from the Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank '!
(EFWST). He ADVs may also be required to meet the design cooldown j
rate during a normal cooldows when steam pressure drops too low for
maintenance of a vacuum in the condenser to permit use of the Steam Bypassj
System. *

i
l

Four ADV lines are provided. Each ADV line consists of one ADV and an
I

associated block valve. Two ADV lines per Steam Generator are required to
{

(
meet single failure assumptions following an event rendering one Steam

|Generator unavailable for Reactor Coolant System (RCS) beat removal. '

The ADVs are provided with upstream block valves to permit their being j
tested at power and to provide an alternate means ofisolation. He ADVs

(
are equipped with electric motor operators with positioning circuits to permit ;
control of the cooldown rate. 1,

:

The ADVs are OPERABLE with only a DC power source available. In i

addition, hand wheels are provided for local manual operation.

A description of the ADVs is found in CESSAR-DC Section 10.3.2 (Ref.
1).,

t

i f

!

; AT."L'C ABLE . He design basis of the Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs)is established by h
SAFETY ANALYSES the capability to cool the plant to shutdown cooling entry conditions at the

design rate of 7S *F/hr using both Steam Generators, each with two ADVs. -;

His design is adequate to cool the plant to SCS entry conditions with only
1

one ADV and one Steam Generator utilizing the cooling water supply I

available in the EFWST. I

j

(continued) {
t

!

!,
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Atmospheric Dump Valves j
B 3.7.11

BASES

iAPPLICABLE In the accident analysis presceted in Chapters 6 and 15 of the CESSAR-DC, "

SAFETY ANALYSES the ADVs are not uw to be used until the operator takes action to cool
(continued) down the plant. Prior to any operator action, the main steam safety valves

1
' (MSSVs) are used to maintain the Steam Generators pressure and temperature |

at the MSSVs setpoint. His is typically 30 minutes following initiation of an A
<

(This may be less for a Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)event.

event.) ne limiting events are those which render one Steam Generator !

,

unavailable for RCS heat temoval, with a coincident loss of offsite power as [
a result of turbine trip and the single (m. lure of one ADV on the unaffected

|
Steam Generator. Typical initiating events fa!!ing into this category are a :
main steam line break (MSLB) upstream of the main steam isolation valves, j
a feedwater line break (FWLB), and a SGTR went (although the ADVs on ;

the affected Steam Generator may still be avai_. e following a SGTR event). I

ne design must accommodate the single failure of one ADV to open on j
demand. Rus, each Steam Generator must have at least two ADVs, or the

i

,

accident analysis must address cooldown for the above events.

(
.

The ADVs satisfy the requirements of Critedco 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as desenbed in Reference 2.

,

!s

!
LCO Two ADVs are required on each Steam Generator to ensure that at least one

(ADV is available to conduct a plant cooldown following an event in which '

one Steam Gceerstor becomes unavailable, accompanied by a single active I'

failure of one ADV on the unaffected Steam Generator. The block valves |must be OPERABLE to isolate an ADV, A closed block valve does not ''

tender it or its ADV inoperable if operator action time to open the block ;

valve is supported in the accident analysis.
|

'

Failure to meet the LCO can result in the inability to cool the plant to SCS
,

entry conditions followmg an event in which the condenser is unavailable for
i

use with the Steam Bypass System. !
s

An ADV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of providing a j
,

controlled relief of the main steam flow and is capable of fully opening and
!closing on demand.

I I

i ,

,

(continued) {1
'

J
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Atmosphenc Dump Valves
B 3.7.1I

BASES

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2, and 3 the ADVs provide the safety grade path for cooling
the RCS to SCS entry conditions following a SGTR. ,

In MODES 4,5, and 6 a SGTR is not a credible event.
-

ACTIONS &1
,

With one ADV line inoperable, action should be taken to return the
inoperable ADV line to OPERABLE status. He seveney Completion Time
is conservative as the ADV lines have a non-safety grade backup in the Steam
Bypass System. '

A Note has been added providmg an exemption to LCO 3.0.4 for plants
having more than one ADV per Steam Generator.

El

( With more than one ADV line snoperable, action must be taken to restore at

Icast three of the ADV lines to OPERABLE status. As the block valve can
be closed to isolate an ADV, some repairs may be possible with the plant at
power. De 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the probability
of an event occurnog that requires the ADVs. He MSSVs, the Steam
Bypass System, and any of the OPERABLE ADV lines are available to
provide Steam Generator beat removal.

C.1 and C.2

If the ADVs cannot be restored to OPEr.ABLE status in the associated
Completion Time, the plant mur. k phed in a MODE in which the LCO
requirements are not a;plicable. His is done by placing the plant in at least
MODE 3 in 6 hours and w '4 ODE 4 in 12 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required
MODES from full power operation without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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Atmospheric Dump Valves
B 3.7.11

BASES
. .

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.11.1

REQUIREMENTS
This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the ADVs. To perform a controlled
cooldown of the RCS, the ADVs must be able to be opened and throttled
through their full range. His SR casures the ADVs are tested through a full
control cycle at least once per fuel cycle. Performance of inservice testing,
or use of an ADV dunng a plant cooldows may satisfy this requirement.
This surveillance frequency is based on the length of a fuel cycle and has
been shown to be adequate through operating experience.

SR 3.7.11.2

This SR venfies the OPERABILITY of the block valves. The function of the
block valve is to isolate a failed open ADV. Cycling the block valve closed
and open demonstrates its capability to perform this function. Performance
of inservice testing, or use of the block valve during plant cooldown may
satisfy this requirement. Although the actuation logic is tested as part of the

{
SIAS functional test every 92 days, the subgroup relays that actuate the
system cannot be tested during normal plant operation. He surveillance
interval of 18 months is based on engineering judgment, and has been shown
to be acceptable through operating experience.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 10.3, Main Steam Supply System.

2. Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated
May 9,1988, forwarding the *NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Stmu
Supply System Vendor Owners Groups' Application of the
Commission's Interim Policy Statement Criteria to Standard
Technical Specifications.*

*
Additional References

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 34 - Residual Heat Removal.

4 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 44 - Cooling Water.

5. Regulatory Guide 1.139 * Guidance for Residual Heat Removal,*
May 1978.

(continued)
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B 3.7.1I

BASES

REFERENCES Additional References (continued) '

6. ANSI /ANS $8.11-1983, *Cooldown Cnteria for Light Water
Reactors.*

7. ~ NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan *, Section 10.3, Rev. 3, April
1984, " Main Steam Supply System.*

8. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, * Design Requirements of the
Residual Heat removal System * Rev. 2 - July 1981, attached to
Section 5.4.7 * Residual Heat Removal *, of NUREG4800,
' Standard Review Plan.*

(, l

|
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16A.10.12 B 3.7.12 CONTROL BUILDIND VENTILATION SYSTEM
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B 3[.7.12
C VS

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS,
C, . e 1 )(

B 3.7.12 Control Buildine Vectilation System

BASES

BACKGROUND
ne Control Building Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems are designed t

to maintain the environment in the control room envelope and balance of
control building within acceptable limits for the operation of unit controls,
for maintenance and testing of the controls as required, and for uninterntpted
safe occupancy of the control building area during post-accident shutdown.
These systems are designed in accordance with the requirements of General 6.fDesign Criteria 2, 4, 5,19, and 60. Refer to SectionMfor furtbar --- #
information regarding control room habitabihty. "

15 divtSto "CLNi IC.P" 4 j

The main control room air-handling systecA::onsists of two redundant air-

handling units, each with filters, essentiagliled water cooling coils for heat
.

g _%
removal, and fans for air circulation.r ne emergency circulation system gg o sh,,,

.

consists of filter trains with particulate filters, carbon filters, and fans for
emergency air circulation. Chilled water is supplied from the essential qg 4 # s,,,e
chilled water system.

de r< Ace
LDuring normal operation, return air from the control room is mixed with a --

small quantity of outside air for ventilation, is filtered and conditioned in the
control room air-handling unit, and is delivered to the control room through
supply ductwork. Duct-mounted heateg coils and humidification equipment
provide final adjustments to the control room temperature and humidity for
maintaining normal comfort conditions.

In the event ofhf-coolanWh:: cr.: release of toxic gases, the
habitability zone is isolated from the outside environment,4nd dic wx. gwey- ' w
circulation-system h =~~4

en nrmurize-the-controlaoom Me main kh cb2'o~$'

control room air-handling equipmentiTrsutomatically actuatedfee++ntmuer ( of1

uf e 2%d 3-tograte es-applicablehto remove heat and provide mhingydtirculating, ed
J

r Chho,
{ch ' of the control room air. The emergency circulation system filters particulates

and potential radioactive iodines from a portion of the return air, and delivers
the filtered air to the inlet of the main air-handling unit.

(continued)
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B 3.7.12

|i
BASES i

!

BACKGROUND ne Technical Support Center air-handling system com,ists of an air-handling.

(continued) unit, return air " ' f;4 ans, and an emergency filter unit. He
i

computer room air-handhng system consists of two 100% air-handling units
3

and associated fans. Both the Technical Support Center and computer room '

air-handling systems are non-safety and non-seismic.
j

ne balance of control building air-handling systems consists of two !
redundant air-handling units, each with roughing filters, essential chilled

;
water cooling coils and fans servmg Division I electrical rooms, channe! A

!
and channel C. Two equal units are serving Division II channel B and D. I

Each Division will function with one of the redundant air handling units i
delivering filtered, conditioned air to the various electrical equipment rooms. !

Chilled water is supplied from the essential chilled water system. Each {
Division also contains redundant battery rooms with fans operating ;"

continuously to prevent buildup of hydrogen fumes. De safe shutdown area i
is served by Division II. I

.
,

d i

(
Return air from the various essential electrical equipment areas is mixed with !
a portion of outside air for ventilation, is filtered and conditioned in the air-

* ,

handling unit, and is delivered to the rooms through supply ductwork. Duct-
:

mounted heating coils provide final adjustments to temperature in selected {
equipment rooms. '

he Operation Support Center. Men's Change, Women's Change, Break
Room. Shift Assembly and Offices. Radiation Access Control and Cas. and i

Sec. Group areas all are served by an individual air handling unit consisting
of a centrifugal fan, non essential clulled water coil and roughing filter.

|

-A conw\ r . we -heb.mi sqpit cc..dec !
: Allef-these areas <,aa receive outside air from the cleanest of two sources. !

described 4orahe4ontrol-room.

De air entering the Control Room as contmuously monitored by radiation
'

and toxic gas detectors. One detector above the setpoint will cause actuation
of the emergency radiation mode or toxic gas isolation mode as required.

@ -hamf-the-4es ;-- i !W- -~': = = restnetin c.d 4t-
overnde4 hose *h c' S - ; err rd.etion anada

(continued)
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B 3.7.12 i

BASES '

- c+ btBACKGROUND A single division will pressunze the Cptrol Room to Aour[0.125] inches ,

(continued) water gauge, and provides an airM"go r'ste in excess of (25 %] per hour. -

The Control Venttistion Systems operation in maintaining the !
Control Room kal'Itske is discussed in CESSAR-DC Section 6.4 (Ref.1). |

L
h

Redundant supply and recirculation division provide the required filtration j
should an excessive pressure drop develop across the other filter division. ~

Normally open isolation dampers are arranged in series pairs so that the
failure of one damper to shut will not result in a breach of isolation. !

,

Redundant detectors for radiation and toxic gas protection are provided. The
{ControlkgVentilation System is designed in accordance with Seismic

Category I requtrements. j
-

Complu
The Control.bniidis(g Ventilation System is designed to maintain the Control
Room environment for 30 days continuous occupancy after a DBA without
exceeding 5 rem whole body dose.

;.

!

Can eles( APPLICABLE :& Control 43sidigg Ventilation System components are arranged in
[SAFETY ANALYSES red. adant safety-related ventilation divisions. The location of components -
|

and ducting within the Control Room envelope ensures an adequate rupply !
of filtered air to all areas requiring access. During emergency operation the *

Control entilation System maintains the temperature between 74'F
and 85'F. The Control .B
radiological protection for the %' Ventilation System provides airbome

'

trol Room operators as demonstrated by
the Control Room accident dose analyses for the most limiticg design basis

,

1

;
Loss Of Coolant Accident fission product release presented in CESSAR-DC !
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2).

j
t

h analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity limits are not
<

exW in the Control Room followtag a toxic chemical release as presented I

in CESSAR-DC Section 6.4 (Ref.1). !

The balance of the control building air-handling system consists of two
independent, full capacity systems. Each system serves the associated

,

division of essential electrical equipment areas. Each system is popred_fm_ mom !m
independent Class IE power sources and served from. separate essential
chilled water systems. Equipment capacities are based on conservative

,

i

evaluations of heat-producing equipment and conservative assumptions of '

(continued) !
i.
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BASES

~

APPLICABLE surrounding area temperatures Normally, the electrical equipment areas will
SAFETY ANALYSES be maintained at approximately 85'F. De design basis upper limit of IO4'F

(continued) is based on standard ratings for electrical equipment. '

!All essential components of the control equipment area ventilation system are
powered from Class IE, diesel-backed power sources Capacity of the
control roc.n air-handling system is based on complete failure of one

,

division. Capacity and evaluation of the control room emergency circulation !

system is also based on complete failure of one divisic The control room
area air-handling systems are tied to the divisions of equipment that are
ser.ed. Failure of one division of the control room area air-handhog system
may cause subsequent loss of components in the associated rooms. De I

consequences of this are acceptable since full redundancy of electrical
components and electrical equipment areas is provided. System capacity is
selected on the basis of a normal operatag temperature of 85'F or on a
post-accident temperature of 104*F, whichever requires greater capacity.

Comeb
A single active failure of a component of the Control-Building-Ventilation .

( System, assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the ability of the {
*

system to perform its design function. !

Co pie.x !
The Controlevilding. Ventilation System is not in the primar; xess path i

for any accident analysis. In Reference 3, the NRC specified that the Control '

C mp(U Building Ventilation System met selection criterion 3 of the NRC Interim '

Policy Statement (Ref. 4) and that the LCO be retained in the technical
specifications. I

Comp \ey
LCO Two independent and redundant divisions of the Control 4uilding-Ventilation

'

System are required to ensure that at least one is available, assummg a single
;

failure disables the other division. Total system failure could result in ;

exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the Control Room operators in the event of a
,

large radioactive release.

C-5W ,

The Control-Building Ventilation System is considered OPERABLE when the ;

'individual components necessary to control operator exposure are
OPERABLE in both divisions. A division is considered OPERABLE when.

!
'

(continued)
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,

4 - :

LCO 1. its associated fan is OPERABLE, and (
(continued) :

2. its associated HEPA filter and carbon ahorber are not excessively I
restncting flow and are capable of gerfonning their filtration
functions, and |

!

3. its associated heater, demister, ductwork, valves and da.mpers are
4 OPERABLE and air circulation can be ==W 6d

,

In addition, the Control Room boundary must be maintained, including the
'

integrity of the walls, floon, ceilings, ductwork, and access doors.d

i
Co q\ex

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2 the Control Buildmg Ventilation System must be |
OPERABLE to control operator exposure during and following a DBA. !

%9%
In MODES 3 and 4, the Control-Building- Ventilation System must be '

( OPERABLE to cope with a hypothetical radiological release outside
|

Contm>=t which_ requires isolationsObef.oottplMoom._ j

.# ^ ;

,{ "'In' MODES 5 and 6, the Control Building Ventilation System may be !
1

, q up required to cope with the release from the rupture of an outside waste gas j
'. i tank. '

i,--
During movement ofirradiated fuel, the Control.Buil ' g-Ventilation System

*

must be OPERABLE to cope with the release from a fuel handling accident. j
_ j

tACUONS AJ '

2 Ct-Mu |
With one Control-Bualding' Ventalstion System division moperable, the
inoperable Control ~ldgVentilation System subsystem must be restored |
to OPERABLE status wi seven days. In this condition, the remaining !

OPERABLE Controlp"uildgVentilation System subsystem is adequate to
perform Control Room rDistion protection. However, the overall reliability :
is reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem could result !
in reduced Control i,lgVentilation System capability. *ne seven-day j
Completion Time is on the need for the ControlhldmgSentilation 1

Crmb |
(continued) !
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:BASES
|

iACTIONS System functions and the low probability Af a DBA occurnog during this time
|(continued) period, and considering that the remaining subsystem can provide the ~

required capabilities.
. .

,

B.1 and B.2
i

In MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, when RA A.1 cannp,t gmpleted within the
required Completion T4me, or if both Control 4ed g Ventilation System (divisions are inoperable, the plant must be placed in a MODE which '

mimmr= the accident risk. This is done by placing the plant in at least
i

MODE 3 in 6 hours and in MODE $ in 36 hours. The allowed Completion
;

Times are reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required :
MODES from fu!I power operation without challenging plant systems. |

i

U
i

In MODES 5 and 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel, when RA A.!- $

[.
rannat be completed within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE

;
' Control Building Ventilation System division should be immediately placed '

in the emergmcy radiation protection mode. W -= == esabanthe
W :-- Avi=W in A"E"4LE m2.L.i c, fa "tiL - Id_pttvent,

'

e
-automatie-actuation-ws!!-~ " 'h=' ry stive fail- will-be-readdy
msca:- )

i

RA C.1 is modified by a Note to alert the operator to place the system in the [
conservative mode of operation. j

i

C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3 i

An alternative to RA C.1 is to immediately suspend activities that present a [
potential for releasing radioactivity which might enter the Control Room. ?

His pl.ces the plant in a condition which mimmizes the accident nsk. This I

does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

The actions for Condition C are modified by a Note that LCO 3.0.3 is not ;
applicable. This avoids the requirement to place the plant in cold shutdown

'

if the actions for handling irradiated fuel are not met.

(continued) j
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iBASES - '

!
ACTIONS D. I. D.7. and DJ *

(continued)
Eben4a44GDES+end4; end /urmg movement ofirradiated fuel with two

Control g:g Ventilation System divisions inoperable, the Required
Action is to ammediately suspend activities that present a potential for ;

releasing radicactivity which might enter the Control Room. His places the
plant in a condition which minimizes the accident risk. This does not

{
,

preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.
:

!

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.1
'

REQUIREMENTS ts a4chdMe-
;

This SR verifies that a division in a standby mode-stane-on demand and
i

|
continues to operate. Standby systems should be checked periodically to !
ensure they start and function properly. As the environment and normal

f
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing each division once

(' every month provides an adequate check on this system. Monthly heater
!

operation dries out any moisture accumulated in the carbon from humidity in
.

the ambient air. Systems without beaters need only be operated for 15 !
minutes to demonstrate the function of the system. '

.

'

i

DR 3.7.12.2
.

Testing rformance of the HEPA filter, carbo rber efficiency, {
minimum systeDmowq, and the physicJa pr6perties of the activated

i
!

carbon will be perforWonsistent e th Regulatory Guide 1.52y -

requirements. 7 i
!

SR 3.7.12.3 '

his SK demo 6strates that on an actual or simulated actuat[o' api cach
,

,

Controlduilding Ventilation System division starts and operatesMe
g

i

guency of 18 months is specified m RG 1.52 (Ref. 5). '

'

(contmued) c

,
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE . SR 3.7.12.4
REQUIREMENTS

.

.

(continued) His SR demonstrates the integnty of the Control Room enclosure and the
assumh%eaking rates of the potentially maf=4fanted air. He Control
Room positive- with respect t[otially cone =m nated adjacent
areas is periodically to verifyy function of the Control Building
Ventilation System. Duringgtnergency mode of operation, the Control
Building Ventilation Systerp4s designed to pressunze the Control Room to
[0.125] inches water g1Ipositive presMitlyespect to adjacent areas to
prevent unfilte mleakage. He Control Building 4'entilation System is
designed to tain this positive pressure at a flow ratelf4000 cfm to the
Control-Room he frequency of 18 nonths is consistent with guidance

vided in NUREG 0800 Section 6.4 (Ref. 7)

'
,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 6.4, Habitability Systems.
(
'

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.
\CAu '

3. CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.1, Control-Building-Ventilation System.

4. Romas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated
May 9,1988, forwarding the 'NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam
Supply System Vendor Owners Groups' Application of the
Commission's Interim Pclicy Statement Criteria to Standard
Technical Specifications.*

5. 52 FR 3788, * Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors *, Febntary 6,1987.

6. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), " Design. Testing and
Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature
Atmospheric Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
Light-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.*

7. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan,' Section 6.4, ' Control
Room Habitability System," Rev. 2, July 1981.

(continued)
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BASES

REFERENCES Additional References
(continued)

8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 4 - Environmental and Missile
Design Basis.

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendia A, GDC 19 - Control Room.

10. ANSI /ASME N509-1980, " Nuclear Power Plant Air Cleaning Units
and Components.* (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981 approved
the use of the 1980 version, rather than the 1976 version in Ref.
5.).

11. ANSI /ASME N510-1980 " Testing of Nuclear Air . Cleaning
Systems." (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981 approved the use
of the 1980 version, rather than the 1975 9ersion in Ref"9.')

I
12. NRC Generic Letter 83-13, * Clarification of Surveillance

Requirements for HEPA Filters and Chan:oal Absorber Units in
Standard Technical Specifications on ESF Cleanup Systems,* March
2, 1983.

13. Regulatory Guide 1.78 * Assumptions for Evaluating the
Habitability of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a
Postulated Hazardous Chemical Release," June 1974.

14. Regulatory Guide 1.95, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control
Room Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release,* Rev.1.
January 1977.

o
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wamecm3 sqm w (c.Ns)
16 A.10,13 B 3,7.13 CONTROL ROOM-EMERGENC-V-AlR-TEMPERATURE-GONTROIr

-4HVAG), SYSTEM.

avs
-GREHVAC.

B 3.7.13

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.13 Control Room Emercency Air-Temnerature4ootrol4HVAC+6vstem-

Ve<d Acd3 o n Sph(CRd}
BASES

BACKGROUND ne Control Room higz.g /.h Temperature-Control TCREHVAer
provides temperature control for the Control Room following isolation of the
Control Room.

CRv.5
ne 4REHVAG consists of two independent, redundant divisions which
provide cooling and heating of recirculated Control Room air. Each division

consists of a heating coils, cooling coils, instrumentation and cogrgs to
provide for Control Room temperature control. HeGRERVAe is a sub-
system providing air temperature control for the Control-Building' Ventilation
System LCO 3.7.12. beb +

C.R6
I He GREHVAGis a standby system, parts of which may also operate during

normal plant operations. A single train will providge requirtxi temperature
control to maintain the Control Room between rM*F-and-65*W) he g

C(bJ 5 EREHVAG operation in maintaining the ContIol-Room ~ temperature,is4discussed in CESSAR DC Section ef. . N

cx .

APPLICABLE ne design basis of the-GREHVAC4s to maintain the Control Room /
SAFETY ANALYSES environment habitability for 30 days continuous occupancy. ,/

f

CQJS
..

'

The CREHVAG com;xments are arranged in redundangety related
divisions. During, emergency. operation-the '-GREHVAG. maintains the
temperature betweei-WE4nd-8N A single active failure of a component
of the GREHg,ee assutmeg . iors of offsite power, does noi impai, the
ability of the system to perform its design function. Redundant d tectors and3
controls are provided for Control Room temperature control.T-REHVAG is
designed in accordance with Seismic Category I requirements. -CREHVAG MS
is capable of removing sensible and latent heat loads from the Control Room

which include consideration of equipment best loads and personnel occupancy
requirements to ensure equipment OPERABILITY.

(continued)

-
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BASES

W
APPLICABLE The GREHVAG is not in the primary success gor any accident analysis.
SAFETY ANALYSES In Reference 2, the NRC specified that the GREHVAemet selecnon criterion

(continued) 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement (Ref. 3) and that the LCO be retained
in the technical specifications.

CW.5
LCO Two independent and redundant divisions of th- OnP3"AO are required to

ensure that at least one is available, assummg a single failure disabling the
other division. Total system failure could result in exceeding equipmcat
operating temperature limits.

OkNIS
nc CRi'!IVA&is considered OPERABLE when the individual components
that are nemury to maintain the Control Room temperature are OPERABLE
in both divisions. hese components include the cooling coils, and
associated temperature control instrumentation. In addition the C"IAOS CNS *

(__
must be OPERABLE to the extent that air circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES I,2,3,4,5, and 6 and during movement ofirr3diated fuel, the
C,GLVQ CREHVAG must be OPERABLE to ensure that the Control Room

temperature will not exceed equipment OPERABILITY requirementsi

following isolation of the Control Room.

ACTIONS M
CRVS CAv5

With oneEREHVAG division inoperable, the inoperable CREHVAGdivision
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 30 days. In this condition, the

remauung OPERABLE qqdivision is adequate to perform Control
Room temperature control function. The 30 day Completion Time is based
on engineering judgement of the risk from an event requiring the inoperable

CQc CREHVAG division, considering that the remaining division can provide the
required capabilities and altemate safety or non-safety related cooling means
are available.

(continued)
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i

BASES

ACTIONS B.I and B.2
(continued)

In MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4, when RA A.! can completed within the
{
.

required Completion Time, or if both C"I!!V@AG-divisions are inoperable,-

the plant must be placed in a MODE which minimizes the accident risk. I

This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in 6 hours and in !

MODE 5 in 36 hours. De allowed Completion Times are reasonable based
}

on operadng experience to reach the required MODES fmm full power -
operation without challenging plant systems. !

!

C.l |
!
,

In MODES 5 and 6, or dunng movement ofirradiated fuel, when RA A.1 !

cannnt be completed within the required Completion Time, the OPERABLE s

Q.QN$ -CREHVAedivision should be immediately placed in operation. This action '

ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no failures which would j

j prevent automatic actuation will occur, and that any active failure will bc
:-

readily detected.
.

.

'C.2.1. C.2.2. and C.2.3

An alternative to RA C.1 is to immediately suspend activities that present a ;
potential for releasing radioactivity wtuch might require isolation of the .

Contml Room. His places the plant in a condition winich minimizes the
|accident risk. His does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe
|position.
|.

D. I. D.2. and D.3 5

When in MODES 5 and 6 or during movement of irradiated fuel with two :
C.A'J$ -CREHVAG divisions inoperable, the Required Action is to immediately '

suspend activities that present a potential for releasing radioactivity which ;
might require isolation of the Control Room. This places the plant in a !

condition which minimizes the accident nsk.
r

(continued) ;

i

I
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CREHVAC i

B 3.7.13 |
t

BASES
|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1L1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifim that the heat removal capability of the system is sufficient
,

to meet design requirenumts. This SR is performed at a frequency of 18 !
months and consists of a combination of testing and calculations. An 18
month Frequency is appropriate as significant degradation of theCREHVAC-

|is not expected over this time period. CJbl5
,

i

$

1 REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 6.4, Habitability Systems.

% 9ht
2. CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.1, Control-Building Ventilation System.

|

3. Thomas E. Murley (NRC) leaer to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated |
May 9,1988, forwardtog the *NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam 4

Supply System Vendor Owners Groups' Application of the
,

f Commi==on's Interim Policy Sr.re-t Criteria to Standard j
\ Technical Specifications.

,

!

4. 52 FR 3788 " Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
!

Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors *, February 6,1987.

Additional References
i
,"

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 4 - Environmental and Missile
Design Basts.

1
!

6. 10 CFR SO, Appendix A, GDC 19 - Control Room.
|

7. NUREG4800, * Standard Review Plan,* Section 6.4, * Control .

i
~

Room Habitability System * Rev. 2. July 1981. !
|

|
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16A.10.14 B 3.7.14 SUBSPHERE BUIll) LNG VESTILATION SYSTEM i

I

SBv5 't

B 3.7.14
!,

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
-

,

#

,

B 3.7.14 Subsobere Buildine Veetilation System2
,

!
;

i

BASES ,

BACKGROUND Each division of the Subsphere Building Ventilation System consists of a
isupply air unit with two supply fans, pre 61ter, cooling and heating coils and

dampers, an erkan=r air unit with larger capacity, a fuu Siter train and two'

!exhaust fans with Jampers.

The ennectial ==chanical equipment room cooling units consist of a cooling ;

coil with rectreulation fan and dampers to remove best generated within the
!,

space. A rectreulation cooling unit,is provided in addition to a once-through'

ventilation system because' the served areas, are W.tly contarainated.
#

Applicabic areas are as follows:
~

. .

,'

'

| A. Safeguard component areas including Safety Injection pump rooms,
Shutdown Coolmg pump rooms, Contain-r Spray pump rooms,
Fuel Pool Heat-X rooms, Fuel Pool Cooling pump rooms, t

Penetration rooms, and associated piping and valve galleries. ;

i

The essential raarhanical equipment room ventilation units consist of a once
'

'

through ventilation cycle utiliang supply fans and cuhanar fans to remove .,

beat and maintain space %m control. All rooms are considered clean ,

'
areas, and erkan=4 by ventilation system. Applicable areas are r.: follows:

' ;

A. Motor driven emergency feedwater pump rooms.
.

-

,

r

B. Steam <1 riven emergency feedwater pump rooms.
i

' The amaantial mechanical equipment room cooling systems are designed to ,

maintain the space temperatures below 100'F at times when the served |

equipment must operate At least one train of essential n=chanical equipment
rooms is maintained below 100*F assuming a single failure of ac active
component concurrent with a loss of offsite power. Exhaust fans are ,

tpowered from the diesel generators.
I

(continued) {
r
!

i
,

,
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B 3.7.14 ,i

!BASES
[;

BACKGROUND & eamcatial marhanical equipment room cooling systems perform the [
(contmuaf) required safety function followmg a safe shutdowti earthquake, and are able !

to withstand the effects of approprsste natural M-=e such as tornadoes, ,

I floods, and humcanes (GDC 2).

h Subsphere Buildmg essental HVAC System is designed to limit the '

offsite and control room dose following a LOCA or DBA within the
guidelinea of 10 CFR 100. Ra&ological consequences are discussed in !

Chapter 15.
'

'

The Subsphere Building,Venulauva Systems are sepsated according to,

Divisions with eachg ethaust system containing a filter train and two
"

fans. M*
i

CfC. \CC O
During normaltoperation of the general ventilation system, outside air is .

supplied by' capacity supply,umts and two 50% carnei y supply tt
fans. The air is filtered and then conditioned as needed by the heating and ONC(- cooling coils. h exhaust ut is prarenad through Mcapacity

.

particulate filter syf and is discharged to the unit vent by two 50% ICC]3
, capacity exhaust fans. Supply and exhaust fans are electrically interlocked

such that the budding will always remman under a slight negative pressure. ;

In the event of a loss +f coolant-accident, the general ventilation equipment
will continue to operate normally as long as offsite power is available. On
LOOP, the exhaust fans will be powered from the Class 1E diesel generators. .

This maintains the subspbere pump rooms at a slight negative pressure to
direct all releases through the eskamt filter train. Ducts to areas with non-
maannrtal CDohng units wdl be tsolated to enable proper operation of the b

; e-s-J *Et0pment.
:
I

Normal operation of the essential mechanical equipment room cooling and <

ventdation units is with the equipment operating as required to maintain space
temperatures. The coolmg systems will operate based on heat load as i

- andacated by room temperature. In the event of a LOCA or DBA, all units
are automatically started and wdl operate at full capeity throughout the i
event. Individual room umts will stan when the equipment in the room '

starts.

,

(contmued)

|
,

:

!
,
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BASES
r,

APPLICABLE The essential mechanical equipmmt room cooling consist of two completely ea
"

SAFETY ANALYSES redundant, r%v full-capacity systems. Division I cooling system
j eerves Division 1 essential whmaical equipment rooms, and Division !!

cooling system serves Division II essential -kaaical equipment rooms. |
Each train is powered from iad--d-t, Class IE power sources. (Units '

with chilled water cooling coils are headered on separate ===aatial chilled
water cooling systems.) Equipment capacities are selected based oc

; conservative evaluations of heat-producing equipment and conservative
assumptions of adjacent ares temperatures. Failure of one amin may cause
subsequent loss of components in the associated rooms. h conseq- !

of this are acceptable since full redundancy of essential mechanical
] components is provided. j

All essential components of the -hanical equipment room cooling systems
are designed as Setsmic Category I equipment, and will remata functional >

i following a design basis earthquake. Intake and exhaust structures are

] ( protected from wind-generated or toegenerated missiles. ,

Redundant components of the essential whanical equipment room cooling
systems are physically separated and protected from internally generated >

missiles. When subjected to pipe break effects, the components are not
|

required to operate because the served -hanical equipment is located in the ,

j same space as the cooling components. 'Iberefore, a pipe break in the same
'

k-a--I safety train is the only possible enaan, of affecting the cooling }
system. (<

I

b Subsphere Building essential HVAC crhane filter divisions are designed

.[to limit the offsite and control room done within the guidelines of 10 CFR
100 and SRP 6.5.1, respectively (References 4 and 6). |

I
h Subsphere Building Ventilation System satisfies the requirements of [
Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy Statement as desertbed in Reference 6.

(continued)
'

i
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tBASES
,

. LCO Two > % t and redundant divisions of the Subsphere Building'

Vantilarion System are required to ensure that at least one is available,
i

assuming a single failure coincident with a loss of offsite power disabling the
other train. Total system failure could ruult in the a'=aapk~ic releases from

|
,

the SIS Pump Room exceeding the 10 CFR 100 limits in the event of a DBA. !

The Subsphere Building Ventilation System is considered OPERABLE 4 ten
i

the individual compcoents necemry to maintain the SIS Pump Room
filtration are OPERABLE in both divisions. A division is considered

,

1 OPERABLE when:

| 1. its associated fan is OPERABLE, and
,

2.
}

its ==anciarad HEPA filter and carbon absorber are not excessively
restricting flow and are capable of performing their filtration !

; functions, and
'T

] ; 3. its ae='M beater, ductwork, valves and dampers are OPERABLE
|'

and air circulation can be matotained.

!

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 the Subsphere Building Ventilation System is
.

required to be OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements (
of the 515. A a.,cbr rena( g Qct n -O.A]/
In MODES S and 6 /the Subsphere Building Ventilation System is' hoc
requtred to be OPERABLE since4he41 Sis 1merequirediohCPERABLEr-

,

-4o s..g r+ yr de cieECTy (9u r**- 4- (
(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS M !
!

With one Subsphere Building Ventilation System division inoperable, the
snoperable Subsphere Building Ventdation System division must be restored

;

to OPERABLE status within seven days. In this condition, the OPERABLE
!

Subsphere Building Ventdation Systema divisions is adequate to perform the i
SIS Pump Room air filtration. During this time, the remaining OPERABLE (i
division is adequate to perform the SIS Pump Room Exhaust Air Cleanup |
function. However, the overall rehabdity is reduced where a single failure

{
in the OPERABLE division could result in loss of function.

!

!
The sevensisy Completion Time is appropriate because the risk contnbution i

of the system is less than that for the SIS and this system is not a direct I

support system for the SIS. '

!B.1 and B,2
i

(
The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not |
apply if the Subsphere Building Watilation System cannot be restored to

|
OPERABLE status in the associated Completion Time. This is done by !
placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in 6 hours and in MODE S sn 36 L
hours. The allowed Completion Times are r=maabte based on operating ]
expenence to reach the requirvd MODES from full power operation without i
challengmg plant systems.

!

|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.14.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that a division, having been shutdows: when acit required for
operation, starts on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems
should be checked periodically to ensure they start and function properly. As
the environment and normal operating conditions on this system are not

1

severe, testing each division once every month provides an adequate check
on this system. Monthly heater operation dries out any moisture which may
have acx:umulated in the carbon from humidity in the ambient air. Normal
operation of the system during required trrh satisfies this SR.

(contmued)

1
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BASES

SURVFIT.I ANCE SR 3.7.14.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Testeg the performance of the HEPA filter, charr~' -h@ 1-

%
=? a i m" = system flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal will be performed consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.52
requirements.

SR 3.7.14J

Ais SR demonstrates that on an actual or simulated actuation signal each
Subsphere Building Ventilation System division starts and operates. m
frequency of 18 months is cotsistent with that specified in RG 1.52.

;

,

SR 3.7.14.4
,

This SR demonstrates the integrity of the SIS Pump Room enclosure. ne
( ability of the SIS Pump Room to meintain a negative pressure with respect

to potentially unenntammated adjacent areas is periodically tested to venfy
proper function of the Subsphere Building Ventilation System. During the
emergency mode of operation, the Subsphere Building Ventilation System is
designed to maintain a slight negative pressure in the S!S Pump Room with
respect to adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered leakage. He Subsphere
Building Ventilaten System is designed to maintain this negative pressure at

a flow rate of'5AQQIcfm from the-SI,Q,,
,

b frequency of 18m:

42pc, [6.5.1 (Ref. 6).
months is coaststent with the guidance provided"in NUREG 0800, Section

b mmmmm system flow rate maintains a slight negative pressure in the SIS
pump room area and provides sufficient air velocity to transport particulate
cone =mmants, assuming only one filter trein operating.

N number of filter elements is selected to limit the flow rate through any
individual element to about 1,000 cfm. His may vary based on filter
housing geometry. h marimum limit ensures that flow through, and
pressure drop across, each filter element is not excessive.

(continued) i
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SURVEIU ANCE WQand depth of the adsorber element at the maaimum
REQUIREMENTS flow rate, the resideoce time oJAwsz[ stream in the charcoal bed achieves

(continued) the destred adsorptionda'teQeast a 0.125 second residence time is
,noceanar76an assumed 95% effici

b filters have a certain pressure drop at the design flow rate when clean.
The magnitude of the pressure drop todicates acceptable perfor==-e and is

based on manufacturer's recommendations for the filter and adsorber elements
at the design flow rate. An increase in pressure drop and/or decrease in flow
indicate that the filter is being inadad or are indicative of other problems with
the system.

This test is ~~iead with the tests for filter penetration and thus an 18-
month frequency, consistat with that specified in RG 1.52.,is used here also.

REFERENCES 1.

k
CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.5, Subsphere Ventilation System.,

2. CESSAR-DC Section 15.6.5, Loss of Coolant Accidets.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02), * Design. Testing and
Maintan=-e Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-Safecy-Feature
AtQt Cleanop System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.*

4. 10 CFR 100 Reactor Site Criteria.

5. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) leaer CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN 355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Criteria Application).*

6. NUREG4800, * Standard Review Plan *, Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2,
*ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems *, Rev. 2. July 1981.

(continued)
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REFERENCES Additional Refermees
(contmuod)

.

.

7. NUREG4800, ' Standard Review Plan *, Section 15.6.5, Rev. 2,
Appendix B, * Radiological Consequences of a Design Basis loss-of-
Coolant Accident: Imkage fmm Enginecad Safety Feature
Components Outside Containment,* Rev.1.

8. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 41 - Containment Atmosphere
Qeanup.

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendtx A GDC 42 - Inspection of Containment
Atmosphere Ceanup Systems.

10. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A. GDC 43 - Testing of Containment
lAtgr i . crc Cleanup Systems.

(.
11. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 61 - Fuel Storage and Handling and

Radioactivity Control

12. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 64 - Monitoring Radioactivity
Releases.

13. ANSI /ASME N509-1980, " Nuclear Power Plant Air Geaning Units
and Components." (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981 approved
the use of the 1980 version, rather than the 1976 version in
Reference 4.)

14 ANSI /ASME N510-1980, * Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning
Systems.* (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2 July 1981 approved the use

, of the 1980 version, rather than the 1975 version in Reference 16.),, , . . - c
c.p t, -

15. , NRC Generic 1.etter 83-13, *Qarification of Surveillance
Requirements for HEPA Filters and Charcoal Absorber Units in
Standard Technical Specifications on ESF Qeanup Systems *, March
2, 1983.

R. CESSAR-bc , Sede \S-8 " sb&a

bdh keport
.
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16A.10.15 B 3.7.15 FUEL BUILDING VENTTLATION EXHAUST SYSTEM

Fuel Building ACS
B 3.7.15 j

(

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS I

- |
B 3.7.1S Fuel Buildine Ventilation Exhaust System I

.

BASES i

i
L

BACKGROUND The Fuel Building Veetilation Exhaust System (FBVES) filters airborne [
radioactive particulates from the ares of the fuel pori following a fuel '

bandhng accident. The FBVES, to conjunction with other, normally
operstag systems also provides environmental control of temperature and

,

'

humidity in the Fuel Pool area. '

;

ne Fuel Building Ventilation Exhaust System consists of two 1005 capacity |
filter trains. This portion of the Fuel Building Ventilation System is an !

engsneered safety feature. De two filter trains receive separate emergency ;

power.
|

.

('
heater, absolute filter, bar == meand post filter. It is equipped with a [

Each of the filter trains consists of a moisture elimir'ator, prefilter, electric ;
s

bypass section. The normal mode of operation for the filter trains is in the i
bypass position. Radiation detection is provided in the duct system header. {
upstream of the filter train inlet to monitor radioactivity. Upon indication of ;

high radioactivity in the exhaust duct system, the bypass dampers will ;

autornareally close and the filter tram inlet dampen will automatically open |,

to direct air flow through the filter trains. Air from the Fuel Building ;
Exhaust System is directed to the unit vent, where it is monitored before |

release to the atmosphere '

4

h 1005 exhaust air system is manually ses to the filtered mode during all
fuel handling operations.

;

i
. N FBVES is discussed in Section 9.4.2 of CESSAR-DC (Ref.1). It may j

be used for normal, as well as post-accident atmospheric cleanup functions. |
The prunary purpose of the heaters is to maintain the relative humidity to an |
acceptable level consistent with iodme removal efficiencies per RG 1.52 (Ref. I

3).

i
(continued) j

i
I
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Fuel Building ACS
B 3.7.15

BASES

APPI.JCABLE The design basis of the FBVES is established by a fuel handling accident.
SAFETY ANALYSES h system is evaluated using the assumptions defined in RG 1.25 (Ref. 4).

h analysis of the effects and consequences of a fuel handling accident are
pre.ented in CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.4 (Ref. 2).

Two types of system failures are considered in the analysis: a complete loss
of function, or excessive leakage. Either type of failure may result in a :

lower removal ef6ciency for any gaseous and particulate activity released
{during a fuel handling accident.

The FBVES satis 5es the requirements of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as described in Reference 5.

,

!LCO Two inde_t and redundant divisions of the FBVES are required to |
"

ensure that at last one is available, assum6ng a single failure disabling the
[ other division. Total system failure could result in the atmospheric releases

,

'

from the Fuel Building exceeding the 10 CFR 100 timits in the evet of a
fuel handling accidet. .

!

The FBVES is considered OPERABLE uten the individual components fn-ry to control operator exposure are OPERABLE in both divisions.
!A division is considered OPERABLE when:

:1. its associated fan is OPERABLE, and
;

is i2. its associated HEPA filter ht_ - 4-W.w not cacessively 1,
restricting flow and are capable of performing their filtration j
functions, and

1

1

43. its associated heater, moisture eliusnator, ductwork, valves and
i

dampers are OPERABLE and air circulation can be maintained.
!
!

BASES
,

APPLICABILITY During movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel building, the FBVES is i

required to be OPERABLE to alleviate the consequences of a fuel handling
|accident.

!

(contmuod) ,

|
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Fuel Building ACS
B 3.7.15

BASES

ACTIONS Al

With one FBVES division inoperable, the inoperable FBVES division must
be restored to OPERABLE status within seven days. In this condition, the
rema ning OPERABLE FBVES division is adequate to perform Fuel Building
air filtration function. The seven day Completion Time is based on
engineering judgement of the risk from an event requiring the inoperable
FBVES division, considering that the remammg division can provide the
required capabilities.

B.1 and B.2

When RA A.1 cannot be completed within the required Completion Time
during umement of irradiated fuel in the fuel building, the OPERABLE
FBVES division should be started immediately or fuel movement suspended.
This action ensures that the remammg division is OPERABLE and that no
radiation detection instrumentation failures that will prevent system operation

I will occur and that any active failures will be readily detected. If the system
is not placed in cervice, this action requires suspension of fuel movement
which precludes a fuel handling accident. ' Ibis does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

Cl \
;

When two divisions of the FBVES are inoperable during movement of 1

trradtated fuel in the fuel butidang, action should be taken to place the plant
in a condition in which the LCO is not applicable. For this LCO, this
involves im=~h-3y mWiag movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel
building. This does not preclude the inovement of fuel to a safe position.

(continued)
i

:

1

l

:

|

l

I
I
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Fuel Building ACS
B 3.7.15

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.15.1 f
REQUIREMENTS

This SR demonstrates that a division in a standby mode stans on demand and
continues to operate. Standby systems should be checked periodically to
ensure they start and function properly. As the environment and normal
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing each train once !

every month provides an adequate check on this system. Monthly bester
operation drys out any moisture accumulated in the carbon from humidity in
the ambient air.

,

!

SR 3.7.15.2

Testing the performance of the HEPA filter, C :: ' +-+ IR' ,_
minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
carbon will be performed coaststent with Regulatory Guide 1.52
requirements. ^

( SR 3.7.15.3

nis SR demonstrates that on an actual or simulated actuation signal each
FBVES division starts and operates. The frequency of 18 months is specified
in RG 1.52 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.7.15.4

His SR demonstrates the integrity of the Fuel Building enclosure. He
ability of the Fuel Building Room to maintain a negative pressure with
respect to potectially unconta===ami adjacent areas is periodically tested to
verify proper function of the FBVES. During the emergency mode of
operation, the FBVES is designed to maintain a slight negative pressure in
the Fuel Building with respect to adjacent areas to prevent unfiltered leakage.
He FBVES is designed to maintain this negative pressure at a flow nie of
25,000 cfm from the Fuel Building.

De frequency of 18 months is consistent with the guidance provided in
NUREG 0800, Section 6.4 (Ref. 6).

(continued)
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Fuel Building ACS
B 3.7.15 [

i

BASES
,

SURVE11. LANCE SR 7.15.5
i

REQUIREMENTS !
(continued) Operating the bypass damper is nee = mary to ensure the system functions

properly. He OPERAB1UTY of the bypass damper is venfied if it can be ;

opened. A frequency of 18 months is specified in RG 1.52 (Ref. 3)

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.2. Fuel Building Ventilation System.

2. CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.4, Fuel Handling Accident.
'

'

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 02),' ' Design, Testing and i

Maintenance Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature

}
Ats-Th-ic Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of
1.ight-Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.*

4 Regulatory Guide 1.25, Assumptions Used for Evaluating the i

(i
Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in
the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized

t
Water Reactors.

,

5. J. K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
<

(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355, C-E
Owners Group Restructured St=dard Technical Specifications -
Volume 1 (Criteria Application).*

6. NUREG-0800, * Standard Review Plan *, Section 15.6.5, Rev. 2,
, T

* Appendix B, * Radiological Consequmees of a Design Basis lossef-
Coolant Accident: I rakage from Engineered Safety Feature
Components Outside Contamment*, Rev.1. .

-

.

(continued)

.
'

.

'
i,
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Fuel Building ACS j

B 3.7.15

BASES
'

:

c

REFERENCES Additional Refmoces

(continued)
7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC 41 - Contamment Atmosphere ,

Cleanup.
L

'

8. 10 CFR 50, .Appendit A. GDC 42 - Inspection of Contamment
|Atmosphere Cleanup Systems. !

l

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 43 - Testing of Contamment ;

Atmosphere Cleanup Systems. |
t

10. 10 CFR 50, Appendit A, GDC 61 - Fuel Storage and Handling and
r

Radioactivity Control.

11. 10 CFR 50 Appendit A. GDC 64 - Monitoring of Radioactivity
- r

Releases. ;
-
i, .
.

ANSI /ASME N509-1980. Nuclear Pos er Plant N2 Cleaning Units !
12.

and Components." (Note: SRP Rev. 7. July 1981 approved the use |

of the 1980 version, rather than the 1976 version in Ref. 4.) i

i

13. ANSI /ASME N510-1980. * Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning !

Systems.* (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981 approved the use
j
'

of the 1980 version, rather than the 1975 version in Ref.15).

'

14. NRC Generic letter 83 13, * Clarification of Surveillance
Requirements for HEPA Filters and Charcoal Absorber Units in
Standard Techmcal Specifications on ESF Cleanup Systems!, March

2, 1983.

!
-

15. Regulatory Guide 1.13, Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis,
'

Rev.1, December 1975. , ,

|
!

,

5

t
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16A.10.16 B 3.7.16 DIESEL BUIll)ING VENTILATION SYSTEM ,

,

Diesel Bmiding Ventilation System
B 3.7.16

,

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS .

B 3.7.16 Diesel Buildine Ventilation Svstem

BASES

12.0 f' ;

BACKGROUND Fxh Diesel Building Ventilation System is designed to maintain the diesel !

building temperature between 40'F minimum and]20*.R maximum when the
diesel is not operating, and between 40*F minimum and 12G*E maximum

,

4

when the diesel is operating. 12.2.* F '

Each diesel building ventilation system consists of supply and exhaust fans f
-witir w-- - ' ' ----Adampers, and controls for the diesel room. Heat
energy from the diesel engine and other sources is absorbed by the ventilation j

a

supply air and deharged to the building exterior by the enhan=* fans. ;

%' uo QT :. r p..<ided=for* -fpplyd sd -.msim&,

( :protectah64esel ga-- .w. d-6siedygg ms = - :.d54r--

,

inip. w d.. _ sy fromr- - -- Clans IE power |% W rd b & d d.0 $.; E , w a b;
t ,

Each diesel generator building receiv'es[EtflMon air for cooling from two !

50% capacity axial supply fans, each equipped with a weatherproof intake
louver, yttac damper, and associated motor driver. . , Ventilation air is

'~lial exhausterkan*d from each diesel room t *mgh two 50% capack a

fans and dampers
>

!

ne diesel generator building vafoon system fans are automatically )
activated in response to butidmg w. Rese automatic controls ,

sequence the fans to meet required cooling demands

t

i When the dienci generator is shut down, th ventilation system can be '

q manually activated if necessary to provide cooling for maintenance or testing
A low room temperature setpoint will shut down all fans in order to=<=a

limit the minimum room temperature to 40*F and prevent freezing. Unit .;

heaters will be installed to hold the room temperature above 40*F. '

,

'
(continued)

i

,

!
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Diesel Bmiding Ventilation System !
'B 3.7.16

BASES

BACKGROUND A missile barrier is provided over each mir intake and exhaust louver to
(contmued) prevent the penetration of a missile into either diesel generator building. ;,

Intake and exhaust ducts are protected by appropriate security bamers.

Unit heaters are cycled as -my to maintain a minimum temperature of
40*F for freeze prevention. Heat losses from equipment are conservatively
estimated based on calculations and operating experience. *

A single failure will not prevent the diesel generator buil in on
system from performing the intended heat removal function. 3acIventilation
system is powered by a Class IE electrical system capable of being fed from

'

the associated diesel generator.

1

Essential componets of the diesel generator building ventilation system are
s

designed to Seismic Category I requirements and will remain functional !

following a safe shutdown earthquake.

( w' ;- m . gQ r.gge _ _ L4 .ac i
4 M ,_dM ' ; % .. Each penetration into the building is :

:

i provided with protection from external missiles. No high or moderate energy >

piping is located in the vicinity of the ventilation equipment or controls. '

i
APPLICABLE ne Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System is a support system3

i'
SAFETY ANALYSES reqmrod for operation of Diesel generators. Hence the Design Bases !

Accidents which credit the operation of Diesel generators (see Tech Spec '

; Section 3.8) are also applicable to the Diesel Generator Building Ventilation
;

System. i
,

,

LCO The LCO requires that each Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System is {
operable to ensure that the Diesel Generators can perform their safety
functions when required.

1

For the Diesel Generator Building Ventilation System to be considered ;
operable, the Diesel Generator Building temperature must be within design I

limits. !

(continued) |

,
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Diesel Building Ventilation System '

B 3.7.16 '.,

BASES

APPLICABILITY Since both Diesel Generstors are required to be operable in MODES 1,2, 3
and 4 the Ventilation System for each diesel generator building must also be i '

operable in MODES 1,2,3 and 4. ~ Tbs s r 3 u r. e u t L ( 4.b E.5 6 % !My ww .ake ha Gee,rabo oc re-w. red % be eMe.Agts.
oppies ,

ACTIONS M |

,'
With the ventilation system inoperable, a time limit of 72 hours is provided

[to return the ventilation system to operable status, ne 72 hous time limit4

is consistent with the time allowed to return an inoperable diesel generator
to operable status.

,

M
!
:

Since the ventiladon system supports the operation of each diesel generator,
.

;.

the diesel generator must be declared moperable if the ventilation system is !

3

declared inoperable.

B.1 and B.2
,

,

,

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
Diesel Generator Building Ventilation Systern cannot be returned to operable
status within the associated completion time. His is done by placing the ;

plant in MODE 3 in 6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are h=wd on opersang experience, to reach the required
plant conditions from full power without challenging plant systems. f

i
>

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.16.1
,

iREQUIREMENTS '
'

Verification that the Diesel Building Temperature is within the limits ensures f2

that the building ventilation system is functioning properly and that tne diesel !
generators can perform their safety functions when required. A 12 hour '

frequency ensures that potential problems wi!! be quickly identified. !

's
(continued) :

t

!
!

I
:

!

,
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Diesel Building Ventilation System
i

B 3.7.16 !

BASES

SURVEILI ANCE SR 3.7.16.2
REQUIREMENTS

!
(continued) Periodically, the supply and exhaust fans and their controls must be tested to

verify proper performance.. A frequency of 18 months is judged to be
,

adequate and is consistent with the major survei!!ance testing performed on
the diesel generators

!

,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.4, * Diesel Generator Building Ventilation
i
'

System *.

J. K. Gasper (CEOG) Letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
,

2.

(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987* CEN-335 C-E ;

Owners Group Restructured Technical Specifications - Volume 1
;

(Criteria Application). '

(

I

j
,

)

i
1

i

,

@

i

!

,
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16A.10.17 B 3.7.17 ESSENTIAL CIDLLED WATER SYSTEM

Essential Chilled Water
B 3.7.17

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS e

,

:

B 3.7.17 Essential Chilled Water Svstem

i

|

BASES i
;

i

BACKGROUND The Essential Chi!!ed Water Sysum (ECWS) provides a beat sink for the !

removal of process and operatmg heat from selected safety related air
handling systems during a transient or accident.

I
h ECWS is a closed loop system consisting of two inda~=d-at divisions.

Each 100% pty division includes a chaled water refrigeration unit, beat i

fr/poh Mchanger, y--~~ tank, two pumps, chemical addition tank, pipiag, :

valves, controls and instrumentabon. An independent.100% capacity chilled EicWS
water refrigeration unit cools each division. & EO" ., Mulled water

,

refri 'on unit is ectuated on high ECWS teraperature and supplies chilled j
gM water to HVAC units is Em.. ; S.fmy T-- m G"; :pp-t |

'

!^'--' e a'a._, sucn as me == wuw. - ;;. 7 , _.. . wm and :

( Sui.,in E!" ; _. . Juring a design basis event. j
. ,

h 'tz ;;:t fe,c i EC"/ yum mciuoes me cmsou mop or pigmg w =>l |'

w .M +W- =--e --d 5 2d. ;- up w me iiin ov m.'J, -:': - 1 Mf =ea_ >
!

j. . i ,-s

During normal operation, the Normal Chilled Water System (NCWS)
performs the cooling funcuon of the ECWS through the ECWS beat ;

exchanger with one of the ECWS pumps recirculating chilled water through |

the system.MCWS is a non-safety desde- system. Additional :
b ~

information about the design and operation of the system. ''- - di ;.112 !
!A----- " re-d can be found in CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.9 (Ref.1).
!

ii
t

APPLICABLE . h design basis of the ECWS is to remove the post-accident heat load '
a

SAFETY ANALYSES from ESF spaces followng a design basis accident with a loss of offsite
power. Each division provides chdied water to the HVAC units at the design i
temperature of 45'F.=d 'hr . _ _ ;4 ^ um. |

|

(continued) |
!
i

!
i

.
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Essenual Chilled Water
B 3.7.17

BASES

APPLICABLE The manmum heat load in the ESF pump room area occurs following a loss

SAFETY ANALYSES of coolant accident (LOCA). Hot fluid from the IRWST is supplied to the

(continued) Safety Injection (SI) and Conramment Spray (CS) Pumps. This heat load to
the area =t@ must be removed 5 y the ECW system to ensure these
systems remain OPERABLE. During a more normal cooldown, the
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) piping also provides a best load in areas
served the by ECWS.

The ECWS satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the Interim Policy
Statement as desenbed in Reference 2.

LCO The requuements for two ECWS divisions provides the required redundancy
ensunng the syem functions to remove post-acadent heat loads, assummg
the worst single failure.

'

A division is considered OPERABLE when:

1. it has an OPERABLE pump and associated compression tank, and

2. the associated piping, valves, chiller unit and instrumentation on the
safety related flowpath are OPERABLE.

'Ibe isolation of ECW to other components or systems may render those
components or systems inoperable, but does not affect the OPERABILITY
of the ECWS.

P

APPLICABIllTY In MODES 1,2,3 and 4 the ECWS is required to be OPERABLE when a
LOCA or other accidents, would require ESF operation.

in MODES S and 6, potential heat loads are smaller and the probability of ,
,

accidents requiring the ECWS are low.

(continued) |

I

i
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Essential Chilled Water !

B 3.7.17
|

BASES
,

!
ACTIONS M

With one ECWS division inoperable, the inoperable ECWS division must be
restored to OPERABLE status within seven days. In this condition, the
OPERABLE ECWS division is adequate to perform the cooling function. ;
ne seven-day Completion Tune is appropriate because of the high reliability
of offsite power and availability of the normal Heating, Ventilation and Air ;

,

Conditioning (HVAC) System. !
,

nis Action may be satisfied by exammmg logs or other information to
;

determine if the valves are out.of-service for maintenance or other reasons ;
It does not mean to perform the SRs needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY,

I

of the valves. ,

With more than one division inoperable LCO 3.0.3 directs the plant to a safe '

state.
i

B.1 and B.2

ne plant must be placed in a MODE in which the requirement does not ,

apply if the ECWS cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated
|

Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in
6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are i

.

reasonable based on operating experience to reach the reqmrod MODES from '

full power operation without challenging plant systems. ;

i
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.17.1
i

REQUIREMENTS
|

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic
<

>

valves in the ECWS flowpath provides nasurance that the proper flowpaths ;

exist for ECWS operation. His SR does not apply to valves which are !
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since they were verified !

to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or secunng. His SR ,'
also does not apply to valves which cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such j
as c%ck valves. He 31 day frequency is based on cogmeering judgement ;

ering the importance of these valves and the low probability of their
-

L sigorDerit. b

(continued)

i.
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Essen6al Chilled Water
B 3.7.17 [

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.17.2
REQUIREMENTS . .

(continued) This SR demonstrates proper automatic operation of the ECWS. The
surveillance interval of 18 anoths is based on the refueling cycle and has
been shown to be acceptable through operatag experience.

;

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.2.9 Fuential Chilled Water System. |

2. L K. Gasper (CEOG) lener CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley ;

(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 "CEN-355, C-E j
Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications - '

Volume 1 (Criteria Applicanon)."

Additional Refermees i

|
3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC-4 - Environmental and Missile !( Design Basis.

|

. 4. 10 CFR 50. Appendix A GDC-44 - Cooling Water.
,

!
5. ANSI /ANS 59.1-1979, " Safety Related Cooling Water Systems in '|Nuclear Power Plants." <

!

I
i

|
i

I
i

J

'i
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16A.10.13 B 3.7.18 NUCLEAR ANNEX VENTILATION SYSTEM

NAVS
B 3.7.IB

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.18 Nuclear Annex Ventilation System

.

BASES

BACKGROUND The Nuclear Annex Building general ventilation supply systems consist of
two 50% capacity supply units and two 50% capacity supply fans. Supply
units contain filters, heating coils, and chilled water cooling coils served
from the nonesential chilled water system.

He Nuclear Annex Building general ventilation exhaust systems consist of
. two 50% capacity particulate filtration exhaust units,and two 50% capacity

exhaust fans that discharge to the unit vent. or one_loe% deced.$.a At d.esq

The essential rwhanical equipment room cooling units consist of chilled
( water cooling coil, direct. drive centrifugal recinulation fan, and dampers and

controls to achieve the desired operation. He chilled water coils are served
from the essential chilled wster system.

He essential mechanical equipment room ventilation units contain intake
filters, direct-dnve centnfugal supply and exhaust fans, and dampers and,

controls to achieve the desired operation. Here are beating and cooling coils
to temper the outside air as required. Applicable anas are as follows:

!

Compooect cooling water system equipment areas including CCWS pump
rooms, OC"!/0 '- i. gre . and essential chilled water system
pump and chiller rooms.

De essential mechanical equipment room cooling systems are designed to
maintain the space temperatures below 100*F at times wten the served
equipment must operate At least one train of essential mechanical equipment
rooms is maintained below 100'F assuming a single failure of an active
component concurrent with a loss of offsite power. Exhaust fans are
powered from the diesel generators.

(continued)
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BASES i

i
BACKGROUND The Nuclear Annes Venta!ation System is designed to provide ventilation and !

(continued) heat removal for personnel =cem to non essential areas of the building. De !

design temperature range for the oonasential building areas is 60*F to
100*F.

Non camential equipment in the Nuclear Annex in areas served by non-
essential HVAC includes the normal chz!!crs and pumps, CVCS tanks and
pumps, hot machme and hot tool rooms, and the sample rooms. '

\oo*l. \cdi.
During normal operation of the general ventilation system, outside air is i

supplied by twoNR capacity supply umts an(tM,1( capacity supply [
fans. The air is filtered and then conditioned as needed by the heating and4

;

cooling coils. The exhaust, a2r,g pr i throju h two 50% capacity
particulate filter systems and is disch to N unit vent by two,%%'wt.g
capacity exhaust fans. Supply and exhaust fans are electrically interlocked '

(.
such that the building will always remain under a slight negative pressure
with itspect to the environment to assure that all potentially radioactive

,

releases are monitored prior to atmosphenc discharge In the event of a loss- I

of-coolant-accident, the general vent 21stion equipment will continue to operate
'

normally as long as offsite power is available. Ducts to areas with essential '

cooling units will be isola:cd to enable proper operation of the emergency,

?

equipinent.

i

Normal operation of the essential mechanical equipment room cooling and !

ventilation units is with the equipment operating as required to maintain space !

temperatures The cooling systems will operate based on heat load as,

indicated by room temperature Int he event of a LOCA or DBA, all units
are staned with the equipment being served, and will operate at full capacity

i
throughout the event.

The essential machanical equipment room cooling systems are protected from'

the effects of internally generated missiles, pipe break effects, and water
spray (GDC 4). ;

he essential marhanical equipment room cooling systems perform the '

required safety function following a safe shutdown earthquake, and are able
to withstand the effects of appropnate natural phenomena such as tornadoes, i

floods, and humcanes (GDC 2).

(conttnued) l
i
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BASES

SAFETY ANALYSES h essential -hanical equipment room cooling consist of two completely
redundant, ie%t full. capacity systems. Division I cooling system
serves Division I essential mechanical equipment rooms, and Division II
cooling system serves Division II essential machanical equipment rooms.
Each train is powered fmm independent Class IE power sources. (Units
with chilled war cooling coils we headered on separate essential chilled
water cooling systems.) Equipment capacities are selected based on
conservative evaluations of beat-producing equipment and conservative
assumptions of adjacent area temperatures. Failure of one train may cause
subsequent loss of components in the associated rooms. N consequences
of this are acceptable since full redundance of essential mechanical i

components is pmvided.

All essential components of the =hanical equipment room cooling systems
are designed as Seismic Category I equipment, and will remain functional
following a design basis earthquake. Intake and eahaust structures are
protected from wind-generated or tornado-generated missdes.,

t

Redundant components of the essential mechanical equipment room cooling
systems are physically separated and protected fmm internally generated
missiles. When subjected to pipe break effects, the components are not
required to operate because the served mechanical equipment is located in the
same space as the cooling components. Wrefore, a pipe break in the same
=hanical safety train is the only possible ==m of affecting the cooling
system.

.

W Nuclear Annex Ventilation System satisfies the requirements of Criterion
3 of the Interim Policy Statement as described in Reference 6.

LCO Two i@ht and redundant divisions of the Nuclear Annex Ventilation
System are required to ensure that at least one is available, assuming a single
failure coincident with a loss of offsite power disabling the other train.

b Nuclear Annes Ventilation System is considered OPERABLE when the
individual components necessary to maintatn the Essential Mechanical
Equipment Rooms ventilation units and cooling unit are operable in both
divisions. A division is considered OPERABLE when:

(continued)

i
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BASES -

LCO 1. its associated fans are OPERABLE, and

(contmuod)
2. its *e<~I cooler has esamtial chill water flow through the

cooling unit, and

3. its associated ventilation heater, ductwork, valves and dampers are
'

OPERABLE and air circulation can be maintained.

S a ~b
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1,2,3,hac[fthe Nuclear Annex Ventilation System is required f

to be OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the
SIS.

.

-InMODESland4 the-Nuclear-AnnerVenttlation-Sysk= ygdred- )

Lto-be4PERABLEhlS ismuned-to be4PERABIE-
muse 5.e n 1 4. . ~ ~l i %% o _J

( 6 00;' e 8 SC eswmb - ~ a A C /iE2A6kn7 |
'

ACTIONS Aa e
t

With one Nuclear Annet Essential Mechanical room cooling and ventilation

system division snoperable, the moperable train must be restored to
OPERABLE status within seven days. In this condition, the OPERABLE
Subsphere Building Ventilation System trains is adequate. However, the
overall reliability is reduced wheze a single failure in the OPEXABLE train |

could result in loss of function. j'

, ,

ne seva. day Completion Time is appropriate Mm- the risk contributi' n |o

of the sys:em is less than that for the SIS.
!

B.1 and B.2

%e plant must be placed in a MODE in wtSch the requirement does not j

apply if the Nuclear Annex Essential Mechanical room cooling and j
vetilation system cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated i

Completion Time. His is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in i

6 hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. He allowed Completion Times are j

reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required MODES from ;

full power operation without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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BASES
i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.18.1 !
!

REQUIREMENTS
;

This SR venfies that a division. having bees shutdown when not required for
'

operation, starts on demand and continua to operate. Standby systems
should be checked periodically to ensure they start and function properly. As
the environm,mr and normal operanng conditions on this system at not
severe, testing each train once every month provides an adequate check on
this system. Systems without beaten need only be operated for 15 minutes
to demonstrate the function of the system. Normal operation of the system j
during required modes satisfies this SR.

[
i

SR 3.7.18.2 '

This SR demonstrates that on an actual or simulated actuation signal each
|

Nuclear Annex Emential Ma-h nical Equiptnent room cooling and ventilation
[systems division rectreulation units start and operate and that ducts to the
!( general ventilation system isolate. The frequency of 18 months is consistent

j with that specified in RG 1.52.
,

T

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 9.4.9 Nuclear Annex Ventilation System.
f

2. CESSAR-DC Section 15.6.5, loss of Coolant Accidents.
|

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Rev. 09, *D aign. Testing and
Maintenarre Criteria for Post Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature

!

,

AQt Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of '

Ught. Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.* i

;
4. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Cnteria.

.

S. L K. Gasper (CEOG) letter CEOG-87-735 to Dr. T. E. Murley
(Director NRR/NRC) dated December 11,1987 *CEN-355. C-E i

Owners Group Restructured Standard Technical Specifications - !
Volume 1 (Critena Application).*

6. NUREG.0800, * Standard Review Plan *, Section 6.5.1, Rev. 2, f
*ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems *, Rev. 2, July 1981.

{
(continued),
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RASES

REFERENCES Additional References !

(continued) i

7. NUREG-0800, * Standard Review Plan *, Section 15.6.5, Rev. 2, f'Appendtx B, * Radiological Conseq-~ of a Design Basis Lossef- |

Coolant Accident: Leakage from Engineered Safety Feature
Components Outside Contammant,' Rev. 1.

8. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A. GDC-41 - Contammmt Atmosphere
Cleanup.*

i

9. 10 CFR 50, Appendit A. GDC 64 - Monitoring Radioactivity fReleases.

10. ANSI /ASME N509-1980, ' Nuclear Power Plant Air Clemmng Unsts
and componcets.* (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2. July 1981 approved '

;
the use of the 1980 version, rather than the 1976 version in i

( Referrace 4.) i

|

11. ANSI /ASME N510-1980, " Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning [
Systems." (Note: SRP 6.5.1, Rev. 2, July 1981 approved the use ;
of the 1980 version, rather than the 1975 version in Reference 16.) t

I

f

i
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,

!
i

!

i

i
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i Fuel Storage Pool Baron Concentration

B 3.7. Ns f
C( B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS4

B 3.7. R Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration f. t

6 ; !
.

!

BASES !.
!1

}. ,
i lo

BACKGROUND
As described in LC0 3.7. M, " Spent Fuel Assembly Storage," !!

fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel racks [in a !

" checkerboard" pattern) in accordance with criteria based on
i[ initial enrichment and discharge burnup]. Although the

4

"

water in the spent fuel pool is normally borated to i

LV10 2: [1600] ppm, the criteria which limits the storage of a ,

fuel assembly to specific rack locations is conservatively ;

developed without taking credit for boron. i
'

I

: APPLICABLE 2n
A fuel assembly could be inadvertently loaaed into a spent .

SAFETY ANALYSES fuel rack location not allowed by LC0 3.7. 4 (e.g., an !

unirradiated fuel assembly or an insuffici)ently depleted
i

-

fuel assembly). This accident is analyzed assuming the ;

extreme case of completely loading the fuel pool racks with
;

'

I unirradiated assemblies of maximum enrichment. Another type
I of postulated accident is associated with a fuel assembly :

which is dropped onto the fully loaded fuel pool storage
;,

'

!rack. Either incident could have a positive reactivity
ieffect, decreasing the margin to criticality. However the
inegative reactivity effect of the soluble boron compens,ates

for the increased reactivity caused by either one of the two i
i

postulated accident scenarios.
.

'

I
t

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel pool
h

.

satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.,

j

) ;
'

:

LCO
The specified concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel i

!

pool preserves the assumptions used in the analyses of the }"

potential accident scenarios described above. This
concentration of dissolved boron is the minimum required ,"

concentration for fuel assembly storage and movement within i

the fuel pool. |
i

|
,

,

't

1

(continued)
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Fuel Storage Pool Boron Concentration i
B 3.7.17s |

( (l !
BASES (continued) '

;

IAPPLICABILITY This LC0 applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the
spent fuel pool until a complete spent fuel pool i,

'
iverification has been performed following the last movement
!

' of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool. This LCO does
!not apply following the verification since the veHfication r

j would confirm that there are no misloaded fuel assemblies.
4

With no further fuel assembly movements in progress, there !
is no potential for a misloaded fuel assembly or a dropped ;fuel assembly.,

j
;

;

ACTIO!iS A.1, A.2, and A.3

3 ,

3 The Required Actions are modified by a NOTE indicating that j;

LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.
i
?

When the concentration of baron in the spent fuel pool is !
;

!

less than required, immediate action must be taken to
!] preclude an accident from happening or to mitigate the
{j consequences of an accident in progress. This is mosti

i
efficiently achieved by immediately suspending the movement ,;

;
fuel of assemblies. This does not preclude the movement of

ij fuel assemblies to a safe position.
i 1

!

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, !i LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving |i
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the;
fuel movement is independent of reactor operation. <

i
'

Therefore, inability to suspend movement of fuel assemblies
i

!
is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown.a

:

! !

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1 .1
REQUIREMENTS L

This SR verifies that the concentration of baron in the k'
1

spent fuel pool is within the required limit. As long as '

! this SR is met, the analyzed incidents are fully addressed.
iThe 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major.

' '

replenishment of pool water is expected to take place over a
short period of time.,

4 -

/

j pc }V
1 M EEEBENCES None.

;$ ~
:

,-
-

N
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B3.7.1K ;
lo i( B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B3.7.}6(SpentFuelAssemblyStorage
D J ,

i

BASES
>

:
,

BACKGROLIND
The spent fuel storage facility is designed to store either
new (nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned
(irradiated) fuel assemblies in a vertical configuratipn !

underwater. The storage pool is sized to store [735] '1o'7 ;

irradiated fuel assemblies, which includes storage for [15]
i

failed fuel containers. The spent fuel storage cells are
installed in parallel rows with center to center spacing of- i

[122a4Rg] inches in one direction, and [lSq"s] inches ing u c> '

U60 !the other orthogonal direction. This spacing and " flux

mn- pogoned..s.A nto-neutronabsorbingst,ainless-steel-can4 is sufficienttrap" construction, whereby--the%ei assemblies-are _inieri.cd- us 634
to maintain a k,,, of s 0.95 for spent fuel of original
enrichment of up to [3>3%]F741owever, as higher initial j

enrichment fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel ;

pool, they must be stored in a checkerboard pattern taking |

into account fuel burn up to maintain a k ,, of 0.95 or less. |
( i

t i

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The spent fuel storage facility is designed for !

noncriticality by use of adequate spacing, and " flux trap" !
constructio whereby the fuel assemblies are inserted into

,

< neum sorbing stainless steel cans. '

/c $ non- pw red " L' mserts :

The spent fuel assembly storage satisfies Criterion 2 of the |
NRC Policy Statement. i

'

|
,

LCD lb
The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblics within
the spent fuel pool, according to [ Figure 3.7.151], in the i

'

accompanying LCO, ensures that the k,,, of the s' pent fuel
pool will always remain < 0.95 assuming the pool to be !

flooded with unborated water. The restrictions are
;

consistent with the criticality safety analysis performed i

for the spent fuel pool according to [ Figure 3.7.10-1], in ;

the accompanying LCO. j
1g

!
,

i'

(continued)
CE0G STS B 3.7-86
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Spent Fuel Assembly Storage !

B 3.7.'lK j

BASES (continued)

!
APPLICABILITY This LC0 applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in !

[ Region 2] of the spent fuel pool.
;

!

ACTIONS A.]
,

IRequired Action A.1 is modified by a NOTE indicating that !

LC0 3.0.3 does not apply. !
:

k' hen the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in :

[ Region 2] the spent fuel pool is not in accordance with |Figure [3.7.}R-1], immediate action must be taken to make ;
lthe necessary Yuel assembly movement (s) to bring the ;,

configuration into compliance with Figure [3.7.}1L-1].
; 2o

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in H0DE 5 or 6, i

LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving i,

irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the |
'

fuel movement is independent of reactor operation. '

Therefore, in either case, inability to move fuel assemblies '

is not sufficient reason to require a reactor shutdown, j3

.

- 2e ;
SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 7. M.14

'

REQUIREMENTS
'

This SR verifies by administrative means that the initial j
enrichment and { discharge fuel] burnup of the fuel assembly ;

isinaccordancewithFigure[3.7.%-1]intheaccompanying I

LCO.
le

REFERENCES fione.
|

|
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( 16A.11 B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

16A.11.1 B 3.8.1 AC SOURCES - OPERATING

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.1.1

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
.

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operatine

BASES

BACKGROUND h AC Power Sources consist of the offsite power sources (preferred power)
and the onsite standby power sources. As required by General Design
Criterion 17 (Ref.1), the design of the AC Power System provides
i%a and redundancy to ensure an available source of power to the
Engmeered Safety Feature (ESF) systems,

b Division 1 and 2 onsite Class !E AC Distnbution System is divided into
redundant load groups so that loss of any one group will not prevent the
mmimum safety functions from bemg performed. Each set of redundant AC
load groups has connections to two preferred (offsite) power supplies and to
a single diesel generator.

Ldq.eubd gransnussion lines M - &cN5re G.rrect L > I-; -

g -- ----- ;^r :7 ^ z supply offsite

. P,,Orrech bY '"ower to i. 23^ k'.' .-.4,d.From-the mdyd, m: 7= "-%8h feeds the Unit Main Tp'Q. The UMT transformsformerg(UMTI) and abe-
p

|^ " "

feeds the M*:
,

Auxiliary TransformerstpA i

Pre b rvd h h d 230 kV to 24 kV through the four UMTs. This 24 kV is icpd to two Unit
;" Auxiliary Transformers (UAT). These UATs each provide power to their ;

respective separate switchgear groups [[] and d. The UATs provide 13.8 :

kV for large motors and Jtb6 kV for primary station distribution. -

4.lfo
iUAT: provide the normal preferred source of power to the 4160 volt

emergency busses. UATh provides the power to Division 1 emergency
{busses and UAh provides the power to Division 2 emergency busses. i

Badcup o 'te power for either or both the emergency busses is provided :
through ATf If offsite power is not available, the emergency busses are {
supplied from their respective diesel generator. (DG). DG1 supplies power ;
to Division 1 emergency busses and DG2 supplies power to Division 2
emergency busses

C.. eA..e M ,

If power were lost, undervoltage relays would sense this condition. The
g,, ga R AT- electrical rystem would then sfer to the backup preferred power i

source (the4AT3 end-start-the-associated;DG. If power is not available '

from the backup preferred source, the) DG is automatically used to
n n-x _ -, &

% fs,c -%. ,R,. b -h. cos.e <A d RAT w.41 ocUWconDnued)
os -4 pe., ~ ...t rscn- scfeh bw cme.43 = cl. A 5 tactessC.

SYSTEM . + m,c b.5%, mit pre elde Oc %%%%. :,%d of 4ke.%
B,y 4g % g81(

M m_. .
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AC Sources Operating
B 3.8.1 !

i

BASES - f

BACKGROUND power the associated emergency busses. The DGs start auto >utically on a
(coctinued) Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) or on a loss of voltsge (LOV) on the i

respective emergency busses Even though the DGs are staned on SIAS,
;

they will not power the emergency busses unless both preferred offsite i

sourtes of power are unavailable. h DG automatica!!y ties to it's busses |
on a LOV condition on that bus withoffsite power ^ ' '

t.46 Qvada94. .
sequentially connected to their respective emerg by

their automata sequencer. h load sequencer s stic start signals ,

to motor breakers to prev rionding source from starting all |
. loads simuhaneously. Certam e ' as diesel support loads are |
j powered froir asf wired directly to the mat enerator but are st llit

load seqm. All required loadsMeted via thei sequenced -
,

f /oad ta.ncer within 40 seconds after the initiation of the event. Nl
|

'

In accordance with R+gulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2), diesel gecerators 1 and 2 |
have kW continuous and [MM] kW two-hour load ratings.

'

( let2 3 AMO*T (e (* 2. Io |
'

The diesel generators are rated at 4160 volts, three phase,60 Hz, and are j
capable of attammg rated frequency and voltage within twenty seconds after
receipt of a start signal (Ref. 3).

'
1

h ESF systems which are powered from Civisional power sources are listed
in Reference 4. !

a -

APPLICABLE h initial conditions of design basis transien' and accident analyses in FSAR i
SAFETY Chapters 6, Engineered Safety Features, and 15, Accident Analyses, assume |
ANALYSES ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC Power System is designed to provide |

ssJficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of ====ry power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor
Coolant System, and contamment design limits are not eaceeded. These
design limits are di -* in more detail in the Bases for LCO Sections 3.2 {
(Power Distnbution Limits) 3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6,

(Contammer t Systems).

(continued)
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|
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AC Sources Operating ,
.

B 3.8.1 ;

i

BASES '

,

,

APPLICABLE In general, the safety analysis considered offsite power to be available to ESF
!

SAFETY equipment following event initiation. Offsite power is not considered to be
I

ANALYSES safery-related. A loss of offsite power (LOOP) alone is an analyzed event

(continued) since it presents a challeoge to the plant's safety features and would result in
a totalloss of AC power if the diesel generators failed to start. |

.

He OPERABILITY of an off.d e AC source is not explicitly required by thet .

:safety analyses. Herefore, the need for two independent offsite power
circuits was not derived from the safety analysis, since events postulating ["

failure of offsite power considered a complete loss of 230kv power. Such
events disable both offsite circuits. De requirement for two offsite circuits j

was derived from the design criteria (Ref.1) and standards incorporsted into ,

!
the plant design, which required redundant, independent offsite power

.
sources. ,

<

ne OPERABILITY of the power sources is consisteet with the initial )

( assumptions of the accident analyses and design requirements and is based
,

,

- iupon maintaining at least 'one of the' AC and DC Power Sources and '

associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the
event of (1) an assumed loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power, and (2) a

-

single failure of the other AC source

'l
LCO Two physically independent circuits (Ref.)Q between the offsite transmission-

network and the onsite Class IE , Distribution System, and the two 1

i e_t diesel generators (Ref. ensure availability of the required t

!.

power to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition'

!after an anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated design basis

accadent (DBA).=

' The two circuits from offsite are required to be *piry 4 411y independent * such ,

ithat a single component fault (e.g., breaker trip) will not cause both power
sources to be lost to one or more 4160 volt emergeocy buses. Thus, a
physically ind-a-ad-at circuit consists of one incoming line to the 230 kV- (P4,,.df

Likkped
switchyard, a circuit path (including breakers and disconnects) to one h be.') |'
energized UAT (/ orf), and a circuit path from the energized UAT to the !

G +y. J .+ c.; w Mo A >< d= <r ul6 de.cumuM 4160 volt emergency buses. A e y s", g ty ';

Mso coes:s4 .O 4 b e w ec
L A ,1 p ,J L e , 6 c e { g q[,e ,,+ p ,+L (continued) |

(mcNiaS br ecAer3 c..d dwco**eM -b o < ee$sucl l
'

RAT (D usic>H 3) a cl a em,+ pcA &"^
Sub c^"'S n A W ,% 'M %o voH en er3%9 ;
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LCO Inoperable AC sources do not necessanly result in inoperable components
(continued) (which are designed to receive power from that source) unless 'pecificallys

directed by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7).

Certain diesel generator support systems are addressed in other LCOs.
During inoperabilities in these support systems, inoperable diesel generators
do not necessarily result unless specifically directed b/ Required Actions.
his is in accordance with LCO 3.0.7.

APPLICABILITY The AC Power Sources are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,2,3,
and 4 to ensure that:

1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary
limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational
occurrences or abnormal transients, and

(
2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and

other vital functions are maintained in the event of a postulated
DBA.

AC Power Source requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in LCO
3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown.

ACTIONS Operattng experience indicates that the availability of a typical offsite source
is higher than that of a typical standby AC supply (Ref. 8). Rus, if risk is
evaluated in terms of availability, the risk associated with the loss of an
offsite power source (the source with the higher availability) would appear
to be more severe than the risk associated with the loss of a standby AC
supply (the source with the lower availability). However, this apparent
difference in severity is offset by maintamability considerations: that is, the

i

time required to detect and restore an unavailable offsite source is generally I

mtrh less than that required to detect and restore an unavailable standby AC
supply. Based on these considerations, a general distinction between

4

operating restrictions associated with the loss of an offsite source and those
restrictions associated with the loss of a standby AC supply is not warranted.

(continued)

I
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'
ACl" IONS A. I . A.2. and A.3

(continued)
With one of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient offsite power
is available from the other required offsite circuit to ensure that the umt can ;

be maintained in a safe shutdown condition following a design basis transient i

or accident. Even failure of the remammg required offsite circuit will not ;

jeopsrdize a safe shutdow1 of the unit because of the redundant standby ;

diesel generator. However, since system reliability is degraded below the i
'

LCO requirements, a time limit on continued operation is imposed. To
ensure a highly reliable power source remains, it is necessary to verify the

. availability of the remammg required offsite circuit on a more frequent basis
when one offsite circuit is inoperable.

I
'

!The specific list of features encomp==ad by Required Action A.2 is provided ,
|in Reference 8. nose features are those which are designed with redundant
,

{.

safety-related divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since the ;
'

Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is limited to 24 hours,
those systems with allowed Completion Times :t: to 24 hours for both |
divisions inoperable are not included as required features to be checked.
Required Action A.2, which only applies if the division cannot be powered i

from an offsite source, is intended to provide assurance that an event with a 3

coincident single failure of the associated diesel generator will not result in j

a complete loss of safety function of critical systems. The term * ensure,* as
'

used in Required Action A.2, allows for an administrative check by +

exammmg logs or other information, to deternune if certain features are out
of service for mainimance or other reasons. It does not require unique
performance of the Surveillance Requirements needed to demonstrate t

OPERABILITY of the feature. De Completion Time is intended to allow j
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. His ;

Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal * time zero" for
beguunng the allowed outage time * clock". In this Required Action, the i

Completion Time only begins on discovery that both 1) the division has no !

offsite power supplying its loads, and 2) a required feature on the other |

division is inope:3ble. If at anytime during the existence of this Condition ]

(one offsite circuit inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes
inoperable, this Completion Time would begin to be tracked. He
CompletionTime is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration j

the probability of an event concurrent with a single failure of the associated 1

diesel generator, thereby leading to a loss of function of this feature.

(continued)
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iACTIONS A. I. A.2. and A.3 (continued)
(continued)

:

Due to the loss of redundancy in the offsite power sources, a single failure
in the offsite AC Power System could result in a complete loss of offsite
power. Therefore, Required Action A.3 restricts continued operation. In
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), operation may continue for
a period that should not exceed 72 hours. If the source is not restored within
72 hours, a controlled shutdown must be initiated per Required Actions F.1
and F.2.

B.1. B.2. B.3.1. B.3.7. and B .4

With one diesel generator inoperable. sufficient AC Power Sources remain

available to ensure safe shutdown of the unit in the event of a transient or
accident without a single failure. Operation could therefore safely continue

,

for a short period of time if the availability of the remarmng sources is
verified.

The specific list of features encompM by Required Action B.2 is provided
in Reference 8. These features are those which are designed with redundant
safety related divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since the i

Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is limited to four hours,
those sys: ems with allowed Completion Times 2 four hours for both
divisions inoperable are not included as required features to be checked.
Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of offsite
p:rwer, during the period that a diesel generator is inoperable, will not result
in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems. The term * ensure,*
as used in Required Action B.2, allows for an administrative check by
eramimng logs or other infortnation, to determine if Cettain fe.tures are out

of service for maint-e or other reasons. It does not require unique
performance of the Surveillance Requirements needed to demonstrate
OPERABILITY of the feature. The Completion Time is intended to allow
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal * time zero* for
beginning the allowed outage time " clock.* In this Required Action, the
Completion Time only begins on discovery that both 1) an inoperable diesel
generator exists, and 2) a required feature on the other division is inoperable.
If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one diesel generator '

inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes inoperable, this

(continued)
,
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'

i,

ACTIONS B.I. B.7. B.3.1. B.3.7. and B.4 (continued) f
'

(continued)
Completion Time would begin to be incked. "Ibe Completion Time is based $
on engineering judgmmt taking into consideration the probability of a loss f;

' of offsite power occumng while the other Division 1 or 2 diesel generator ;

is inoperable. This is comparable to, but less severe than, Condition D (both ;

diesel generators inoperable) and therefore has a comparable, but less |
3 '

restrictive, Completion Time.

i

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid n_a-- y testing of ;-

the OPERABLE diesel generator. If it can be determined that the cause of I

the inoperab!e diesel generator does not exist on the OPERABLE diesel !
generator, SR 3.8.1.2 (diesel generator start) does not have to be performed. |

If the cause of inoperability exists on the other diesel generator, the second
,

'

diesel generator would be declared inoperable upon discovery of the condition

(,
and Condition D would be entered. Once the failure is repaired and the !

co==na mode failure no longer exists, Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied. !
If the cause of the initial inoperable diesel generator cannot be confirmed to j
not exist on the remaining diesel generator, performance of SR 3.8.1.2 will !

suf5cc to provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY of that diesel 6

Emerator

Per Generie Letter 84-15 (Ref. 9), eight hours is a reasonable time to confirm [
that the OPERABLE diesel generator is not affected by the same problem as |

ithe inoperable diesel generator,

i

Required Action B.4 restricts continued operation to 72 hours in accordance i

with Regulatory Guide 1.93 {Ref. 8). If the inoperable diesel generator is !
not restored within 72 hours, a controlled shutdown must be initiated per !
Required Actions F.1 and F.2. j

Conditico B is modified by a Note which requires performance of Required .

'
Acnon B.3.1 or B.3.2 if Condition B is entered. Because of the potential for
common cause failures Required Action B.3.1 or B.3.2 must be completed *

when one diesel generator becomes inoperable even if it is restored to i

OPERABLE status in less than eight hours. j
.

!
(continued)

|
:

!
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I

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2
(continued)

la Condition C, individual redundancy is lost in both the offsite power
system and the onsite Division 1 or 2 AC Power System. However, since -

power system redundancy is provided by two diverse sources of power, the '

reliability of the power systems in this Condition may appear higher than
Condition E (loss of both required offsite circuits). ' Itis difference in

,

reliability is offset by the susceptibility of this power rystem configuration
}to a single bus or switching failure.

During the time this Condition exists (one offsite circuit and one diesel
generator inoperable), Condition A and B also exist concurrently. The
Required Actions and associated Completion Times for these Conditions also '

apply from time of entry into each individual Condition. This will continue
;

;

to provide common mode failure considerations for the snoperable diesel * !

generator, cross <livisional feature OPERABILITY considerations, and '

( provide the appropnate time limit for continued operation while repairs are
:

being attempted.
,

Per Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the available offsite and standby I

AC Power Sources each one less than the LCO, operation may continue for
12 hours. If either an offsite or a standby AC source is restored to i
OPERABLE status within 12 hours, operation may continue for 72 hours
from the time of the initial loss of the re-ning inoperable source (consistent

with the loss of ooc AC source in Condition A or B). If neither an offsite |
source nor a standby source is restored within the 12 hours, or, if either the

;

inoperable diesel generator or the inoperable circuit is not restored within 72
hours of its initial inoperability in accordance with Condition A or B (which !

may occur, in some cases. prior to the 12-hour allowance), a controlled
shutdown :nust be initiated per Required Actions F.1 and F.2.

(continued) ;

'
-

'
,
f

|
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ACTIONS M ,

(continued) .

With two required diesel generators inoperable, insufficient standby AC |
Power Sources are available to power the minimum required ESF functions. !

Since the offsite power system is the only source of AC power for this level I
of degradation, the risk associated with continued operation for a very short ;

time could be less than that associated with an immediate controlled shutdown
(i.e the immediate shutdown could cause grid instability which could result -

in total loss of AC power). However, since any inadvertent generator trip ;

could also result in total loss of AC power, the time allowed for continued '

operation is severely restricted. h intent here is not only to avoid the risk i
associated with an imerwfiate controlled shutdown but also to minimize the }
risk associated with this level of degradation. During the time this condition
exists (both diesel generators inoperable), Condition B also exists !

concurrently for each of the inoperable diesel generators i=%+_-d=.stly. W {,

Required Actions and associated Completion Times apply as discussed ,

previously. This will continue to provide common mode failure !
( considerstions, cross-divisional fearure OPERABILITY and provide the !

appropriate time limit for continued operation while repairs are being
,

attempted. i

Per Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8). with the available standby AC electrical !
supplies two less than the LCO, operation may continue for a period that !
should not exceed two hours. One of the required diesel generators must be e

restored within these two hours. Operation may then continue in accordance !

with the loss of one diesel generator in Condition B. If no standby AC i

supply is restored within two hours, or, if either inoperable diesel generator j
is not restored within 72 hours of its imtial inoperability in accordance with ;
Condition B (which may occur. in some cases, prior to the two-hour |

allowance), a controlled shutdown must be imtiated per Required Actions F.1
.

and F.2. i
)

E.1 and E.2
l

With both of the required offsite circuits inopersble, sufficient standby AC
Power Sources are available to maintam the unit in a safe shutdowaa condition
in the event of a design basis transient or accident. However, since AC
Power System reliability is degraded below the LCO requirements, a tirne
limit on continued operation is imposed

(continued)
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t

ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (continued) (
!

(continued)
De specific list of features enconig==d by Required Action E.1 is provided ;

in Reference 8. Rese features are those which are designed with redundant t

!safety-related divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since the
Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is limited to 12 hours, ;

those systems with a!! owed Completion Times 2: 12 hours for both divisions ;

inoperable are not included as required features to be checked, ne ,

requirement is intended to provide assurance should a coincident single
'

failure of a diesel generator occur during the period with two offsite circuits ,

inoperable, a complete loss of safety function of critical systems will not |
result. He tenn * ensure,* as used in Required Action E.1, allows for an ,

admtmstrative check by exammmg logs or other information, to determine if !

certain features are out of service for maintenance or other reasons It does
not require unique performance of the Surveillance Requirements needed to

'

demonstrate OPERABILITY of the feature. De Completion Time is

[ intended to allow the operator titne to evaluate and repair any discovered
inoperabilities. His Completion Time also allows for an exception to the f
normal * time zero" for begamng the allowed outage time ' clock *. In this

'

Required Action the Completion Time only begins on discovery that 1) both
offsite circuits are inoperable, and 2) a required feature on the other division ;

is inoperable. If at any time during the existence of this Condition (both ;

offsite circuits inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes |

inoperable, this Completion Time would begin to be tracked. ne
Completion Time is based on engmeenng judgment taking into consideration {
the probability of an event concumet with a single failure of a diesel i

generator occumng (on the division opposi's to the inoperable feature) while ,

two offsite circuits are inoperable. During the time this Condition exists *

(both offsite circuits inoperable), Condition A also exists concurrently for ;

each of the inoperable offsite circuits independently. Tbc Required Actions
and associa:ed Completion Times apply as discussed previously. His may
result in more restrictive requiremects for restoration and/or cross-divisional |

'
feature OPERABILITY checks.

;

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8), with the available offsite |

AC Power Sources two less than required by the LCO, operation may j

continue for 24 hours. One offsite source must be restored within 24 hours. j

Operation may then continue in accordance with the loss of one offsite source
in Condition A. If no offsite circuit is restored within 24 hours, or, if either

(continued)

!
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ACTIONS E.1 and E.2 (continued)
(continued)

inoperable offsite circuit is not restored within 72 hours of its initial
inoperability in accordance with Condition A (which may occur, in some

'
cases, prior to the 24-hour allowance), a controlled shutdown :nust be
initiated per Required Actions F.1 and F.2. *

F.1 and F.2

he plant must be placed in a MODE to which the LCO does not apply if the
Required Actions and associated Completion Times cannot be rnet. His is
done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 ,

in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on i
operating experience to reach the required MODES from fu!) power without

,

challenging plant systems.

U

With three or more required AC sources inoperable, insufficient AC sources
remain available to ensure safe shutdown of the unit in the event of a
transient or accident with any additional single failure. His Required Action
precludes allowing operation to continue in combinations'of Conditions A o ,

through E with three of four sources inoperable. Immadiately is used as an
admtmstrative means of not allowing any extension of the LCO 3.0.3 j

shutdown requirements. i

!

i

SURVEILLANCE he AC Power Sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of all

REQUIREMENTS important areas and features, especially those which have a standby function. ;

in accordance with General Design Criteria 18 (Ref.10). Periodic
^

component tests are supplemented by eatensive functional tests during ;

refueling outages (under simulated accident conditions). He Surveillance
'

Requirements for demonstratmg the OPERABILITY of the diesel generators
are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref.

*

2),1.108 (Ref.11), and 1.137 (Ref.12).
|

(continued)
,

,
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.5.1.1
'

REQUIREMENTS '

(continued) This Surveillance Requirement assi.res proper circuit continuity for the offsite
i

AC power supply to distribution networt and availability of offsite AC
power ne breaker alignment venfies that each breaker is in its correct :
position to ensure distnbution buses and loads are em" to their
preferred power source and independence of offsite circuits is maintained. I

" *
ne seven-day Frequency is adequate since breaker position is not likely to
change without the operator being aware ofit.

:

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.5 ','

i

neee surveillances help to ensure the availability of,the standby power !
supply to mitigate design basis transients and accidents and maintain the unit
in safe shutdown conditions. For the purpose of this testing, the diesel *,

j generators shall be started from standby conditions. Standby conditions in t'

( this case meane the diesel engine coolant and oil are being continuously'

circulated and temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations.

!

SR 3.8.1.5 requires, on a 184. day Frequency, the diesel generators start from !
standby conditions and achieve required voltage and frequency within 20
seconds. The 204econd requirement supports the assumptions in the design

;

basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA) analysis (Ref. 3). He twenty-second !
start requirement is not applicable to SR 3.8.1.2 which is performed on a 31-
day Frequency.

|

ne normal 31-day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (see Diesel Generator Test i

Schedule) is consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. I1). He 184<!ay ;
Frequency for SR 3.8.1.5 is a reduction in cold testing consistent with i

Generic I.etter 84-15 (Ref. 9). These Frequencies provide adequate assunoce
of diesel generator OPERABILITY while minimizing degradation resulting
from testing. '

he Diesel Generator is qualified to be adjustable for variable speed starting
in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations for slow starts. He |

governor variable speed feature will be automatically bypassed on emergency
starts allowing the Diesel Generator to start and reach rated speed and voltage
within the required 20 seconds. f,

; (continued)
< .
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BASES !
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i
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS >

(continued) Severs! Notes modify the performance of SRs 3.8.1.2 and 3.8.1.5. One |

Note permits an engine prelube period prior to diesel generator startmg to |
minimize wear on moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engme is |
operatmg. His Note pertains to SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.5. Another Note i.- 5 .

modifies SR 3.8.1.2 to allow idling and gradual acceleration to minimize- '
*/' n ..

mechanical stress and wear on the engine. If these warmup procedures are |
*

-
-

.,,

- not used, the time, voltage, and frequency tolerances of SR 3.8.1.5 must be |
- ,t mee when performing SR 3.8.1.2. Another Note modifies SR 3.8.1.2 by [

,

,

allowing performae+ of SR 3.8.1.5 to satisfy performance of SR 3.8.1.2. :.

Since SR 3.8.1.5 does not allow engine warmup and does require 20.second i

startmg, it is more restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2 and it may be performed in j
lieu of SR 3.8.1.2. Another Note modifies SR 3.8.1.5 to require ;

performare of SR 3.8.1.3 (diesel generator load test) after performance of ;

SR 3.8.1.5, unless SR 3.8.1.5 is being performed as required by SR 3.8.1.2. >

l SR 3.8.1.3 I

t

his surveillance demonstrates that the diesel generators are capable of
synchronmng and accepting 2 the equivalent of the maximum expected '

accident loads. He 60-minute run time for the diesel generator (required by |

Ref.11) is to stabilize the engine temperature. His will ensure that cooling
and lubrication are adequate for extended periods of operation while ,

minimiring the time that the diesel generator is connected to the offsite power ,

!
|The normal 31. day Frequency for this surveillance (see Diesel Generator Test

Schedule) is coaststent with Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11).
,

s4

!
his surveillance is modified by three Notes. De first Note allows gmdual
(manual) loading as recommended by the manufacturer to minimize stress and
wear on the diesel engine (Ref. 9). He second Note allows momentary

'
transients due to changing bus loads to not invalidate the test. H e third |

Note requires that this surveillance be conducted on only one diesel generator !

at a time. His will avoid a total loss of AC power due to a common cause
failure in the offsite circuits or a perturbation on the grid. ;

(contmued)

|
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.4 f
REQUIRE!4ENTS '

(continued) his surveillance verifies that without the aid of the compressor, sufficient '

air start capacity for diesel generator enone start is avadable. The system ;

design requuement provides for five engine starts for each air receiver (Ref.
13). However, only one start is assumed for all safety analyses.

!

Requiring an air pressure 2: [180] psig provides adequate margin to the
diesel generator engine start lockouts. He 31-day Frequency is based on
engineersag judgment and industry-accepted practice and has been :
demonstrated adequate for maintaining diesel generator start capability. His i

Surveillance Requirement is not intended to allow routine operation below the j
design air capacity represented by (180] psig.

!.

SR 3.8.1.6 5
'

( Transfer of each 4160 volt emergency bus power supply from the normal
- preferred offsite circuit to the backup preferred offsite circuit demonstrates

,

,

the OPERABILITY of the backup circuit distribution network to feed the
shutdown loads. The Frequency of the surveillance is based on engineering

,

judgment taking into consideration the plant conditions required to perform i

the surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle
lengths.

His surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note prohibits |
performance of this surveillance in MODES 1 or 2. Performance of this t

surveillance could result in perturbations to the electrical distribution system
and cause a challenge to continued steady-state operation in MODES I and
2. Herefore, this surveillance must be performed in MODES 3,4,5 or 6. '

The second Note allows credit to be taken for unplanned events in MODES
7

,
I or 2 which satisfy this Survedlance Requirement.

I

SR 3.8.1.7

|
'

Re diesel generators are provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent I

damage to the engine. Recovery frorn the transient caused by the loss of a |

large load could cause diesel engine overspeed which, if excessive, might
result in a trip of the engine. His surveillance decaonstrates ti.e diesel
generator load response characteristics and capability to reject the largest i,

1

7 (continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.7 (continued) L g %\h \)Jaker % 4a
-

!REQUIREMENTS
(continued) single load without exceeding predetermined voltage and frequency limits, {

which maintains a specified margin to the overspeed trip. He largest single
load on the emergency buses corresponds to ""A 1..a "/e. B y -

h25o M, W31 Kh 4125%p;-935-kW)(Ref. 4). As required by IEEE-308 (Ref.14), the load f
rejection test is acceptable if the increase in the speed of the diesel does not
exceed 75 % of the difference between nominal speed and the overspeed trip j

k

setpoint, or 15 % above nominal, whichever islower. His represents 63 Hz,
equivalent to 75 % of the difference between nominal speed and the overspeed !

trip setpoint. !

'

he time, vol,tage, and frequency tolerances specified in SR 3.8.1.7.b and SR .

4

'3.8.1.7.c are derived fmm Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2) recommandations |
,

for response during load sequence intervals. The voltage and frequency i
, ,

~~

I

| (-
1- specified are consistent with the design range of the equipment powered by

the diesel generator. SR 3.8.1.7.a corresponds to the maximum frequency
excursion while SR 3.8.1.7.b and SR 3.8.1.7.c are steady state voltage and ,

frequency values that the system must recover to following load rejection.
He IB-month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of |
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11). ;

!

|o
'

SR 3.8.1.8 !

!

His surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator capability to reject a full ,

load without overspeed tripping or exceeding the ph.;dned voltage ['

limits. %e generator full load rejection may occur due to a system fault or
j

,

inadvertent breaker tripping. His surveillance verifies proper
engme-generator load-response under the simulated test conditions. His test ;

iwill aimulate the loss of the total connected toeds that the diesel generator
will experience following a full load rejection and verify that the diesel
generator will not trip upon loss of the load. These acceptance criteria |

pmvide for diesel generator damage protection. While the diesel generator ;

is not expected to experience this transient during an event and continue to |
be available, this response will assure the diesel generator is not degraded for
future applications. He 18-month Frequency is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. I1) (expected fuel cycle

:flengths).

(continued) ,

!
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BASES !

i
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.8 (continued) i

REQUIREMENTS ,

(continued) This surveillance is modified by one Note. The Note prohibits performance i
of this surveillance in MODES 1,2?'4 or 6. Performance of this surveillance

|
could result in perturbations to the electncal distnbution system and cause a !
challenge to continued steady-state operation in MODES I and expose :

unnecessary risk in Modes 2, 3. 4 and 6. Therefore, this surveillance must j
whn L \ ,s |be performed in MODE 5j or-

w % rent c ms st.
SR 3.8.1.9 )

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), this surveillance |

demonstrates the.as,<iesigned opermuon of the standby power sources during
,

loss of the prefernd offsite power source. This test verifies all actions
encountered from the loss of offsite power including'. shedding pf the non- |.

~

. essentialloads add energj,zation of the emergency buses'and respective loads |

[ from the diesel generator. It further demonstrates the capability of the diesel,

gm. oc to automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency within'

the specified time. ;
~

5
he diesel generator automatic start time of 20 seconds is derived from
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design basis large break
LOCA. The minimum steady state output voltage of 3744 volts is 90% of
the nominal 4160 volt output voltage. his value, which is specified in

,

ANSI C84.1 1982, allows for voltage drop down to the ternunals of 4000
volt rased motors whose nunimum operating voltage is specified as 90% or
3600 volts. It also allows for voltage drops to motors and other equipment
down through the 120 volt level where minimum operating voltage is also
usually specified u 90% of nameplate rating.

The specified muimum steady state output voltage of 4400 volts is equal to
the manmum operating voltage specified for 4000 volt rated motors (+ 10%
of motor nameplate rating of 4000 volts). It ensures that for a lightly loaded
distribution system the voltage at the terminals of 4000 volt motors will be
no more than the maximum rated operating voltages.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.9 (contmued) i

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) ne specified minimum and maaimum steady state output frequency of the

diesel generator is 58.8 Hz and 61.2 Hz. respectively. This is equal to j

2 % of the 60 Hz nommal frequency and is derived from the recommendations
given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2) that the frequency should be restored
to within 2 % of nominal following a load sequence step. The surveillance
should be continued for a minimum of five minutes in order to demonstrate
all starting traash:nts have decayed and subility has been achieved.

For the purpose of this test, the diesel generators shall be started from
sundby conditions. Standby conditions in this case means the diesel eegine
coolant and oil are being continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

The Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide
1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into consideration plant conditions required to

( perform the surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with espected fuel
cycle lengths.

This surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first Note permits an
engine prelube period prior to diesel generator starting to minimize wear on
moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engine is opermitng. He
second Note prohibits performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3,
4 or 6. Performance of this surveillance requires that offsite power be
removed from the 4160V emergency buses which will perturb the electncal
distribution system and could challenge safety-related equipment. Herefore, '

this surveillance must be performed in MODE Sgt ne third note allows
re::alibration ofindividual sequence timers to suffice for retest requirements.
His reduces wear on the diesel generators. C

be wbm
IS OE 'SR 3.81.10 "*

%<.4e r vess e.L
His surveillance demonstrates that the diesel generator au matscady starts
and achieves the required voltage and frequency within the specified time (20
seconds) from the design basis activation signal. (It further demonstrates that
during a LOOP event, the diesel generator load sequences restart equipment

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 81.10 (continued)
REQUUIREMENTS

(continued) that was deenergized as a result of the LOOP. He five-mtnute penod
provides sufficient time to demonstrate stability. Le basis for the time,
voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this surveillance are discussed
in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.9.

For the purpose of this test, the diesel generators shall be started from
standby conditions. Standby conditions in this case means the diesel engine
coolant and oil are being continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer recommendations.

He Frequency of the surveillance is based on engineering judgment taking
into consideration the plant conditions required to perform the surveillance
and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

I
His surveillance is modified by three Kotes. He first Note permits an
engine prelube period prior to diesel generator starting to minimize wear on
moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engine is operating. The
second Note prohibits performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3,
4, or 6. Performance of this surveillance requires that certain Safety
injection System (SIS) functions be disabled (e.g., to prevent injection into
the reactor vessel) and could challenge continued steady-state operations.
Therefore, this surveillance must be performed in MODE SpDe third note
allows recalibration of individual sequence timers to suffice for retest
requirements. His reduces wear on the diesel generators.

ce d e a e !

SR 3.8.1.11 +a is m e
iuyf v%

nis surveillance demonstrates that the diesel generator automatically starts
'

and achieves the required voltage and frequency within the specified time (20
seconds) from the design basis actuation signal (LOCA signal) and operates j

for 2 five minutes. He five-minute period provides sufficient time to |
demonstrate stability. He basis for the time, voltage, and frequency
tolerances specified in this surveillance are discussed in the Bases for SR
3.8.1.9. SR 3.8.1.11.d and SR 3.8.1.11.e ensure that permanently-connected

,

loads and emergency loads are energized from the offsite power system on '

an ESF signal without loss of offsite power. |

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) For the purpose of this test, the diesel generators shall be started from
standby conditions. Standby conditions in this case means the diesel engine
coolant and oil are being continuously circulated and temperature maintained
consistent with manufacturer reco deions.

The Frequency of the surveillance is based on engineering judgment taking
into consideration the plant condauons required to perform the surveillance
and is intended to be consistent w3th czpected fuel cycle lengths. .

'
. .

This surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first Note permits an
engine prelube period prior to diesel generator starting to minimize wear on
moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engine is operating. %e
second Note prohibits performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2, 3,
4. or 6. Performwe of this surveillance requires that certain Safety
Injection (SIS) functions be disabled (e.g., to prevent injection into thee

( reactor vessel) and could cha!!eege continued steady-state operations.
%erefore, this surveillance must be performed in MODE Sy third note

, allows recalibration of individual sequenct timers to suffice for retest
requirements. This reduces wear on the diesel generators.

SR 3.8.1.12 0 g

In the event of a design basis accident coincident with a loss of offsite power
(LOOP), the diesel generators are required to supply the necessary power to
ESF Systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment
design limits are not exceeded.

His surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator operation as discussed in
the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11 dunng a LOOP actuation test signal in conjunction
with an ESF actuation signal. He Frequency is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into
consideration plant conditions required to perform the surveillance, and is
intended to consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

(continued)
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|

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.81.12 (continued) )
REQUIREMENTS l

(continued) His surveillance is modified by three Notes. %e first Note permits an I
engme prelube period prior to diesel generator starting to minimize wear on |
moving parts which are not lubricated unless the engine is operating. %e !

second Note prohibits performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2, 3,
4 or 6. Performance of this surveillance requires that offsite power be ,

removed from the 4160V emergency buses dich will perturb the electrical
distubution system and could challenge continued steady-state operation and j

safety-related equipment. Also, certain SIS functions are required to be
disabled (e.g., to prevent injection into the reactor vessel). %grefore, this
surveillance must be performed in MODE 5x h thicd note allows
recalibration of individual *@ to'suffi for retes? requirements.

reduces wear on th' diesel generators. yg 4 |
e

|3.8 1.13 C *

%is surveillance demonstrates that diesel generator non critical protective
functions (e.g. high jacket water temperature) are bypassed on-a-leseef-

,q; ref=_I f o ( .-,,*eltage.sig~' r:- M -sthe an ESF actuation test signal. It also verifies
;

that critical protective functions (engine overspeed, generator differential '
,

G e~c dor V, Sje " current,4and low lube oil pressure) trip the diesel generator to avert
su =eal damage to the diesel pr un L h non<ritical Mps a ;G 4 ,{lr/ Dee<c.,ra,f
bypassed during DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine
condition. This provides the operstor with sufficient time te react
appropriately ne diesel generator availability to mitigate the DB A is more |
critical than protecting the engine agamst minor problems that are not j
immediately detrimental to emergency operation of the diese |

o< de, n.h1 n s. %_ ru.che vesse '

He 18-month Frequency is consistent wi g jEf6Hii5trC |

diesel generators during MODES 5.hecit and is based on engineering i

judgment taking into consideration plant conditions required to perform the j
surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

His surveillance is modified by one Note. His Note prohibits performance
of this surveillance in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6. Performance of this
surveillance results in diesel generator inoperability and could challenge
safety-related equipment. Derefore, this surveillance must be performed in
MODE $ gor u6 a, Q,,J r, m A ,,,tjo, ve s s e,[,

(continued)
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i

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11). requires demonstration once per 18
months that the diesel generators can stan and run continuously at full load
capability for an interval of not less than 24 hours, of winich 22 hours are at
a load equivalent to the continuous rattng of the diesel and two hours at a
load equivalent to the two hour rating of the diesel. The diesel starts for this i

surveillance can be performed either from cold, standby or hot conditions. !

De Frequency is consistent with the reen--aA* dons of Regulatory Ouide ,

1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into consideration plant conditions required to :
perform the surveillance and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

De load band is pmvided to avoid routine overloading of the diesel |
generator. Routine overloading may result in more frequent teardown !

.

mspections in accordance with vendor recommendations in order to maintain !
diesel generator OPERABILITY.

[

This surveillance is modified by two Notes. The first Note allows
momentary transients due to changing bus loads to not invalidate the test. '

He second Note prohibits performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2 "

3, 4 or 6, since it results in a loss of inde-M between the diesel
generator and offsite power for an extended period of time. His indreases
the risk of a loss of all AC power. Herefore, this surveillance must be

|performed in MODE 5x oe (Ae. % Q % v & M ,yes,d
|
!

SR 3.5.1.15

8
his surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart from a hot !

condition and achieve the required voltage and frequency within 20 seconds. '

ne 20 second time is denved from the requirements of the accident analysis
to respond to a design basis large break LOCA. De bases for the voltage

,

and frequency tolerances are discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.9. '

(continued) i

,

|
|
1
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8,1.15 (continued) I
REQUIREMENTS |

(continued) This surveillance demonstrates the diesel generator capability to respond to ;

accident signals while hot, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal
surveillances. He load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the i

diesel generator. Routine overloads may result in more frequent teardown ;

mspections in accordance with vendor recommandations in order to maintain
diesel generator OPERABILITY. ne 18-month Frequency is consistent with
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11).

His surveillance is modified by three Notes. The first Note requires that ;

this surveillance be performed within five minutes of shutting down the diesel ,

generator after it has operated for 2 two hours at fully loaded conditions. ;

he two-hour time limit is based on the manufacturer's recom_@ ion for j'
achieving hot conditions. De second Note permits an engine prelube period
prior to diesel generator starting to minimize wear on moving parts which are ,

( not lubricated unless the engine is operating. He third Note allows ,,

momentary transients due to changing bus loads to not invalidate the test.
1

SR 3.8.1.16

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), this surveillance assures )
that the manual synchronization and manual load transfer from the diesel '

generator to the offsite power source can be made and the diesel generator
can be raurned to ready-to-load status when offsite power is restored. It also ,

ensures that the auto-start logic is reset to allow the diesel generator to reload ;

if a subsequent loss of offsite power occurs. He diesel generator is ,

considered to be in * ready-to-load * status when the diesel generator is at !

rated speed and voltage, the output breaker is open and can receive an auto- ,

close signal on bus undervoltage, and the load sequence timers a e reset. He [
Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108
(Ref.11) and takes into consideration plant conditions required to perform
the surveillance.

(continued)

I
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.16 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(contmued) This surveillance is modified by one Note. He Note prohibits performance
of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3,4 or 6. During performance of this
test, the offsite circuit has to be removed from service and switching may
result in a loss of power to the 4160 volt emergency bus. This would
challenge continued steady-state operation and could challenge safety-related
systems. nerefore, this surveillance must be performed in MODE 5g ..- M

'

o M is w+Le recAr ver.5 e.Ln

SR 3.8.1.17

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the diesel generator
availability under accident conditions will not be compromised as the result
of testing. Interlocks to the LOCA senstng circuits cause the diesel generator
to automatically reset to ready-to-load operation if a LOCA actuation signal
is received during operation in the test mode. Ready-to-load operation is
defined as the diesel generator runmng at rated speed and voltage with the
diesel generator output breaker open. These provisions for automatic
switchover are required by IEEE-308 (Ref.14).

The Frequency is consistent with the reco=~aA=nons of Regulatory Guide
1.108 (Ref.11) and takes into consideration plant conditions required to
perform the surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

His surveillance is modified by one Note. This Note prohibits performance
of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3,4 or 6. Performance of this test has
the potential to perturb the electrical distribution system cht.llenging
continued steady-state operation. His test also requires disabling certain SIS
functions (e.g., to prevent injection into the reactor vessel). Therefore, this
test must be performed in MODE Sg er uL % Q g s4
thcAcc vessel
SR 3.8.1.18

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11), each diesel generator is
required to demonstrate proper operation for the DBA loading sequence to
ensure that voltage and frequency are maintained within the required limits.
Under accident conditions, prior to connecting the diesel generators to their
appropriate bus, all loads are shed cacept load center feeders and those motor

l

(continued)
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BASES
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8118 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) control centers which feed Class IE loads (refened to as permanently.
connected loads). Upon reaching 90% rated voltage and frequency, the

,

diesel generators are then connected to their respective bus. Loads are then
sequentsally connected to the bus by the automatic load sequencer. De i
sequencing logic controls the permissive and starting signals to motor i

breakers so as to prevent overloadmg the diesel generators due to high motor
'

startmg cunents. The 10% load sequence time interval tolerance ensures !

sufficient time exists for the diesel generator to restore frequency and voltage
prior to applying the next load and that safety analysis assumptions regarding
ESF equipment time delays are not violated. Reference 4 provides a
summary of the automatic loading of ESF buses. If sequencer timers are i

found out-of-tolerance, approved cabbration checks following timer
i

recalibration will suffice for retest purposes. i

!

ne Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide j
( 1.108 (Ref.11), and takes into consideration plant conditions required to j

perform the surveillance and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

I

i

This surveillance is modified by two Notes. De first Note prohibits
performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3, or 4. Performance of
this test requires the inoperability of certain ESF equipment sad has the
potential to perturb the electrical distnbution system which would cha!!enge
continued steady-state operation. Therefore, this test must be performed in
MODES 5 %e second note allows recalibration of individual sequenet
tuners to suffice for retest requirements. This reduces wear on the diesel
reneentors. or A n. LJ * de. Qce3cm vesse).
SR 3.8.1.19

nis surveillance demonstrates that the diesel generator starting dependence
has not been compromised. Also, this surveillance demonstrates that each
engine can achieve proper speed within the specified time when the diesel
generators are started simultaneously. He ten-year Frequency is consistent
with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) and
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref.12).

(contmued)
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!
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.19 (continued) iREQUIREMENTS

,

(continued) This surveillance is modified by a Note which allows an engine prelube !
;

period prior to diesel generator starting to mmimm utar on moving parts (
which are not lubricated unless the engme is operating. !

Diesel Genentor Test Schedule

The diesel generator test schedule (Table 3.8.1-1) implements the
!recommandations of Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 2). The i,

purpose of this test schedule is to provide timely test data to establish a
confidence level associated with the goal to maintain diesel generator
reliability above 0.95 per demand.

'

N
Per Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3, each diesel enerator unit should be ~i

*

tested at least once every 31 days. Whenever a diesel generator has
, experienced.fout or more valid failures in the I demands, the time 'yi

between tests is reduegto seven days. f4ai failures in demands is a
failure rate of 0,Mr, or the threshold of acceptabl diesel generator
performance, and hence may be an early indication o degradation of the
reliability of a diesel generator. However, wh considered in the light of i
a long history of tests,Mfailures in the last demands may only be a !

statistically probable distribution of random events. Inenssing the test
frequency will allow for a more timely accumulation of additional test data !

;

"

upon which to basejudgment of the reliability of the diceal generator. Tbc
inenesed test frequency must be maintained until seven consecutive failure
free tests have been performed.

.

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref.11) defines the diesel generator unit as
mammmg of the engine, generator, combustion air system, cooling water

,

4

system up to the supply, fuel oil supply system, lubricating oil system, |
starting coergy sources, auto start controls, manual controls, and the diesel i

generator breaker. Inoperabilities of diesel generators caused by failures of
equipment that are not part of the defined diesel genentor unit are !

categorized as invalid failures in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.108
since the failure would not have prevented the diesel generator from |

performing its intended safety function. As such, they do not impact the
;

surveillance frequency of the diesel generator that failed. '

i
-

'

(continued)
i
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|
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AC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.2

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
-

B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdows

B ASES

BACKGROUND A description of offsite and onsite AC Power Sources is provided in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating.

,

__

APPLICABLE In MODES 1, 2,3, and 4, the requirement to have two independent offsite
.

SAFETY power sources and two iP%t onsite standby power sources (diesel
ANALYSES generators) OPERABLE is consistent with the initia

accMent analyses and the design requirements an[l ~~7tions of thekblsed upon (1)
maintaining at least one of the AC and the correspondDg DC power sources
and associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions
in the event of(1) an assumed loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power, and

( (2) a single failure of the other AC source. In MODES 5 and 6, the design
|basis accident (DBA) ==mptions of an accident (LOCA) coincident with a

loss of offsite or onsite AC power and a single failure are not required to be
met. He requirement to have one indv%t offsite power source and one
indepm4mt onsite standby power source OPERABLE is adequate to assure

power is available in MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiateffuel,to
systems required to recover from an inadvertent draindown of theM
vessel or a fuel handhng accident (Ref. 2).

The OPERABILITY of the mmimum speci5ed AC and DC (one offsite
power source and one onsite standby power source) power sources and
ae w distributson systems during shutdown and refueling ensures that (1)
the facility can be maintained in the shutdows or refueling condition for

<-

eca utai time periods, and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control
capability is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status. De
CESSAR-DC only addreases bounding analyses, such that a specific design

;

basis is not always stated for operation in MODES S and 6. The safety :
analysis assumptions for a design basis event may not be applicable to '

operation in MODES 5 and 6.
;

(continued)
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'AC Sources - Shutdown

B 3.8.2

BASES j

LCO In MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel, one mdependent
offsite power source between the offsite transmission network and the onsite t

; Class IE Power Distribution System and one independent onsite standby ,

power source are required to be OPERABLE. 'Ihis ensures the availability )
of sufficient power to recover from postulated events in MODES 5 and 6 and -

when handling irradiated fuel (e.g., fuel handling accident, reactor vessel
draindown). ,

i

Inoperable AC Sources do not n==rily result in inoperable components <

(which are designed to receive power from that source) unless specifically |
directed by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7). |

i ;

Certain diesel generator support systems are addressed in other LCOs. '

During inope: abilities in these support systems, inoperable diesel generators
do not necessanly result unless specifically directed by Required Actions -

(refer to LCO 3.0.7).
(

APPLICABILITY The AC pewer sources that are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and
6 and when handling irradiated fuel provides assurance that:

*

1. Adequate coolant inventory makeup is available for the irradiated-

fuel in the core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel,

2. Systems nW~4 to mitigate a fuel handling accident are available,
and

a
'

3. Instrumentation and control capability is available for annitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown or refueling condition.

.

AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4 are addressed in LCO
3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating.

'

.

!

:

,

;
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AC Sources - Shutdown !

B 3.8.2 ;

hBASES
|

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. A.3. A.4. and A.5 '

!

With less than the required AC sources OPERABLE, such that only one |
offsite circuit or one onsite standby power source is OPERABLE, the

|
availability of AC power is degraded and the plant is more susceptible to i

situations dich may lead to complete loss of AC power.

If applicable CORE ALTERAT10NS and handling ofirradiated fuel must
be immediately vded Suspension of these activities sha!! not preclude

.

3completion of movement of a component to a safe position. Also,if
applicable, actions must be initiated immediately to suspend operations with '

a potential to drain the reactor vessel and subsequent potential for fission !
product release. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated immediately to j
suspend any operations involving positive reactivity additions. Actions must
continue until the operations are n W These actions preclude the >

occurrtoce of the postulated events.

(
'

The requirement to immattiately initiate action to restore the required AC
sources to OPERABLE status is to be continued until restoration of the ,

-

required AC sources is completed. This is to minimize the time the plant is I

in this degraded condition of potentially (or actually) not being capable of !
recovering from the postulated fuel bandling accidents or reactor vessel i

dramdown event.

The Completion Times are based on engineenng judgment taking into
consideration that a time of as short a duration as is practical should be
specified while ensunng that the activities are suspended in a controlled
===aar.

'

\

SURVEILIANCE , The Bases provided for SR 3.8.1.1. SR 3.8.1.2, SR 3.8.1.4 SR 3.8.1.5,
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.1.9, and SR 3.8.1.18 in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1. AC Sources -

Operateg, are applicable. The performance of the other Surveillance
-Requirements of LCO 3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating, are not required to be
pi,cd in MODES S and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel as their

"

performance may adversely affect the reliability of the only required
OPERABLE diesel generator.
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AC Sources - Shutdowni

B 3.8.2

BASES

REFERENCES 1. NRR Memorandum, Dennis M. Crutchfield to Distribution, Subject: (
Technical Specifications OPERABILITY Requirements, dated j |July 8,1985. ;

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 15.1.41
1

3. 52 FR 3788, NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,
February 6,1987.

.(
4. NRC Generic Imr No. 88-17. Loss of Decay Heat Removal,

,

October 17, 1988.
[
|

-
e

3
,

I ( .

I

i
;

!
i

i

i
!.

!

!

r

ia

j !

!

b ,
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!

l
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16A.11.3 B 3.8.3 DIESEL FUEL AND LUBRICATING OIL

i

Diesel Fuel and Lubncatmg oil '

B 3.8.3 ;

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS f
B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel and Lubricatine Oil

BASES '

:
i

BACKGROUND For the purpose of this LCO, the diesel fuel oil subsystem is considered to
include 1) fuel oil storage 2) fuel oil transfer capabilities, and 3) fuel oil i

propertica.

Each diesel generator is provided with a storage tank having a fuel capacity ;
sufficient to operate that diesel for a period of seven days while the diesel

,

generator is supplying maximum post-accident load demand (Ref.1). The
.

maximum load demand is calculated using the assumption that two diesel
|

generators are available. This onsite fuel capacity is sufficient to operate the i

diesel generator for longer than the time it would take to replenish the onsite |supply from outside sources.

>,
Af00)0 allon day tank is provided for each diesel. Each day tank is housed

!
,

( in a separate room in the diesel generator building and has a fuel capacity for
;

approximately four hours of full load operation (Ref.1). Fuel oil is i

, transferred from the storage tanks to the day tank by: p;;.p !:- :f a Wo S t-tvik ktd !
. storage tank,--Redund a:y of umpand-piping p.h' ic failure +f4ne-- 't
pumperic c y; reef-anyt peralveror-tank-4ensul 4n * '^~ ^feare-i

- c .a esc i d g u.s e e..
1

,
' '

During operation of the diesel generator, fuel oil pumps driven by the diese! I

engine receive fuel gravity-fed from the day tank and provide fuel to the
diesel agine fuel memfolds. Level controls mounted on the day tank

i~automaticallyw and @ Mtorage tank transfer pump.-
@ ** Vd Jc. |

The level of the fuel supply in each storage tank is indicated in the contro!
;

room. In addition, alarms, both locally and in the control room, annunciate
*

low level and high level in-any day tank.'

d%.cmoc4td
In the unlikely event of a failure in one of the supply trains, the associated |

day tank low-level alarm annunciates when the fuel oil remaining in the tank I

provides approximately two hours of full load operation, thus allowing the
i

operator to take corrective action to prevent the loss of the diesel.
!

(continued)
i

|
.
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Diesel Fuel anJ Lubncating Od
B 3.8.3

i

BASES

BACKGROUND For proper operation of theJttadby diesel generators, it is necessary to
(continued) ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil, Regulatory Guide 1.l}7 (Ref. 2)

ad. reases the reco-w fuel oil practices as supplemented by ANSI
N195-1976 (Ref. 3). The fuel oil properties governed by these Surveillance
Requirements are the water and sediment content, the kinematic viscosity, ;

specific gravity (or API gravity), and impurity level. ;

The diesel generster lubrication rystem is designed to provide sufficient
tubrication to permit proper operation of its associarai diesel generator under
all loading conditions. The system is required to circulate the lube oil to the
diesel engine working surfaces and to remove excess heat generated by ;
friction during operation. The system provides oil to the engine surfaces at |
a speci5ed temperature during the long anticipated periods of standby duty.
Each engine oil sump is of adequate size to contain all the oil in the engine !

lube oil system and has an inventory capable of supporting a minimum |
runmng time of three days. His provides sufficient supply to allow the |

( operator to replenish lube oil from storage facilities onsite. The onsite i

storage in addition to the engine oil sump is sufficient to ensure seven days
'

.

continuous operation.

APPLICABLE Re initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in
SAFETY CESSAR-DC Chapters 6, Engineered Safety Features, and 15, Accident
ANALYSES Analyses. ====* ESF systems are OPERABLE. The diesel generators are

designed to primde sufficient capacity, capability, redur dancy and reliability
to ensure the availability of necessary pome to ESF systems so that fsel, )
Fametar Coolant System, and contamment design limits are not exht
These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO Sections 3.2
(Power Distribution Limits), 3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6
(C-he Systems). :

i

The diesel fuel oil subsystem and lubricating oil provide the necessary supply I-

to support operation of the diesel generators. I

j
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Diesel Fuel and Lubricating Oil i
B 3.8.3

'

i

BASES

LCO The diesel fuel oil subsystem is required to be OPERABLE and suf icient
lubricating oil supply available to ensure availability of the required AC
power to shutdows the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an

;
anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated design basis accident. ;

r
,

Diesel fuel oil and lubricating oil not within limits does not necessarily result
in inoperable components unless specifically directed by Required Actions

,

(refer to LCO 3.0.7). !

:

|
APPLICABILITY The diesel fuel oil subsystem is required to be OPERABLE and suf5eient !

lubricating oil supply is required to be available when the associated diesel
generator is required to be OPERABLE (refer to LCO 3.8.1, AC Sources -

; Operating, and LCO 3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown).
,

i.

ACTIONS Al.
( |

;

With the fuel oil level in the day tank low, insufficient fuel oil is available
i to satisfy the design basis requirement of supporting two hours of continuous

operation. However, if the day tank level is between [450] and [900] !'

gallons, sufficient fuel is available to support approxima2ely one hour of !

continuous diesel generator operation at full load conditions. Consequently. |
a short time (one hour) is allowed to restore the fuel level. This one-hour j

j Completion Time is acceptable given the low probability of a diesel start |
requirement during this time period and the automatic start of the storage;

,

tank transfer pump on low-level !

!

M I
!

With the fuel oil transfer capability inoperable, sufficient fuel oil is available |
in the day tank to support two hours of continuous diesel generator operation. |
Consequently, a short time (one hour) is allowed to restore the transfer !
capability. This one-hour Completion Time is acceptable given the low i
probability of a diesel start during this time period. Additionally, this |,

' condition is only allowed to exist on one diesel generator at a tirrr. i

Therefore, one diesel generator will still retain full fuel oil transfer
capability.'

i
(continued)

'

;

i

:
i
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Diesel Fuel and Lubncating Oil |

B 3.8.3 |
!

BASES
|
1

ACTIONS Cl
f(continued) '

!
, low level in one or tuore fuel oil storage tanks indicates that the design basis

{! requtrement of supponing seven days of continuous operation may 'not be ;

able to be satisfied. However, if the storage tank level is between [25,000] j
and [55,000] gallons, sufficient fuel is available to support approximately

}*

three days of continuous diesel generator operation at full load conditions. ~

'

Consequently, a period of 24 hours is allowed to restore the fuel level. "Ris
|24-hour Completion Time is acceptable given the likelihood that additional !

fuel could be provided from offsite or transferred between storage tanks as !

nemury in the unlikely occurrence of a loss of offsite power event during {this time period.
I

4 !
,

D1
!

With lubricating inventory less than [ ] gallons, sufficient lubricating oil to !

3 support seven days of continuous diesel generator operation at full load i

( conditions may not be available. However, a limited time (24 hours) is id

provided to restore the lubricating oil inventory because of the relatively low
{1

I
, rate of usage and the likelihood that additional supplies can be provided from j

offsite. '

~

i

Ed !
i

l

i h pe f 4 da all o e sto
; fuel oil properties. This provides sufficient time to retest the fuel oil sample 2
'

to confirm that the initial test results were valid, test the stored fuel oil to
deterame that the new fuel, when mised with previously stored fuel, remains |
acceptable, and/or restore the stored fuel properties. 'nis restoration may - (
involve feed-and-bleed procedures, filtenng, or combinations of these and

{
. other procedures. Even if a diesel generator stan and load was required !

during this time interval and the fuel oil properties were outside limits, there *

1

is a high likelihood that the diesel generator would still be capable of
performing its intended function. 1

4

:

(continued) f
!

^

.
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Diesel Fuel and Lubricating Otl !
B 3.8.3 |

BASES
|

ACTIONS El
(continued) '

For the particulate contammation testing portion of the diesel fuel oil testieg
program, a period of 30 days is provided to restore the fuel oil properties to

,

within limits. This test demonstrates the total particulate in stored fuel are
less than 10 mg/ liter. Fuel oil with total particulate concentrations exceeding
the 10 mg/ liter will impact diesel generator performance on a long term |

basis; therefore, the 30-day Completion Time will not adversely affect diesel
.

generator reliability and is acceptable. I

9.d

With the Required Actions and associated Completion Times not met, or the
diesel fuel oil subsystem inoperable for reasons other than addressed by !

Conditions A through F, the associated diesel generator may be incapable of i

performing its intended function and must be immediately declared
inoperable. The Required Actions of LCO 3.8.1, AC Sources - Operating, ;

,

i or LCO 3.8.2, AC Sources - Shutdown, as applicable, must then be '

followed.
,

I
SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

,

The verification of each diesel engine fuel day tank supply ensures that :
mough fuel is on hand at the engine to sustata at least one hour of full load [
operation for the diesel generator (Ref.1). The 31-day Frequency is >

adequate to ensure a sufficient fuel supply is available since operators should

.!be aware oflarge uses during this period and low-level alarms are provided.
As such, the Frequency is based on engineering judgment.

|
|

(continued) I

. ,
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Diesel Fuel and Lubricating Oil
, B 3.8.3 !,

-

!BASES !;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.2 i

REQUIREMENTS I
t(continued) ne verification of each diesel engine fuel storage tank supply demonstrates :

that sufficient fuel is available to sustam at least seven days of full load
i

operation for the diesel generator (Ref.1), nis time period is sufficient to !

place the unit in a safe shutdown condition and provides enough ticx to bring |

in replenishment fuel from an offsite location. He 31-day Fr.quency is !

based on engineering judgment and is sufficient to ensure diesel fuel oil
availability since operators should be aware of large uses during this period. j

SR 3.8.3.3

. This surveillance ensures that sufficient lubricating oil inventory is available I
to support at least seven days of full load operation for the diesel generator..

; ne[ ] gallons requirement is based on the diesel generator manufacturer's
.

)
{ consumption values for the run-time of the diesel. A 31. day Frequency is ;
J

, adequate to ensure a sufficient lubricating oil supply is onsite since diesel '

!

generator starts and run times are closely monitored by the plant staff.
| -

I

SR 3.8.3.4
+

i The tests listed below are a means of determmmg whether or not new fuel
has been contammated with substances which would have an immediate,
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion / operation. If results from

i these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel may be added to the storage
tanks without concern for contaminating the entire volume of fuel in the
storage tanks. The tests, limits, and applicable ASTM st=adards are as
follows:

*

Sample new fuel in accordance with ASTM D270-(81).a.

b. Verify in accordance with tests specified in ASTM D975-(82) that
the sample has an absolute specific grivity at 60/60*F of 2 0.83
but s 0.89 or an API gravity at 60*F of 2 27* but s 39*, a,

kinematic viscosity at 40*C of 2 1.9 centistokes but s 4.1
centistokes, and a flash point 2125'F.

a

(continued)

;

d
i

!
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Diesel Fuel and Lubricating Oil

B 3.8.3 ,

$BASES

J

,

f

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.4 (continued) h
i REQUIREMENTS

(continued) c. Verify the new fuel has a clear and bright appearance with proper ;

color when tested in accordance with ASTM D4176-(56). *

!

These tests are required to be performed within 31 days prior to adding fuel !
to the storage tanks. The Frequency is established by Regulatory Guide

|
1.137 (Ref. 2). Failure to meet any of the above limits is cause to reject the

: new fuel, but does not constitute a diesel generator OPERABILITY concern
since the fuel is not added to the storage tanks. {i

,

f
SR 3.8.3.5,

h

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample, this surveillance is (
performed to establish that the other properties specified in Table I of ASTM !

D975482) are met for new fuel when tested in.accordance with ASTM D975- !
!

(82), except that the analysis for sulfar may be perfonned in accordance with '

ASTM D1522483) or ASTM D2622-(82). The required surveillance,

(' Frequency for sampling the fuel oil is based on engineering judgment taking
'

into consideration the likelihood of a change in fuel oil parameters. ,

!) SR 3.8.3,6 '

'
.

4

This surveillance is an integral part of a comprehensive program to ensure the ;
availability of high quality L.A oil for the diesel generators at all times. By J
testing for particulate on a 31-day basis, information regarding the condition ',

4-

of stored fuel can be obtained and trended. Fuel oil degradation during long ;
term storage shows up as an increase in particulate, due mostly to oxidation.
The presence of particulate do.s not mean the fuel oil will not burn properly +

{ in a diesel engine. However, the particulate can cause fouling of filters and *

.;

fuel injection equipment which can cause engine failure. If particulate is
{removed from stored fuel by circulating it through filters (other than diesel ;

,

ecgine filters), the fuel can be restored to acceptable condition, and its ;
i storage life extended indefinitely. By obtaining and trending particulate data, '
1

it is possible to determine when stored fuel cleanup will be necessary. T1us :
can be done well before the maximum allowable particulate concentration is !

,

"

reached.
!
;

(continued) I'

>
.

t

* ;
;.

4
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Diesel Fuel and Lubricating Od
B 3.8.3 |

!

BASES !

J

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8,3.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

(!(continued) Particulate concentrations should be determined in accordance with ASTM
D2274f4), Method A. This method involves a gravimetric determination ;
of total particulate concentration in the fuel and has a limit of 10mg/ liter. It !

is acceptable to obtain a Seld sample for subsequent lab testing in lieu of j
field testing. In the case (s) where the total stored fuel volume is contained

:
in two or more inter-W tanks, each tank must be considered and tested !

separately. The Frequency of the surveillance is based on engineering |
judgment taking into consideration the ease of performing the test and the !

likelihood of a change in particulate concentrations.

SR 3.8.3.7 a.rtd SR 3.8.3.8,

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation. There are
numerous bacteria which can grow in fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must !
have a water environment in order to survive. Removal of water from fuel |
day tanks and storage tanks once per 31 days will eliminate the neeuary,

( environment for survival. This is the most effective means of controlling |

,

microbiological fouling. In addition, it will eliminate the potential for water (
entrainment in the fuel oil during diesel generator operation. |,

|
i

Water may come from any of several sources including condensation, ground '

water, rain water, contacunated fuel, and from breakdown of the fuel by ;

bactena. Frequent checkmg for and removal of accumulated water will !

minimize fouling as well as providing data regarding fuel system water tight }
integrity. 'Ibe surveillance Frequencies are established by Regulatory Guide (

4

1.137 (Ref. 2).

(continued) ,i
;

|l s
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Diesel Fuel and Lubricattng Oil
B 3.8.3

BASES
.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.9
REQUIREMENTS Vcdve,

(continued) This surveillance demanstrates that each required fuel oil transfer prim;c
operates and transfers fuel from its associated storage tank to its associated
day tank. His is required to support sesen days continuous operation of the
standby power sources. This surveillance provides assurance that the fuel
transfer pump is OPERABLE. there is no crud buildup blocking the fuel
supply line, and that the fuel supply 1me is mtact. The 924y Frequency
corresponds to the Inservice Testing requirements of pumps per ASME
Section XI.

SR 3.8.3.10

he draining of the fuel oil in the storage tanks, removal of accumulated
sediment, and tank cleaning is rajuired at ten-year intervals by Regulatory
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2). This is required to perform the ASME Section XI

,

examinations of the tanks. To preclude the introduction of surfactants in the
fuel system, the cleaning should be accomplished using sodium hypochlorite f

( solutions or their equivalent rather than soap or detergents.

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Section 9.5.4.2.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137, * Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel
Generators,' October 1979.

,

I

3. ANSI N195-1976, * Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel
Generators,* Appendia B.

4. 52 FR',3788, FRC Intenm Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors February
6,~ 1987. *

.

.

i

|

|

|
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16A.ll.4 B 3.8.4 DC SOURCES - OPERATLNG

DC Sources Operating
B 3.8.4

B 3.5 EI.ECTRICAL POWTR SYSTEMS
-

B 3.8.4 DC Sounes - Orieratine

BASES

BACKGROUND The Class IE DC Power System provides control power for the AC
emergency power system. It also provides both motive and control power to
selected safety-related equipraent and provides circuit breaker control power
for the 600 volts and luer AC distribution system. He DC Power System
is also,the source of power for the vital instrumentation buses via inverters.

* '" " ' " " * * *E*" * ** "" ""d' *IDustod T Divtsto4.lk
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref.1). IEEE-308 (Ref. 2), and ,

p g,,,3 , ,,s T_ 3 c. n e < q DNisiod1 Dfter] General Design Criteria 17 (Ref. 3).~The sm baderie a ar c.*

R b s.cA A M , Naad 3 &% )iach DC subsy$ is energized by a dedicated 125 voit battery and
%g C Boder, C,h aned D 3 A 'ssociated 125 volt battery chargje Each battery is exclusively associated

. with a single 125 volt DC busf h battery charger is supplied by its
/ asso:iated AC load group only. -Re-batterf =d ic h::c.j ch:p;
'

-exclusivelysssociatedMths42holtDGsubrystemeannot k him.d
wh-eny-othee-42Lw4t-DC-subsym He -h ger-as-suppliaA f ~- ee
-same-AC-4ead-group-Ic- "" '' -associaud DC sy:e= upp!!e: So.
-controt owerr-Ac !^9 M=: Se H""d-' !"3 velt4C-subsystemme.t
_. .- , r..able.-

S sy, I
Each of the four DC rubsystems is made up of the following:

~
< - A [120-cell lead-calcium battery] rat,ed at [1650] Ah for eight hours

;
to [210] volts at 77*F,

- A static battery charger rated at [400] amps with 0.5% voltage '

regulation with an AC supply variation of 10% in voltage and 5 %
in frequency, and

,

- associated switchboards and distribution panels.

b eac.r) w orde.r i Dfi\Mle. bb-q CnPac. b cribris *. "-b s-e r y (continued)- l
ont. d visic.~ b tie q '8 bd5 c6-d one. cb-a=A cW bds," -Yle be:Her. e s raAy
be. cess 4.ed 4o cdlod cofi- 5b+e s,es % be. ger emd io
cacordcance - wdk -the_ to pca c_. 5h. kddhud), k hdecie.s ,

pcmide ct
se,o v,p. 3 cc.pcA.I.h wLi<.b, es-.3 ~%o L-ucs , %d s,su 64 .5t.4d|

or % use d toad mc. m e s y,=v - s et c.e ed s
f" 3.dc. LodbeA+t<w aad codee l bis3$1 Q ] d"[*b f"'e~ e'"* y ^c( M % 4er N 5 Re 9 kowes.

' ~
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

-t(e. d.vis Waq aad ose Chaad eM bds (.e -k. key
.

BACLUROUND operating voltage is 125 volts and each battery has adequate storage

Atbued) suppl- '- -- -- ' '- ' '- 'our-bours- without recharging (Ref. 4).'

Capacity is adequate for all loss of coolant accident (LOCA) conditions or
any other emergency shutdown.

Each 125 volt DC Class IE battery is sepantely housed in a ventilated room
apart from its charger and distribution center. Each subsystem is located in

1 ^*~*laS"s* M an area separated physically and electrically from other subsystems to ensurej
that a single failure in one subsystem does not cause failure in the redundant

subsystem $ere is no sharing between redundant Class IE subsystems such
as batteries, battery chargers, or distribution panels. &*5 |E bMe * 5
of A. Sama. .u - %y be c ross + e.cl -4egeh for ca ce4d eM
ATIDeesabsi to pro 8acINtNeapacity at 80% of nameplate*

rating, corresponding to warranted capacity at end-of-life-cycles and the
100% design demand. Battery size is based on 100% of required capacity,
and after selection of an available commercial battery, results in a battery
capacity in excess of 125 % of required capacity. "Ite voltage design limit is

( [ } volts per cell which corresponds to a total minimum voltage output of[ ]
volts per battery bank (Ref. 5).

Each battery charger has ample poweroitput capacity for the steady-state
operation of connected loads required during normal operation while at the
same time maintaining its battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger
has sufficient capacity to restore the battery bank from the design minimum j
charge to 95 % ofits fully charged state in [12] bours while supplying normal j
steady-state loads (Ref. 4). j

!

|

!
!
;

!

!

i
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

APPLICABLE ne initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in
SAFETY CESSAR-DC, Chapters 6. Engineering Safety Features, and IS, Accident
ANALYSES Analyses, assume Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems are

OPERABLE. He DC Power System provides normal and emergency DC
power for the diesel generators, emergency auxiliaries, and for control and
switching during all MODES of operation. He OPERABILTIT of the
power sources is consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses which are based upon maintaining the required DC power sources
and associated distnbution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions
in the event of (1) an assumed loss of offsite power, and (2) an additional
stogle failure.

LCO Division I and 2 DC Power Sources are required to be OPERABLE to ensure
availability of the required power to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in
a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated
design basis accident. less of any one of the DC power subsystems does not

(, prevent the minimum safety function from being perfortned. Each DC Power
Source.Ibusz:2fis considered OPERABLE if the 125 volt battery and
associated battery charger satisfy the applicable Surveillance Requirements.

Inoperable DC sources do not necessanly result in inoperable components
unless speci5cally directed by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7). He
electrolyte parameter limits relationship to the OPERABILITY of DC sources
is covered by LCO 3.8.6, Battery Cell Parameters. During periods when
battery cell parameters are not within limits, DC sources are not necessarily
inoperable unless specifically directed by the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.6,
Battery Cell Parameters. This is in accordance with LCO 3.0.7.

SYSTEM 80+ B3.8-42
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

APPLICABILITY The DC Power Sources are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,2,3,
and 4 to provide power for instrumentation and controls to ensure safe plant
operation and to ensure that:

1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary
limits are not eaceeded as a result of anticipated operational
occurrences or abnormal transients, and

2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and
other vital function. are mamtained in the event of a postulated
DBA.

DC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.5. DC Sources - Shutdown.

ACTIONS p
B %.( g Withpoe, of the ,rguircd DC Power Source 4Divist5ii'sl. inoperable (e.g.,
inoperable batter [ or inoperable battery chargerf or inoperable battery

*

j
chargersand an associated inoperable batter)[, the remaining DC Power

(Sec. M Ph Sourcesha#ihe capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an
accident condition. However, since a subsequent worst case single failure
would result in the loss of the 125 volt Class IE battery system, coctinued
power operation should not exceed two hours. The two-hour Completion
Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7), and engineering judgment
considering the number of available systems and the time required to
reasonably complete the Required Actions.
C c
il.1 and 11.2
i

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
DC Power Source cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the associated
Completion Time. This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in
six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are
reasonable based on operating experience to reach the required MODES from
full power without challenging plant systems.

SYSTEM 80+ B 3. 8-43
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DC Sources Operating I

B 3.8.4 '
,

BASES
F

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1 i

REQUIREMENTS
1

Verifying battery termmal voltage while on float charge for the 125/250 volt
Class IE battery helps ensure the effectiveness of the charging system and the i
ability of the battery to perform its intended function. Float charge is the
condition where the charger is supplying the conthums charge required to

,

overcome the internal losses of a battery (or batte., .j and maintain the
battery (or battery cell) in a fully charged state. The seven-day Frequency

.'

is consistent with the manufacturers' recommendations and IEEE 450 (Ref. i

8). He Frequency is haud on engtneertogjudgment and industry. accepted i
practice considering the unit condiuous required to perform the test, the case

!
of performing the test, and the itkehhood of a change in system or i
component status. !

SR 3.8 4.2
I
]Visual inspection of the battery cells and connections or measurement of the ;

( resistance of each cell and term.nn! connection provide an indication of
{.

physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could potentia!!y degrade |
battery performance. The connection resistance value is a ceiling value
established by the battery manufacturer based on calculations taking into
consideration the physical configuruuon of the batteries. The 92-day

|Frequency is sufficient for detecting trends in these conditions indicative of i

any problems. A more complete inspection is performed in conjunction with
the preventive maintenance program conducted during refueling outages.

SR 3.8.4.3
'!

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and battery racks provide i
an indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration which could I

potentially degrade battery performance. The 18-month Frequency is based *

on engineeringjudgment and operational experience and is sufficient to detect
battery degradation on a long-term basis when it is properly coupled with

g
other surveillances more frequently performed to detect abnormalities.

J

(continued) !,

!
<

|
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; DC Sources - Operating

i
B 3.8.4 !

!

BASES I

[' !.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.4 and 3.8.4.5
,'

REQUIREMENTS !

(continued) Visual inspections and resistance measurements of the cell-to< ell and
termmd connections provide an indication of physical damage or abnormal i

deterioration which could indicate degraded battery performance. - he anti- |
corrosion material is used to help ensure good electrical connections ar.d to ;

reduce termmal deterioration. The visual inspection for corrosion is not
|

intended to require removal and inspection under each ternunal connection. ;

ne connection resistance value is a ceiling value established by the !
manufacturer based on calculations taking into consideration the physical !

,

i configuration of the batteries. He .18-month Frequency is based on
engineeringjudgment and industry accepted practice taking into consideration
the likelihood of a change in system or compownt status. .'

i
1

SR 3.8.4.6 #
,

|
a !

Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9), requires that the battery charger supply be |
based on the largest combined demands of the various steady state loads and i

,

( the charging capacity to restore the bettery from the design minimum charge f,

; state to 95 % of the fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the unit . ;

during stich these demands occur. He minimum required amperes and |3

; duration ensures that the DC load requirements can be satisfied (refer to SR !

3.8.4.7). He Frequency is based on engineering judgment and industry !
accepted practice considering the unit conditions required to perform the test, f
and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths. j

' i
his surveillance is modified by two Notes. - ne first Note prohibits !

j performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3, or 4. Performance of
this test requires the associated DC Division to be inoperable during the test. |,

'
Berefore, this test must be performed in MODES 5 or 6. He second Note !

a!!ows credit to be taken for unplanned events in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4 i
; utich satisfy this Surveillance Requirement. i

; (continued) {
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DC Sources - Operstmg
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.7

REQUIREMENTS
(coctmued) Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9), requires the performance of a battery service

test in accordance with IEEE-450 (Ref. 8) at intervals not to exceed 18
months. A battery service test is a special capacity test to demonstrate the
capability of the battery to meet the system analyzed response requirements.
Reference 10 provides the load requirements for the batteries.

His surveillance is modified by three notes. De first Note allows the once
per 60-month performance of SR 3.8.4.8 in lieu of SR 3.8.4.7. Hisis
allowed since SR 3.8.4.8 represents a more severe test of battery capacity
than SR 3.8.4.7. De second Note prohibits performance of this surveillance i
in MODES 1,2,3, or 4. Performance of this test requires the associated DC
Division to be inoperable during the test. Herefore, this test must be
performed in MODES 5 or 6. He third Note allows credit to be taken for
unplanned events in MODES 1,2, 3, or 4 which satisfy this Surveillance
Requirement.

SR 3.8.4.8 ,

,

IEEE-450 (Ref. 8) recommends a performance test for each battery at 60-
month intervals. A battery performance test is a capacity test of the battery
in the *as found* condition, after being in service, to detect any change in
the capacity as determined by the new battery acceptance test. IEEE.485
(Ref.11) recornmends that the battery should be replaced if its capacity is
below 80% of the manufacturer's rating. A capacity of 80% shows the
battery rate of deterioration is increasing even if there is ample capacity to
meet the load requirements. He acceptmace criteria for this surveillance
specifies a more restrictive 85% capacity based on the extension of the
Frequency for SR 3.8.4.7 from the IEEE-450 recommendation of 12 months
to 18 tnonths.

I'

IEEE-450 (Ref. 8) recommends that, in addition to the 60-month Frequency,
a performance discharge test should be performed every 18 months for any
battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached 85 % of the service life
expected of the application. Degradation is indicated when the battery f
capacity drops more than 10% of rated capacity from its average on previous
performance tests, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.

(continued)

|
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8 4.8 (continued)

REQUIREMENTS ,

(continued) ne Frequencies are consistent with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.129
(Ref.12) and are sufficient to identify trends in battery degradation,

his surveillance is modified by two Notes. He first Note prohibits
performance of this surveillance in MODES 1,2,3 or 4. Performance of
this test requires the associated DC Division to be inoperable dunng the test.
Herefore, this test must be perfonned in MODES 5 or 6. The second Note
allows credit to be taken for unplanned events in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4
which satisfy this Surveillance Requirement.

REFERENCES 1. Regulatory Guide 1.6, * Independence Between Redundant Standby
(Onsite) Power Sources and Between neir Distribution Systems *
March 10,1971.

2. IEEE-308 1974, *1EEE Standard Critens for Class IE Power
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.** ,

3. 10 CFR 50, General Design Criteria 17. * Electric Power Systems.*

4. CESSAR-DC, Section 8.3.2.1.1.

5. 52 FR 3788. NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February
6, 1987.

6. CESSAR-DC, Section 8.3.2.2.1.

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, ' Availability of Electric Power Sources,*
December 1974.

8. IEEE4501980, *IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance
Testing and Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for
Generating Stations and Subsystems."

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BASES

REFERENCES 9. Regulatory Guide 1.32, *Cntena for Safety-Related Electric Power
(continued) Systems for Nuclear Power Plants,* February 1977.

10. CESSAR-DC. Table 8.3.2-4.

11. IEEE-485 1983, Recommended Practices for Sizing Large Lead
Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and Substatior.s.* June,
1983.

.

*
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16A.11.5 B 3.8.5 DC SOURCES - SIILTDOWN

DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B.3.8.5 pC Sources - Shutdows
4

B ASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC Power Sources is provided in the Bases for LCO
3.8.4, DC Sources - Operating.

APPLICABLE in MODES 1. 2, 3, and 4, the requirement to have two independent DC
SAFETY Power Source Divisions OPERAB LE is consistent with the initial assumptions
ANALYSES of the accident analyses and the design requirements and are based upon:

==ian;ning at least one of the AC and the corresponding DC Power Sources
and associsted distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions
in the event of(1) an assumed loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power, and
(2) a single failure of the other AC or DC source. In MODES S and 6, the
design basis accident (DBA) assumptions of a loss of coolant accident '

7 (LOCA) coincident with a loss of offsite or onsite AC power and a single
i failure are not required to be met. Therefore, the requirement to have one

DC Power Source Division OPERABLE is adequate to assure power is
available in MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel to systems !
required to recover from an inadvenent draindown of the reactor vessel or a
fuel handling accident (Ref.1),

;

!

The OPERABILITY of the nunimum specified AC and DC Power Sources !
and masociated distribution systems dunng shutdown and refueling ensures j
that: (1) the facility can be mamtained in the shutdown or refueling '

condition for extended time penods, and (2) sufficient instrumentation and
control capability is available for morntonng and maintaining the unit status |
(Ref. 2). The CESSAR-DC only addresses bounding analyses, such that a
specific design basis is not always stated for operation in MODES S and 6.

.

(continued)
|

|
1

l
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DC Sources - Shutdown
~i

B 3.8.5 |
.

BASES

LCO In MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel, one DC Power Source

Division is required to be OPERABLE. This ensures the availability of |
sufficient power to recover from postulated events in MODES 5 and 6 and !

when handling irradiated fuel (e.g., fuel handling accident, reactor vessel |
draindown).

\

A description of OPERABILITY requirements for the DC Power Source i
Division is provided in the Bases of LCO 3.8.4. DC Sources - Operating. (
The electrolyte parameter limits relationship to the OPERABILITY of DC i
sources is dictated by LCO 3.8.6. Battery Cell Parameters. During periods -

when battery cell parameters are not within limits, inoperable DC sources do .

not necessarily result unless specifically directed by the Required Actions of
.

|
LCO 3.8.6, Battery Cell Parameters. This is in accordance with LCO 3.0.7.

|*
a

-
. j

.

,
d - APPLICABILITY TheDC Power Sources required to be GPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and !

,

(< when handling irradiated fuel assures sufficient power to ensure that: },

-

i,*
1. Adequate coolant inventory makeup is available for the irradiated '

,

fuel in the core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor j
vessel, t

!
2. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are available,

and i
';

3. Instrumentation and control capability is available for tnonitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown or refueling condition. -

DC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed in LCO [
3.8.4, DC Sources - Operating. j

i

|

l
!
!

i,

j

|
|
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DC Sources - Shutdown i

B 3.8.5

BASES

ACTIONS A 1. A.2. A.3. A.4. and A.5 i

With less than the required DC Power Sources OPERABLE, no DC power
is available to recover from postulated events in MODES 5 and 6 and when

,

'

handling irradiated fuel. !

!

If applicable. CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated fuel must .
|

be immediately eW Suspension of these activities shall not preclude :
completion of movement of a component to a safe position. Also, if |
applicable, actions must be initiated immediately to suspend operations with !

a potential to drain the reactor vessel to minimize the probability of a vessel
; draindown and subsequent potential for fission product release. Also, if '

applicaMe, actions must be initiated immediately to suspend any operations !
) involv>g positive reactivity additions. Actions must continue until the i

opera ons are mW nese actions preclude the occurrence of the !

postuaated events.
f,

. 5

( He requirement to immediately initiate action to restore the required DC (
sources to OPERABLE status is to be continued until restoration of the j
required DC Power Sources is completed. His is to minimize the time the '

plant is in this degraded condition of potentially (or actually) not being .(
capable of recovering from the postulated fuel handling accidents or reactor .|

1

I vessel draindown event. ;

ne Completion Ttmes are based on engineering judgment taking into !
consideration that a time of as short a duration as is practical should be !
specified while ensurmg that the activities are suspended in a controlled

|
manner. L

3

SURVEILLANCE ne Bases provided for SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8 in the !
REQUIREMENTS in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4. DC Sources - Operating, are applicable. ;

!

!
.:

!

!

!

i
i

J

e

|
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DC Sources - Shutdown
B 3.5.5

BASES

REFERENCES 1. Standard Technical Specificati6ns for Combustion Engineering
,

Pressurized Water Reactors, NUREG4212, Revie5n 3. dated
December 1981.

2. NRR Memorandum, Dennis M. Crutchfield to Distribution, Subject:
Technical Specifications OPERABIllTY Requirements, dated July
8,1985.

3. 52 FR 3788, NRC Inerim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. February
6, 1987.

. -

,

,

.

4
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.
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t
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16A.11.6 B 3.8.6 BA'ITERY CELL PARAMETERS

Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

'
BASES

BACKGROUND LCO 3.8.6, Battery Cell Parameters, utilizes Table 3.8.6-1 to delineate the
limits on electrolyte level, float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC
Power Source batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their
OPERABILITY requirements are provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4. DC
Sources - Operating, and LCO 3.8.5. DC Sources - Shutdown. Within this,

table. Category A defines the limits for each designated pilot cell and ,

Category B does the same for each connected cell.

The Category A limits for the designated pilot cell's float voltage 2 2.13
volts and a specific gravity of 21.200(0.015 below the manufacturer's fully
charged nominal specific gravity) or a battery charging current that had
stabilized at a low value) is characteristic of a charged cell with adequate
capacity. The limits on electrolyte level ensures no physical damage to the -

[.
plates occurs and adequate electron transfer capability is maintained in the
event of transient conditions.

The Category B limits for each connected cell's float voltage and specific
gravity 2 2.13 volts and a specific gravity of 2 1.195 (0.020 below the
manufacturer's fully charged nominal specific gravity with an average specific,

I gravity of all the connected cells 2 1.205 (0.010 below the manufacturer's
fully charged nominal specific gravity) ensures the OPERABILITY and
capability of the battery. The limits on electrolyte level ensure no physical '

damage to the plates occurs and adequate electron transfer capability is
maintained in the event of transient conditions.

The limits are based upon manufacturer's recommended values (Ref.1) to
1 ensure the OPERABILITY ard capability of the battery. The specific gravity

limits assure a manufacturer's recommended fully charged nominal specific
gravity of 1.215. Specific gravity must be corrected for electrolyte

,

temperature and level, and the float voltage limits may be corrected for
average electrolyte temperature. These Notes provide for correction of the )
measured values in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations when
the values reflect transient conditions as opposed to battery capacity.

|

(contmued)
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.B.6

,

BASES

BACKGROUND Category C defines allowable values of 'clectrolyte level, float voltage, and
(continued) specific gravity of each connected cell. Rese values represent degraded

battery conditions. Howe er, operation is peruutted when Category C limits
are met since sufficient unpacity exists to perform the intended function,
nese values are discussed in more detail an the Actions section of this Bases.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in
SAFETY CESSAR-DC Chapters 6. Engineenng Safety Features, and 15. Accident
ANALYSES Analyses, assume all Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems are

OPERABLE. He DC power systems povide normal and emergency DC
power for emergency auailianes and for control and switching during all
MODES of operation. He OPERABILITY of the power sources is
consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based
upon maintaining DC power sources and associated distnbution systems
OPERABLE during accident conditions m the event of (1) an assumed loss
of offsite power, and (2) an additional single failure.

!

l
LCO he Class IE DC Power Sources are required to be OPERABLE to ensure

availability of the required power to shutdows the reactor and maintain it in
a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated i

design basis accident. Battery cell parameters not within limits do not
nurmoly result in inoperable DC sources (batteries) unless specifically
directed by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7).

APPLICABILITY Re battery electrolyte must be within the licruts of Table 3.8.6-1 when the
associated DC Power Sources are required to be OPERABLE (refer to
Applicability discussion in Bases for LCO 3.8.4 DC Sources + Operating,
and LCO 3.8.5. DC Sources - Shutdomm).

|

!

i
.
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

ACTIONS A. I. A.2. and A.3

Operation with one or more cells in one or more batteries parameters not
within limits (i.e., Category A limits not met, or Category B limits not met,
or Category A and B limits not met), but within the allowable value
(Category C limits are met) specified in Table 3.S.6-1 is permitted since
sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function. De pilot cell
electrolyte level and float voltage are required to be verified to meet the
Category C allowable values within one hour (Required Action A.1). His
check will provide a quick indication of the status of the remainder of the
battery cells. One hour provides time to inspect the electrolyte level and to
confirm the float voltage of the [ ] pilot cells. As such, the Completion
Time is based on engineering judgment taking into consideration the time
required to perform the Required Action.

Verification that the Category C allowable values are met for all cells
(Required Action A.2) will ensure that during the time to restore the '

parameters to the Category A and B limits that the battery will still be
( capable of performing its intended function. Twenty four hours are provided i

to complete Required Action A.2 because specific gravity measurements must
be obtained for each connected cell. As such, the Completion Time is based
on engineering judgment taking into consideration the time required to
perform the Required Action and the assurance provided by Required Action

i

A.1 that the battery cell parameters are not severely degraded. '

<

Continued operation is only peruutted for 31 days before battery cell
parameters must be restored to within Category A and B limits. During this
31-day period:

(1) the allowable values for electrolyte level (above the top of the plates !

and not overflowing), ensures no physical damage to the plates with
an adequate electron transfer capability;

(continued) |
|

|
|
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Battery Cell Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. and A,3 (continued)
.

(continued)
(2) the allowable value for the average specific gravity of all the cells

2 [1.195 [0.020] below the manufacturer's recommended fully a
charged nomical specific gravity), or a battery charging current that [
had stabilized at less than (2) amperes on a float charge) is the

'

manufacturer's recommendation and ensures that the decrease in
capacity will be less than the margin provided in sizing;

(3) the allowable value for an individual cell's specific gravity [0.020]
below the average of all the connected ce!!s) ensures that en
incividual cell's specific gravity will not be [0.040] below the
manufacturer's fully charged nominal specific gravity. His is the
value recommended by the manufacturer to ensure the overall
capability of the battery will be snaintained within an acceptable
limit; and

(4) the allowable value for an individual cell's float voltage [> 2.07)
( volts) ensures the battery's capability to perform its design function.

He 31-day Completion Time is based on engineeringjudgment taking into
consideration that while battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists
to perform the totended function and a!!ow time to fully restore the battery
cell parameters to normal limits,

i
When any battery parameter is outside the Category C allowable value,
sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load requirements is not ;

assured and Condition B would be entered.

(continued)

!
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Battery Cell Parameters

B 3.8.6
6

BASES

ACTIONS M
(continued)

If the appropnate pa smeters in Table 3.8.6-1 cannot be met in accordance
with the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A,
or Category C allowable vs. lues are not met, the associated battery must be

,

declared inoperable immediately and the Requind Actions of LCO 3.8.4. DC
|

Sources - Opersting, or LCO 3.8.5, DC Sources- Shutdown, followed as
appropnate. The battery must also be declared inoperable ii' the average
electrolyte temperature of toe pilot cells is less than the limits of SR 3.8.6.3.
Below this temperature, the battery's capability may not be sufficient to

'
satisfy the design basis load profile.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

This surveillance is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450 (Ref.
3), which states that the battery be demonstrated to meet Category A lirmts

{ on a regularly scheduled interval. The seven-day Frequency for this
,

surveillance is consistent with the guidance of IEEE-308 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.8.6.2

This surveillance is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450 (Ref.
3), which states that the battery be demonstrated to meet Category B limits
oo a quartedy basis, in addition, within 24 hours of a battery discharge
below 110 volts or a battery overcharge above 150 volts, the battery must be
demonstrated to meet Category B limits. This one-time 24-hour surveillance
venfies that no signi5 cant degradation of the battery occurred as a
consequence of the discharge or overcharge. The 24 hour requirement is,

judged to be acceptable given the seven day periodic check of the Category
A limits.

(continued)
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Battery Cc!! Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8 6.3

REQUIREMENTS
(continued) This surveillanc- is consistent mth '.be recommendations of IEEE-450 (R.ef.

3) which states that the battery average electrolyte temperature te deternuned
on a quarterly basis. While higher than normal operating temperatures ,

increase battery capacity, elevated temperatures also increase internal self-
discharge, lower cell voltages for a given charge voltage, and shorten overall
battery life. Iewer than normal temperatures have the opposite effects and
act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. Normal battery operating
temperatures are 60*F to 90*F with a recommended ambient operating
temperature of 77'F. This survettlance ensures that the ambient temperatures
temain within an acceptable operattag range. These limits were established

based on manufacturer's recommendations.
.

REFERENCES 1. (Battery Manufacturer recommended parameter values).

I 2. 52 FR 3758. NRC Interim Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors February
6, 1987. j

3. IEEE-4501980, 'IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance. .

Testing, and Replacement of large Lead Storage Batteries for |

Generating Stations and Substations."
|

4. IEEE-3081978 *IEEE Standard Criteria for Class IE Power
Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

|

|

1

,

!
I

I
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Distnbution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.7

B 3.8 ELECTTGCAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Distnbution Svstems - Oneratine

BASES

BACKGROUND The primary distnbution of the onsite AC Power Distnbution Systetu is at
4160 volts. Here are two 4160 volt emergency buses. These buses are
located in separate rooms in the diesel building and supply power to essential
loads required during planned operations and during abnormal operational
transients and accidents. Power is distnbutsd to the 4160 volt buses frem the'
offsite power sources as desenbed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, AC Sources -
Operating. Control power for the 4160 voit breakers is supplied from the
Class IE battenes as desenbed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4. DC Sources -
Operating.

!

ne secondary plant distribution is at 480 volts. He 460 volt distribution
system includes load centers [ ). Load centers [ ] are normally supplied

(. from 4160 volt buses [ ), respectively, through their own transformers.
The 480 volt load centers are located in separate rooms in the control
building. Control power for the 450 volt breakers is supplied from the Class
IE batteries as described in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, DC Sources -
Operating.

The safety-related 450 volt AC motor control centers are fed from load
centers [ ]. He 120 volt AC vital buses are arranged in four load groups
and are normally powered from their 125 volt DC switchboards, respectively
via the associated DC/AC inverter. De alternate power supply for the vital
buses is a Class IE constant voltage source powered from the same Division

,

as the associated inverter. The Dmsson I constant voltage source is powered
from 480 volt motor control center (McC) [ } and supplies load group [ ]

,

vital buses. Similarly, MCC ( ) (Dmsson 2) supplies load group [ ] vital
buses.

He 125 volt DC load groups I through 4 switchboards, respectively*

normally are powered from their battery charger. He battery chargers are, .

e powered from their Divisional 480 volt MCC. A loss of AC power or,

.

(continued)
.
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Distnbution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES

BACKGROUND failure of the battery charger places the associated battery in service to supply
(continued) its 125 voit DC switchboard.

He list of all required distnbution buses is located in Table B 3.8.7-1.

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of design basis transient and accident analyses in
SAFETY CESSAR-DC Chapters 6. Engineering safety Features, and 15. Accident
ANALYSES Analyses, assume Engineered Safety Features (ESF) systems are

OPERABLE. He AC and DC electrical Power Distnbution Systems are
designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy and reliability
to ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel,
Reactor Coolant System, and contauunent design limits are not exceeded.

These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO sections 3.2
(Power Distribution Limits), 3.4 (Reactor Coolant System), and 3.6
(Containment Systems).

(
He OPERABILITY of the Power Distribution Systems is consistent with the

initial assumptions of the accident analyses and are based upon maintaining
at least one of the onsite AC and DC power sources and associated
distribution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of
(1) an assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC power, and (2) a
single failure of the other AC or DC source.

LCO The Power Distribution System Divisions listed in Table B 3.8.7-1 ensure
the availability of AC and DC power for the systems required to shutdown
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated design basis accident. Two Divisions of the AC
and DC Power Distnbution Systems are required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining two Davisions of AC and DC Power Distribution Systems
OPERABLE ensures that the redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF
is not defeated. Either Division of the distnbution system is capable of
providing the necessary electncal power to its corresponding ESF Division.
Therefore, a single failure within any system or within the electncal j

,

distnbution systems will not prevent safe shutdown of the plant.
i

i
(continued) !

!
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Distnbution Systems - Operating |

B 3.8.7
-|

BASES i,

-
;
,

LCO OPERABILITY is met, ma it applies to AC And DC Distribution Systems,
(continued) provided the associated bus is energized to its proper voltage. He AC vital

{bus is OPERABLE when it is powered from its associated inverter and DC
!

bus at proper voltage [and frequency]. Supplying the AC vital buses from
,

;

the Class IE constant voltage source is not acceptable for considenng the AC
!

Power Distribution System Division to be OPERABLE except as allowed by !;
the Note in the LCO. In addition Class IE Divisional distribution cross-tie ;

breakers open between redundant buses is required for distribution system iOPERABILITY.,

1 i

Inoperable distribution systems do not necessarily result in inoperable
components unless directed by Required Actions.

;

This LCO is modified by a note allowing two inverters to be disconnected }
5

from their associated DC buses for s;24 hours. This allowance is provided
!

.,

1

to perfonn an equalizing charge on the associated battery banks. During an
{

*

equalizing charge, the resulting voltage condition may damage equipment i

-

energized from the associated vital buses. Disconnecting the two inverters kis allowed provided the associated vital buses are energized from their Class
!IE constant voltage source transformer and the AC vital buses for other
!

battery banks are energized from the associated inverters connected to their
DC busca. Rese provisions minimize the loss of equipment that would
occur in the event of a loss of offsite power. The 24-hour time penod for

;

i the allowance minimizes the time during which a loss of offsite power could i

result in the loss of equipment energized from the affected AC vital bus uiiile I

taking into consideration the time required to perform an equalizing charge
on the battery bank. When utilizing the allowance, if one or more of the

L
provisions is not met (e.g., 24-hour time period exceeded, etc.), the

{associated vital bus must be declared inoperable. ;

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC Power Distnbution Systems are required to be OPERABLE (*

in MODES 1,2,3, and 4 to ensure that:, !
;.

'
i1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary
i

limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational |
occurrences or abnormal transients, and

I

(continued)
{

!
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Distnbution Systems - Operating '

B 3.8.7

BASES

APPLICABILITY 2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integnty and
(continued) other vital functions are maintained in the event of a postulated

DBA.

AC and DC power distnbution system requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are
covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.8, Distribution Systems - Shutdown.

ACTIONS A. I . A.2. and A.3 '

With one or more required buses, except AC vital buses, in one divtsion
,

inoperable, the remaining Power Distnbution System Division is capable of
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shutdown the unit and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure.
However, the overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in the
remaining division of the Power Distribution System could result in the
minimum required ESF functions not being supported. Herefore, the

(
required DC buses must be restored to OPERABLE status within two hours

and the AC buses must be restored to OPERABLE status within eight hours.
The two-hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with Reference 2.

He eight-hour Completion Time is based on industry-accepted practice and
engineering judgment taking into consideration the number of available

i

systems and the time required to reasonably complete the Required Actions. j

he specific list of features encompassed by Required Action A.2 is provided
in Reference 2. Rese features are those which are designed with redundant
safety related divisions. Single division systems are not included. Since the
Completion Time allowance for this Required Action is imited to two hours,
those systems with allowed Completion Times 2 two hours for both division
inoperable are not included as required features to be checked. Required
Action A.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of offsite power,
during the period that an AC bus is inoperable, will not result in a complete
loss of safety function of a critical system. He term * ensure.* as used in
Required Action A.2, allows for an administrative check by examining logs
or other information to determine if certain features are out-of-service for
mainter.ance or other reasons. It does not require unique performance of the
Surveillance Requirements needed to demonstrate OPERABILITY of the
feature. The Completion Time is intended to allow the operator time to

(continued)

|
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Distnbution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES

ACTIONS A. I . A.2. and A.3 (continued)
(continued)

evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time
also allows for an exception to the norma! ' time zero" for beguning the
allowed outage '.ime " clock.* In this Required Action, the Completion Time
only begins on discovery that both (1) an inoperable AC bus exists, and (2)
a required feature on the other division is inoperable. If at any time dunng
the existence of this Condition (one AC bus is inoperable) a required feature
subsequently becomes inoperable, this Completion Time would begin to be
tracked. De Completion Time is based on engineering judgment taking into
consideration the probability of a loss of offsite power occurring in this
condition, thereby resulting in a loss of function of this feature. Hisis
comparable to both diesel generators anoperable and, therefore, a comparable
Completion Time is established.

B.1 and B.2

With one AC vital bus inoperable, the remammg OPERABLE AC vital buses
( are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to

shutdown the unit and maintain it in the safe shutdown condition. However,
overall reliability is reduced since an additional single failure could result in
the minimum required ESF functions not being supported. Herefore, the
required AC vital bus must be powered from its alternate Class IE constant
voltage source transformer within two hours. Within 24 hours, the AC vital
bus must be restored to OPERABLE status. This ensures that equipment
powered from the AC vital bus will remain OPERABLE during a loss of
offsite power. The 24-hour Completion Time is based on engineering
judgment taking into consideration the probability of a loss of offsite power
occurring during this time penod, the number of available systems, and the
time requireo to reasonably complete the Required Actions.

C.1 and C.2

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply if the
Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met. This is done

;

by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 in six hours and in MODE 5 in 36 '

hours. De allowed Completion Times are reasonable based on operating i

experience to reach the required MOl>ES from full power without !
challenging plant systems. i

(continued)
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Distnbution Systems - Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This surveillance verifies that the AC and DC Power Distribution Systems are
functioning properly with all the desired circuit breakers closed and the buses

energized from normal power. He venfication of proper voltage availability
on the buses ensures that the required power is readily available for motive
as well as control functions for entical system loads connected to these buses.

ne seven4y Frequency is based on engineering judgment and indastry i

accepted practice considering the unit conditions required to perform the test,
the case of performing the test, and the likehhood of a change in the system
component status.

SR 3.8.7.2

His surveillance venfies that the inverters are functioning properly, ensuring
that the frequency on the AC vital buses are within linuts. He seven-day
Frequency is based on engineenngjudgment considenng the unit conditions
required to perform the test, the case of performing the test, and the

i likehhood of a change in the system component status.

REFERENCES 1. 52 FR 3788, NRC Intenm Pohey Statement on Technical Specification
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors. February 6,1987.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.93, * Availability of Electric Power Sources" December
1974.

.
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Distnbution Systems . Operating
B 3.8.7

BASES

Table B 3.8.7-1

POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

TYPE VOLTAGE DIVISION 1 DIVISION 2

AC Emergency 4160 VAC [] []
Buses

480 VAC [] []

DC Buses 125 VDC [ ] from battery [ ] from battery

[ ] from charger [ ] [ ] from charger [ ]

( [ ] from battery [ ] from battery

[ ] from charger [ ] [ ] from charger [ ]

AC Vital Buses 120 VAC [ ] from inverter [ ] from inverter

[ ] from inverter [ ] [ ] from inverter [ ]

=

.

.

~
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Distribution Systems - Shutdon
;

B 3.8.8
:

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
e
'

B.3.8.8 Distribution Systems - Shutdown
'

i

!'
|

BASES [
'

e

BACKGROUND A description of the AC and DC Power Distribution Systems is provided in
v

the Bases for LCO 3.8.7, Distnbution Systems - Operating.

|'

APPLICABLE in MODES 1,2, 3, and 4, the requirement to have two AC and DC Power
fSAFETY

Distribution Systems OPERABLE is consistent with the initial assumptions; ANALYSES !
of the accident analyses and the design requirements and are based upon

|
E

maintaining at least one of the AC and the corresponding DC power sources i

and associated distnbution systems OPERABLE during accident conditions -
in the event of (1) an assumed loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power, and

[(2) a single failure of the other AC or DC source. In MODES 5 and 6, the >

design basis accident (DBA) assumptions of a loss of coolant accident
.

'
'

( {LOCA) coincident with a loss of offsite or onsite AC power and a single
.,

failure are not required to be met. Therefore, the requirement to have one
AC and DC Power Distnbution System OPERABLE is adequate to assure

,

power is available in MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel to ;

i

systems required to recover from an inadvertent draindown of the reactor
vessel or a fuel handling accident (Ref.1).

t

'

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified AC and DC power sources
|

t

and associated distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures '

that (1) the facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition
.
*

for extended time periods, and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control
capability is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status (Ref. 2).

, ,
The CESSAR-DC only addresses bounding analyses, such that a specific*

design basis is not always stated for operation in MODES 5 and 6. The
safety analysis assumptions for a design basis event may not be applicable to
operation in MODES 5 and 6. **

, .-,,

' Distribution Systems - Shutdown satisbes the req'uirements of Selection
.

' .
Criteria 3 of the NRC Intenm Policy Statement as documented in Reference
2.

(continued)
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Distnbution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES

LCO In MODES 5 and 6 and when handling ' irradiated fuel, one of the AC and
DC Power Distnbution System Divisions is required to be OPERABLE.
This ensures the availability of sufScient power to recover from postulated
events in MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel (e.g., fuel
handling accident, reactor vessel dramdown).

Inoperable distribution systems do not necessanly result in inoperable
components unless directed by Required Actions (refer to LCO 3.0.7). For
components powered from busca not listed in Table B 3.8.7-1. LCO 3.0.7
does not allow an exception to the definition of OPERABILITY and any of
these buses deccergized would result in all affected components inoperable.

APPLICABILITY he AC and DC Power Distnbution Systems Divisions required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel assures
sufficient power to ensure that:

(
Adequate coolant inventory inakeup is available. for the irradiated1.

fuel in the core in case of an inadvertent draindous of the reactor
vessel,

2. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are available,
and

3. Instrumentation and control capability is available for morutonng
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown or refueling condition.

AC and DC Power Distnbution Systems requirements for MODES 1,2,3,
and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.7, Distribution Systems - Operating.

ACTIONS A. I . A.7. A 3. A.4. and A.5

With less than the required AC or DC Power Distnbution Systems Division
OPERABLE, no AC and/or DC power is available to recover from postulated
events in MODES 5 and 6 and when handling irradiated fuel.

(contmued)
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B 3.8.8

BASES

ACTIONS A 1. A 2. A.3. A.4. and A.5 (continued')
(continued)

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and handling of irradiated fuel must
be immediately suspended. Suspension of these activities shall not preclude
completion of movement of a component to a safe position. Also, if
applis Ale, actions must be initiated immediately to suspend operations with
a potential to drain the reactor vessel and subsequent potential for fission
product release. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated immediately to
suspend any operations involving positive reactivity additions. Actions must
continue until the operations are suspended. These actions preclude the
occurrence of the postulated events.

The requirement to immediately imt ate action to restore the required AC and
DC Power Distribution Systems to OPERABLE status is to be continued
until restoration is completed. His is to minimize the time the plant is in
this degraded condition of potentially (or actually) not being capable of
recovenng from the postulated fuel handling accident or reactor vessel
draindown event.,

\ ,

The Completion Times are based on engineering judgment taking in'.o
consideration that a time of as short a duration as is practical should be
specified while ensuring that the activities are suspended in a controlled
manner.

SURVEILLANCE ne Bases provided for SR 3.8.7.1 and SR 3.8.7.2, in the Bases for LCO
REQUIREMENTS 3.8.7 Distribution Systems - Operateg, are applicable.

REFERENCES 1. Standard Technical Specifications for Combustion Engineering
Pressunzed Water Reactors, NUREG 0212r Revision 3, December
1981..

,

2. NRR Memorandum. Denrus M. Crutchfield to Distnbution Subject:
Technical Specifications OPERABILITY Requirements, dated July
8,1985.

3. CESSAR-DC. Chapter 15.

(continued)
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BASES

'

REFERENCES 4 52 FR 3788, NRC latenm Policy Statement on Technical
(continued) Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,

February 8,1987.

(

.

.
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16 A.12.1 B 3.9.1 BORON CONCENTRATION
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration

RASES

BACKGROUND ne limit on the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS),
refueling cavity and refueling canal during refueling ensures that the reactor
remains suberitical during MODE 6. He limit includes an uncertainty
allowance of 50 gm3

ppm.
Refueling boron concentration is the solu, e boron concentration in the
reactor coolant dunng refueling or fuel handling. The soluble boron
concentration offsets the fuel reactivity and is measured by chemical analysis
of the reactor coolant. He refueling boron concentration specified in the
COLR maintains overall core reactivity 5 0.95 K,ff uricg fuel handlingd

with Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) and fuel assemblies assumed to be
in the most adverse (least negative reactivity) configuration allowed by plant
procedures.

General Design Criteria 26 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A requires two
independent reactivity control systems of different design principles be
provided (Ref.1). One of these systems must be capable of holding the
reactor core subentical under cold conditions. The Chemical and Volume
Control System (CVCS) is the system capable of maintaimag the reactor
subcritical in cold conditions by maintaining the boron concentration.

He plant is brought to shutdown conditions before beginning operations to
open the RCS for refueling. After the plant is cooled and depressurized, and
the reactor vessel head is unbolted. the head is slowly raised, he refueling
cavity and canal are then flooded by pumping borated water from' the
In-containment Refuehng Water Storage Tank (IRWST) using the
Containment SpraylCSV

SpieM (~{6s)-
If additions of boron are required after the vessel has been opened, the CVCS

'nakes the ad,dgigns through the RCS and open vessel. De pumping action
of the'tfM L gand natural circulation due to thermal driving heads in the j

,

vessel and cavity mix the added concentrated boric acid with the water in the '

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES

-Sc5
BACKOROUND RCS and the refueling canal. He9C ;nn;,;;; is kept in service during the

(continued) refueling period to remove core decay heat and provide forced circulation in
the RCS.

|

APPLICABLE During refueling operations the reactivity condition of the core is consistent
SAFETY ANALYSIS with the initial conditions assumed for the boron dilution accident in the

accident analysis a:2d is conservative for MODE 6. He magnitude of the
boron concentration is based on the nuclear design of each fuel cycle. It also
guarantees that the K,g of the core will remain less than 0.95 during the
refueling operation.

During refueling, the water volume in the spent fuel pool, the transfer canal,
the refueling cavity, the refueling canal and the reactor vessel form a single
mass. As a result, the soluble boron concentration is the same in each
(Ref. 2).

V44 k5Tnvukeyhe limiting boron dilution accident occurs in MODE 5.(Ref4 A detailed

discussion of this event is provided in ?m 3.1.2, FS d =.MarQ
M:i;, %*e (o..mr.

LCO ne LCO 3.9.1 requires that a minimum boron concentration be maintained
while in MODE 6. He boron concentration limit during fuel handling
operations ensures a K,g of s 0.95 is maintained. Violation of the LCO
could lead to possible inadvertent criticality during MODE 6.

APPLICABILITY nia LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in the reactor
vessel will remain subentical. The required boron concentration ensures a

K,gof 50.95. Above MODE 6. LCOK3.1.1 d 2. ' .2, Shutdown Margin,
ensure that an adequate amount of negative reactivity is available to shutdown
the reactor and to maintain the reactor subcritical.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions is
contingent upon maintaining the plant in compliance with the LCO. With the

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

boron concentration of any of the filled portions of the RCS, the refueling
canal, or the refueling cavity less than its limit, all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be suspended
immediately. Performance of Required Action A.1 shall not preclude
completion of actions to establish a safe condition.

Al

In addition to A.1 and A.2, boration to restore the armtration must be
initiated. The 15-minute completion time is the time allowed for an operator
to correctly align and start the required systems ans components.

In the determination of the required co:nbination of boration flow rate and
boron concentration, there is not a unique design basis event which must be
satisfied. The only requirement is to restore the boron concentration to its

[ required value as soon as possible. In order to raise the boron concentration
i

of the RCS as soon as possible, the boration solution should be a highly
concentrated solution of boric acid.

Once boration is initiated, it must be continued until the boron concentration
is restored. The completion tirne depends on the amount of boron which
must be injected to reach the required concentration.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 9.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

*
This SR verifies the reactor coolant boron concentration in the RCS,
refueling canal and refWing cavity is within the COLR limit. The boron,

concentration in the coolant is determined periodically by chemical analysis.

. Because the likelihood of a significant reduction in the boron concentration
during MODE 6 operations is remote, a minimum frequency of once every
72 hours is a reasonable interval to verify boron concentration. The
surveillance interval is based on extensive operating experience and ensures
that the boron concentration is checked at adequate intervals.

(continued)
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Boron Concentration
B 3.9.1

BASES

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A Section VI, Criterion 26, * Reactivity
Control System Redundancy and Capability.*

2. NS-51.2, ANSI /ANS-57.2-1983, Section 6.4.2.2.3, American
Nuclear Society. Ament.an National Standard. * Design '

Requirements for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities
,

at Nuclear Power Plants." 1983.

3. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15 Accident Analysis.

.

4. 52 FR 3788. NRC Intenm Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,
February 6,1987.

Additional References

5. NRC Bulletin No. 89-03, * Potential Loss of Required Shutdown
Margin During Refueling Operations * November 21,1989.
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16 A.12.2 B 3.9.2 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION

Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND ne installed source range morutors are part of the Nuclear Instrumentation
System (NIS). nese detectors are estemal to the reactor vessel and detect
neutrons leaking from the core. He use of portable detectors is permitted,
provided the LCO requirements are met.

The installed source range monitors are BF3 detectors operating in the
&

proportional region of the. gas-filled detector characteristic curve. They, . " , .,- monitor the neutron flux. in counts per second (eps) and cover 5 decades of
*

-

,v. ; , ^ - neutron flux (1 to IES cps). Each source range monitor provides visual,,

indication in the control room. If used, portable detectors should be.

'

functionally equivalent to the mstalled NIS source range monitors.
.

( APPLICABLE OPERABLE source range neutron flux monitors are required to provide a
SAFETY ANALYSES signal to alert the operator to changes m core reactivity such as a boron

dilution accident or an improperly loaded fuel assembly.

LCO ne OPERABILITY of two source range neutron flux monitors with visual
indication in the control room ensures that redundant monitoring capability
is available to detect changes in core reactmty.

APPLICABILITY *. . In MODE 6 the source range neutron flux monitors must be OPERABLE to*
,

*

., .
, . , ,determme changes 3 core reactinty. N6 other direct means are available..

a ,

;
* *

In MODES 2,3,4, and 5 the mstalled source range detectors and circuitry
are also required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.3.1, Reactor Trip System

;, Instrumentation.
!
,

(contmued) {
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Nuclear lastrumentation !
B 3.9.2 'f

.

BASES !

:.

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 1

!
With one source range neutron flux monitor inoperable, redundancy has been |

lost. Since these instruments provide the only direct means of monitortog !
core reactivity conditions. CORE ALTERNATIONS and positive reactivity
additions must be suspeded immediately. Performance of Required Action j
A.! shall not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe condition. !

t

bl
.

I
,

| ' With one source range monitor inoperable, action shall be initiated to restore '

'

,

; the inoperable monitor to OPERABLE status within seven days. Seven days
is a reasonable time in which corrective actions must be initiated considering i
the boron sampling frequency of SR 3.9.1.1 and the suspension of CORE i

ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity changes per Required Actions A.1 !

and A.2 above. The seven days allows for instrument calibration and
.

maintenance. Corrective actions, once started, must be continued until the
,

,

f monitor is restored to OPERABLE status.

k '

u
.

With no source range monitor OPERABLE. actions to restore a monitor to
-

OPERABLE status shall be initiated within 15 minutes. Once initiated |
u

5 actions shall be continued until a source range monitor is restored to
| OPERABLE status. With the unit ~ in MODE 6 and all CORE 'I

ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions suspended,15 minutes is i

a reasonable time to initiate corrective actions.
'

,

'

M
4

With no source range monitor OPEPABLE. there is no direct means of
; detectmg changes in core reactivity. >

Performing SR 3.9.1.1 verifies that the required boron concentration exists. !

The four-hour completion time quickly venfies the boron concentration of the ,

reactor coolant. The frequency of once per 12 hours ensures that unplanned<

,

changes in boron concentration would be identified. 'Ihe 12-hour frequency
is reasonable considering the low probability of a change in core reactivity
during this time period. .

(continued)
,
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Nuclear Instrumentation
B 3.9.2

MSES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9 7.1

REQUIREMENTS '

SR 3.9.2.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK. which is the
companson of the indicated parameter values for each of the functions. It is
based on the assumption that the two indication channels should be consistent
with core conditions. Changes in fuelloading and core geometry can result
in sigmficant differences between source range channels but each channel
should be consistent with its local conditions. he frequency of 12 hours is
based on the importance of the source range neutron flux monitors as the
frequency is consistent with LCO 3,3.10. Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System Instrumentation and has been proven acceptable through

operattng expenence.

SR 3.9.2.2

ne CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, performed once per seven days,
ensures systematic venfication of the OPERABILITY of the source range
monitors. He frequency of seven days is based on the importance of the
source range monitors as the only direct means of monitoring core reactivity
and has been shown through operating experience to be a conservati$e
interval considering operating history data for the setpoint drift.

REFERENCES None.
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16A.12.3 B 3.9.3 COSTAINMEST PENETRATIONS

Contatnment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations

B ASES

BACKGROUND Dunng CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel within
containment, a release of fission product radioactivity within the containment
will be restricted from leakage to the environment when the LCO
requirernents are met. In MODES 1,2, 3 and 4 this is accomplished by
maintaimg containment OPERABLE as described in LCO 3.6.1. In
MODE 6 the potential for contatnment pressurization as a result of an
accident is not present, therefore, less stringent requirements are needed to
isolate the containment from the outside atmosphere.

The containment structure serves to contain fission product radioactivity
which may be released from the reactor core following a Design Basis

'

Accident (DBA), such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained within
[ the requirements of 10 CFR 100. Additionally, this structure providesi

radiation shielding from the fission products which may be present in the
containment atmosphere following accident conditions.

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment pressure
boundary, provides a means for moving large equipment and correnents into
and out of contamment. During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of
fuel assemblies within containment with irradiated fuel in containment, the
equipment hatch must be held in place by at least 4 bolts. Good engineering
practice dictates that these four bolts be approximately equally spaced.

The containment personnel locks, which are also part of the containment
pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel accus during plant
operation. Each personnel lock has a door at both ends. The doors are
normally interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening when containment
closure is required.

During periods of unit shutdown when containment closure is not required,
the door interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an
airlock to remain open for extended periods when frequent containment entry
is necessary. During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel

(continued)
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Contamment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES

BACKGROUND assemblies within containment with irradiated fuel in the containment, the
(continued) door interlock mechanism may remain disabled, but one personnellock door

must nmain closed.

he requirements on containment penetration closure ensure that a release of
fission product radioactivity within contamment will be rutricted from
leaking to the environment. The closure restnetions are sufficient to restnet

fission product radioactivity release from containment due to a fuel handling
accident durmg refuelmg.

He Contamment Purge and Exhaust System was designed for intermittent
operation and provides a means of removing airborne radioactivity caused by
minor operational Reactor Coolant System (RCS) leakage prior to personnel
entry into containment. The system is also used for reducing the humidity
and temperature inside conumment. De system consists of four lines
penetratmg containment, two for supply and two for exhaust. De lines are
sized to sufficiently reduce the airbome radioactivity level within coctamment
to levels defined in 10 CFR 20 (Ref.1) for a 40 hour work week within twoc

I hours of purge initiation.

During fuel movement the four purge and exhaust penetrations must be
isolated or isolable and the other penetrations which provide direct access
from containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be isolated on at
least one side. Isolation may be achieved by OPERABLE automatic
containment purge or exhaust isolation valves or by an isolation valve, blind
flange, or equivalent. Equivalent isolation methods may include a closed
system within containment, or a material which can provide a temporary,
atmospheric pressure, ventilation barrier for the

Contamment penetrations dunng fuel movernents. An example of such a
material which has been approved for this use is a silicone foam scalant.

fRef.2).

OPERABILITY of the Contamment Purge and Exhaust isolation System. in
accordance with LCO 3.6.3 Containment isolation Valves, ensures that the
containment vent and purge penetrations will be automatically isolated upon
detection of high radioactivity level witbin contamment. OPERABILITY of
this system is required to restnct the release of radioactive rnatenal from
containment atmosphere to the environment.

(continued)
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Containment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

BASES
.

APPLICABLE Dunng CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies within
SAFETY ANALYSIS containment with irradiated fuel in contamment, the most severe radiological

consequences results from a fuel handitng accident. The l'uel handling
accident is a Condition IV postulated event which involves damage to
irradiated fuel (Ref. 3). Fuel handling accidents, analyzed in CESSAR-DC
Section 15.7.3.4, include dropptog a single fuel assembly and handling tool
or a heavy object onto other irradiated fuel assemblies (Ref. 4). He
requirements of this LCO and LCO 3.9.6 and the minimum decay time of 72
hours prior to CORE ALTERATIONS ensure that the release of fission
product radioactivity subsequent to a fuel handling accident does not result
in doses in excess of the guideline values specified in 10 CFR 100 and
Standard Review Plan Section 15.7.4. Rev.1 (Ref. 3).

LCO This LCO minimizes the consequences of a fuel handling accident in
containment by minimizmg the release of fission product radioactivity from .

the containment. The LCO requires any penetration providing direct access
f from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed
'

except for the containment purge and exhaust penetrations.

For the containment purge and exhaust penetrations, this LCO ensures that
these penetrations are isolable by the Containment Purge and Exhaust
Isolation System.

|

APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable during CORE
ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies wi. .. radiated fuel to
containment since this is when there is a potential for a fuel handling
accident. In MODES 1,2,3 and 4. Containment Penetration requirements
are addressed by LCO 3.6.1, Contamment. In MODES 5 and 6 when CORE

ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies in containment with
irradiated fuel in contamment are not being conducted, the potential for a fuel
handling accident does not exist. Therefore, under these conditions no
requirements are placed on contamment penetration status.

ACTIONS A.1 and A 2

With the containment equipment hatch, personnel locks, or any contamment
penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the

1

(continued)

|
,
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Contatnment Penetrations
B 33.3

BASES

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued)

outside atmosphere not in the required status, including the Containment
Purge and Exhaust system not capable of automatic actuation when the Purge
and Exhaust valves are open, the unit must be placed in a condition where
the isolation function is not needed. This is accomplished by immediately
suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of fuel assemblies within
containment. Performance of Required Action A.1 shall not preclude
completion of actions to establish a safe condition. '

SURVEILLANCE SR 3 9.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

This SR verifies that each of the contamment penetrations, required to be in
its closed position is in that position or is capable of being closed by an

. OPERABLE sutomatic Contamment Purge and Exhaust Isolation System. As
such, this surveillance ensures that a postulated fuel handling accident which

[ involves a release of fitsion product radioactivity within the containment will
not result in a release of fission product radioactivity to the environment.

The SR is performed every 12 hours during CORE ALTERATIONS or
movement of fuel assemblies in the containment with irradiated fuel in
containment. The survet!!ance interval is based on the importance of these
penetrations to restnet the release of fission product radioactivity to the
environment and has been shown to be acceptable through operstmg
experience.

SR 3 9.3.2

This SR demonstrates each Containment Purge and Exhaust valve actuates to
its isolation position on manual mitiation or on an actual or simulated
Contamment Isolation Signal. High Radiation Signal and High Relative
Humidity Signal. The 18-month frequency maintains consistency with
similar ESFAS testing requirements and has been shown to be acceptable
through operating expenence.

(continued)
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Contamment Penetrations
B 3.9.3

B ASES

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 20. Standards For Protection Against Radiation.

2. "Use of Silicone Sealant to Mamtain Containment integnty - ITS*,
GPU Nuclear Safety Evaluatioc. SE-0002000401. Rev. O, May 20,
1968.

3. NUREG4800, Standard Review Plan Setion 15.7.4, Radiological
Consequences of Fuel Handling Accidents, Rev.1. July 1981.

4. CESSAR-DC Section 15.7.3.4 Design Basis Fuel Handling
Accidents.

i
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16A.12.4 B 3.9.4 SillJrDOWN COOLING AND COOLANT CIRCULATION -g
IIIGli WATER LEVEL ,

,

W- High water Level !

~r>C. S B394

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
$ &CA^ I

1 I
B 3.9.4 Shutdown Cooline and Coolant Circulation - Hich Water Level i

A
,

BASES

(f>CQ
*

BACKGROUND ne two main purposes of the Shidows Cooling 231Mitr$ystemg are to
remove decay heat and sensible beat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) I

when RCS pressure and temperature re below approximately 350 psig and
350*F, respectively (Ref.1), and provide sufficient coolant circulation to i
minimize the effects of a boron dilution accident and prevent boron {

stratification. Heat is transferred t' rom the RCS by circulating reactor coolant
through the.SDM5S utere the heat is transferred to the Component
Cooling Water (CCW) System via the.3BC beat exchangers.

:5C.5>
In the decay heat removal mode of operation. each loop of the EDC<c.. !

takes suction from one of the RCS hot legs. Flow from the SE M f,

$C.$ Q-N 'f rQ , amps is discharged through its respective heat exchanger or 1

( bypass, and is returned to the RCS via the RCS cold legs. His arrangement !
,

provides two redundant 59G loops. Operation of the !" '-- for
normal cooldown or decay E?dIemoval is manually accomplid[eNrom the !
control room. ,

/

MS
i

APPLICABLE With the plant in MODE 6, the SDE-System is not required to mitigate any
SAFETY ANALYSES events or accidents evaluated in the safety analyses (Ref. 2). He NRC ,

'
Interim Policy Statement requires that the SD" Q;a. in MODE 6 be ;

retained in the Technical Specifications. None oke selection criteria of the !
~

Interim Policy Statement were satisfied; however, it is the Commissions's :

policy that licensees retain in their Technical Specifications systems which |
operating experience and probabilistic risk assessment have generally shown I

to be important to public health and safety (Ref. 3). *|
|

.$c'.5
LCO Only one SDCAoop is required for decay heat removal in MODE 6 with

.

!

water level 2: M feet above the top of the reactor vessel 11ange. Only one ;

iSc.5 :Deloop is required because the volume of water above the reactor vessel
I

flange provides backup decay heat capability. At least one SBC loop must
be OPERABLE and in operation to: sc5

(continued)
t
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MGs- High Water Level

% B 3.9.4

BASES

LCO a. Provide for decay beat removal,
(contmued)

b. Provide miaing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of a
enticahty, and

Provide indication of average reactor coolant temperature.c.

An OPERABLE toop consists of an available pump and flow path with
adequate heat removal capabihty for existing plant conditions.

He requirements of this LCO are derived primanly from expenence with
decay heat removal in shutdown roodes of operation. De principal purpose
of this specification is to assure the capability to remove decay heet and to
control RCS temperature and chemistry.

25
ne LCO is modified by a Note which allows the operating JDCloop to be
removed from service for up to one hour per two-hour period provided no

[ operation that would cause dilution of the RCS boron concentration is in
progress. his permits operations such as core mapping or alterations in the

vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles and RCS-to-3ggisolation valve
testing. Duri=g this one-hour penod, decay heat is removed by natural
convection to the large mass of water in the refueling cavity.

23 23
APPLICABILITY One SDC loop must be OPERABLE sad in operation in MODE 6 with the

water level 2X feet above the top of the reactor vessel flange to provide
decay heat removal. He K foot value was selected because it corresponds

2_3 to the 2(foot requirement established for fuel movement established by LCO
3.9.6. Requirements for the 5DCEydem in other MODES are covered by
LCOs in Chapter 3.4. Reactor Coolant System.
<CS 23 3

JDChp requirements in MODE 6 when water level is < % feet are
located in LCO 3.9.5, SDC - Low Water Level.

1 5 tc c {> r 9 te c h id Q M (continued)

Rts Invub care etckdms 2 ,,a Qo g.yo,$'t
Reduceck 2CS LeAq -ht- boacJ
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KC- High Water Level
y B 3.9.4

BASES

ACTIONS p requirements are met by having oneM cop OPERABLE and
in operation except as permitted m the note to the LCO.

M
tCS

With IB(loop requirements not met, there wi!! be no forced circulation to
provide mixing to establish umform boron concentrations. Reduced boron
conceattations can occur by the addition of water with lower boron
concentration than that contained m the RCS. Herefore, actions which
reduce Wron concentration shall be suspended immediately.

M
N

With 5D' -loop requirements not met, actions shall be taken immediately toG

suspend operations involvmg an increase m reactor decay heat load. With no
forced circulation cooling, decay heat removal from the core occurs by
natural convection to the heat sink provided by the water above the core. A

23 minimum refueling water level of J4' feet above the reactor vessel flange
provides an adequate availcble heat sink. Suspending any operation which
would increase decay heat load, such as loading a fuel assembly, is a prudent
action under this condition.

h:1
S za

WithJ loop requirements not met, actions shall be taken and continued

to satisfy the gloop requirements. With the unit in MODE 6 and the
,

refueling cavity water level 2 7,( feet above the top of the reactor vessel
flange,15 minutes is a reasonabic time to initiate corrective actions.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS N

His surveillance venfies that the, loop is operating and circulating
reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by the flow rate necessary to
provide sufficient decay heat removal capability and to prevent thermal and
boron stratification in the core. he frequency of 12 hours is sufficient

considering the flow, temperature, pump contrggand alarm indicationsl

available to the operator to momtor the SDCdiystem in the control room.

This frequency ensures that gloop operation and flow is checked at
adequate intervals.

(continued)

|
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BASES
,

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 5.4.7, Shu'tdown Cooling System.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.
'

3. "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor Owners
Groups' Application of the Commission's Interim Policy Statement
Criteria to Standard Technical Specifications,* transnutted by
Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated
May 9,1988.

4. 52 FR 3788. NRC Interim Policy Statement, on Technical
Specificat'an Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February
6, 1987,

t

.
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( sum !
16 A.12.5 B 3.9.5 SHUTDOWN COOLING AND COOLANT CIRCULATION -

{g
LOW WATER LEVEL

.

D SD(- Imw Water Level !
B 3.9.5 |

t

{
B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS (SCh.

'
i

gu
B 3.9.5 Shutdown Coolinz.and Coolant Circulation - Iow Water Level ,'. -

!

BASES ]'
.

:
BACKGROUND The Backgrot.nd section for Bases B 3.9.4 is applicable to this Bases,

k
9% iAPPLICABLE With the plant in MODE 6, theJ4Husessem is not required to mitigate any |SAFETY ANALYSES events or accidents evaluated in the safetgalyse

Interim Policy Statement requires that the m%gsR,cf. 2). The NRC i
i __-in MODE 6 be
.; retained in the Technical Specifications. None of the selection criteria of the i

Interim Policy Statement were satisfied; however, it is the Commissions's
policy that licensees retain in their Technical Specifications systems stich

|operating experience and probabilistic risk assessment have generally shown
|

to be important to public health and safety (Ref. 3).
4

-
.

( LCO Only one is required for decay heat removal in MODE 6 with
; waterlevel < above the top of the reactor vessel flange. To increase '

reliability, both oops must be OPERABLE. Additionally, one loop of
SDC must be in operation in order to: I

i.
a

provide for decay heat removal,a.
a

b. provide mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of a '
i

; criticality, and
e

provide indication of average reactor coolant temperature.c.

1

An OPERABLE loop consists of an available pump and flow path with |

adequate heat removal capability for existing plant conditions.-

( .

The requirements of this LCO are derived pdmanly from experience with
decay heat removal in shutdown modes of operation. The principal purpose
of this specification is to assure the capability to remove decay heat and to'

control RCS, temperature, and chemistry with low water level.
.

(contmued)
I'
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'SDd~- Low Water level
% B 3.9.5

BASES

5 cs
. Sc6 iAPPLICABILITY Two $1 oops are required to be OPERABLE and one SDC loop must be

in operation in MODE 6 with the water < g feet above the top of the
reactor vessel flange to provide decay beat removal. Requirements for the

.$CS6DESystem in other MODES are covered by LCOs in Chapterf4, Reactor
Coolant System. MODE 6 requirements with water level 2 24 feet above
the reactor vessel flange are covered in LCO 3.9.4, SDCs- High Water
Level. SCS

ACTIONS A.1.1 and A. I.2
3C.5 i

With one $BC1oc.p inoperable, actions shall be taken and ue until the
RS SDCloop is restored to OPERABLE status or to establish 2 ' feet of water

level is established above the reactor vessel flange where
will cbnge to that of LCO 3.9.4 and only one SD,C'pe Applicabilityloop is required
OPERABLE and in operation. With the unit in MODE 6,15 minutes is a
reasonable time to initiate corrective actions.

,

U

Alternate decay beat removal capabilities shall be established to prt. vide a
backup method of decay beat removal in the event one of the OPERABLE

.5CS JDQloops becomes inoperable. Altemate decay beat removal methods are
available to the operators for review and pre-planning in the unit Abnormal
Procedures. This capability may be established by aligning other pumps and
systems, such as contatnment spray pumps and beat exchanger or the
charging pump through the CVCS, to provide reactor coolant circulation. A
Completion Time of seven days limits the time a backup heat sink is not
available. His is based on the reliability of an operatingpdloop and has
been shown to be acceptable through operating experience /SC5

,

Ill

. Scs
With no SBC loop in operation, there will be no forced circulation to provide
mixing to establish uruform boron concentrations. Reduced boron
concentrations can occur by the addition of water with lower boron
concentration than that contained in the RCS. Therefore, actions which
reduce boron concentration shall be suspended immediately.

(continued)
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Amendment i
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f k- Low Water LevelS

$$ B 3.9.5

BASES

ACTIONS B.2.1 and B.2.2

fcontinued) S(5 SC.5
,

With no RPCloop in operation or with both SDCloops inoperable, actions '

shall be initiated immediately and continued without interruption to restore
one $@ loop to OPERABLE status and operation. As the unit is i
Conditions A and B concu ntly, the restoration of two OPERABLE
loops and one operating lopp should be accomplished as quickly as
posgle. With at least one $C loop operable water level can be raised
2: ),4 feet above the reactor vessel flange when the applicability will change,

to that of LCO 3.9.4 and only one SDCloop is required.
%5

Ill

SCs
With no1DQloop in operation or both C loops inoperable, actions shall
be initiated withir 15 minutes to implement altemate decay heat removal as
specified in plant procedures. Decay heat removal may be accomplished by
use of the containment spray pumps and beat exchangers or the charging
pumps through the CVCS with consideration for the boron concentration.

( The method used to remove decay heat should be the most prudent c .d safe'
choice based upon plant conditions. The choice could be different if the
reactor vessel head is in place than if the reactor vessel head is removed.
With the unit in MODE 6,15 minutes is an adequate time to imtiate action
to implement alternate decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1

REQUIREMENTS $CS
This surveillance verifies that the 3D'C toop is operating and circulati::g
reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by the flow rate necessary to
provide sufficient decay heat removal and to prevent thermal and boron

*
stratification in the core. c,4. ,

Scs
In addition, during operation of the 36C-loop with the water level in th*e

vicinity of the reactor vessel nor21es, the SE'irements# ' o* ra'' deter =i"*'ioa
must also consider the % pump suction requ . The frequency of
12 hours is sufficient considering the flow, temperature, pump control, and

alarm indications available to the operator to monitor the Sgystem in the
control room. This frequency ensures that flow is checked and temperature
monitored at adequate intervals.

(continued)
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Amendment 1
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)DC- law Water level
g5 B 3.9.5

BASES

REFERENCES 1. CESSAR-DC Section 5.4.7 Shutdown Cooling System.

2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15. Accident Analysis.

3. "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor Owmers
Groups' Application of the Commission's Interim Policy Statement
Cateria to Standard Technical Specifications," transmitted by
Thomas E. Murley (NRC) letter to Joseph K. Gasper (CEOG) dated
May 9,1988.

4 52 FR 3788. NRC Intenm Policy Statement, on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, February
6, 1987.

.
'

\

.

|

i

1

l

1

|

'
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16A.12.6 B 3.9.6 REFUELING WATER LEVEL !

- !
iRefueling Water level '

B 3.9.6 |
1

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
:

B 3.9.6 Refueline Water Irvel
!

BASES
,

t

BACKGROUND Requirements on water level in the contamment, the refueling cavity, the i
refueling canal, the fuel transfer canal, and the spent fuel pool during {refueling ensure that sufficient water depth is available to remove 99 % of the i
iodine gap activity released by the postulated rupture of an irradiated fuel

i
assembly is containment (Ref.1). He fuel pellet to cladding gap is assumod

!
to contain 10% of the total fuel rod iodine inventory. The movement of fuel '

assemblies within <='Ma~at with irradiated fuel in containment requires a j
minimum water level off fect above the top of the reactor vessel flange ;

which assures offsite doses remain < 25% of the 10 CFR 100 limits as [required in Reference 5.
i

i

APPLICABLE During movement of fuel assemblies the water level in the refueling cavity f
SAFETY ANALYSES and refueling canal is an initial condition design parameter in the analysis of i

,

( the fuel handling accident in containment postulated by NRC Regulatory i

'

Guide 1.25 (Ref.1). A minimum water level of 23 feet (Regulatory Position !

C.I.c of Ref.1) allows a decontammation factor of 100 (Regulatory Position
C.I.g of Ref.1) to be used in the accident analysis for iodine. This relates,

to the assumption that 99% of the total iodine released, from the gap of all .

the dropped fuel assembly rods is retained by the refueling cavity water. He !
fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is described in Reference
2-

4
~

i

23 iLCO A minimum refueling water level of){ feet above the irradiated fuel is,

required to ensure that the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel
handling accident inside Containment are within weeptable limits. !

I
t

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.6. Refueling Water I.evel, is applicable when moving fuel
assemblies within containment with irradiated fuel assemblies in containment.
The LCO minimizes the possibility of a fuel handling accident in containment,

'
;

that is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis. Ifirradiated fuel is not
|

present in containment, there can be no significant radioactivity release as a {
result of a postulated fuel handling accident.

|

,

(continued)
I'

;

;
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Amendment I,
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Refueling Water Level I

B 3.9.6 |
IBASES '
.

i

ACTIONS 11 ~

;$ IWith a water level of less than/f4 feet above the top of the reactor vessel
flange, all operations involving movement of fuel assemblies shat! be [

j
suspended immediately to ensure a fuel handling accident cannot occur. He j
suspension of fuel movement shall not preclude completion of movement to ie

a safe position.
;

!

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1 .i
. REQUIREMENTS D :

Verification of a minimum water level o(14 feet above the top of the reactor |
vessel flange ensures that the design basis for the postulated fuel handling

{
'

accident analysis during refueling operations is met. Water at the required
j

level above the top of the reactor vessel flange, mitigates the consequences
;

of a postulated fuel handling accident inside containment which results in
!

damaged fuel rods (Ref. 2). '
,

[' He 24-hour frequency en ures that the water is at the required level and i

!

monitors the level to detect any unplanned changes in water level. Due to
I

,

the large volume of water and the normal procedural controls of valve
!

,

positions, significant unplanned level changes are unlikely. De frequency {5

of 24 hours has proven by operating experience to be adequate to determine I

and monitor water level.
i

i

: i
1 REFERENCES 1. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.25. Assumptions Used for Evaluating the [

.

Potential Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling and Storage Facility i
for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors, March,1982. !

I
2. CESSAR-DC Chapter 15, Accident Analysis.

,

3. 52 FR 3788, * Proposed Policy Statement on Technical Specifications
e

f
-

Improvements for Nuclear Power Plants", February 6,1987, ,

t
b

t4 10 CFR 100.11, ' Determination of Exclusion Area. Iow Population Zone
{

i

'

and Population Center Distance.*
+
*

i

(continued) {
i
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BASES

REFERENCES S. NUREG4800, " Standard Review Plan *, Section 15.7.4 Radiological
(continued) Consequences of Fuel Handling Accidents. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.

( L
,

.

4

!
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16 A.13 B 3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

16 A.13.1 B 3.10.1 REACTOR TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKERS

B 3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERABONS

B 3.10.1 Reactor Trio Circuit Breakers

BASES

BACKGROUND During reduced inventory operations the reactor is
maintained in a subcritical condition. The
requirement for the reactor trip circuit breakers to
be open during reduced RCS inventory operations
ensures that the reactor will not become critical-
due to the inadvertant withdrawal of Shutdown
CEA's.

APPLICABLE During reduced RCS inventory operations reactor
'

SAFETY trip circuit breakers are relied upon to mitigate
ANALYSIS events analyzed in Reference 1 which would result

in a positive reactivity addition greater than the
allowable limits identified in Reference 2.

With the breakers open the CEA's cannot be
withdrawn and reactivity accidents of this type are
prevented.

LCO LCO 3.10.1 requires that the reactor trip circuit
breakers are open during reduced inventory
operations to ensure that accidental reactivity
additions by CEA withdrawal are prevented and that
the radiological consequences of postulated
reactivity accidents are within the established
limits.



CESSAR-DC
,

BASES

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 5 with reduced RCS
inventory only to ensure that the reactor will not
be critical due to the inadvertant withdrawal of
the shutdcwn CEA's. This LCO !s not necessary in
MODE 6 due to plant arrangement that requires the
CEDM power cables be disconnected.

ACTIONS If any reactor trip circuit breakers are closed they
are to be immediately opened to ensure that there
can be no inadvertant CEA withdrawal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verification of the reactor trip circuit breakers
being open ensures that the CEA's cannot be
inadvertantly withdrawn.

The frequency of 12 hours is based on engineering
judgment and is considered adequate since normal
procedural controls would make the unauthorized or
inadvertant closing of reactor trip circuit breakers
u nlikely.

,

:

RttbHENCES 1. System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report,
July 31,1992, Section 2.6.3

2. CESSAR-DC 't 7 er 16, Technical Specifications,
LCO 3.1.1

3. System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report,
July 31,1992, Sectiori 7.2.1
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16 A.13.2 B 3.10.2 REDUCED' RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS - )

INSTRUMENTATION

:

B 3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

B 3.10.2 Reduced RCS invertory -Instrumentation j

BASES

BACKGROUND Inadequate instrumentation can be a factor in the
loss of shutdown cooling (Reference 1). To ensure ;
that shutdown cooling is maintained, the NRC
recommendations (Reference 2) regarding I

! instrumentation during reduced RCS inventory !

operations have been adopted. :
,

. ,

The installed instrumentation is provided to
monitor RCS level, RCS temperature and SCS
performance. Visual indication and alarms of the :

above mentioned parameters are provided in the !

control room to inform the operator of the !

conditions n'ecessary for proper decay heat i

removal. If used, temporary instrumentation ;

should be functionally equivalent to the installed i

instrumentation.

Four independant and redundant sets of water level j
monitoring instruments provide indication of RCS

[;i water level during MODE 5 Reduced RCS Inventory
Operations. Level monitoring capability is !
available from the reduced inventory setpoint (3 |
feet below the reactor vessel flange) to the bottom ,

!of the hot leg. These level indicators are
;

}

(continued)
,

!
.
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BASES !

BACKGROUND calibrated for low RCS temperature operation and
(continued) are highly accurate. j

i
The following is a discussion of the level ,

instrumentation provided:
i
'

1. A pair of wide range dp based water level
sensors provide indication of RCS water level
from the pressurizer to below the minimum !

level required for SCS operation. Each level :

sensor measures RCS level from the
reference tap located at the top of the
pressurizer to a tap located at the hot; ,

leg /SCS suction line interface. Each sensor j

is independant and redundant. :

i.
2. A pair of narrow range dp based water level !

sensors provide indication of RCS water level I
during drain down operations. Level is )

: monitored from reference leg taps located at
the DVI nozzles to taps located at the hot I

'
leg /SCS suction line interfaces. j

|

3. Two inadequate core cooling heated junction
thermocouples (HJTC's) provide indication of 3

RCS level from the reactor vessel head to the j
fuel alignment plate, j

:

|
4. Two refueling water level HJTC instruments j

provide indication of RCS water level from j

the reactor vessel head to the fuel alignment
plate with improved level detection :

capability across the hot leg region via
clustered thermocouples located in that

(continued) |.

I
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BASES
1

BACKGROUND region. ;
'

(continued)
Reduced inventory operations level sensors ;
available for MODE 6 operations are provided as |

described in items 1 and 2 above.

Instruments are available for continuous ;

temperature measurements during reduced :

inventory operation. The following is a discussion i

of the temperature instrumentation provided:

1. RTD's are located in each hot leg near the SCS |

suction lines. The RTD's are available to |
|monitor RCS temperature during reduced

inventory operation in MODE 5 and MODE 6. i

The RTD's are an accurate measurement of I
reactor coolant temperature exiting the core |
when the SCS is in operation. J

,

!
I2. RTD's are located in the shutdown

cooling system piping which provide RCS
temperature indication in MODE 5 and MODE 6 |
when the SCS is operational. These RTD's are |

located at either shutdown cooling heat j

exchanger inlet and return line. ;

1

:)
3. The CET's are capable of monitoring RCS )jtemperature as it exits the core during

normal or reduced RCS inventory levels with j

the reactor head installed. When the reactor i

vessel head is removed for refueling
purposes, the RCS and SCS RTD's provide RCS !

!temperature indication due to the
unavailability of the CET's.

1

(continued) !
!
|

|

|

)

I
'
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BASES
'

,

BACKGROUND 4. The HJTC probes are capable of providing a
(continued) continuous measurement of coolant

temperature inside the vessel. The HJTC i

temperature sensors are available at normal
or reduced RCS inventory levels when the !

reactor vessel head is installed. When the ;

reactor vessel head is removed the RCS -

,

RTD's, SCS RTD's and CET's if available,
provide RCS temperature indication. ;

in the event of a loss of shutdown cooling, the ;

RTD's can no longer be relied upon to provide an ,

'exact indication of reactor coolant temperature
exiting the core due to their location near the SCS |

suction lines in the hot legs and in the SCS piping.. l

in this situation, other instruments, such as the
I core exit thermocouples (CET's) and the HJTC

probes, are available to monitor RCS temperature <

as it exits the core.

Sufficient information will be available to the
control room operator to adequately monitor SCS
performance. The following is a discussion of the
SCS performance instrumentation provided:

1 1. SCS pump suction and discharge pressure
transmitters are installed to provide control

,

room indication of SCS pump operating
pressures throughout the design pressure >

range. Alarms are provided in the control
room to warn operators of a low suction or
discharge pressure.

2. SCS flowrate is provided via an installed

(continued)

.
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BASES
.

i

BACKGROUND flowmeter in each SCS return line to the RCS. !
!

(continued) Alarms are provided in the control room to
warn operators of a degraded SCS flow - !

condition.
,

3. SCS/CS pump motor curront is monitored
using an ammeter that provides pump motor
current in the control room. An alarm is '

,

1 provided to alert the operator of a preset '

drop in motor current. ;

r

4. SCS heat exchanger inlet and return line ?

temperature sensors provide indication in the !
control room of SCS temperature. A heat !

exchanger At can demonstrate adequate SCS
heat removal to verify support system heat |
removal capability. j

;

e

5. SCS valve position indication is provided in i

the control room to alert the operator of !
system lineup and available SCS flow paths. i

Open, closed and throttled indication of the j
;major SCS inlet and return valves is provided.

Indications of sufficient pump suction pressure and j
possible vortexing include the following: j

1. Unsteady pump motor current as indicated by ;

SCS/ CSS pump motor amps. |
!

2. Low SCS pump suction pressure !

3. Low SCS flowrate
~

\,
~

j

i
!
i

(continued) ;

:
J

|
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BASES

BACKGROUND 4. Increasing RCS level due to air / vapor

(continued) displacement of water. ,

Vortex formation in the SCS suction line is a
function of RCS water level and SCS flowrate. The
higher the SCS flowrate, the hot leg level must be
maintained to preclude vortexing. Requiring an
adequate fluid level in the hot leg above the level
at which vortexing occurs at the maximum
allowable SCS flowrate will ensure that the
suction line does not entrain air. Operations below
21 inches, hot leg centerline, are not recommended.

The instrumentation provided for monitoring RCS
conditions affecting reduced inventory operations
will significantly reduce risk associated with
operating at a reduced inventory condition provided
the instrumentation is placed in service and
verified operable prior to the start of the draining
evolution.

APPLICABLE During reduced RCS inventory operations an
SAFETY accurate assessment is required of RCS conditions i

ANALYSIS to both enhance monitoring capabilities for
prevention of loss of shutdown cooling and provide
for a timely response to a loss of shutdown cooling.
The instrumentation covered in this LCO must be
OPtERABLE.

LCO The LCO 3.10.2 requires a specified number of
instruments be operable in order to closely monitor
reduced RCS inventory operating parameters to

(continued)

_ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _
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LCO assist in preventing a loss of core heat removal:

(continued) capabilities and ensure a timely response to a loss
i

of shutdown cooling event.

The requirement of two independant means of
monitoring RCS level ensures that continuous

,

monitoring capability during RCS draindown is
available. The level indicators provide indication
from the pre-drain down normal level to a level
below that necessary for SCS operation. |

The requirement for one wide range and one narrow
range level indicator ensures that sufficient ,

instrumentation is available to cover draining from '
.

the pressurizer to the bottom of the hot leg and to ;

accurately display the level within the hot leg once
that level is reached.

iThe requirement of two independant means of
monitoring RCS temperature ensures that ;

continuous indication of temperature {
*

representative of core exit conditions is available
regardless of reactor vessel head status. |

,

The requirement of two independant indications i

available for monitoring SCS performance in the !
loop on service for decay heat removal ensures that f
sufficient instrumentation is available at all times
to detect a degredation in SCS performance. :

,

;

i

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 5 and MODE 6 with !

reduced RCS inventory conditions to ensure that the ]
required instrumentation is provided to avoid ,

!

(continued)
,

!

!

!

[
_ . _ . . . . . _ ,
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BASES

APPLICABILITY causing or contributing to a loss of shutdown
(continued) cooling at reduced inventory conditions, to aid in

correctly interpreting a loss of shutdown cooling,
should one occur, and to assist in the restoration of
decay heat removal, should a loss occur.

ACTIONS A .1

In the event that wide range (WR) level
instrumentation is declared INOPERABLE,
immediate action must be taken to attempt to
restore this indication. WR level indication is
necessary to accurately determine reduced RCS
inventory level at levels greater than the top of the
hot leg.

While every attempt is being made to restore WR
level indication, cond tions such as RCS
temperature, SCS performance and NR level shall be
monitored and recorded every 30 minutes to
determine if a trend is developing.

B.1

in the event that narrow range (NR) level
instrumentation is declared INOPERABLE,
immediate action must be taken to attempt to :

restore this indication. NR level indication is
necessary to accurately determine reduced RCS
inventory level at midloop elevations or elevations ;
from the DVI nozzles to the bottom of the hot leg.

While every attempt is being made to restore

(continued)
1

--__---------_---------------;
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BASES |
|

ACTIONS NR level indication, conditions such as RCS I

(continued) temperature and SCS performance shall be
monitored and recorded every 30 minutes to
determine if a trend is developing. The WR level |

indication shall be monitored and recorded every 10 |
minutes due to the loss of the preferred means of !

level indication. ;

i
|

B.2 :

;

In addition to ACTION B.1, it is necessary to take ;

action to restore RCS level to greater than the j

reduced inventory elevation of [117'-0"] ;

!immediately. This is necessary because of the
relatively small amount of coolant in the reactor
vessel during reduced inventory, esp. mid-loop, !

boiling in the core could take place in as little as :

15 to 20 minutes if the SCS were to become air
bound due to an undetected reduction in RCS level. g

:

C.1 :

{
in the event that RCS temperature monitoring has

j|been reduced to a single means of temperature
indication, immediate action shall be taken to f
restore RCS temperature monitoring to at least ;

two independant indications. |

During reduced RCS inventory operations several
(as many as eight or more could be available at one ,

time) independant temperature measurements |
representative of core exit temperature are ;

provided. The availability of only one of these i'

indications does not necessitate reduced inventory j

!

(continued) f
!

,

i
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;

ACTIONS recovery. Frequent monitoring [30 minutes) of the i
'

(continued) reduced inventory instrumentation described in
this bases is sufficient to satisfy the LCO.

!
D.1 and D.2

In the event that RCS temperature monitoring
capability is not available, immediate action shall >

)
be taken to restore RCS temperature monitoring to
at least one indication. During the time period that i

iRCS temperature indication is not available,
reduced inventory instrumentation such as, SCS !

performance instrumentation and RCS level. i

..,Jtrumentation, shall be monitored and recorded ;

every 10 minutes. |
,

Since temperature indication is valuable in
determining decay heat removal adequacy, as well
as guiding SCS restoration actions-and monitoring,

the success of recovery actions, it is necessary to ;
s

take action to restore RCS level to greater than the ;

reduced inventory elevation of [117'-0"]
immediately if temperature indication is not ,

available.
.

.

'

E, land 52
,

in the event that SCS performance monitoring
capability is not avaliable, immediate action shall
be taken to restore SCS performance monitoring to-
at least two independant indications. During the-

time period that SCS performance indication is not
available, reduced RCS inventory instrumentation ;

such as, RCS temperature instrumentation and RCS

(continued)
.
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ACTIONS level instrumentation, shall be monitored and

(continued) recorded every 10 minutes.
|

An additional choice is provided and should be
followed to place an alternate (if applicable)
decay heat removal system in operation. A two
hour time period is stated to allow the operators to ;

safely secure the running decay heat removal path |

and restart the alternate path should a mid-loop
'

condition exist.

:

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.10.2.1 |
REQUIREMENTS

This surveillance requires verification of the WR |
and NR RCS level indication in service for
monitoring reduced inventory level by performing a
CHANNEL CHECK to determine the level indications |

are consistent with one another.

The frequency of 6 hours is based on the
importance of RCS level indication during reduced

,

inventory conditions and the ability to verify |
normal expected instrument drift. j

:

The Data Processing System (DPS) continuously |

performs a cross channel comparison and will i

institute an alarm to warn operatoras that a
channel has drifted out-of-tolerance or is not i

working properly. Should the DPS become .|

inoperable the required CHANNEL CHECK shall be )
performed once every G hours (twice per shift) by -|
the control room operators.

(continued)

i

I
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SURVEILI.ANCE SR_3.10.2.2 I
REQUIREMENTS !

(continued) This surveillance requires verification of the |
RCS temperature indications in service used for ;

monitoring core exit /RCS temperature. This is
accomplished by performing CHANNEL CHECK to .

determine the core exit /RCS temperature :
indications are consistent with one another.

;

The frequency of 6 hours is based on the
importance of RCS temperature indication during,

reduced inventory conditions and the ability to |
'

verify normal expected instrument drift. |

The Data Processing System (DPS) continuously
performs a cross channel comparison and will

;

institute an alarm to warn operatoras that a '~

j channel has drifted out-of-tolerance or is not |

working properly. Should the DPS become j
inoperable the required CHANNEL CHECK shall be |
performed once every 6 hours (twice per shift) by i

the control room operators.
.

SR 3.10.2.3
:

This surveillance requires verification of the i

SCS perforrnance indicators in service used for !

monitoring decay heat removal capability. This is ;

accomplished by performing CHANNEL CHECK to ;

determine the SCS performance indicators are |
consistent with one another. )

|
The frequency of 6 hours is based on the i

Iimpodance of SCS performance indicators during
,

4

(continued)

e - w -
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'

,

SURVEILLANCE reduced inventory conditions and the ability to j
REQUIREMENTS verify normal expected instrument drift. ;

(continued) i

The Data Processing System (DPS) continuously ;

performs a cross channel comparison and will i

institute an alarm to warn operatoras that a j

channel has drifted out-of-tolerance or is not !
working properly. Should the DPS become i

inoperable the required CHANNEL CHECK shall be .

performed once every 6 hours (twice per shift) by j

the control room operators. ;
'

\.

SR 3.10.2.4 |

:
'

Performance of a CHANNEL CAllBRATION of the
instruments in use for monitoring reduced RCS
inventory parameters ensures that the channels ]
have been recently calibrated and are reading j

accurately within specified tolerances prior to
placing them in service and declaring them j

OPERABLE for reduced RCS inventory monitoring. |
i;

'

This calibration requirement of 60 days is intended >

to be more restrictive than the normal calibration |

frequencies specified for a particular instrument :'

that may already be in service for other plant !
monitonng purposes- '

!
Rttt-HENCES 1. System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report, ;

July 31,1992, Section 2.8 )

,

2. NUREG 1449

|

|
'

. _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _______ _- - - _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ .,_. _ _ . __ __
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16 A.13.3 B 3.10.3 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS
VENT PATHS

B 3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

B 3.10.3 Reduced RCS Inventorv Operations - Vent Paths

BASES

BACKGROUND The requirement for a sufficient RCS vent path to
be established during reduced RCS inventory
operations prevents the pressurization of the RCS
which would be anticipated upon inadequate DHR
capability. This pressurization of the RCS could
lead to SG nozzle dam failure and a potential loss
of reactor coolant.

When the pressurizer manway is opened to the
containment atmosphere, it provides sufficient
venting capacity to prevent core uncovery due
solely to pressurization of the hot side resulting
from boiling in the core coolant.

APPLICABLE During reduced RCS inventory operations analyses
SAFETY were performed, Reference 1, and have indicated
ANALYSIS that with the pressurizer manway opened and

relieving to the pressurizer cubicle, RCS boiling at
reduced RCS inventory conditions will not cause a
pressurization of the RCS that would exceed the SG
nozzle dam design pressure of 40 psig.
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CESSAR-DC j

;

BASES

|

LCO The LCO 3.10.3 requires that during reduced RCS j

inventory operations a vent path of 2 [ Pressurizer [
Manway Removal) is established and maintained j
prior to and during reduced RCS inventory |
conditions. Other vent paths are acceptable |
provided analyses have been performed and results :

'

verify that pressure throughout the RCS is below
the SG nozzle dam design pressure. .

,

,

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 5 with reduced RCS
inventory and MODE 6 reduced RCS inventory with ;

) the reactor vessel head in place and at least one !

reactor vessel stud tensioned. |

|,

,

When the reactor vessel head is removed, a |

sufficient vent path is established to prevent
pressurization of the RCS and therefore does not
apply during this condition. |

|

!

!

ACTIONS A.1. A.2 and A.3
f
4

Immediate action shall take place to restore the
RCS vent path used for reduced inventory !

operations should it be discovered to be inoperable .

/ isolated.
!

A time of [6 hours] is provided to allow for vent ;

path restoration.and--Is-based-on-tite-time- j
-required-to-pressurize the-RCS-to-a-value- :

- s u fficie n t- t o-ca us e-S G-n ozzle-dam-failurez-

During the period of time that the vent path is

(continued) j,

i
1

!

~. _ __
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BASES

ACTIONS inoperable, reduced RCS inventory instrumentation
(continued) such as RCS temperature, RCS level and SCS i

performance shall be monitored hourly by the
control room operator in order to detect a trend
leading to the loss of DHR.

B.1

The RCS level shall be restored to a level > reduced ,

inventory elevation of [117'-0"] within {6 hours)
should any of the allowed Completion Times
mentioned above exceed the allotted time period.
[G hours) is considered reasonable time to secure
RCS openings and restore RCS level.

SURVEILLANCE _SB 3.10.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Once the vent path is initially established it shall
be verified established and unobstructed once per
shift [12 hours] by operating personnel. Once per

,

ishift is considered a reasonable time interval for
operating personnel to perform this verification.

Rtst-HENCES 1. System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report,
July 31,1992, Section 2.3.3.3

|

|
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16 A.13.4 B 3.10.4 RED. INVENTORY - HEAT REMOVAL |
i

.

B 3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS j
r

B 3.10.4 Reduced RCS Inventorv Operations - Heat Removal !

;

BASES

BACKGROUND The shutdown cooling system (SCS) removes decay |

|
heat from the reactor coolant system and transfers ,

the heat to the component cooling water (CCW) ;'

system. .

i

During reduced RCS inventory operations the
interruption or loss of SCS flow, DHR capability, ]
can lead to bulk boiling and fuel uncovery quite |
rapidly. In some cases, as little as 15-20 minutes. |
During reduced RCS inventory operations, the SCS ]
is the primary means of decay heat removal. )

|
.

Each SCS division has a SCS pump, SCS heat
exchanger, valves and connecting piping. In
addition to these components, the containment
spray system (CSS) pumps, which are are identical
to the SCS pumps, with some minor valve
manipulations can be used as a backup pumping
source should the SCS pumps become inoperable.

APPLICABLE During reduced RCS inventory operations the loss of
SAFET( one SCS division is within the design basis of the
ANALYSIS safety analyses described in Reference 1. Several

means discussed in Reference 1 are available to
provide alternate means of DHR should the primary
means become inoperable.

- _ _ _ . .__. . _ _.
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BASES

LCO The LCO 3.10.4 requires that two SCS divisions are
OPERABLE and that one is in operation at all times j
and that the Containment Spray Pump in the |
operating SCS division is OPERABLE. |

|
:

An OPERABLE division is one that has the capability i
'

of transferring heat from the reactor coolant at a
controlled rate. Heat removal cannot occur via the
SCS unless forced flow is used..

i

The operability of the Containment Spray Pump in !
'

the operating SCS division is based on the ability |
to realign the affected SCS division to allow the !

CSS pump to perform DHR capabilities should a |

failure occur involving the SCS pump motor or |
electrical power.

!.

This LCO does not permit periods of time where {
decay heat removal capability can be interrupted to |

permit surveillance testing or pump switching. It !*

is understood that these activities could result in
RCS boiling as discussed previously or may cause .

perturbations in RCS level which could lead to the |

{|
air binding of the operating SCS division and
subsequent RCS boiling.

r

i

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 5 and MODE 6 with ;

!reduced RCS inventory to ensure that decay heat is
adequately removed from the RCS and that the |

necessary redundancy is provided during this !

condition. :

i
a

!
1

[
!

f
. . . . . .
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|_____________________________

|

BASES !

!
ACTIONS A.1 and B.1 |

:
4

With one SCS division inoperable, the division shall {
ibe declared OPERABLE within [15 minutes) or it ;

will be necessary to raise RCS level to a height j

greater than elevation [117'-0"] to restore from
reduced RCS inventory operations. !

!
The time to RCS boiling calculations (Reference 1) {
can be as little as 15 minutes if decay heat j
removal is interrupted. The [15 minute] time limit ''

is considered sufficient to allow the operator to
determine the cause for the loss of redundancy and -|
restore the division to OPERABLE status. |,

?
4

C.1. C.2. and C.3 j4

i

If no SCS division is in operation then immediately !

suspend all operations involving the reduction in |
RCS boron concentration, initiate action to restore j

one SCS division to operable status and place it in j

operation, and initiate action to raise RCS level to |
> EL [117'-0"]. These actions are for the purpose of !

restoring core cooling and to prevent a boron i

dilution event.

!

: D.1. D.2. and D.3 ;

!

If the Containment Spray Pump in the operating SCS
division is inoperable, action must be initiated to j

place the alternate division in operation (if the ;

containment spray pump in the alternate division is j

(continued)
|

|

!

|
.

l

_-
<
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i

BASES I
i
i

ACTIONS OPERABLE) within 6 hours. Also, SCS performance
,

(continued) must be monitored every 30 minutes and the .|
inoperable Containment Spray Pump must be
restored to OPERABLE condition within 48 hours. i

,

f'

.

SURVEILLANCE E 3.10.4.1 !

: REQUIREMENTS |
!Verification of at least one SCS division in

operation ensures that the plant is within the i

safety analysis. The interval of 12 hours (once per |
shift) is based on operating experience.

P

' '

E 3.10.4.2 ;

'!

Verification. of the correct breaker alignment and j

indicated power aval.'able to the SCS pump that is |
not in operation and the operable CSS pump ensures !

that the alternate SCS division or redundant CSS i
Ipump will be able to remove heat from the RCS in

; .s e event of a power failure to the operating SCS !

t'' vision. !

;

I

RttttiENCES 1. CESSAR-DC, Section 5.4.7 " Shutdown Cooling
System"

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 15.8, " Shutdown Risk
Report"

!

._
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B 3.10.5 Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Containment Integrity i

|Background During reduced RCS inventory operations, a
release of fission product radioactivity

'

within containment will be restricted from
leakage to the environment when the LCO
requirements are met.

>

Applicable Release of fission products to the environment
Safety Analysis from containment is limited by 10CFR100. If

the LCO requirements are adhered to, then no
release exceeding the 10CFR100 limits can i

occur (Ref. 1). ;

LCO This LCO minimizes the release of
radioactivity from containment. The LCO
requires each penetration providing direct
access to the outside environment to be closed'

with the exception of the containment purge
and exhaust isolation system.

Applicability The LCO is applicable during MODES 5 and 6 '

within the reduced RCS inventory conditions.

Actions A.1
If one or more containment penetrations are

_}, not in the required status, restoration must
be accomplished within 6 hours. This will :

'ensure that the plant will be within the
safety analysis.

,

B.1
If Action A.1 has not been completed within
the 6 hours then the RCS level must be
restored to > EL-117' 0" within 6 hours of
Action A.1 not being met.

Surveillance SR 3.10.5.1
Requirements This SR verifies that each required

containment building penetration is in its
required r;.atus. This ensures that fission
products will not escape containment in a
quantity greater than the safety analysis.

SR 3.10.5.2
This SR demonstrates each Containment Purge
and Exhaust valve actuates to its isolated |
position on manual initiation or on an actual
or simulated Containment Isolation Signal,
High Radiation Signal and High Relative
Humidity Signal. The 18-month frequency

) maintains consistency with similar ESFAS
/ testing requirements and has been shown to be

acceptable through operating experience. |

|
|

l
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i Reference 1. System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation Report,
/ July 31, 1992, Section 2.5. !
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B 3.10.6 Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - AC Power Availability >

s

Background AC power must be available to a certain degree
of reliability since decay heat removal !

, '

capability must be maintained. AC power
'

includes both the sources to the Class 1E
distribution system and the diesel generators.

| Applicable During reduced inventory operations, decay heat
,

Safety Analysis from the reactor must be removed. Electric |

power is required for operating the shutdown i
cooling system. The LCO requirements will 4

maintain an adequate margin for the !
operability of the AC power sources (Ref. 1). :

I

LCO The LCO requires that two independent sources
of AC power to each division supplying the

,

Class 1E distribution system shall be 1
'

operable. A diesel generator in either
division must also be operable.

Applicability LCO 3.10.6 is applicable during MODES 5 and 6
reduced RCS inventory operations.

Actions A.1 and A.2
..

With one source of AC power to either division

} inoperable SR 3.8.1.1 (Ref. 2) must bei
' performed within one hour and subsequently

every 12 hours after. The inoperable division
must be restored to operable status within 30
hours.

B.1 ,

With one source of AC power to each division |
Iinoperable either division must be restored to

two operable sources within 12 hours.

C.1 and C.2
If the required diesel generator is inoperable
SR 3.8.1.1 must be performed within one hour
and subsequently every 12 hours after. Also
the required diesel generator must be restored
to operable status within 12 hours.

D.1
If the required Actions A, B, or C are not met
within the completion time then the RCS level !
must be raised to > EL-117' 0". The will
place the plant in a more conservative
position with respecu to the safet7 analysis. ;

|

Surveillance SR 3.10.6.1
| . Requirements Verification of diesel generator operability !

| per SR's 3.8.1.2, 3.8.1.4, 3.8.1.5, 3.8.1.9, )

I



| |

|
*

.. l

. |
,

.

| and 3.8.1.18 (Ref. 2) ensures that power will,

I be available during design basis events and i

for shutdown cooling requirements, i

References 1. System 80+ Shutdown Risk Evaluation .

Report, July 31, 1992, Section 2.4.3. !

|

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 16.11.1. |
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B 3.10.7 Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - DC Distribution System

I Background The DC distribution systems provide power to
the diesel generators. The DC power sources :

are required in order that the removal of i

decay heat is not significantly affected.

Applicable During reduced RCS inventory operations there
Safety Analysis are design basis accidents for which DC power

is assumed to be available. The DC power
sources are required for the mitigation of -

potential accidents (Ref. 1). The LCO
requirements ensure that the DC power sources ;

are available in case of a design basis event. i

i

LCO One division of the DC distribution system
;

coinciding with the operable diesel generator
is required to be operable. It is also
required that power is available to the
opposite division 125 VDC and 120 VAC
distribution centers. These requirements
ensure that DC power is available for the |
mitigation of design basis accidents.

1

Applicability LCO 3.10.7 is applicable during MODES 5 and 6
for reduced RCS inventory operations.

i

!

-} Actions A.1 1
With a required DC power division inoperable

'

the restoration of the division must be
completed within four hours.

B.1
With the opposite division distribution |

centers inoperable, restoration must be i

completed within 12 hours.

C.1 i

If the required Actions A or B have not been
'

met within the required completion time, then
the RCS level must be raised to > EL-117' 0"
within 6 hours. This action will place the

3

unit in a more conservative position with'

respect to the safety analysis. |
|

Surveillance SR 3.10.7.1
Requirement Performance of SR's 3.8.4.1 through 3.8.4.8 in

the frequency specified in Ref. 2 is necessary
so that DC power can be made available for the
mitigation of design basis accidents.

References 1. CEOG RSTS Criteria Application Vol. 1,

Table 2-1.

2. CESSAR-DC, Section 16.11.4
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16.4 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS{
16.4.1 3.1.1 SIIUTDOWN MARGIN -pl35ek |g

Shutdown Margin -pR |K
3.1.1

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

~

3.1.1 Shutdown Margin -12 i 33*h K

LCO 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) shall be 2 [6.5 % Ak/k].

-NOTE
With all CEAs verified fully inserted by two diverse position indicators, the
CEA of highest reactivity worth does not have to be assumed withdrawn.

KAPPLICABILTI Y: MODES 3*, 4*, and 5*.

KSee Special Test Exceptions 3.1.E and 3.1.10*

AC710NS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SDM not within limit. A.] Initiate boration to restore 15 minutes
SDM to within limit.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM 2 [6.5 % Ak/k]. 24 hours

K

SYSTEM 80+ 3.1-1

Amendment K
16.4-1 October 30,1992
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Dele +e.d '

16.4.2 3.1.2 SIIUTDOWN MARGIN - T,vc s 135"F - K

-Shutdown-Mart n4W si 352F- |Ki

3aL.
3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.2 6hutdown4darEbT, f4352F--b\d
s

\ /
\ /

With RTCB's closed, the estimated critical position (ECP) shal be within theLCO 3.1.2 a.

limits of technical specifications 3.1.6 and 3.1.7.s

K
b. With RTCB's open, K,,., shall be less tha:: 1.0.

.\

\
/'

APPLICABILITY: N MODE $*. /
\ /

See special test exc'eptions 3.1.8 and 3.1.10 **

ACTIONS N /'

CONDITION N REQUIR,Eb ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. SDM not within limit. A.1\ Initia boration to restore 15 minutes
\ SDN to within limit.

/\'

/ \
\SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS /

SURVEILLANCE ,/ FREQUENCYs

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM 2: [6(5% Ak/k]. 24 hours K

'/
/ \

j/ 'N K

N-

/ \

/ \ |x ,

l
i

,' |

/ \
/ \ l

,- s i

/

SYSTEM 80+ 3.1-2
/ \

Amendment K
16.4-2 October 30,1992
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16.4./ 10 3.1.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS - CEDMS TESTING'

I STE-CEDMS Testinga

3.1.10

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.10 Special Test Exception-CEDMS Testine

LCO 3.1.10 'Ibe SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1 may be suspended for
pre-startup tests to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the control element drive
mechanism system (CEDMS) provided:

No more than one CEA is withdrawn at any time.a.

b. No CEA is withdrawn more than [seven] inches.

i ans the start-ofdc. .Thehr-regarement-of- 5peci5cauuu 312 ;;-me:

<eeting win RTL6's open, f., s|>a//bo fens fharsf90 }yr

yice<,rhostaeas n ain3
d. All other operations involving positive reactivity changes are suspended

during the testmg. K .

/

' APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Any of the above A.1 Suspend testing and comply Immediately

requirements not with-th%unsumuu cf 3.1 I
met. Ar

Initiato hota k to
re5+oro S DN ro sh;n
% limIf of L-M y,/./

SYSTEM 80+ 3.1-25

Amendment K
16.4-25 October 30,1992
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STE-CEDMS Testing
3.1.10

SURVEU LANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.10.1 Determine SDM Once per 24 hours

Consider the following factors:*

1. RCS boron concentration
2. CEA position
3. RCS average temperature
4. Fuel bumup based on gross thermal energy generation
5. Xenon Concentration
6. Samarium concentration

K
,

SYSTEM 804 3.1-26

Amendment K
16.4-26 October 30,1992
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16.6.14 3.3.14 ACCIDENT h!ONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

AMI
3.3.14

~-
3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

.

3.3.14 Accident Monitorine Instrumentation (AMD

LCO 3.3.14 The Accident Monitoring Instmmentation specified in Table 3.3.14-1 shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2 ap4 3, 4 c) 4Y

* Ate i ci e s e. ro I u s ,o.,- e v , , 4 avo7.uo ,- T o s ,.e 3,3. ,q . f .

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

i A. Number of channels A.1 Restore the inoperable channel 168 hours

OPERABLE < Total to OPERABLE status. (7 days)
Number of Channels,

but 2: Minimum
Channels Operable
requirement of Table
3.3.14-1.

B. Number of channels B.1 Restore one inoperable channel 48 hours

OPERABLE less than to OPERABLE status,

the Minimum
Channels Operable
requirement of Table
3.3.14-1.

C. Required Actions not C.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

met within required
Completion Time.

.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3 48
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AMI
3.3.14

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE - FREQUENCY

SR 3.3.14.1 Pedorm a CHANNEL CHECK. 31 days

SR 3.3.14.2 Pedorm a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. [18 months]

K

(.

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3 49

Amendment K
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AMI
3.3.14

TABLE 3.3.14-1

(Sheet 1 of 3)

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL
NUMBER MINIMUM

OF CH.ANNELS
INSTRUMENT CHANNELS OPERABLE

1. Containment Pressure (WR) 2 1

(NR) 4 [2]

2. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature (T-hot) Wide Range 4 1

(WR)

3. Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature (T-cold) - WR 4 1

i'
4. Reactor Coolant Pressure - WR 2 1

5. Pressurizer Water Level 2 1

6. Steam Line Pressure 2/SG 1/SG

7. Steam Generator (SG) Water Level - WR 2/SG 1/SG

S. In contamment Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level 2 1

9. Emergency Feedwater Flow Rate 2/SG 1

'

10. Reactor Coolant System Subcooled Margin Monitor 2 1

11. Pressurizer Safety Valve Status 1/ valve 1/ valve

12. Reactor Vessel Water level Narrow Range 2 1

13. Core Exit Thermocouples 15/ core 2/ core

quadrant quadrant

14. Emergency FWwater Storage Tank Water level 2/ tank 1/ tank

15. Wide Range Neutron Flux 2 1

16. Reactivity Cavity Level 2 1

17. Containment Area Radiation 2 1

18. Containment Hydrogen Concentration 2 1

19. Containment Isolation Valve Position 1 pair / valve 1 pair / valve

SYSTEM S0+ 3.3-50
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AMI
3.3.14

TABLE 3.3.14-1 (Cont'd)

(Sheet 2 of 3)

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

N TOTAL
NUMBER M1NIMUM

OF CHANNELS
CHANNELS OPEPJGLE

INSTRUMENT

2 1
20. RCS Radiation Level

1 I21. Containment Spray Flow

2 122. Containment Atmosphere Temperature

4 223. Safety Injection Flow

1/ tank 1/ tankI 24. Safety injection Tank Level r

1/ tank I/ tank25. Safety Injection Tank Pressure

2 226. Sbutdown Cooling Flow

2 227. Shutdown Cooling Ha Outlet Ti nperature

28. Steam Generator Safety Valve e.nd (ADV) Position I pair / valve I pair / valve

29. Emergency Ventilation Damper Position 1 pair / damper 1 pair / damper

1 130. Component Cooling Ws.ter Flow to ESF System

31. Component Cooling Water Temperature to ESF Systern 1 1

2 232. DC Bus Voltage

33. Diesel Generator Voltage 2 2

2 2
34. Diesel Generator Current

2 2
35. Diesel Generator Status

2 236. 4.16 kV Switchgear Voltage

2 237. 480 V Switchgear Vol:sge

38, 4.16 kV Switchgear Current [] []

39. 480 V Switchgear Current [] [}

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-51
4
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AMI |

3.3.14 !
,

| I

I

1 |
TABLE 3.3.14-1 (Cont'd) |

(Sheet 3 of 3)

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION j
!

TOTAL
NUMBER MINIMUM

OF CHANNELS

INSTRUMENT CHANNELS OPERABLE

40. Liquid Blowdown Radiation Monitos (moor, h 2,3, a 4) [1/SG) [1/SG)

41. Main Steam Line Radiation Mo 2itor(9c, des y 2,3, .oa9) [2/SG) [2/SG] K

42. Steam Jet Air Ejector Radiation Monitor (Manes i 2,3,, d a V) [] 1f

43. Stack Radiation Monitor L'ulod er. I, 2,2, e -o 4.) [] I
g

l

|

SYSTEM 80+ 3.3-52
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16.7.3 3.4.3 RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE (P/T) LIMITS

RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

4

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.3 RCS Pree.sure and Temperature (P/D Limits
'

LCO 3.4.3 he combination of RCS pressure, RCS temperature and RCS beatup and cooldows
rates shall be maintained within the limits specified in Figme 3.4.3-1.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTIONS -

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME

.

NOTE
All Required Actions must be

; completed whenever this
'

Condition is entered.

A. Requirements of the LCO A.1 Restore parameter (s) to 30 minutes
not met. within limits.

AE.DD
'

'
A.2 Determine RCS is acceptable 72 hours

; far continued operation.

B. Required Actions and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Times not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5 with RCS 36 hours
pressure < [500) psig.

, , _ ,._ _ _. U oTc - - - - . - -

' REGi oO OFum A we e t.s. o

ceceA T.w " '"
o u n # owc _a

p g, oe t,.; 8. 4. Z- 1 A "d 3 4 3' ' E -
- -

__ _. __ - -_~ -
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
\

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.3.1 Verify the combination of RCS pressure and temperature NOTE |

and the heatup and cooldown rates within limits. - <

Only required during |
|RCS bestup and

cooldown operations
and inservice leak
and hydrostatic
testing.

30 rninutes

K

I

SYSTEM 804 3.4-5
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RCS P/T Limits
3.4.3

!

!1 e i i

1'
i i i i r T- 1 l' ,
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FIGURE 3.43-1 A
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RCS lYI' Limits
3.4.3

i i s i F 4
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16.7.6 3.4.6 RCS LOOPS - MODE 4

RCS loops - MODE 4
3.4.6

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS loors - MODE 4

LCO 3.4.6 Two RCS loops / Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) divisions consisting of any g
combination of RCS loops and SCS divisions shall be OPERABLE and at least one
loop / division shall be in operation.

NOTE
1. All RCPs and SCS pumps may be de<nergized for up to I hour per 8-hour |Kperiod provided:

No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the RCSa.

boron con 0cntration, and

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below saturation
temperature.

'

M
2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg temperatures 5: 317'F i

- ass.c (ctk i e_ c ~. t g o r m . rta 3)g 'M9 qv.Aa m' 4 a

lhe secondary water temperature or each steam renerator is < Il00*F],e

above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

APPLICABIIIIT: MODE 4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
A. One RCS loop A.1 Initiate action to return a immediately ginoperable second RCS loop /SCS division

'

to OPERABLE status.
|AND
'

i
Two SCS divisions |K
inoperable.

(continued) I

i
i

SYSTEM S0+ 3.4 11

Amendment K j
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16.7.7 3.4.7 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND CIRCULATION - MODE 5,

LOOPS FILLED

RCS Loops - MODE 5, loops Filled
3.4.7

3 4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.7 Reactor Coolant loops - MODE 5. loons Filled

LCO 3.4.7 One Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) division shall be OPERABLE and in operation, |Kand either:

One additional SCS division shall be OPERABLE, or iEa.

b. He secondary side water level of each Steam Generator (SG) shall le 2 |K[25 %) wide range indication.

NOTE-
1. SCS pumps may be de-energized for up to I hour per 8-hour period provided: |K

No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the RCSa.

boron concentration, and

( b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10*F below saturation
temperature.

2. No R P shall be started with one or more of the RCS cold leg temperatures
s {3 J nless:

/ ne secondary water temperature of each SG is < [100*FJ above each
of the RCS cold leg temperatures.

3. All SCS trains may be removed from operation during planned heatup to g
MODE 4 when at least one RCS loop is in operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with RCS loops filled.

,' r 3 wy y ~f ^3

( a(A53 *3
[ cerch av- {2'i O *C .

4 9 %uB o o t-/u er Lu] q ed
<s summfu. %

-
m-

|
,

a |

SYSTEM 80+ 3.4-13
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16A.7.8 s B 3.4.8 RCS Ih0PS - MODE 5 (LOOPS NOT FTILEDf

RCS toops - MODE $ (Ioops Not Filled)
B 3.4.8

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

B 3.4.8 RCS foons - MODE 5 h Not Filled)

FASES

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) loops not filled, the
primary function of the reactor coolant is the removal of decay best and

transfer of this heat to the shutdown cooling (&g heat exchangers. He
secondary function of the reactor coolant is to'act as a carrier for soluble
neutron poison, boric acid.

SC.5
in MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the GDC-systemcan be used for
coolant circulation. The number of divisions in operation can vary to suit the
operational needs, he intent of this LCO is to provide forced flow from at
least one $bdivision for decay heat removal and transport.The other
intent of this LCO is to require that two paths be available to provide
redundancy for heat removal.

Sc5
nis LCO permits limited periods without forced circulation. When the4DC--

( divisiontare not in operation, no alteg beat removal path exists. The
response of the RCS without the-S
and the length of time that the-T@D6 pumps are stopped.ysGmdepends on the decay heat loadAs decay heat
diminishes, the effects on RCS temperature diminish. Without cooling by

$c 5.SDCThigher heat loads will cause the reactor coolant temperature to increase
at a rate proportional to the decay heat load. Because pressure can increase,
applicable system pressure limits (pressure and temperature limits or low

te+.hu overpressurization limits) must be observed and forced $DCt5
. system 41ow must be reestab[ished prior to readung the pressure limit. Entry
into a condition with no.5D6tlivision in operation stops heat removal and
should only,be considered for limited circumstances such as uten switching
from onc.Sd@ division to the other. With the pumps stopped, pressure and
temperature may increase and pumps must be restored prior to exceeding
pressure and subcooling limits.

(continued)

SYSTEM 80+ B 3.4-36

Amendment I
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16.7.10 3.4.10 PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVES

Pressurizer Safety Valves
3.4.10

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves

LCO 3.4.10 Four pressurizer safety valves shall be OPERABLE with lift settings 2 [2475 psia]
and s {2525 psia).

NOTE
LCO 3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODES 3 and 4 for the
purpose of setting the pressurizer safety valves under ambient (bot) conditions. This
exception is allowed for [72] hours following entry into MODE 3, provided a
preliminary cold setting was made prior to heatup.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2, and 3,
M_ ODE 4 with any RCS cold leg temperature >J,Wf]. -

T25c*f] c. eta. Acu.r#.a QCroQ4 av

ACTIONS N I '^1"i O M (4 O* f /h av b.5SM .,.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One pressurizer code A.1 Restore valve to OPERABLE 15 minutes
, safety valve status. -- --

inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4 with all RCS [12 hours]
4 temperatures s

[ 17'Fp

2{ss*F]>

Y

i1: Fe M@c 4 o--

3 } } m. n QoaGc
sAk 1% (9tercue+5's
cfr Lto 3.+.10 u+.

SYSTEM 804 3.4-20

Amendment i
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16.7.11 3.4.11 LOW TEMPERATURE OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION (LTOP)
SYSTEM

LTOP
3.4. I 1

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.11 1.ow Temnerature Overnressure Protection (LTOP) System -

5LCO 3.4.11 LTOP System shall be OPERABLE as follows:

Two SCS Relief Valves with lift settings s p50] psig and associated blocka.

valves open'. or -m- ~- - -, ~ -~. s
g/ v

.i
( The RCS depressurized with both divisions of Rapid Depressurization (RD)b.

' '

uyalyes open.
-

m
.

-

-

APPLICABILITY- ny RCS c

MODE 6, with the reactor vessel head on

NOTE
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable.

.

ACTIONS |
:. e . .-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One SCS Relief Valve A.1 Restore SCS Relief Valve to 24 hours * I

inoperable. OPERABLE status. !

f (contmued) i
1

!

* MODE 4 completion time 7 days.

C <

o i,

% h54*F) cetA.alew~ cr

(E ?A% ?s5Et 4[ww*

f
^SYSTEM S0+ .4-2.

Amendment K
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LTOP
3.4.11 7

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 4

( B. Required Actions and B.1 Depressurize RCS and 8 hours
r- associated Completion open Rapid

Times not met. Depressurization Valves.

M

Both SCS Relief Valves
inoperable. '

s

C. Both SCS Relief Valves C.I.1 Initiate action to OPEN Immediately
inoperable. closed Rapid 7

,

Depressurization valve.
}

One or more Rapid C.I.2 *

g Depressurization Establish a vent path of
. Valves closed. 2 [1.3 in ].2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMErfrS

SURVEILLANCE
FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.I1.1 NOTE g
Only required when complying with Required Action B.I.

~JX ~
(.yerify required RD Valves open K

yx ~w 12 hours

SR 3.4.11.2 Vcrify that the block valve is open for each required SCS 12 hours |K
Relief Valve.

SR 3.4.11.3 Perform a SETPOINT CALIBRATION for each required [18 months]
SCS Relief Valve.

K

SYSHM 80+ 3.4-23

Amendment K
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16.7.17 3.4.17 REACTOR COOLANT GAS VENT SYSTEM i
!

Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
- 3.4.17 <

!
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM i

t

3.4.17 Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
'

!
>

lLCO 3.4.17 Both reactor coolant system gas vent paths shall be OPERABLE and closed at each of i
the following locations: !

t
'

a. Reactor vessel head, and
|5

h. Pressurizer steam space
!

i
;

APPLICABILITY: MODE I,2. 3 and 4
n i

i
'

! ACTIONS !

t ~i
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

.

A. Vent path inoperable A.I Restore required vent path to 72 hours
) from the reactor head O' ERABLE status.- K

;{
r

: vent line.

| E i

i
t

A.2 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
,

-. -
5

'

AND

A.3 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours j

i
B. Vent path inoperabic B.1 Rostore required vent path to 72 hours j

from the pressurizer OPERABLE status. j
steam space vent line.

E i

I
C.2 Be in Mode 3. 6 hours j

AND

B.3 Be in Mode 5. 36 hours
_

(continued) j'

i
!

!

I
SYSTF.M B0+ 3.4-36 i
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(

Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System
3.4.17

ACTIONS (continued)
,

CONDITION L6 QUIRED ACTION - COMPLETION TIME

C. None of the required C.1 Restore at least one of the 6 hours
i

reactor coolant system required vent paths to
vent paths OPERABLE status.
OPERABLE.

O.B

C.2 Be in Mode 3. 6 hours

AND

C.3 Be tn Mode 5. 36 hours
__

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

( SURVElLLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify all manual isolation valves in each vent path are 18 months K
locked in the open position.

SR 3.4.17.2 Cycle each vent through at least one complete cycle from 18 months
the control room.

[ SR 3.4.17.1 Verify flow through the reactor coolant system vent paths 18 months
j t/ during venting.

SR 3.4.17.4 Verify correct breaker alignment and position indication 7 days
[ power available.

N 5 l? 1.4. t") . 5 \|Co | 6 N "''G~^'**| *5' I ? **'%15 'S'

vt, l y fj; to (4C : tr < C I * ; $ # n '* CO E Oh

( su (, obtf (% f b AVC '^ ''
'

Y",

{ ,_______..'4e<>.m
-. - . . - - - . . . . - - -- - - - -

js o .
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16.7.18 3.4.18 RAPID DEPRESSURIZATION FUNCTION i
E

C

i
<

4 Repid Depressuriantion Function

{3.4.18
3.4 FIACTOR CEOLPJf7 SYSTD1 (ItCS) '

3.4.18 Rapid Depressuritetton Function

j LCO 3.4.15 At least one of the two vent paths providing the Rapid Depressurisation Function of I

the Safety Depressurinetton System shall e operable and both paths shall be closed
at the Fressurizer steen space.

[:#
AFFLICABILITY: tODE1,2,3,[4'AND%Q

_
k

I

i

!
ACTIONS )

'

9

CONDIIION REQUIRED ACTION CatfLETION TIME

!A. Two or more valves A.1 Restore at least one of ( hours i
inoperable causing both t'ae two vent paths to TL. >

vent paths to be OPERABLE status.
inoperable

'

.N ,

A.2 Ee in 2 ODE 3a

,

6 hoursi
g ;

-

p
.

A.3 Be in PODE 5 %
/ hours4

, i

( d WSERr 2)
;

|
,

ISURVEILLANCE RIQUU1MTS4

i
^

SURVEILI>JCE ITJX7JENCY *

SR 3.4.18.1 Verify all manual isolation valves to pressure 18 months t

instruments in each vent path are in the open,

position.

,

ER 3.4.18.2 Cycle the valves in each vent pat.h at least one 18 months
cceplete cycle from the control room.

i

SR 3.4.18.3 Verify correct valve position indication in the 7 days
,

c.ontrol room for all valves.,

SR 3.4.18.4 Verify correct breaker alignment and position 7 days
indication power indicat. ion power available.

i
a r

** .Mb _ . . .. . .- . y*.n

~ " ^IT iur-Lov sh _1 NN
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-
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:
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!16.9.8 3.6.8 REACIOR SHIELD BUILDING i
K j

Reactor Shield Building
3.6.8 ;

3.6 CONTAINMEhTSYSTEMS
,

3.6.8 E;arlar shield Buildmc ,

~

K i
<

LCO 3.6.8 Reactor Shield Building shall be OPERABLE.
.

(

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2,3 and 4. '

ACTIONS P

, .

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME i

A. Reactor Shield Building A.1 Restore reactor shielding 24 hours (<inoperable. building to OPERABLE
status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion Tirne
not snet. /gG !

| .

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
*

SR 3.6.S.1 Verify that each door in each ==< openmg is closed 31 days -

except ugen the access openmg is being used for
normal 44fsfe7 entry and exit, then at least one door
shall be closed.

SR 3.6.8.2 Verify Reactor Shield Building structural integrity by During shutdown for
i

performing a visus! inspection of the exposed interior SR 3.6.1.1 Type A I

and exterior surfaces of the Reactor Shield Building. tests h4

SYSTEM 80+ 3.6-15a
-

l
i

,

!
'Amendment K
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16.10.18 3.7.18 PLAhT SYSTEh1S

Nuclear Annet Ventilation System
3.7.18

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
'

3.7.18 Nuclear Annet Ventilatic.n System

LCO 3.7.18 All Essential Mechanical Equipment Room Cooling and Ventilation Units in the
Nuclear Annex shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2,3,ynf4j %M (o

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One Essential A.1 Restore inoperable unit to 7 days
Mechanical Equipment OPERABLE status.
Room Cooling and
Ventilation unit
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AED

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

.

i

;

SYSTEM 80+ 3.7-35
,

Amendment I
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Nuclear Annex Ventilation System
3.7.16

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
__

SR 3.7.18.1 Operste each Essential Mechanical Equipment 31 days during periods when
Room Cooling and Ventilation unit for 215 the system has not been
minutes. operated.

SR 3.7.18.2 Demonstrate one Nuclear Annex Building [18 month 5]
Essential Mechanical Equipment Room Cooling
and Ventilation unit actuates on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

E
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16.13.2 3.10.2 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS -INSTRUMENTATION

Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Instrummtation
3.10.2

3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

3.10.2 Redued RCS Inventory Oxtstions -Instrumentation

LCO 3.10.2 The following reactor coolant system instrumentation shall be operable.

Two independent m:ans of monitoring RCS level ind2 cations; one narrow rangea.

and one wide range instrument. And,

b. Two independents.ndtivtf5a.means of monitoring RCS temperature. And,

Two independent indications available to monitor SCS performance in the loopc.

on service for decay heat removal.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

D
g

MODE 6 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. WR RCS level A.1 Initiate action to restore [Immediately)
Indication inoperable Instrument to OPERABLE ,

Status. And,

A. Monitor RCS Temp [Every 30 minutes)
B. Moniter SCS Performance [Every 30 minutes]
C. Monitor NR level [Every 30 minutes]

,

) SYSTEM 804 3.10-2
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Reda:ed RCS Inventory Operations - Instrumentation

3.10.2

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED AC7 ION COMPLETION TIME

B. NR RCS level B.1 Initiate action to restore [Immediately)
Indication inoperable Instrument to OPERABLE

Status. And,

A. Monitor RCS Temp [Every 30 minutes)
B. Monitor SCS Performance [Every 30 minutes)
C. Monitor WR Leve! [Every 10 minutes)

AND [Immediately)

B.2 Initiate action to restore RCS

level to > [EL-117'0*]

C. One RCS Temperature C.1 Initiate action to restore [Immediately)
Indication inoperable instrument indication to. . .

OPERABLE status. And,

N
A. Monitor RCS Level [Every 30 minutes)
B. Monitor SCS Performance [Every 30 mmutes)
C. Monitor OPERABLE [Every 30 minutes)

)Temperature Instrument
|

|D. Two RCS Temperature D.I Initiate Action to restore one [6 hours) N |r gy ed gekehj |

,

Indication inoperable instrument to OPERABLE
status. And, U *

'

.

o

A. Monitor RCS level [Every 10 minutes)
B. Monitor SCS performance [Every 10 minutes)

AND [Immediately)

D.2 Initiate action to restore RCS
level to >[EL-11T0*)

|
|

!
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Reduco:1 RCS Inventory Operations Instrumentstion
3.10.2

E. SCS Performss:e E.1 Ir.itiate action to restore [Immediately]
Indications inoperable instrument to OPERABLE

s:atus.

AND +

A. Monitor RCS Temp [Every 10 minutes]
B. Monitor RCS Level [Every 10 minutes]

9.3

E.2 Ahrt decay heat removal [2 houn]
s'ystems to the alternate loop.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.:.1 Perferm a CHANNEL CHECK of RCS 12 vel; One WR [6 hours]) and One NR.

SR 3.10.2.2 Perform a CHANNEL CHECK of RCS Temperature [6 hours]

SR 3.10.2.3 Perform a CHANNEL CHECK of SCS performance in the [6 hours] g
loop removing decay beat.

t ,s . . ci ca , cc. a t
SR 3.10.2.4 Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION cf RC5 level, e [60 days)g

temperature and SCS performance.

.
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16.13.4 3.10.4 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS - HEAT REMOVAL

Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Heat Removal

3.10.4

3.10 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY OPERATIONS

3.10.4 Reduced RCS Inventorv Onerations - Heat Removal

LCO 3.10.4
K

Two Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) divisions shall be OPERABLE, and at leasta.

one division shall be in operation.

b. The Containment Spray pump shall be OPERABLE in the ovrating division.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

AND

, MODE 6 REDUCED RCS INVENTORY

,

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME !

A. One SCS division A.1 Restore division to OPERABLE limmediately}
|inoperable. status, 15 m,%+o
!

-

|B. Required Action and B.1 Raise RCS level to [6 hours)
'

associated Completion > [EL-l l 7'0 *].
,

,

Time not met.

i

!

I
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Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Heat Rer:cya.1
3.10.4

ACTIONS (Continued)
- =

COND/OON REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. No SCS division in C.1 Suspend all operations involving [Immediately)
operation. reduction in RCS boron

concentration.

AND

C.2 Initiate action to restore one SCS [lmmediately)
division to OPERABLE status
and place in operation.

AND

C.3 Initiate action to raise RCS level [lmmediately)
to > [EL-117'0*]

) D. Containment Spray D.1 Initiate action to place the [6 hours]
Fump m operstep a! ternate division in operation if
d:visien inope able the containment spray pump in

that division is OPERABLE. g

AND

D.2 Monitor SCS performance. [Every 30 minutes)

AND
.

D.3 Rectore inoperable Containment [48 hours)
Spray Pump.

E. Required Action and E.1 Rair.e RCS level > [EL-117'0*] [6 hours)
Completion time of
item D.3 not taet.

__

i
I

|
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Reduced RCS Inventory Operations - Heat Removal
3.10.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.10.4.1 Verify at least one SCS division operating [12 hours}

SR 3.10.4.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power [24 hours)
available to the SCS pump that is not in operation and the
OPERABLE Containment Spray pump.

|

|

K

1
-

6
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